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PREFACE
This publication is the result of the joint efforts of the AICPA, the FASB, and Prof. John 
Burton and Prof. Miklos Vasarhelyi (both of Columbia University). It is the twenty-third in a 
series produced by the AICPA through the use of the National Automated Accounting Research 
System (NAARS). Earlier publications in the series are listed on the inside cover of this publica­
tion.
The purpose of the series is to provide interested readers with examples and analyses of the 
application of technical pronouncements. It is believed that those who are confronted with prob­
lems in the application of pronouncements can benefit from seeing how others apply them in 
practice.
It is the AICPA’s intention to publish periodically similar compilations of information of 
current interest dealing with aspects of financial reporting.
The examples presented were selected from approximately 8,000 annual reports stored in the 
NAARS computer data base. The compilation of data and the analysis of that data is the result of 
the joint efforts of the FASB and Prof. Miklos Vasarhelyi.
This publication presents only a limited number of examples and is not intended to encompass 
all aspects of the application of FASB Statements Nos. 33, 39, 40, and 41. Individuals wishing to 
obtain additional data may arrange for special computer searches of the NAARS data bank by 
contacting the Institute.
The views expressed are solely those of the staff of the AICPA, the FASB, Prof. John Burton 
and Prof. Miklos Vasarhelyi.
George Dick
Director, Technical Information Division
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This survey presents examples and analyses of the disclosures in 1980 annual reports made in 
compliance with FASB Statement Nos. 33, 39, 40, and 41—which deal with the effects of changing 
prices on business operations.Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33, Financial Reporting and Changing 
Prices, (September 1979) establishes standards for reporting the effects of both general inflation 
and specific price changes. Statement Nos. 39, 40, and 41 clarify the treatment of various 
specialized assets as indicated in their titles:
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 39
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices:
Specialized Assets—Mining and Oil and Gas (October 1980)
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 40
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices:
Specialized Assets—Timberland and Growing Timber (November 1980)
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 41
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices:
Specialized Assets—Income Producing Real Estate (November 1980)In March 1981 the Board issued Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 46, Finan­
cial Reporting and Changing Prices: Motion Picture Films. The requirements of this Statement 
are effective for fiscal years ended on or after March 31, 1981 and, therefore, examples of the 
disclosures required by this Statement are not included in this book.
The analysis in Chapter III was made possible by the creation of the FASB Statement 33 
Data Bank. It is the first of a kind because of its comprehensive scope: over 1100 of the largest 
companies (all those companies that met the size test in Statement 33) were reviewed.
The objectives of the survey are threefold:
• To provide preparers of financial reports with examples to use as a basis for further 
experimentation with their own disclosures.
•  To provide measures of the impact of changing prices on business enterprises in the 
aggregate and by industry groups.
•  To encourage further research and analysis of inflation accounting.
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Changing prices distort traditional, historical cost measures of enterprise performance and 
financial position. The distortion occurs because conventional financial statements do not take into 
account the general decline in the purchasing power of the dollar or changes in the specific prices 
of the assets owned by the enterprise. FASB Statement No. 33 requires adjustments to historical 
costs and provides users of financial reports with information in units having the same (i.e., 
constant) general purchasing power. It also requires information about the impact of changes in 
specific prices (current costs) on the inventories, property, plant, and equipment owned by the 
enterprise.
When issuing Statement 33, the Board indicated that preparers and users had not reached a 
consensus on the practical usefulness of constant dollar information and current cost information. 
In requiring both types, of information the FASB initiated an experiment to determine the useful­
ness and problems of each type of information. The provisions of Statement 33 are more flexible 
than is usual in an FASB Statement. The flexibility was provided so that preparers would 
experiment to find the presentation that best meets the circumstances of their business. In this 
way, the Board hopes to resolve some of the outstanding issues such as:
•  Should the FASB continue to require information about the effects of changing prices?
• Should the FASB continue to require information about the effects of both specific price 
changes and general inflation?
• Should the information continue to be supplementary or should it be part of the primary 
financial statements?
• Should the current disclosures be expanded to require a comprehensive set of financial 
statements on an inflation-adjusted basis?
• Should the requirements be amended in other ways? For example, what items should be 
included in the computation of income from continuing operations adjusted for the effects of 
changing prices?
• Should the requirements be extended to additional organizations or should they continue to 
apply only to large public companies?
• Are special provisions needed for special types of assets?
The Board will consider these questions over the next few years as it reviews and evaluates 
the current reporting requirements. It is hoped that this survey and the FASB Data Bank will 
help users, preparers, and researchers to focus on these issues.
The remainder of this chapter reviews the main reporting requirements of Statement 33, 
provides an overview of the impact of changing prices on the companies in the survey, previews 
the excerpts of the 1980 disclosures, and describes the FASB Statement 33 Data Bank.
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS OF STATEMENT 33
Statement 33 applies to public enterprises that have inventories, property, plant, and equip­
ment of more than $125 million or total assets of more than $1 billion. In keeping with the 
Statement’s experimental nature, no change is required in the primary financial statements. The 
changing prices information is separate and supplements the historical cost information.
A summary of the required disclosures for companies that meet the size test and having fiscal 
years ended on or after December 25, 1979 are as follows:
1. Constant dollar information
a. Income from continuing operations on a historical cost/constant dollar basis
b. The purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items
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2. Current cost information
a. Income from continuing operations on a current cost basis
b. The current cost amounts of inventory, property, plant, and equipment at the end of the 
fiscal year
c. Increases or decreases in the current cost amounts of inventory, property, plant, and 
equipment, net of inflation
Information on income from continuing operations (on a historical cost/constant dollar basis or 
on a current cost basis) should disclose the amounts of or adjustments to cost of goods sold, 
depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense. Historical cost/constant dollar income from 
continuing operations should disclose reductions of the historical cost amounts of property, plant, 
and equipment to lower recoverable amounts.
3. Notes to supplementary information
a. The principal types of information used to calculate the current cost of inventory, 
property, plant, equipment, cost of goods sold and depreciation, depletion and amorti­
zation expense
b. Any differences between (1) the depreciation methods, estimates of useful lives, and 
salvage values of assets used for calculation of historical cost/constant dollar deprecia­
tion and current cost depreciation and (2) the methods and estimates used for calcula­
tions of depreciation in the primary financial statements
In computing current cost income, expenses are to be measured at current cost or lower 
recoverable amount. Current cost measures relate to the assets owned and used by the 
company—not to assets that might be acquired to replace the assets owned. “Recoverable 
amounts” only need to be measured if they are significantly and permanently lower than current 
cost.
The Statement allows considerable flexibility for choosing sources of information about cur­
rent costs; an enterprise may use specific price indexes or other evidence of a more direct nature. 
Although the Board realized that flexibility could cause lack of comparability among enterprises, 
it felt that the relevance of the disclosures outweighed the loss of comparability.
4. Five-year summary of constant dollars
a. Net sales and other operating revenue
b. Historical cost/constant dollar information
(1) Income from continuing operations
(2) Income per common share from continuing operations
(3) Net assets at fiscal year-end
c. Current cost information
(1) Income from continuing , operations
(2) Income per common share from continuing operations
(3) Net assets at fiscal year-end
(4) Increases or decreases in the current amounts of inventory, property, plant, and 
equipment, net of inflation
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d. Other information
(1) Purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items
(2) Cash dividends declared per common share*
(3) Market price per common share at year-end*
(4) CPI-U used for the measurement of income from continuing operations. *
* Information required for the last five years. The other items are required starting in 
1979.
5. Enterprises shall provide explanations of the information and discussions of its signifi­
cance in the circumstances of the enterprise.
Statement 33 encourages companies to provide additional information to help users under­
stand the effect of changing prices on a company’s activities. Statement Nos. 39, 40, and 41 clarify 
the application of Statement 33 to the specialized assets of the mining and oil and gas industries, 
timberlands and growing timber, and income-producing assets of real estate companies.
IMPACT OF CHANGING PRICES: AN OVERVIEW
The analysis in Chapter III confirms what has been generally understood for some time— 
historical cost profits dramatically overstate real profitability as Table I shows:
Table I
Comparison of 1980 Income from Continuing Operations 
for Industrial Companies Required to Make Statement 33 Disclosures
(billions of dollars)











Accrued 20 73 73 73
Income from continuing operations 99 47 34
The effective tax rate under the historical cost method of 42.3% rises to 60.9% under the constant 
dollar method and 68.2% under the current cost method. After preferred and ordinary share 
dividend payments of $49 billion are taken into account, the shareholders’ equity is depleted $2 
billion under the constant dollar method and $13 billion under current cost method compared to 
additions to shareholders’ equity of $50 billion under conventional accounting methods. The im­
pact varies even more widely on an industry-by-industry basis.
The analysis also indicates that very large differences exist between the reported amount and 
the current cost amount of property, plant, and equipment. Those differences may, in part, 
explain the recent increase in company takeovers.
EXCERPTS FROM CHANGING PRICES DISCLOSURES
The excerpts in this book were chosen because they demonstrate specific aspects of the 
Statement 33 requirements and various ways companies chose to meet them. Extent and content 
of the disclosures vary considerably among enterprises. Some companies see the impact of infla­
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tion as extremely important; others see the need to report inflation accounting data as onerous. 
Chapter II gives examples of how the different aspects of Statement 33 requirements have been 
met, and Chapter IV gives examples of disclosures by companies in different industry groups.
Few companies disclose more information than is required by Statement 33. For example, 
very few companies provide comprehensive information such as a restated balance sheet and 
statement of changes in financial position. A few companies that are not required to comply with 
Statement 33 voluntarily provide supplementary information; examples of those additional disclo­
sures are included in Chapter V.
THE FASB DATA BANK
The FASB Statement 33 Data Bank is part of the Board’s plan to encourage research for 
assessing the usefulness of information about the effects of changing prices. In addition to being a 
valuable research tool, it is expected that the availability of data should reduce some of the costs 
and other obstacles to doing research. In the past, the development of data banks of security 
prices and of financial statement information has stimulated a generation of ground-breaking 
research in finance and accounting.
Research cannot provide all of the answers; but it can provide information about matters that 
are important to the Board’s decisions. It is hoped that research will: shed light on the costs and 
benefits of decisions involved in the disclosure of information about the effects of changing prices; 
show whether the information is being used and how it is used; and indicate the effects of the 
information on investor decisions.
The FASB Data Bank is stored on computer tape and contains information about changing 
prices and pensions disclosures for more than 1100 companies. It can be used easily with other 
financial information data banks containing historical cost data, such as Standard & Poor’s 
Compustat Services (Compustat) and The Value Line Investment Survey published by Arnold 
Bernhard and Co., Inc. (Value Line). Appendix E provides more details.
Currently, two years of changing prices data are contained in the data bank. The FASB plans 




This chapter provides excerpts from managements’ comments and explanations of the main 
aspects of the Statement 33 requirements. Each section contains a summary of the key ideas and a 
series of excerpts from annual reports. This approach enables readers to find material relating to a 
particular topic.
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
OF CHANGING PRICES INFORMATION
Statement 33 does not specify the topics that should be covered when managers are comment­
ing on the numerical changing prices information. Rather, there is a flexible requirement that 
managers explain and analyze the changing prices data in the context of their particular operating 
environments. For example, the level of competition and the technological developments within 
an industry influence a company’s ability to deal with the effects of changing prices. The impact of 
such factors can be explained much more effectively with words than with numerical data.
An example of a comprehensive review of the impact of inflation on a company is contained in 
the report of the president and chief operating officer of Borg-Warner Corporation to its share­
holders.
BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
Inflation in good times is bad; 
in a recession, it’s intolerable
In 1980 we suffered recession plus high inflation............I want to talk about inflation—the far
more serious problem. Recessions come and go, and we all survive; inflation will probably be with us 
for a long time, and the results can be ruinous.
There are a number of ways to calculate inflation. Whichever you use, the picture is grim. The 
measure we use—consumer price index/urban—is about as bad as any. It put 1980 inflation at 13.5%, 
on top of an 11.2% jump in 1979. The average inflation rate between 1975-1980 has been nearly 9%.
No person, no business, no institution escapes completely. Borg-Warner's management and em­
ployees are working to reduce inflation’s impact through effective asset management, tighter man­
ufacturing practices and realistic pricing.
To a large extent our efforts have paid off. During the year just ended, we cut our inventories by 
$80 million, or 20%; lowered our receivables slightly; improved the productivity of our capital by 
turning our inventories at a faster rate.
But our asset management emphasis is a short-term solution at best. We must rethink financial 
policies that were designed for a bygone economic environment. Our system of financial planning, 
resource allocation and performance evaluation all must be tuned to inflation.
In 1980, our return on equity was 11.3%—not a bad performance were inflation still no more than 
2-3%. With inflation as high as it is, however, this return is totally inadequate if we hope to increase 
the real equity of our shareholders in this company—and that is our goal.
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The key to doing so is higher margins. Yet the pressures of inflation act to reduce them, . . . .  
Our 1980 operating margin was 6.9%. This margin is partially adjusted for inflation since our inven­
tories are accounted for on a LIFO (last-in, first-out) basis. However, when adjusted for current cost 
depreciation, our 1980 operating margin equals 5.6%.
Lower volume in 1980 compounded the squeeze. The recession and always tough competition 
made it harder to raise selling prices enough to recover our higher costs due to inflation. As a result, 
our overall, after-tax profit margin for Borg-Warner was 4.7%, a full percentage point lower than in
1979 and 1978. Net margin on consolidated manufacturing operations was a low 2.1%, compared with 
4.4% in 1979 and 4.7% in 1978. Our lower margins were a keen disappointment, but what are we doing 
about them?
The first step is a major corporate effort to improve productivity, which we define as the com­
bined effectiveness of our employees, capital and technology at a given time. We have made substan­
tial improvement in capital productivity over the past several years as we’ve divested businesses with 
marginal returns and improved our asset management.
There is more to be done, and in November we began a corporate program whose initial target is 
a productivity gain of 5% per year, or double our rate of productivity improvement over the past ten 
years.
Understanding inflation and its impact is vital if we are to keep from being devoured by it. I 
believe Borg-Warner’s inflation education program has put us ahead of many companies in developing 
internal reporting approaches that help our operating managers see what inflation is really doing to 
their businesses. It is not yet a way of life throughout our company to consider the impact of inflation 
on every decision we make, but we’re getting there.
Why are higher margins so critical in fighting inflation? Without an operating profit margin that 
over time is high enough to at least offset the inflation rate, there can be no real growth for the 
company and none for investors. For that reason, we (and here I should point out that Borg-Warner is 
no different from other companies in this regard) cannot afford the luxury of supporting major 
businesses that neither provide an operating return at least equal to inflation nor show real potential 
to do so in the very near future.
• • • •
Sales for 1980 were off 13%, compared with 1979, when adjusted for inflation. During the five- 
year period from the end of 1975 through 1980, sales have grown at an annual rate of 1.3% when 
adjusted for the effect of changing prices.
The earnings picture is more positive. Although off by nearly 30% between 1979 and 1980, real 
earnings have grown by 13% annually from their depressed level of 1975.
Dividends for 1980 held their own when compared with inflation. During the five-year period, 
dividends increased by an average 2.6% in real terms.
Combining the return on your investment through dividends with an average growth in market 
value of 6.9% per year, Borg-Wamer shareholders earned an average total return of 12% in real 
dollars during each of the past five years. Borg-Warner shares held from 1975 through the first half of
1980 provided a total return more than 50% higher than that of the average NYSE listed company in 
the same period.
The book value comparison points to the essence of the problem of inflation for a business— 
financing both inflation and real growth without depleting shareholders’ capital. Even though we have 
been able to reinvest an average of 9% of our equity . . . .  over the last five years, book value in real 
terms . . . .  did not grow at all.
We have, however, avoided any erosion of shareholder capital. In addition, our book value is 
conservatively stated, since our inventories under LIFO accounting are about $225 million less than 
replacement cost, and our investment in Hughes Tool was carried at a value $379 million less than the 
market value at year-end 1980.
Inflation in 1980 caused our reported earnings to be overstated and overtaxed. The historic cost of 
assets on our books is about $600 million, and we provided $64 million for depreciation on that basis. 
Today’s replacement cost of these assets is about $900 million, and we should have provided about $35 
million more to replace them at current prices.
Although inflation caused our real earnings to be lower, it did not lower our taxes, which are 
based on historical cost depreciation. The same tax bill divided by lower real earnings automatically 
raises the rate. Our tax rate for 1980 was in reality about 69%. Accelerated depreciation and invest­
ment tax credits do reduce and defer taxes somewhat. Nevertheless, the net result is a higher-than- 
apparent effective tax rate in current dollars due to inflation.
As a result, we have less real dollar purchasing power to reinvest for future growth or pay 
shareholder dividends without actually beginning to liquidate the company to do so. This is the 
tragedy of inflation: for business, for workers, for the retired, for our entire nation.
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General Electric Company, in addition to dealing with the impact of changing prices on its own operations, discussed the overall impact of changing prices on all U.S. nonfinancial corpora­tions in its 1980 Annual Report.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Financial Review
Inflation in the U.S. continued at a high level during 1980, and most economists currently forecast 
double-digit rates again in 1981. Your management has stressed repeatedly the distortion that infla­
tion has on the traditional methods of financial reporting. This distortion affects individuals, com­
panies, and aggregate financial data on which national policy decisions are based.
The chart below highlights this distortion by comparing reported after-tax earnings with rea l 
after-tax earnings for all U.S. nonfinancial corporations for the years 1975 through 1980. Three 
inflation-related factors account for the difference between reported earnings and real earnings: 
underdepreciation, reflecting the shortfall from writing off facilities using acquired rather than re­
placement costs; “phantom” profits which occur when lower than current costs of inventory output are 
charged against revenues; and the loss by more than one-third in the general purchasing power of a 
dollar since 1975.
Reported and Real Profits of 
U.S. Nonfinancial Corporations
As reported, the aggregate after-tax earnings of all U.S. nonfinancial corporations grew each 
year except for a small decrease in 1980. The average annual growth rate as reported since 1975 was 
about 13 %.
However, after adjustment for inflation, real earnings in 1980 were lower than any other year 
during the period, and actually have declined since 1975 at an average rate of about 2% per year.
Changing Prices and Capital Formation
When conventional (historical cost) accounting methods are used to calculate profit, the current inflation-affected selling prices are matched with the original acquisition cost of inven­tories, property, plant, and equipment. During a period of rapidly changing prices the result is higher reported profits, higher taxes, and increased pressure for higher dividend payments. However, the reported profit is misleading unless it is adjusted for the decline in the purchasing power of the assets owned by a company and the higher current cost of replacing its inventories, property, plant, and equipment. Unless revenues are greater than the current costs of maintain­ing operating capability of the company, gradual liquidation could be occurring. The examples given below illustrate the problems of capital formation in an inflationary environment.
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CAMPBELL TAGGART INC.
Accounting for the Effects of Inflation
•  •  •  •
Management Summary. As shown by the accompanying financial analysis, severe inflation dis­
torts the historical financial reporting of business, giving the false illusion of high profits when, in fact, 
real profits—profits after deduction of inflation effects—have failed to keep pace with the rising costs 
of replacing buildings, machinery and equipment, maintaining inventories, and supporting new re­
search and development.
The growth of a company’s assets and financial results must be substantially higher than in­
creases in inflation or that company will suffer gradual liquidation. Campbell Taggart management is 
pursuing strategies that maintain a balance between providing returns to keep shareholders ahead of 
inflation and providing for the future real growth and health of the Company.
• • • •
McGRAW-HILL, INC.
Supplemental Financial Information on Effects of Changing Prices
•  •  •  •
Effects of Changing Prices on Financial Statements
For a company to be able to continue in business, it must produce sufficient earnings to replace its 
productive capacity. In the current period of high inflation and reduced purchasing power, a company 
requires more dollars now to replace its existing inventory and fixed assets than it needed to purchase 
them a year ago. Historical cost does not reflect the cumulative effect of changing prices. However, 
constant dollar accounting and current cost accounting do attempt to reflect this impact—and there­
fore more realistically express profits that are available to pay dividends and expand the business.• • • •
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION
Supplemental Business and Financial Data
Inflation Data
• • • •
For many years, Bethlehem has experienced low rates of return, and our business has been 
adversely affected by inflation. The inflation adjusted financial information dramatically illustrates 
our concerns. Bethlehem has been unable to maintain profit margins that are satisfactory and keep 
pace with inflation. The reasons for this include various forms of government interference in pricing 
actions, restricted volume growth due to the dramatic inroads of imported steel into the domestic 
marketplace and labor costs that have been increasing at rates greater than the inflation rate itself.
The cumulative effect of years of low profit margins, combined with depreciation allowances that 
cover only a portion of current replacement costs, is unmistakably clear. We have generated insuffi­
cient funds to replace and modernize our production facilities. This is a serious problem for Bethlehem 
because we are in a capital intensive business. Failure to modernize and increase productivity to more 
acceptable levels extends the spiral of low profit margins.• • • •
Taxation
Many companies comment on the impact that changing prices have on the relationship be­
tween reported income and taxes. Their comments emphasize the lack of adjustment to deprecia­
tion expense for changes in specific or general prices in the computation of taxable income.
Some companies portray the impact of taxation by presenting computations of the effective 
tax rates on the income measurements (a) as reported in the primary financial statements, (b) as 
adjusted for general price changes, and (c) as adjusted for specific price changes.
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ARMCO
Assessing the Impact of Inflation
• • • •
3. Adjusted for Changes in Specific Prices
• • • •
As the statement shows, the adjustments set forth in columns (2) and (3) result in earnings of 
$92.7 million and $86.4 million, compared to the $265.3 million we report on our historical cost basis. 
Statement No. 33 does not permit changing the provision for income taxes, because current income 
tax regulations do not permit the recognition of the inflation reflected in columns (2) and (3). As a 
result, Armco’s effective tax rate is increased from the 30.3% on an historical cost basis to 55.5% when 
adjusted for general inflation and to 57.2% when adjusted for changes in specific prices. To put it 
another way, if tax regulations permitted the utilization of the effect of either general inflation or 
specific price increases, our tax provisions would be $79.4 million or $82.3 million less, respectively, 
and net income would have increased by a similar amount.
• • • •
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
Inflation and Changing Prices
Supplementary Financial Information (Unaudited)
• • • •
General Comments
• • • •
(In average 1980 dollars)
•  •  •  •
1980 1979
Effective tax rate
As reported (%) 39.4 39.6
Constant dollars 59.8 49.1
Current cost 64.9 49.8
• • • •
AMPCO-PITTSBURGH CORPORATION
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 11—Supplementary Information on Changing Prices (Unaudited):
Management’s Analysis of Changing Prices
• • • •
Consolidated Statements of Income Adjusted for Changing Prices
• • • •
In addition, provision for taxes on income has not been restated under either the constant dollar 
or current cost presentations although operating expenses have been increased $3.1 million and $3.2 
million, respectively. This results in an increase in the effective tax rate from 51.0% under the 
historical cost method to 57.7% and 58.1%, respectively, under the constant dollar and current cost 
methods. This relationship indicates the adverse effect of fixed tax rates in periods of rapid inflation.
LUCKY STORES, INC.
Supplementary Inflation Information (Unaudited)
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As restated
Consolidated earnings, year ended
February 1, 1981 As In average On the basis of(in millions, except per share amounts) reported 1980 dollars current cost
Sales $6,468.7 $6,468.7 $6,468.7Cost of goods sold 4,964.7 4,993.5 4,964.7
Selling, general and administrative expenses 1,260.9 1,260.9 1,260.9
Depreciation and amortization 58.3 87.7 83.9Interest expense 24.5 24.5 24.5
Earnings—pretax 160.3 102.1 134.7
Income taxes 69.8 69.8 69.8
Net earnings $ 90.5 $ 32.3 $ 64.9
Earnings per common share $ 1.80 $ .62 $ 1.28
Effective tax rate—% of pretax earnings 43.5% 68.4% 51.8%
• •  • •
Dividends
Changing prices also affect the relationship between reported profits and dividend payment. 
Some companies comment on how changing prices affect the purchasing power of dividends. A few 
companies stress the squeeze on liquidity brought about by the need to maintain the “real” level of 
dividend payments while, at the same time, increasing investments in inventories, property, 
plant, and equipment.
BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
Inflation in good times is bad;
in a recession, it’s intolerable
Dividends for 1980 held their own when compared with inflation. During the five-year period, 
dividends increased by an average 2.6% in real terms.
Combining the return on your investment through dividends with an average growth in market 
value of 6.9% per year, Borg-Warner shareholders earned an average total return of 12% in real 
dollars during each of the past five years. Borg-Warner shares held from 1975 through the first half of 
1980 provided a total return more than 50% higher than that of the average NYSE listed company in 
the same period. • • • •
DAYTON HUDSON CORPORATION
Inflation and Changing Prices
• • • •
Accounting for the Effects of Inflation (Unaudited)
• • • •
Inflation is also increasing our need for capital. The adjustment to net earnings for current costs 
includes only the amounts necessary to replace existing facilities. Our cash flow must be sufficiently 
high to allow us to increase our capital base.
Internally financed investment can take place only after payment of taxes and must compete with 
dividends for limited funds. In the future, the Corporation intends to use external sources more than 
we have in the past to make up the balance of our needs.
•  •  •  •
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ARMCO
Assessing the Impact of Inflation
•  •  •  •
5-Year Comparison
Now we’ll comment on our second statement, the supplementary 5-year comparison of selected 
financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices.• • • •
This summary dramatizes the effect of inflation on Armco’s 1980 results with the inflation ad­
justed net income declining from the prior year levels (which are all stated in average 1980 dollars). As 
can be seen from the summary, our dividends per share for 1980 were about the same as the per share 
earnings on an inflation adjusted basis. This means that we may be paying dividends not only from 
earnings but also from our capital base. However, if tax regulations were changed to give us relief 
from inflation as was discussed in the Comparison of 1980 Results, our earnings per share would have 
clearly exceeded our dividend requirements. This dramatically illustrates to us the need for an in­
formed tax policy, and the absolute necessity to bring inflation under control.
Considering both common stock prices and dividends, Armco shareholders over this 5-year period 
have, exclusive of tax considerations, seen the return from their investment exceed general inflation.• • • •
Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices 
(dollars in millions, except per share amounts)
1980 1979
• • • •
(c) Net Income per Common Share
At historical cost...........................................  $ 4.73
Adjusted for general inflation*....................  1.58
Adjusted to current cost*............................  1.47• • • •
(g) Cash Dividends per Common Share
At historical cost...........................................  $ 1.57
Adjusted for general inflation*....................  1.57• • • •







1.28 $ 1.20 $ 1.13
1.62 1.63 1.64
MANAGEMENTS’ STRATEGIES FOR COPING WITH CHANGING PRICES
A company can use various strategies to reduce the unfavorable effects of changing prices on 
its operations. Information about the particular strategies that a company employs is important 
for assessing the company’s performance. Three main strategies were discussed by companies: 
improved technology, pricing flexibility, and management training programs.
Technology
Some companies describe how improvements in technology can offset some of the inflationary 
pressures of changing prices by reducing costs per unit of output or by improving the quality of 
products, or both. Improvements in technology also may reduce the impact of increases in the 
price of goods purchased by the company. Opportunities for improving productivity vary from 
industry to industry. Companies in the telecommunications and computer industries have experi­
enced particularly rapid technological advancement in recent years and frequently make reference 
to the impact of technological improvements.
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AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Supplementary Data
Accounting for the Effects of Inflation (Unaudited)
• • • •
Technological improvements, changes in supply and demand, and productivity gains cause the 
specific prices of goods and services purchased by a particular business to fluctuate differently from 
price changes that would be caused solely by general inflation. To reflect the effects of such specific 
price changes on operating results, Statement No. 33 requires that the Company also show “income 
from continuing operations” as if depreciation of plant assets had been based on the “current cost” of 
these or comparable assets, rather than on historical cost.
• • • •
Readers also should note that the increase in the specific prices of telephone plant actually has 
been less than the general increase in the rate of inflation. This difference primarily is attributable to 
“benefits of technological improvements in constructing telephone plant.” These technological im­
provements, combined with the resulting improvements in productivity, have been responsible for the 
Company’s success in keeping the rate of growth in the prices of its services below the rate of growth 
in the general level of prices.
• • • •
UNITED TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements
11. Inflation Data (Unaudited)
• • • •
Technological improvements in the telecommunications industry, which have lowered the cost of 
plant and equipment and improved operating efficiency, are considered in measuring replacement 
cost. Current cost, however, focuses on reproduction costs or service potential of existing assets. 
Because advances in technology are not generally considered, the aggregate current cost plant and 
equipment amount is greater than the amount actually needed to replace plant and equipment. In 
actual practice, United’s management would replace assets with the most technologically advanced 
equipment available.
• • • •
XEROX CORPORATION
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Inflation-Adjusted Data (Unaudited)
• • • •
With respect to current costs, the specific product-related costs and expenses of the Company 
generally have not increased at the pace of general inflation primarily due to offsetting productivity 
gains and advances in technology.
• • • •
HAMMERMILL PAPER COMPANY
Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations 
Impact of Inflation and Changing Prices
• • • •
Conclusion
• • • •
The programs which have been undertaken by the company to improve the productivity and 
profitability of the operating units are paying off, and diligent efforts to generate even greater gains 
are continuing. Management believes such efforts are vital in combating the inroads of inflation.
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Pricing Flexibility
The impact of changing prices depends, in part, on whether or not a company is able to pass 
rising costs on to its customers. A company that can maintain current cost selling margins is in a 
relatively strong position to withstand the impact of inflation. The following are examples of 
companies who commented on this point.
GENUINE PARTS COMPANY
Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices
• •  •  •
Management Comments on Data Adjusted for Inflation:
The Company has maintained a relatively constant percentage of gross profit on sales for several 
years. Increases in sales prices have generally been timed to coincide with increases in the cost of 
merchandise purchased. Accordingly, the effect of inflation on the gross profit of the Company has not 
been significant. Although management presently anticipates its continued ability to compensate for 
cost increases by passing through such increases to its customers in amounts sufficient to maintain a 
relatively constant gross profit on sales, there can be no assurance that competitive or other factors 
will not adversely affect continuation of this practice.




•  •  •  •
One method of coping with the effects of inflation is to increase sales prices to cover increases in 
product cost. For a number of years, this was not possible due to the very competitive environment in 
the photofinishing industry. The increases instituted in this year were what the Company judged the 
market would allow, but were not enough to recoup prior year cost increases. The Company intends to 
pass on as much of any future cost increases as the market will allow.
• •  •  •
THE COASTAL CORPORATION
Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices
•  •  •  •
Coastal’s Position Regarding Inflation
• •  •  •
Coastal has a certain amount of pricing flexibility. In some cases, the Company has been able to 
pass on some of the effects of inflation to customers through price increases. In addition, certain 
trading and exchange activities provide additional margins, which help absorb costs of inflation that 
cannot be passed on.
•  •  •  •
Management Training Programs
If a company is to survive and grow in an inflationary environment, its managers must learn 
new strategies and develop appropriate management control systems. Some companies are pro­
viding management training programs for their managers. The programs, by and large, are 




Inflation in good times is bad; 
in a recession, it’s intolerable
• • • •
Understanding inflation and its impact is vital if we are to keep from being devoured by it. I 
believe Borg-Warner’s inflation education program has put us ahead of many companies in developing 
internal reporting approaches that help our operating managers see what inflation is really doing to 
their businesses. It is not yet a way of life throughout our company to consider the impact of inflation 
on every decision we make, but we’re getting there.
• •  •  •
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Financial Review
Dealing with inflation as it affects your Company requires identifying the distorting effects of 
inflation, understanding them, recognizing them in business planning, and managing assets and opera­
tions so as to overcome the effects of inflation.
The Company is conducting an internal program titled Effectively Coping with Inflation. This 
program helps participants to understand chronic high inflation, realize how it distorts financial data, 
and learn how to minimize the impact. More than 3,000 key managers and professionals participated in 
this program through 1980.
•  •  •  •
Measures of Performance
Several companies use changing prices-adjusted information to analyze their performance. 
Their discussions focus on summary indicators—information about key aspects of enterprise 
performance, often expressed as ratios. While many types of summary indicators could be used, 
the indicator most frequently cited is some version of the return on equity—the ratio of net income 
(or income from continuing operations) to net assets.
Trends in inflation-adjusted indicators may be useful to a shareholder’s understanding of the 
company’s past performance and its future prospects, particularly when the rate of changing 
prices fluctuates widely. The adjusted trends reduce the distortions caused by changing prices.
Many companies provide nonfinancial statistics as indicators of performance—passenger 
miles, barrels produced, etc. Generally, such statistics are unaffected by changing prices. Al­
though some companies provide these statistics in their annual reports, few use the data in 
conjunction with their changing-prices adjusted information.
GREAT WESTERN FINANCIAL CORPORATION
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 16: Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• •  •  •
Gross income, net earnings and the per share earnings and dividends, as adjusted for inflation and 
presented in 1976 dollars, show a relatively lower growth rate or greater rate of decline through 1980.
Gross income thus shows an increase from $477 million to $688 million, an increase of 44%, whereas the 
historical increase from $477 million to $997 million for the 1976 through 1980 period reflects a gain of 
109%. Further, the 14% increase in gross income between 1979 and 1980 on an historical basis did not 
occur in 1976 dollars. Net income and per share income for the earlier four years show increases of 
almost 90% on an historical basis, but only 48% as adjusted for inflation. The 58% decline from 1979 to 
1980 historical becomes 65% in the inflation adjusted amounts. Cash dividends per share, increasing 
from $.33 to $.61 as adjusted for inflation, show an increase of 85%. On an historical reporting basis, 
the increase is 167%.
Stockholders’ equity presents a comparison showing an even slower growth rate through 1979 of 
10% as compared to 50% on an historical basis. The 1980 decline in stockholders’ equity as adjusted, 
reflects the full impact of higher inflation and reduced earnings.
16 • • • •
($000 omitted, except per share) 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Gross income
—Historical $997,222 $878,354 $714,561 $593,374 $477,123
—Adjusted for inflation 
Net earnings
688,366 687,916 623,823 557,412 477,123
—Historical 39,172 93,071 89,680 73,819 49,225
—Adjusted for inflation 24,865 71,149 76,715 67,828 47,919
Earnings per share
—Historical 1.74 4.15 4.01 3.30 2.20
—Adjusted for inflation 
Cash dividends per share
1.11 3.17 3.43 3.03 2.14
—Historical .88 .84 .67 .47 .33
—Adjusted for inflation 
Stockholders’ equity at year end
.61 .66 .58 .44 .33
—Historical 658,636 638,357 563,758 488,650 425,219
—Adjusted for inflation 499,998 536,510 529,313 519,856 486,324
Loss in general purchasing power 
on net monetary items 
Market value per share at year end
(43,030) (47,454) (29,575) (18,512) (11,045)
—Historical 18.63 22.00 17.75 15.50 15.63
—Adjusted for inflation 
Average Consumer Price Index
12.85 17.23 15.50 14.55 15.63
(U.S. Department of Labor, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics:
1967 = 100)
Index of general purchasing power:
247.0 217.7 195.3 181.5 170.5
1976 = 100 69.0 78.3 87.3 93.9 100.0
THE SUPERIOR OIL COMPANY
Historical Financial Information Adjusted for Changing Prices
•  •  •  •




December 31, December 31,
1980 1979 1978 1980 1979 1978
Amounts per Average Share
Outstanding (in dollars) 
Income (loss) from Continuing
Operations 13.22 9.52 4.37 10.88 1.97 (.59)
Net Change in Ownership Interest 13.22 9.52 4.87 15.03 6.15 1.69
Return on Average Shareholders
Equity (percent)
Income (loss from Continuing
Operations 20.9 18.0 11.0 11.9 2.1 (0.7)
Net Change in Ownership Interest 20.9 18.0 12.3 16.4 6.6 2.0
Return on Average Total Assets
(percent)
Income from Continuing Operations 11.3 10.3 6.6 7.4 2.3 0.1
Net Change in Ownership Interest 11.3 10.3 7.2 10.1 5.0 1.9
Capital and Exploration Expenditures
(thousands of dollars) 983,368 771,651 530,524 983,368 876,005 670,078
Funds Effect of Operating Decisions
(thousands of dollars) 574,425 575,734 224,573 574,425 653,593 283,647
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The financial indicators displayed in the table above compare performance results in historical and 
constant dollars. In all cases the returns on average total assets and average shareholders’ equity are 
lower on a constant dollar basis than on a historical basis; a reflection of the way inflation affects the 
reported financial position of the company. Although lower, the returns on a constant dollar basis 
show increases from 1978 to 1980, one indication of the company’s ability to generate returns for 
shareholders in excess of inflation.
ABBOTT LABORATORIES
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 15 Inflation Accounting (Unaudited)
• • • •
Five Year Comparison of Selected Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices*
Year ended December 31
(dollars in millions 
except per share data) 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net Sales 
As reported $2,038.2 1,718.0 1,467.6 1,261.4 1,096.2
In constant 1980 dollars $2,038.2 1,950.3 1,853.7 1,715.2 1,586.8
Net Earnings 
As reported $ 214.4 182.2 149.8 118.5 92.7
In constant 1980 dollars $ 152.1 148.0 — — —
At current cost $ 157.8 155.5 — — —
Earnings per Common Share 
As reported $ 3.46 2.94 2.43 1.94 1.59
In constant 1980 dollars $ 2.45 2.39 — — —
At current cost $ 2.55 2.51 — — —
Net Assets (Shareholders’ Investment) 
As reported $1,027.2 902.9
In constant 1980 dollars $1,240.3 1,182.4 — — —
At current cost $1,300.0 1,268.6 — — —
Dividends Declared per Common Share 
As reported $ 1.200 1.000 .780 .575 .455
In constant 1980 dollars $ 1.200 1.135 .985 .782 .659
Market Price per Share at Year End 
In historical dollars $ 56.50 41.12 33.75 28.25 24.56
In constant 1980 dollars $ 53.96 44.14 41.05 37.46 34.78
Average Consumer Price Index—Urban 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
*Constant dollar and current cost information for years prior to 1979 is not readily determinable and is 
not required by Statement No. 33. Constant dollar and current cost data above are stated in average 
1980 dollars.
Explanations: Five Year Comparison
The selected financial data above are shown in both historical dollars and in dollars of approxi­
mately equal purchasing power as measured by the CPI-U. The constant dollar amounts shown above 
prior to 1980 have been restated to average 1980 dollars. Since average 1980 dollars were used as the 
base year, the constant dollar amounts shown above for years prior to 1980 are larger than the 
amounts reported last year in average 1979 dollars, because the purchasing power of the dollar in 1980 
is less than it was in the prior year.
Earnings per common share for each year were computed by dividing the respective net earnings 
by the average number of shares outstanding during each year.
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Comments
For the 1976 to 1980 period the Company’s sales, as reported in historical dollars, increased at a 
compound growth rate of 16.8 percent per year. Excluding the Company’s price increases during this 
period, which averaged only 3.8 percent per year (vs. 9.7 percent for the CPI-U), the sales growth 
rate was 12.5 percent per year.
Also, during this period dividends declared per common share have increased 82 percent after 
being adjusted for inflation. Simply stated, this means that the per share dividends in 1980 would 
purchase 82 percent more in goods and services than the per share dividends in 1976 ($1.20 vs. $.659).
Capital expenditures during this period have exceeded depreciation computed under the c u r r e n t  
co s t method for 1980 and 1979 and the replacement cost method for 1976 through 1978 by approxi­
mately 70 percent.
The Company has been able to maintain and increase its productive capacity and steadily increase 
its dividend rate, in spite of inflation, by increasing its productivity. Net sales per employee (exclud­
ing the Company’s price increases) increased 8 percent in 1980 and 10 percent in 1979, (excluding 
Sorenson Research Co., Inc.).
VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY
M a n a g e m e n t’s  D is c u s s io n  a n d  A n a ly s i s
Impact of Inflation
• • • •
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices 
In average 1980 dollars; dollar amounts in thousands, except per share data
Years Ended December 31
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales:
Historical ................................................ ... $753,980 $747,745 $651,973 $510,560 $411,171
Constant dollar .....................................
Income from continuing operations:
... 753,980 848,866 823,475 694,249 595,173
H istorica l................................................ ... $ 69,859 $ 63,795
Constant dollar ..................................... ... 49,085 54,063
Current cost .......................................... .
Income from continuing operations
... 43,063 45,143
per common share:
Historical ................................................ ... $ 6.04 $ 5.48
Constant dollar ..................................... 4.24 4.64
Current cost...........................................
Purchasing power gain on net
3.72 3.88
monetary liabilities owed
during the year...................................... ... $ 11,254 $ 14,065
Net assets at year end:
Historical ................................................,... $350,495 $305,379
Constant dollar ......................................... 522.450 481,927
Current cost.............................................
Excess of increase in the general
... 626,809 612,080
price level over increase in 
specific p rices.......................................... ... $ 20,144 $ 8,839
Dividends paid per share of
common stock:
Historical .................................................... $ 2.00 $ 1.60 $ 1.30 $ 1.10 $ 1.00
Constant dollar...................................... .
Market price per common share
2.00 1.82 1.64 1.50 1.45
at year end:
Historical .................................................... $ 41¾ $ 32⅝ $ 28⅝ $ 22¾ $ 26½
Constant dollar....................................... 41¾ 37 36⅛ 30⅞ 38⅜
Average consumer price index (CPI-U) 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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Operating statistics for stone reserves: 
Proved and probable stone reserves
at year end (millions of tons)*..........
Stone produced (millions of tons).........
Average market price (dollars 
per ton):
Historical ............................................  $
Adjusted for the effect of inflation 
as measured by producer 












3.58 $ 3.07 $ 2.66 $ 2.36 $ 2.23
3.58 3.56 3.49 3.32 3.36
*Proved reserves: The estimated quantities of commercially recoverable reserves that, on the 
basis of geological, geophysical, and engineering data, can be demonstrated with a reasonably high 
degree of certainty to be recoverable in the future from known mineral deposits by either primary or 
improved recovery methods.
Probable Reserves: The estimated quantities of commercially recoverable reserves that are less 
well defined than proved reserves and that may be estimated to exist on the basis of geological, 
geophysical and engineering data.
EXPLANATIONS OF CONSTANT DOLLAR AND CURRENT COST ACCOUNTING
Many companies comment on the advantages and limitations of using the constant dollar and 
current cost information. A number of companies caution the reader on the problems of preparing 
the changing prices data.
LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.
Supplemental Information on Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
•  •  •  •
The objective of the constant dollar method is to estimate the effects of general inflation on the 
company utilizing the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U). Cost of sales and 
inventories adjusted for general inflation were determined by adjusting historical cost financial infor­
mation for changes that have occurred in the general purchasing power of the dollar as measured by 
the CPI-U. The historical costs of property, plant and equipment were restated into constant dollars 
based on their year of acquisition and appropriate CPI-U. These revised amounts were used to 
calculate adjusted depreciation and depletion using the same methods and lives utilized in the histori­
cal cost basis financial statements.
Each element presented in the table below is restated in dollars presumed to have the same 
general purchasing power using the average CPI-U for 1980. For example, assuming that the CPI-U 
reflects the declining purchasing power of the dollar, the data below indicates that the historically 
reported 1979 net sales and other income of $806,160,000 is equivalent to $915,181,000.
Five Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Data Adjusted for Effects of General Inflation 
(In thousands except per share and index amounts)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales and other revenues............... .... $926,879 $915,181 $813,006 $623,592 $579,443
Cash dividends per common share....... ... $ 1.65 $ 1.59 $ 1.52 $ 1.50 $ 1.48Market price per share at year end..... ... $ 32.125 $ 32.50 $ 26.68 $ 26.35 $ 32.03Average consumer price index 
(1967 = 100)........................................ 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
•  •  •  •
ROHM AND HAAS COMPANY
Inflation Accounting
•  •  •  •
Constant Dollar Accounting
Constant dollar accounting measures the effects of general inflation by restating certain elements
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of the historical cost financial statements into dollars of equal purchasing power. Historical costs are 
converted into constant dollars by using the average 1980 U.S. Consumer Price Index for all urban 
consumers (CPI-U).
Constant dollar financial statements have the advantages of being objective, traceable back to 
historical costs, and are therefore verifiable. They also allow for comparability between companies and 
between periods. They may be misleading since not all elements of cost and expense are directly 
related to the CPI-U.
• •  •  •
SUNDSTRAND CORPORATION
Accounting for Changing Prices (unaudited)
•  •  •  •
The Company believes each method of measuring the effects of inflation has its advantages and 
limitations. The general inflation method is more objective and results in greater accuracy when 
comparisons are made with other companies and industries. The specific price method involves the use 
of additional assumptions, approximations, and estimates, but provides results in current costs which 
more accurately reflect the effects of inflation on the resources consumed by the Company. The 
financial information presented above is determined in accordance with the FASB prescribed experi­
mental techniques, and is an attempt to display the economic effects of inflation. Management has not 
concluded that the data are fair representations of the impact of inflation on the Company.
•  •  •  •
PUREX INDUSTRIES, INC.
Supplementary Information on the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• • •  •
Cautionary Note
Extreme caution must be used by the reader in reviewing the following data as there is no 
evidence that this required calculation of the effects of changing prices is an accurate reflection of the 
effect of inflation on the Company. The Financial Accounting Standards Board requires that the 
Consumer Price Index be used to calculate the adjustment for general inflation (Constant Dollar); 
however, the Company believes that this index is not reliable when applied to industrial concerns. 
Further, the Company believes that, despite economic or competitive factors, it can maintain its 
historical customary relationship between cost changes and changes in selling price on an overall 
basis.
•  •  •  •
METHODS OF CALCULATING CURRENT COST
Statement 33 requires enterprises to disclose the principal types of information used in 
calculating the current cost of inventory, property, plant, equipment, cost of goods sold, and 
depreciation expense. Current cost techniques discussed by companies include direct pricing, 
external and internal indexes, unit pricing, appraisals, and the LIFO method of inventory valua­
tion.
R.J. REYNOLDS INDUSTRIES, INC.
Inflation Accounting Data (Unaudited)
•  •  •  •
Earnings Adjusted for Specific Price Changes
The current cost column of the “Consolidated Statement of Earnings Adjusted for the Effects of 
Changing Prices” on pages 56 and 57 represents the “historical” (as reported) amounts of revenues and 
expenses restated into 1980 and 1979 current dollars as measured by the change in specific prices.
The estimated current cost of leaf tobacco inventory was based on weighted average auction 
purchases for each year. For the most part, the estimated current cost of all other inventories was
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based on current published raw material prices and standard production costs adjusted to reflect 
current cost depreciation, depletion and amortization. The estimated current cost of major property, 
plant and equipment was derived by using engineering estimates and manufacturers’ current selling 
prices of assets, taking into account any discounts the Company may receive when purchasing these 
assets in its normal size quantities. For the remaining property, plant and equipment items, historical 
costs were indexed using the relative price change of a group of homogeneous assets from the year 
they were acquired to December 31, 1980 and 1979, respectively, to arrive at the estimated current 
cost.
Depreciation, depletion and amortization expense was calculated based on average current cost 
using the straight-line depreciation method and the same estimates of useful life and salvage value 
utilized in preparing the historical cost financial statements. The estimated current cost of products 
sold and operating expenses was based on historical costs adjusted for current cost depreciation, 
depletion and amortization and inventory turnover rates.
• • • •
INLAND STEEL COMPANY
Financial Review
Inflation’s Mark on Inland’s Earnings
• • • •
Methods of Computation
• • • •
2. Current Cost
a. Inventories and Cost of Goods Sold—As described in the Statement of Accounting and Finan­
cial Policies, the Company utilizes the last-in, first-out method of inventory valuation. Management 
has determined that this method is valid for use in the determination of cost of sales on a current cost 
basis when there is no decrement in LIFO inventories, since the rate of inventory turnover is 
sufficient to minimize the impact of cost changes during the year. In the case of a decrement in LIFO 
inventories, cost of sales is increased to remove the effect of utilizing prior years’ cost.
b. Property, Plant and Equipment—Current cost was determined by one of several methods— 
Indexing; Direct Pricing; and Appraisals. The most significant portion of plant and equipment was 
valued by indexing on the basis of using the Inland Construction Index, which reflects the impact of 
inflation on Inland’s fixed assets.
c. Land—Valuation was determined by comparison to recent sales of comparable parcels.
d. Depreciation—Computed by the same methods and based on the depreciable life assumptions 
used in the historical cost basis financial statements.
• • • •
TEXAS EASTERN CORPORATION
Supplementary Information on the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• • • •
Current Cost
In the natural gas pipeline segment the current cost of gas transmission plant, other than land and 
rights-of-way, represents the estimated cost of replacing existing plant assets and was determined by 
applying the Handy-Whitman Index of Public Utility Construction Costs to historical plant. Land and 
rights-of-way were restated in current cost amounts based on estimated current market values. For 
general plant items specific Producer Price Indexes were utilized.
• • • •
The Nelson Refinery Construction Cost Index was applied to the historical amounts of the 
manufacturing and marketing property, except for one gas processing plant which was assumed to be 
replaced with a smaller cryogenic plant due to smaller volumes of gas now being processed.
• • • •
Indexes used for Federal Energy Regulatory Commission valuation reports were applied to the 
historical amounts of products pipeline properties.
• • • •
In the exploration and production segment indexes published by the Independent Petroleum 
Association of America relating to oil field machinery and the drilling and equipping of wells were
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applied to the historical cost of related property. The CPI-U was applied to the historical cost of 
leaseholds as there is no available specific index relating to this type of property.
• •  •  •
Current cost of propane assets (included in the “other” segment) was based on specific Producer 
Price Indexes.
•  •  •  •
EXPLANATIONS OF OTHER REQUIREMENTS
Statement 33 requires enterprises to disclose the purchasing power gain or loss on net 
monetary items and net assets on a constant dollar basis and a current cost basis. The increase or 
decrease in the current cost of inventory, property, plant, and equipment, net of general inflation 
must also be disclosed. The following sections review managements’ comments and explanations 
relating to those disclosures.
Purchasing Power Gain or Loss
During periods of inflation, monetary assets (such as cash and accounts receivable) lose 
purchasing power because, as the general level of prices rise, they will buy fewer goods or 
services. Conversely, holders of monetary liabilities benefit during inflation because “cheaper” 
dollars can be used to discharge those obligations in the future. However, it does not automati­
cally follow that incurring additional debt is beneficial or prudent. Before incurring debt, a 
company must carefully consider many factors, such as its earnings prospects and its ability to 
meet debt-servicing obligations. Several companies comment on this point. Some companies indi­
cate that the purchasing power gain or loss can be regarded as an offset against interest expense; 
others warn that this is a “paper gain” only and does not represent cash flow.
THE COASTAL CORPORATION
Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices
9 9 9 9
Coastal’s Position Regarding Inflation
• • •  •  —Consolidated Statement of Earnings Adjusted 
for Changing Prices and Other Inflation Information
• •  •  •
Gain from Decline in Purchasing Power of Net Amounts Owed—
Monetary assets, such as cash and receivables, lose a part of their purchasing power during 
periods of inflation since they will purchase fewer goods or services in the future. Monetary liabilities 
benefit during periods of inflation because less purchasing power will be required to satisfy these 
obligations in the future. Combining Coastal’s loss on monetary assets with its gain on monetary 
liabilities results in a net gain for 1980.
This measurement, which is the same for both constant dollar and current cost, is one indicator of 
Coastal’s performance in dealing with inflation. The nominal gain of $183 million compared to Coastal’s 
1980 Consolidated Balance Sheet indicates that the net purchasing power represented by net mone­
tary assets and monetary liabilities has not been allowed to deteriorate during 1980.
While increased liabilities will increase the net gain accordingly, there is a price for that gain to 
the extent it results from interest bearing debt. That price is reflected as interest expense which 
lowers earnings. This gain is not included in earnings from continuing operations and does not repre­
sent amounts available for distribution to shareholders.
•  •  •  •
ACF INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 12—Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
9 9 9 9
The item “Gain From Decline in Purchasing Power of Net Amounts Owed” attempts to measure
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the gain that a borrower of funds realizes during periods of inflation. In the Company’s case, funds 
borrowed over time will be repaid in dollars having less purchasing power. This gain represents a 
reduction of interest expense and an offset to the higher cost of assets which are financed by the debt. 
Under the requirements of Statement No. 33, this item is not included in net income. In the opinion of 
the Company, however, net income adjusted for this gain represents a better measure of the impact of 
changing pric.es on the Company’s performance.
• •  •  •
SHARON STEEL CORPORATION
Supplementary Information on Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• • •  •
The purchasing power gain or loss measures the effect of general inflation on monetary assets. 
The holding of monetary assets (such as cash and receivables) results in a loss of purchasing power 
during periods of inflation. Similarly, having monetary liabilities (such as trade payables and debt) 
results in a gain in purchasing power during periods of inflation. This gain, however, should not be 
construed as having contributed additional funds not already included in the primary financial 
statements.
•  •  •  •
A.O. SMITH CORPORATION
Supplementary Financial Information Adjusted for Inflation (Unaudited)
• •  •  •
Holders of monetary assets such as cash, marketable securities and receivables, lose purchasing 
power during periods of inflation because these monetary assets buy fewer goods and services as the 
general level of prices increase. Conversely, those who have monetary liabilities, such as accounts 
payable and debt, gain purchasing power because these obligations will be paid in the future with 
dollars having reduced purchasing power. A.O. Smith has more monetary liabilities than monetary 
assets and this is shown as a gain from decline in purchasing power of net amounts owed. Since this 
gain is unrealized, it should not be considered as providing funds for reinvestment or dividend distri­
bution in the current period.
•  •  •  •
Increase or Decrease in Current Costs
Statement 33 requires companies to state the change in the amounts of current cost of 
inventory, property, plant, and equipment before and after eliminating the effects of general 
inflation. The net amount represents the difference between the increase in the amount of those 
assets measured by (a) reference to the change in the specific prices of those assets and (b) to the 
change in the CPI-U. The usefulness of this figure and whether it should be included as part of 
income is one of the most controversial aspects of Statement 33. However, companies generally 
make little or no comment about the number in their disclosures. Utilities often show the increase 
or decrease in current costs offset by the purchasing power gain or loss in their computation of 
income from continuing operations.
STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 17—Information on Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• • •  •
Review of Information Presented
Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices
• •  •  •
The second additional measure, “increase in current cost, net of inflation,” reflects the benefit of 
acquiring or holding certain nonmonetary assets (inventories, computer peripheral rental equipment,
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spare parts for field service and property, plant and equipment) at values less than the current 
year-end replacement value. The $.9 million includes a $13.7 million increase in current costs of such 
assets net of a $12.8 million increase related to the general rate of inflation.
• • • •
FRONTIER AIRLINES, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements
Note K Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• •  •  •
Increases in Current Cost of Properties
Under current cost accounting, increases in specific prices (current cost) of properties and 
equipment held during the year (including realized gains and losses on those sold or used) are not 
included in income but are presented separately. The current cost increase is reduced by the effect of 
general inflation measured by applying the annual rate of change in the CPI to the average current 
cost of properties and equipment. The increase in current cost for 1980 consists of the following 
amounts:
Properties






Less general inflation 35,432,000
Current cost increase,
net of general inflation $ 4,976,000
Under the FASB standard, the current cost increase is not reduced by any income taxes that will 
become payable if unrealized current cost increases are realized. Based on present tax rates, approxi­
mately $37,600,000 of income taxes would be applicable to the accumulated unrealized increases in 
current cost ($79,831,000 at December 31, 1980), of which $11,400,000 related to 1980.
•  •  •  •
AMERICAN STORES COMPANY
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Supplementary Information on Inflation and Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• •  •  •
The second adjustment is applicable only to the specific price method and is the increase in value 
during the year due to increases in the specific prices for inventory and property, plant, and equip­
ment compared to that which is attributed to the increase in value due to the effect of general inflation.
• • • •
Changes in Carrying Value
Increase in current cost of inventories and property,
plant, and equipment ............................................................................................................  $110,272
Less effect of increases in the general price level...................................................................  131,530
Excess of increases in general price level over increases 
in the specific prices.................................................................................................................  $21,258
• •  •  •
Reduction of Property and Equipment to Lower Recoverable Amount
Statement 33 requires companies to measure the amount of inventories, property, plant, and 
equipment at their lower recoverable amounts. The lower recoverable amount is the current
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worth of the net amount of cash expected to be recovered from the use or sale of an asset.
Special provisions of Statement 33 apply to rate-regulated companies. The rate of return on 
assets employed by those companies is based on the historical cost of their assets. Therefore, for 
these companies the recoverable amount will almost always be lower than the constant dollar and 
current cost amounts. Of the 166 companies in the FASB 33 Data Bank that disclose a write-down 
to lower recoverable amount, all but 6 were rate-regulated.
CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements
Note I Impact of Inflation (Unaudited)
•  •  •  •
Inflation and Regulation
• • •  •
Moreover, regulation permits the Company to recover through depreciation only the historical 
cost of its plant assets even though in an inflationary economy the cost to replace the assets upon their 
retirement will greatly exceed historical cost. The amount by which inflation increases the cost to 
replace the Company’s net plant assets is not reflected in the historical cost on which the Company’s 
rates are based. Therefore, such amount is an economic loss to the Company. In the inflation-adjusted 
statements which follow, the portion of this loss which reflects the impact of inflation through 1980 on 
1980’s annual depreciation provision is expressed as higher depreciation charges. In addition, the 
effects of 1980 inflation on all future depreciation charges is shown next to the caption “Loss from 
reduction to net recoverable cost of plant assets”. This latter portion of the loss will also not be 
recovered under the PSC’s ratemaking policy, as presently in force.
•  •  •  •
Statement of Income from Continuing Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices
Year Ended December 31, 1980 
(Thousands of Dollars)
Loss from reduction to net 
recoverable cost of plant assets




• • •  •















SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
Supplementary Financial Statements Adjusted for Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• •  •  •
Notes to Supplementary Financial Statements
• •  •  •
4. Reductions of plant to lower recoverable value. The rate regulatory process limits the Com­
pany to the recovery of the historical costs of plant and equipment. Therefore, the value of the plant 
and equipment determined under the constant dollar and current cost methods must be reduced to the 
lower recoverable amount, which is historical cost.
•  •  •  •
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PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC.
Supplementary Financial Information (Unaudited)
•  •  •  •
Statement of Income From Continuing Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices
Year Ended December 31, 1980
Historic
Statements
Adjustment of B-707 flight equipment 
to recoverable value.........................
•  •  •  •













Statement 33 requires companies to state the amount of their net assets (shareholders’ 
equity) on a constant dollar and current cost basis. Most companies show only the amount of net 
assets. A few companies provided more detailed information about the make up of the net asset 
amounts by presenting condensed balance sheets or statements of shareholders’ equity. An 
analysis of this information indicates that there are substantial inconsistencies among companies 
in the method of computing the net asset amounts.
MCDONALD’S CORPORATION
Information on the Effects of Changing Prices—Inflation (Unaudited)
•  •  •  •
Condensed consolidated balance sheet_______________________________________________ (In thousands of dollars)
______________ December 31, 1980_________________ December 31, 1979















Current assets $ 233,940 $ 234,754 $ 234,479 $ 246,730 $ 278,069 $ 278,033
Other assets and deferred charges 111,589 143,751 160,247 92,490 125,769 130,919
Property and equipment, at cost 2,706,696 4,005,164 3,698,032 2,331,870 3,647,873 3,478,292
Less accumulated depreciation
and amortization 479,548 833,892 776,170 386,933 713,449 698,214
Net property and equipment 2,227,148 3,171,272 2,921,862 1,944,937 2,934,424 2,780,078
Intangible assets, net 70,692 107,574 101,468 69,849 109,365 108,170
Total assets $2,643,369 $3,657,351 $3,418,056 $2,354,006 $3,447,627 $3,297,200
Liabilities and stockholders’ equity:
Current liabilities $ 332,622 $ 332,622 $ 332,622 $ 274,307 $ 308,312 $ 308,312
Long-term debt 969,790 969,790 969,790 966,123 1,085,890 1,085,890
Security deposits by franchisees 59,651 59,651 59,651 54,633 61,406 61,406
Deferred income taxes 140,423 140,423 140,423 106,777 120,014 120,014
Stockholders’ equity 1,140,883 2,154,865 1,915,570 952,166 1,872,005 1,721,578
Total liabilities and
stockholders' equity $2,643,369 $3,657,351 $3,418,056 $2,354,006 $3,447,627 $3,297,200
• •  •  •
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NORFOLK AND WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
13. Unaudited Supplemental Data of Changing Prices
•  •  •  •
As reported in
the primary Adjusted for Adjusted for
financial general changes in
statements inflation specific prices
Net Assets Adjusted For Changing Prices (historical (constant (current
For the year ended December 31, 1980 costs) dollars)*
(In thousands of dollars)
costs)*
Properties—net:
Buildings $ 85,443 $ 150,711 $ 172,097
Other depreciable roadway
properties 251,841 847,958 1,117,865
Equipment 894,539 1,659,472 1,689,867
Depreciable properties 
(net of accumulated
depreciation) 1,231,823 2,658,141 2,979,829
Track structures 655,861 3,155,852 4,729,626
Land 75,067 232,251 226,091
Other transportation property 120,635 120,635 115,220
Other property (including 
income producing properties
and natural resources) 80,965 376,971 432,393
Total properties—net of
accumulated depreciation 2,164,351 6,543,850 8,483,159
Materials and supplies 77,377 75,424 89,367
Other nonmonetary items (22,147) (22,147) (22,147)
Net monetary items (641,230) (612,444) (612,444)
Net assets at December 31, 1980 $1,578,351 $5,984,683 $7,937,935
At December 31, 1980, the current cost of inventory was $93,508 and current cost of total properties, 
net of accumulated depreciation was $8,881,881.
*Stated in average 1980 dollars.
•  •  •  •
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LEASEWAY TRANSPORTATION CORP.
Information About the Impact of Inflation
• •  •  •
Schedule of Results of Operations Adjusted for Changing 
Year Ended December 31, 1980
As Reported 
in the Financial
(Amounts In Millions Statements 








For Changes In 
Specific Prices 
(Current Cost)
Consolidated Shareholders’ Equity 
Shareholders’ Equity, January 1,
1980 ......................................................
• •  •  •
$208.3 $342.5 $389.4
Additions to Shareholders’ Equity:
Net earnings (loss).............................. 41.0 (21.0) (6.3)
Gain from decline in purchasing 
power of net amounts owed........... 52.5 52.5
Stock options exercised....................... 0.4 0.4 0.4
Total additions.................................. 41.4 31.9 46.6
Deductions from Shareholders’ Equity: 
Cash dividends..................................... 15.7 15.7 15.7
Holding loss on property—net 
of general inflation........................... 24.1
Total deductions...................................... 15.7 15.7 39.8
Shareholders’ Equity, December 31, 
1980 ...................................................... $234.0 $358.7 $396.2
• • •  •
FORMATS FOR PRESENTING THE INFORMATION
Companies use a variety of formats to present information on changing prices. The illus­
trations are divided into three categories:
a. Current-year information
b. Additional current year information
c. Five-year summary of selected financial information
Current-Year Information
Current-year information includes information about income from continuing operations, the 
purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items, net assets, and the increase or decrease in 
current cost amounts gross and net of general inflation. Companies may use two formats in 
presenting information about income from continuing operations: the statement format and the 
reconciliation format. The statement format shows revenues and expenses as well as gains and 
losses adjusted to the constant dollar and current cost bases. The reconciliation format shows 
income as reported in the primary financial statements with adjustments necessary to compute 
income from continuing operations on a constant dollar and current cost basis. Most companies use 
the statement format and many presented information from the primary financial statements side 
by side with information adjusted for the effects of general and specific price changes in order to 




Supplemental Information—Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
•  •  •  •
Effects of Inflation—1980
• • •  •
(Dollars in thousands except per share data)







Net revenues $561,296 $561,296 $561,296
Costs and expenses:
Cost of products and services sold 421,993 431,625 428,624
Selling, administrative and general expenses 112,565 113,064 113,022
Interest expense 5,017 5,017 5,017
Interest income (1,683) (1,683) (1,683)
Other income, net (1,535) (1,535) (1,535)
536,357 546,488 543,445
Earnings before taxes on income 24,939 14,808 17,851
Taxes on income 11,454 11,454 11,454
Earnings before extraordinary charge $ 13,485 $ 3,354 $ 6,397
Earnings per share before extraordinary charge $3.03 $.75 1.44
Gain from decline in purchasing power of
net amounts owed $ 4,605 $ 4,605
Increase in general price level of inventories, 
and property, plant and equipment
held during the past year 
Effect of increase in specific prices
$ 20,293 
14,472
Excess of increase in general price level over
specific prices $ 5,821
*At December 31, 1980, current cost of inventory was $41,866 and current cost of property, plant and 
equipment, net of accumulated depreciation was $149,752.
Total depreciation expense under the constant dollars and current costs computations was allocated to 
cost of products and services sold and to selling, administrative and general expenses as follows:
Constant Current
(Dollars in thousands) Dollars Costs
Cost of products and services sold $ 21,274 $ 19,092
Selling, administrative and general expenses 1,637 1,595
$ 22,911 $ 20,687
• • •  •
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HERCULES INCORPORATED
Notes to Financial Statements
10. Supplementary Information Regarding Inflation and Changing Prices (Unaudited):
• • • •
Statement of Income Adjusted for 








Increase in general price 
level of inventories 
and property, plant and 
equipment held during
the year—net...................
Effect of increase in 
specific prices (c)...............
Excess of increase in 
general price level over 
increase in specific prices
Adjusted for Change 
in Specific Prices 
(Current Costs)
Net Sales..................................... $2,485,226 $2,485,226 $2,485,226
Cost of sales (a)........................... 1,930,363 1,949,287 1,945,488
Depreciation and amorti­
zation ...................................... 114,472 184,540 183,263
Selling, general and admin­
istrative expenses (a).............. 285,490 285,490 285,490
All other—n e t............................ 17,540 17,540 17,540
Provision for taxes on 
income (b)................................. 23,361 23,361 23,361
2,371,226 2,460,218 2,455,142
Net income.................................. $ 114,000 $ 25,008 $ 30,084
Earnings per share.................... $ 2.60 $ .63 $ .74
Net assets at year end.............. $1,416,775 $1,537,349
Gain from decline in pur­
chasing power of net 




(a) Excluding depreciation expense.
(b) No adjustment has been made to the provision for income taxes. The effect is to increase the 
effective tax rate from 20% reported, in the financial statements, to 91% and 76%, respectively, in 
1980 constant-dollar and current cost calculations.
(c) At December 31, 1980, current cost of inventory was $479,738, and current cost of property, plant 
and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, was $1,270,805.
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W.W. GRAINGER, INC.
Supplementary Information on Inflation and Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• • • •
Statement of Earnings Adjusted for Changing Prices
For the Year Ended December 31, 1980 
(In thousands of dollars) 
(Adjusted data expressed in 
________________ average 1980 dollars)________
As Reported in Adjusted for
the Primary General Adjusted for
Financial Inflation Changes in
Statements (Constant Specific Prices
(Historical Cost) Dollars) (Current Cost)
Net sales................................................
Cost of merchandise sold,
$782,571 $782,571 $782,571
excluding depreciation
and amortization (1)............................ 552,992 555,269 557,657
Depreciation and amortization
expense ............................................. 10,303 14,483 17,411
Other operating expenses.................... 128,191 128,191 128,191
Other (income) or deductions, n e t...... (458) (458) (458)
Provision for income taxes................... 42,742 42,742 42,742
733,770 740,227 745,543
Net earnings..........................................
Gain from decline in purchasing
$ 48,801 $ 42,344 $ 37,028
power of net amounts owed............. $3,313 $3,313
Effect of increase in general price
level ...................................................
Increase in specific prices
$52,046
(current cost) of inventories 
and property, buildings, and 
equipment held during the year...... 46,328
Excess of increase in the general
price level over increase in 
specific prices..................................... $ 5,718
(1) In 1980 a reduction of Manufacturing Group inventories caused a partial liquidation of LIFO 
inventories carried at the lower costs prevailing in prior years and decreased cost of merchandise 
sold by $1,600,000 in historical cost, $5,700,000 in constant dollars, and $1,700,000 in current cost.
At December 31, 1980 current cost of inventories was $216,771,000 and current cost of property, 










consolidated inflation Changes in
financial (constant specific prices
statements dollars) (current cost)
Income from continuing operations before
income taxes $ 22,005 $ 22,005 $ 22,005
Adjustment to reflect the effects of general
inflation (constant dollars) and changes 
in specific prices (current cost): 
Increases to $326,439 historical cost 
of sales (inventory costs) (3,305) (1,492)
Increases to $7,956 historical deprecia­
tion and amortization (2,986) (4,534)
Income from continuing operations before
income taxes 22,005 15,714 15,979
Provision for income taxes 10,589 10,589 10,589
Income from continuing operations $ 11,416 $ 5,125 $ 5,390
Increase in current cost of inventories and
property, plant and equipment held 
during 1980 $ 18,373
Increase resulting from general inflation 
Excess of increase resulting from general
19,940
inflation over increase in current cost $ 1,567
At December 27, 1980:
Inventories $ 44,243 $ 42,383 $ 44,489
Property, plant and equipment—net $104,592 $133,486 $159,553
3 3
GOULD INC.
Supplementary Information on the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• • • •
Net Earnings Adjusted for Changing Prices and Other Information
Constant Dollar Current Cost
Year Ended December 31
(Amounts in millions of dollars) 1980 1979 1980 1979
Net earnings as reported in the statement of earnings $ 72.5 $110.4 $72.5 $110.4
Adjustments to restate costs:
Depreciation and amortization (25.0) (18.6) (24.0) (19.2)
FIFO inventory cost of sales adjustments (15.7) (13.3) (10.4) (14.7)
Gain on disposal of assets (4.4) (4.6) (3.5) (4.6)
Adjustment of 1979 net earnings to average 1980 dollars — 14.9 — 14.9
Adjusted net earnings $ 27.4 $ 88.8 $34.6 $ 86.8
Other Information:
Purchasing power gain from holding net monetary 
liabilities during the year $ 53.5 $ 53.1
Increase in general price level of inventories and 
property, plant and equipment held during the year 250.6 322.0
Less effect of increase in specific prices (current cost) 237.1 297.2
Excess of increase in general price level over 
specific prices $ 13.5 $ 24.8
• • • •
WESTERN AIR LINES, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements
(In thousands of dollars except per share amounts)
Note 12. Description of Impact of Inflation (Unaudited)
• • • •
Net (loss) as reported in the statement of operations........................................................ $ (29,632)
Adjustment to Restate Costs for the Effect of General Inflation:
Depreciation and amortization expense............................................................................  27,126
Net (loss) adjusted for general inflation..............................................................................  (56,758)
Adjustment to Reflect the Difference Between General Inflation and 
Changes in Specific Prices (current costs):
Depreciation and amortization expense............................................................................  14,260
Net (loss) adjusted for changes in specific prices...............................................................  $ (71,018)
Gain from decline in purchasing power of net amounts owed...........................................  $ 46,847
Increase in specific prices (current cost) of properties and equipment
held during the year*.........................................................................................................  $240,784
Effect of increase in general price level..............................................................................  (126,705)
Excess of increase in specific prices over increase in the general price level.................. $114,079




Notes to Financial Statements
14. Supplemental Financial Data—Current Cost and Constant Dollar Information (Unaudited)
• • •  •
Net Income, Adjusted for Changes in Prices for the Year Ended December 31, 1980 
(In Millions of Dollars)
Adjusted for 
General Inflation 
(In Average 1980 Dollars)
Adjusted for
Changes in Specific Prices 
(Current Costs)
Net income, as reported $30.8 $30.8
Adjustment to restate costs 
for the effect of general 
inflation:
Cost of books sold (3.5) (3.5)
Depreciation (4.0) (2.4)
Net income, adjusted for 
changes in prices $23.3 $24.9
Purchasing power loss on 
net monetary assets 
held during the year $ 1.8 $ 1.8
Increase in specific prices 
(current costs) of: 
Inventories $ 4.2
Property and equipment 52.4
Effect of increase in 
general price level (37.4)
Excess of increase in specific 
prices over increase in 
general price level $19.2
• •  •  •
Additional Current-Year Information
Statement 33 requires companies to present only selected financial information adjusted for 
the effects of changing prices although it encourages companies to present additional and more 
comprehensive information. One company, ACF Industries, Incorporated, presented supplemen­
tary balance sheets and income statements on the constant dollar and current cost bases. Another 
company, Boise Cascade Corporation, presented a statement of changes in financial position as 
well as a balance sheet and income statement on a constant dollar basis. Transamerica Corpora­
tion and CLC of America Inc. provided segment information on the constant dollar and current 
cost bases.
CLC OF AMERICA, INC.
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 18—Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
•  •  •  •
Business Segment Information—
The effects of general inflation and changes in specific prices on earnings from continuing opera­
tions before income taxes, extraordinary item and cumulative effect of a change in accounting princi­
ple for the business segments are shown below (in thousands):
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As reported in Adjusted for Adjusted for
the primary general inflation changes in specific
financial statements____ (constant $) prices (current cost)
River transportation....................  $13,296 $10,536 $8,187
Highway transportation....................... 2,054 1,949 1,734
Rental and leasing........................ 133 (1,517) (5,007)
Construction machinery
distribution ......................................  (1,381) (3,964) (5,930)
Corporate ............................................. (3,500) (3,511) (3,513)
$10,602 $ 3,493 $ (4,529)
River Transportation
The river transportation segment is asset intensive with approximately 49% of the Company’s 
fixed assets being used in that segment. Because these assets were acquired over an extended period 
of time, the amount of depreciation expense included in the primary financial statements is signifi­
cantly less than the expense calculated under either method of inflation accounting.
Highway Transportation
The highway transportation segment employs approximately 5% of the Company’s total fixed 
assets. Therefore, the effect on earnings as calculated using inflation accounting methods is not nearly 
as severe as in more asset intensive operations.
Rental and Leasing Activities
The rental and leasing segment employs approximately 30% of total fixed assets of the Company. 
The effects of inflation accounting on operating results are substantial because of the sales of older 
rental and lease assets during the year.
Construction Machinery Distribution
While the effect of inflation accounting on depreciation expense in the construction machinery 
distribution segment is relatively minor, the effect on cost of goods sold is substantial. This results 
from adjustments to sales of units added to inventory over several years and carried at historical 
costs.
• • • •
ACF INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 12—Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
• • • •
Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices 
Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheet 
December 31, 1980
Adjusted
(Dollars in thousands) Adjusted For For Changes
As Reported in Primary General Inflation In Specific Prices 
Financial Statements (Constant Dollars) (Current Costs)
Assets
Inventory
Other current assets 




Total current liabilities 
Long-term debt 



































Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices 
Statement of Income for the Year Ended December 31, 1980
Adjusted
Adjusted For Changes
(Dollars in thousands except amounts per share) for General In Specific
Total Revenues
Costs and Expenses:
Cost of manufacturing (excluding 
depreciation)
Operating expenses (excluding 
depreciation)




Total costs and expenses
Income Before Provision for Estimated 
Phase-Out Costs and Taxes on Income
Provision for Estimated Phase-Out Costs 
Additional Writedown of Net Property,
Plant and Equipment*
Income Before Taxes on Income 
Estimated Taxes on Income
Net Income (Loss)
Gain from Decline in Purchasing Power of 
Net Amounts Owed
Net Income—Adjusted for Gain from Decline in 
Purchasing Power of Net Amounts Owed
Net Income (Loss) per Common Share
Net Income per Common Share—Adjusted for 
Gain from Decline in Purchasing Power of 
Net Amounts Owed
Increase in Specific Prices (Current Cost) of 
Inventories, Property, Plant and Equipment 
Increase in General Price Level
Increase in Specific Prices Over Increase in 
General Price Level
As Reported Inflation Prices
















$ 44,756 $ 53,078 $ 70,100
$ 5.02 $ (1.36) $ 0.55




*Represents difference between historical net book value of property, plant and equipment subject to 
phase-out, and the amount measured in constant dollars.
• • • •
TRANSAMERICA CORPORATION
Supplementary Financial Information
Inflation and Changing Prices
• • • •
Business Segment Information Adjusted for Changing Prices
The following table sets forth the effect of the constant dollar and current cost calculations on 
Transamerica’s business segments.
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Summary of Income from Operations 
by Business Segment
Gain (Loss)
Year ended December 31, 
1980 (In thousands)














Power of Net 
Monetary Items
Financial services: 
Life insurance $ 96,546 $ 93,284 $ 93,786 $(42,422)
Property insurance 50,795 50,375 50,295 (53,293)
Title insurance 3,671 3,271 3,399 (1,486)
Consumer lending 24,235 23,915 23,990 (15,043)
Equipment leasing 5,029 864 (1,711) 37,121
Travel and entertainment
services:
Travel 27,750 16,340 (14,569) 17,126
Entertainment 20,142 914 1,088 16,825
Manufacturing 28,791 17,789 14,402 (6,700)
Other services 8,839 5,998 5,926 6,207
Parent company (25,834) (26,037) (26,037) 38,672
Income from operations 
and loss from decline 
in purchasing power 
of net monetary items $239,964 $186,713 $150,569 (2,993)
Adjustment to include 
unearned premiums 
and deferred policy 
acquisition costs of 
property insurance 
segment as monetary 
items 28,573
Adjusted gain from 
decline in purchasing 
power of net monetary 
items $ 25,580
The following comments explain the impact of the constant dollar and current cost adjustments on 
Transamerica’s various business activities in terms of effect on income from operations and gain from 
decline in purchasing power of net monetary items for 1980.
Financial Services
Income from insurance operations is not significantly adjusted as investments in depreciable 
assets are not large, and no adjustment has been made to the amortization of unearned premiums and 
deferred policy acquisition costs of the property insurance segment which are defined by the FASB as 
nonmonetary but for which adjustments are not required. The loss from decline in purchasing power 
arises from investments in monetary assets, primarily bonds and mortgage loans, and classification of 
unearned premiums and deferred policy acquisition costs of the property insurance segment as non­
monetary. Had these latter items been treated as monetary, as many in the insurance industry believe 
they should, the loss from decline in purchasing power of net monetary items would have been reduced 
by $28,573,000.
Income from consumer lending operations under the constant dollar or current cost method is not 
significantly changed as investments in depreciable assets are not large. However, the concentration 
of assets in finance receivables, a monetary asset, does result in a purchasing power loss.
Income from equipment leasing operations is impacted by depreciation expense on the constant 
dollar and current cost of equipment held for lease. Because the costs of equipment held for lease have
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been increasing at rates greater than general inflation, depreciation on a current cost basis is greater 
than the expense developed from general inflation increases. This segment benefits from debt in­
curred to finance capital investments.
Travel and Entertainment Services
Income from airline operations is impacted by depreciation expense on the constant dollar and 
current cost of aircraft and other flight equipment. Because the costs of aircraft have been increasing 
at rates greater than general inflation, depreciation on a current cost basis is greater than the expense 
developed from general inflation increases. Changes in depreciation expense for the automobile rental 
operations are relatively slight because the vehicles are operated for relatively short periods before 
being replaced. These operations benefit from debt incurred to finance capital investments.
Income from entertainment operations is measurably affected by adjusting the historical cost of 
films for inflation. Since motion picture films are unique artistic productions, it is not practicable to 
determine the current cost of the resources employed; therefore, general inflation rates have been 
used for current cost information. Because the investments in films are financed primarily through 
debt, the segment benefits from a decline in the purchasing power of the dollar amounts owed.
Manufacturing
Income from manufacturing operations is affected more by an increase in depreciation expense 
than increases in cost of sales. Moreover, costs of property and equipment have advanced more 
rapidly than general inflation, resulting in higher expenses on a current cost basis. Much of the 
company’s inventories are covered by fixed dollar contracts, which results in classification of that 
portion of the total inventory as a monetary asset, while progress payments on these contracts are 
classified as a nonmonetary liability, contributing to the purchasing power loss for this segment.
Other Services
Income from other operations declined due to the effect of general inflation on costs of real estate 
sold and depreciation of photofinishing equipment. The purchasing power gain is due to net amounts 
owed by these subsidiaries.
Parent Company
Most of the parent company’s assets are its nonmonetary investments in subsidiaries, and its 
borrowings are the principal factor contributing to the purchasing power gain.
Gain (Loss) from Decline in Purchasing Power of Net Monetary Items
Investment income and interest expense included in the primary financial statements include 
factors for inflation and risk as well as the cost of renting funds. Management believes that the 




Effects of Inflation/Supplementary Information
• • • •
Statements of Income Adjusted for the Effects of Inflation 
Boise Cascade Corporation and Subsidiaries
Year Ended December 31
















3,033,190 3,158,942 2,948,440 3,496,603
Costs and expenses  
Cost of sales...............................................
Depreciation and cost of company
timber harvested..................................


















2,870,970 3,119,732 2,725,610 3,365,634











Income from operations................................ .....  $ 136,270 $ 12,009 $ 174,920 $ 73,933
Purchasing power gain from holding 
net monetary liabilities............................ $ 123,035 $ 110,125
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Balance Sheets Adjusted for the Effects of Inflation
Boise Cascade Corporation and Subsidiaries
______________________ December 31_____________________
1980 1980 1979 1979
Assets_______________________ As Reported Constant Dollars As Reported Constant Dollars
(expressed in thousands)
Current
Cash and cash items................  $ 18,754 $ 18,754 $ 30,921 $ 34,839
Short-term investments at 
cost, which approximates
market ..................................  19,717 19,717 11,394 12,837
38,471 38,471 42,315 47,676
Receivables, n e t ..... ................. 291,884 291,884 263,850 297,280
Inventories ..............................  391,529 420,496 377,897 443,655
Other ........................................  43,809 43,809 40,912 46,522
765,693 794,660 724,974 835,133
Property
Property and equipment..........  2,153,589 3,560,988 1,885,183 3,323,603
Accumulated depreciation........ (715,548) (1,589,880) (627,751) (1,466,346)
1,438,041 1,971,108 1,257,432 1,857,257
Timber and timberlands..........  289,327 486,732 209,992 413,374
Timber deposits........................  16,777  17,582 12,995  15,469
1,744,145 2,475,422 1,480,419 2,286,100
Other
Investments in joint
ventures ................................ 96,071 205,779 85,144 188,396
Other assets..............................  73,281  86,461 50,052  66,943
$2,679,190 $3,562,322 $2,340,589 $3,376,572
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148,517 148,517 146,561 165,131
420,476 420,476 409,400 462,668
Long-term debt, less
current portion.................... 804,652 804,652 571,661 644,090
Other
Deferred income taxes........ 103,842 103,842 126,435 142,454
Other long-term
liabilities........................... 69,242 69,242 54,693 61,623
173,084 173,084 181,128 204,077
Shareholders’ equity
Preferred stock.................... 5,508 5,508 5,533 6,234
Common stock...................... 66,566 179,307 66,504 179,245
Additional paid-in
capital .............................. 302,806 846,836 302,186 846,236
Retained earnings............... 906,098 1,132,459 804,177 1,034,022
1,280,978 2,164,110 1,178,400 2,065,737
$2,679,190 $3,562,322 $2,340,589 $3,376,572
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Statements of Changes in Financial Position Adjusted for the Effects of Inflation
Boise Cascade Corporation and Subsidiaries
Year Ended December 31







Sources of Working Capital
Income before extraordinary gain.............
Items in income not affecting working
... $ 136,270 $ 12,009 $ 174,920 $ 73,933
capital
Depreciation and cost of company
timber harvested............... .................
Deferred income tax (benefit)
... 121,610 192,539 108,990 194,021
provision ............................................. (14,070) (14,748) 15,617 18,593
Equity in earnings of joint ventures.....
Provision to reduce property and
(6,561) (1,022) (19,658) (19,625)
equipment to net recoverable 
amounts ............................................... 4,558 _ 2,291
Total from operations......................... ... 237,249 193,336 279,869 269,213
Purchasing power gain from holding
net monetary liabilities...........................
Items in purchasing power gain not
— 123,035 — 110,125
affecting working capital........................ — (119,500) — (98,958)
Net from purchasing
power gain........................................ — 3,535 — 11,167
Extraordinary gain...................................... 12,500 12,500 — —
Additions to long-term debt....................... ... 259,250 271,746 222,420 264,785
Sales of property and equipment..............
Dividends received from joint
15,580 27,758 27,674 43,715
ventures .................................................. 2,430 2,473 8,808 10,366
Net increase in other long-term
liabilities.................................................. 14,549 15,250 7,309 8,648
Total sources of working
capital ............................................... ... 541,558 526,598 546,080 607,894
Uses of Working Capital
Additions to property and
equipment................................................
Expenditures for timber and
.... 311,475 328,117 402,760 479,472
timberlands.............................................
Payments and current portion of
86,752 87,471 37,743 44,590
long-term debt......................................... 26,248 28,561 63,352 75,315
Cash dividends declared............................ 46,849 49,107 40,461 48,168
Purchase of common stock.........................
Decrease (increase) in deferred
29 82 14,882 17,717
income taxes........................................... 8,523 9,603 (34,423) (40,482)
Capital contributions to joint
ventures ................................................. 7,232 8,169 — —
Net increase (decrease) in
other assets............................................ 22,298 14,391 (73) (87)
All other, n e t............................................. 2,509 (622) (4,164) (9,524)
Total uses of working capital.................. 511,915 524,879 520,538 615,169
Increase (decrease) in
working capital............................ .... $ 29,643 $ 1,719 $ 25,542 $ (7,275)
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Changes in Working Capital
Increase (decrease) in current assets
Cash and short-term investments........ .... $ (3,844) $ (9,205) $ (21,377) $ (33,630)
Receivables............................................ 28,034 (5,396) 26,209 (6,080)
Inventories ............................................ 13,632 (23,159) 36,810 732
Other ...................................................... 2,897 (2,713) (6,647) (15,109)
40,719 (40,473) 34,995 (54,087)
(Increase) decrease in current 
liabilities
Notes payable........................................ 24,166 27,325 17,794 26,451
Current portion of long-term
d e b t..................................................... 3,969 7,659 (312) 3,966
Income taxes payable............................ (23,352) (23,057) (2,328) (2,623)
Accounts payable................................... (13,903) 13,651 (16,933) (19,078)
Accrued liabilities.................................. (1,956) 16,614 (7,674) 38,096
(11,076) 42,192 (9,453) 46,812
Increase (decrease) in
working capital............................ .... $ 29,643 $ 1,719 $ 25,542 $ (7,275)
Constant dollar amounts have been determined based on a comprehensive restatement of historical 
financial statements utilizing the end-of-year level of the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Con­
sumers (CPI-U).
Five-Year Summary of Selected Financial Information
Statement 33 requires that companies present a five-year summary of key financial informa­
tion adjusted for the effects of changing prices. This information includes: net sales and other 
operating revenues, cash dividends declared for common share, and market price per common 
share at fiscal year-end for all five years. The information also includes (for 1979 and subsequent 
years), income from continuing operations; income per common share from continuing operations; 
net assets at fiscal year-end; increases or decreases in the current cost amounts of inventory 
property, plant, and equipment, net of inflation; and purchasing power gain or loss on net mone­
tary items. The information in the summary may be stated in current-period (1980) dollars or in 
units representing the purchasing power of the 1967 dollar (the base period used by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics in calculating the Consumer Price Index).
A.O. SMITH CORPORATION
Supplementary Financial Information Adjusted for Inflation (Unaudited)
• • •  •
Five Year Comparisons
A five year comparison of selected financial data has been shown on page 25 to depict trends. 
Historical data remains as originally reported while constant and current inflated amounts have been 
stated in 1980 dollars for all years. Current cost information was initiated for 1979 and is not available 
for prior years.
Nonautomotive sales grew in 1980 over 1979 on a historical basis by 1.5% and were lower on an 
inflation adjusted basis by 10.5%. Automotive sales were lower in 1980 than 1979 by 33.2% on a 
historical basis and by 41.2% on an inflation adjusted basis.
The effective income tax rates for inflation adjusted earnings are higher than for historical 
earnings in each year, since the effects of inflation are not considered when levying income taxes, 
thereby reducing the economic availability of earnings for reinvestment and dividends.
We commented last year on important inflation adjusted sales trends comparing automotive and 
nonautomotive segments and have updated that information below.
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Automotive 11.5% .7% 3.5% (7.6)%
Nonautomotive 24.3% 19.4% 15.4% 9.7%
Total 16.6% 9.0% 8.2% .1%
Comparison of selected supplementary financial data adjusted for effects of changing prices. Constant 
and current dollar information is stated in average 1980 dollars for all years.
(In millions except per share data)
(unaudited) ________________________  Years ended December 31__________
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales
Historical $693.7 $836.4 $ 806.5 $727.3 $619.5
Constant $693.7 $949.5 $1,018.7 $989.0 $896.7
Earnings (loss) from continuing operations 
before extraordinary charge 
Historical $ (1.7) $ 29.6 $ 27.0 $ 16.5 $ 15.6
Constant $ (24.8) $ 22.5 $ 24.4 $ 15.1 $ 14.8
Current $ (26.9) $ 20.0 N/A N/A N/A
Effective tax rate (p 
Historical (2) 42.5% 46.8% 40.5% 47.8%
Constant (2) 55.6% 56.1% 50.5% 58.7%
Current (2) 59.7% N/A N/A N/A
Net assets on hand at year-end 
Historical $211.2 $220.1 $ 203.7 $182.1 $167.5
Constant $339.8 $367.2 $ 354.0 $332.6 $317.8
Current $343.7 $382.2 N/A N/A N/A
Gain from decline in purchasing power 
of net amounts owed $ 16.7 $ 7.6 $ 6.2 $ 4.2 $ 2.2
Excess of increase in the general price 
level over increase in specific prices $ 19.3 $ 14.4 N/A N/A N/A
Per share of common stock 
Earnings (loss) from continuing operations 
before extraordinary charge 
Historical $ (.35) $ 6.01 $ 5.50 $ 3.38 $ 3.19
Constant $ (5.07) $ 4.57 $ 4.98 $ 3.09 $ 3.03
Current $ (5.49) $ 4.06 N/A N/A N/A
Cash dividends 
Historical $ 1.40 $ 1.40 $ 1.15 $ .85 $ .70
Constant $ 1.40 $ 1.59 $ 1.45 $ 1.16 $ 1.01
Year-end market price 
Historical $13.75 $17.00 $ 18.25 $13.88 $15.88
Constant $13.14 $18.27 $ 22.19 $18.40 $22.48
Average consumer price index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
(l)Effective tax rate represents the income tax provisions related to earnings before equity in earnings of unconsolidated companies and extraordinary charge.(2)Not applicable due to tax credit.
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SAUNDERS LEASING SYSTEM, INC.
Accounting for the Effects of Inflation (Unaudited)
• • • •
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing 
Prices
(Dollars in thousands, except per share amounts)
(In average 1980 dollars)
Years Ended December 31
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Revenues* ................................................   $221,113 $180,414 $167,775 $160,729 $138,490
Historical cost information
adjusted for general inflation: 
Income from operations (excluding
reduction to net recoverable 
amount) .............................................   $ 2,922 $ 5,435
Income from operations per common
share**.................... .......................... $.82 $1.62
Common stock, preference stock-
nonredeemable and other 
stockholders’ equity (net assets)..... . $ 55,718 $ 54,320
Current cost information:
Income from operations (excluding
reduction to net recoverable 
amount) ............................................. . $ 314 $ 2,389
Income (loss) from operations
per common share**.........................
Excess of increase in specific
$(.02) $.64
prices over increase in the 
general price level............................. . $ 5,503 $ 5,781
Common stock, preference stock-
nonredeemable and other 
stockholders’ equity (net assets)..... . $ 55,724 $ 54,894
Gain from decline in purchasing
power of net amounts owed................
Cash dividends declared per
. $ 13,525 $ 13,241
common share*+ ...................................
Market price per common share
$.30 $.299 $.284 $.204 $.17
at year-end* + ....................................... $9.50 $10.08 $9.59 $8.50 $6.79
Average consumer price index................. 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
*Restated into the average purchasing power of the dollar during 1980 by applying the average CPI-U 
for 1980 to the data for the years 1976 through 1979.
** After reduction of income by $390,000 for dividends paid on Series C Redeemable Preference Stock. 
+ Restated to give retroactive effect to a three-for-two stock split effective March i3, 1978 and a 
four-for-three stock split effective August 17, 1979.
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MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Notes to Financial Statements
Effects of Inflation on 3M Operations and Financial Position (Unaudited)
• •  •  •
Table 2 Five-Year Comparison of 
Selected Data Restated for 
Effects of Changing Prices 
(In average 1980 dollars)
(Dollars in millions, except amounts per share) 
Years Ended December 31,
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Net sales (as restated)..................................... ........ $5,087 $5,412 $5,888 $6,176 $6,080
Net sales (as reported)................................... ........ 3,514 3,980 4,662 5,440 6,080
Cash dividends per share (as restated)......... ........ 2.10 2.31 2.53 2.72 2.80
Cash dividends per share (as reported)........ ........ 1.45 1.70 2.00 2.40 2.80
Market price per share (as restated)............. ........ 80.18 64.32 76.78 53.94 56.35
Market price per share (as reported)........... ........ 56.63 48.50 63.13 50.25 59.00
Average consumer price index....................... ........ 170.5 181.5 195.4 217.4 246.8
Constant Dollar Information:
Net income .................................................. 504 402
Net income per share.................................. 4.30 3.43
Net assets at year-end................................. 3,957 4,009
Increase in value of inventories and property, plant and
equipment held during the year.............. 512 485
Current Cost Information:
Net income.................................................... 523 507
Net income per share.................................. 4.46 4.31
N e t  a s s e ts  a t y e a r -e n d .....  ............................ 4,241 4,064
Increase in value of inventories and property, plant and
equipment held during the year.............. 515 150
Loss from decline in purchasing power of net monetary assets........... (10) (3)
AUDITED INFLATION ACCOUNTING INFORMATION
Statement 33 disclosures do not fall within the scope of the auditors’ report because they are 
outside the financial statements. The statements on auditing standards of the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants, however, require that auditors apply certain limited procedures 
to the information required by the FASB and to report deficiencies in, or the omission of, that 
information. No examples were detected of auditors giving qualified opinions with respect to the 
Statement 33 information. A few companies requested their auditors to extend the scope of their 
work to report on the Statement 33 data.
HILTON HOTELS CORPORATION
Report of Independent Certified Public Accountants on Supplementary Information
To the Board of Directors and Stockholders of Hilton Hotels Corporation
We have examined the condensed consolidated statement of assets of Hilton Hotels Corporation 
and Subsidiaries at December 31, 1980 and 1979 prepared on a current value basis as explained in the 
notes thereto. Our examination of the current value financial statement was made in accordance with 
generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records, 
a review of data necessary to obtain current values, and such other auditing procedures as we 
considered necessary in the circumstances.
The current value financial statement provides relevant information on a condensed basis about 
assets and liabilities of the Company which is not provided by the historical cost financial statements 
and which differs significantly from the historical cost amounts required by generally accepted ac­
counting principles.
In our opinion, the financial statement referred to above is fairly presented at December 31, 1980 
and 1979 on the basis described in the notes thereto applied on a consistent basis.
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In addition to the foregoing examination, we have read the consolidated statement of income 
adjusted for changing prices for the year ended December 31, 1980 and five-year comparison of 
selected supplementary financial data adjusted for effects of changing prices for the five years ended 
December 31, 1980 (supplementary data) for Hilton Hotels Corporation and Subsidiaries, inquired of 
management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation, and compared it with the 
audited consolidated financial statements. Such supplementary data is not part of the primary finan­
cial statements and, accordingly, we did not audit and do not express an opinion on such supplemen­
tary data. However, based on the procedures described above, we are not aware of any material 
modifications that should be made in the supplementary data identified above for it to conform with 
guidelines established by the Financial Accounting Standards Board, as outlined in FASB No. 33.




to the Board of Directors and Stockholders of Crum and Forster
We have examined the consolidated balance sheets of Crum and Forster and Subsidiaries at 
December 31, 1980 and 1979, the consolidated statements of stockholders’ equity at December 31, 
1980, 1979 and 1978, and the consolidated statements of income and changes in financial position for 
each of the five years in the period ended December 31, 1980. Our examinations were made in 
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the 
accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circum­
stances.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly the consolidated financial 
position of Crum and Forster and Subsidiaries at December 31, 1980 and 1979, and the consolidated 
results of their operations and the related changes in their financial position for each of the five years 
in the period ended December 31, 1980, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
applied on a consistent basis.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic financial statements 
taken as a whole. The supplementary financial information included in the tables and charts on pages 
2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 37 of this annual report is presented for purposes of 
additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such information has 
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the basic financial statements 
and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements 
taken as a whole.
New York, New York 10020 
February 13, 1981.
Editorial Note: The pages referred to in the report include the disclosures required by Statement 33.
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III
ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF INFLATION
INTRODUCTION
This Chapter presents an introductory analysis of the data collected in the FASB Statement 
33 data bank. The objectives of this chapter are:
1. To demonstrate different analyses that can be performed using the new disclosure data.
2. To illustrate the general nature of the data collected.
3. To show the key differences between the historical, constant dollar, and current cost 
information.
4. To encourage, by example, users, preparers, and researchers to undertake further re­
search in this area.
The chapter is divided into four major sections: the first section provides some overall sum­
maries of data from all the companies included in the data bank; the second section provides 
analyses of some specific aspects of the changing prices information (for all companies in the data 
bank except financial institutions); the third section examines the changing prices information of 
financial institutions, and the fourth section draws some conclusions.
Although the data bank includes over 1100 companies, not all of the companies were used in 
each of the analyses because they did not, for a variety of reasons, provide some or all of the 
required information. Also, in a number of the analyses, following normal statistical practice, 
extreme values have been eliminated if they influenced the analysis to the point where it might be 
misleading. The FASB Statement 33 data bank also includes information reported under FASB 
No. 36 Disclosure of Pension Information, and use is made of this information in some of the 
analyses.
Table I presents the industry classifications (which are the same as those used in Chapter IV) 
as a percentage of the total sample. The Table shows the number of companies required to report 
Statement 33 information and the industry groups to which they belong. The classifications are 
based on the first two digits of the companies SIC codes.
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Table I









Chemicals 52 5.01 28
Finance 174 16.81 60-62
Food, Tobacco, Textiles 50 4.82 20-23
Insurance 40 3.86 63-64
Lumber, Paper & Allied Products 34 3.28 24-26
Machinery 73 7.05 35-36
Mining & Construction 81 7.82 10-17
Other Nonmanufacturing Companies 43 4.15 All others
Other Manufacturing 65 6.27 27, 31, 32, 38, 39
Petroleum and Rubber 20 1.93 29-30
Primary and Fabricated Metals 68 6.56 33-34
Transportation and Communication 81 7.82 37
Transportation Equipment 30 2.90 40-48
Utilities 150 14.48 49
Wholesale and Retail Trade 75 7.24 50-59
Total 1036 100.00
INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES
Income from Continuing Operations
Table II summarizes some of the information contained in the data bank for the average 
industrial company. The information is presented in the form of an approximate balance sheet and 
income statement for the year ended December 31, 1980.
Table II
1980 “AVERAGE” INDUSTRIAL COMPANY DISCLOSING 
FASB STATEMENT 33 INFORMATION 
(MILLIONS OF AVERAGE 1980 DOLLARS)
BALANCE SHEET
Historical Cost Constant Dollar Current Cost
Inventory (net)
Property, Plant & Equipment
$ 295 $ N/A $ 516
(net) 1068 N/A 1850
Other Assets—Net 706 N/A 365
Total Assets $ 2069 $ 2526 $ 2731
Shareholders’ Equity 915 1372 1577
Liabilities* 1154 1154* 1154*
Total Liabilities $ 2069 $ 2526 $ 2731
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STATEMENT OF INCOME
Sales $ 2304 $ 2304 $ 2304Total Expenses 2094 2158 2173
Income from Continuing
Operations before Taxes 210 146 131Income taxes:
Paid 65 65 65Deferred 24 89 24 89 24 89
Income from Con­
tinuing Operations 121 57 42
Effective tax rate (%)
Paid 30.9 44.5 49.6
Deferred 11.4 16.4 18.3
Total 42.3 60.9 67.9
*Not adjusted for inflation.
N/A—Not required to be disclosed by Statement 33.
The shareholders’ equity figures adjusted for changing prices are those reported by the 
companies. Analysis of the reported shareholders’ equity figures shows that some companies have 
classified all or some of their preferred stock as monetary liabilities. Other companies have 
included or excluded other items in the calculation. This has the effect of not making the share­
holders’ equity figures comparable and explains why the “other assets—net” figure does not 
remain the same in the historical cost and current cost columns.
The restated constant dollar measured profits are 47% of historical cost and current cost are 
35% of historic cost. The significance of the impact of taxes on the restated profits are shown in the 
figures beneath the profit and loss statement. While Table II provides an indication of the overall 
impact of changing prices there are substantial differences between industry groups as shown in 
Table III.
Table III
1980 INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS BY INDUSTRY 








Chemicals 174 101 109
Food, Tobacco, Textiles 94 62 65
Lumber, Paper & Allied 
Products 98 53 42
Machinery 176 116 129
Mining & Construction 400 285 181
Other Nonmanufacturing 54 30 19
Other Manufacturing 79 58 54
Petroleum and Rubber 214 112 68
Primary and Fabricated 
Metals 80 24 7
Transportation and 
Communication 72 18 8
Transportation Equipment -61 -135 -289
Utilities 92 -27 5
Wholesale and Retail 
Trade 48 37 33
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The industry groups with the highest incomes on all three measurement bases are mining and 
construction, petroleum and rubber, and chemicals. These companies, relatively, seem to have 
been able to maintain both their selling margins and profits. The transportation equipment indus­
try results, which includes the three large auto manufacturers that incurred large losses in 1980 
show large losses. The utilities show losses under the constant dollar measurement basis because 
of the requirement to include the reduction to lower recoverable amount in the constant dollar 
income from continuing operations calculation. Many utilities included the purchasing power gain 
or loss in their presentations of income from continuing operations. The figures presented in 
Tables II and III do not include any purchasing power gains or losses.
Restated income from continuing operations is affected by both the volume of property, plant 
and equipment used in the business (through increased depreciation), and inventory (through the 
requirement to state inventory at current cost rather than on a LIFO or FIFO basis).
Inventory
Table IV compares, by industry, the average inventory valuation on a historical cost and 
current cost basis. The difference between historical cost and current cost, is less when the 
company uses the LIFO method of valuing inventory (which many do in the data bank).
Table IV
1980 AVERAGE INDUSTRIAL COMPANY INVENTORY VALUATION, 
(MILLIONS OF AVERAGE 1980 DOLLARS)
HISTORICAL CURRENT
INDUSTRY GROUP COST COST RATIO
Chemicals 432 577 1.33
Food, Tobacco, & Textiles 322 414 1.28Lumber Paper & Allied 
Products 213 272 1.28Machinery 446 616 1.38Mining & Construction 449 1418 3.16Other Nonmanufacturing 100 180 1.80Other Manufacturing 196 267 1.36
Petroleum and Rubber 499 1009 2.02Primary and Fabricated 
Metals 288 446 1.55Transportation and Com­
munication 103 184 1.78Transportation Equipment 982 1175 1.19Utilities 109 361 3.31Wholesale and Retail 
Trade 284 326 1.14
The overall average increase of inventory between the two bases was 74% with the largest 
differences in the mining and construction, utilities and petroleum and rubber industry. The 
smallest increase is in the wholesale and retail trade group and reflects that group’s quick turn­over of inventory.
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Property, Plant and Equipment
Table V shows by industry group the relationship of historical and current cost of gross plant 
and accumulated depreciation.
Table V
GROSS PLANT AND ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION 
1980 AVERAGE INDUSTRIAL COMPANY 
(MILLIONS OF AVERAGE 1980 DOLLARS)
PROPERTY, PLANT AND ACCUMULATED
INDUSTRY GROUP EQUIPMENT_____________DEPRECIATION
Chemicals
Food, Tobacco & Textiles 
Lumber, Paper & Allied 
Products 
Machinery
Mining & Construction 
Other Nonmanufacturing 
Other Manufacturing 
Petroleum and Rubber 










































For 1980, the overall average gross value of plant, expressed in historical cost dollars, 
amounted to $1.068 million while in current cost dollars it amounted to $1,850 million (a ratio of 
1:1.73).
Net Assets
Statement 33’s flexibility allowed companies to use a variety of methods to calculate their net 





1980 AVERAGE INDUSTRIAL GROUP 








Chemicals 1106 1672 1754
Food, Tobacco, Textiles 583 811 876
Lumber, Paper & Allied 
Products 744 1230 1368
Machinery 1083 1532 1588
Mining & Construction 1946 3087 4366
Other Nonmanufacturing 398 685 757
Other Manufacturing 577 860 930
Petroleum and Rubber 1346 2233 2932
Primary and Fabricated 
Metals 657 1179 1331
Transportation 738 1829 2075
Transportation Equipment 1513 2537 2698
Utilities 827 673 698
Wholesale and Retail 
Trade 430 658 667
Shareholders’ Equity and Unfunded Pension Liabilities
Neither the primary financial statements nor the supplemental disclosures required by 
Statement 33 include any amount for any unfunded pension liabilities (the difference between a 
company’s pension plan net assets and the accumulated vested and nonvested benefits). The 
amount of any unfunded liability is required to be reported by FASB Statement No. 36 Disclosure 
of Pension Information and the required disclosures are included in the data bank. Those in­
terested in illustrations of disclosures under Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 36 
should refer to Financial Report Survey 22. Table VII indicates the magnitude of the unfunded 
pension liabilities obligation as a percentage of the shareholders’ equity on two different mea­
surement bases. If the number in the Table is positive it indicates that the pension plan’s net 
assets exceed the actuarially computed liabilities.
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Table VII
UNFUNDED PENSION LIABILITIES AS A PERCENTAGE OF SHAREHOLDERS’
EQUITY
INDUSTRY GROUP HISTORICAL COST CURRENT COST
Chemicals 4.34 2.87
Food, Tobacco, Textiles -1.66 -1.19
Lumber, Paper & Allied Products -0.55 -0.33
Machinery -3.55 -2.51
Mining & Construction 0.37 0.25
Other Nonmanufacturing -0.11 -0.07
Other Manufacturing -0.52 0.35
Petroleum and Rubber 2.01 1.22
Primary and Fabricated Metals -7.51 -4.18
Transportation & Communication 2.67 1.07
Transportation Equipment -10.10 -6.20
Utilities 0.35 0.42
Wholesale and Retail Trade -2.12 -1.40
Taxes
Table VIII presents details of effective tax rates which are not required to be restated by 
Statement 33. This table shows income from continuing operations before taxes divided by total 
taxes, taxes paid and taxes accrued. No tax rates are displayed for the transportation equipment 




EFFECTIVE TAX RATES 
1980 AVERAGE INDUSTRIAL COMPANY
HISTORICAL COST CONSTANT DOLLAR CURRENT COST
INDUSTRY GROUP Paid Accrued Total Paid Accrued Total Paid Accrued Total
Chemicals 35 5 40 47 7 54 45 7 52
Food, Tobacco, Textiles 36 4 40 45 5 50 44 5 49
Lumber, Paper & Allied 
Products 26 7 33 37 11 48 42 12 54
Machinery 32 3 35 42 3 45 39 4 43
Mining & Construction 37 7 44 44 9 53 53 11 64
Other Nonmanu­
facturing 26 11 37 36 15 51 44 19 63
Other Manufacturing 37 4 41 44 4 48 50 5 55
Petroleum and Rubber 22 24 46 27 33 60 31 48 79
Primary and Fabricated 
Metals 26 7 33 49 12 61 67 17 84
Transportation and 
Communication 20 26 46 30 38 68 34 58 92
Transportation Equip­
ment
Utilities 14 18 32 118 150 268 40 50 90
Wholesale and Retail 
Trade 35 3 38 41 3 44 43 3 46
* Although, as a group, the transportation equipment companies had pre-tax losses of $61 million (historical 
cost) $135 million (constant dollar) and $289 million (current cost) certain companies in the group paid taxes 
of $24 million and accrued taxes of $8 million.
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Earnings per Share
Users of financial accounting information often focus on earnings per share. Table IX shows 
income from continuing operations divided by the average share price for the year. The result, as 
might be expected, shows substantially higher earnings per share using the historical cost mea­
surement compared to the other two bases.
Table IX
EARNINGS PER SHARE 








Chemicals 3.64 2.11 2.28
Food, Tobacco, Textiles 3.01 2.00 2.07
Lumber, Paper & Allied 
Products 3.82 2.06 1.64
Machinery 4.03 2.65 2.95
Mining & Construction 3.70 2.64 1.67
Other Nonmanufacturing 2.59 1.44 0.91
Other Manufacturing 2.99 2.19 2.00
Petroleum and Rubber 2.54 1.33 0.81
Primary and Fabricated 
Metals 3.92 1.17 0.34
Transportation and 
Communication 3.43 0.86 0.33
Transportation Equipment -1.77 -3.91 -8.39
Utilities 2.71 -0.80 0.15
Wholesale and Retail 
Trade 2.33 1.79 1.60
Liquidity Ratio
Both investors and creditors are interested in a company’s liquidity. One key index of liquid­
ity, shown in Table X is the debt/equity ratio. This ratio is calculated by dividing the debt 
(conservatively stated as total liabilities) by the company’s net assets. The reported ratios for 
utilities are affected by their reported restated net assets figures which generally do not include 
preferred stock. Utilities generally treated preferred stock as a monetary liability. However, 
utilities historical cost shareholders’ equity figures do include preferred stock. As can be seen, the 
debt coverage changes considerably for all groups when historical cost shareholders’ equity is 
restated for changing prices.
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Table X
1980 DEBT/EQUITY RATIOS BY INDUSTRY
HISTORICAL CONSTANT CURRENT
INDUSTRY GROUP COST DOLLAR COST
Chemicals 0.93 0.61 0.58
Food, Tobacco, Textiles 1.06 0.76 0.70
Lumber, Paper & Allied 
Products 0.87 0.53 0.47
Machinery 1.02 0.72 0.70
Mining & Construction 1.56 0.98 0.69
Other Nonmanufacturing 2.80 1.63 1.47
Other Manufacturing 1.03 0.69 0.64
Petroleum and Rubber 1.68 1.01 0.77
Primary and Fabricated 
Metals 2.34 1.30 1.15
Transportation and 
Communication 2.19 0.88 0.77
Transportation Equipment 1.86 1.11 1.04
Utilities 1.70 2.13 2.06
Wholesale and Retail 
Trade 1.87 1.22 1.20
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Profit Re-Investment
Business can obtain funds for growth and to finance its inflation-generated working capital 
requirements through borrowing or reinvestment of earnings. Table XI shows, for 1980, the 
percentage of income reinvested (net income less preferred and common stock dividends paid 
divided by net assets) for each of the measurement bases.
Table XI








Chemicals 9.9 2.2 2.5
Food, Tobacco, Textiles 7.3 1.5 1.6
Lumber, Paper & Allied 
Products 7.6 0.9 0.0
Machinery 8.5 0.2 0.3
Mining & Construction 13.7 4.9 1.1
Other Nonmanufacturing 10.2 2.4 0.8
Other Manufacturing 5.0 0.1 0.3
Petroleum and Rubber 7.6 0.0 -1 .5
Primary and Fabricated 
Metals 6.0 -1 .4 -2 .5
Transportation and 
Communication 4.5 -1.1 -1 .4
Transportation Equipment -7.9 -7.6 -12.8
Utilities 3.4 -0 .7 -8 .4
Wholesale and Retail 
Trade 6.4 2.4 1.7
Table XI shows several industry groups actually depleting shareholders’ equity after payment 
of dividends when profits and shareholders’ equity are adjusted for changing prices methods. On 
an average 6.59% of total capital was reinvested through net profits on a historical cost basis for 
1980, 4.93% on the constant dollar basis. Capital was depleted by -2.45% on the current cost 
basis.
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Two types of financial institutions are included in this analysis, (1) banks and bankholding 
corporations, savings and loan institutions, and (2) insurance companies.
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Income From Continuing Operations
1980 AVERAGE FINANCIAL INSTITUTION-SELECTED DATA 
(MILLIONS OF AVERAGE 1980 DOLLARS)
Table XII
1980 1979
Income (before security gains or losses) 58.40 57.00
Adjustment to Depreciation from Historical Cost to Constant Dollar 2.48 2.28
Constant Dollar Income (before security gains or losses) 55.92 55.72
Adjustment to Depreciation from Constant Dollar to Current Cost .02 .04
Current Cost Income (before security gains or losses) 55.90 55.68
Purchasing Power Gain (Loss) (14.4) (12.84)
Table XII indicates that the results of financial institutions adjusted for changing prices were 
not significantly different between the three measurement bases. Inventories and property, plant 
and equipment are a very small part of the assets of financial institutions and adjustments in their 
amounts are small.
The overall 1980 average income from continuing operations for these companies range be­
tween $58.4 million on a historical cost basis to $55.9 million on the current cost basis; less than 5% 
difference. This may be contrasted with a difference of about 60% for industrial companies.
Banks that were required to report Statement 33 information had much smaller net assets 
than industrial companies. Banks had average constant dollar net assets of $294 million compared 
to constant dollar average net assets of $1,337 million for industrial companies. However, a 
relatively small bank (in the sense of shareholders’ equity) may have $1 billion in assets.
The purchasing power losses on net monetary assets (in 1980 average dollars) were substan­
tial for banks: $13.28 million on an average for 1980, $11.23 million for 1979. Losses were even 
larger for insurance companies: $26.93 million in 1980 and $27.65 million in 1979. These losses 
amount to 3.17% and 3.31% of the shareholders’ equity of financial institutions for both 1980 and 
1979.
The results of banks and insurance companies are very different as shown in Table XIII.
Table XIII
BANKS AND INSURANCE COMPANIES 
1980 INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS 
(MILLIONS OF AVERAGE 1980 DOLLARS)
BANKS INSURANCE COMPANIES
Historical Cost 59.6 45.4
Constant Dollar 56.5 47.0
Current Cost 58.1 40.7
While insurance companies on an average have substantially lower incomes from continuing 
operations than banks, it should be noted that the bank averages are biased by a few large banks. 
Return on investment on the constant dollar basis for banks is 13.65% and 15.97% for insurance 
companies. Table XIV shows how this result is possible by showing the relative sizes of banks.
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Table XIV
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY OF BANKS—CONSTANT DOLLAR BASIS 
(MILLIONS OF AVERAGE 1980 DOLLARS)





Income from continuing operations per share for financial institutions of $4.85 for 1980 and
$5.08 for 1979 is high compared to the income from continuing operations per share average for 
industrial companies. Also, the financial institutions average dividend of $3.10 and $3.17 per share 
for 1980 and 1979 respectively represents a relatively high payout ratio.
CONCLUSION
This chapter examined the Statement 33 disclosures by setting up an average profile of the 
disclosing industrial companies and examining some of their key statistics. Constant dollar income 
from continuing operations for industrial companies were found to be about three quarters of the 
historic cost levels and the current cost levels less than half of the historical cost. In addition, 
substantial differences were found among the different industry groups with the larger declines in 
profits adjusted for changing prices in the capital intensive industries (particularly in the automo­
tive sector—transportation equipment—which suffered major losses in 1980.)
Historic cost net assets were significantly lower than those computed using constant dollar or 
current cost measurements mainly because of adjustments to property, plant and equipment. 
Inventories (particularly under the FIFO method) also contributed to the understatement of 
historic cost net assets.
These analyses illustrate some simple uses of the FASB 33 data bank. Many more complex 
and comprehensive analyses can be and, it is hoped will be performed either on a company by 
company basis or on an aggregated basis. Correlations, differential analysis, and cross-tabulations 
can provide additional insights to the information shown in this chapter. For additional informa­
tion on the referenced data bank see Appendix E.
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IV
SELECTED DISCLOSURES BY INDUSTRY GROUPS
This chapter contains excerpts of disclosures selected from various industry groups. Its 
purpose is to enable companies to compare their approaches to preparing the Statement 33 
disclosures with the approaches of other companies in their industry and in other industry groups. 
Some of the excerpts were selected because they highlight the differences among the require­
ments of Statement 33 and the special requirements in Statements 39, 40, and 41 dealing with 
natural resource assets and income-producing real estate.
Accounting for natural resources (such as oil and gas reserves, minerals, and growing timber) 
pose particular accounting problems in the basic historical cost financial statements. In general, 
the carrying amounts of the assets represents a fraction of the costs of acquiring them because 
many of those acquisition costs are treated as expenses when they are incurred. The accounting 
difficulties are compounded when providing inflation-adjusted financial information. The account­
ing for income-producing real estate also poses some unique accounting problems. Because of the 
difficulties, the Board decided to allow greater flexibility in the provision of changing prices 
information with respect to those assets. It also requires certain additional disclosures by some 
companies. Statements 40 and 41 allow companies to use either the constant dollar or current cost 
method of reporting. Statement 39 requires companies that own mineral resources other than oil 
and gas to disclose quantity and price information about those resources.
MANUFACTURING
Food, Tobacco, and Textiles
R.J. REYNOLDS INDUSTRIES, INC.
Financial Information
Inflation Accounting Data (Unaudited)
Inflation continues to be a serious threat to the American economy. Under the provisions of 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices,” 
certain supplemental disclosures are required which are intended to depict the effects of inflation on a 
company’s financial statements. The Statement requires that two alternative “inflation” measurement 
methods be used. Under the first method, “constant dollar” accounting, the historical accounting data 
is adjusted for “general inflation.” This method addresses the effect of a rise in the general price level 
on the purchasing power of the dollar as measured by the Consumer Price Index for All Urban 
Consumers (CPI-U). Under the second method, “current cost” accounting, adjustments are made to 
the historical data based on the specific price changes for the assets used by a company.
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The supplemental data on pages 56 through 58 reflect historical results adjusted for both methods 
of measuring the effects of inflation.
Earnings Adjusted for General Inflation
The constant dollar column of the “Consolidated Statement of Earnings Adjusted for the Effects 
of Changing Prices” on pages 56 and 57 represents the “historical” (as reported) amounts of revenues 
and expenses restated into dollars of the same general purchasing power, as measured by the average 
level of the CPI-U for 1980 and 1979.
Under the constant dollar measurement method, the “cost” of property, plant and equipment 
items is restated into constant dollars, and depreciation expense and gain or loss on the sale of 
properties are adjusted to reflect this new basis.
Approximately 60 percent of the $257.4 million and $153.1 million increases in “Costs and ex­
penses” for 1980 and 1979 under the constant dollar method of income measurement is attributable to 
the increase in depreciation, depletion and amortization expense associated with the increase in 
property, plant and equipment amounts restated in constant dollars. The remaining portion of the 
increases in both years is attributable to two factors: the higher cost of properties sold during the 
year; and the restatement of first-in, first-out (FIFO) inventory costs to a constant dollar basis. 
(Since, under the FIFO inventory method, the oldest inventory costs are charged to the cost of 
products sold, restating these costs on the basis of average 1980 and 1979 constant dollars, respec­
tively, increases this charge.) With the exception of these adjustments, the amounts of revenues and 
other costs and expenses, including cost of products sold as determined under the Company’s primary 
method of inventory valuation, the last-in, first-out (LIFO) method, already approximate average 
1980 and 1979 constant dollars, respectively, and have not been adjusted from amounts presented in 
the historical financial statements.
The “Nonrecurring loss” in the 1980 presentation reflects the write-down of the Company’s SL-7 
containerships from a constant dollar book value of $569.7 million to a lower recoverable amount of 
$285.0 million. While this was calculated in line with Statement No. 33 requirements, the CPI-U, in 
management’s opinion, overstates the cost when applied to these specific assets.
The “Unrealized purchasing power gain on net monetary position” is intended to reflect the net 
effect of holding monetary assets (cash, receivables, etc.) and owing money during an inflationary 
period. For example, the holding of monetary assets when prices are rising results in a loss of 
purchasing power. Conversely, owing money during an inflationary period results in a gain in purchas­
ing power since the obligation will be settled in dollars of lower value.
Earnings Adjusted for Specific Price Changes
The current cost column of the “Consolidated Statement of Earnings Adjusted for the Effects of 
Changing Prices” on pages 56 and 57 represents the “historical” (as reported) amounts of revenues and 
expenses restated into 1980 and 1979 current dollars as measured by the change in specific prices.
The estimated current cost of leaf tobacco inventory was based on weighted average auction 
purchases for each year. For the most part, the estimated current cost of all other inventories was 
based on current published raw material prices and standard production costs adjusted to reflect 
current cost depreciation, depletion and amortization. The estimated current cost of major property, 
plant and equipment was derived by using engineering estimates and manufacturers’ current selling 
prices of assets, taking into account any discounts the Company may receive when purchasing these 
assets in its normal size quantities. For the remaining property, plant and equipment items, historical 
costs were indexed using the relative price change of a group of homogeneous assets from the year 
they were acquired to December 31, 1980 and 1979, respectively, to arrive at the estimated current 
cost.
Depreciation, depletion and amortization expense was calculated based on average current cost 
using the straight-line depreciation method and the same estimates of useful life and salvage value 
utilized in preparing the historical cost financial statements. The estimated current cost of products 
sold and operating expenses was based on historical costs adjusted for current cost depreciation, 
depletion and amortization and inventory turnover rates.
Approximately 93 percent of the $220.9 million increase in “Costs and expenses” for 1980 and 70 
percent of the $192.8 million increase in “Costs and expenses” for 1979 under the current cost method 
of income measurement is attributable to the increase in depreciation, depletion and amortization 
expense associated with the current cost increase in property, plant and equipment amounts. The 
remaining portion of the increases in both years is primarily attributable to the restatement of FIFO 
inventory costs to a current cost basis. Cost of products sold as determined under the LIFO method, 
already approximate average current costs and has not been adjusted from amounts presented in the 
historical financial statements.
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The 1980 “Nonrecurring loss” shown for both historical cost and constant dollar (see discussion 
under “Earnings Adjusted for General Inflation”) becomes zero for the current cost presentation since 
the lower recoverable amount of an asset, under this theory, equals its current cost.
The “Decrease in current cost of inventories and property, plant and equipment held during the 
year net of general inflation” is the amount that the “current cost” of the assets increased or de­
creased, less the increase that would have resulted if prices had changed at the same rate as general 
inflation. For 1980, this amount is a decrease of $240.1 million.
Mineral Resource Assets
As required by Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 39, “Financial Reporting and 
Changing Prices—Specialized Assets—Mining and Oil and Gas” issued in October 1980, the Com­
pany’s geothermal steam operations in California are classified as mineral resources. The Company’s 
proved reserves of geothermal steam as determined by the Company’s engineers were 76.8 million 
Barrels of Oil Equivalent (BOE) on December 31, 1980. Production during 1980 was .7 million BOE at 
an average price of $12.94 per BOE. Output from these existing wells is committed under contract to 
the Pacific Gas and Electric Company of California.
Management’s Analysis
When evaluating the inflation data, it should be remembered that constant dollar and current cost 
accounting are not comparable methods. Each method has certain limitations which are discussed 
below.In constant dollar accounting, the use of the CPI-U can cause certain distortions. Because the 
CPI-U is intended to measure and reflect price changes on a “market basket” of goods consumed by an 
average American urban family, it is unlikely that such price changes would be representative of the 
price changes experienced for the types of commodities used by a specific company or industry. 
Accordingly, those amounts should not be viewed as having the degree of accuracy of the historical 
statements included in this report.
In current cost accounting, there are inherent limitations because of the need for substantial 
judgments in the estimating process. Accordingly, this information should not be interpreted to 
indicate that future replacement of assets would take place in the form and manner assumed in 
developing these estimates. In the normal course of business, the Company will replace its assets over 
an extended period of time. Decisions concerning replacement will be made in light of economic, 
regulatory and competitive conditions existing on the dates such determinations are made and could 
differ substantially from the assumptions on which the data included herein are based.
In addition, the current cost information standing alone does not recognize any relationships 
between cost changes and changes in selling prices. Although the Company will attempt to modify its 
selling prices to recognize future cost changes, competitive and regulatory conditions may preclude its 
doing so.
The inflation adjusted data, limitations notwithstanding, provides a basis for some general obser­
vations, both as to R. J. Reynolds Industries, Inc., in particular, and to the business community in 
general.
It is apparent from the inflation data on pages 56 and 57 that the effects of inflation on the 
Company’s operations are significant in several respects. One of the most important points to note is 
the increase in “Costs and expenses,” which arises primarily from the reality that, if the Company 
were to replace its fixed assets in 1980 dollars, a substantially greater capital investment would be 
required with higher related charges for depreciation, depletion and amortization. Of equal, or even 
greater, significance is the effect of income taxes on the Company as depicted in the adjusted income 
statements. The income tax amount reflected in the supplementary income statements is the same 
under each method of measurement shown. Income taxes have not been restated since present tax 
laws do not allow deductions for any depreciation, depletion and amortization expense in excess of 
amounts based on the historical cost of assets. The result is that the 1980 effective tax rate increases 
from 41.2 percent under historical cost to 75.3 percent and 49.7 percent, respectively, determined on a 
constant dollar and current cost basis. The net result of current tax policies is to increase the tax 
burden as inflation increases, consuming dollars which otherwise would be available to replace and 
maintain productive capacity, or to pay dividends.
It should be apparent that funds not available because of the higher effective taxes resulting from 
inflation must be provided from other sources. Unfortunately, the sources for these funds are the 
consumer and the Company’s stockholders. The consumer pays through higher prices for the goods he 
buys, and the stockholder pays through a lower return on his investment. As a result, the individual 
incentive to save has been replaced by the motivation to spend now, before prices increase tomorrow. 
As savings decrease, the rate of capital investment continues to decline. This lower rate of capital
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accumulation will inevitably lower the future rate of productivity in the American economy and reduce 
the nation’s ability to compete with foreign producers.
The Company has long recognized the potential effects of inflation and, accordingly, has taken 
steps to reduce those effects, and the related tax consequences, on its business. For example, since 
1956 the Company has used the LIFO inventory method for the major portion of its inventories. While 
this method reduces reported earnings in inflationary periods because it matches current costs with 
current revenues, it also reduces taxes and increases cash flow. Sound financial planning further 
lessens the effects of inflation on the Company, as illustrated by the “Unrealized purchasing power 
gain on net monetary position” shown in the statements on pages 56 and 57. Although this amount 
does not represent dollars which will be received in the future, it does represent the preservation of 
purchasing power during the year through effective cash management.
Consolidated Statement of Earnings Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
For the Year Ended December 31, 1980
As Reported Selected Data Selected Data
in the Adjusted for Adjusted for
Financial General Changes in
Statements Inflation Specific
(Historical (Constant Prices
(Dollars in Millions) Cost) Dollar) (Current Cost)
Net sales and revenues............................................ $10,354.1 $10,354.1 $10,354.1
Cost and expenses: (1)
Cost of products sold and operating expenses... 7,466.9 7,713.2 7,687.2
Selling, advertising, administrative
and general expenses....................................... 1,617.8 1,628.9 1,618.4
Earnings from operations........................................ 1,269.4 1,012.0 1,048.5
Interest and debt expense....................................... (127.3) (127.3) (127.3)
Other income (expense), net................................... 22.2 22.2 22.2
1,164.3 906.9 943.4
Nonrecurring loss..................................................... (25.1) (284.7) —
Earnings before provision for income taxes.......... 1,139.2 622.2 943.4
Provision for income taxes...................................... 468.8 468.8 468.8
Net earnings.............................................................. 670.4 153.4 474.6
Less preferred dividends........................................ 30.6 30.6 30.6
Net earnings applicable to Common Stock............ $ 639.8 $ 122.8 $ 444.0
Effective income tax rate........................................ 41.2% 75.3% 49.7%
Unrealized purchasing power gain on net
monetary position................................................. $ 240.0 $ 240.0
Increase in current cost of inventories
and property, plant and equipment held
during the year (based on specific
price changes) (2)................................................. $ 718.5
Effect of increase in general price level................ 958.6
Decrease in current cost of inventories
and property, plant and equipment held
during the year net of
general inflation.................................................... $ 240.1
(1) The amount of depreciation, depletion and amortization expense related to items of property, plant 
and equipment for 1980 was $345.2 million on an historical cost basis, $504.2 million on a constant 
dollar basis and $550.0 million on a current cost basis.
(2) At December 31, 1980, current cost of inventory was $3,630.5 million (historical amount $2,371.8 
million) and current cost of property, plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation was 
$5,208.5 million (historical amount $3,264.7 million).
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Consolidated Statement of Earnings Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited) 




















Net sales and revenues.................................. $8,935.2 $8,935.2 $8,935.2
Cost and expenses: (1)
Cost of products sold and operating
expenses.................................................... 6,490.5 6,634.6 6,673.4
Selling, advertising, administrative
and general expenses.............................. 1,358.1 1,367.1 1,368.0
Earnings from operations.............................. 1,086.6 933.5 893.8
Interest and debt expense............................. (125.8) (125.8) (125.8)
Other income (expense), n e t ......................... 24.1 24.1 24.1
984.9 831.8 792.1
Foreign currency gains.................................. 10.2 10.2 10.2
Nonrecurring gain........................................... 22.1 13.4 —
Earnings before provision for income
taxes ............................................................ 1,017.2 855.4 802.3









Net earnings applicable to Common Stock... $ 520.2 $ 358.4 $ 305.3
Effective income tax ra te .............................. 45.8% 54.5% 58.1%
Unrealized purchasing power gain on net 
monetary position....................................... $ 216.9 $ 216.9
Increase in current cost of inventories 
and property, plant and equipment 
held during the year (based on
specific price changes) (2)..............................  $ 602.5
Effect of increase in general price level.......... ...................................................................... 889.9
Decrease in current cost of inventories 
and property, plant and equipment 
held during the year net of
general inflation..............................................................................................................  $ 287.4
(1) The amount of depreciation, depletion and amortization expense related to items of property, plant 
and equipment for 1979 was $292.4 million on an historical cost basis, $385.6 million on a constant 
dollar basis and $427.0 million on a current cost basis.
(2) At December 31, 1979, current cost of inventory was $3,173.8 million (historical amount $2,178.9 
million) and current cost of property, plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation was 
$4,468.9 million (historical amount $2,784.0 million).
(3) Current cost information reflects data related to mineral resource assets on a constant dollar basis 
as permitted by Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 39.
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Chang­
ing Prices (Unaudited)
For the Years Ended December 31
(Dollars in Millions Except 




Net sales and revenues...... $10,354.1 $ 8,935.2 $6,709.2 $6,431.5 $5,812.1
Net earnings........................
Net earnings per common
670.4 550.9
share (fully diluted)......... 6.12 5.05




Net sales and revenues...... 10,354.1 10,143.5 8,474.1 8,745.4 8,413.1
Current cost information:
Net earnings........................





cost of inventories 
and property, plant 
and equipment held 
during the year net 
of general inflation.......... 240.1 326.3
Net assets at
year-end (1)...................... 6,698.9 6,502.4
Historical cost information
adjusted for general 
inflation:
Net earnings........................





year-end (1)..................... 6,337.9 6,285.7
Other information:
Unrealized purchasing
power gain on net 
monetary position........... 240.0 246.2
Cash dividends declared
per common share.......... 2.20 2.24 2.27 2.28 2.27
Market price per common
share at year-end...........
Average consumer
43% 36½ 34½ 39¼ 47⅞
price index....................... 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
(1) “Net assets at year-end” is the sum of the historical financial statement amounts for common 
stockholders’ equity, $2.25 Convertible Preferred Stock and Series A Cumulative Preferred Stock, 
adjusted for the changes in valuation, on a current cost and constant dollar basis, respectively, of 
inventories, net property, plant and equipment, and net monetary items. Other asset amounts 
have not been adjusted for the effects of specific price changes or general inflation.
(2) Includes a $284.7 million nonrecurring loss related to the write-down of the Company’s SL-7 
containerships. (See discussion on page 53.)
RUSSELL CORPORATION
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
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Note J—Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
As required by Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 33, “Financial
Reporting and Changing Prices,” the Company must provide supplemental information concerning 
the effects of changing prices on its financial statements. The disclosures are intended to address two 
different aspects of an inflationary environment: (1) the effect of a rise in the general price level on the 
exchange value or purchasing power of the dollar (called “general inflation”) and (2) the specific price 
changes in the individual resources used by the Company. Because there is presently no consensus on 
which (if any) aspect of inflation should be reported, the FASB has devised an experiment requiring 
certain large, publicly held companies to present supplemental information reflecting both types of 
inflation measurements.
It is important that financial statement users understand what the inflation-adjusted data is 
intended to represent, and also recognize its inherent limitations. The Company believes that the 
following information is essential for a proper understanding and assessment of the data presented.
Partial Application
The supplemental information on changing prices does not reflect a comprehensive application of 
either type of inflation accounting. During the experimental period the FASB decided to focus on 
those items most affected by changing prices, that is, (1) the effect of both general inflation and specific 
price changes on inventories and properties and related cost of goods sold and depreciation expense, 
and (2) the effect of general inflation on monetary assets and liabilities.
Income From Continuing Operations
The accompanying supplemental statement of income from continuing operations presents income 
data under the following three measurement methods:
a. As Reported in the Primary Statements—This amount is net income as reported in the 
primary financial statements on the historical cost basis of accounting. Under the LIFO 
inventory method used by the Company, the effects of specific price changes (current costs) on 
inventories already are reflected in the income statement but not in the balance sheet. How­
ever, under generally accepted accounting principles, the effects of changing prices are not 
generally recognized for other assets and liabilities.
b. Adjusted for General Inflation—This represents the historical amounts of revenues and ex­
penses stated in dollars of the same (constant) general purchasing power, as measured by the 
average level of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for 1980. Under this measurement method, 
historical amounts of depreciation expense of properties are adjusted to reflect the change that 
has occurred in the level of the CPI since the date the related properties were acquired. The 
amounts of revenues and other costs and expenses, including cost of goods sold excluding 
depreciation, under the LIFO method, already approximate average 1980 constant dollars and 
remain unchanged from those amounts presented in the primary financial statements.
c. Adjusted for Changes in Specific Prices (Current Costs)—Income under current cost account­
ing attempts to deal with a different issue than income adjusted for general inflation. The 
specific prices of the Company’s goods and services have risen at a different rate than the 
general inflation rate as measured by the CPI.Current cost accounting measures inventories 
and properties at their current cost (rather than their historical cost) at the balance sheet date; 
cost of goods sold is based on current cost at the date of sale and depreciation is computed on 
average current cost for the year. Cost of goods sold, excluding depreciation, determined 
under the LIFO inventory method approximates the current cost of inventories at the date of 
sale and remains unchanged from the amount shown in the primary financial statements.
Income Taxes
The provision for income taxes included in the supplemental statement of income from continuing 
operations is the same as reported in the primary financial statements. Present tax laws do not allow 
deductions for higher depreciation adjustments for the effects of inflation. Thus, taxes are levied on 
the Company at rates which, in real terms, exceed established statutory rates. During periods of 
persistent inflation and rapidly increasing prices, such a tax policy effectively results in a tax on 
shareholders’ investment in the Company.
Purchasing Power Gain From Holding Net Monetary Liabilities During the Year
When prices are increasing, the holding of monetary assets (e.g., cash and receivables) results in 
a loss of general purchasing power. Similarly, liabilities are associated with a gain of general purchas­
ing power because the amount of money required to settle the liabilities represents dollars of di­
minished purchasing power. The net gain in purchasing power is shown separately in the accompany­
ing supplemental data. The amount has been calculated based on the Company’s average net monetary 
liabilities for the year multiplied by the change in the CPI for the year. Such amount does not 
represent funds available for distribution to shareholders.
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Increases in Current Cost of Inventories and Properties
Under current cost accounting, increases in specific prices (current cost) of inventories and 
properties held during the year (including realized gains and losses on those sold or used) are not 
included in income from continuing operations but are presented separately. The current cost increase 
is reduced by the effect of general inflation as measured by applying the annual rate of change in the 
CPI to the average current cost balances of inventories and properties. During 1980 and 1979, the 
effects of changes in the general price level were greater than specific price changes.
Current Cost Measurements
Current cost amounts for inventories were approximated by using a FIFO inventory valuation, 
adjusted to reflect higher current cost depreciation during the year. Current cost of goods sold was 
determined by using the LIFO inventory method, which is the same method used by the Company in 
its primary financial statements.
The current costs of properties were determined by applying U.S. Department of Commerce 
indexes to the historical costs of appropriate narrow classes of assets. The current cost of properties 
relates to the assets presently owned by the Company rather than to technologically superior assets 
which may be available.
Current cost depreciation is based on the average current cost of properties during the year. The 
depreciation methods (primarily straight-line), salvage values and useful lives are the same as those 
used in preparing the primary financial statements.
Current cost calculations involve a substantial number of judgments as well as use of various 
estimating techniques that have been employed to limit the cost of accumulating the data. The data 
reported should not be thought of as precise measurements of the assets and expenses involved but as 
reasonable approximations of the price changes that have occurred in the business environment in 
which the Company operates.
Current cost does not purport to represent the amount at which the assets could be sold.
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Financial Data
All amounts in the five-year comparison are stated in average 1980 constant dollars.
STATEMENT OF INCOME FROM 
CONTINUING OPERATIONS 
ADJUSTED FOR CHANGING PRICES As Reported Adjusted
Adjusted for 
Changes in
Year Ended January 3, 1981 in the Primary for General Specific Prices
(In thousands of dollars) Statements Inflation (Current Costs)
Net sales.......................................................... . $238,357 $238,357 $238,357
Cost of goods sold, excluding depreciation.... 164,413 164,413 164,413
Depreciation and amortization........................ 7,355 10,569 9,855
Other operating expenses................................ 27,208 27,208 27,208
Interest expense............................................... 3,100 3,100 3,100
202,076 205,290 204,576
Income from continuing operations 
before income taxes...................................... 36,281 33,067 33,781
Provision for income taxes............................. . 15,470 15,470 15,470
Income from continuing operations................ $ 20,811 $ 17,597 $ 18,311
Effective income tax rate—Note F ............... 43% 47% 46%
OTHER INFORMATION 
Purchasing power gain from holding net 
monetary liabilities during the year........... $ 2,117 $ 2,117
Effect of increase in general price level 
of inventories and property, plant 
and equipment held during the year.......... $ 17,716
Less increase in specific prices (current 
costs) of inventories and property, 
plant and equipment held during 
the year*........................................................ 6,580
Excess of increase in general price level 
over increase in specific prices................... $ 11,136
*At January 3, 1981 current cost of inventory was $64,569 (historical amount—$45,721) and current 
cost of property, plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, was $99,589 (historical 
amount—$75,905).
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FIVE-YEAR COMPARISON OF SELECTED SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCIAL DATA 
ADJUSTED FOR EFFECTS OF CHANGING PRICES 



















Excess of increase in 
general price level 
of inventories and 
properties over increase
in specific prices...............
Purchasing power gain from 
holding net monetary 
liabilities during the
y e a r...................................


















1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
(In thousands of dollars, except per share data)
$238,357 $190,640 $176,448 $146,347 $124,695












.62 .52 .44 .367 .26
.62 .59 .56 .50 .38
23.00 11.25 12.75 10.375 5.125
23.00 12.64 16.23 14.41 7.60
246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
BORDEN, INC.
Supplemental Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited) 
Introduction
In recent years inflation has become an increasingly significant factor in the economic life of the 
United States. Generally the Company has been able to compensate for cost increases by increasing 
sales prices in an amount sufficient to maintain an approximately constant gross profit percentage. 
Customary financial statements have been stated at historical or actual costs and have not attempted 
to reflect inflation. In an effort to produce financial information that discloses the effects of inflation 
the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has issued Statement No. 33, Financial Reporting 
and Changing Prices, requiring companies to explain the effect of inflationary factors on operations
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using two different methods to adjust historical financial statements for the effects of changing prices.
The first method, constant dollar, adjusts certain elements of the basic, historical financial 
statements for the effects of general inflation. The Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers 
(CPI-U) is used to make adjustments. The CPI-U is an index measuring the living costs of the average 
American family, including housing, fuel costs and transportation and interest. There can be no 
assurance that the results obtained will reflect the effects of inflation on an individual industrial 
company.
The second method, current cost, adjusts the basic historical financial statements for price 
changes of specific assets. Current cost identifies certain assets or expenses with the use or sale of 
products in terms of what their current cost would have been when they were used or sold rather than 
what their historical cost actually was. Generally, Borden’s inventories, plants, and equipment would 
cost more to replace than when they were originally acquired. This concept is specifically applied to 
each businesses’ methods of operation, products, and types and locations of assets, but it un­
realistically assumes that the same types of property, plant, and equipment would be purchased.
Both methods used for reporting inflationary effects require the use of assumptions, approxima­
tions and estimates. Inflation adjustments will vary among companies because of different effects of 
inflation as well as different methods of accounting used in the historical financial statements. This 
inflation adjusted data is, therefore, not a precise indicator of inflationary effects primarily because 
the methods utilized do not necessarily provide actual amounts for which assets could be sold, cost 
which would be incurred in the future, or the manner in which actual replacement of assets would 
occur.
Supplementary information on both a current cost and constant dollar basis is shown below: 
Statement of Income from Continuing Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices
(In thousands except per share data) Year Ended
_____________________________________________ ______ December 31, 1980
As Reported Adjusted for Adjusted for
in the General Changes in
Primary Inflation Specific Prices
Statements (Constant Dollar) (Current Costs)
Net sales
Cost of goods sold (excluding related
$4,595,795 $4,595,795 $4,595,795
depreciation expense)
Other operating expenses (excluding
3,673,507 3,731,653 3,710,616
related depreciation expense) 521,238 521,238 521,238
Depreciation expense 100,322 165,946 175,941
Interest expense 57,565 57,565 57,565
Earnings before income taxes 243,163 119,393 130,435
Income taxes 95,300 95,300 95,300
Income from continuing operations $ 147,863 24,093 35,135
Gain on net monetary items 72,908 72,908
Earnings, net of general
inflationary effects $ 97,001 $ 108,043
Increase in current cost of inventories
and property, plant and equipment $ 357,762
Less effect of increase
in general price level 284,044
Excess of increase in specific 
prices over the increase in the 
general price level $ 73,718
Net income per common share $ 4.79 $ .78 $ 1.14
Gain on net monetary items 2.36 2.36
Earnings, net of general
inflationary effects $ 3.14 $ 3.50
Effective tax rate 39.2% 79.8% 73.1%
At December 31, 1980 the current cost of inventory was $515,149 and the current cost of net property 
and equipment was $1,867,674.
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Statement of Income From Continuing Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices
(In thousands except per share data) Year Ended
_________ December 31, 1979
As Reported Adjusted for Adjusted for
in the General Changes in
Primary Inflation Specific Prices
Statements (Constant Dollar) (Current Costs)
Net sales $4,312,533 $4,312,533 $4,312,533
Cost of goods sold (excluding related 
depreciation expense) 3,456,366 3,506,240 3,477,111
Other operating expenses (excluding 
related depreciation expense) 480,466 480,466 480,466
Depreciation expense 100,777 157,312 163,238
Interest expense 55,009 55,009 55,009
Earnings before income taxes 219,915 113,506 136,709
Income taxes 85,900 85,900 85,900
Income from continuing operations $ 134,015 27,606 50,809
Gain on net monetary items 73,437 73,437
Earnings, net of general 
inflationary effects $ 101,043 $ 124,246
Increase in current cost of inventories 
and property, plant and equipment 
Less effect of increase in 
general price level
Excess of increase in specific 
prices over the increase in the 
general price level





Gain on net monetary items 2.36 2.36
Earnings, net of general 
inflationary effects $ 3.25 $ 3.99
Effective tax rate 39.1% 75.7% 62.8%
At December 31, 1979 the current cost of inventory was $553,761 and the current cost of net property 
and equipment was $1,848,572.______________
Discussion and Analysis of Supplemental Financial Data
Income from continuing operations derived under both the current cost and constant dollar 
methods has been adjusted only for depreciation expense and product costs related to restated prop­
erty, plant and equipment and inventories. The increased depreciation expense under both methods is 
a result of the adjustment required to reflect the impact of inflation on assets which have relatively 
long lives. The increased values of current cost of goods sold over historic cost of goods sold is a result, 
primarily, of the increasing costs of raw materials and labor. The increase in current cost of goods sold 
was less than constant dollar cost of goods sold primarily because the CPI-U market basket does not 
equate to that of Borden and the specific rate of vendor price increases was not always as great as the 
general rate of inflation. Sales and all other costs and expenses remain unchanged from the primary 
statements since they are considered to occur relatively even throughout the year. In accordance with 
the FASB statement, income tax expense has not been restated in the inflation-adjusted earnings 
statements despite the significant reduction in pre-tax earnings. If the higher depreciation and other 
costs had actually been incurred, the company would have reported added tax deductions and tax 
credits, such as investment tax credit, which would significantly increase inflation adjusted net in­
come. ___________Current cost amounts were determined by adjusting inventories and cost of goods sold to year- 
end and time of sale market values of raw materials and current production costs using average and 
standard costing, and indexing methods. Property, plant and equipment were adjusted to current cost 
primarily by applying indices developed both internally and externally. Depreciation was calculated
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using the same methods and depreciable life assumptions as those used in the primary financial 
statements. Land values were estimated by reference to current market values and real and property 
tax appraisals.
The gain from decline in the purchasing power of net amounts owed is determined by calculating 
the net monetary assets or liabilities at the beginning and end of the year, stating these amounts in 
average 1980 dollars and deriving the change therefrom. Monetary assets and liabilities are cash, and 
claims on, or liabilities for, cash receipts or payments, the amounts of which are fixed in terms of the 
number of dollars to be received or paid. The net monetary gain shown in the preceding supplemental 
statements results from Borden’s net monetary liability position which will be repaid with dollars 
which have lost purchasing power relative to the point when the liabilities were incurred.
As discussed in Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of 
Operations on page 25 of this report the Company is party to several long-term supply contracts for 
natural gas. Natural gas in inventory and cost of goods sold for current cost purposes has been valued 
at the supply contract price existing at year-end and date of sale, respectively. If a supply contract is 
to terminate within twelve months after year-end or date of sale and the new supply contract price 
was used for current cost purposes, inventory and cost of goods sold would increase approximately 
$11.4 million and $68.0 million, respectively for 1980 and $0.4 million and $2.2 million, respectively for 
1979. The utilization of future supply contract prices would have the effect of lowering current cost 
income, increasing the excess of increases in specific prices over increases in the general price level, 
and lowering net income per common share.
The data presented in the five-year summary has been adjusted for the effects of general inflation 
and for specific prices in the same manner as for 1980 information. All amounts in the summary are 
stated in average-for-the-year constant dollars as measured by the Consumer Price Index for All 
Urban Consumers for the current fiscal year. Certain data has only been presented for 1980 and 1979 
since it was not practicable to collect the information for the earlier years. As is apparent in comparing 
data from the primary statements to the same data on the current cost and constant dollar bases, real 
growth results only when the nominal rate of growth exceeds the rate of inflation.
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing 
Prices
In thousands of average 1980 dollars
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net Sales $4,595,795 $4,895,737 $4,802,823 $4,733,771 $4,894,131
Constant Dollar Information: 
Income from continuing 
operations
Income per common share from $
24,093 $ 31,339 •
continuing operations $ .78 $ 1.01Net assets $1,877,013 $1,976,835
Current Cost Information: 
Income from continuing
operations $ 35,135 $ 57,680Income per common share $ 1.14 $ 1.85Net assets $2,133,156 $2,354,549
Excess of increase in specific
prices over the increase 
in the general price level $ 73,718 $ 64,535Other Information: 
Purchasing power gain (loss) 
on net monetary items 
Cash dividends per common $
72,908 $ 83,368
share
Market price per common $
1.88 $ 2.04 $ 2.12 $ 2.07 $ 1.95
share $ 243/5 $ 253/5 $ 31 $ 403/5 $ 48⅛Average consumer price index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
12. Supplementary Information on the Effects of Price Changes (Unaudited)
The Company’s financial statements are prepared based on historical prices in effect when the 
transactions occurred. This supplementary financial information discloses certain effects of inflation 
and changes in the prices of the Company’s inventory and property, plant and equipment. Much of the 
information is subjective and based upon judgements and estimates. Management believes the infor­
mation has been developed in a reasonable manner and is in compliance with the requirements of 
Statement No. 33, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices,” issued by the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board.
Consolidated Statement of Income Adjusted for Changing Prices
Adjusted for Adjusted for
As reported general changes in
in the inflation specific
For the Year Ended December 31, 1980 financial (constant prices
(Thousands except per share) statements dollar) (current costs)
Revenues $213,202 $213,202 $213,202
Cost of goods sold 
Depreciation, depletion and
173,694 176,957 177,035
amortization 13,191 18,964 18,675
Other operating expense 9,918 9,918 9,918
Interest expense 3,595 3,595 3,595
Provision for income taxes 1,711 1,711 1,711
Net income $ 11,093 $ 2,057 $ 2,268
Net income per common share $ 1.80 $ .33 $ .37
Net assets at year-end $112,283 $172,807 $192,269
Gain from decline in purchasing power
of net amounts owed $ 1,977 $ 1,977
Increase in current cost of inventories,
plant and equipment, land, timber, 
timber cutting rights and logging 
roads held during the year* $ 79,986
Effect of increase in general
price level 60,524
Excess of increase in specific prices
over increase in the general 
price level $ 19,462
*As of December 31 , 1980 the current cost of inventories was $55,753 and the current cost of net plant 
and equipment, land, timber, timber cutting rights, and logging roads was $171,100.
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing 
Prices (In Average 1980 Dollars)
Years Ended December 31,
(Thousands except per share) 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Revenues
Historical cost information
$213,202 $200,271 $203,972 $162,120 $136,529
adjusted for general 
inflation
Net income 2,057 21,382
Net income per common share .33 3.45
Net assets at year-end 
Current cost information
172,807 178,534
Net Income 2,268 15,155
Net Income per common share 
Excess of increase in
.37 2.44
specific prices over 
increase in the 
general price level 19,462 13,374
Net assets at year-end 
Gain from decline in
192,269 191,907
purchasing power of net 
amounts owed 1,977 1,488
Cash dividends declared per
common share* $ .71 $ .66 $ .63 $ .54 $ .51
Market price per share at 
year end*
Average consumer price index
$ 22 $ 17 $ 15 $ 12 $ 14
(1967 = 100) 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
*Adjusted for 2 for 1 stock split 
Notes to the Supplementary Information
A. The constant dollar information in this supplementary data is designed to show the effects of 
general inflation. It was generated through the application of the Consumer Price Index for all Urban 
Consumers (CPI-U), prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor. 
The constant dollar figures were computed by multiplying historical amounts by the increase in the 
consumer price index. This restates historical amounts into average 1980 dollars.
The current cost information in this supplementary data is designed to show the effects of specific 
price changes. Current cost figures were arrived at by either the application of specific price indices as 
in the case of plant and equipment, or through the direct pricing of individual assets or groups of 
assets.
The amounts as reported in the financial statements have been adjusted only for depreciation, 
depletion and amortization, and the inventory component of cost of sales, in arriving at the net income 
amounts as adjusted in this supplemental information. Revenues and all other operating expenses for 
1980 are considered to reflect the average price levels for the year, and accordingly, have not been 
adjusted. No adjustments have been made to inventory to reflect its restated components of deprecia­
tion, depletion and amortization since the effect of such adjustments would be immaterial.
The five-year summary shows certain historical financial data and the prior year’s constant dollar 
and current cost information expressed in terms of average 1980 dollars as measured by the Consumer 
Price Index.
Data not reported for years prior to 1979 is not required by Statement of Financial Accounting 
Standards No. 33 as it would be impractical to provide on a retrospective basis.
B. The same depreciation methods, estimates of useful lives, and salvage values were used for 
calculating the constant dollar and the current cost depreciation as were used in the financial 
statements.
C. Adjustments in the supplementary information are not allowable for tax purposes and have no 
effect on taxable income.
As recommended by Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33, no adjustment was 
made to income tax expense for any deferred income taxes that might be deemed to arise because of 
the differences between income reported in the supplementary information and income reported for 
tax purposes.
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The income tax expense for the year shown in the financial statements is included in income in the 
supplementary information.
As a result, the 1980 effective income tax rate changes from 13% in the financial statements to 
45% on a constant dollar basis and 43% on a current cost basis.
D. The supplementary information restates only certain selected items and is not a comprehen­
sive restatement of the financial statements. It should be read in conjunction with Statement No. 33, as 
it is an interpretation of the requirements set out in that statement and subject to their limitations.
Although the supplementary information cannot be precise, it is a reasonable indication of the 
effects of changing prices on the operating results of the Company, and demonstrates the significant 
impact of inflation on the Company.
One limitation to the restated figures must be particularly emphasized.
The Company, which was founded in 1849, has a substantial investment in timber and timber- 
lands. Some of these holdings, particularly most of the 78,000 acres of the Puget Sound area timber- 
lands date back to the early years of the Company, well over 100 years. Statement No. 33 (as 
amended) contains provisions which allow the current cost measurement of unprocessed natural 
resources and related depletion using the constant dollar amount of such figures. The Company has 
presented the value of growing timber and depletion of harvested timber on this basis.
Restating the value of timber and timberlands by application of the consumer price index, and 
using this constant dollar value as the current cost, does not result in an amount approximating the 
current value of such assets. This shortcoming in the information does not entirely negate the value of 
the supplementary information. Higher timber values would result in higher depletion costs, but 
would also result in higher net assets at year-end.
BEMIS COMPANY, INC.:
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 15—Financial Reporting and Changing Prices (Unaudited):
The figures presented in this note are an attempt to measure the effects of continuing inflation 
upon the Company’s operations. While nearly everyone agrees that inflation has a detrimental effect 
upon reported profits, there is considerable disagreement as to how it should be calculated. We use 
the two different methods required by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. Since all attempts 
to measure inflation are estimates, we caution the reader to treat all adjusted figures as reasonable 
approximations and not as precise computations.
Schedule A  shows comparative 1980 income statements on the basis of historical dollars, constant 
dollars and current dollars. Historical dollars are the traditional method of reporting financial informa­
tion using prices in effect at the time of actual transactions regardless of when the transactions 
occurred. This is the method used to prepare all the financial statements which appear elsewhere in 
this report.
The constant dollar method adjusts the historical cost of inventories and fixed assets to 1980 
dollars by using one index only, the Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U). This 
changes both the cost of goods sold (inventory related) and depreciation expense (fixed asset related). 
All other items in the income statement remain the same as they are assumed to be stated at 1980 
value.
The current dollar or specific price method adjusts the historical cost of inventories and fixed 
assets by using a number of different construction and producer price indices which we believe are 
most closely related to our particular inventories and fixed assets. This method adjusts income by 
restating cost of goods sold (inventory related) and depreciation expense (fixed asset related).
Schedule B restates all figures from what they actually were to 1980 dollars. For example, actual 
1976 net sales and other revenues from continuing operations totaled $514,675,000. Restated in 1980 
dollars, this amount becomes $744,996,000.
The reduction in net income and earnings per share on Schedule A is the direct result of higher 
levels of depreciation expense based on increased asset values and higher cost of goods sold due to 
increased inventory costs. Since the Company values essentially all domestic inventories under the 
last-in, first-out (LIFO) method, adjustments in this area result only from inventories of our foreign 
operations and reductions of our domestic LIFO inventories.
The sharply higher depreciation costs are due entirely to the effects of soaring inflation on the 
replacement values of fixed assets. Caution should be exercised in interpreting these results as the 
data presented considers neither the physical condition of previously purchased assets nor operating 
efficiencies which might be gained if these assets were replaced at current costs. Also, these increased 
costs should be offset in part by the theoretical gain from the decline in purchasing power of net 
monetary liabilities.
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The supplementary data also indicates the adverse effect of fixed tax rates in periods of rapid 
inflation. Income tax expense has not been restated under either the constant dollar or current cost 
presentations although operating expenses have been increased and pretax income decreased by $11.7 
million and $11.2 million, respectively. This results in an increase in the effective tax rate from 38% 
under the “As Reported” column to 70% and 68%, respectively, under the constant dollar and current 
dollar methods.
1980 Income from Continuing Operations SCHEDULE A
Adjusted for Changing Prices













Changes in Prices 
(Current 
Costs)
Net sales and other revenue from 
continuing operations................ .........  $665,835 $665,835 $665,835
Cost of products sold.................... .........  521,473 525,443 524,525
Depreciation and amortization 
expense ...................................... .........  14,595 22,277 22,759
Other operating costs................... ......... 97,658 97,658 97,658
Interest expense............................ .........  6,452 6,452 6,452
Taxes based on income.................. .........  9,752 9,752 9,752
649,930 661,582 661,146
Net income from continuing 
operations .................................. .........  $ 15,905 $ 4,253 $ 4,689
Earnings per share from 
continuing operations................ .........  $ 4.27 $ 1.09 $ 1.21
Theoretical gain from decline in 
purchasing power of net 
monetary liabilities..................... $ 9,063 $ 9,063
Effect of increase in general 
inflation of inventory and 
fixed assets held during 
the year ...................................... $ 43,127
Increase in specific prices 
(current cost)............................. 42,502
Excess of increase in general 
inflation over increase 
in specific prices........................ $ 625
At December 31, 1980, the current cost of inventories was $118,04.2,000 and current cost of net fixed
assets was $245,227,000. The constant dollar cost of inventories was $121,499,000, and the constant
dollar cost of net fixed assets was $232,743,000. All figures are based upon average 1980 dollars.
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Five Year Comparison of Historical Financial Data SCHEDULE B
Adjusted for Changing Prices (average 1980 dollars)
(net sales and other revenues in thousands of dollars)
Net sales and other revenues from
continuing operations..................
Adjusted for general inflation 
(Constant Dollars)
Net income from continuing
operations.................................... .
Earnings per share from
continuing operations...................
Net assets at year end....................
Adjusted for specific changes in 
prices (Current Costs)
Net income from continuing
operations.....................................
Earnings per share from
continuing operations...................
Excess of increase in general 
inflation over increase
in specific prices...........................
Net assets at year end....................
Theoretical gain from decline 
in purchasing power of net
monetary liabilities.......................
Dividends per common share..........
Year end market value per
common share...............................
Average consumer price index........
*Adjusted to average 1980 dollars.
1980 1979* 1978* 1977* 1976*












,. $ 9,063 
.. $1.50
$ 11,157 












Effects of Inflation/Supplementary Information
Background
The Financial Accounting Standards Board’s (FASB) Statement No. 33, “Financial Reporting 
and Changing Prices,” sets forth certain supplementary disclosure requirements designed to assist 
users of financial statements in understanding the impact of inflation on the company. Two different 
methods are prescribed by the FASB for calculating this supplemental information. The “constant 
dollar” method provides information adjusted for general inflation using the Consumer Price Index for 
All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) as the measure of the general inflation rate. This method restates 
historical cost financial information in terms of units of constant purchasing power.
The second method prescribed by the FASB recognizes that prices of specific goods and services 
change for many reasons in addition to changes caused by the general decline in the purchasing power 
of the currency. This method is referred to as the “current cost” method, which attempts to measure 
separately the effects of the changes in the specific price of goods and services.
The accompanying financial statements and five-year comparison of selected supplementary fi­
nancial information have been prepared in accordance with FASB Statement No. 33. A general 
discussion of this information and its relevance to the company is presented on pages 33 and 34 of this 
report. The procedures used in developing the financial information under each method are described 
in the following paragraphs.
The technique employed to develop the supplemental information results in restatement of prior 
year amounts to current year dollars. Therefore, the amounts shown for any one year will automati­
cally change in subsequent years. For this reason, the most useful purposes of this information are (1) 
the comparison of one year’s adjusted results to another and (2) trend analysis considering several 
years in succession.
Constant Dollar Method
Constant dollar information is based on a comprehensive restatement of the historical account 
balances to reflect changes which have occurred in the general purchasing power of the dollar as 
measured by the CPI-U. As a result of this restatement, historical, nominal dollars are presented in 
terms of a common unit of measure, the dollar as valued at year-end 1980.
Although only limited disclosure of the effects of inflation on selected financial statement items is
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required, complete constant dollar financial statements, including balance sheets, statements of in­
come and statements of changes in financial position, are useful for an understanding of the effects of 
inflation on the company. Therefore, we have elected to present these statements in their entirety on 
pages 58 through 60 of this report.
One of the concepts necessary to understanding this information is the distinction between mone­
tary and nonmonetary assets and liabilities. Monetary items are those assets and liabilities which are 
or will be converted into a fixed number of dollars regardless of changes in the general price level.
Examples of monetary items include cash, accounts receivable, accounts payable and long-term 
debt. Nonmonetary items, on the other hand, are those assets and liabilities which do not represent a 
fixed number of dollars but are assumed to retain their original purchasing power as price levels 
change. Examples of nonmonetary items include inventory, property, plant and equipment.
The restatement of our balance sheets was accomplished by multiplying the nonmonetary compo­
nents of our historical cost statements by a fraction, the numerator of which was the CPI-U at the end 
of 1980 and the denominator of which was the CPI-U for the period during which the asset or liability 
was recorded.
The statements of income were derived by restating sales, cost of sales and operating expenses to 
the purchasing power equivalent of the dollar at year-end 1980. Depreciation expense and the cost of 
company timber harvested were determined by applying the normal amortization procedures followed 
by the company to the restated balance sheet amounts determined as described above.
The “Purchasing power gain from holding net monetary liabilities” results from the fact that the 
company held net monetary liabilities during periods in which the purchasing power of the dollar 
declined. In effect, a portion of the burden of inflation was passed on to the creditors and vendors of 
the company because liabilities could be paid with dollars of decreased purchasing power.
In using the accompanying constant dollar information, it is important to understand that the 
“Purchasing power gain from holding net monetary liabilities” is excluded from “Income and opera­
tions” and added directly to “Retained earnings.” This gain will be “realized” over time as the 
monetary liabilities are paid with dollars of decreased purchasing power.
Current Cost Method
Current cost information is based on a method of measuring and reporting certain assets and the 
expenses associated with the use or sale of those assets at their “current cost” at the balance sheet 
date or at the date of use or sale.
The schedule on page 58 indicates the impact on reported income resulting from restating cost of 
sales, depreciation and cost of company timber harvested to a current cost basis. In addition, the 
schedule discloses the excess of the increase in the general price level amount of inventories, property, 
plant and equipment and timber and timberlands during 1980 over the increase in these same assets on 
a current cost basis. The current cost of these assets increased at a rate less than the general price 
level increase.
The current cost of inventories (with the exception of log inventories) was estimated based on raw 
material prices, labor rates and other cost levels effective at December 31, 1980. Logs purchased from 
outside sources were valued at prices at the time of purchase. The current cost of logs harvested from 
company timberlands was computed by estimating the costs that would be required to replace the 
quantity of wood in the respective year-end inventories, based on the company’s present forest 
management program. Harvesting costs were then added at historical amounts which approximate 
current costs.
The current cost of property, plant and equipment was estimated by applying to the historical 
cost of the assets, price indexes that are developed externally and are specifically or closely related to 
the type of equipment and its geographic location.
The current cost of company-owned timber was estimated by aggregating the reforestation costs 
and the estimated forest management costs required to bring the timber to a state of maturity and 
productivity which allows continued harvesting on a sustained yield basis, assuming present costs and 
based on the company’s specific forest management plans. The current cost of the company’s timber­
lands was estimated by determining market values during the year for comparable timber and timber­
lands and allocating a value to the timberlands consistent with the company’s present accounting 
practices.
Since it was not feasible to determine the actual cost of each product at the time it was sold, LIFO 
inventory pricing or methods that approximate LIFO were used. The results of this calculation 
provided the necessary adjustment for determining current cost of sales exclusive of depreciation and 
the cost of company timber harvested.
The depreciation component was computed by multiplying the historical depreciation expense for 
the period by the ratio of the average current cost of depreciable assets to the average historical cost 
of depreciable assets at the balance sheet dates.
The cost of company timber harvested for the year was computed by (1) determining a rate by 
dividing the estimated current cost of the timber at the balance sheet date by the estimated volume of 
recoverable timber based on the company’s present forest management plan and (2) multiplying the 
quantity of fee timber harvested during the year by that rate.
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Five-year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Inflation
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales and other income 
As reported.............................
(dollars in thousands, except per share amounts)
. $3,033,190 $2,948,440 $2,595,960 $2,324,310 $1,961,810
In constant dollars.................. . $3,158,942 $3,496,603 $3,432,330 $3,304,498 $2,968,594
Income from operations 
As reported........................ — . $ 136,270 $ 174,920 $ 135,700 $ 115,610 $ 97,330
In constant dollars.................. . $ 12,009 $ 73,933 $ 77,148 $ 61,905 $ 64,101
In current cost dollars........... . $ 42,988 $ 111,449 — — —
In constant dollars, 
including purchasing 
power gain............................ . $ 135,044 $ 184,058 $ 142,792 $ 102,835 $ 85,335
Purchasing power gain from 
holding net monetary 
liabilities.................................. . $ 123,035 $ 110,125 $ 65,644 $ 40,930 $ 21,234
Income per share from 
operations
As reported............................. $ 5.11 $ 6.52 $ 5.02 $ 4.00 $ 3.30
In constant dollars.................. $ .44 $ 2.75 $ 2.85 $ 2.13 $ 2.17
In current cost dollars........... $ 1.61 $ 4.15 — — —
In constant dollars, 
including purchasing 
power gain............................ $ 5.06 $ 6.85 $ 5.28 $ 3.55 $ 2.89
Effective income tax rate 
As reported............................. 16.0% 21.5% 37.1% 41.1% 36.0%
In constant dollars.................. 69.4% 43.5% 57.9% 65.1% 56.5%
In current cost dollars........... 37.6% 32.6% — — —
In constant dollars, 
including purchasing 
power gain............................ 16.8% 23.7% 42.6% 52.8% 49.3%
Dividends declared per 
common share
As reported............................. $ 1.75 $ 1.50 $ 1.25 $ 1.10 $ .76
In constant dollars.................. $ 1.83 $ 1.79 $ 1.66 $ 1.57 $ 1.16
Shareholders’ equity 
As reported............................. . $1,280,978 $1,178,400 $1,058,397 $ 959,088 $ 945,371
In constant dollars.................. . $2,164,110 $2,065,737 $1,949,601 $1,855,532 $1,897,047
In current cost dollars........... . $2,262,762 $2,207,037 — — —
Shareholders’ equity per 
common share
As reported............................. $47.90 $44.09 $38.99 $35.34 $31.90
In constant dollars.................. $81.07 $77.42 $71.93 $68.47 $64.12
In current cost dollars........... $84.78 $82.73 — — —
Market price per common 
share at year-end 
As reported............................. $34.13 $33.88 $26.75 $25.38 $33.63
In constant dollars.................. $34.13 $38.14 $34.12 $35.29 $49.93
Excess of increase in general 
price level over increase 
in current cost of 
inventories, property, 
plant and equipment and 
timber and timberlands.......... . $ 50,425 $ 86,053
Year-end Consumer Price 
Index for All Urban 
Consumers (CPI-U)................ 258.4 229.9 202.9 186.1 174.3
Percent of increase in CPI-U.... 12.4% 13.3% 9.0% 6.8% 4.8%
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Constant dollar amounts have been determined based on a comprehensive restatement of histori­
cal financial statements utilizing the end-of-year level of the Consumer Price Index for All Urban 
Consumers (CPI-U). Current cost amounts are based on a selective restatement of certain accounts. 





Income from continuing operations as reported...................................... $136,270
Adjustments to restate costs for the effect of 
changes in specific prices
Cost of goods sold*.............................................................................  $11,403
Depreciation and cost of company timber harvested*....................  81,879 93,282
Income from continuing operations, adjusted
for changes in specific prices................................................................  $ 42,988
Increase in current cost of inventories, property,
plant and equipment and timber and timberlands..............................  $291,119
Effect of increase in general price level..................................................  341,544
Excess of increase in general price level over increase 
in current cost of inventories, property, plant and
equipment and timber and timberlands............................................... $ 50,425
At December 31, 1980, the current cost of inventories was $431,432,000, the current cost of 
property, plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, was $1,915,671,000, and the current 
cost of timber and timberlands was $753,578,000.
*The cost of sales reported in the historical income statement includes forest management costs that 
are expensed as incurred. However, these costs have been excluded from the current cost of sales 
because they are reflected in current cost of company timber harvested. (See discussion of current 
cost of company-owned timber and cost of company timber harvested on page 56.)
Statements of Income Adjusted for the Effects of Inflation
Year Ended December 31
















3,033,190 3,158,942 2,948,440 3,496,603
Costs and expenses
Cost of sales...............................................
Depreciation and cost of company
timber harvested..................................


















2,870,970 3,119,732 2,725,610 3,365,634











Income from operations................................ .....  $ 136,270 $ 12,009 $ 174,920 $ 73,933
Purchasing power gain from holding 
net monetary liabilities............................ $ 123,035 $ 110,125
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Balance Sheets Adjusted for the Effects of Inflation
_____________________  December 31_____________________
1980 1980 1979 1979
Assets_______________________ As Reported Constant Dollars As Reported Constant Dollars
(expressed in thousands)
Current
Cash and cash items................  $ 18,754 $ 18,754 $ 30,921 $ 34,839
Short-term investments at 
cost, which approximates
market ..................................  19,717 19,717 11,394 12,837
38,471 38,471 42,315 47,676
Receivables, n e t ....................... 291,884 291,884 263,850 297,280
Inventories ..............................  391,529 420,496 377,897 443,655
Other ........................................  43,809 43,809 40,912 46,522
765,693 794,660 724,974 835,133
Property
Property and equipment..........  2,153,589 3,560,988 1,885,183 3,323,603
Accumulated depreciation........ (715,548) (1,589,880) (627,751) (1,466,346)
1,438,041 1,971,108 1,257,432 1,857,257
Timber and timberlands..........  289,327 486,732 209,992 413,374
Timber deposits........................   16,777  17,582  12,995  15,469
1,744,145 2,475,422 1,480,419 2,286,100
Other
Investments in joint
ventures ................................ 96,071 205,779 85,144 188,396
Other assets..............................  73,281  86,461 50,052  66,943




Notes payable........................... $ 770 $ 770 $ 24,936 $ 28,095
Current portion of
long-term debt....................... 25,154 25,154 29,123 32,813
Income taxes payable.............. 25,680 25,680 2,328 2,623
Accounts payable.....................  220,355 220,355 206,452 234,006
Accrued liabilities 
Compensation and
benefits .............................  55,356 55,356 63,603 71,662
Other ..................................... 93,161 93,161 82,958 93,469
148,517 148,517 146,561 165,131
420,476 420,476 409,400 462,668
Long-term debt, less
current portion.........................  804,652 804,652 571,661 644,090
Other
Deferred income taxes............. 103,842 103,842 126,435 142,454
Other long-term
liabilities...............................  69,242 69,242 54,693 61,623
173,084 173,084 181,128 204,077
Shareholders’ equity
Preferred stock.........................  5,508 5,508 5,533 6,234
Common stock........................... 66,566 179,307 66,504 179,245
Additional paid-in
capital ...................................  302,806 846,836 302,186 846,236
Retained earnings....................  906,098 1,132,459 804,177 1,034,022
1,280,978 2,164,110 1,178,400 2,065,737
$2,679,190 $3,562,322 $2,340,589 $3,376,572
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Statements of Changes in Financial Position Adjusted for the Effects of Inflation
Year Ended December 31






Sources of Working Capital 




$ 174,920 $ 73,933
Items in income not affecting working 
capital
Depreciation and cost of company 
timber harvested................................. ... 121,610 192,539 108,990 194,021
Deferred income tax (benefit)  
provision ............................................. (14,070) (14,748) 15,617 18,593
Equity in earnings of joint ventures..... (6,561) (1,022) (19,658) (19,625)
Provision to reduce property and 
equipment to net recoverable 
amounts ............................................... 4,558 2,291
Total from operations......................... ... 237,249 193,336 279,869 269,213
Purchasing power gain from holding 
net monetary liabilities........................... 123,035 110,125
Items in purchasing power gain not 
affecting working capital........................ (119,500) (98,958)
Net from purchasing 
power gain........................................ 3,535 11,167
Extraordinary gain...................................... 12,500 12,500 — —
Additions to long-term debt....................... ... 259,250 271,746 222,420 264,785
Sales of property and equipment.............. 15,580 27,758 27,674 43,715
Dividends received from joint 
ventures .................................................. 2,430 2,473 8,808 10,366
Net increase in other long-term 
liabilities.................................................. 14,549 15,250 7,309 8,648
Total sources of working 
capital ............................................... ... 541,558 526,598 546,080 607,894
Uses of Working Capital 
Additions to property and 
equipment............................................ .......  311,475 328,117 402,760 479,472
Expenditures for timber and 
timberlands......................................... .......  86,752 87,471 37,743 44,590
Payments and current portion of 
long-term debt.............................................  26,248 28,561 63,352 75,315
Cash dividends declared......................... ......  46,849 49,107 40,461 48,168
Purchase of common stock..................... .......  29 82 14,882 17,717
Decrease (increase) in deferred 
income taxes........................................ .......  8,523 9,603 (34,423) (40,482)
Capital contributions to joint 
ventures .............................................. .......  7,232 8,169
Net increase (decrease) in 
other assets.......................................... ......  22,298 14,391 (73) (87)
All other, n e t..................................................  2,509 (622) (4,164) (9,524)
Total uses of working capital.......... ......  511,915 524,879 520,538 615,169
Increase (decrease) in 
working capital......................... .......  $ 29,643 $ 1,719 $ 25,542 $ (7,275)
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Changes in Working Capital 
Increase (decrease) in current assets
Cash and short-term investments...... .....  $ (3,844) $ (9,205) $ (21,377) $ (33,630)
Receivables........................................... 28,034 (5,396) 26,209 (6,080)
Inventories ........................................... 13,632 (23,159) 36,810 732
Other ..................................................... 2,897 (2,713) (6,647) (15,109)
40,719 (40,473) 34,995 (54,087)
(Increase) decrease in current 
liabilities
Notes payable....................................... 24,166 27,325 17,794 26,451
Current portion of long-term
d e b t.................................................... 3,969 7,659 (312) 3,966
Income taxes payable........................... (23,352) (23,057) (2,328) (2,623)
Accounts payable.................................. (13,903) 13,651 (16,933) (19,078)
Accrued liabilities................................. (1,956) 16,614 (7,674) 38,096
(11,076) 42,192 (9,453) 46,812
Increase (decrease) in
working capital........................... .....  $ 29,643 $ 1,719 $ 25,542 $ (7,275)
Constant dollar amounts have been determined based on a comprehensive restatement of historical 




Supplemental Information on Inflation Accounting 
Background
Inflation in the United States during 1980 continued at a high rate, further eroding the purchas­
ing power of the dollar. This trend causes a distortion in the conventional measures of financial 
performance.
Historical dollar accounting (as reflected in the financial statements) does not reflect changes in 
the purchasing power of the dollar due to inflation and the cumulative effect that this has on increasing 
costs. Since the purchasing power of the dollar has declined significantly (the 1980 dollar, for example, 
is worth only $.47 compared with the 1970 dollar), this decline should be considered for a proper 
assessment of economic results.
Inflation affects monetary assets, such as cash and receivables, which lose a part of their purchas­
ing power during periods of inflation since they will purchase fewer goods or services in the future. 
Conversely, holders of liabilities benefit during periods of inflation because less purchasing power will 
be required to satisfy these obligations in the future. Thus, a 1970 debt of one dollar can be satisfied 
with a payment of a 1980 dollar which has the equivalent purchasing power of $.47.
Inflation also affects plant and equipment, which is reflected in the financial statements at the 
purchasing power of the dollars of the years in which the investments were made rather than in 
today’s purchasing power. This tends to understate depreciation charges in the current year, and thus 
overstate earnings.
The information on pages 38-40 is presented in an experimental fashion in an attempt to overcome 
these shortcomings of historical accounting.
General Methodology
The supplemental data presented herein reflect adjustments made to the historical dollar results 
in accordance with the principles of inflation accounting as enumerated in Financial Accounting Stan­
dards Board Statement No. 33—Financial Reporting and Changing Prices, as modified by Statement 
No. 39. Two methods are used in these adjustments to show the effect of (1) general inflation and (2) 
changes in specific costs.
The first method adjusts the historical dollars in the financial statements to dollars of the same 
general purchasing power. For example, if the inflation rate is 5 percent from one year to the next 
year, then 5 percent more dollars are needed in the second year just to maintain the same general
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purchasing power. This adjustment to common units of measurement—constant dollars—is accom­
plished by using an index which measures inflation. Statement No. 33 prescribes the use of the 
Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI). Thus, the constant dollar method starts with 
historical dollars as recorded using generally accepted accounting principles and adjusts these dollars 
to reflect changes in purchasing power using the CPI to show the effect of general inflation.
The second method adjusts for the current, or specific, costs of inventory and plant and equip­
ment, which for Exxon have generally increased over time at a rate higher than that of the CPI. 
Current replacement costs have been used for these items. That is, specific prices that would have to 
be paid currently have been used as replacement costs for the inventory of crude oil and products and 
for property, plant and equipment. Prices for these items have increased at a different but generally 
much higher rate than general inflation as a result of, for example, the increased cost of crude oil and 
the escalation in the costs to build and equip petroleum refineries.
For the most part, the specific cost data used herein represent replacement in-place and in-kind. 
No consideration has been given to possible replacement of assets of a different type, at a different 
location or with improved operating cost efficiencies. The specific costs used, while believed reason­
able, are necessarily subjective. They do not necessarily represent amounts for which the assets could 
be sold or costs which will be incurred, or the manner and extent in which actual replacement of assets 
will occur.
More specifically, land, other than oil and gas acreage, has been valued based on appraisal or 
estimated current market prices. Oil and gas acreage costs have been updated using the constant 
dollar (CPI) index. Development costs of oil and gas properties were measured by use of appropriate 
indices or estimates of current drilling, material and equipment costs. Other plant and equipment, for 
the most part, was updated by use of an internally developed construction cost index. Items such as 
automotive equipment and office buildings were costed at current market prices.
Thus only those historical cost data reflected in the financial statements, after the aforementioned 
adjustments, are included in the supplemental data presented herein.
Supplemental Data
Adjustments for the effect of changing prices under both the aforementioned methods are re­
flected in the tables on page 39 and in the following comments.
Table I (p. 39) shows the results of operations in 1980 as reflected in the Consolidated Statement 
of Income (p. 26), as adjusted for general inflation, and as adjusted for specific costs. Adjustments 
under both methods reflect an increase in the 1980 costs of goods sold as shown in the historical dollar 
accounts for the $157 million of profit realized on sale of quantities from LIFO inventories, this being 
the amount necessary to bring total costs of goods sold to current costs in average 1980 dollars. 
Depreciation is adjusted upward by $1,563 million for general inflation to restate this cost in terms of 
1980 dollars, based on the restatement of property, plant and equipment as shown in Table II. In 
adjusting for specific costs, an additional depreciation charge of $795 million is necessary to reflect the 
increases of the specific costs of the facilities over the effect of general inflation. The two depreciation 
adjustments maintain the same methods, useful lives and salvage values as used in computing histori­
cal depreciation.
After these adjustments, the income from continuing operations of $5,650 million is lowered to 
$3,930 million in terms of constant purchasing power (general inflation) and to $3,135 million on the 
basis of specific prices. Dividends paid in 1980 represent 42 percent, 60 percent and 75 percent, 
respectively, of these income amounts.
Statement No. 33 requires that income taxes paid not be modified for the effects of either general 
inflation or specific cost adjustments. Therefore, the 60 percent effective tax rate for historical 
earnings becomes an effective 69 percent for the results adjusted for general inflation and 73 percent 
for the specific cost results.
Table I (page 39) also shows changes in shareholders’ equity, other than income from continuing 
operations, which occurred during the year as a result of inflation. The first of these is a gain, applicable 
to both methods, resulting from the effect of the decline in the purchasing power of the dollar on the 
net monetary amounts owed by the company. Most of the company’s current assets, except inven­
tories, and the current liabilities and long-term debt are considered to be monetary items. This gain 
represents the decline in the amount of purchasing power required at the end of 1980 to pay these net 
liabilities versus the amount that would have been required to pay them at the end of 1979.
The second change in shareholders’ equity is applicable only to the specific cost method and 
represents the additional increase during the year in the specific prices for inventory and property, 
plant and equipment over the increase attributed to the effects of general inflation as measured by the 
CPI. This additional cost of plant and equipment is charged to income from continuing operations by 
means of the increased depreciation charge previously mentioned.
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These positive changes in shareholders’ equity, when added to income from continuing opera­
tions, result in adjusted net income of $5,090 million using the general inflation method, and in a net 
change in shareholders’ equity of $7,309 million using the specific cost method. This compares with the 
$5,650 million of historical net income.
Table II presents a summarized balance sheet at year-end 1980 on the basis of the historical dollar 
balance sheet shown on page 25 and as adjusted for inflation.
Adjustments to the balance sheet for general inflation include the restatement of inventories and 
property, plant and equipment on the basis of constant dollars. Both the LIFO inventories and the 
property, plant and equipment have been built up over the years as inventory quantities have in­
creased and as plant capacities have been added or replaced. The adjustments shown in the table 
restate these prior year additions in terms of average 1980 dollars. For example, an inventory or plant 
addition made in 1970 is increased in amount (about doubled) to reflect the increased number of 1980 
dollars required to equal the general purchasing power originally invested.
Under the specific cost method, additional adjustments are necessary for those items which have 
increased in cost faster than the CPI. Inventories have been restated based upon the cost of replacing 
all inventories at current costs. Since the purchase prices of crude oil and petroleum products have 
increased faster than general inflation, particularly in the late 1970s and since the inventories have 
been carried on the LIFO basis, the specific costs of these inventories is about $5,855 million greater 
than after restatement for general inflation. The adjustment to property, plant and equipment, made 
in a similar fashion, results in an additional $12 billion adjustment, indicating the magnitude of the 
higher replacement costs to Exxon over and above the level of general inflation.
Under both inflation-adjustment methods, the Table II categories of “All other assets” and “Total 
liabilities” have been restated from the year-end 1980 dollar amounts to average 1980 dollar amounts 
using the CPI.
The sum of all the foregoing balance sheet adjustments results in the restatement of shareholders’ 
equity—the investment base. The adjustments for general inflation increase the historical sharehold­
ers’ equity of about $25 billion to a basis of $41 billion. In other words, it would take $41 billion of 1980 
dollars to provide the same purchasing power as the $25 billion represented in the financial 
statements. Additional adjustments for specific costs raise the shareholders’ equity on this basis to $59 
billion.
Table III summarizes the earnings results, shareholders’ equity and returns over a five-year 
period. In this table, the historical cost data for the years 1976 through 1979 have been adjusted for 
the effects of general inflation and for specific costs in the same manner as has been discussed for the 
year 1980. Income from continuing operations is composed of the same factors as shown in Table I. As 
shown, the returns on average shareholders’ equity are considerably lower than reflected in the 
financial statements when both the results and the investment base are adjusted for the effects of 
general inflation and for specific costs. These decreases in returns show the erosion taking place in the 
capital base of the company from the continuing high levels of inflation being faced by the general 
public, the oil and gas industry, and Exxon.
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Table I—Income from continuing operations and changes in shareholders’ equity adjusted for chang­
ing prices.












.. $110,381 $110,381 $110,381
Costs and other deductions... 
Crude oil and product
purchases ................... 60,915 61,072 61,072
Depreciation and
depletion .................... 2,282 3,845 4,640
Other costs and
deductions................... 18,326 18,326 18,326
Income, excise and
other taxes.................. 23,208 23,208 23,208
Total costs and 
other deductions......... .. 104,731 106,451 107,246
Income from continuing 
operations................................ 5,650 3,930 3,135
Gain from decline in the 
purchasing power of 
net amounts owed.................. 1,160 1,160
Excess of increase in 
specific prices over 
general inflation
Inventories ........................ 1,248






Net change in shareholders’ 
equity from above.................. .. $ 5,650 $ 5,090 $ 7,309
Table II—Summarized balance sheet adjusted for changing prices at December 31, 1980
___________ Adjusted for_________
As reported General Specific
on page 25______________inflation_________________ costs
(millions (millions of average 1980 dollars)
Assets of dollars)
Inventories ..................................  $ 6,550 $ 9,333 $ 15,188
Property, plant and
equipment................................. 30,311 42,947 54,985
All other assets............................ 19,716 18,946 18,946
Total assets...,..............................  56,577 71,226 89,119
Total liabilities..............................  31,164 29,902 29,902
Shareholders’ equity....................  $ 25,413______________ $ 41,324_______________ $ 59,217
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Table III—Summary of income, shareholders’ equity and return (millions of dollars except per share 
amounts)
Years ended December 31
Unadjusted for inflation 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Income from continuing 
operations (net 
income) ............................. $ 2,615 $ 2,443 $ 2,763 $ 4,295 $ 5,650
Per share................................ 5.84 5.45 6.20 9.74 12.99
Shareholders’ equity at 
year-end................................. 18,058 19,121 20,229 22,552 25,413
Return of net income on 
average shareholders’ 
equity, percent...................... 15.1 13.1 14.0 20.1 23.6
Adjusted for general inflation 
(average 1980 dollars) 
Income from continuing
operations......................... 2,674 2,252 2,329 3,465 3,930
Per share................................ 5.97 5.03 5.22 7.86 9.04
Gain from decline in 
purchasing power of 
net amounts owed................ 314 500 701 1,133 1,160
Adjusted net income................ 2,988 2,752 3,030 4,598 5,090
Per share................................ 6.67 6.14 6.80 10.43 11.70
Shareholders’ equity at 
year-end ............................... 35,358 36,154 37,007 39,363 41,324
Return of adjusted net 
income on average 
shareholders’ equity, 
percent .................................. 8.6 7.7 8.3 12.0 12.6
Adjusted for specific costs 
(average 1980 dollars) 
Income from continuing
operations......................... 2,207 1,516 1,413 2,713 3,135
Per share................................ 4.93 3.38 3.17 6.15 7.21
Gain from decline in 
purchasing power of 
net amounts owed................ 314 500 701 1,133 1,160
Excess of increase in 
specific prices over 
general inflation.................... 3,405 2,052 (428) 3,064 3,014
Net change in shareholders’ 
equity ............................... 5,926 4,068 1,686 6,910 7,309
Per share............................... 13.24 9.08 3.78 15.67 16.80
Shareholders’ equity at 
year-end ............................... 48,567 50,679 50,190 54,797 59,217
Return of net change in 
shareholders’ equity on 
average shareholders’ 
equity, percent..................... 12.8 8.2 3.3 13.2 12.8
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Table IV—Supplementary data adjusted for general inflation (average 1980 dollars)
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Total revenue (millions)............... $76,127 $79,493 $82,211 $96,459 $110,381
Dividends, per share................... 3.94 4.08 4.17 4.43 5.40
Market price at year-end, 
per share................................... 78¾ 63⅞ 59% 59⅛ 77
Average consumer price index ... 170.5 181.5 195.4 217.4 246.8
Supplemental Information on Oil and Gas Exploration and Production Activities
• • • •
Oil and Gas Reserves
The following information, describing changes during the years and balances of oil and gas 
reserves at year-end 1978, 1979 and 1980, is presented in accordance with Financial Accounting 
Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 19—Financial Accounting and Reporting by Oil and Gas 
Producing Companies, as amended by Statement No. 25. The definitions of proved reserves used in 
these tables are those developed by the Department of Energy for its Financial Reporting System and 
adopted by the FASB.
Proved reserves are the estimated quantities of oil and gas which geological and engineering data 
demonstrate with reasonable certainty to be recoverable in future years from known reservoirs under 
existing economic and operating conditions. They include some reserves which may or may not be 
producible within the lives of existing agreements. In some cases, substantial new investments in 
additional wells and related facilities will be required to recover these proved reserves, including a 
major pipeline in the case of Alaskan gas reserves.
Proved reserves include 100 percent of the reserves of Exxon’s majority-owned affiliates and 
Exxon’s ownership percentage of the reserves of equity companies, but exclude royalties and quan­
tities due others when produced.
Gas reserves exclude the gaseous equivalent of liquids expected to be removed from the gas on 
leases, at field facilities and at gas producing plants. These liquids are included in the category net 
proved reserves of crude oil and natural gas liquids.
Net proved developed reserves are those volumes which are expected to be recovered through 
existing wells with existing equipment and operating methods. Undeveloped reserves are those 
volumes which are expected to be recovered as a result of future investments, pending or in progress, 
to drill new wells, to recomplete existing wells, and/or to install facilities to collect and deliver the 
production from existing and future wells.
The United States net proved oil reserves include oil attributable to a secondary recovery pro­
gram which is not yet in operation in the Prudhoe Bay field in Alaska. Reserves attributable to oil and 
gas discoveries reported in the Mackenzie Delta region, and certain oil and gas discoveries elsewhere 
in the U.S. and Canada, and in Malaysia, Australia, the U.K. and Norway were not considered proved 
as of year-end 1980 due to geological, technological and economic uncertainties and therefore are not 
included in the tabulation.
Supplies available under long-term agreements with foreign governments include (i) for the year 
1978 only, oil volumes which were expected to be purchased in the future from Iran under the terms of 
a 20-year sale and purchase agreement which was to expire in 1993 and such purchases were discon­
tinued in 1979, (ii) Exxon’s share of concessionary reserves in Abu Dhabi and (iii) gas and natural gas 
liquids volumes expected to be acquired in the fu ture from the government company in Libya.
Crude oil and natural gas liquids and natural gas production quantities shown are the net volumes 
withdrawn from Exxon’s oil and gas reserves. These differ from the quantities of oil and gas delivered 
for sale by the producing function, as reported on page 51, due to inventory changes and, especially in 
the case of natural gas, volumes consumed and/or vented. Such quantities were not significant for 
crude oil and natural gas liquids. For natural gas, such quantities amounted to approximately 315 
billion cubic feet in 1978, 290 billion cubic feet in 1979, and 212 billion cubic feet in 1980.
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Other Middle AustraliaTotal United Western East andWorldwide States Canada Hemisphere Europe and Africa Far East
Crude oil and natural gas liquids (millions of barrels)Net proved developed and
undeveloped reserves
Beginning of year 1978...................... 6,601 3,751 685 34 991 389 751Revisions of previous estimates__ 35 (27) 15 1 (96) 68 74Improved recovery.................... 12 4 8 __Purchases of minerals-in-place....... 1 __ 1Extensions, discoveries, and
other additions.............................. 380 23 12 __ 111 234Production..................................... . (516) (316) (52) (5) (34) (31) (78)Sales of minerals-in-place................ — — — —
End of year 1978.............................. . 6,513 3,435 669 30 972 426 981Revisions of previous estimates..... . (135) (186) (107) (1) 124 _ 35Improved recovery........................... 137 4 115 _ 18 _ __Purchases of minerals-in-place........ — _ _ _ _ __ __
Extensions, discoveries, and
other additions.............................. 299 32 3 2 99 _ 163Production........................................ . (519) (288) (51) (5) (56) (28) (91)Sales of minerals-in-place................ — — — — — — —
End of year 1979.............................. . 6,295 2,997 629 26 1,157 398 1,088
Revisions of previous estimates..... 630 78 (14) (1) 552 — 15Improved recovery........................... 45 44 — — 1 — —
Purchases of minerals-in-place........ — — — — — — —
Extensions, discoveries, and
other additions.............................. 254 23 1 — 112 — 118
Production........................................ (494) (288) (42) (4) (57) (21) (82)
Sales of minerals-in-place................ — — — — — — —  
End of year 1980.............................. . 6,730 2,854 574 21 1,765 377 1,139
Net proved developed reserves
(included above)
Beginning of year 1978.................... . 4,742 2,965 632 30 139 387 589
End of year 1978.............................. . 4,732 2,900 599 26 192 420 595
End of year 1979.............................. . 4,199** 2,347** 565 23 273 392 599
End of year 1980.............................. . 3,934 2,281 490 20 316 276 551
Proportional interest in proved
reserves of equity
companies
End of year 1978*......................... 83 — — — 58 25
End of year 1979*......................... 67 — — _ 41 26




End of year 1978.............................. 1,255 — — — — 1,255 —
Received during the year 1978........ 71 — — — — 71 —
End of year 1979.............................. 608 — — — — 608 —
Received during the year 1979........ 18 — — — — 18 —
End of year 1980.............................. 593 — — — — 593 —
Received during the year 1980........ 14 — — — — 14 —
Oil sands reserves
End o f year 1978.............................. 355 — 355 — — — —
End o f year 1979.............................. 295 — 295 — — — —
End o f year 1980............................. . 303 — 303 — — — —
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Other Middle Australia
Total United Western East and
Worldwide States Canada Hemisphere Europe and Africa Far East
Natural gas (billions of cubic feet)
Net proved developed and
undeveloped reserves
Beginning of year 1978...................... 30,117 19,489 1,361 343 4,908 1,160 2,856
Revisions of previous estimates .... 638 (173) 17 5 30 392 367
Improved recovery......................... — — — — — — —
Purchases of minerals-in-place...... 21 — 21 — — —
Extensions, discoveries, and
other additions............................ 756 457 40 5 241 — 13
Production...................................... ... (2,273) (1,603) (101) (24) (389) (93) (63)
Sales of minerals-in-place.............. — — — — — — —
End of year 1978............................ ... 29,259 18,170 1,338 329 4,790 1,459 3,173
Revisions of previous estimates ... 97 (112) 146 (3) (100) 8 158
Improved recovery........................ 5 2 — — 3 — —
Purchases of minerals-in-place..... 29 2 — 27 — — —
Extensions, discoveries, and
other additions............................ 870 587 96 — 140 — 47
Production...................................... (2,137) (1,449) (85) (29) (408) (85) (81)
Sales of minerals-in-place.............. (14) — — — (14) — —
End of year 1979............................ ... 28,109 17,200 1,495 324 4,411 1,382 3,297
Revisions of previous estimates .... 496 152 (77) 4 387 — 30
Improved recovery......................... 182 52 — — 130 — —
Purchases of minerals-in-place...... — — — — — — —
Extensions, discoveries, and
other additions............................. 2,380 612 34 13 1,661 — 60
Production....................................... ... (1,909) (1,329) (77) (32) (318) (60) (93)
Sales of minerals-in-place............... (17) — (17) — — — —
End of year 1980............................. ... 29,241 16,687 1,358 309 6,271 1,322 3,294
Net proved developed reserves
(included above)
Beginning of year 1978................... .. 24,961 17,814 909 272 2,759 1,099 2,108
End of year 1978............................. .. 24,639 16,628 872 257 3,241 1,403 2,238
End of year 1979............................. ... 23,459 15,766 1,191 252 2,944 1,325 1,981
End of year 1980............................. .. 23,722 16,133 1,094 238 3,006 1,216 2,035
Proportional interest in proved
reserves of equity
companies
End of year 1978* ........................ .. 17,231 — — — 16,988 243
End of year 1979*........................ .. 17,000 — — — 16,761 239




End of year 1978............................. 1,976 — — — — 1,976 —
Received during the year 1978...... 97 — — — — 97 —
End of year 1979............................. 1,881 — — — — 1,881 —
Received during the year 1979...... 106 — — — — 106 —
End of year 1980............................. 1,809 — — — — 1,809 —
Received during the year 1980...... 72 — — — — 72 —
*These and other tables, as noted, in this Report do not include reserve, supply and cost data relating to Exxon’s interest 
in the Arabian American Oil Company (Aramco) because the government of Saudi Arabia prohibits the disclosure of 
confidential information under a directive issued by the Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources bearing Number 
1030/Z.




United Western East andOperating Earnings Worldwide Total States Canada Hemisphere Europe and Africa Far East
Year 1978 
Revenue
(millions) (dollars per unit)
Crude oil and NGL
(unit: barrel)..................
Natural gas (unit: 
thousand cubic
$ 4,707 $ 9.32 $ 8.06 $10.25 $ 2.24 $13.72 $12.95 $10.61
feet)................................ 1,621 0.83 0.69 1.24 0.50 1.25 1.23 0.37
Total revenue.................... 6,328 7.61 6.12
(unit: barrel of net production*) 
9.08 2.50 9.88 8.65 9.54
Less costs: 
Production (lifting)




708 0.85 0.62 1.37 9.05 1.09 0.81 0.53
expense ......................... 726 0.87 0.86 0.39 0.71 1.31 0.27 0.83
3,272 3.94 3.25 6.07 (8.21) 5.35 5.93 3.13
Related income tax........... 1,772 2.13 1.42 3.29 0.36 2.91 6.18 1.51
Operating earnings from 




companies .....................  660 0.70 2.88 0.25 1.30




foreign governments.....  14
Other operating
earnings**...................... 310
Total operating earnings 
from exploration
and production...............  $ 2,484
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Year 1979 (millions) (dollars per unit)
Revenue
Crude oil and NGL
(unit: barrel)..................
Natural gas (unit:
$ 7,054 $13.58 $10.43 $10.85 $ 2.64 $20.44 $22.53 $19.90
thousand cubic
feet)................................ 2,078 1.08 0.95 1.44 0.57 1.60 2.21 0.52




9,132 10.87 8.35 10.37 3.00 15.21 17.39 18.08
cost ................................ 2,544 3.03 1.74 2.03 1.13 2.77 2.22 11.03
Exploration expense.........
Depreciation, depletion
971 1.16 0.92 2.16 13.83 0.99 0.86 0.90
and amortization 
expense ......................... 1,029 1.22 1.37 0.50 0.92 1.60 0.35 0.89
4,588 5.46 4.32 5.68 (12.88) 9.85 13.96 5.26Related income tax............ 2,558 3.05 1.89 2.63 0.27 6.40 13.99 2.19
Operating earnings from




companies ...................... 685 0.70 3.32 0.18 1.57




foreign governments.....  37
Other operating
earnings** ....................  265
Total operating earnings 
from exploration




Crude oil and NGL 
(unit: barrel)..................
(millions)
$10,757 $21.70 $17.93 $13.07
(dollars per unit)
$ 3.88 $34.61 $31.75 $29.73Natural gas (unit: 
thousand cubic 
feet)................................ 2,277 1.29 1.15 1.99 0.61 1.75 2.98 0.69
Total revenue.................... 13,034 16.77 13.62
(unit: barrel of net production*) 
12.91 3.67 24.46 24.50 26.23Less costs:
Production (lifting) 
cost ................................ 4,028 5.18 4.00 3.09 1.89 3.35 3.23 15.41Exploration expense......... 1,079 1.39 0.96 3.50 11.00 1.65 1.46 1.18Depreciation, depletion 
and amortization 
expense ......................... 1,119 1.44 1.52 0.78 1.00 1.85 0.46 1.23
6,808 8.76 7.14 5.54 (10.22) 17.61 19.35 8.41
Related income tax............ 3,904 5.02 3.25 3.19 0.33 12.09 20.15 4.03
Operating earnings from 
own production.............. 2,904 3.74 3.89 2.35 (10.55) 5.52 (0.80) 4.38
Proportional interest 
in operating 
earnings of equity 
companies ...................... 841 0.91 4.11 0.27 3.11




foreign governments.....  2
Other operating
earnings** ....................  253
Total operating earnings 
from exploration





















affiliates ................... 8,538 5,439
$ % $ 20 $ 489 $ 4 $ 700
507 1 485 474 179
121 27 542 5 1,550
555 — 1,161 585 287
444 33 546 11 2,171
253 — 1,925 626 295
*Natural gas is included by conversion to crude oil equivalent.
**Includes earnings related to transportation of oil and gas, oil sands operations and technical services agreements.
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TEXACO INC.
Financial Data Adjusted for Changing Prices
Inflation has increased at a rapid rate in recent years. This has eroded the purchasing power of 
the dollar, and makes it more difficult to assess the reported results of operations and financial 
position, which are based on historical costs recorded at levels prevailing in the past when the costs 
were incurred. Increases in reported earnings have been due in part to the effects of inflation; if 
earnings were adjusted for inflation, they would be lower than the amounts shown in the financial 
statements based on historical costs.
To assist users of financial statements, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has 
issued Standards which require that supplemental data be presented with financial statements to 
provide information regarding the impact of changing prices on the economic resources of an enter­
prise on a constant dollar basis and on a current cost basis.
The constant dollar basis utilizes the U.S. Department of Labor Consumer Price Index for All 
Urban Consumers to reflect financial data in dollars of equal purchasing power.
The current cost basis employs specific indices or other valuation techniques, such as current 
market prices, construction or manufacturing costs, vendor price lists or other quotations or esti­
mates, depending upon the specific nature of individual categories of assets.
While Texaco is presenting this information in good faith compliance with FASB requirements 
and has exercised all due care in developing such data, it is necessary to present the data with 
qualifications and cautions as to their interpretation and usefulness. Management cautions against the 
simplistic use of these data as a means of precisely measuring the effects of inflation because of the 
imprecisions inherent therein. Rather, the data should be viewed as an indicator of approximate 
directional effects.
The schedule below shows the Company’s Consolidated Statement of Consolidated Income for the 
years 1980 and 1979 as reported in Texaco’s financial statements and as adjusted to reflect the impact 
of general inflation as well as changes in specific prices. In accordance with FASB requirements, cost 
of sales included in the caption “Costs and operating expenses,” and “Depreciation, depletion, and 
amortization” expense are required to be adjusted. Revenues as well as all other expenses, including 
provision for income taxes, are not required to be restated under the FASB guidelines because it is 
assumed that these historical dollar amounts are stated in average for the year dollars. Adjusted 1979 
constant dollar and current cost data are reflected in average 1979 dollars and have been determined 
in a manner consistent with that used in 1980.
Years ended December 31, 1980 1979
Millions Millions of Millions Millions ofof Dollars Average 1980 Dollars of Dollars Average 1979 Dollars









Less: $52,484.6 $52,484.6 $52,484.6 $39,095.5 $39,095.5 $39,095.5
Costs and operating expenses 
Selling, general and
43,888.8 43,920.1 44,028.6 31,839.5 31,857.0 31,885.7
administrative expenses 1,252.1 1,252.1 1,252.1 1,145.6 1,145.6 1,145.6Maintenance and repairs 714.0 714.0 714.0 470.2 470.2 470.2Dry hole expenses 
Depreciation, depletion, and
158.0 158.0 158.0 154.7 154.7 154.7
amortization
Interest charges, taxes other 
than income taxes, and 
minority interest in
1,105.9 2,026.7 2,361.7 1,086.2 1,770.8 2,081.8
net income 1,247.9 1,247.9 1,247.9 932.4 932.4 932.4Provision for income taxes 
Net income before extraordinary
1,877.7 1,877.7 1,877.7 1,707.8 1,707.8 1,707.8
credit
Extraordinary credit—Gain on 
sale of interest in Belridge
$ 2,240.2 $ 1,288.1 $ 844.6 $ 1,759.1 $ 1,057.0 $ 717.3
Oil Company 402.3 402.3 402.3 — — —
Net income $ 2,642.5 $ 1,690.4 $ 1,246.9 $ 1,759.1 $ 1,057.0 $ 717.3
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Gain from decline in purchasing
power of net amounts owed $ 470.8 $ 470.8 $ 621.5 $ 621.5
Increase in specific prices of 
inventories and properties, 
plant, and equipment held 
during the year (current cost) $ 5,036.3 $ 5,415.5Less: Effect of increase in general 
price level (constant dollars) 3,191.6 2,779.1
Excess of increase in specific 
prices over increase in general 
price level $ 1,844.7 $ 2,636.4
The comparison of earnings as shown in historical financial statements with results adjusted for 
changing prices also includes a caption “Gain from decline in purchasing power of net amounts owed.” 
Inflation not only affects the Company’s reported results of operations, but also affects the purchasing 
power of monetary assets held, such as cash and receivables, and monetary obligations, such as 
accounts payable and debt. During inflationary periods, monetary assets lose purchasing power and 
there is an opposite effect on monetary liabilities since less purchasing power will be needed to repay 
the obligations. The amounts set forth as “Gain from decline in purchasing power of net amounts 
owed” represent estimates of how much the Company’s purchasing power was effectively increased as 
a result of having a greater amount of monetary obligations than monetary assets.
Also reported are data concerning the estimated increase in specific prices of inventories and 
properties, plant, and equipment held during the year. This information indicates that the increases in 
specific prices affecting the cost of the Company’s assets have been greater than the increases in the 
general price level.
The worldwide provision for income taxes (current and deferred), included in the preceding 
schedule, represents effective tax rates of 45.6% and 49.3% of book income before taxes for 1980 and 
1979, respectively. In the adjusted financial statements, the pre-tax earnings would be reduced but 
the provision for income taxes would remain the same. This results in increasing effective income tax 
rates to approximately 59.3% and 61.8% on the constant dollar basis for 1980 and 1979, and 69.0% and 
70.4% on a current cost basis for those years, respectively. These results clearly demonstrate that 
income taxes are being paid on profits which in part arise from the effect of inflation.
Also required is the disclosure of certain balance sheet data. In restating the balance sheet in 
terms of general price level and specific costs, only inventories and properties, plant, and equipment 
have been adjusted. In addition to these two accounts, net monetary assets are restated in average 
constant dollars to reflect the effects of general inflation.









As Reported Adjusted Adjusted As Reported Adjusted Adjusted
in the for General for Changes in the for General for Changes
Financial Inflation in Specific Financial Inflation in Specific










Inventories $ 3,319.0 $ 4,179.5 $ 8,055.9 $ 3,253.4 $ 3,651.3 $ 5,982.9















Total assets $26,430.4 $33,457.8 $39,442.6 $23,297.9 $28,621.3 $32,658.9
Liabilities $13,904.3 $13,337.4 $13,337.4 $12,652.1 $11,994.7 $11,994.7
Stockholders’ Equity $12,526.1 $20,120.4 $26,105.2 $10,645.8 $16,626.6 $20,664.2
The requirements issued by the FASB pertaining to estimated current cost data constitute 
general guidelines. It has therefore been necessary to make many assumptions and to rely upon 
judgmental estimates, which are inherently subjective in nature, in preparing the estimates of current 
costs.
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The bases for calculating estimated current cost of inventories, cost of goods sold, properties, 
plant, and equipment, and depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense are as follows:
Inventories
For purposes of current cost reporting, data relating to Texaco’s worldwide inventories have 
been developed on the first-in, first-out (FIFO) method of accounting, including capitalized deprecia­
tion on a current cost basis. In so doing, inventories acquired earliest, generally at lower prices than 
current acquisitions, are deemed to be liquidated or sold first, leaving in inventories only the more 
current purchases. The data developed on this FIFO basis have then been adjusted to reflect extraor­
dinary factors such as crude oil price increases which have occurred late in the respective years and 
which would not be fully reflected in the FIFO inventory turnover period.
Cost of Goods Sold
Texaco accounts for virtually all of its inventories on the last-in, first-out (LIFO) basis which 
generally is considered to be representative of current costs since the most recent acquisitions (cur­
rent purchases) are deemed to be sold first. Accordingly, the only adjustments necessary have been 
made to reflect the effects of permanent decrements in the LIFO inventory layers occurring during 
the respective years.
Properties, Plant, and Equipment
Texaco, like other multinational petroleum companies, is capital-intensive with a significant 
number of fixed assets located throughout the world. It is, therefore, not practical to attempt to 
develop current cost estimates for individual assets. In general, Texaco has viewed assets in reason­
able homogeneous functional groupings giving consideration to particular geographical locations and 
related conditions.
Numerous measurement techniques have been reviewed and employed in developing current cost 
estimates. The predominant procedure used in preparing estimates involved the use of various indices 
published by government agencies or recognized private institutions, or generated internally. While 
Texaco is not in a position to attest to the accuracy, consistency, weighting or other factors affecting 
published indices, it is believed that the indices used are reasonable.
Assets for which appropriate indices were not available or for which generated results were 
deemed to be unreasonable have been valued using alternative procedures, such as current acquisition 
costs, appraisals, engineering studies, etc. Among the significant assets valued by such methods are 
acreage held for the exploration or production of oil and gas, land assets, marine vessels, and certain 
manufacturing facilities.
The current cost of productive and nonproductive acreage, for the most part, has been deter­
mined by reference to recent acreage acquisition costs. Land values have been based upon appraisals. 
For marine vessels, current cost data have been based on brokers’ appraisals of market values 
adjusted to reflect the type, capacity, and condition of Texaco’s vessels. The current cost for certain 
manufacturing facilities in geographical areas where appropriate indices were not available, have been 
developed by use of engineering studies.
All current cost data for properties, plant, and equipment which were developed on a new or 
undepreciated basis have been appropriately reflected in this disclosure on a net basis after considera­
tion of the economic lives and salvage values of assets as currently viewed by Texaco for normal 
accounting and reporting purposes.
Depreciation, Depletion, and Amortization Expense
Estimated economic lives and salvage values currently used in calculating depreciation on assets 
carried at historical cost have been used in calculating depreciation on the basis of estimated current 
cost.
Shown below are selected supplementary data adjusted to reflect the effects of changing prices. 
All data except for per share and Consumer Price Index information are in millions of average 1980 
dollars.
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Years ended December 31, 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976Revenues
Historical cost information
$52,484.6 $44,382.6 $36,785.2 $38,677.4 $38,984.0
adjusted for 
general inflation:
Income from continuing 
operations
Income from continuing $ 1,288.1 $ 1,199.9
operations per share $ 4.77 $ 4.42Net assets at year-end
Historical cost information
$20,120.4 $18,875.1
adjusted for changes in 
specific prices:
Income from continuing 
operations
Income from continuing
$ 844.6 $ 814.3
operations per share 
Excess of increase in
$ 3.13 $ 3.00
specific prices of 
inventories and net 
properties, plant, 
and equipment over 
increase due to 
general inflation $ 1,844.7 $ 2,992.9
Net assets at year-end $26,105.2 $23,458.7
Gain from decline in purchasing 
power of net amounts owed 
Other information adjusted for
$ 470.8 $ 705.5
general inflation:
Cash dividends declared 
per share*
Market price per share
$ 2.48 $ 2.43 $ 2.54 $ 2.74 $ 2.91
at year-end $45.85 $31.00 $29.04 $36.80 $39.29
Average Consumer Price Index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
*Cash dividends have been restated in average 1980 constant dollars based on the relationship of the 
Consumer Price Index in the months the dividends were declared to the average Consumer Price 
Index for 1980.
SHELL OIL COMPANY
Supplementary Information Regarding Inflation and Changing Prices
Double digit inflation and rapidly changing prices continued to plague our economy in 1980. The 
general purchasing power of the dollar declined more than 12 percent between December 1979 and 
December 1980 according to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and has eroded over 50 percent in the 
last decade. The costs of many of the materials and services used by the Company have increased even 
more rapidly. These factors have caused significant distortions in traditional measures of income and 
wealth.
Background
Under generally accepted accounting principles, resources and their consumption are measured 
at the historical cost of actual transactions. These transactions are included in primary financial 
statements at the amounts received or expended without regard to subsequent changes in the pur­
chasing power of the dollar or changes reflecting the current cost of the assets used. Consequently, 
investments made over extended periods of time are added together as though the dollars involved 
were of the same value. The amortization of these prior period costs is deducted from current period 
revenues so that net income is the result of matching revenues and costs in dollars with differing 
amounts of purchasing power. Therefore, it has become increasingly important to assess the impact of 
inflation and changing prices on the enterprise and the success of management in coping with these 
problems.
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The term “inflation” refers to the decline in the general purchasing power of the currency—the 
deterioration in the dollar’s command over goods and services in general. It stems from an increase in 
the volume of money and credit relative to the volume of goods and services available. On the other 
hand, the prices of specific assets may increase or decrease for other reasons such as supply and 
demand, technological improvements, etc. Inflation and changing prices are therefore interrelated but 
different problems.The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has prescribed two forms of financial report­
ing to deal with these problems: constant dollar information to assess the impact of general inflation 
and current cost data to measure the effect of changing prices.
This is an experimental procedure, which Shell fully supports, to determine the disclosures which 
are most useful. The following schedules have been prepared in conformance with FASB require­
ments.
Constant Dollar Data
Constant dollar data measures the effects of general inflation on the financial results of the 
Company. It is calculated according to an objective mathematical procedure and is, therefore, com­
parable among companies.
Under this method, historical cost financial information is adjusted for changes that have oc­
curred in the general purchasing power of the dollar as measured by the CPI. Therefore, the result is 
a restatement of the traditional financial information in a common unit of measurement which in the 
attached schedule is the dollar as valued at the end of 1980. It is appropriate to note that the results of 
this approach do not purport to represent appraised value, replacement cost, or any other measure of 
the current value of the underlying assets. Although the constant dollar information in this schedule is 
presented in summary form, comprehensive restatements were made of all financial statement ele­
ments to, determine the amounts shown.
Current Cost Data
The second form of disclosure prescribed by the FASB attempts to measure the impact of changes 
in the specific prices of property, plant and equipment and the resulting property provisions, as well 
as inventories and the related costs and expenses. The current costs reported are approximations of 
the amounts which would have been experienced had these assets been acquired at today’s prices.
Because of the large number of assets owned by Shell, current cost measurement of individual 
assets is not feasible. Therefore, various indexes were employed that appear to be reasonably compat­
ible with the changing costs experienced by Shell. This involves a number of subjective judgments and 
further experimentation may be needed to determine the usefulness of the information. It now 
appears that such data is not particularly meaningful for many assets involved in oil and gas producing 
activities. For example, about one fourth of the balance in the property, plant and equipment catego­
ries represents unexpired costs of developing oil and gas reserves. The current cost adjustment was 
made by applying an index based on the industry’s average cost of drilling and equipping wells. 
Therefore, the results are not projections of future costs nor an estimate of the current costs of finding 
and developing similar quantities of reserves, but merely an approximation of the amounts that would 
result had past drilling and development occurred at today’s prices.
Similarly, the significant investments in oil and gas leases, including those acquired by competi­
tive bidding, do not lend themselves to current cost estimation. Each lease is unique and the bid price 
is based on estimates of many unknown factors including possible reserve quantities, future prices, 
costs, risks, etc. The conditions existing at the time of acquisition, including the level of knowledge 
about the prospects, change continually. Consequently, there are conceptual as well as practical 
problems with any current cost estimating procedure. Because of these concerns and the lack of 
a suitable alternative, Shell’s historical costs of oil and gas leaseholds were adjusted only for the 
subsequent general inflation that has occurred.
In addition to the impacts just described, inflation also affects monetary assets and liabilities. 
Holders of cash and receivables lose purchasing power during inflationary periods because those 
assets will buy less as prices rise. Conversely, those, holding liabilities stand to gain because less 
purchasing power will be required to satisfy their obligations. FASB Statement 33 does not require 
that the net amount of these gains and losses be added to or subtracted from the Company’s “Income 
from Continuing Operations”. However, such amounts have long been considered an integral part of 
the constant dollar concept of income and are therefore included in constant dollar “Net Income” in the 
table on page 49.
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Income Taxes
In conformance with FASB Statement 33, income taxes included in the supplemental statement 
of income are the same as reported in the primary financial statements except that the amounts are 
expressed in year-end dollars. Present tax laws do not allow deductions for higher depreciation or 
other cost adjustments for the effects of inflation. Consequently, taxes are levied on industry and 
individuals at effective rates well in excess of statutory rates for many years following periods of high inflation.
Combating Inflation
Shell’s approach to combating the effects of inflation has been to emphasize technological im­
provements and increased productivity. For several years an increasing proportion of the Company’s 
total research effort has been directed toward these goals, and management at all levels and in all 
functions has placed increasing emphasis on improving productivity. Efficiencies have been achieved 
in the utilization of energy, material and manpower and continual improvements are being sought.
The impact of inflation has also been minimized by the prudent use of long-term debt in financing 
the Company’s growth. The benefits of leverage are particularly apparent in constant dollar mea­
surements of interest costs and the purchasing power gains on the related obligations. For Shell, the 
purchasing power gain exceeded the total interest cost in two of the last five years and the cumulative 
purchasing power gains were slightly greater than the total interest cost for the five-year period.
Review of Information Presented
Information on financial trends can be useful in assessing the performance and prospects of an 
enterprise. During the past five years, Shell’s sales revenue increased at an average annual rate of 
19.4 percent. However, much of this apparent growth was attributable to the erosion in the purchas­
ing power of the dollar. When all amounts are expressed in constant dollars, the average rate of 
growth was 9.6 percent. On the other hand, net income during the past five years increased at an 
average annual rate of 24 percent in nominal dollar and 23 percent in constant dollar measurements 
due primarily to the purchasing power gains on obligations mentioned above.
While trend information is informative, it is even more important to relate income to the invest­
ment that was required to generate it. As indicated in the Five Year Comparisons on page 49, Shell’s 
profitability ratios are significantly lower when both income and investments are stated in constant 
dollars. For example, the 1980 ratio of Net Income to Shareholders’ Equity is reduced from 22.0 
percent to 15.1 percent. Even the trends of profitability ratios may change when expressed in con­
stant dollars as illustrated in the attached comparisons of Net Income to Total Capitalization. This 
ratio declined in 1980 under historical cost measurements but increased when all amounts were 
restated to constant dollars.
Although current cost data is inherently subjective, its purpose is to provide an approximation of 
the margin between Shell’s current revenues and the current costs of goods consumed and services 
utilized. During 1980 and 1979, this margin was substantially less than income based on historical 
costs.In addition, current cost disclosures include supplemental information on changes in the purchas­
ing power of monetary items and changes in the current cost of inventories and property, plant and 
equipment. The FASB believes these disclosures may provide information that is useful as an indi­
cator of potential future cash flows.
Shell’s 1980 increase in the current cost of inventories and property, plant and equipment was 
largely attributable to the rising costs of crude oil and increasing costs of productive facilities. Shell 
believes it is important to recognize that such increases could only be realized by partial or complete 
liquidation of these assets.
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Millions of dollars, 





Summary Statement of Income
Revenues ......................................
Cost and Expenses:
Depreciation, depletion, etc. .. 
Income and operating taxes.... 


















Income from Continuing 
Operations ................................ 1,045 874 $ 853 $ 721
Purchasing power gain on net 
monetary items......................... 839 379 $ 839 $ 379
$ 1,542 Net Income................................... $ 1,884 $ 1,253
Increase in current cost 
valuation of inventory and 
property, plant & equipment
held during year.......................






Excess of increase in specific
prices over increase in 
general price level.................... $ 1,009 $ 444
Balance Sheet Data 
Inventories of Oils and
$ 661 Chemicals .................................
Net Property, Plant &
$13,968 Equipment...............................
$ 8,100 Shareholders’ Equity...................
Per Share Data**
Income from Continuing
$ 4.99 Operations ................................




















(In December 1980 dollars) 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Revenues ...................................... $20,897 $17,280 $ 14,703 $ 14,513 $14,107
Constant dollar net income......... $ 1,884 $ 1,253 $ 945 $ 904 $ 874
Cash dividends per share**........ $ 1.52 $ 1.25 $ 1.19 $ 1.13 $ 1.06
Closing market price per share... $ 58.25 $ 30.49 $ 20.54 $ 23.25 $ 29.24
Consumer price index—end 
of year....................................... 258.4 229.9 202.9 186.1 174.3
Ratios:
Net Income to Shareholders’ 
Equity:
Historical cost basis.......... 22.0% 18.4% 15.1% 16.2% 18.2%
Constant dollar basis........ 15.1% 10.9% 8.8% 9.1% 9.7%
Net Income to Capitalization 
Historical cost basis.......... 13.0% 14.0% 11.5% 12.6% 13.4%
Constant dollar basis........ 10.6% 9.2% 6.8% 6.7% 6.5%
Income from Continuing 
Operations to 
Shareholders’ Equity: 
Historical cost basis.......... 22.0% 18.4% 15.1% 16.2% 18.2%
Constant dollar basis........ 8.3% 7.6% 6.3% 7.4% 8.5%
Current cost basis............. 5.6% 5.1% 2.2% — —
*Current cost and constant dollar amounts are expressed in December 1980 dollars. Changes are 
measured by the consumer price index.
**Per weighted average shares outstanding each year.
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PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
Supplementary Information on Changing Prices and the Effects of General Inflation—Unaudited
Inflation is a term commonly used today to identify the erosion in the purchasing power of the 
dollar. While inflation affects everyone, its effects are not readily identified in conventional financial 
reporting which is based on historical dollars. To provide information about the effects of inflation, the 
FASB established standards for reporting certain effects of price changes on business enterprises. In 
compliance with FASB Statement No. 33, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices,” supplemental 
data are provided in the accompanying schedules.
These schedules present financial data stated in historical dollars, in dollars adjusted for general 
inflation on a comprehensive basis (constant dollars) and in dollars adjusted for inflation in specific 
prices (current cost). The data should be considered as indicative of approximate directional effects 
and not as precise measures of values or worth. The comparisons are for the purpose of assessing the 
effects of changing prices on the company in the following areas:
• Operations performance
• Changes in general purchasing power
• Changes in operating capability
• Future cash flows
The following comments are provided to assist readers in understanding the reasons for the 
different “income” amounts and the possible meanings of the data.
Financial Statements—Historical Dollars
Phillips primary financial statements are prepared on a historical cost basis according to generally 
accepted accounting principles and are shown on pages 44 to 54. These statements report the results of 
transactions in terms of actual dollars received or expended at the time regardless of the relative 
purchasing power of those dollars. The historical accounting model was never intended to provide a 
measure of relative economic values but rather to provide a record of transactions at historic rates. 
Accordingly, while such statements do contain information that is objective, quantifiable and indepen­
dently verifiable, investments made in different years are added together as if the recorded dollars 
were of equal purchasing power. As a result, amortization of prior year’s costs is matched against 
current year’s revenues as if the dollars were of equal purchasing power.
Data Adjusted for General Inflation—Constant Dollar Data
Constant dollar information is prepared from the primary financial statements by restating the 
historical financial information into common units of measure, that is, units having the same purchas­
ing power (constant dollars). The Consumer Price Index—All Urban Consumers (CPI-U), a compre­
hensive measure of the effects of general inflation published by the U.S. Department of Labor, is used 
in making this restatement.
The restatement of historical cost to constant dollars seeks only to correct distortions caused by 
recording transactions in dollars of varying purchasing power. The restated amounts do not represent 
appraised values, replacement costs, current values or any other measure of current value of the 
underlying assets, and in some cases may not be representative of inflation in the petroleum industry.
Changes in Specific Prices—Current Cost Data
Current cost information is based on estimates of the dollars currently required to operate the 
business and to replace existing assets with assets having the same service potential. Current costs 
used to replace historical costs are based upon the best available data derived from current production 
costs, current invoice prices, industry-related published indices and internally generated indices.
Current costs are not necessarily the same costs that would be incurred if existing assets were, in 
fact, replaced currently. In certain instances, existing assets would be replaced by technologically 
superior assets; in other circumstances, the assets would not or could not be replaced.
Current costs are not costs in the usual sense because they do not represent money spent or 
obligations incurred; rather, they represent the current costs of hypothetical transactions. Although 
such estimates are highly subjective and imprecise, they can be viewed as indicators of the impact of 
changing prices on the company and its operations.
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Summary
Under both constant dollar and current cost methods, net income of the business is lower than 
that determined under the historical cost method. There are two principal reasons for the lower net 
income: (1) the historical dollar capital recovery charge (depreciation, depletion, amortization and 
retirements) does not reflect the constant or current dollar cost of capital asset maintenance, and, (2) 
the provision for income taxes does not decline with reductions in real income before income taxes. 
The provision for income taxes included in both constant dollar and current cost statements is un­
changed from the amount reported in the primary statement of income as required by FASB State­
ment No. 33 except for restatement to end-of-year dollars. Effective tax rates for 1980 under both 
methods, 75 percent and 83 percent, respectively, are significantly higher than statutory rates since 
income taxes are based on reported income rather than on true economic results.
Comparative Summary Financial Data-—Unaudited
Millions of Dollars Except Per Share Amounts
1980 (1) 1979 (1)
Constant Current Constant Current




Equipment (net) $ 5,675 9,293 18,356 4,778 7,261 17,331Inventories 696 1,007 1,626 604 944 1,389
Other Assets 3,473 3,638 3,519 3,137 3,668 3,515Liabilities
Stockholders’ Equity
4,907 4,956 4,952 4,262 4,831 4,822
(net assets) 4,937 8,982 18,549 4,257 7,042 17,413
Summary Consolidated 
Statements of Income 
Revenues
Costs and Expenses 
Costs and operating





















taxes 2,170 2,272 2,272 1,245 1,480 1,480
Net Income $ 1,070 738 455 891 737 467
Net Income Per Share $ 7.01 4.84 2.98 5.77 4.77 3.02
Unrealized Gains
Attributable to Net 
Monetary Amounts 
Owed $ 128 128 130 130
Increase in Current
Cost of Inventories, 
Properties, Plants
and Equipment 
Effect of Increase in $ 3,451 7,169
General Price Level 2,109 1,653
Excess Current Cost
over General Price 
Level $ 1,342 5,516
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data—Unaudited
Millions of Dollars Except Per Share Amounts
Years Ended December 31 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Revenues
In historical dollars $13,713 9,745 7,422 6,406 5,837In constant dollars (1) 14,336 11,559 9,815 9,120 8,846Dividends Paid Per Share 
In historical dollars $ 1.80 1.35 1.20 .98 .88In constant dollars (1) 1.88 1.60 1.59 1.40 1.33Market Price Per Share—end 
of year
In historical dollars $ 58.75 48.00 31.63 30.63 33.06In constant dollars (1) 58.75 53.95 40.28 42.53 49.01
Consumer Price Index—average 
for year 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5Consumer Price Index—end 
of year 258.4 229.9 202.9 186.1 174.3
(1) Both constant dollars and current cost are stated in 1980 end-of-year dollars.
(2) Includes $202 in 1980 and $141 in 1979 of geological and geophysical expenses and lease rentals, 
which are included in exploratory costs and leasehold impairment in the Consolidated Statements 
of Income on page 44.
(3)Includes $279 in 1980 and $252 in 1979 of dry hole costs and leasehold impairment, which are 
included in exploratory costs and leasehold impairment in the Consolidated Statements of Income 
on page 44.
RUBBERMAID INCORPORATED
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
(14) Inflation Accounting—Unaudited 
General Background
The following supplementary information is supplied in accordance with the requirements of the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 33, Financial Reporting and Changing 
Prices. The purpose is to measure the effects of inflation on the Company’s operations and to provide 
financial information which has been adjusted for the effects of inflation. The results should be viewed 
as an approximation rather than a precise measure.
Two methods prescribed by the FASB are used for measuring the effects of changing prices. One 
adjusts for general inflation using the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers and is called 
the “constant dollar” method. The objective is to provide financial information in dollars of equivalent 
value or purchasing power.
The other method adjusts for changes in specific prices of resources used by the Company and is 
called the “current cost” method. The objective is to reflect the current cost of replacing resources 
used by the Company rather than reflecting the historical amounts actually expended to acquire them.
The effects of changing prices on financial results are estimated for both of these methods by 
adjusting fixed assets, depreciation, inventories, and cost of sales. Restatement of other balance sheet 
and revenue and expense accounts does not materially affect results and is excluded.
Adjustments to Fixed Assets and Depreciation
Under generally accepted accounting principles, fixed assets purchased over an extended period 
of time are recorded at cost on the balance sheet. Increases in the value of fixed assets thereafter are 
not recorded and therefore current values are not reflected. Likewise, depreciation expense, based on 
historical costs, does not reflect current values.
To adjust fixed assets for general inflation (constant dollars), the average Consumer Price Index 
for All Urban Consumers is applied to the historical values of property, plant, equipment, and 
depreciation, categorized by year of acquisition.
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To adjust fixed assets and depreciation for changes in specific prices (current cost), a variety of 
indices and valuation approaches are used as shown below:
Land—Based on local property values.
Buildings and Land Improvements—(1) Buildings: Based on local construction costs by type, e.g., 
warehouse, manufacturing, office. (2) Land Improvements: Based upon a construction cost index 
by year of initiation.
Machinery, Equipment, and Molds—Certain items based upon individual estimate; balance 








Producer price index for general 
purpose machinery and equipment. 
Producer price index for commercial 
furniture.
Producer price index for motor 
vehicles and equipment.
Internally developed index.
Plant and Equipment, Net, and Depreciation—Based upon application of ratios of gross current 
cost to gross historical cost of asset categories by year of acquisition.
Adjustments to Cost of Sales and Inventories for Both Methods
Cost of Sales: Adjusted to convert (1) cost of sales of foreign companies from first-in, first-out 
(FIFO) method of inventory valuation to last-in, first-out (LIFO) method to reflect most recent labor 
and material costs and (2) historical depreciation included in cost of sales to current cost or constant 
dollar value as appropriate.
Inventories: Adjusted to convert (1) balance sheet value of inventory of U.S. companies to FIFO 
method to reflect present cost levels and (2) historical depreciation expense included in the balance 
sheet inventory to current cost or constant dollar value as appropriate.
Inflation-Adjusted Results
The Statement of Earnings on the following page shows the impact of inflation on earnings. The 
Company has responded to the effects of inflation by emphasis on productivity, by application of LIFO 
accounting to domestic inventories to reflect current costs in operations, by substantial investment in 
more productive facilities and equipment, and by price adjustments.
The Company’s selling price increases during the most recent five years have been less than the 
change in the Consumer Price Index. Whereas net sales adjusted for general inflation show growth of 
only 7%, the actual compounded growth rate of net sales in physical volume during this period has 
been 12% and sales shown in the primary statements grew by 17%.
Although adjustments to reflect inflation reduce earnings, the tax laws do not recognize these 
adjustments and actual income taxes represent an effective tax rate as high as 57% of the adjusted 
earnings. The effect of the tax structure on earnings remaining for distribution to shareholders in the 
form of dividends and for reinvestment for modernization and continued growth is obvious.
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Statement of Earnings
The following is a Statement of Earnings from continuing operations adjusted for the effects of 
changing prices for the year ended December 31, 1980 (in thousands of average 1980 dollars):
As Reported in Adjusted for Adjusted for
the Primary General Changes in
Financial Inflation Specific Prices
Statements (Constant $) (Current Costs)
Net sales.................................................... 308,896 308,896Cost of sales (1).........................................
Selling, general and administrative
221,197 220,764
expenses (1)............................................ 53,126 53,435 53,401Other charges (credits), net..................... 907 2,033 1,047
Earnings before income taxes.................. 38,605 32,231 33,684Income taxes............................................. 18,509 18,509
Net earnings.............................................. 13,722 15,175
Effective rate of income taxes.................. 47.9% 57.4% 54.9%
Gain from decline in purchasing
power of net amounts owed.................. 1,810 1,810
Increase in value of inventories 
and fixed assets held during 
the year when adjusted for:
General inflation....................................... $ 24,120
Specific prices (2)...................................... 11,890
Excess of increase in general
price level over increase in
specific prices................................................ $ 12,230
(1) Total depreciation expense included in cost of sales and selling, general and administrative expense 
was $17,370,000 adjusted for general inflation and $16,900,000 on a current cost basis.
(2) At December 31, 1980, current cost of inventory was $47,850,000 and current cost of property, 
plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation was $162,860,000.
Five-Year Summary
The following is a five-year comparison of selected supplementary financial data adjusted for 
effects of changing prices (in thousands of average 1980 dollars):
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Net sales....................................................................$236,360 265,159 288,704 312,318 308,896
Historical Cost Information Adjusted 
for General Inflation
Net earnings from continuing operations..............  21,104 13,722
Net earnings from continuing operations
per Common Share............................................... 2.74 1.78
Net assets at year end ............................................  194,065 184,880
Current Cost Information
Net earnings from continuing operations..............  15,175
Net earnings from continuing operations
per Common Share............................................... 1.97
Excess of increase in the general price level
over increase in specific prices............................ 12,230
Net assets at year end ............................................  178,510
General Information
Gain from decline in purchasing power of
net amounts owed.............................................





Market price per Common Share at year end... . . . $ 38.19 33.66 28.73 32.21 24.50





Information on Effects of Changing Prices
There has developed within the accounting and financial professions the belief that historical- 
dollar cost measurements in conventional financial statements fail to reflect fully the economic reality 
of a business’s financial condition and results of operation. In each of the past seven years, Koppers 
has spoken out in its annual report on the adverse effects that a sustained high rate of inflation has on a 
corporation's financial performance and well-being.
As a company aggressively doing all in its power to counter the impact of inflation, we are 
concerned not only with Koppers own ability to do so effectively over a long period, but also with the 
numerous capital-intensive industries served by us that are even harder hit. We were among the first 
companies to speak out on how certain inventory costing methods, based on historical costs, result in 
significant overstatement of earnings, so that taxes levied on such income grossly reduce a company s 
capability to maintain an adequate level of working capital. To partially alleviate this situation, 
Koppers converted to the LIFO (last-in, first-out) method of inventory costing in 1974. This recog­
nizes current costs of labor and materials in cost of sales.
Additionally, we have stressed that because of the time required to recover asset capital em­
ployed in the business through depreciation allowances, combined with high levels of inflation, such 
recoveries are inadequate to provide for replacement of these assets.
The inflated profits realized include true earnings on assets employed, but to a greater extent 
capital recovery for replacement-of-asset requirements. Also, income taxes paid on these inflated 
profits represent a tax on both real income and capital recovery.
Financial Accounting Standard Statement No. 33, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices,” 
issued in 1979, requires supplemental presentations to reflect the effect of inflation on the financial 
statements on two different bases: (a) general price level changes (constant dollar), and (b) price 
changes of specific assets (current cost).
Koppers enthusiastically endorses attempts by the accounting and financial professions to search 
for satisfactory ways to present the inflation issue. The present state of the art leaves much to be 
desired before it can achieve an acceptable inflation accounting standard for corporate reporting 
purposes. Presentation of inflation-adjusted results on two bases attempts to illustrate the overstate­
ment of profits and the resulting overpayment of income taxes. There are differences of opinions as to 
which method, if either, more reasonably portrays the inflationary effects. For these reasons, the 
reader is cautioned that although the following financial information is determined in accordance with 
the prescribed experimental techniques established by the Financial Accounting Standards Board 
(FASB), it may not represent the actual effect of inflation since the assumed costs used, while believed 
reasonable, are necessarily subjective.
Koppers, in complying with FASB Statement No. 33, has elected to restate only inventories; 
sales; cost of sales; property, plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation; and depreciation, 
depletion and amortization. These are the areas most affected by inflation. Restatement of other 
accounts would not materially affect the results. Other data in the five-year summary also are restated 
for purposes of comparison.
The conclusions that follow are those of management. The Company’s methods of computation of 
inflation-adjusted information are described on page 27.
Some Conclusions Concerning the Effect of Inflation on Koppers
Clearly, the high rate of inflation sustained in past years has eroded the purchasing power of 
Koppers earnings and raised the Company’s effective tax rate. This is illustrated by comparison of the 
historical cost with inflation-adjusted results for 1980 and 1979 in Table A.
Management does not believe, however, that the impact of inflation on Koppers 1980 performance 
and financial condition was as severe as the inflation-adjusted income data, taken alone, would indi­
cate. As stated in the Chairman’s letter, Koppers bases operating and investment decisions on cash 
flow considerations. Because the impact of inflation on earnings does not lead to a deduction for income 
tax purposes, inflation-adjusted cash flow cannot be calculated precisely; however, simply combining 
inflation-adjusted depreciation, depletion and amortization and net income with 1980 deferred taxes 
shows that cash flow approximated $125 million on an inflation-adjusted basis in 1980. This compares 
with reported 1980 cash flow of $136.5 million. Using the same basis of approximation, inflation- 
adjusted cash flow in 1979 would have been $157 million (expressed in 1980 dollars).
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Table A
Consolidated Statement of Income From Continuing Operations
Adjusted for Changing Prices
For the Years Ended December 31, 1980 and 1979
Dollars of Current Purchasing Power*As Reported 
in 1980 Financial Adjusted for General Adjusted for Changes inStatements Inflation Specific Prices(Historical Cost) (Constant Dollars) (Current Cost)
1980 ($ Thousands) 1980 1979 1980 1979
$1,929,190 Net sales
Operating expenses:
$1,925,250 $2,068,741 $1,925,250 $2,068,741
1,537,880 Cost of sales 
Depreciation, depletion
1,546,748 1,631,860 1,546,138 1,631,430
78,860 and amortization 
Taxes, other than income
119,980 107,854 117,940 108,818
44,320 taxes 44,320 45,505 44,320 45,505Selling, research, general
and administrative
174,152 expenses 174,152 175,086 174,152 175,086
1,835,212 1,885,200 1,960,305 1,882,550 1,960,839
93,978 Operating profit 40,050 108,436 42,700 107,902
12,798 Other income 12,798 18,490 12,798 18,490
33,190 Interest expense 33,190 23,381 33,190 23,381
73,586 Income before income taxes 19,658 103,545 22,308 103,011
18,597 Provision for income taxes 18,597 49,812 18,597 49,812
Income from continuing
$ 54,989 operations $ 1,061 $ 53,733 $ 3,711 $ 53,199
Gain from decline in
purchasing power of 
net amounts owed $ 24,675 $ 18,989 $ 24,675 $ 18,989
Increase in current cost of
inventory and property, 
plant and equipment 
held during the year** $ 118,632 $ 116,180
Effect of increase in general
price level 102,190 98,482
Excess of increase in
specific prices over 
increase in general 
price level $ 16,442 $ 17,698
*Current-cost and constant-dollar amounts are expressed in average 1980 dollars. Changes are 
measured by the Consumer Price Index.
**At December 31, 1980 and 1979, the current cost of inventories was $349,278 and $301,169, and the 
current cost of property, plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, was $864,984 and 
$709,849, respectively.
Table A indicates that adjusted sales would change only slightly since actual 1980 sales reflect 
Koppers seasonal patterns. The higher sales volume in 1979 (expressed in 1980 dollars) reflects the 
declining unit sales in Koppers operations as a result of the recession in 1980.
Within operating expenses, the major factor, cost of sales, showed only a slight impact from 
inflation because the LIFO method of inventory costing used by Koppers recognizes current costs of 
employment and materials in cost of sales. The major impact is in inflation-adjusted depreciation. This 
is the critical point in adjusting for the effect of inflation: fixed assets capital recovery allowances in 
historical-cost dollars do not recover a dollar amount sufficient to equal the purchasing power of those 
assets consumed in production.
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The Company’s 1980 adjusted operating profit, on both bases, was significantly below the re­
ported operating profit for the year and less than the adjusted operating profit in 1979 (expressed in 
1980 dollars).Because the impact of inflation on earnings measured by either method does not reduce income 
taxes, the Company’s adjusted income tax rate increased substantially for both 1980 and 1979.
Although the constant-dollar and current-cost methods may not precisely reflect the effects of 
inflation on the Company, they do point out the significant hidden impacts of income taxes in periods of 
high inflation and the adverse way this affects a company’s ability to meet the escalating cost of 
replacing and expanding its productive capacity. It therefore emphasizes the need to reconsider 
national tax policies in order to provide for more realistic depreciation allowances, thus enabling 
industry to replace and expand operating facilities. In this manner, greater employment opportunities 
will be available to the future additions to the job market.
Methods of Computation
The adjusted information shown in Table A was prepared by converting historical amounts into 
dollars with purchasing power equivalent to that of average 1980 dollars (the constant-dollar method) 
or adjusted for “changes in specific prices” (the current-cost method).
Constant-Dollar Method
We used the Consumer Price Index—All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) to measure general inflation 
in arriving at the constant-dollar restatement.
Current-Cost Method
Under the current-cost approach, property, plant and equipment (including mineral resources) 
current cost was estimated by using various indices published by the federal government, private 
organizations and internal sources. The indexing approach most closely reflects reproduction cost and 
does not necessarily take into consideration any technological changes and associated cost efficiencies 
that may be experienced when modem assets are used to replace existing assets. The restatement of 
historically reported depreciation, depletion and amortization, to both constant dollar and current 
cost, was based on the above restatements of property, plant and equipment using the same useful 
lives and depreciation methods as used in the primary financial statements. Inventory restatement on 
a current-cost basis involves two types of adjustments: (1) to reflect depreciation allocated to inven­
tories at current cost, and (2) a time-lag adjustment to reflect increases or decreases in other cost 
components occurring between the time the inventories are acquired or produced and average costs 
for the year using specific price indices.
Cost of sales on a current-cost basis was determined by combining the cost of LIFO-based 
inventories with FIFO-based inventories. Cost of sales under the LIFO inventory method was as­
sumed to already approximate the current cost at date of sale and thus was only adjusted into average 
dollars for the year. FIFO inventories were adjusted to reflect standard costs in effect at the time 
sales were made and when end-of-year inventory was produced.
Other income and certain other expenses do not require adjustment, as they are considered to 
have occurred proportionately over the year, thus already reflecting average 1980 dollars.
The actual provision for taxes on income is not adjusted since companies are not permitted to 
recognize any general inflation effects for tax purposes.
Gain From Decline in Purchasing Power
The gain from decline in purchasing power of net amounts owed results because total liabilities 
requiring a future fixed cash settlement amount exceeded like assets. Theoretically, inflation during 
the year means that the resulting excess in net liabilities can be repaid with dollars having a lesser 
value than at the beginning of the year. This represents an unrealized gain. Therefore, the effect of 
inflation upon such net monetary liabilities is excluded from income of continuing operations, whereas 
the effect of inflation on nonmonetary assets is recognized over the holding period of the assets and is 
accordingly included in income from continuing operations.
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The five-year comparisons shown in Table B similarly show restated dollar information in average 
1980 dollar values.
Table B
Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices
($ Thousands, except per share figures)




Years Ended December 31, 
(In Average 1980 Dollars) 
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net Sales $1,929,190 $1,925,250 $2,068,741 $1,991,058 $1,839,194 $1,719,469
Historical-cost information: 
Adjusted for general inflation:
Net assets at year end $ 718,455 $1,012,117 $ 847,850Income from continuing operations 
Income from continuing operations
$ 54,989 $ 1,061 $ 53,733
per common share 
Gain from decline in purchasing
$ 2.02 $ 0.02 $ 2.02
power of net amounts owed — $ 24,675 $ 18,989
Adjusted for changes in specific
prices:
Net assets at year end $ 718,455 $1,033,981 $ 890,802
Income from continuing operations 
Income from continuing operations
$ 54,989 $ 3,711 $ 53,199
per common share 
Excess of increase in specific
$ 2.02 $ 0.12 $ 2.00
prices over increase in general 
price level _ $ 16,442 $ 17,698
Other information:
Cash dividends declared per 
common share
Market price per common share
$ 1.40 $ 1.42 $ 1.43 $ 1.43 $ 1.30 $ 
30.17 $
1.16
36.64at year end $ 25.00 $ 23.88 $ 29.04 $ 24.48 $
Average Consumer Price Index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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Mineral Assets Price and Quantity Information
The table below provides information relating to Koppers mineral reserves. Estimates for proven 
and probable mineral reserves were obtained at the times of acquisition of the reserves, which range 
from 1967 to the present.
(Volumes are in thousands 
of tons; $ are per-ton values.) 1980
Years Ended December 31, 
1979 1978 1977 1976
Proven and probable reserves 
at beginning of year 
Coal 71,048 72,619 2,619 250
Stone 1,480,014 1,286,701 1,255,504 1,162,857 1,172,926
Sand and Gravel 388,211 400,433 392,708 242,300 245,843
Additions resulting from 
purchases of in-place 
mineral reserves 
Coal 76,000 70,000 2,375 250
Stone 387,081 223,875 54,120 112,744 6,524
Sand and Gravel 70,295 9,580 24,740 162,814 2,196
Reductions resulting from 
production 
Coal 2,039 1,571 6
Stone 32,645 30,562 22,923 20,097 16,593
Sand and Gravel 19,524 21,802 17,015 12,406 5,739
Proven and probable reserves 
at end of year 
Coal 145,009 71,048 72,619 2,619 250
Stone 1,834,450 1,480,014 1,286,701 1,255,504 1,162,857
Sand and Gravel 438,982 388,211 400,433 392,708 242,300
Average market price 
Coal* $30.49 $25.99 $22.70
Stone $ 3.68 $ 3.23 $2.78 $ 2.50 $2.34
Sand and Gravel $ 3.22 $ 2.68 $2.39 $ 2.33 $2.36
Average royalty rate 
Coal* $ 2.52 $ 1.94 __ $ 2.27
*NOTE: Koppers primarily acts as a lessor to coal mining companies and receives a royalty fee on each ton sold.
W.R. GRACE & CO.
Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
The Financial Accounting Standards Board, requires that certain large publicly held companies 
disclose as supplementary information the impact of inflation on their businesses, using two funda­
mentally different methods for calculating net income, constant dollar and current cost accounting.
The constant dollar method adjusts traditional historic cost results for changes in the purchasing 
power of the dollar as measured by the United States Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers 
(“CPI-U”). Under the current cost method, results are restated for changes in specific prices applica­
ble to the company’s businesses. Only inventories, properties and equipment, cost of sales and depre­
ciation, depletion and lease amortization expenses are required to be adjusted for the effects of 
general inflation and specific price changes. Other items of revenue and expense are assumed to have 
occurred proportionately throughout the year in relation to changing prices and, as such, are consid­
ered to be stated in average 1980 dollars. For purposes of comparability, the adjusted amounts for 
1979 under both methods have been converted to average 1980 dollars as measured by the movement 
in the CPI-U.
The adjustment of inventories and properties and equipment to 1980 constant dollars resulted in 
increases in cost of goods sold of $26.0 million and depreciation, depletion and lease amortization of 
$95.3 million, and thereby decreased the net income of $283.8 million as reported in the primary 
statements to $162.5 million. Net income, when adjusted for changes in specific prices (current costs), 
decreased $137.4 million from net income of $283.8 million reported in the primary statements to
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$146.4 million on a restated basis. This reduction is attributable to the restatement of asset values, 
particularly Grace’s holdings in natural resources, reflecting the increase in the cost to acquire such 
assets at current prices; the portion of depreciation, depletion and lease amortization and, to a lesser 
degree, cost of goods sold related to the revaluation of assets is charged to net income. The sum of 
these adjustments result in the restatement of shareholders’ equity—the investment base.
During periods of inflation, monetary assets such as cash and receivables lose value in terms of 
purchasing power because they will buy less in the future than in the present. On the other hand, 
monetary liabilities such as borrowed funds diminish in cost because they are liquidated with cash 
having less purchasing power than at the time the liabilities were incurred. Grace had unrealized gains 
of $148.9 million in 1980 ($121.6 million in 1979) from declines in purchasing power due to its net 
monetary liability position. As required, these gains have not been included in the determination of 
adjusted net income under either the constant dollar or current cost method. Additionally the holding 
gain of $361.9 million (1979—$401.4 million) reflecting the increase in asset values of inventories and 
property and equipment is shown separately and has not been included in adjusted net income.
Grace’s effective tax rate is dramatically higher when the impact of inflation on 1980 earnings is 
considered, 56% under the constant dollar method and 59% under the current cost method (1979—63% 
and 72%). While the restated earnings presentations include higher costs, these costs have not been 
adjusted for income taxes because existing tax laws have not been revised to reflect the effects that 
inflation has on businesses or to permit companies to receive tax benefits that are adequate to 
maintain or replace productive capacity in view of the spiraling costs resulting from continued infla­
tion. Under the existing tax structure, inflation results in a greater portion of pretax income being 
paid to government with the resulting effect of not only limiting the amount of earnings available for 
reinvestment in the business but also the amounts available for distribution to shareholders.
It should be recognized that the measurements applied in these restatements represent only 
approximations, and the techniques and measurement bases may undergo changes over time. The 
restated information also makes no allowance for the customary relationship between cost increases 
and changes in selling prices. Over the years, Grace’s major lines of business have demonstrated an 
ability to maintain profit margins and, competitive conditions permitting, Grace sees no reason why 
these businesses will not be able to continue to modify selling prices to maintain margins and prof­
itability. Finally, we believe the use of financial information adjusted for general inflation in the 
United States can result in distortions when analyzing a company such as Grace that has significant 
operations located in foreign countries with rates of inflation and relative currency values different 
from the United States.
Five Year Summary of Selected Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of General Inflation 
(Unaudited)
Years Ended December 31, 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Sales and other income
($ millions)................................ $6,159 $6,079 $5,707 $5,710 $5,507
Cash dividends declared per 
common share........................... $ 2.18** $ 2.25 $ 2.34 $ 2.41 $ 2.46
Market price per common
share at year-end...................... $59.00** $46.10 $32.78 36.64 $42.25
Average Consumer Price
Index (1967=100)...................... 247 217 195 182 171
**As reported for 1980, all other data in this table have been restated in terms of average 1980 dollars
based on the Consumer Price Index.
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Statement of Income Adjusted for Changes in Specific Prices (Current Cost) (Unaudited)




Statements Restated in 1980 Dollars
1980 1980 1979
S a le s and o th e r in c o m e ................................................................. .... $6,158.5 $6,158.5 $6,079.3
Cost of goods sold and operating expenses........................... .... 3,962.4 3,981.6 4,026.7
Selling, general and administrative expenses................... 1,323.2 1,323.2 1,267.0
Depreciation, depletion and lease amortization................. 204.0 322.2 316.1
Interest expense.............................................................................. 128.8 128.8 121.1
Research and development expenses...................................... 45.0 45.0 52.0
Net foreign exchange (gains) losses......................................... (11.2) 6.0
Net (gains) losses on disposal of businesses..................... 13.9 13.9 (14.5)
5,666.1 5,803.5 5,774.4
Income before taxes ....................................................................... 492.4 355.0 304.9
Income taxes..................................................................................... 208.6 208.6 221.0
Net income as reported and as adjusted........................... .....  $ 283.8 $ 146.4 $ 83.9
Per share........................................................................................... ..... $ 6.08 $ 3.13 $ 1.84
Shareholders’ equity at year-end...................................... ..... $1,796.1 $2,844.7 $2,951.7
Per share........................................................................................... .....  $ 38.56 $ 61.07 $ 64.83
Gain from decline in purchasing power of net
amount owed.................................................................... $ 148.9 $ 121.6
Per share.............................................................................. $ 3.21 $ 2.67
Increase in general price level of inventories and 
properties and equipment held during the year*
($9.55 per share; 1979— $10.14 per share)..................... $ 444.7 $ 461.8
Increase in specific prices ($1.78 per share; 1979—
$1.33 per share)............................................................... 82.8 60.4
Excess of increase in general price level over 
increase in specific prices ($7.77 per share;
1979— $8.81 per share).................................................... . $ 361.9 $ 401.4
*At December 31, 1980, current cost of inventories was $927.1 and current cost of properties and 
equipment, net of accumulated depreciation was $3,241.8. The current cost of properties and equip­
ment includes unprocessed natural resources and for 1979 has been restated in accordance with 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 39, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: 
Specialized Assets—Mining and Oil and Gas”.
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Statement of Income Adjusted for General Infation (Constant Dollars) (Unaudited)
($ millions except per share)
As Reported in
the Primary 
Statements Restated in 1980 Dollars
1980 1980 1979
Sales and other income..................................................... $6,158.5 $6,158.5 $6,079.3
Cost of goods sold and operating expenses.................... 3,962.4 3,988.4 4,041.2
Selling, general and administrative expenses................. 1,323.2 1,323.2 1,267.0
Depreciation, depletion and lease amortization............. 204.0 299.3 257.5
Interest expense............................................................... 128.8 128.8 121.1
Research and development expenses.............................. 45.0 45.0 52.0
Net foreign exchange (gains) losses................................ (11.2) (11.2) 6.0
Net (gains) losses on disposal of businesses................... 13.9 13.9 (14.5)
5,666.1 5,787.4 5,730.3
Income before taxes.......................................................... 492.4 371.1 349.0
Income taxes...................................................................... 208.6 208.6 221.0
Net income as reported and as adjusted........................ $ 283.8 $ 162.5 $ 128.0
Per share............................................................................ $ 6.08 $ 3.47 $ 2.80
Shareholders’ equity at year-end..................................... $1,796.1 $2,580.8 $2,469.4
Per share............................................................................ $ 38.56 $ 55.41 $ 54.24
Selected Natural Resources Statistics—Minerals
The 1980 and 1979 estimated proved and probable mineral reserves, minerals produced and 
average market prices are shown below in accordance with the standards set forth in Statement of 
Financial Accounting Standards No. 39, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: Specialized 
Assets—Mining and Oil and Gas”.
Consolidated Companies Affiliated Companies (1)
December 31, 1980 1979 1980 1979
Proved and probable reserves 
(tons in thousands):
Phosphate rock................................................. 298,738 302,730 12,996
Coal ................................................................... — — 160,751(2) 119,399
Vermiculite ...................................................... 55,580 55,904 — —
Produced (tons in thousands):
Phosphate rock................................................. 4,350 3,639
Coal ................................................................... — — 2,016 1,041
Vermiculite ...................................................... 324 323 — —
Average market price per ton:
Phosphate rock................................................. $ 22.21 $ 19.90
Coal ................................................................... — — $ 21.09 $ 16.67
Vermiculite ...................................................... $ 72.00 $ 64.00 — —
(1) Grace’s share of the mineral reserves of 47½% to 50% owned affiliated companies.
(2) Includes 56,367,000 tons purchased during 1980. Underground reserves of 37 million tons (1979-50 
million tons) are excluded for cost amortization purposes because no costs have been incurred for 
the development of an underground mine.
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G.D. SEARLE & CO.
Special Section: Inflation Accounting Unaudited 
Summary of Significant Assumptions and Policies 
Presentation:
The presentation of supplementary inflation accounting data reflects the requirements of State­
ment of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33. Financial statement amounts have been restated to a 
common or constant dollar using the CPI.
General Inflation:
Financial statement amounts adjusted for the effects of general inflation reflect average price 
levels, as determined by the CPI, in effect during the applicable year.
Specific Prices:
Financial statement amounts adjusted for changes in specific prices reflect an estimate of the 
current cost of nonmonetary assets. These amounts are subsequently restated to a common or con­
stant dollar as described above.
Inventories:
Inventories and related cost of goods sold have been restated to reflect constant dollars and 
current costs. These restatements were effected by the application of a CPI-based ratio (in the case of 
general inflation restatements) and a PPI-based ratio (in the case of specific prices restatements) to 
the aged historical cost of inventories for major product groups.
Property and Equipment:
Property and equipment and related depreciation expense have been restated to reflect constant 
dollars and current costs. The restatement to reflect general inflation was effected by the application 
of a CPI-based ratio to the historical cost of property and equipment by year of acquisition.
The procedure for the determination of specific prices was as follows:
• Land valuations are based upon appraisals and other estimates of current market prices.
• Buildings, improvements, machinery and equipment in the U.S. were valued by applying a 
specialized construction cost index to listings by construction or equipment type and geo­
graphic location.
•  Buildings, improvements, machinery and equipment located outside the U.S. were valued 
utilizing engineering estimates, appraisals, current invoice prices or vendor price lists.
Inflation Accounting Terms:
Primary financial statements: The financial statements included on pages 14 through 16 of this 
report.
Historical cost accounting: Reports the actual dollars received, expended or accrued for goods, 
services, or facilities purchased, sold or used.
Constant dollar accounting: Reports assets and expenses associated with the use or sale of assets 
in real dollars having the same (i.e., constant) purchasing power.
Current cost accounting: Reports assets and expenses associated with the use or sale of assets at 
their current cost or lower recoverable amount (i.e., net realizable value).
Net monetary assets: The amount by which assets exceed liabilities excluding inventories, prop­
erty and equipment, goodwill, and certain prepaid expenses and reserves.
Inventory profits: The difference between the historical cost of goods manufactured or sold and 
the current cost to produce those same inventories during periods of rising prices.
Consumer Price Index (CPI): This index measures changes in the prices paid by U.S. consumers 
for a wide range of commodities such as food, housing and fuel.
Producer Price Indexes (PPI): These indexes measure the movement of wholesale prices.
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Earnings from Continuing Operations for the Year Ended December 31, 1980:
(Dollars in millions)________________________________________________
Earnings from continuing operations after taxes as reported (includes a $21.3
million pre-tax aspartame reserve)...................................................................................  $ 94.3
Adjustments to restate costs for the effects of general inflation:
Elimination of inventory profits (cost to produce goods)........................................... (22.7)
Depreciation expense......................................................................................................  (14.4)
Earnings from continuing operations adjusted for general inflation................................. $ 57.2
Additional adjustments to reflect changes in specific prices:
Lower cost to produce goods...............................................................................................  2.7
Higher depreciation expense..............................................................................................  (3.9)
Earnings from continuing operations adjusted for changes in specific prices.................. $ 56.0 *•
Introductory Comments
The company presented inflation-adjusted financial data for the first time in its 1979 Annual 
Report. As noted then, the development and presentation of these data are will in the experimental 
stages. It is important, therefore, that the reader avoid drawing firm conclusions on the basis of such 
data.
The data reflect the effects of two restatements of the company’s primary financial statements as 
required by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. They are as follows:
•  An estimate of the impact of general inflation as measured by the U.S. Consumer Price Index 
(CPI); and
• An estimate of specific prices (referred to as “current costs”) for the company’s inventories, 
property and equipment.
Certain assumptions employed in the required restatements continue to be the subject of debate:
• Use of the U.S. CPI to restate for general inflation is undoubtedly not indicative of the impact 
inflation has on Searle’s worldwide businesses.
• The “specific prices restatement” estimates the cost to replace assets, but does not reflect 
management’s actual plans for asset replacement.
1980 Results
Earnings under both the general inflation and specific prices restatement methods are lower than 
earnings reported in the primary financial statements. The reductions primarily reflect:
•  the elimination of inventory profits, and
• higher depreciation expense.
The difference in earnings from continuing operations, after adjusting for the effects of general 
inflation, is attributable in major part to the use of the U.S. CPI which increased 13 percent in 1980.
Specific prices for inventories grew at rates less than the rate of general inflation. This gain 
primarily reflects the company’s continued emphasis on cost reduction and productivity im­
provements.
Conversely, specific prices for Searle’s property and equipment grew during 1980 at rates faster 
than the CPI. These higher costs, however, do not reflect management’s actual plans for asset 
replacement.
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Five-Year Summary Restated to Average 1980 Dollars:
(Dollars in millions except
per share amounts) 1980
Net sales from continuing 
operations—in
constant dollars....................  $1,081.6
Earnings from continuing 
operations after taxes:
Adjusted for general
inflation.............................  $ 57.2
Adjusted for changes in





in specific prices...............  43.0
Per Share Data:
Earnings from continuing 
operations:
Adjusted for general
inflation.............................  $ 1.08
Adjusted for changes
in specific prices...............  1.06
Dividends—in constant
dollars...............................  52¢
Market price, end of year—
in constant dollars............. $ 25¾
Selected Balance Sheet Data:
Inventories at current cost.....  $ 197.2
Property and equipment at
current cost.......................  410.8
Increase in specific prices,
net of inflation...................  3.5
Shareholders’ investment 
restated for:
General inflation...................  672.3
Changes in specific
prices..............................  700.8
Decline in Purchasing Power 
of Net Monetary Assets Held
—in constant dollars................  $ (3.5)
Average Consumer Price Index.. 246.8
1979_______ 1978_______ 1977_______ 1976







59¢ 66¢ 71¢ 75¢







217.6 195.4 181.5 170.5
Primary and Fabricated Metals
MIDLAND-ROSS CORPORATION
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note H—Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
The following supplemental information is an estimate of the effects of general inflation and of 
changes in specific prices on the company’s 1980 financial statements as required by Financial Ac­
counting Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 33, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices.”
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This information reflects the effect of inflation on inventories and properties and related cost of 
products sold and depreciation expense only, and is not a comprehensive application of inflation 
accounting.
Supplemental Statements of Income Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices
(In Thousands of Dollars Except Per Share Amounts)
Years Ended December 31 1980 1979
Adjusted Adjusted
for changes for Changes
As Reported in Specific As Reported in Specific
in Primary Adjusted Prices in Primary Adjusted Prices
Financial for General (Current Financial for General (Current
Statements Inflation Cost) Statements Inflation Cost)
Net sales and other income 
Costs and expenses:
$928,940 $924,068 $925,612 $813,917 $813,917 $813,917
Cost of products sold 671,187 688,250 684,977 602,424 610,220 611,913
Selling and administrative 143,300 143,300 143,300 109,002 109,002 109,002
Depreciation and amortization 23,898 29,897 30,458 18,108 22,743 22,621
Interest expense 13,750 13,750 13,750 8,340 8,340 8,340
Minority interests 1,563 1,563 1,563 565 565 565
853,698 876,760 874,048 738,439 750,870 752,441
Income before income taxes 75,242 47,308 51,564 75,478 63,047 61,476
Income taxes 31,430 31,430 31,430 34,450 34,450 34,450
Net income $ 43,812 $ 15,878 $ 20,134 $ 41,028 $ 28,597 $ 27,026
Effective income tax rate 42% 66% 61% 46% 55% 56%
Inventories
Property, plant and equipment,
$175,998 $185,758 $145,724 $151,937
net of accumulated depreciation 
Other information:
$194,649 $276,869 $155,394 $229,897
Effect of increase in general 
price level
Less increase in specific
$ 46,042 $ 38,942
prices (current costs) of 
inventories and property, 
plant and equipment held 
during the year 34,497 32,592
Excess of increase in the
general price level over 
increase in specific prices $ 11,545 $ 6,350
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplemental Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing
Prices (In Average 1980 Dollars)
(In Thousands of Dollars Except Per Share Amounts)
Years Ended December 31 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales and other income $928,940 $923,987 $750,708 $661,400 $627,664
Historical cost information 
adjusted for general 
inflation 
Net income 15,878 32,464
Earnings per share of 
common stock 1.33 2.76
Net assets at year-end 347,527 342,858 — — —
Current cost information 
Net income 19,208 29,013
Earnings per share of 
common stock 1.61 2.47
Excess of increase in the 
general price level of 
inventories and 
properties held during 
the year over the 
increase in specific 
prices 11,545 7,209
Net assets at year-end 358,907 360,349 — — —
Other information 
Purchasing power gain from 
holding net monetary 
liabilities during 
the year 13,722 5,513
Cash dividends per 
common share 1.38 1.36 1.28 1.16 1.03
Market price per common 
share at year end $ 22.66 $ 29.36 $ 20.22 $ 22.21 $ 20.53
Average consumer price 
index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
Reference is made to management’s discussion of operations beginning on page 13 for additional 
discussion of the effects of changing prices.
The statement of income adjusted for general inflation represents the historical amounts of cost of 
products sold and depreciation expense stated in dollars of the same (constant) general purchasing 
power. Cost of products sold and depreciation expense included in the current cost statement of 
income reflect the adjustment of properties and inventories for specific costs to the company, which 
may have increased more or less rapidly than general inflation.
Estimated current costs for buildings and equipment have been developed by applying various 
industry indices while land has been adjusted using the Consumer Price Index. Related depreciation 
has been calculated on the same basis as historical depreciation after restating asset values to esti­
mated current cost. The current cost of inventories was calculated by various methods including direct 
pricing using current published market prices and vendor quotations. Cost of products sold has been 
adjusted to estimated current cost by applying appropriate turnover rates to the material, labor and 
overhead components stated at current cost. For those divisions on LIFO, historical cost of products 
sold approximates current cost.
Net fixed assets and related depreciation adjusted for general inflation in 1980 and for current 
costs in 1980 and 1979 were reduced to reflect the estimated net realizable value of a plant leased to a 
third party. The 1979 amounts adjusted for general inflation have been restated accordingly.
Included in 1980 other income is a gain from the sale of the land. The gain was not recognized for 
current cost calculations. The transaction resulted in a loss when adjusted for general inflation.
The provision for income taxes included in the supplemental statement of income is the same as 
reported in the primary financial statements. No portion of this provision has been allocated to the 




Inflation’s Mark on Inland’s Earnings
Inflation persists as one of the most dominant factors in our nation’s economy, as it has since the 
mid-Seventies. Nevertheless, the traditional financial reporting of industrial companies generally has 
not reflected the impact of inflation, except for the last-in, first-out (LIFO) valuation treatment of 
inventories.
Inflation has had a severe and profound impact upon the domestic steel industry’s cost of facility 
replacement over a span of two decades. This inflationary impact has been especially burdensome for 
Inland during its major capital expansion program of the past six years. As an example, specialized 
steel manufacturing facilities have escalated in cost by more than 40 percent over the last five years.
Inland fully subscribes to the proposition that the nation’s tax laws must permit more liberal 
depreciation allowances and/or capital recovery provisions to assure the future viability of the indus­
try.
In 1979, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) adopted an experimental standard 
directed at measuring the impact of inflation. It required two methods: Constant Dollar Accounting 
and Current Cost Accounting. The Constant Dollar method seeks to measure the inflationary impact 
of the change in the dollar’s purchasing power. The Current Cost method seeks to measure the 
inflationary change in the cost of facilities, materials and services actually used by the Company.
The impact of inflation upon Inland is represented more accurately by the Current Cost method 
than by the Constant Dollar method. However, a comparison of the computations derived from the 
two methods does provide a relative yardstick between the rates of inflation for Inland’s specific 
assets as against the general rate of inflation implicit in the Consumer Price Index. A comparison of 
the two methods over a period of 20 years reveals that the price level index of Inland’s capital 
investment assets generally has grown more rapidly than the Consumer Price Index, although that 
relationship was reversed in 1979 and 1980 when the CPI escalated at double digit rates. For each of 
those two years, the change in the CPI was greater than that of the Inland Index. Since the impact of 
inflation on depreciation is cumulative, the Current Cost depreciation adjustment still exceeds the 
Constant Dollar depreciation. During 1980, $88,200,000 of theoretical additional depreciation was 
attributable to the general price level. Moreover, an additional $9,100,000 would have been required 
to offset specific price increases on Inland’s fixed assets. In the same period, cost of goods sold 
increased $6,600,000 to remove the effect of utilizing prior years’ costs, because of a minor liquidation 
of LIFO layers.
It has been stated that there are two purposes for the reporting of inflation data. First, to help 
the reader understand how inflation may have affected the performance of the Company, and sec­
ondly, to enable the reader to assess more accurately future cash flows. In the accompanying statisti­
cal data, one of the numbers represents net earnings adjusted for the impact of inflation upon the 
Company’s depreciation expense. Based on the limited experience to date with the FASB experiment, 
Inland’s management is concerned that financial analysts and the financial media generally have 
tended to oversimplify inflation’s impact upon corporate financial performance. Therefore, the reader 
is urged to carefully consider the following items when making a comprehensive assessment of infla­
tion’s impact:
1. FASB Statement No. 33 requires a computation of net gain or loss in the value of monetary 
assets, such as cash, marketable securities and receivables, as well as liabilities. For Inland and other 
highly leveraged companies, the gain computed for long-term debt produces a sizable favorable 
amount. For 1979 and 1980, that computation was greater than the increase in depreciation.
Inland is uncertain that the computed amount standing alone represents a fair measure of infla­
tion’s impact upon debt. Our concern stems from the fact that lenders provide an element for inflation 
in establishing interest rates. It is our belief that continued research should be conducted to more 
accurately ascertain the correct relationship between inflation and long-term debt.
2. Inland has used the LIFO method of inventory valuation since 1950. While this method closely 
approximates inflation’s impact in the income statement when there is no decrement in LIFO inven­
tories, it produces a balance sheet valuation significantly below current cost. The reader should take 
into account this incremental current cost totaling $532,000,000 on December 31, 1980.
3. FASB prohibits the application of inflation-adjusted depreciation in calculating the amount 
indicated as income tax expense in financial statements, because deductions for such adjustments are 
not permissible under current tax law. The reader should be aware that the incremental increase in 
depreciation for inflation has a higher impact on net income than other deductible expenses.
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4. The Company owns or has rights to significant mineral reserves indicated below. There is no 
known workable method for placing a current cost value on these reserves. The reader should note, 
however, the existence of these assets when assessing Inland’s present financial value and future 
prospects.
Mineral Reserve and Production Information
In compliance with FASB disclosure requirements for mining assets, average market prices are 
as follows:
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Iron ore (per gross ton) $39.93 $35.61 $31.67 $29.85 $27.56
Coal (per net ton) 38.27 39.49 41.16 39.83 39.17
Limestone (per gross ton) 3.70 3.25 2.99 2.48 2.25
These prices were computed on a weighted average basis using the actual mix of production for 
each year. The simple multiplication of the average market price per ton for each mineral and proven 
reserve quantities will not provide meaningful information. The trend patterns for ore and limestone 
are not impacted significantly by mix, prices, or quality. However, the pattern for coal reflects widely 
ranging prices, product mix and product quality. For example, 1980 coal prices for various types 
ranged from $28.50 to $55.00 per net ton.
Many significant factors influence the potential value of the proven reserves. Extractive costs 
vary widely due to differences in mining conditions, technological advances in recovery methods, and 
location of reserves. In addition, values are influenced by a wide variety of quality specifications and 
market demand.
No significant acquisitions or dispositions of reserves occurred in the five-year period. The coal 
reserves exclude certain undeveloped Illinois deposits estimated to contain in excess of 200 million 
tons, the commercially recoverable nature of which is under review at this time.
Tonnages in Thousands 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Proven reserves at end of year 
Company operations 
Iron ore (gross tons) 181,000 107,000 111,000 115,000 124,000
Coal (net tons)* 248,000 288,000 291,000 293,000 305,000
Limestone (gross tons) 269,000 272,000 276,000 280,000 282,000
Equity operations† 
Iron ore (gross tons) 344,000 325,000 329,000 344,000 321,000
Production 
Company operations 
Iron ore (gross tons) 2,437 4,197 4,352 2,786 2,531
Coal (net tons) 3,769 3,017 2,526 2,932 3,685
Limestone (gross tons) 2,713 3,589 3,394 3,130 3,133
Equity operations† 
Iron ore (gross tons) 3,544 4,134 3,913 2,963 4,057
*Includes reserves required to be furnished by a third party under agreement of lease. 
†Reflects Inland’s share as well as long-term purchase commitments to other equity owners.
Methods of Computation
1. Constant Dollar
Values were determined in accordance with procedures specified in FASB Statement No. 33, 
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices.
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2. Current Cost
a. Inventories and Cost of Goods Sold—As described in the Statement of Accounting and Finan­
cial Policies, the Company utilizes the last-in, first-out method of inventory valuation. Management 
has determined that this method is valid for use in the determination of cost of sales on a current cost 
basis when there is no decrement in LIFO inventories, since the rate of inventory turnover is 
sufficient to minimize the impact of cost changes during the year. In the case of a decrement in LIFO 
inventories, cost of sales is increased to remove the effect of utilizing prior years’ cost.
b. Property, Plant and Equipment—Current cost was determined by one of several methods— 
Indexing; Direct Pricing; and Appraisals. The most significant portion of plant and equipment was 
valued by indexing on the basis of using the Inland Construction Index, which reflects the impact of 
inflation on Inland’s fixed assets.
c. Land—Valuation was determined by comparison to recent sales of comparable parcels.
d. Depreciation—Computed by the same methods and based on the depreciable life assumptions 
used in the historical cost basis financial statements.
Results of these computations are shown on the following page.
Selected Inflation Adjusted Financial Data
Statement of Income from Continuing Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices 




Income from continuing operations, as reported in the Consolidated 
Statement of Income
Adjustments to restate costs for the effect of general inflation 





Loss from continuing operations adjusted for general inflation 
Adjustment to reflect the difference between general inflation and changes 




Loss from continuing operations adjusted for changes in specific prices $ (74,219)
Gain on net monetary liabilities due to decline in purchasing power 
of the dollar in 1980 $ 110,100
Effect of increase in general price level of inventories and property, 
plant and equipment held during the year 
Less: Total increase in specific prices (current cost)*
$ 417,800 
339,200
Excess of increase in the general price level over the increase in the 
specific prices of inventories and property, plant and equipment 
held during the year $ 78,600
*At December 31, 1980, the current cost of inventory was $906 million and the current cost of 
property, plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, was $2,747 million.
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for Changing Prices
Average 1980 Dollars 
in Millions
Per share amounts in Years Ended December 31
average 1980 dollars 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales and other operating
revenues:
at historical cost $3,256 $3,635 $3,248 $2,682 $2,388
in average 1980 dollars 3,256 4,126 4,103 3,646 3,457
Historical cost information
adjusted for general 
inflation
Income or (loss) from 
continuing operations 
Income or (loss) from
$ (65) $ 69
continuing operations per 
common share $ (3.15) $ 3.27
Net assets at year end $2,519 $2,560
Current cost information 
Income or (loss) from 
continuing operations 
Income or (loss) from
$ (74) $ 53
continuing operations per 
common share $ (3.58) $ 2.50
Excess of increase in the
general price level over 
the increase in the
specific prices of 
inventories and property, 
plant and equipment held 
during the year $ 79 $ 82
Net assets at year end $2,568 $2,759
Other information 
Gain on net monetary
liabilities due to decline 
of purchase power of dollar $ 110 $ 118
Cash dividends declared per
common share: 
at historical cost $ 2.40 $ 2.80 $ 2.80 $ 2.60 $ 2.50
in average 1980 dollars 
Market price per common share
2.40 3.18 3.54 3.53 3.62
at year end: 
at historical cost $27.88 $31.63 $35.00 $38.50 $50.88
in average 1980 dollars 26.63 33.95 44.20 52.36 73.65
Average consumer price index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5




Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
8. Financial Reporting and Changing Prices (unaudited):
Theoretical and Experimental Reporting
Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 33 requires the experimental reporting of 
such selected supplemental information as is included in this note, which calls for the adjustment of 
specified accounts, to reflect changing prices, based on inherently subjective judgments, assumptions 
and approximations, and accordingly the adjusted data cannot be considered to be precise or necessar­
ily representative of inflationary effects.
The Corporation cautions against the use of this information for estimating the real effects of 
inflation on costs. Among other things, it should be noted that—in making the calculations—the 
amounts reported in the standard financial statements have been adjusted with respect to deprecia­
tion expense and the inventory components of cost of sales but that there have been no corresponding 
adjustments in the basis for determining income tax provisions.
The Standards Board, in issuing Statement No. 33, did not mandate specific guidelines for the 
calculations; therefore, this data may not be comparable with that of other companies.
The recommended presentations include three basic types of accounting data—historical cost/ 
nominal dollar, historical cost/constant dollar and current cost. Historical cost/nominal dollar is the 
presentation which shareholders traditionally receive. It is these amounts that are presented in the 
Corporation’s basic financial statements and elsewhere throughout this Annual Report.
Historical cost/constant dollar is a concept used to adjust historical currency transactions into 
units of the same (constant) general purchasing power which theoretically removes the effects of 
general inflation. The Statement requires the Corporation to adjust historical dollars for this presen­
tation by using the Consumer Price Index All Urban Consumers (CPI-U). This index measures 
general inflation on a national basis for various commodities including such items as food, interest, 
housing and fuel. Because it is a general inflationary measure and national in scope, it may not indicate 
reliably the changes in costs incurred by a manufacturing company. The adjusted net income under 
this method was determined by: (1) aging inventories and properties; (2) translating these agings by 
using the prescribed index; and (3) calculating what the 1980 cost of sales and depreciation expense 
would have been if these had been expressed in average 1980 dollars. Depreciation expense was based 
upon the indexed cost of the properties using the same lives and depreciation methods used in the 
standard statements.
The current cost presentation identifies certain assets and expenses associated with use or sale of 
products and services in terms of what their current costs would have been when they were used or 
sold, rather than what their actual costs were under normal accounting procedures. Obviously inven­
tories and, in particular, manufacturing plants would generally cost more to replace currently than 
when they were originally acquired. To maintain productive capacity, earnings must yield sufficient 
capital to replace inventories and facilities as they are sold or consumed. The current cost concept is 
specifically applied to the Corporation’s products, methods of operation, and types and locations of 
assets, but it unrealistically assumes that like kinds of property, plant and equipment would be 
purchased if they were to be replaced and ignores such important factors as improved technology. The 
current cost method adjusts data for what are estimated to have been the specific price changes 
effecting the inventory, property, plant and equipment and related accounts. The costs of these have 
generally increased over time at rates different from that of the Consumer Price Index. The current 
cost data was derived as follows: (1) inventories were based on the FIFO method; (2) cost of goods sold 
was based on the LIFO method; (3) values were converted from historical cost for substantially all 
properties, based on appraisals, market quotations and published indexes as related to specific indus­
tries and geographical areas; and (4) depreciation was based upon the calculated current cost of the 
property, plant and equipment, using the same lives and depreciation methods used in the standard 
statements.
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In accordance with these experimental and theoretical requirements, the following supplemental 
data has been prepared on the basis of the Corporation’s understanding and interpretation of the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board’s Statement No. 33:
Statement of Earnings Adjusted for Changing Prices for the Year Ended December 31, 1980 
(thousands of average 1980 dollars, except for per share data)







Net sales $336,167 $336,167 $336,167














Income before income taxes 33,804 21,063 22,743
Provision for income taxes 15,216 15,216 15,216
Net income for the year $ 18,588 $ 5,847 $ 7,527
Net income per share $3.58 $1.13 $1.45
Gain from increase in purchasing 
power of net monetary assets $ 491 $ 491
Increase in general price level 
of inventories and plant and
equipment held during 
the year $ 24,102
Effect of increase in specific 
prices (current cost) 28,783
Excess of increase in specific
prices over increase in 
general price level $ 4,681
At December 31, 1980 current 
cost of inventory was $117,348 
and current cost of plant and 
equipment, net of accumulated 
depreciation was $98,171.
Cost of sales and 
depreciation for 1979 on a 
current cost basis were 
$316,914 and $11,022, 
respectively.
The effective tax rates used 
in these theoretical
calculations: 45.0% 72.2% 66.9%
The adjusted statements reflect theoretical and experimental calculations which should be read in 
conjunction with the statements included herein.
It is evident that the theoretical calculations above, which adjust historical amounts to constant 
dollars and current costs, are affected by three factors: first, excluding depreciation, cost of sales is 
increased by $9,177,000 and $5,447,000, respectively; second, depreciation expense is increased by 
$3,564,000 and $5,614,000, respectively; and third, these increases have not been benefitted by re­
duced income taxes. The increases in cost of sales, accounting for 72% and 49%, respectively, of the 
theoretical earnings reduction, reflects the addition of $4,433,000 to the Corporation’s inventories in 
1980 and a decline in inventory turnover rate from the prior year. If inventories had not increased and
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the turnover rate had not declined there would have been only relatively small theoretical increases in 
the cost of sales. Furthermore, if the additional depreciation expense was tax deductible, 13% and 
23%, respectively, of the theoretical earnings reductions would be recovered.
The following comparison shows selected historical financial data adjusted for theoretical and 
experimental requirements to the average 1980 dollars as measured by the required CPI-U:
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplemental Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing 
Prices
(thousands of average 1980 dollars, except for per share data)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales $336,167 $415,463 $421,413 $397,450 $396,956
Historical cost/constant 
dollar data:
$ 5,847 $ 11,258Net income for the year
Net income per share $ 1.13 $ 2.17
Shareholders’ equity at 
year end $232,693 $241,857
Shareholders’ equity 
per share $ 44.85 $ 46.62
Current cost data:
Net income for the year $ 7,527 $ 12,221
Not Required 
For 1980
Net income per share $ 1.45 $ 2.36
Shareholders’ equity at 
year end $223,080 $229,182
Shareholders’ equity 
per share $ 43.00 $ 44.18
Increase (decrease) in specific 
prices, net of inflation $ 4,681 $ (1,376)
Gain (loss) from decline in 
purchasing power of net 
monetary assets $ 491 $ (1,336)
Cash dividends declared per 
common share $ 1.88 $ 2.08 $ 2.12 $ 2.18 $ 2.27
Market price per common share 
at year end* $ 30 $ 35¼ $ 29½ $ 33% $ 40½
Average consumer price index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
* Actual price per share 
(adjusted for stock split 
in June 1979) 30 31 $ 23⅜  $ 24% 28
The adjusted statements reflect theoretical and experimental calculations which should be read in 
conjunction with the statements included herein.
ALLIED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
(13) Supplemental Information on Changing Prices (Unaudited):
Background
In September 1979, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards No. 33—“Financial Reporting and Changing Prices” (Statement No. 33) which 
requires that certain large, publicly held enterprises measure and report the effects of general infla­
tion and specific changes in prices using specified methods of measurement and formats of reporting.
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In developing Statement No. 33, the Financial Accounting Standards Board states that there are two 
primary alternative methodologies available for estimating and reflecting the effects of changing 
prices, constant dollars and current costs. Rather than select one methodology over the other, the 
Board urged a period of experimentation and required that specified data be reported on both a 
constant dollar and current cost basis. Statement No. 33 sets forth specific guidelines regarding the 
types of adjustments that may be included in restated earnings as well as those that cannot be 
included. In addition, the Statement specified the presentation formats to be used.
Development of the supplemental restated financial data necessarily requires the use of assump­
tions, approximations, and estimates. Differing effects of inflation and methods of accounting among 
companies will cause varying adjustments. In addition, the required calculations do not provide for the 
recognition of tax benefits associated with the additional costs inherent in the calculation. Thus, the 
Company believes that these simplistic calculations are of limited significance, and that the data 
should not be considered as a complete and concise indication of the effects of inflation on the Com­
pany’s operating results or financial position.
Constant Dollar Information
The data adjusted for general inflation (Constant Dollars) restate selected amounts in the primary 
financial statements (which combine dollars spent at various times in the past with dollars spent 
currently) into units of general purchasing power (Constant Dollars) using the Consumer Price Index 
for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U) as the measure of inflation. No changes are made in the principles of 
accounting utilized in the primary statements. The Constant Dollar method attempts to depict the 
data in the primary statements in dollars of equivalent value (Constant Dollars) so that revenues of 
the year are matched with expenses expressed in common terms. Constant Dollar figures merely 
correct distortions caused by recording transactions in dollars of varying purchasing power. Such 
amounts do not represent replacement cost, current market prices of goods and services or any other 
such measures of current value. Changes in the Company’s costs and prices are caused in part by 
changes in the general purchasing power of the dollar and in part by supply and demand factors, as 
well as by technological changes. Changes in the Company’s costs and prices may be greater, less than 
or counter to changes in the general price level.
Current Cost Information
The data adjusted for changes in specific prices (Current Costs) are based on estimates of the 
costs to acquire or reproduce present inventories and existing production facilities with identical 
capacity and technology. Unlike the Constant Dollar information, Current Cost amounts are not based 
on the restatement of the primary financial statements; they are based on estimates. As such, Current 
Costs are not necessarily indicative of costs which would actually be incurred if existing assets were in 
fact replaced since total replacement in kind would be unlikely. The Company’s product mix is con­
tinually undergoing change particularly through the introduction of new and improved products and 
through technological improvements in production processes. In many cases assets would be replaced 
by technologically improved assets with resultant operating savings; in other cases the assets would 
not or could not be replaced at all. Current costs do not represent money spent or obligations incurred 
by the Company; they merely represent hypothetical amounts based on estimates of what the Com­
pany might spend.
Income Taxes
The provision for income taxes included in the supplemental consolidated statements of income 
from continuing operations adjusted for changing prices is the same as reported in the primary 
financial statements. Present tax laws do not allow deductions for higher depreciation adjustments for 
the effects of inflation. Thus, taxes are levied on the Company at rates which, in real terms, exceed 
established statutory rates. During a period of persistent inflation and rapidly increasing prices, such 
a tax policy effectively results in a tax on stockholders’ investment in the Company.
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Gain from Decline in Purchasing Power of Net Amounts Owed
During periods of inflation, monetary assets such as cash and receivables lose value in terms of 
purchasing power because they will buy less in the future than in the present. On the other hand, 
monetary liabilities such as borrowed funds diminish in cost because they are liquidated with cash 
having less purchasing power than at the time the liabilities were incurred. The Company is in a net 
monetary liability position and, as a result, experienced a general purchasing power gain of $6,468,000 
in 1980.
Excess of Increase in Constant Dollars Over Increase in Current Costs
The excess of the increase in the general price level (Constant Dollars) over the increase in 
specific prices (Current Costs) was determined by removing the actual level of inflation affecting the 
Company’s inventories and fixed assets from the increase due to general inflation as indicated by the 
CPI-U.
Income from Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices 
(In thousands of dollars)
____________________________________________________________________________ 1980
Loss before extraordinary credit, as reported in the accompanying
consolidated financial statements...................................................................................... $ (2,192)
Adjustments to restate costs for the effect of general inflation (Constant Dollar)
Cost of sales (excluding depreciation)..............................................................................  (10,472)
Depreciation expense..........................................................................................................  (2,318)
Loss before extraordinary credit adjusted for general inflation.......................................  $(14,982)
Adjustments to reflect the differences between general inflation and 
changes in specific prices (Current Costs)
Cost of sales (excluding depreciation)..........................................................................  501
Depreciation expense......................................................................................................  ..........510
Loss before extraordinary credit adjusted for changes in specific prices........................  $(13,971)
Gain from decline in purchasing power of net amounts owed...........................................  $ 6,468
Total loss before extraordinary credit..................................................................................  $ (7,503)
Increase in general inflation (Constant Dollars) on inventories, plant
and equipment held during the year................................................................................. $ 17,344
Effect of increases in specific prices (Current Costs)......................................................... 4,891
Excess of increase in general price level (Constant Dollars) over 
increase in specific prices (Current Costs)....................................................................... $ 12,453
At December 31, 1980 current cost of inventory was $76,920 and current cost of plant and 
equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, was $53,343.
For 1979, current cost amounts (in average 1979 dollars) of cost of sales, depreciation expense and 
net income (loss) were $278,991, $6,833 and $(2,063), respectively. Current cost amounts (in average 
1979 dollars) for inventory and plant and equipment, net, at December 31, 1979 were $97,731 and 
$58,663, respectively.
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Five Year Comparison of Selected Financial Data Adjusted for Changing Prices 
(Restated in thousands of 1980 dollars)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales.......................................
Historical cost information





Income (loss) per common
(14,982) (2,795)
share before extra­
ordinary credit.................. (5.49) (1.04)





Income (loss) per common
(13,971) (2,342)
share before extra­
ordinary credit.................. (5.12) (.87)
Net assets at year-end.........
Gain from decline in purchasing
82,539 102,170
power of net
amounts owed........................... 6,468 8,883
Excess in increase in general
price level over increase 
in specific prices....................... 12,453 17,311
Cash dividends declared per
common share...........................
Market price per common
.30 .45 .51 .54 .43
share at year-end..................... 7¾ 14 8⅞ 13¼ 10⅛
Average consumer price index ... 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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COOPER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 17: Supplementary Financial Information Adjusted for Changing Prices: (Unaudited)
Income from Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices 
Year Ended December 31, 1980
(millions except per share data) Selected Data Adjusted For
(In Average 1980 Dollars)
Changes in
As Reported General Inflation Specific Prices
(Historical (1980 Constant (1980 Current
Costs) Dollars) Costs)
Revenues .......................................................... .. $1,842 $1,842 $1,842
Costs and Expenses:
Cost of sales and services................................
Depreciation and amortization........................























Net income................................................ .. $ 147 $ 124 $ 116
Net income per common share 
fully diluted(d)................................................ .. $ 4.04 $ 3.41 $ 3.19
Net assets at year-end..................................... .. $ 833 $1,058 $1,160
Unrealized (loss) from decline in 
purchasing power of net 
amounts owed............................................... $ (43) $ (43)
Increase in specific prices (current cost) 
of inventories and property and
equipment held during the year(e)..............




Increase in specific prices (current cost) 
in excess of (less than) increase 
in general inflation....................................... $ (28)
(a) Cost of sales and depreciation (exclusive of the amortization of intangibles) have been adjusted to 
constant dollars utilizing the index described in Note (a) to the Five Year Comparison of Selected 
Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices, as described in more 
detail in the Discussion of 1980 Constant Dollar Information.
(b) Cost of sales and depreciation (exclusive of the amortization of intangibles) have been adjusted to 
current costs as described in the section Discussion of 1980 Current Cost Information.
(c) As required by Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33 (FAS No. 33), the income tax 
provision has not been adjusted. The effect is to increase the effective tax rate from 44.5% on an 
as-reported basis to 48.5% based on constant dollar income and 50.2% based on current cost income.
(d) Reflects the two-for-one common stock split of March 21, 1980, described in Note 3.
(e) At December 31, 1980, the current cost of inventory was approximately $701 million and the 
current cost of property and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, was approximately $531 
million.
1979 Constant Dollar & Current Cost Data
The 1979 amounts, in the five year table and when compared to comparable 1980 amounts in the 
discussion, have been restated from previously reported amounts for a change in computational 
methodology with respect to the determination of the constant dollar and current cost amounts for 
buildings and building leases. This change reduced previously reported constant dollar property, plant
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and equipment amounts by approximately $10 million and comparable current cost amounts by ap­
proximately $46 million, while resulting in a negligible increase in constant dollar net income and a $1 
million ($.04 per fully diluted share) increase in current cost net income. Additionally, as required by 
Financial Accounting Standards No. 33 (FAS No. 33), the 1979 amounts in the Five Year Summary 
have been indexed forward to average 1980 dollars.
Discussion of 1980 Constant Dollar Information
The information presented as “Selected Data Adjusted for General Inflation” and the “in constant 
dollars” in the Five Year Comparison are estimates in accordance with FAS No. 33 of the effect of 
general inflation (reduced purchasing power measured from a fixed base—1967) on selected assets and 
related costs and revenues of the Company. The Company’s inventories and property, plant and 
equipment have been adjusted from their historical cost bases to a constant dollar (average for 1980) 
basis utilizing the Consumer Price Index—Urban, and the resulting higher costs have been included in 
the computation of constant dollar cost of sales and services and depreciation expense. The adjust­
ments to both asset values and related costs are primarily attributable to the Company’s non- 
Gardner-Denver inventories and fixed assets since, for accounting purposes, the relevant assets of 
Gardner-Denver were recorded at their market values at date of acquisition (April 30, 1979).
Virtually all of the increase in constant dollar inventory by comparison to historical inventory is 
attributable to the Company’s LIFO inventories. Two-thirds of the increase in 1980 Constant Dollar 
cost of sales (two-thirds in 1979) by comparison to historical cost of sales is caused by the weighting 
effect of the moving average cost method, which is used for 11% (12% in 1979) of the Company’s 
inventories, with the remainder of the increase related to the Company’s FIFO inventories.
The adjustments to fixed assets and related depreciation expense were developed from the 
Company’s historical property records which permitted the assignment of the ending 1980 fixed assets 
into layers by year of addition. Each layer was then indexed into average 1980 dollars and depreciation 
was recalculated utilizing the same method and lives followed for the historical amounts.
The constant dollar net assets at the end of 1980 were computed by applying the ratio between the 
average-for-the-year and end-of-the-year Consumer Price Index—Urban to all assets and liabilities, 
other than inventories, fixed assets, intangibles, accrued warranty and equity investments and then 
combining this result with the previously discussed constant dollar amounts for inventories and fixed 
assets and the historical cost of intangibles, accrued warranty and equity investments. Intangibles, 
accrued warranty and equity investments totaling $239 million at December 31, 1980, are considered 
to be more appropriately carried at historical cost in this computation.
Constant dollar cost of sales increased only 0.9% (1.3% in 1979) from historical cost of sales, since 
the Company’s actual inventory and cost accounting principles are generally conservative. The 31% 
(19% in 1979) increase in constant dollar depreciation expense compared to historical depreciation 
expense primarily reflects the 13.5% increase in the Consumer Price Index during 1980 coupled with a 
full year of constant dollar inflation on the properties and equipment included in the Gardner-Denver 
acquisition. In 1979, these assets had little or no effect because they were valued in the historical 
financials at their market value at date of acquisition (April 30, 1979). Cooper’s 31% increase compared 
to a 36% increase in the CPI since 1977 also reflects the fact that the properties and equipment 
acquired in the significant plant modernization programs of recent years did not require adjustments 
to constant dollar value of the same magnitude as do older assets. The impact of constant dollar cost of 
sales and depreciation expense on net income and earnings per share is magnified since FAS No. 33 
does not permit corresponding adjustments to income tax expense.
Discussion of 1980 Current Cost Information
The information presented as “Changes in Specific Prices” represents estimates, also in accor­
dance with FAS No. 33, of the effect of changes in specific prices on selected assets and related costs.
The 1980 Current Cost of inventories represents the estimated cost of purchasing and producing 
the inventories on hand at December 31, 1980, at prices in effect at that date, and is approximately 
33% (25% in 1979) higher than the corresponding historical value. The majority of this difference is 
attributable to LIFO inventories not obtained in the Gardner-Denver acquisition, since the effect of 
prior year costs included in LIFO inventories is eliminated in the calculation of current cost. LIFO 
inventories acquired in the Gardner-Denver acquisition were recorded in the historical statements at 
their fair market value at April 30, 1979, and thus the increase to year end 1980 Current Cost is less 
significant.
Cost of sales at 1980 Current Cost is an estimate of the Company’s actual sales volume and 
product mix at the product costs which would have been incurred at the time sales were made. For the 
Company’s LIFO inventories, historical cost of sales is generally computed in accordance with this 
principle and no adjustments were required. For those operations of the Company whose inventories 
are valued on FIFO and average cost, cost of sales at 1980 Current Costs exceeds the comparable 
historical amounts which include the effect of costs which were incurred prior to the time of sale.
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The 1980 Current Cost of plant and equipment represents an estimate of costs which would have 
been incurred had all the Company’s facilities been acquired or constructed at prices prevailing at the 
end of 1980. These values have been computed through the use of various domestic and foreign indicies 
appropriate to the assets which compose Cooper’s property, plant and equipment. Accumulated 
depreciation and depreciation expense at 1980 Current Costs were developed by applying the same 
depreciation principles used in the Company’s historical cost accounting to the 1980 Current Cost of 
the Company’s plant and equipment.
The 1980 Current Cost of plant and equipment exceeds the constant dollar amount by approxi­
mately 10% (13% in 1979 as restated) and indicates that cumulatively the cost of the specific items 
composing the Company’s property, plant, and equipment has exceeded the general level of inflation 
as measured by the Consumer Price Index. The 3% year-to-year decrease in this relationship reflects 
a 1980 increase in general inflation which was in excess of the increase in the current cost of the 
Company’s property, plant and equipment with building costs being the principal factor in the decline. 
The increase from historical cost related to property and equipment obtained in the acquisition of 
Gardner-Denver is less significant due to the short period between the acquisition date (April 30, 
1979), at which time the assets were recorded at their fair market value, and the end of 1980.
Net assets at 1980 Current costs were calculated in the same manner described in the Discussion 
of 1980 Constant Dollar Information except that inventories and plant and equipment have been 
included at the 1980 Current Costs described above.
The “decrease in specific prices net of inflation” is an estimate of the extent to which the increase 
on a current cost basis in the Company’s inventories and plant and equipment from December 31, 
1979, to December 31, 1980, is attributable to specific price changes which were less than the general 
price changes as approximated by the Consumer Price Index. The computed decrease results from the 
various factors discussed above.
Five Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Chang­
ing Prices
(Average 1980 Constant Dollars—millions except per share data)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Revenues—
as reported............................................... .. $1,842 $1,395 $ 782 $ 679 $ 554
in constant dollars(a)................................
Net income—
1,842 1,584 988 923 802
as reported............................................... 147 112
in constant dollars(a)................................ 124 107
at current cost........................................ 116 98
Fully diluted earnings per share—
as reported(b)........................................... 4.04 3.56
in constant dollars(a)................................ 3.41 3.41
at current cost........................................ 3.19 3.11
Common stock dividends per share—
as reported(b)........................................... 1.08 .92 .77 .54 .42
in constant dollars(a)................................
Net assets at year-end—
1.08 1.04 .97 .73 .61
as reported............................................... 883 729
in constant dollars(a)................................ 1,058 945
at current cost........................................
Increase in specific prices (current
1,160 1,030
cost) in excess of (less than) 
increase in general inflation................... (28) 9
Unrealized gain (loss) from decline
in purchasing power of net
amounts owed.......................................... (43) 33
Market price per common share
at year-end—
as reported(b)........................................... 53¾ 30% 24% 22% 20
in constant dollars(a)................................ 51% 32% 30 30⅛ 28⅜
Average consumer price index.................. 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
(a) The adjustment to constant dollars has been determined by applying the Consumer Price Index— 
Urban (Average for 1980) to the comparable historical data with 1967 (CPI-100) as the base year. 
The use of this index is required by FAS No. 33.




Selected Supplementary Financial Information on the Effects of Changing Prices
The increasing inflation of prices over the last decade has forced those concerned with evaluating 
the performance of business entities to reassess the meaning and utility of conventionally prepared 
financial statements. The following information has been prepared in accordance with the require­
ments of Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 33 and is intended to provide a 
relative framework for understanding and evaluating the financial effects of inflation.
Statement of Income Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices 
For Year Ended December 31, 1980 






Net income as reported........................................................................  $40,956 $40,956
Adjustments for changing prices:
Cost of sales.......................................................................................  (13,551) (9,148)
Depreciation......................................................................................  (5,006) (13,083)
Net income adjusted for changing prices.......................................... $22,399 $18,725
Loss from decline in purchasing power of
net monetary assets.........................................................................  $14,046 $14,046
Increase in specific prices of inventories and property,
plant and equipment held during the year..................................... $33,297
Effect of increase in general price level............................................  34,351
Excess of the increase in the general price level over the 
increase in specific prices................................................................  $ 1,054
“Net income as reported” is the amount reported in the primary financial statements on page 15. The 
primary financial statements are prepared on the basis of historical cost and reflect transactions 
recorded in terms of prices that existed at the time the transactions took place, without giving 
recognition to the effect of changing prices. For instance, depreciation expense is computed based on 
historical cost of plant and equipment which, in the main, has been acquired in prior years with dollars 
having a purchasing power much greater than today’s dollar. Historical cost depreciation, therefore, 
does not present an indication of the larger depreciation expense that would result from depreciating 
plant and equipment costs stated in terms of current dollars. Similarly, the inventory elements of cost 
of sales as reported reflects the historical acquisition and production costs of inventories without 
regard to the higher amount that would be involved in the cost of inventories sold stated in terms of 
current dollars.
“Net income adjusted for general inflation (constant dollar)” reflects adjustment to historical 
amounts of depreciation expense and the inventory element of cost of sales to recognize the change in 
the Consumer Price Index that has occurred since the related assets were acquired and/or produced. 
“Net income adjusted for changes in specific prices (current cost)” reflects adjustment to these 
expenses to recognize changes in specific costs of the related assets that have occurred since the assets 
were acquired and/or produced.
While the preceding statement includes adjustments to the historical depreciation expense provi­
sion for 1980 to reflect the change in the Consumer Price Index and in specific prices of plant, 
machinery and equipment used by the Company since the dates that plant and equipment were 
acquired, no provision has been made to adjust accumulated depreciation of prior years applicable to 
assets remaining in service to recognize the effect of the increase in the Consumer Price Index and in 
specific prices in 1980. For this reason, net income adjusted for the effect of general inflation and 
changes in specific prices as reported in the accompanying statements does not, and is not intended to, 
reflect deduction from revenue of all costs involved in the future replacement of plant and equipment.
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The current cost of the Company’s real estate has been determined by reference to current land 
values and construction costs. Estimates of current cost of machinery and equipment are based on 
quoted market prices of replacement items having the same service potential. Those valuations are, in 
some instances, updated from year to year by management’s estimates of price level increases appli­
cable to specific types of assets. The current cost of inventory was determined by reference to current 
vendor prices and production costs. At December 31, 1980 the current costs of inventory and prop­
erty, plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, were estimated to be approximately 
$83,086,000 and $211,132,000, respectively.
When prices are increasing, the holding of monetary assets (cash, short term investments and 
accounts receivable) results in a loss in general purchasing power. However, liabilities (such as the 
Company’s current liabilities) are associated with a gain in purchasing power. During 1980 and 1979 
the Company’s monetary assets substantially exceeded monetary liabilites and accordingly the Com­
pany incurred a loss from the decline in purchasing power of the net monetary assets.
Five Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data
Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices
(In Average 1980 Dollars Except as Reported Amounts)
For the Years Ended December 31, 
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales—as reported.............................
—adjusted for general inflation...........
Net income—as reported.........................
—adjusted for general inflation...........
—adjusted to current cost....................
Net income per share—as reported........
—adjusted for general inflation...........
—adjusted to current cost....................
Excess of increase in specific prices over
increase in the general price level......
Loss from decline in purchasing power
of net monetary assets.........................
Net assets at year-end—as reported......
—adjusted for general inflation............
—adjusted to current cost....................
Dividends per share—as reported..........
—adjusted for general inflation...........
Market price per share at year-end (bid)
—historical amount................................
—adjusted for general inflation...........
Average Consumer Price Index..............
Comments on the Effects of Changing Prices:
• The five year sales information indicates that net sales, as adjusted in terms of average 1980 
dollars, grew at a compound rate of slightly over 6% from 1976 through 1979 before declining by 
25% in 1980. It should be noted, however, that the actual increases in prices charged by the 
Company for its products have not necessarily corresponded to the increases in the consumer 
price index.
• Net income for 1980 and 1979 is substantially reduced under both constant dollar and current 
cost methods. It is lower under the current cost method because of additional depreciation 
expense needed to reflect the fact that specific inflation in the cost of the Company’s property, 
plant and equipment has exceeded general inflation since its acquisition.
• Since present tax laws do not allow deductions for the cost of depreciation as adjusted for 
inflation, the taxes levied on the Company exceed statutory rates after the adjustment of 
taxable income for the impact of inflation. Current tax laws, therefore, result in the taxation of 
capital.
• Restatement of net assets results in substantial increases due mainly to the much higher cost of 
replacing the Company’s property, plant and equipment in current dollars.
(In thousands of dollars except per share data) 
$753,072 $ 880,603 $770,382 $650,458 $573,825












3.20 5.50 4.60 3.90 3.15
3.16 6.05 5.69 5.22 4.51
55 62 56 59 49
53 67 69 78 70
246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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14. Unaudited Information:
b. Financial Reporting and Changing Prices
In accordance with the requirements of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) 
statement 33, regarding the effects of general inflation, certain supplementary information for 1980 is 
shown below. In addition, certain current cost data have also been included in these supplementary 
statements. The presentation of this information requires an adjustment of selected historical financial 
information in order to estimate the approximate effect of inflation in two ways: on an adjusted for 
general inflation basis and on a current cost basis.
Historical cost/constant dollar information requires the conversion of certain historical financial 
information (including inventory, property, plant and equipment, cost of goods sold and depreciation) 
to constant dollars of general purchasing power. The constant dollars used are average 1980 dollars. 
The FASB has specified that all companies use the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers 
(CPI-U), a widely recognized measure of inflation.
Current cost information requires the restatement of the same historical asset and expense 
categories to what their current cost would have been when they were used or sold. Most of the 
adjustments to current costs have been calculated using cost indexes specific to the class of assets 
involved. Because current market prices are not available for many of the Company’s assets, the 
current cost calculations are at best an approximation of the cost of acquiring identical assets at 
December 31, 1980.
The adjustments made to historical “cost of goods sold exclusive of depreciation” to reflect 
constant dollars and current costs are relatively small because the Company’s extensive use of the 
LIFO inventory valuation method results in the impact of inflation being substantially reflected in the 
historical financial statements.
Depreciation under both the constant dollar and current cost methods is higher than in the 
historical financial statements because it is based on the carrying values of long-lived assets that have 
been indexed upward. The depreciation methods used and the estimated useful lives are consistent 
with those used in the historical financial statements.
The depreciation amounts shown are not necessarily indicative of amounts that should be pro­
vided to replace existing assets; if the productive capacity were replaced, assets identical to those now 
in service might not be selected.
The provision for income tax expense has not been restated because income tax laws do not 
permit adjustment of inflated earnings. Accordingly, the effective tax rate of 47.5% in the historical 
statements increases to 51.2% when adjusted for general inflation and to 51.9% when adjusted for 
current costs.
The “Other Supplementary Information” section of the table includes the amounts by which 
current costs of inventories and property, plant and equipment owned by the Company during the 
year changed more or less than was attributable to inflation. Also shown is a loss from the decline in 
purchasing power which arises from the excess of cash and amounts receivable from others over 
amounts owed to others. The utility of these two types of information is quite controversial, and they 
are not, therefore, entered into the adjustments of net income but are presented only as memorandum 
information.
Sales for 1976, as shown in the schedule on the following page, if expressed at their equivalent in 
1980 average dollars, were $524,110,000 as compared to $835,167,000 in 1980. This indicates that the 
average annual sales growth rate in constant dollars was 12% as compared to 23% on a historical cost 
basis. Therefore, since 1976, the average annual sales growth rate has exceeded the inflation rate.
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Statement of Income From Continuing Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices 
For the Year Ended December 31, 1980 (in thousands)




Adjusted for Changes 
in Specific Prices 
(Current Costs)
Net sales and operating 
revenues $835,167 $835,167 $835,167
Cost of goods sold exclusive 
of depreciation 
Depreciation expense 
Other operating expenses 
Interest expense 

















Income from continuing 
operations $ 73,213 $ 63,151 $ 61,359
Other supplementary 
information:
Loss from decline in 
purchasing power of 
net monetary assets $ 2,409 $ 2,409
Increase in specific prices 
(current cost) of 
inventories and property, 
plant and equipment 
held during the year* 




Excess of increase in general 
over increase in the 
specific price level $ 4,160
*At December 31, 1980, current cost of inventory was $192,738 and current cost of property, plant and 
equipment, net of accumulated depreciation was $117,017.
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data
Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices________________________________________________
Year Ended December 31,
____________________________________________ 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
(in thousands except for per share figures)
Net sales
Historical cost information adjusted for 
general inflation
Income from continuing operations 
Income from continuing operations 
per common share 
Net assets at year end 
Current cost information 
Income from continuing operations 
Income from continuing operations 
per common share
Excess of increase in general prices over 
increase in the specific price level 
Net assets at year end 
Loss from decline in purchasing power of 
net monetary assets
Cash dividends declared per common share 
Market price per common share at year end









$ .95 .89 .82 .71 .58
$ 62.75 34.10 25.69 28.51 26.73
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THOMAS & BETTS CORPORATION
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
9. Information on Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
The financial statements and other financial information presented in this annual report are 
stated on the historical cost basis. Pursuant to the Financial Accounting Standards Board statement, 
certain of this historical information has been restated on a constant dollar and a current cost basis. 
These are attempts to recognize the effects of changing prices on the Corporation’s operating results 
and maintenance of capital by adjusting the historical cost information using the Consumer Price 
Index (constant dollar) and estimates of specific prices of resources used by the Corporation (current 
cost).
In the constant dollar data, cost of sales, inventories, depreciation and property, plant and 
equipment have been restated to reflect changing price levels from the time inventories were pro­
duced and productive capacity was put in place to the average price levels in effect during the years. 
In the current cost calculations, current cost of sales was estimated using historical first-in, first-out 
costs, adjusted for current cost depreciation and for the estimated lag between the time inventory 
costs are incurred and their subsequent conversion into sales revenues. Inventories were valued at 
current costs using standards that approximated costs in effect at year end and adjusted for the excess 
of current cost over historic cost depreciation. Property, plant and equipment current cost estimates 
were derived from externally developed indices applied to major classes of assets at each of the 
Corporation’s locations.
Depreciation expense and accumulated depreciation was determined using the same depreciation 
method and estimated useful lives as in the historical cost financial statements. In addition, sales, 
operating expenses and other income-net are assumed to have been incurred ratably over the year 
and, accordingly, no adjustments have been made to these items. The effective tax rate on income 
before income taxes increased because no tax recovery is allowed for earnings erosion resulting from 
inflation. Dividends and market price per share data have been restated in average 1980 dollars. The 
loss in purchasing power of net monetary assets, principally net assets less inventories and fixed 
assets, arises since the Corporation held net monetary assets during a period in which the purchasing 
power of the dollar declined.
The restated data must be analyzed with caution. While it may assist financial statement users in 
developing and understanding the more significant impacts of changing prices on business enterprises, 
the data is not necessarily representative of movements in costs of materials and services and costs of 
productive equipment. Furthermore, the adjusted amounts do not purport to represent appraised 
values or any other measure of current value.
Statement of Earnings Adjusted for Changing Prices 
for the Years Ended December 31, 1980 and 1979
In thousands 1980 1979
Net earnings as reported in the 
statement of earnings
Adjustments to restate costs for the effects
$32,500 $30,016
of general inflation:
Cost of sales $(7,480) $(4,800)
Depreciation expense (2,770) (10,250) (2,180) (6,980)
Earnings adjusted for general inflation 
Adjustments to reflect the difference between
22,250 23,036
general inflation and changes in specific 
prices (current cost):
Cost of sales 3,300 630
Depreciation expense — 3,300 (166) 464
Earnings adjusted for changes in
specific prices 25,550 23,500
Loss from decline in purchasing power of
net monetary assets 2,200 2,500
Effect of increase in general price level 
Increase in specific prices (current cost) of
18,400 16,000
inventories, property, plant and equipment 
held during the year 10,900 10,700
Excess of increase in general price level
over increase in specific prices $ 7,500 $ 5,300
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At December 31, 1980 and 1979 current cost of inventory was $79,700,000 and $75,000,000 and current 
cost of property, plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, was $88,600,000 and 
$72,400,000, respectively.
Five Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data 
Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices__________________
(In average 1980 dollars)
In thousands, except for per
share amounts and CPI 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales
Historical cost information adjusted
$254,000 $257,100 $239,900 $214,300 $184,800
for general inflation: 
Net earnings 22,250 26,150
Earnings per share 2.89 3.41
Net assets at year-end 
Historical cost information adjusted
180,000 175,000
for specific prices (current cost): 
Net earnings 25,550 26,700
Earnings per share
Excess of increase in general price
3.32 3.47
level over increase in specific prices 7,500 6,000
Net assets at year-end 
Other information:
Loss in purchasing power of net
181,000 178,000
monetary assets 2,200 2,900
Dividends per share $1.72 $1.73 $1.59 $1.36 $1.23
Market price per share at year-end 48¾ 45⅛ 50% 49⅛ 57
Average Consumer Price Index (CPI) 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
Transportation Equipment
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Impact of Inflation on Financial Data
In recent years, the accounting profession has given a great deal of consideration to the question 
of reporting the impact of inflation on financial data. Many complex theories have been proposed and 
studied but none has received general acceptance. Nevertheless, all interested parties agree that 
inflation has an impact on financial data. Thus, in September 1979 the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board (FASB) issued Statement No. 33, Financial Reporting and Changing Prices. Statement No. 
33 establishes standards for reporting certain effects of price changes on financial data. No one method 
is required by the Statement; instead, alternative methods are required in order to display various 
effects. The Statement is intended to help readers of financial data assess results in the following 
specific areas:
a. The erosion of general purchasing power,
b. Enterprise performance,
c. The erosion of operating capability, and
d. Future cash flows.
The accompanying Schedules display the basic historical cost financial data adjusted for general 
inflation (constant dollar) and also for changes in specific prices (current cost) for use in such as­
sessments.
In reviewing these Schedules, the following comments may be of assistance in understanding the 
reasons for the different “income” amounts and the uses of the data.
Financial Statements—Historical Cost Base
The objective of financial statements, and the primary purpose of accounting, is to furnish, to the 
fullest extent practicable, objective, quantifiable summaries of the results of financial transactions to 
those who need or wish to judge management’s ability to manage. The data are prepared by manage­
ment and independently verified by the independent public accountants.
The present accounting system in general use in the United States and the financial statements 
prepared by major companies from that system were never intended to be measures of relative 
economic value, but instead are basically a history of transactions which have occurred and by which
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current and potential investors and creditors can evaluate their expectations. There are many subjec­
tive, analytical, and economic factors which must be taken into consideration when evaluating a 
company. Those factors cannot be quantified objectively. Just as the financial statements cannot 
present in reasonable, objective, quantifiable form all of the data necessary to evaluate a business, 
they also should not be expected to furnish all the data needed to evaluate the impact of inflation on a 
company.
Data Adjusted for General Inflation—Constant Dollar Base
Financial reporting is, of necessity, stated in dollars. It is generally recognized that the purchas­
ing power of a dollar has deteriorated in recent years, and the costs of raw materials and other items 
as well as wage rates have increased and can be expected to increase further in the future. It is not as 
generally recognized, however, that profit dollars also are subject to the same degree of reduction in 
purchasing power. Far too much attention is given to the absolute level of profits rather than the 
relationship of profits to other factors in the business and to the general price level. For example, as 
shown in the accompanying Schedule A, adjusting the annual amount of sales and net income (loss) to a 
constant 1967 dollar base, using the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Consumer Price Index for Urban 
Consumers, demonstrates that constant dollar profits have not increased in recent years in line with 
the changes in sales volume. This is reflected in the general decline in the net income as a percent of 
sales over that period as well as the decrease in the dividend paid in terms of constant dollars of 
purchasing power.
Data Adjusted for Changes in Specific Prices—Current Cost
Another manner in which to analyze the impact of inflation on financial data (and thus the 
business) is by adjusting the historical cost data to the current costs for the major balance sheet items 
which have been accumulated through the accounting system over a period of years and which thus 
reflect different prices for the same commodities and services.
The purpose of this type of restatement is to furnish estimates of the impact of price increases for 
replacement of inventories and property on the potential future net income of the business and thus 
assess the probability of future cash flows. Although these data may be useful for this purpose, they 
do not reflect specific plans for the replacement of property. A more meaningful estimate of the impact 
of such costs on future earnings is the estimated level of future capital expenditures which is set forth 
in the Financial Review: Management’s Discussion and Analysis (page 12).
Summary
In the accompanying Schedules, the effects of the application of the preceding methods on the 
past five years’ and the current year’s operations are summarized. Under both the constant dollar and 
the current cost methods, the net income (loss) of the business is lower (higher) than that determined 
under the historical cost method. What does this mean? It means that business, as well as individuals, 
is affected by inflation and that the purchasing power of business dollars also has declined. In addition, 
the costs of maintaining the productive capacity, as reflected in the current cost data (and estimate of 
future capital expenditures), have increased, and thus management must seek ways to cope with the 
impact of inflation through accounting methods such as the Last-In, First-Out (LIFO) method of 
inventory valuation, which matches current costs with current revenues, and through accelerated 
methods of depreciation.
Another significant adjustment is the restatement of stockholders’ equity—the investment base. 
The adjustment for general inflation (constant dollar) puts all the expenditures for these items on a 
consistent purchasing power basis—the average 1967 dollar. This adjustment decreases the historical 
stockholders’ equity, as represented by net assets in Schedule A, of about $17.8 billion to a constant 
dollar basis of $10.9 billion. In other words, the $17.8 billion represented in the financial statements 
has only $10.9 billion of purchasing power expressed in 1967 dollars. The net assets adjusted for 
specific prices (current cost restated in 1967 dollars), as shown in Schedule A, amounted to $11.4 
billion. This is $0.5 billion higher than that shown on a constant dollar basis due to the fact that the 
CPI-U index is accelerating more rapidly than the indices of specific prices applicable to General 
Motors.
Finally, it must be emphasized that there is a critical need for national monetary and fiscal policies 
designed to control inflation and to provide adequate capital for future business growth which, in turn, 
will mean increased productivity and employment.
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Schedule A
Comparison of Selected Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices 
(Dollars in Millions Except Per Share Amounts)
Historical cost data adjusted for general inflation (constant dollar) and changes in specific prices. 
(current cost). (A)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net Sales—as reported $57,728.5 $66,311.2 $63,221.1 $54,961.3 $47,181.0
—in constant 1967 dollars 23,390.8 30,501.9 32,354.7 30,281.7 27,672.1
Net Income (Loss)—as reported ($ 762.5) $ 2,892.7 $ 3,508.0 $ 3,337.5 $ 2,902.8—in constant 1967 dollars ( 1,023.8)(B) 817.0 1,384.5 1,580.9 1,485.4—in current cost 1967 dollars ( 829.5)(B) 829.5
Earnings (Loss) per share of
common stock—as reported ($ 2.65) $ 10.04 $ 12.24 $ 11.62 $ 10.08—in constant 1967 dollars ( 3.52)(B) 2.83 4.83 5.50 5.15
—in current cost 1967 dollars ( 2.86)(B) 2.87
Dividends per share of common
stock—as reported $ 2.95 $ 5.30 $ 6.00 $ 6.80 $ 5.55
—in constant 1967 dollars 1.20 2.44 3.07 3.75 3.26
Net income (loss) as a percent of
sales—as reported (1.3%) 4.4% 5.5% 6.1% 6.2%
—in constant 1967 dollars (4.4 ) 2.7 4.3 5.2 5.4
—in current cost 1967 dollars (3.5 ) 2.7
Net income (loss) as a percent of
stockholders’ equity—as reported (4.3%) 15.1% 20.0% 21.2% 20.2%
—in constant 1967 dollars (9.4 ) 6.7 11.2 13.1 14.8
—in current cost 1967 dollars (7.3 ) 6.4
Net assets at year-end—as reported $17,814.6 $19,179.3 $17,569.9 $15,766.9 $14,385.2
—in constant 1967 dollars 10,887.6 12,163.4 12,351.3 12,041.4 10,007.7
—in current cost 1967 dollars 11,377.2 12,982.7
Unrealized gain from decline in
purchasing power of dollars of
net amounts owed $ 182.3 $ 83.8
Increase in specific prices of
inventory and property over
increase in the general price
level—net decrease ($ 689.2) ($ 221.8)
Market price per common share
at year-end—unadjusted $ 45.00 $ 50.00 $ 53.75 $ 62.88 $ 78.50—in constant 1967 dollars 18.23 23.00 27.51 34.64 46.04
Average Consumer Price Index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
(A) Adjusted data have been determined by applying the Consumer Price Index—Urban to the data 
with 1967 (CPI-100) as the base year as specified by SFAS No. 33. Depreciation has been calculated 
on a straight-line basis for this calculation.
(B) These amounts will differ from those shown for constant dollar and current cost in Schedule B 
because a different base year has been used (1967 in Schedule A and 1980 in Schedule B) in order to 
illustrate the impact of changing prices in alternative forms.
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Schedule B
Schedule of Income (Loss) Adjusted for Changing Prices 
For The Year Ended December 31, 1980 
(Dollars in Millions Except Per Share Amounts)














Net Sales $57,728.5 $57,728.5 $57,728.5
Cost of sales 52,099.8 53,278.6 52,483.2
Depreciation and amortization 
expense 4,177.7 4,763.0 5,078.9
Other operating and 
nonoperating items—net 2,598.8 2,598.8 2,598.8
United States and other 
income taxes (credit) ( 385.3) ( 385.3) ( 385.3)
Total costs and expenses 58,491.0 60,255.1 59,775.6
Net Income (Loss) ($ 762.5) ($ 2,526.6)(A) ($ 2,047.1)(A)
Earnings (Loss) per share of 
common stock ($ 2.65) ($ 8.69)(A) ($ 7.05)(A)
Unrealized gain from decline 
in purchasing power of 
dollars of net amounts owed $ 449.8 $ 449.8
Increase in specific prices of 
inventory and property over 
increase in the general 
price level—net decrease ($ 1,700.9)(B)
(A) These amounts will differ from those shown for constant dollar and current cost in Schedule A 
because a different base year has been used (1967 in Schedule A and 1980 in Schedule B) in order to 
illustrate the impact of changing prices in alternative forms.
(B) At December 31, 1980, current cost of inventory was $9,015.7 million and current cost of real 
estate, plants and equipment (including special tools), net of accumulated depreciation and amorti­
zation, was $23,467.3 million. The current cost of property owned and the related depreciation and 
amortization expense were calculated by applying selected producer price indices to historical book 
values of machinery and equipment, the Marshall Valuation Service index to buildings and the use 
of assessed values for land.
TRW INC.
Financial Review
• • • •
Constant Dollar and Current Cost Information
Implicit in the accounting procedures applied by businesses in measuring and reporting the dollar 
amounts of assets, revenues, and expenses is the assumption that the monetary unit has the same 
value from one year to the next. Conventional accounting methods generally ignore the fact that 
monetary units are subject to fluctuation, the U.S. dollar being no exception.
The real value of the U.S. dollar is measured by the amount of goods and services for which it can 
be exchanged. This real value is commonly referred to as “purchasing power.” As our economy 
experiences periods of high inflation, or rising price levels, the purchasing power of our money 
dwindles.
1 4 2
In recent years, high inflation has had a devastating effect on the U.S. economy and industrial 
productivity. Some of the disparities created by continued high inflation are:
1. Personal income has not retained its purchasing power. Consumers are painfully aware that a 
1980 dollar buys about half as many goods and services as a 1970 dollar.
2. Corporate profits have been distorted. Sales are measured in inflated 1980 dollars whereas 
production costs are a mix of current and historical dollars. Some costs are measured in very old 
dollars, such as depreciation on plants acquired or machinery purchased many years ago.
3. Capital formation has been impaired. Industries that are capital intensive are faced with 
increasingly higher replacement costs on plants and machinery in conjunction with intense competi­
tion from foreign producers with more modern facilities.
4. The cost of debt and equity capital has increased. The era of a 6 percent interest rate on debt 
and a 10 percent expected return on equity has been replaced by 10-15 percent interest rates and 
expectations of a 15-20 percent return on equity.
To the extent that a portion of TRW's business is derived from low capital intensive industries, 
the company is insulated in part from inflation and rising costs. In addition, TRW has selected, where 
appropriate, accounting methods which match current costs with current revenues such as the last-in, 
first-out (LIFO) inventory method. However, as long as inflation is a pervasive and economic fact of 
life in the United States, TRW will continue to address the inherent problems associated with the 
presentation of historical dollar financial statements in an inflationary economy.
The following supplementary data address two different aspects, giving rise to two different 
methods, of reporting in an inflationary environment: (1) the effect of a rise in the general price level 
on the purchasing power of the dollar entitled “constant dollars” as measured by the U.S. Consumer 
Price Index (CPI) and (2) the specific price changes in the individual resources used by the company 
entitled “current costs.” Current costs differ from constant dollar amounts to the extent that specific 
prices have increased more or less rapidly than prices in general. The accompanying schedules present 
the 1980 Statement of Consolidated Earnings as reported in the primary financial statements and as 
adjusted under both methods.
Statement of Consolidated Earnings Adjusted for 
Constant Dollars and Current Costs
Year ended December 31, 1980
(Dollar amounts in millions As Constant Current
except per share data) Reported Dollars Costs
Net sales and other income $5,026.5 $5,026.5 $5,026.5
Cost of sales 3,609.5 3,658.2 3,672.3
Administrative and selling expenses 825.7 825.7 825.7
Depreciation expense 129.3 215.0 190.4
Interest expense 66.6 66.6 66.6
Other expenses 26.0 26.0 26.0
4,657.1 4,791.5 4,781.0
Earnings before income taxes 369.4 235.0 245.5
Income taxes 157.5 157.5 157.5
Net earnings $ 211.9 $ 77.5 $ 88.0
Fully diluted earnings per share of Common stock $ 5.69 $ 2.08 $ 2.37
Effective income tax rate 42.6% 67.0% 64.1%
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Comparison of Selected Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices 
(In Average 1980 Dollars in Millions Except Per Share Data)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales and other income
As reported 
Adjusted for general
$5,026.5 $4,605.7 $3,829.8 $3,308.2 $2,960.2









Fully diluted earnings per
share of common stock
As reported 
Adjusted for general









$ 2.15 $ 1.95 $ 1.75 $ 1.55 $ 1.35
inflation 2.15 2.21 2.21 2.11 1.95
Market price per common share
As reported 
Adjusted for general
$ 60.63 $ 38.38 $ 36.00 $ 32.50 $ 36.75









Gain from decline in
purchasing power on 
net amounts owed $ 74.2 $ 79.0
Excess of increase in constant
dollars of inventories, 
property, plant, and 
equipment over increase 
in current costs** $ 129.3 $ 42.6
Average Consumer Price Index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
*Only inventories, and property, plant, and equipment have been adjusted in the computation of net 
assets at year end.
**At December 31, 1980, the estimated current cost of inventories, and property, plant, and equip­
ment, net of accumulated depreciation, was $919.0 million and $1,398.9 million, respectively. Esti­
mated current cost of inventories and property, plant, and equipment held during all or part of 1980 
increased by approximately $114.1 million, which was $129.3 million less than the estimated in­
crease due to general inflation.
An analysis of the Comparison of Selected Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing 
Prices reveals an increase in net sales and other income of 17 percent over the five year period even 
after considering the effects of general inflation. This compares to a 70 percent increase on an histori­
cal basis. Also, cash dividends paid per common share have outpaced the rate of general inflation by 10 
percent over the five year period.
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Income Taxes
The inflation adjustments are not deductible for tax purposes. Therefore, the effective tax rate 
for earnings adjusted to constant dollars becomes 67 percent and for earnings adjusted to current cost 
64 percent. These figures reveal that inflation raises the effective tax rate on income to levels signifi­
cantly higher than the statutory rate, and thereby reduces the amount of earnings available for future 
growth and shareholder dividends.
Gain from Decline in Purchasing Power on Net Amounts Owed
When prices are increasing, the holding of monetary assets (e.g., cash and receivables) results in 
a loss of general purchasing power. Similarly, amounts owed produce a gain in general purchasing 
power because the amount of money required to settle the liabilities represents dollars of diminished 
purchasing power. The net gain in purchasing power presented in the Comparison of Selected Finan­
cial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices has not been included in the Statement of 
Consolidated Earnings. The amount has been calculated based on the company’s average net mone­
tary liabilities for the year multiplied by the change in the CPI for the year. Such amount does not 
represent funds available for distribution to shareholders.
Increases in Current Cost of Inventories and Properties
Under current cost accounting, increases in current cost of inventories and properties during the 
year are not included in consolidated earnings. The constant dollar increase which measures the effect 
of general inflation exceeded the increase in current cost during the year by $129.3 million.
Constant Dollar Measurements
Constant dollar accounting is a technique which involves adjusting historical amounts of certain 
assets and expenses each year to dollars having the same general purchasing power.
This approach is directed at measuring the impact of general inflation. The constant dollar 
concept does not concern itself with changes in the value of certain specific assets; therefore, in the 
absence of general inflation, there is no outside force having an impact on the historical financial 
statements.
The supplementary data presented on a constant dollar basis are expressed in average constant 
dollars for the year and solely reflect adjustments that have occurred in the purchasing power of the 
dollar as measured by the United States Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers. This Index 
may not be the most appropriate measure of the rate of general inflation.
Current Cost Measurements
Current cost accounting is a technique which involves measuring and reporting certain assets and 
expenses at their estimated current cost at the balance sheet date or at the date of use or sale.
This approach is directed at two separate and discrete concepts. It measures the impact of 
inflation and accounts for changes in value of certain specific assets. Therefore, even in the absence of 
general inflation, current cost accounting attempts to assess the implications of specific price changes 
on certain assets and determines the impact of those price changes on the financial statements.
Inventories have been estimated on the basis of standard costs adjusted to reflect the current 
costs for material, labor, and overhead. The current cost of sales was estimated through adjustment of 
historical costs for the approximate time lag between incurring inventory costs and their subsequent 
conversion into sales revenues. The use of the LIFO method in the primary financial statements for 
determining cost for certain inventories has minimized the impact of adjusting cost of sales to a 
current cost basis.
The current cost of most property items has been computed by applying published indices, 
representative of the company’s businesses, to the historical costs of appropriate classes of assets. In 
the prior year, current quoted market prices and appraisals were used.
Current cost depreciation has been estimated primarily on a straight-line basis using the same 
estimates of useful life and salvage value utilized in the primary financial statements. Average current 
cost of properties during the year was used in determining the basis upon which depreciation expense 
was computed.
Current cost calculations involve a substantial number of assumptions and judgments as well as 
the use of various estimating techniques that have been employed to limit the cost of accumulating the 
data. The data reported should not be thought of as precise measurements of the assets and expenses 
involved, but instead represent reasonable approximations of the price changes that have occurred in 
the business environment in which the company operates.
Current cost does not purport to represent the amount at which the assets could be sold.
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AMERICAN STANDARD INC.
Management Discussion and Analysis
• • • •
Inflation Accounting
The Company has used current cost concepts for a number of years in evaluating the performance 
of its operating units. In our 1979 annual report we said, “We expect that comparisons of American- 
Standard inflation-adjusted statements with those for other companies will illustrate the relatively 
conservative nature of our accounting policies. The Company uses worldwide LIFO inventory ac­
counting, which states cost of goods sold at current costs and eliminates ‘inventory profits’ from 
reported profit results.” In August 1980 Arthur Young & Company published a survey* of how 300 
companies complied with Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33, “Financial Reporting 
and Changing Prices” (FAS No. 33). This survey showed that income from continuing operations for 
nonfinancial industry groups decreased from reported results by 43 percent after Constant Dollar 
adjustments. By way of comparison, the decrease for American-Standard was only 15 percent. In 
addition, the net assets of American-Standard increased by 63 percent under Constant Dollars, 
compared with an average industry increase of only 52 percent.
The supplementary statements included in this report show comparisons with the 1979 data as 
reported last year. The 1979 data are also presented after conversion to 1980 dollar values, with the 
reported data increased by the rate of inflation, which was 13.5 percent in 1980. The restatement of 
the historical, or primary, statements presented in this report under the heading “Changing Prices 
Data” takes two forms:
• Constant Dollar, which, by adjusting the Financial Statements for changes in the U.S. Con­
sumer Price Index, translates historical dollars into dollars with the same general purchasing 
power, and
• Current Cost, which adjusts the financial statements for the specific impact of inflation on the 
Company’s assets.
The Company’s inflation-adjusted results in 1980 were affected significantly by several “special 
items”: a gain arising from an estimated insurance recovery related to the fire at a major plant and 
provisions for plant closings and product line restructuring. While the provisions were somewhat 
more than the insurance gain in the primary income statements, these items had a substantially 
greater adverse effect on the inflation-adjusted earnings. The facilities and inventories for the affected 
operations were previously carried in the inflation-adjusted balance sheets at reproduction values. 
Consequently, the inflation-adjusted income statements reflected a significant additional charge at­
tributable to the asset disposals. If we compare the inflation-adjusted “income before special items and 
taxes” with the primary income statement in 1980, the reduction was 11 percent by the Constant 
Dollar method and 12 percent by Current Cost. The reduction in “net income,” including the special 
items and taxes, amounted to 32 percent for Constant Dollar and 34 percent for Current Cost.
*“Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: A Survey of How 300 Companies Complied with FAS 
33.”




(1980 vs. 1976) 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Sales (in millions)
As reported 13%* $2,674 $2,432 $2,111 $1,792 $1,654
In 1980 dollars 3%* $2,674 $2,760 $2,666 $2,436 $2,394
Common Stock dividends**
As reported 36% $ 2.00 $ 1.53 $ 1.18 $ 0.86 $ 0.58
In 1980 dollars 24% $ 2.00 $ 1.73 $ 1.48 $ 1.18 $ 0.84
Common Stock year-end prices**
As reported 23% $32.88 $27.38 $20.68 $19.25 $14.25
In 1980 dollars 12% $32.88 $31.07 $26.13 $26.18 $20.63
Average U.S. Consumer
Price Index 10% 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
Year-to-year percent change 13.5% 11.3% 7.7% 6.5% 5.8%
*1976 sales include revenues from several operations that were being disposed of as part of the 
redeployment program. Excluding those sales, the Company’s average annual compound growth 
rate for historical sales would be 15% and for Constant Dollar sales would be 5%.
**Dividends and year-end prices for prior years have been adjusted to reflect the two-for-one stock 
split.
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The 1980 “income before special items and taxes” shows a decline from 1979 of 3 percent in both 
Constant Dollar and in Current Cost terms. These reductions are largely a result of lower volumes for 
our Construction and Mining Equipment and domestic Building Products businesses.
A major adjustment to income necessitated by both Constant Dollar and Current Cost concepts is 
the restatement of depreciation to reflect the inflated cost of plant and facilities. For 1980, book 
depreciation of $61 million was increased by $26 million to reflect the general increase in prices 
(Constant Dollars) and by an additional $3 million to reflect the increases in cost of plant and facilities 
specifically applicable to our businesses (Current Cost).
The increase in the Company’s net assets this year, 69 percent for Constant Dollar and 79 percent 
for Current Cost, is largely a result of the restating of LIFO inventory and facilities to reproduction 
values. As a consequence, stockholders’ equity per share increases from $23.39 a share in the primary 
statements to $39.56 and $41.86 in the Constant Dollar and Current Cost statements, respectively.
The effective tax rate is higher under the Current Cost concept. American-Standard’s income tax 
rate would increase from 39 percent as published to 49 percent on the inflation-adjusted financial 
statements. Since Current Cost depreciation is not deductible for income tax purposes, the Company 
has to pay income taxes on what is in part a consumption of capital.
Statement of Income 
Adjusted for 
Changing Prices 
(Dollars in millions, 
















1980 $s 1979 as Reported
Sales $2,674 $2,432 $2,674 $2,760 $2,432 $2,674 $2,760 $2,432
Operating costs
and expenses 2,295 2,095 2,297 2,374 2,091 2,297 2,374 2,091
Interest and corporate
expenses 57 53 57 60 53 57 60 53
Depreciation 61 52 87 86 76 90 90 80
Income before special
items and taxes 261 232 233 240 212 230 236 208
Special items (4) — (26) — — (26) — —
Income before taxes
on income 257 232 207 240 212 204 236 208
Taxes on income 100 100 100 113 100 100 113 100
Net income $ 157 $ 132 $ 107 $ 127 $ 112 $ 104 $ 123 $ 108
Net income per share $ 5.69 $ 4.76 $ 3.87 $ 4.57 $ 4.03 $ 3.78 $ 4.41 $ 3.88
Stockholders’ equity $ 636 $ 549 $1,074(1) $1,014(1) $ 893(1) $1,136(1) $1,145(1) $1,009(1)
Stockholders’ equity
per share $23.39 $19.87 $39.56 $36.77 $32.39 $41.86 $41.54 $36.59





1979 at 1979 As 
1980 1980 $s Reported
1979 at 1979 As 
1980 1980 $s Reported
LIFO inventory adjustments $ 190 $ 215 $ 142 $ 182 $ 236 $ 161
Net facility adjustments 182 220 142 252 330 239
Other balance sheet adjustments 66 30 60 66 30 60
$ 438 $ 465 $ 344 $ 500 $ 596 $ 460
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Technical Notes on Preparation of Changing-Prices Data
The changing-prices data have been prepared following the principles of “Constant Dollar” ac­
counting and “Current Cost” accounting provided in Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 
No. 33, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices” (FAS No. 33). These accounting methods are 
experimental in nature, and the adjusted data are only estimates of the effects of inflation.
The Constant Dollar adjustments arise from comprehensively restating each element of the 
balance sheet into dollars of similar purchasing power, through the use of the Consumer Price Index 
for all Urban Consumers (CPI). The adjusted data are expressed in terms of average 1980 dollars; 
1979 data have also been restated into 1980 dollars.
In addition to the adjustments related to inventories and facilities, adjustments of other non­
monetary assets and liabilities have been included in net income.
The adjustment for monetary items is shown separately and for 1980 represents a holding gain 
from the decline in purchasing power of net amounts owed of $23 million compared with $25 million in 
1979. This gain arises from holding and subsequently settling liabilities with dollars having less 
purchasing power than the dollars received when the liabilities were incurred. Although the holding 
gain on monetary items may be considered an economic offset to interest expense and foreign ex­
change translation losses included in net income, FAS No. 33 requires that it be shown as a separate 
item below net income.
Because the CPI is a measure of inflation’s impact on consumers and relates solely to inflation in 
the United States, a more relevant measure of changing prices is the “Current Cost” accounting 
method. Our “Current Cost” statements are the same as “Constant Dollar” statements except that 
inventories have been adjusted to actual current costs and fixed assets have been adjusted to esti­
mated current costs, principally by using local replacement cost indices for each industry and country 
in which we operate rather than the CPI. No consideration has been given to the replacement of assets 
with assets that are different or more technologically advanced. The Company’s unit product costs 
increased in 1980 less than the overall rate of inflation, and the increase in the current cost of facilities 
was also less than the rate of inflation. For 1980, the increase in specific prices of inventories and 
facilities amounted to $85 million, $66 million less than the $151 million attributable to the increase in 
the general price level used for Constant Dollar. The difference in 1979 was $15 million.
For both restatements, the same lives and methods of depreciation have been employed for the 
inflation-adjusted statements as for the primary financial statements. No depreciation expense, there­
fore, is ascribed to fully depreciated assets. Because the carrying value of the excess of cost over net 
assets of businesses purchased is adjusted for inflation, it has been amortized for purposes of these 
presentations, and the amortization expense has been included in net income.
In accordance with FAS No. 33, income taxes have not been adjusted.
Other Manufacturing
FISHER SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
Supplementary Information on the Effects of Changing Prices
In response to the significant impact of inflation on the nation’s economy, the Financial Account­
ing Standards Board (FASB) has developed experimental computational and reporting guidelines 
which attempt to measure the effect of inflation on reported corporate earnings. The experimental 
guidelines, as set forth in FASB Statement No. 33, result in measurement of the impact of inflation 
through two methods, constant dollar and current cost accounting. The company has elected the 
partial restatement method as provided in the Statement. Under this method, only inventories, cost of 
products sold, properties net of accumulated depreciation, and depreciation are restated for the 
effects of inflation. Restatement of the remaining accounts would not materially affect the results. The 
following paragraphs discuss the computational methods employed by the company. It should be noted 
that both measurement methods involve the use of estimates and assumptions and thus the results 
may not accurately reflect the impact of inflation on the company’s operations.
Constant Dollar
The objective of this method is to provide financial information in dollars of equal purchasing 
power through the application of the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) to 
inventories, cost of products sold, properties net of accumulated depreciation, and depreciation.
As described in the Statement of Accounting Policies, the company uses the LIFO inventory
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method for substantially all domestic inventories, while non-U.S. inventories are determined princi­
pally on an average cost basis. Management has determined that the turnover rate for both groups of 
inventory is sufficient to minimize the impact of cost changes throughout the year. Accordingly, cost 
of products sold stated on a constant dollar basis approximates the amount reported on a historical cost basis.
The historical cost of properties was adjusted through application of the CPI-U, and related 
depreciation was calculated using the same methods employed in the historical cost financial 
statements.
Current Cost
The objective of the current cost method is to reflect the effects of changes in specific prices of the 
resources used in company operations, which may increase at a different rate than the CPI-U.
Inventories have been adjusted to reflect current cost by using gross inventories before adjust­
ment for LIFO. Cost of products sold on a current cost basis approximates the amount reported on a 
historical cost basis.
The current cost of properties was determined by several methods, including application of 
certain construction cost indices to recorded historical values, collection of current price quotations, 
analysis of tax assessment records as they relate to land values, and reference to recent sales of 
comparable land parcels. Related depreciation was calculated using the same methods employed in the 
historical cost basis financial statements.
Analysis of Supplementary Information
The results of these computations are shown in the Consolidated Statement of Income Adjusted 
for Changing Prices. As expected, net income on both a constant dollar and current cost method is less 
than as reported in the primary financial statements on a historical cost basis, due to the effect of the 
adjustment to depreciation. These results demonstrate that the cost of replacing the assets used in the 
company’s operations has risen significantly from their recorded historical costs, on both a constant 
dollar and a current cost basis.The provision for income taxes has not been adjusted for either the constant dollar or current cost 
method. The effective tax rate therefore increased from 48.4% in the historical cost basis financial 
statements to 51.4% on the constant dollar method and 51.1% on the current cost method.
The loss from decline in purchasing power of net amounts owed attempts to measure the effect of 
general inflation on the company’s monetary assets and liabilities such as cash, accounts receivable, 
accounts payable and long-term debt. Since the company’s monetary assets exceed its monetary 
liabilities, inflation will affect the company to the extent that the excess will be received in dollars of 
reduced purchasing power. The $605,000 loss from decline in purchasing power of the net monetary 
items represents a theoretical unrealized loss which will not be realized until the liabilities and assets 
are liquidated with dollars having less purchasing power.
The Statement also provides for a measurement of the effect of the current year’s inflation 
relative to replacing the company’s inventories and net properties. The results of this measurement 
indicate that the increase in the current cost of the company’s inventories and net properties held 
during the year was less than the increase in the general price level as measured by the CPI-U.
The Five-Year Summary of Selected Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices 
provides a comparison of selected data expressed in terms of average 1980 dollars. Although revenues 
restated to constant dollars increased at an average compound annual rate of 6.8%, this rate should 
not be viewed as the “real” increase in volume of products sold as the CPI-U is not necessarily 
reflective of actual price increases throughout the five-year period.
Summary
The supplementary information presented on the effects of changing prices is based upon the 
experimental standards promulgated by the FASB and necessarily includes various estimates and 
assumptions. Accordingly, management has not concluded that such information accurately portrays 
the effects of inflation on company operations. However, it does highlight certain economic trends 
which serve to indicate the pervasive effects of inflation on the economy and the company.
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Consolidated Statement of Income Adjusted for Changing Prices
For the year ended December 31, 1980 
As reported Adjusted for Adjusted for 
in the primary general changes in
statements inflation specific prices
(Historical Cost) (Constant Dollar) (Current Cost)
(In thousands of average 1980 dollars)
Revenue ................................................... $425,068__________$425,068_________$425,068
Costs and expenses:
Cost of products sold........................... 293,718 293,718 293,718
Distribution, administrative
and general.......................................  89,195 89,195 89,195
Product development........................... 3,910 3,910 3,910
Depreciation......................................... 3,728 5,507 5,310
Interest................................................  4,108____________ 4,108____________4,108
394,659__________ 396,438__________ 396,241
Income before provision for
income taxes......................................... 30,409 28,630 28,827
Provision for income taxes...................... 14,724____________14,724___________ 14,724
Net income............................................... $ 15,685_________ $ 13,906_________ $ 14,103
Earnings per common share.................. $ 3.21_________ $ 2.84_________ $ 2.88
Net assets................................................  $111,743__________$155,897_________ $139,631
$ 605 $ 605
Effect of increase in general price
level (constant dollar) of 
inventories and properties
held during the year............................ $ 15,605
Less—Effect of increase in 
specific prices
(current cost)*........................ ...... 8,012
Excess of increase in general price 
level over the increase in 
specific prices of inventories 
and properties held during
the year................................................  $ 7,593
* At December 31, 1980, the current cost of inventories was $88,116 and the current cost of properties 
net of accumulated depreciation was $53,949.
Five-Year Summary of Selected Data Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices
Year ended December 31,
_______________________________ 1980_______ 1979_______ 1978_______ 1977_______ 1976
(In thousands of average 1980 dollars)
Revenue .......................................  $425,068 $398,718 $382,013 $366,670 $326,902
Cash dividends declared per
common share........................... .48 .45 .42 .37 .29
Market price per commonshare at year end...................... 32.83 19.46 13.82 18.10 16.08
Average consumer price indexfor all urban consumers...........  246.8_______ 217.4______ 195.4_______181.5______ 170.5
Cash dividends and market price per share were adjusted for the 20% stock dividend paid in 1980.
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NORLIN CORPORATION
General Information Regarding Inflation Accounting (unaudited)
In accordance with the provisions of the Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33 
“Financial Reporting and Changing Prices” (“FASB No. 33”) the company is required to disclose the 
effects of inflation by utilizing two different techniques, constant dollar and current-cost accounting.
Constant dollar accounting is a method of reporting financial statement elements in dollars of the 
same general purchasing power. To develop this information, FASB No. 33 requires that cost of goods 
sold and depreciation included in income from continuing operations, and net assets be adjusted for 
inflation by using the Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U) published by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor. The effect of these adjustments was to 
increase the net loss from continuing operations by $8.9 million and to reflect net assets (shareholders’ 
equity) in average 1980 dollars at $147.5 million which is $54.8 million greater than the amounts 
reported on the Company’s consolidated balance sheet. Neither of these calculations give considera­
tion to any assumed tax consequences. Additionally, the rules require the Company to measure the 
gain or loss on net monetary items. The calculations indicate a purchasing power gain of $7.8 million on 
net monetary amounts owed. This computation purports to measure the gain from paying fixed 
current obligations with average 1980 dollars. However, this computation fails to recognize that a 
major portion of the net monetary amounts owed consisted of long-term debt which will be paid at 
various future maturity dates through 1989.
The CPI-U compared what the “market basket” of goods and services cost in the current period 
against what it cost in 1967 (the base year for the current index). The reader is cautioned that the 
CPI-U is intended to measure the effects of inflation on the U.S. urban consumer and, therefore, has 
certain limitations when applied to a business, especially one having significant non-U.S. operations. 
Management does not consider the CPI-U a proper index to adjust financial statements to reflect 
inflation.
Current-cost accounting is an alternative method under the provisions of FASB No. 33, which 
attempts to measure the dollars that would be expended if an asset were to be acquired on the balance 
sheet date. The Company used externally developed price indexes to develop the current cost for 95% 
of the property, plant and equipment at the Music and Technology locations. For our Beer business 
the Company used recent appraisals that purported to measure the current cost of the asset as if it 
were new after deducting an allowance for depreciation. Current-cost depreciation was calculated on 
the straight line method using the historical depreciation rates applied to the estimated current cost of 
productive capacity.
The estimated current cost of inventories and related effect on cost of sales was calculated by 
utilizing LIFO values (with appropriate tests for validity), which is the Company’s primary method of 
accounting for inventories. Approximately 55% and 60% of the Company’s inventory were based on 
LIFO for 1980 and 1979, respectively. As a result of using LIFO and the rapid turnover of the major 
portion of non-LIFO inventory in 1980, cost of sales for both current-cost and financial statement 
purposes are substantially the same. In 1979, cost of sales for current-cost is greater than cost of sales 
for statement purposes by $700,000 as a result of selling LIFO base inventory which has a historical 
cost less than current-cost.
All current-cost amounts related to foreign assets were translated into U.S. dollars at exchange 
rates in effect at year end; amounts related to foreign cost of sales were translated into U.S. dollars 
using average exchange rates.
The current cost method, although better suited to measure inflation, also has certain limitations 
since the indexes used are not directly identified to the specific operations of the Company.
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The effect of applying the above rule on reported results of operations and net assets (sharehold­
ers’ equity) is as follows:
(In millions) Constant Dollar Current Cost
1980 1979 1980 1979
Net income (loss) as reported in the 
primary statement of income $ (3.9) $ 9.8 $ (3.9) $ 9.8
Adjustments:
Depreciation (4.0) (3.0) (3.7) (2.7)
Cost of goods sold (4.9) (5.3) — ( .7)
Net income (loss) as adjusted for 
inflation (see note below) $ (12.8) $ 1.5 $ (7.6) $ 6.4
Net assets (shareholders’ equity) as 
prepared in the primary Balance Sheet $ 92.7 $ 98.0 $ 92.7 $ 98.0
Adjustments:
Inventory 16.1 13.5 10.7 9.3
Net property, plant and equipment 38.7 35.4 35.4 31.8
Net assets (shareholders’ equity) as 
adjusted for inflation $ 147.5 $ 146.9 $ 138.8 $ 139.1
Note: The above computation of net income (loss) adjusted for the effects of inflation does not include 
any related adjustments for income taxes, the indicated purchasing power gains of $7.8 and $8.6 
million nor the above increases in net assets (shareholders’ equity).
Under both the constant dollar and current cost methods, the net results of the Company are 
lower than that determined under the historical cost method used in the primary financial statements. 
Under each method, however, because of the Company’s financial structure, i.e., monetary liabilities 
in excess of monetary assets, the indicated decline in net income is offset by the gain from decline in 
purchasing power of net amounts owed, (except for $1.1 million under the constant dollar method in 
1980). Of additional significance is that the rules governing presentation of this information prohibit 
adjusting income tax expense for the effect of the increase in costs as determined under the constant 
dollar and current cost computations. Shareholders equity at December 31, 1980, as adjusted for 
inflation under either method, is considerably higher than the historical cost amount reflected in the 
primary financial statements and is higher than the adjusted amount for December 31, 1979. The 
increase is the result of the higher cost of inventory, property, plant and equipment in current year 
dollars instead of historical dollars. The increase is greater on a constant dollar basis due to the CPI-U 
index accelerating more rapidly than the indexes of specific prices applicable to the company.
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Five Year Comparison of 
Selected Financial Data
Adjusted for the Effects of For the Years Ended December 31
Inflation (stated in average 
1980 dollars) (in millions) 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales and other 
operating revenues $274.8 $312.5 $340.2 $325.5 $308.7
Constant Dollar Information
Net income (loss) $(12.8) $ 1.5 * * *
Net income (loss) per 
common share $(6.80) $ .80 * * *
Net assets (shareholders’ 
equity at year end $147.5 $146.9 * * *
Purchasing power gain of net 
monetary amounts owed 
during the year $ 7.8 $ 8.6 * * *
Current Cost Information
Net income (loss) $ (7.6) $ 6.4 * * *
Net income (loss) per 
common share $(4.04) $ 3.40 * * *
Net assets (shareholders’ 
equity) at year end $138.8 $139.1 * * *
Additional Inflation 
Information
Difference between increases 
in general price level 
over increases in 
specific prices $ 14.5 $ 10.3 * * *
Cash dividends per 
common share $ .82 $ 1.81 $ 2.01 $ 1.84 $ 1.80
Market price per common 
share at year end $ 12⅞ $ 19¾ $ 24 $ 31⅛ $ 24%
Average consumer price index 
(1967=100) 247 217 195 181 170
*This information is not required for years ended prior to December 25, 1979.
Inflation affects the funds available for taxes, dividends and reinvestment. Depreciation based on 
historical costs understates the cost of replacing capital equipment. The impact of inflation on inven­
tory is substantially reflected in the primary financial statements because the company uses the LIFO 
method of inventory valuation for the majority of its inventory. In coping with inflation the company 
expects to modify its selling prices to recognize cost changes, competitive and regulatory conditions 
permitting. In addition, a primary goal is to offset inflationary forces by improving productivity 
through capital investment in technological improvements. Norlin’s capital expenditures during 
recent years, particularly in its beer business which requires more investment in productive capacity 
than its other businesses, have exceeded depreciation expense under either method of inflation ac­
counting.
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GANNETT CO., INC.Supplementary Information Regarding Inflation and Changing Prices
Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 33, Financial Reporting and Changing 
Prices, requires that large business enterprises experiment with the measuring and reporting of the 
effects of changing prices (inflation) using methods of measurement and formats for reporting pre­
scribed in the statement. Selected information is required in addition to the historical cost financial 
statements in an attempt to provide information that shows the more significant impacts of inflation on 
the Company’s results of operations and financial position.
Methods of Measuring Effects of Inflation
The statement prescribes two supplementary income computations, one dealing with the effects 
of general inflation (constant dollars) and the other dealing with the effects of changes in the specific 
prices of resources used by the Company (current cost). Both the constant dollar and current cost 
disclosures are related principally to the Company’s inventories and property, plant, and equipment.
The constant dollar data shown in the schedules presents certain historical cost financial informa­
tion that has been adjusted only for changes that have occurred in the general purchasing power of the 
dollar as measured by the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U). Therefore, it is 
the traditional financial information restated to a common unit of measurement, i.e., the average value 
of a dollar during 1980.
The current cost data shown in the schedules presents the effects of changes in specific prices. 
For this purpose property, plant, and equipment, inventories and related costs and expenses have 
been restated to their estimated current cost.
The estimated current cost of newsprint inventory (approximately 60% of historical cost inven­
tory dollars as of the end of 1980) is based upon year-end invoice prices. The remaining inventory is 
valued at historical cost which approximates current cost. The estimated current cost of the Com­
pany’s property, plant, and equipment was determined using a number of different methods. For land, 
the estimated current cost was determined by independent appraisal; for buildings and improvements, 
internal engineering studies were used; for most machinery and equipment including presses, com­
puters, broadcast equipment, and autos and trucks, specific pricing was used; for outdoor advertising 
structures a combination of engineering estimates and specific pricing was used; and for the remaining 
machinery and equipment and furniture and fixtures indexing was used. Since each of these methods 
necessarily requires the use of assumptions and estimates, the resulting current costs and their effect 
on operations should not be viewed as precise indicators of the effects of inflation.
As permitted by Statement No. 33, all revenues and expenses other than depreciation and cost of 
sales are assumed to have occurred proportionately in relation to the changing Consumer Price Index, 
over the course of the year. Therefore, these income statement items are assumed to be stated in 
average 1980 dollars in the historical cost financial statements and require no adjustment in the 
constant dollar column or the current cost column shown in the schedules. Both cost of sales and 
depreciation have been adjusted for the effects of changes in the general price level (constant dollar) 
and of changes in specific prices (current cost). The adjustments to depreciation have been made using 
the same estimated useful lives and methods as used in the historical cost financial statements.
Purchasing Power Gain
Inflation also affects the Company’s monetary assets, such as cash, marketable securities, and 
receivables which lose purchasing power during inflationary periods since these assets will purchase 
fewer goods or services in the future. The Company’s monetary liabilities are also affected by inflation 
since less purchasing power will be required to satisfy the obligations. Since the Company has been in 
a net monetary liability position (the Company’s monetary liabilities exceed its monetary assets) 
during a period in which purchasing power declined, the Company has a gain in purchasing power. The 
gain from the decline in purchasing power of the net monetary liabilities owed is determined by calculat­
ing the net monetary liabilities at the beginning and end of the year, adjusted for the change in those 
liabilities during the year in terms of average 1980 dollars.
The following schedules summarize the effect of the application of the preceding methods on the 
Company’s 1980 operations and selected information for the past five years. The information pre­
sented has been determined in accordance with the provisions of Statement No. 33.
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Consolidated Statement of Income 
Adjusted for Changing Prices
(In Thousands)________  ______
Operating Revenues.................................................
Operating Expenses





Provision for income taxes....................................
Net income........................................................................
Gain from decline in purchasing power of net 
amounts owed...............................................................
Effect of increase in general price level on inventories 
and property, plant, and equipment held 
during the year..............................................................
Effect of increase in specific price level.........................
Excess of increase in general price level over 
increase in the specific price level..............................
















$ 151,985 $ 125,295 $ 138,666




At December 28, 1980, the current cost of inventory was $26,397 and the current cost of property, 
plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, was $666,825.__________________________
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected 
Supplementary Financial Data 
Adjusted for Effects of 
Changing Prices 
(In Thousands Except for
Per Share Amounts) 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Total Operating Revenues
Historical...................................... $1,214,983 $1,065,244 $ 979,464 $ 785,511 $668,433Average 1980 dollars................... 1,214,983 1,209,302 1,237,112 1,068,122 967,562
Historical Cost Information




Income per share before $
125,295 $ 130,244
extraordinary items.................. $ 2.32 $ 2.43Net assets at year-end.................
Current Cost Information* 
Income before extraordinary
$ 958,248 $ 911,541
items ........................................ $ 138,666 $ 141,651
Income per share before
extraordinary items..................
Excess of increase in general
$ 2.56 $ 2.64
price level over increase 
in the specific price level......... $ 8,286 $ 18,537Net assets at year-end................
Gain from Decline in $
922,675 $ 890,655
Purchasing Power of Net 
Amounts Owed*....................... $ 24,322 $ 27,031
Cash Dividends Declared Per 
Common Share
Historical...................................... $ 1.38 $ 1.21 $ .93 $ .77 $ .57
Average 1980 dollars...................
Market Price Per Share at
$ 1.38 $ 1.37 $ 1.17 $ 1.05 $ .83
Year-End
Historical...................................... $ 36.50 $ 31.92 $ 27.17 $ 25.25 $ 26.25
Average 1980 dollars................... $ 34.86 $ 34.27 $ 33.05 $ 33.49 $ 37.17
Average Consumer Price Index.. 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
*Amounts in average 1980 dollars.
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Management Review of Information Presented
Consolidated Statement of Income Adjusted for Changing Prices
Net income of $152 million based on historical dollars is reduced to $139 million on a current cost 
basis and $125 million in constant dollars. In determining these adjusted amounts, only cost of sales 
and depreciation were adjusted. In both cases, the adjustment to cost of sales is relatively small. This 
is because the Company’s inventories are not a significant factor in the determination of the cost of 
sales and they turn over rapidly. However, a more substantial adjustment is needed to reflect the 
impact of inflation on the Company’s property, plant, and equipment that have relatively longer lives. 
Depreciation computed on a constant dollar basis increased $24.0 million. Based on current cost, 
depreciation increased $11.7 million. This indicates that changes in the general price level, as mea­
sured by the CPI-U, have occurred faster than changes in the specific prices of the property, plant, 
and equipment used by the Company. Management believes that the CPI-U is not the best general 
index for measuring the effects of inflation on the Company.
Statement No. 33, which governs this presentation, does not permit adjusting income tax ex­
pense for the cost increases determined under either the constant dollar or current cost computations. 
If this adjustment were allowed under Statement No. 33, which would also assume that the govern­
ment would modify the tax depreciation rules to allow for additional depreciation deductions based 
upon inflation adjusted costs, net income would have decreased $13.3 million or 25¢ per share on a 
constant dollar basis and $6.6 million or 12)¢ per share on a current cost basis.
Net income determined on the constant dollar basis and on the current cost basis does not include 
the gain that results from the decline in the purchasing power of net amounts owed. This gain is not 
included since theoretically it will not be realized until the net monetary liabilities are repaid with 
dollars having less purchasing power. On a constant dollar basis, had this gain been included, net 
income would have decreased $2.4 million or 4¢ per share. Had this gain been included on a current 
cost basis, net income would have increased $11.0 million or 20ft per share.
In all three of the Company’s business segments, subject to normal competitive conditions, the 
Company has been able to pass along rising costs through increased selling prices. Management 
believes that the Company is in a position to maintain current margins through this policy. The reader 
should also be aware that the current cost data and related depreciation reflect the current cost of the 
service potential embodied in the assets currently owned by the Company. With respect to the Com­
pany’s newspaper publishing segment, there are opportunities to replace current plant and equipment 
with assets of improved technology. If the Company were to utilize this improved technology, many 
costs other than depreciation (e.g. labor costs, repairs and maintenance and utility costs) would be 
altered. Although these expected cost changes cannot be quantified with precision, management 
believes that the cost savings resulting from such technological improvements would approach levels 
that would offset the increased depreciation. With respect to the broadcasting and outdoor advertising 
segments, there would be little change in the level of operating costs.
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Chang­
ing Prices
Net sales for the five-year period from 1976 to 1980, expressed in average 1980 dollars, shows a 
compound growth rate of 5.9% as compared to a compound growth rate of 16.1% calculated on a 
historical basis. Net assets at the end of 1980 for both the constant dollar computation and the current 
cost computation have been determined by increasing shareholders’ equity of $766 million at De­
cember 28, 1980, as reported in the historical cost financial statements, by the excess of the constant 
dollar or current cost values, as appropriate, for inventories and property, plant, and equipment over 
the respective historical amounts.
Cash dividends declared per common share on a historical basis have increased from $.57 per 
share in 1976 to $1.38 per share in 1980. When calculated on the basis of average 1980 dollars, cash 
dividends have increased from $.83 per share to $1.38 per share. This indicates that the Company has 
provided dividend increases at a greater rate than the growth in the Consumer Price Index.
Management believes that the preceding information provides an introduction to the evaluation of 
the effects of inflation on the Company. However, this information cannot be used with any certainty. 
Income determined on a constant dollar basis is an attempt to report financial statement elements in 
dollars having the same general purchasing power. This is based on a little understood concept that a 
business earns profits only after income has been adjusted to give effect to maintaining the purchasing 
power of the Company’s capital. Income determined on a current cost basis requires the use of 
assumptions and estimates which may not be precise indicators of the effects of changes in specific 
prices on the Company’s financial position and operations.
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Recognizing this, management believes that the dominant focus of financial reporting should 
continue to be on the present financial statements based on historical costs. While the experimentation 
and education process of evaluating the effects of changing prices is ongoing, information concerning 




ST. JOE MINERALS CORPORATION
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Supplemental Financial Information on Changing Prices (Unaudited)
In an effort to display the effects of changing prices on a business enterprise, corporations are 
required to present selected historical cost accounting information adjusted for both general inflation 
(constant dollar information) and for changes in specific prices (current cost information).
Constant dollar information is calculated using the current year’s average Consumer Price Index 
for All Urban Consumers. The objective of this approach is to provide financial information in dollars 
of equivalent purchasing power. Current cost information is calculated for each class of goods being 
measured using a combination of specific indexes and direct pricing. The objective of current cost 
information is to show assets and expenses associated with their use or sale at their current cost 
rather than historical cost.  
The Statement of Consolidated Income which follows compares the Corporation’s results of 
operations, as actually reported in the financial statements, with the results restated on a constant 
dollar basis and on a current cost basis. Only the amounts reported for cost of sales; depletion, 
depreciation and amortization; amortization of goodwill; and nonrecurring item have been restated. 
Net sales and all other operating expenses reflect average price levels for the year and, accordingly, 
have not been restated. Income taxes have not been restated.
Net assets are measured as the amount of shareholders’ equity, as actually reported in the 
financial statements, adjusted to reflect the excess of the constant dollar or current cost amounts for 
inventory; property, plant and equipment; and goodwill over the respective actual amounts reported.
The gain from the decline in the purchasing power of net amounts owed measures the gain from 
holding monetary liabilities in excess of monetary assets. It is important to remember that when 
evaluating the impact of inflation, adverse effects can be offset to a degree by this gain as net liabilities 
are liquidated with dollars of decreased purchasing power.
The increase in current costs of inventories and property represents the differences between the 
measures of these assets at the beginning of the year and the end of the year.
It is management’s view that the results of operations on both a constant dollar or current cost 
basis are not necessarily indicative of the effects of inflation, present or future, on the businesses of 
the Corporation. The Consumer Price Index, for example, is based on changes in prices of a broad 
range of goods and services and is not necessarily representative of the changes in prices paid for the 
goods and services purchased by the Corporation. Similarly, the current costs do not reflect technolog­
ical improvements and other efficiencies that are usually a benefit of replacing productive capacity. 
Both methods also assume that each existing asset can be replaced in kind; this is not necessarily true 
with respect to the mining assets of the Corporation.
It should be noted that the impact of income taxes in periods of high inflation seriously erodes a 
company’s ability to retain earnings sufficient to meet the escalating cost of replacing and expanding 
its productive capacity. There is a need to reconsider national tax policies in order to give recognition 
to the reality of inflation.
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Inflation-Adjusted Statem ent of Consolidated Income (Unaudited)
For the years ended 
December 31, 1980 1979
Constant Current Constant Current
As Dollar Cost As Dollar Cost
Reported Basis(l) Basis(l) Reported Basis(l) Basis(l)
(In thousands except per share data)
Net sales $1,279,083 $1,279,083 $1,279,083 $1,148,105 $1,302,769 $1,302,769
Cost of Sales 
Depletion,
946,126 951,297 961,710 856,661 976,988 982,987
Depreciation and 
Amortization 73,416 103,447 123,595 63,820 100,690 140,990
Administrative and
Selling 57,741 57,741 57,741 41,114 46,653 46,653
Minerals Exploration 19,809 19,809 19,809 15,952 18,101 18,101
Research 8,674 8,674 8,674 7,658 8,690 8,690
Interest 
Amortization of
19,095 19,095 19,095 17,670 20,050 20,050
Goodwill 1,176 2,208 2,208 1,345 2,551 2,551
Other Income (25,881) (25,881) (25,881) (14,004) (15,891) (15,891)
Nonrecurring Item — — — 47,545 80,147 77,206
Income Taxes 61,845 61,845 61,845 32,758 37,171 37,171
1,162,001 1,198,235 1,228,796 1,070,519 1,275,150 1,318,508
Net Income (Loss) $ 117.082 $ 80,848 $ 50,287 $ 77,586 $ 27,619 $ (15,739)
Net Income (Loss)
Per Common Share* $2.60 $1.79 $1.12 $1.73 $ .62 $(.35)
Net Assets at 
December 31 
Gain From Decline in
$ 987,349 $1,276,570 $1,571,957 $ 568,199 $ 909,978 $1,264,607
Purchasing Power 
of Net Amounts 









$ 166,217 $ 172,005
Changes (178,044) 5,895
Net Increase
(Decrease) $ (11,827) $ 177,900
Selected Inflation-Adjusted Financial Information (Unaudited)
F o r  the y e a r s  e n d e d  D e c em b er  3 1 , 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net Sales (in thousands):
Actual amounts reported $1,279,083 $1,148,105 $ 831,279 $ 819,957 $ 812,815
In constant dollars(1) $1,279,083 $1,302,769 $1,049,947 $1,114,961 $1,176,556
Cash Dividends Per Common Share*:
Actual amounts reported $ .77½ $ .68¾ $ .65 $ .65 $ .63¾
In constant dollars(1) $ .77½ $ .78 $ .82⅛ $ .88⅜ $ .92¼
Market Value Per Common Share 
at December 31*:
Actual amounts reported $33½ $17¾ $11⅜ $15¾ $21
In constant dollars(1) $33½ $20⅛ $14⅜ $21⅜ $30⅜
Average Consumer Price Index 246.8 217.5 195.4 181.5 170.5
(1) Average 1980 dollars.
(2) December 31, 1980 dollars.
* After giving effect to the 1980 two-for-one stock split.
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Mineral Reserves and Operating Statistics (Unaudited)




Lead Zinc Iron Ore Coal Argentina Australia Chile
(Tons in thousands (a))
Ore Reserves (tons) 6 2 ,216(b) 4 ,218(b) 1 0 2 ,000(b) 7 ,257(c) 2 ,900(c) 3 ,441(c)
Average Grade of
Ore Reserves: 
Lead % 5 .2 6 .2 3 .4





Silver (troy oz./ton) 4 .2 1.7 5 .0
Gold (troy oz./ton) .5
Ore Mined (tons) 5 ,1 9 9 4 35 1 ,2 3 6 638 397
Average Grade of
Ore Mined: 







Silver (troy oz./ton) 3 .9 3 .6




Lead 236 34 7





Silver (troy oz.) 1 ,6 8 5 525
Coal Reserves
(tons) (d) (e) 4 6 5 ,066(c)















(a) Tonnage expressed as short tons.
(b) Proven.
(c) Proven and probable.
(d) Represents St. Joe’s proportionate share of reserves of 50-50 joint venture formed as of October 31, 1980.
(e) Total reserves estimated to consist of 30% metallurgical coal and 70% steam coal.
(f) Represents St. Joe’s proportionate share of Massey Coal Company’s total production. Total production was 14,130,000 tons 
of which 3,580,000 tons was metallurgical coal and 10,550,000 tons was steam coal.
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GULF RESOURCES & CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Supplementary Notes to Financial Statements
Note B—Information on Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited):
Background
In September, 1979, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Statement of 
Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 33, Financial Reporting and Changing Prices, and in 
October, 1980, issued SFAS No. 39, Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: Specialized Assets— 
Mining and Oil and Gas. The purpose of SFAS Nos. 33 and 39 is to provide additional supplementary 
information with respect to the impact of general inflation (constant dollar) and specific price changes 
(current cost) on public enterprises. In issuing the SFAS’s, the FASB recognized that preparers and 
users of financial statements have not reached a consensus on the general, practical usefulness of 
constant dollar information and current cost information and the measurement and use of information 
on changing prices will require a substantial learning process on the part of all concerned. Accord­
ingly, the FASB encourages experimentation and emphasizes flexibility in carrying out the require­
ments of the SFAS’s. Although extensive time, expense and effort have been devoted to the prepara­
tion of these estimates, because of its subjective nature, the following data will not be comparable 
among companies, and in the opinion of management, is of limited, if any, usefulness.
Constant Dollar Information
Constant dollar accounting represents a method of reporting financial statement information in 
dollars each of which has the same general purchasing power. Under constant dollar accounting, 
historical costs for property, plant and equipment (excluding construction in progress), deferred mine 
development costs, inventories, depreciation, depletion and amortization expense and cost of sales 
have been converted into dollars with purchasing power equivalent to average 1980 dollars. This was 
done by applying to the original cost of the applicable assets the increase in the U.S. Consumer Price 
Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U) from acquisition date to 1980. The acquisition date generally 
represents the average period of time that the assets have been owned or costs incurred. The related 
depreciation, depletion and amortization expense was similarly adjusted and charged against earn­
ings, using Gulfs established depreciation, depletion and amortization policies. Revenues and ex­
penses other than depreciation, depletion and amortization and cost of sales are not required to be 
adjusted as they are considered to have occurred proportionately over the year, thus already reflect­
ing average of the year dollars.
Current Cost Information
Current cost information represents a method of measuring and reporting the number of dollars 
currently required to purchase assets having the same service potential as specific assets owned by 
the company. The current cost represents replacement of assets in-place and in-kind. No consideration 
has been given to the replacement of assets with a different type, to improved operating cost efficien­
cies of replacement assets and similar situations. The current costs used, while believed to be reason­
able, are necessarily subjective. They do not necessarily represent amounts for which the assets could 
be sold or costs which will be incurred or the manner in which actual replacement of assets will occur.
The items which have been adjusted to current cost include property, plant and equipment 
(excluding construction in progress), deferred mine development costs, inventories, depreciation, 
depletion and amortization expense and cost of sales. The assets have been valued at current cost 
using appraisals, appropriate industry indices to update certain costs from acquisition date or date of 
incurrence, current market prices and present value computations of appropriate amounts of future 
income for certain mineral resource assets. The related depreciation, depletion and amortization 
expense has been adjusted for the current cost and charged against earnings, using Gulf's established 
depreciation, depletion and amortization policies. As for constant dollar information, revenues and 
expenses other than depreciation, depletion and amortization and cost of sales are not required to be 
adjusted.
The 1980 and 1979 statements of income reflecting the constant dollar and current cost informa­
tion are as follows (the 1979 constant dollar and current cost information are stated in average 1980 
dollars):
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Adjusted for Adjusted for
As Reported in General Inflation Specific Prices
Financial Statements (Constant Dollar)______(Current Cost)
(In thousands) 1980 1979 1980 1979 1980 1979
Revenues ............................................ $671,410 $510,015 $671,410 $578,987 $671,410 $578,987Cost of sales........................................ 530,737 410,867 540,472 470,658 569,063 485,917Depreciation, depletion and amortization.............. 23,635 21,562 37,291 35,193 44,100 41,625Write-down of certain assets........................... 13,233 — 15,699 _ 15,602 __Other expenses...................................... 76,276 58,440 76,276 66,343 76,276 66,343Provision for taxes on income............................. 6,168 4,000 6,168 4,541 6,168 4,541
Income before extraordinary item and cumulative 
effect of changes in method of accounting......... 21,361 15,146 (4,496) 2,252 (39,799) (19,439)Extraordinary item........................................... — (1,148) — (1,303) _ (1,303)Cumulative effect of changes in method 
of accounting.......................................... 3,711 _ 2,343 (3,639)
Net income (loss)..................................... $ 25,072 $ 13,998 $ (2,153) $ 949 $ (43,438) $ (20,742)
Earnings per share:
On common and common equivalent shares— 
Income (loss) before extraordinary item and 
cumulative effect of changes in method 
of accounting................................................. $ 2.24 $ 1.58 $ (.83) $ (.14) $ (5.35) $ (3.19)Extraordinary item........................................... — (.14) — (.18) — (.18)Cumulative effect of changes in method of 
accounting ..................................................... .42 .30 (.46)
Net income (loss)............................................... $ 2.66 $ 1.44 $ (.53) $ (.32) $ (5.81) $ (3.37)
On common shares assuming full dilution— 
Income (loss) before extraordinary item and 
cumulative effect of changes in method 
of accounting................................................. $ 2.08 $ 1.50 $ (.83) $ (.14) $ (5.35) $ (3.19)
Extraordinary item........................................... — (.12) — (.18) — (.18)
Cumulative effect of changes in method of 
accounting ..................................................... .36 .30 (.46)
Net income (loss)............................................... $ 2.44 $ 1.38 $ (.53) $ (.32) $ (5.81) $ (3.37)
Gain from decline in purchasing power of 
net monetary liabilities........................................
Increase in current cost of inventories and property, 
plant and equipment held during the year.........
Effect of increase in general price level.................
Excess of increase in specific prices over increase 
in the general price level.....................................
Inventory.................................................................. $ 83,572 $ 64,939










Property, plant and equipment, net....................... $203,089 $188,116 $437,083 $431,867
Net assets at year-end............................................  $188,254 $167,338 $336,581 $315,820 $455,396 $496,074
It is clear that the decline in the purchasing power of the dollar results in significantly lower 
earnings in both 1980 and 1979. In addition, the current cost of the affected assets has increased faster 
than the rate of inflation thereby further reducing net income. One factor contributing to the large 
decrease in net income is the adjustment to constant dollars and current cost for the reduction in LIFO 
inventories included in cost of sales at lower costs than those experienced in 1980 and 1979 (See Note 
1 ). The provision for Federal income taxes included in the supplemental statement of earnings is the 
same as reported in the primary financial statements. Present tax laws do not allow deductions for 
higher cost of sales and depreciation, depletion and amortization adjustments for the effects of infla­
tion. Thus, taxes are levied on Gulf at rates which, in real terms, exceed established statutory rates. 
During periods of persistent inflation and rapidly increasing prices, such a tax policy effectively 
results in a tax on shareholders’ investment.
The gain from decline in purchasing power of net monetary liabilities results from holding net 
monetary liabilities during periods of inflation. Net monetary liabilities include liabilities that are fixed
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or determinable without reference to the prices of specific goods or services less cash and claims to 
cash.
The increase in the general price level of inventories and property, plant and equipment in excess 
of the increase in current cost in 1980 is due to the price of certain precious and base metals being at 
lower levels at December 31, 1980, than at December 31, 1979.
Net assets at year-end reflects total assets less total liabilities as reported in the historical 
financial statements, adjusted to reflect the excess of the constant dollar and current cost amounts for 
property, plant and equipment (excluding construction in progress), inventories and deferred mine 
development costs over the historical amounts. Historical net assets has also been adjusted to reflect 
the gain or loss from reflecting all other assets and liabilities in average 1980 dollars except for Gulf s 
investment in Bethlehem in 1979, Gulf's cost of its investment in The Bunker Hill Company in excess 
of the underlying book value at the date of acquisition and patents and licenses in 1979 which are 
reflected at historical costs. Net assets and the current cost of inventory at December 31, 1980, are 
lower than December 31, 1979, due to the lower prices of certain precious and base metals as noted 
above.
A five year comparison of selected supplementary financial data adjusted for the effects of general 
inflation is as follows:
(Dollar amounts expressed in thousands
except per share amounts)______________________1980____ 1979____ 1978____ 1977____ 1976
Revenues ..................................................................$671,410 $578,987 $492,728 $449,976 $456,665
Cash dividends declared per common share.......... $ .455 $ .36 $ .32 $ 1.36 $ 1.45
Market price per common share at year end ........$ 20.18 $ 26.17 $ 10.64 $ 16.25 $ 24.07
Average U.S. Consumer Price Index for all
Urban Consumers 1967 = 100.............................  246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
The information was prepared by applying to the reported amounts for each item the rate of 
change in the average CPI-U from the applicable year to 1980. Thus, the restated amounts express 
each item in terms of the purchasing power of average 1980 dollars.
The following sets forth certain information for the significant mineral reserves of Gulf:
Lithium





1980 Tons Tons Tons Ozs. Tons Tons Bbls MMCF
Estimated reserves at 
year-end as used in 
computation of depletion 
and amortization and 
which are recoverable 
in significant commercial 
quantities......................... 25,700,000 115,000 149,000 11,884,000 28,060,000 69,553,000 715,000 24,292
Production during y ea r...... 586,000 23,000 26,000 2,179,000 38,000 5,254,000 110,000 2,502
Average market price 
during year...................... $17 $840 $740 $20.63 $50.95 $29.39 $24.61 $2,800
1979
Estimated reserves at 
year-end as used in 
computation of depletion 
and amortization and 
which are recoverable 
in significant commercial 
quantities......................... , 26,300,000 110,000 152,000 11,776,000 30,490,000 68,905,000 476,000 17,158
Production during y ear...... 566,000 24,000 26,000 2,336,000 43,000 5,915,000 112,000 2,280
Average market price 
during year....................... $14 $1,044 $746 $11.09 $45.72 $27.11 $14.62 $2,500
(1) Includes acquisition in January, 1979, of certain properties with proved developed reserves of 105,000 barrels of 
condensate and 5.1 billion cubic feet of gas.
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THE SUPERIOR OIL COMPANY
Historical Financial Information Adjusted for Changing Prices
The following supplementary information was prepared in accordance with Financial Accounting 
Standards Board's Statements No. 33, Financial Reporting and Changing Prices, and No. 39, Finan­
cial Reporting and Changing Prices: Specialized Assets—Mining and Oil and Gas. These statements 
require historical cost financial statements be supplemented with certain information regarding two 
types of inflation. “Constant dollar accounting” adjusts for general inflation by restating the historical 
cost financial statements into dollars of equivalent value or purchasing power by using the Consumer 
Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI). “Current cost accounting” adjusts for changes in prices of 
specific assets by restating the historical cost financial statements into dollars which reflect the 
current cost of replacing these resources.
Although we do not believe current cost information is relevant to oil and gas producing com­
panies, the constant dollar measurement has some conceptual validity in attempting to measure the 
effect of inflation.
Income from continuing operations excludes the results of discontinued operations, extraordinary 
items, and the effect of accounting changes. For the years 1978, 1979, and 1980, historical cost income 
from continuing operations and income before extraordinary items reported in the financial 
statements are the same. For historical costs, the net change in ownership interest of the shareholders 
equals net income.
Income from continuing operations on a constant dollar accounting basis is calculated by adjusting 
historical cost income items by appropriate CPI indices. For constant dollars, the net change in 
ownership interest differs from income from continuing operations by the gain or loss resulting from 
the change in purchasing power of net monetary assets and liabilities and the effect of extraordinary 
items.
Income from continuing operations on a current cost accounting basis is calculated by adjusting 
historical cost income items by specific price indices. In addition to the purchasing power gain or loss, 
the net change in ownership interest differs from income from continuing operations by the added 
increase in specific costs for properties, plant, and equipment over the increase which is attributable 
to general inflation as measured by the CPI.
Current cost indices for wells and related production equipment, gas plants and related facilities, 
drilling rigs and equipment, and mining properties and related facilities were developed internally. 
Indices for agricultural properties and related facilities and other properties and equipment were 
developed by various U.S. Government agencies. Due to lack of availability of current cost indices for 
unproved and proved oil and gas properties, CPI indices were used.
The meaningfulness of historical cost accounting has been weakened by inflation of recent years. 
A balance sheet which combines the dollar value of assets acquired in 1976, for example, with the 
dollar value of assets acquired in 1980 can be severely misleading. As measured by a widely used index 
of general inflation, the Consumer Price Index, the 1976 dollar is worth only 69 cents today. The 
solution to the problem of a unit of measure that changes in value is to convert the changing unit of 
measure to a unit of fixed value. One way to do this is to convert all dollar amounts to so-called dollars 
of constant purchasing power. This restatement, which in many ways is analogous to translating 
foreign currency financial statements to U.S. dollar financial statements, measures all dollar amounts 
in terms of units having the same value of purchasing power.
Constant dollar disclosure does not purport to be a comprehensive measure of the impact of 
inflation on a business. The objective of current cost disclosure is to relate price changes to the specific 
assets used in a business. Current cost, therefore, goes beyond changing the unit of measure em­
ployed in the financial statements and actually changes the nature of the measurement. The measure­
ments used in primary financial statements, with a few exceptions, measure the historical cost of 
transactions, assets and liabilities. Current cost measurements, on the other hand, ignore historical 
cost and attempt to measure the replacement cost of the assets owned by the business. Since these 
assets have not actually been replaced—and in certain circumstances could not be replaced in any 
sense that resembles their present economic potential—such measurements have severe conceptual 
limitations.
The primary utility of inflation disclosures should be to help the user of the financial reports 
assess whether the operating capability of the enterprise is being maintained. Operating capability of 
oil and gas companies depends upon the companies’ success in replacing reserves. Despite years of 
research, no generally accepted methodology for calculating the current cost of reserves, sometimes 
known as “finding cost”, has been developed. Failing this, the current cost of unproved properties or 
of the producing assets used to produce reserves already discovered does not address the primary 
question, i.e., the maintenance of operating capacity. Accordingly, management does not believe that 
current cost disclosures have particular relevance for oil and gas companies.
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Financial Indicators Adjusted for Inflation
Historical Constant Dollar
amounts
(Average 1980 Dollars) 
December 31, December 31,
1980 1979 1978 1980 1979 1978
Amounts per Average Share Outstanding 
(in dollars)
Income (loss) from Continuing 
Operations













Return on Average Shareholders’ Equity 
(percent)
Income (loss) from Continuing 
Operations 20.9 18.0 11.0 11.9 2.1 (0.7)
Net Change in Ownership Interest 20.9 18.0 12.3 16.4 6.6 2.0
Return on Average Total Assets (percent) 
Income from Continuing Operations 11.3 10.3 6.6 7.4 2.3 0.1
Net Change in Ownership Interest 11.3 10.3 7.2 10.1 5.0 1.9
Capital and Exploration Expenditures 
(thousands of dollars) 983,368 771,651 530,524 983,368 876,005 670,078
Funds Effect of Operating Decisions 
(thousands of dollars) 574,425 575,734 224,573 574,425 653,593 283,647
The financial indicators displayed in the table above compare performance results in historical and 
constant dollars. In all cases the returns on average total assets and average shareholders’ equity are 
lower on a constant dollar basis than on a historical basis; a reflection of the way inflation affects the 
reported financial position of the company. Although lower, the returns on a constant dollar basis 
show increases from 1978 to 1980, one indication of the company’s ability to generate returns for 
shareholders in excess of inflation.
Summarized Consolidated Statements of Income from Continuing 
Operations and Net Changes in Ownership Interest
Year Ended December 31, 1980 





Operating Revenues 1,497,695 1,497,695 1,497,695
Operating Costs
Operating, exploration, general and administrative 694,432 694,432 694,432
Depletion, depreciation, amortization, and impairment of 
unproved properties 276,631 335,812 368,429
971,063 1,030,244 1,062,861
Income from Operations 526,632 467,451 434,834
Income Taxes (221,645) (221,645) (221,645)
Other Income and Expense, net 29,471 29,471 29,471
Income from Continuing Operations 334,458 275,277 242,660
Gain Resulting from Decline in Purchasing Power of 
Net Monetary Liability 104,928 104,928
Increase in Specific Prices (Current Cost) of Property, Plant, 
and Equipment Held During the Year 891,644
Effect of Increase in General Price Level — (548,977)
Net Change in Ownership Interest 334,458 380,205 690,255
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Other Information
Year Ended December 31, 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Operating revenues (thousands
of dollars)
Historical 1,497,695 1,085,394 730,942 545,166 441,461Constant Dollar 1,497,695 1,232,172 923,216 741,306 639,019
Income (loss) from continuing
operations (thousands of dollars)
Historical 334,458 200,287 87,511
Constant Dollar 275,277 41,336 (11,725)
Current Cost 242,660
Gain from decline in purchasing
power of net monetary liability 
(thousands of dollars)
Constant Dollar 104,928 88,045 34,919
Current Cost 104,928
Excess of increase in specific




Net change in ownership interest
(thousands of dollars)
Historical 334,458 200,287 97,511
Constant Dollar 380,205 129,381 33,929
Current Cost 690,255
Dividends paid per common
share (in dollars)
Historical .72 .60 .50 .38 .36
Constant Dollar .72 .68 .63 .52 .52
Income (loss) from continuing
operations per average share 
outstanding (in dollars)
Historical 13.22 9.52 4.37
Constant Dollar 10.88 1.97 (.59)
Current Cost 9.59
December 31, 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net assets (thousands of dollars)
Historical 1,804,564 1,391,158 838,377
Constant Dollar 2,444,740 2,189,915 1,708,061
Current Cost 2,606,669
Net property, plant, and equipment
(thousands of dollars)
Historical 2,638,333 2,065,672 1,336,083
Constant Dollar 3,232,039 2,914,124 2,297,153
Current Cost 3,553,522
Market price per common share
(in dollars)
Historical 198 132 66 51 47
Constant dollar 189 142 80 68 67
Average CPI for the year 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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• All constant dollar amounts are stated in average 1980 dollar's based on the CPI.
• Accumulated depletion, depreciation, and amortization and the related expense, as adjusted for 
constant dollar and current cost reporting, have been computed based on the company’s ac­
counting policy stated in Note 1.
• The constant dollar and current cost information is not comparable with the RRA data pre­
sented elsewhere in this report. The purpose of constant dollar and current cost information is 
to reflect the effect of general inflation and changing prices on the company’s historical financial 
statements using various measurement indices, while the purpose of RRA is to provide a 
measure of a company’s success in finding proved reserves by associating a value with the 
company’s oil and gas reserves based on current sales price and operating conditions.
Mining Information
Proven and Probable Reserves 
Superior and Consolidated Subsidiaries 
Coal (tons of raw coal)
Gold and Silver (tons)
Equity in Affiliated Companies 
Nickel and Copper (tons)





Ore Milled in 1980
Coal (tons of raw coal) 2,329,000
Gold and Silver (tons) 364,000
Nickel and Copper (tons) 3,010,000
Platinum Group Metals (tons) 345,800
Products Produced in 1980





Platinum Group Metals (ounces) 33,600
Average Sales Price—1980
Coal ($ per ton of clean coal) 58.49
Gold. ($ per ounce) 603.17
Silver ($ per ounce) 17.53
Nickel ($ per pound) 3.23
Copper ($ per pound) .94
Platinum Group Metals ($ per ounce) 491.61
(a) 53,304,000 tons of recoverable raw coal.
(b) Average grade .04 ounces of gold and 2.6 ounces of silver per ton.
(c) Includes 33,583,000 tons with average grades of .8% copper and 1.5% nickel; 18,516,000 tons with 
average grade of 1.6% nickel; 4,688,000 tons with average grades of .7% copper and 2.6% nickel;
3,053,000 tons with average grade of .3% copper; 805,000 tons with average grade of 1.7% copper;
727,000 tons with average grade of 1.3% copper; and 637,000 tons with average grade of 3.0% 
copper.
(d) Average grade .15 ounces platinum group metals per ton.
RYAN HOMES, INC.
Supplementary Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices
The accompanying supplementary information has been prepared in accordance with the provi­
sions of Statement No. 33 of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). This Statement 
requires any company meeting certain criteria to disclose the impact of inflation on the financial 
statements presented in its annual report without adjusting the primary financial statements.
The FASB requires two methods of disclosing the impact of inflation as it applies to monetary 
assets and liabilities, inventories and operating property. One method measures the inflationary 
impact on the recorded historical net assets and income statement by restating such specified assets in 
terms of constant dollars (general inflation) by using the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Con­
sumers (CPI-U). The other method measures the impact of inflation in terms of specific current costs 
on such specified assets as experienced by Ryan Homes.
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In order to help the reader gain a meaningful understanding of the information contained in the 
supplementary financial data which follows, we are presenting in this narrative the concepts and 
methodology used by the company.
Consolidated Statement of Income from Continuing Operations 
Income from Continuing Operations:
This statement is for the year 1980 and shows income from continuing operations as reflected in 
the primary statements and as adjusted for the two methods.
Cost of sales has been adjusted for the inflationary impact on all inventories except lots and 
housing units covered under sales agreements. This sold inventory, which has not been adjusted for 
cost changes, is covered by fixed price contracts and, therefore, has been considered a monetary 
asset. To measure the general inflationary impact on the remaining inventories, the historical re­
corded cost at December 31, 1980 and 1979 has been restated in terms of average 1980 dollars by using 
the CPI-U.
Consolidated Statement of Income from Continuing Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices
(Amounts in thousands of average 1980 dollars)
for the year ended December 31, 1980
As Reported 










Revenues, including other income.................. ......  $432,668 $432,668 $432,668
Cost of sales, less depreciation and
amortization ................................................. ......  362,632 366,720 365,963
Selling, general and administrative,
less depreciation and amortization.............. ......  33,423 33,423 33,423
Depreciation and amortization........................ ......  2,233 2,715 2,640
Interest expense............................................... ......  6,045 6,045 6,045
Provision for income taxes.............................. ......  14,645 14,645 14,645
Equity in net income of Ryan Financial
Services, Inc................................................... ......  (1,820) (1,820) (1,820)
417,158 421,728 420,896
Income from continuing operations................ ......  $ 15,510 $ 10,940 $ 11,772
Gain from decline in purchasing power
of net monetary amounts............................. $ 2,416 $ 2,416
Increase in current costs of inventories 
and operating property held during
the year (NOTE)........................................... $ 4,283
Effect of increase in general
inflation level................................................. (10,600)
Excess of increase in general inflation
level over increase in current costs............. $ 6,317
NOTE: At December 31, 1980, the current cost of inventories (excluding lots and housing units 
covered under sales agreements) was $76,580 and the current cost of operating property, less 
accumulated depreciation and amortization, was $19,391.
For purposes of measuring the impact of specific price changes on cost of sales, inventories at 
December 31, 1980 and 1979 were restated for current costs (adjusted to 1980 average dollars) as 
experienced by Ryan Homes.
Depreciation and amortization on operating properties were determined by adjusting the histori­
cal recorded cost by using the CPI-U for general inflation measurement and by using external indexes 
for current cost measurement.
The remaining components in income from continuing operations are, in all cases, stated at 
historical amounts, including the provision for income taxes, which we believe approximate average 
1980 dollars.
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Net monetary amounts are comprised of cash and other assets which represent the right to 
receive a fixed sum of cash (monetary assets) less liabilities which will be satisfied by the payment of a 
fixed sum of cash (monetary liabilities). The gain from the decline in purchasing power of net monetary 
amounts was determined by measuring the change in the net amount from the beginning to the end of 
the year in terms of 1980 average dollars by using the CPI-U.
Gain from Decline in Purchasing Power of Net Monetary Amounts
Excess of Increase in General Inflation Level over Increase in Current Costs 
of Inventories and Operating Property:
This represents the amount by which the effect of the levels of general inflation exceeded the 
actual current costs experienced by Ryan Homes.
Five Year Summary of Consolidated Supplementary Financial Data:
This schedule summarizes certain general inflation and current cost data for 1980. Additional 
data, computed using the CPI-U, is also presented for the years 1976 through 1979 in terms of average 
1980 dollars.
Consolidated Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices
(Amounts in thousands of average 1980 dollars, 
_______________other than share data)_______________
Years Ended December 31,
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Revenues and other income: 
Historical dollars.......................
Average 1980 dollars...............
Historical cost information 




Income from continuing 
operations per common
share .....................................




Income from continuing 
operations per common
share .....................................
Excess of increase in 
general inflation level
over current costs................
Net assets at year end.............
Gain from decline in 
purchasing power of net
monetary amounts....................




Market price per share of
common stock at year end:
Historical dollars.......................
Average 1980 dollars...............
Average Consumer Price Index..
$432,668 $502,626 $403,425 $308,994 $228,315









1.225 1.05 .85 .575 .425
1.225 1.19 1.07 .78 .62
24.875 22.125 16.125 16.50 19.875
23.76 25.12 20.37 22.44 28.77
246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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Transportation and Communication
NORFOLK AND WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
13. Unaudited Supplemental Data of Changing Prices
The financial statements in this report have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles and, accordingly, reflect historical cost basis. Historical cost accounting is an 
acceptable reporting basis, but it has an inherent restriction of not recognizing changes in the purchas­
ing power of money or the cost of replacement of assets. Recent high rates of inflation have confirmed 
the need for providing information about the effects that general inflation (constant dollars) and other 
specific price changes (current costs) have on financial reporting.
In September 1979, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Statement No. 33, 
“Financial Reporting and Changing Prices.” The statement requires that companies supplement their 
historical financial statements with information that discloses the impact of changing prices on two 
different bases: constant dollar and current cost bases.
Constant Dollars
During periods of inflation, the amount of materials and services a dollar will buy declines. It is 
desirable to express these measurements of such amounts in constant dollars of equivalent general 
purchasing power. Therefore, the financial data presented in constant dollars have been adjusted 
through application of the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers to result in common dollars 
of purchasing power.
Current Costs
During periods of inflation, it is also recognized that the prices of particular materials and services 
increase, but not always at the same rate. Therefore, this measurement of inflation is often unique to 
the company and to specific materials and services used by that company. This inflationary measure­
ment is referred to as specific prices or current costs.
Current costs were principally calculated by two methods: direct pricing using current labor and 
material prices; and indexing, using available accepted railway industry indices and extension of them 
by applicable published indices or actual labor and material prices.
FASB has encouraged experimentation in the development of techniques in measuring price 
changes that fit the circumstances of the enterprise. The development of this data has been prepared 
with reasonable care and in conformance with FAS No. 33. However, because of the subjective nature 
in the methods of estimation, the Company cannot represent that this supplemental data accurately 
reflects the effects of changing prices. Further, this data may not be comparable with the data of other 
companies, including those within the railroad industry.
Supplementary Statement 
of Income and Stockholders’ Equity 
Adjusted for Changing Prices
For the year ended December 31, 1980
Railway operating revenues 
Railway operating expenses: 
Depreciation expense 




Total railway operating expenses
Other income—net 
Interest expense 
Provision for income taxes
Net income
Net income per common share


























$ 232,416 $ 108,388 $ 65,823
$7.36 $3.43 $2.08
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Stockholders’ equity at December 31, 1979 $1,376,494 $5,822,437 $7,938,322
Net income, per above
Gain from decline in purchasing power
232,416 108,388 65,823
of net monetary items owed 
Excess of increase in general price 
level over increase in specific 
prices of holdings during 
the year:
Increase in specific prices 
(current cost):
84,417 84,417
Materials and supplies — — 23,168
Properties — — 860,824
Effect of increase in general 
price level:
883,992
Materials and supplies — — 10,550
Properties — — 993,510
— — 1,004,060
Excess — — (120,068)
Dividends (69,261) (69,261) (69,261)
Other
Net increase (decrease) in
38,702 38,702 38,702
stockholders’ equity 201,857 162,246 (387)
Stockholders’ equity at December 31, 1980 $1,578,351 $5,984,683 $7,937,935
*Stated in average 1980 dollars.
In the foregoing statement, the amounts reported in the primary financial statements have been 
adjusted only for depreciation and depletion expense and the materials inventory items consumed in 
expenses in calculating net income adjusted for general inflation and changing prices. Operating 
revenues and all other expenses and income are assumed to reflect average price levels for 1980 and 
therefore have not been adjusted. The adjusted depreciation was calculated using the Company’s 
established depreciation policies. This adjustment decreases net income since the Company’s prop­
erties and equipment have been adjusted upward significantly to reflect the increase in value of such 
fixed assets, particularly those relatively long-lived assets.
The provision for income taxes has not been restated since the increased expenses are not 
deductible under present income tax law. As a result, the effective tax rates grow as inflation 
consumes earnings. The effective tax rate for 1980 increases from 40.2 percent on a historical cost 
basis to 59.0 percent on a constant dollar basis and to 70.4 percent on a current cost basis.
Included in the changes in stockholders’ equity is a measurement of inflation that recognizes the 
change in purchasing power on net amounts owed. This approach revalues net monetary items for the 
loss of purchasing power incurred during inflationary periods. Monetary assets such as cash and 
receivables lose purchasing power during inflationary periods. Conversely, liabilities benefit because 
less purchasing power is required to satisfy their obligations. The gain from decline in purchasing 
power of net monetary items owed is $84.4 million.
The significant difference in stockholders’ equity adjusted for general inflation and for changes in 
specific prices, both beginning and end of year 1980, reflects the greater increases, long-term, in the 
prices of railroad assets than in prices of consumer goods and services. During 1980, however, prices 
of consumer goods and services, reflecting rapidly increasing fuel and housing prices, increased in 
excess of prices of railroad assets. This excess of the increase in general price level over increase in 
specific prices was $120.1 million.
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Net Assets Adjusted For Changing Prices 
For the year ended December 31, 1980
















(In thousands of dollars)
Properties—net:
Buildings $ 85,443 $ 150,711 $ 172,097
Other depreciable roadway properties 251,841 847,958 1,117,865
Equipment 894,539 1,659,472 1,689,867
Depreciable properties (net of
accumulated depreciation) 1,231,823 2,658,141 2,979,829
Track structures 655,861 3,155,852 4,729,626
Land 75,067 232,251 226,091
Other transportation property 120,635 120,635 115,220
Other property (including income producing
properties and natural resources) 80,965 376,971 432,393
Total properties—net of
accumulated depreciation 2,164,351 6,543,850 8,483,159
Materials and supplies 77,377 75,424 89,367
Other nonmonetary items (22,147) (22,147) (22,147)
Net monetary items (641,230) (612,444) (612,444)
Net assets at December 31, 1980 $1,578,351 $5,984,683 $7,937,935
At December 31, 1980, the current cost of inventory was $93,508 and current cost of total properties, 
net of accumulated depreciation was $8,881,881.
* S ta ted  in  a ve ra g e  1980 d o lla rs .
The track structure of railroads is not ratably depreciated; rather as prescribed by the ICC, an 
alternative generally accepted accounting practice is used whereby replacements in kind of track 
structure are charged to expense, and only additions and betterments are capitalized. The track 
structure is being replaced on a planned program basis, and the charges to income included in the 
primary financial statements represent the current cost of track maintenance. Therefore, the ex­
penses for track structure replacements included in the primary financial statements have only been 
adjusted for changing prices in inventory items.
It should also be noted that the net asset values as reflected in the foregoing schedule of “Net 
Assets” does not purport to measure the current worth of the captioned properties or the costs of 
assets which may replace existing assets. Rather, the net asset values measure the estimated current 
day costs of replacing the same service potential of those fixed assets without consideration for 
technological changes. Current worth is dependent upon future earnings. For a company subject to 
rate regulation, present rates and earnings reflect historical incurred costs, not future replacement 
costs.
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The following five-year comparison displays selected historical financial information that has been 
adjusted to average 1980 dollars as measured by the Consumer Price Index (in thousands of dollars, 
except per share amounts):
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Railway operating revenues 
As reported $1,576,273 $1,449,167 $1,097,358 $1,241,713 $1,216,259
In constant dollars $1,576,273 $1,645,145 $1,386,018 $1,688,456 $1,760,544
Net income 
As reported $ 232,416 $198,596 $165,154 $103,435 $131,522
In constant dollars $108,388 $101,481 — — —
In current cost dollars $ 65,823 $ 60,480 — — —
Earnings per common share 
As reported $7.36 $6.36 $5.29 $3.31 $4.21
In constant dollars $3.43 $3.25 — — —
In current cost dollars $2.08 $1.94 — — —
Dividends per share of 
common stock 
As reported $2.20 $1.88 $1.84 $1.80 $1.71⅓
In constant dollars $2.20 $2.13 $2.32 $2.45 $2.48
Net assets at year-end 
As reported $1,578,351 $1,376,494 $1,236,539 $1,131,170 $1,083,716
In constant dollars $5,984,683 $5,822,437 — — —
In current cost dollars $7,937,935 $7,938,322 — — —
Excess of increase in specific 
prices over increase in 
the general price level $(120,068) $(273,255)
Unrealized gain from decline 
in purchasing power of 
net monetary items owed $84,417 $126,990
Market value per common 
share at year-end 
As reported $40.13 $27.25 $21.88 $26.75 $31.63
In constant dollars $38.32 $29.25 $26.61 $35.48 $44.79
Average consumer price 
index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN INDUSTRIES, INC.
Changing Prices Data—(Unaudited)
The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has issued a statement which requires pres­
entation of supplementary financial data, designed to show the impact of inflation on a company’s 
earnings and financial position.
During periods of accelerated and continued inflation, such as has been experienced during the 
past decade, the historical dollar accounting basis of financial statements generally does not reflect the 
total cumulative impact of increasing prices and the associated decline in the purchasing power of the 
dollar. The FASB statement prescribes two methods of measuring this inflationary impact. One 
measures the effect of general inflation by restating certain data into dollars having common purchas­
ing power, or constant dollars. The second method measures the price increases of specific items in an 
effort to disclose current costs unique to specific companies and industries. Both approaches are 
directed primarily at developing inflation adjusted values for long-term assets such as properties. The 
constant dollar restatements are developed by indexing historical dollars into dollars of current 
purchasing power. For example, a box car which cost $20,000 in 1967 would be adjusted to $49,300 in 
1980 because of a decline in the value of the dollar to $.40 during that period. Conversely, current costs 
represents approximations of prices for specific assets at current year levels. The actual cost of the 
box car in 1980 was approximately $52,000. In addition to property adjustments, the constant dollar 
approach revalues net monetary items for the loss of purchasing power incurred during inflationary 
periods. Monetary items are cash, receivables in fixed cash amounts, or liabilities to pay fixed cash 
amounts. Monetary assets lose purchasing power during inflationary periods because they will pur­
chase fewer goods and services. Conversely, monetary liabilities gain because less purchasing power 
is required to satisfy debt payments. Debt issued to pay for the 1967 box cars could be paid in 1980 
with dollars having a purchasing power of $.40.
Two supplementary statements are required and are shown herein:
Income from Continuing Operations Adjusted for General Inflation and Adjusted for Current Cost
The statement of income from continuing operations, adjusted for general inflation and current 
cost, reduces the income of $30.6 million as reported under conventional historical cost methods to 
$14,730,000 and $10,826,000, under constant dollar and current cost methods, respectively. These 
changes reflect 1) increased depreciation on the inflation adjusted values of depreciable properties 
and 2) a restatement into average 1980 dollars. Depreciation used to adjust the historic income 
statement to constant dollar income statement reflects indexing of properties to average 1980 
dollars using the Consumer Price Index—All Urban Consumers published by the U.S. Government. 
Adjusted depreciation in the current cost column reflects specific price increases of properties 
developed mostly from direct price quotes, internal construction costs, and by applying the U.S. 
Government Producer Price Index—General Purpose Machinery and Equipment and the En­
gineering News Record Construction Cost Index. The FASB statement does not provide for the 
adjustment of income taxes to reflect the changes in expense resulting from constant dollar and 
current cost adjustments. The gain from holding net monetary liabilities reflects the decline of 
purchasing power of the dollar during the year. For the Company, most current assets, except 
inventories, and most liabilities are monetary and result in a net monetary liability. The increase 
in specific prices over the general price level represents the current cost increase of properties 
during the year, net of general inflation as measured by the Consumer Price Index. For example, 
if the actual cost of a box car increased from $45,000 to $52,000 in 1980 when general inflation 
during the year was approximately 13%, the specific price increase would be $7,000, of which 
approximately $6,000 (13% of $45,000) would be attributable to general inflation.
The Company follows the generally accepted method of replacement accounting for track struc­
tures (principally rail and ties). These properties are not depreciated but rather, the costs of 
replacements in kind are charged to expense and only betterments (improvements) are 
capitalized. Track structures are being replaced on a planned program which, in the opinion of 
management, results in annual charges to expense that represent the current cost of maintaining 
them. Accordingly, the track structure replacements charged to expense in the historical cost 
financial statements have not been adjusted for general inflation or current cost presentations. 
The constant dollar and current cost valuations of inventories were not materially different from 
historical values at year end. Accordingly, operating expenses for materials consumed have not 
been adjusted.
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Five Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data
This statement reflects revenues and dividends per common share restated to average 1980 
dollars. Net assets at year end consist of stockholders’ equity as reported in the basic financial 
statements restated for the constant dollar and current cost property revaluations and for the 
constant dollar adjustments to net monetary liabilities.
Management cautions the reader in the use of and reliance upon these supplementary statements. 
Conventional Historic Cost accounting which employs depreciation, is an accounting convention de­
signed to allocate asset costs over their useful lives rather than to provide a fund for asset replace­
ment. Both the constant dollar and current cost presentations produce pro forma data that infers 
replacement of all property at a common point in time. This unrealistic timing assumption does not 
take into consideration probable increased revenues which would be offset against the increased cost 
of properties.
Statement of Income from Continuing Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices











Net Sales and Revenues.................................
Depreciation and Amortization Expense.....


















Income from Consolidated Operations
Before Income Taxes..................................  31,607 15,719 11,804
Provision for Taxes on Income.........................  5,259 5,259 5,259
____________________________________________ 26,348__________ 10,460__________ 6,545
Equity in Earnings of Unconsolidated
Life Insurance Subsidiary..............................  4,313 4,313 4,313
Minority Interest................................................  (71) (43) (32)
Income from Continuing Operations............. $ 30,590 $ 14,730 $ 10,826
Gain from Decline in Purchasing Power 
of Net Amounts Owed........................ $ 28,472 $ 28,472
Increase in Specific Prices (Current Cost)
of Properties Held During the Year*...........  $250,380
Effect of Increase in General Price Level........ 173,236
Excess of Increase in Specific Prices 
over Increase in the General
Price Level......................................................  $ 77,144
*At December 31, 1980 current cost of property, plant and equipment, net of accumulated deprecia­
tion and amortization was $1,457,635,000.___________
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Five Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data 
Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices
(Dollars in Thousands, Except
Per Share Amounts) Years Ended December 31,
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Net Sales and Revenues.............. $257,661 $261,361 $289,737 $305,626 $323,511
Historical Cost Information 





Operations Per Common 
Share .................................... 1.45 3.03






Operations Per Common 
Share .................................... .77 2.21
Change in Specific Prices
greater than (less than) 
increase in General 
Price Level............................ (55,971) 77,144
Net Assets at Year End.......... 1,197,814 1,305,014
Other Information (In Average 
1980 Dollars)
Gain from Decline in
Purchasing Power of Net 
Amounts Owed..................... 27,428 28,472
Dividends Declared Per
Common Share.....................
Market Price Per Common
.58 .68 .99 1.13 1.25
Share at Year End...............
Average Consumer
13⅞ 17 26% 30% 48%
Price Index............................ 170.5 181.5 195.4 217.4 246.5
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THE PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Supplementary Data—Accounting for the Effects of Inflation (unaudited)
Table A
Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for the Effects of Inflation 
and Changing Prices—for year ended December 31, 1980________
As Reported Adjusted for
in the General Adjusted for
Historical Cost Inflation Changes in
Financial (Constant Specific Prices
Statements Dollars) (Current Costs)
(a) (b) (c)
Operating revenues $ 5,782 $ 5,782 $ 5,782
Depreciation 803 1,378 1,252
Other operating expenses 3,466 3,466 3,466
Operating federal income taxes 173 173 173
Other operating taxes 332 332 332
Other income (51) (51) (51)
Interest expense 693 693 693
$ 5,416 $ 5,991 $ 5,865
Income (Loss) from continuing operations $ 366 $ (209) $ (83)
Benefits from decline in purchasing power
of net amounts owed $ 986 $ 986
Amount by which current cost of telephone
plant would have increased if computed
by reference to changes in general
price levels $ 2,158
Increase in current cost of telephone plant 1,101
Difference, primarily due to the benefits of
technological improvements in
constructing telephone plant $ 1,057
Telephone plant, net of accumulated
depreciation $13,279 $21,525* $20,091*
*Adjusted to 1980 year-end dollars.
A reduction was previously reported in the above supplementary schedule of the 1979 Annual Report 
to Shareholders resulting from adverse regulatory conditions in California which indicated that the 
recoverable amount of telephone plant in that state might be lower than the corresponding constant 
dollar and current cost amounts. The Company believes these regulatory conditions have improved.
1 7 7
Table B
Supplementary Five-Year Comparison of Selected Financial Data 
Dollars in Millions (except per share amounts)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Operating revenues in average
1980 dollars $ 5,782 $ 5,682 $ 5,689 $ 5,452 $ 5,254
Historical cost information:*
Income from continuing 
operations
Income from continuing
$ 366 $ 355
operations per common 
share# 1.82 1.84
Net assets at year-end 3,954 3,738
Historical cost information
adjusted for general 
inflation (average 1980 
dollars):*
Loss from continuing 
operations
Loss from continuing
$ (209) $ (89)
operations per common 
share# (1.49) (.83)
Net assets at year-end 11,639 11,580
Historical cost information
adjusted for changes in 
specific prices (average 
1980 dollars):*
Loss from continuing 
operations
Loss from continuing
$ (83) $ (24)
operations per common 
share# (.76) (.44)
Difference between the
amount by which current 
cost of telephone plant 
would have increased if 
computed by reference to 
changes in general price 
levels and increase in 
current cost of tele­
phone plant 1,057 1,170
Net assets at year-end 10,271 10,584
Other information:*
Benefits from decline in
purchasing power of net 
amounts owed in average 
1980 dollars $ 986 $ 1,061
Cash dividends declared per
common share: 
At historical cost $ 1.40 $ 1.40 $ 1.40 $ 1.40 $ 1.25
In average 1980 dollars 
Market price per common share
1.40 1.59 1.77 1.90 1.81
at year-end:
At historical costØ 14.875 11.875 14.75 17.00 18.00
In average 1980 dollars 14.19 12.75 17.95 22.55 25.50
Average CPI-U (1980 estimated) 246.9 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
*Certain information for the years prior to 1979 is not disclosed since it is impractical to obtain. 
#Income from continuing operations per common share is after preferred dividend requirements. 
 ØUsing Composite Tape closing price.
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Double-digit inflation has drawn increased attention to the need to assess both the impact of 
inflation on business and the results of management’s efforts in coping with it. Numerous reporting 
methods have been proposed to provide such an assessment, but no consensus has been reached either 
on the preferability of any one method or on the practical usefulness of the resulting data. The 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”), believing that additional experience should be 
gained and experimentation undertaken with respect to reporting the effects of inflation, issued 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33 (“Statement No. 33”) which requires disclosure 
of supplementary data to reflect the effects of general inflation (constant dollar) and the effects of 
changes in specific prices (current cost). The foregoing data have been prepared to comply with 
Statement No. 33; however, the Company believes that it should be used with care because the data 
neither completely nor accurately portray inflation’s effects.
Traditionally, financial statements have been prepared on the basis of historical costs, i.e., the 
actual number of dollars exchanged at the time each transaction took place. However, it is recognized 
that general inflation has caused the purchasing power of dollars to decline, the result of which is the 
presentation of financial statement elements in dollars of varying purchasing power. To eliminate this 
disparity, such elements may be restated in “constant” dollars, each of which then has equal purchas­
ing power. To reflect the effects of inflation and thus express operating results in dollars of compara­
ble purchasing power, Statement No. 33 requires the Company to show what the FASB characterizes 
as “income from continuing operations” as if depreciation of plant assets had been based on asset 
amounts expressed in dollars of constant purchasing power. (This is shown in column (b) of Table A, 
stated in average 1980 dollars.) This adjustment is derived from the application of the Consumer Price 
Index for All Urban Consumers (“CPI-U”), a measure of inflation based on changes in the costs to 
consumers of a wide range of commodities and services. (The 1980 average CPI-U has been estimated 
based on actual statistics through November 1980.)
Technological improvements, changes in supply and demand, and productivity gains cause the 
specific prices of goods and services purchased by a particular business to fluctuate differently from 
price changes that would be caused solely by general inflation. To reflect the effects of such specific 
price changes on operating results, Statement No. 33 requires that the Company also show “income 
from continuing operations” as if depreciation of plant assets had been based on the “current cost” of 
these or comparable assets, rather than on historical cost. (This calculation is shown in column (c) of 
Table A, stated in average 1980 dollars.) Because current cost data are unique to each company, the 
current cost of telephone plant has been calculated by applying internally-generated indexes to in­
vestments in each of the major telephone plant accounts.
In computing “income from continuing operations,” only depreciation expense has been adjusted 
to show the effects of inflation. Because most other operating expense items are current year transac­
tions, they already are recorded in dollars of approximately current purchasing power.
In accordance with requirements of Statement No. 33, no adjustments have been made to reflect 
any effects of inflation on provisions for federal income taxes. The effective federal income tax rate 
(operating federal income taxes divided by the sum of operating federal income taxes and “income 
from continuing operations”) for the historical data in column (a) of Table A is 32.2%. The rate 
reflecting adjustments for inflation would be 192.2% for column (c); there would be a taxable loss for 
column (b) making calculation of an effective tax rate impossible. While the federal income taxes used 
in these computations include Investment Tax Credits and tax deferrals relating to accelerated depre­
ciation, the effects of inflation on effective tax rates also would be dramatically increased, even though 
in lower percentages, if these tax benefits were excluded. These tax benefits were intended by 
Congress to provide funds for investment in other capital assets in order to increase productivity and 
employment. Inflation’s dramatic increase in effective tax rates indicates that there is need for action 
by Congress to control inflation and further to stimulate investment of more capital in business.
Amounts shown as “net assets at year-end” in Table B are the sum of common share owners’ 
equity and non-redeemable preferred shares as shown in the historical cost financial statements, 
adjusted for general inflation by the difference between telephone plant at historical cost and tele­
phone plant in constant dollars and adjusted for changes in specific prices by the difference between 
telephone plant at historical cost and telephone plant at current cost.
It is essential that regulatory authorities allow telephone services to be priced at levels that will 
preserve the Company’s ability to attract the continuing additional amounts of capital necessary to 
meet the public’s demand for telephone services. Such price levels need to provide rates of return 
which, giving recognition to the effects of inflation, will adequately compensate purchasers of securities 
for funds provided for telephone plant construction. This inflation-affected compensation would ac­
knowledge higher interest rates for debt securities in anticipation that such debt will be repaid in 
dollars having less purchasing power; it would acknowledge that returns on equity securities must be 
comparable with returns available on alternative equity investment opportunities. Because of this
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comparable return requirement for equity securities, any reflection of “constant dollar” or “current 
cost” depreciation in the returns on equity of non-regulated companies should result in regulatory 
recognition of the need for increased returns on equity for the Bell System and thus give recognition to 
similar inflation effects on its depreciation. Accordingly, the Company has no reason to expect that 
increases in operating revenues will not keep pace with the effects of inflation on depreciation. The 
constant dollar and current cost amounts shown for telephone plant investment in the accompanying 
schedule reflect this premise. Should regulatory authorities not give recognition to the need for such 
higher equity returns, then the recoverable amount of the Company’s plant, when adjusted for 
inflation’s effects, could be reduced, causing reductions in net recoverable amounts. The amount of 
such reductions applicable to constant dollar results in 1980 (Table A column (b)) could have been as 
much as $843; the cumulative amount of such reductions at December 31, 1980, could have reduced 
“net assets”, as defined herein, by as much as $7,847. No reduction applicable to current cost results in 
1980 (Table A column (c)) is necessary; current cost depreciation provided for any 1980 reduction that 
otherwise might have been necessary. However, the cumulative amount of current cost reductions 
applicable to all years through December 31, 1980, had they been required, could have reduced “net 
assets” at December 31, 1980 by as much as $6,479.
The reader should note the item identified in the supplementary schedule as “benefits from 
decline in purchasing power of net amounts owed.” During inflation, lenders of money experience a 
loss due to the fact that amounts owed to them will be repaid in dollars having less purchasing power 
than the dollars originally lent; it is in anticipation of such loss that interest rates are so high during 
inflationary times. Conversely, to the extent that lenders are losing purchasing power, borrowers are 
benefiting. In assessing the impact of inflation on business, the Company believes that the benefits 
from inflation’s effect on money that is borrowed should be viewed as an offset to interest expense. 
The benefit, however, does not provide funds to the Company or increase the amount of cash available 
for dividends.
The disclosure called for by Statement No. 33 is misleading by its incorrect inference that the 
Company ought not to have paid out more in dividends than its inflation-adjusted income from 
continuing operations. Statement No. 33 is based on the incorrect premise that depreciation expense, 
rather than being a means of allocating assets costs to accounting periods, provides funds to be set 
aside and used for the replacement of those assets being depreciated. Statement No. 33 also assumes 
that the cost of new assets acquired to replace retired assets will equal the original cost of the retired 
assets adjusted for either inflation or specific price increases. Such is not the case in a high technology 
industry. Technological advances hold down price increases for new communications equipment and 
also increase significantly the productive capacity of both new and existing equipment. As shown in 
the accompanying Analysis of Construction Program and Cash Utilization table, internally-generated 
funds, after paying dividends, were sufficient not only to provide all the funds needed for plant 
replacement, modernization and customer movement, but also to provide $10, $276 and $397 in 1980, 
1979 and 1978, respectively, for financing new telephone growth and other corporate investments. 
That the internally-generated funds available for financing new telephone growth have been diminish­
ing highlights the need for regulatory authorities to expedite and approve larger revenue increases 
and for Congress to enact legislation to provide for faster depreciation for income tax purposes.
Readers also should note that the increase in the specific prices of telephone plant actually has 
been less than the general increase in the rate of inflation. This difference primarily is attributable to 
“benefits of technological improvements in constructing telephone plant.” These technological im­
provements, combined with the resulting improvements in productivity, have been responsible for the 
Company’s success in keeping the rate of growth in the prices of its services below the rate of growth 
in the general level of prices.
Statement No. 33 also requires that the data shown in Table B be presented in a five-year 
summary, restated into the average purchasing power of the dollar during 1980. The calculations for 
these restatements (except market price per common share) have been made by applying the average 
CPI-U for 1980 to the data for the years 1976 through 1979. The calculations for market price per 
common share have been made by applying the average CPI-U for 1980 to the data for the years 1976 
through 1980. Since the actual market price for 1980 is stated in year-end dollars which have a lower 
purchasing power than the average 1980 dollar, the effect of the calculation for 1980 is to decrease the 
year-end market price per common share from the actual quoted amount. No adjustments have been 
made to the historical cost information, which is presented for comparison purposes only.
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TRANSWAY INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 11. Data on Changing Prices (Unaudited)
(Dollars in thousands, except per-share amounts)
Consolidated statements of income from continuing operations adjusted for changing prices for 







Revenue $738,171 $738,171 $738,171
Cost of revenue 563,305 568,302 563,305
Depreciation 10,426 15,248 16,743
Operating expenses and other, net 111,781 111,781 111,781
Provision for income taxes 25,000 25,000 25,000
710,512 720,331 716,829
Income from continuing operations $ 27,659 $ 17,840 $ 21,342
Income from continuing operations 
per share $ 4.23 $ 2.73 $ 3.26
Net assets at year end $185,341 $220,475  $229,491
At December 31, 1980, current cost of inventory was $39,423 and current cost of property, plant 
and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, was $158,259. The increase in general inflation of 
inventories and property, plant and equipment ($22,177) held during the year exceeded the related 
increase in specific prices ($9,857) by $12,320.












1980 $738,171 $1.80 $24.83 246.8
1979 886,100 1.99 25.75 217.4
1978 902,058 2.02 25.70 195.4
1977 853,766 2.11 30.67 181.5
1976 735,192 2.03 32.75 170.5
Comparison of other selected data adjusted for effects of changing prices for the years ended 
December 31, 1980 and 1979 in average 1980 dollars follows:
1980 1979
Constant dollar information
Income from continuing operations $ 17,840 $ 32,213
Income from continuing operations per share 2.73 4.92
Net assets at year end 220,475 234,752
Gain from decline in purchasing power
of net amounts owed 266 1,921
Current cost information
Income from continuing operations $ 21,342 $ 32,671
Income from continuing operations per share 3.26 4.98
Net assets at year end 229,491 256,971
Excess of increase in general inflation of inventories and
property, plant and equipment over increase in specific prices 12,320 9,628
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Background:
In 1979, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Statement No. 33 which required the 
Company to provide information regarding the effects of inflation on its financial statements. The 
statement expressed a need for experimentation and did not mandate specific guidelines; therefore, 
this data may not be comparable with that of other companies. Also, the Company cautions against the 
use of this information for estimating future results of operations. In this regard, no consideration has 
been given to the benefit which would be derived from additional realization of selling price increases 
necessitated by a higher level of cost of operations.
The data on changing prices is based upon the historical financial statements adjusted for both 
general inflationary factors (constant dollars) and changes in specific prices (current costs) relating to 
property, plant, and equipment and inventory. These amounts do not purport to represent appraised 
values or any other measure of current value.
Inflation also causes a gain or loss in purchasing power of monetary items, including cash and 
claims to cash, and amounts owed.
Depreciation expense was calculated using the same methods and rates of depreciation as used in 
the historical financial statements. Depreciation expense and net assets as computed on both the 
constant dollar and current cost bases, are significantly higher than historical amounts due to the 
impact of inflation on property, plant, and equipment, particularly vessels and manufacturing 
facilities, which have relatively long lives.
Income tax expense has not been modified for any timing differences, allocations or adjustments 
that may result from applying the different methods in preparing data on changing prices.
Amounts for 1979 and prior years reflect reclassifications as described in Note 2. Additionally, 
property, plant, and equipment for 1979 has been restated to exclude certain assets of the discon­
tinued operation, principally the cruise ship (See Note 3).
Constant Dollar:
The data on a constant dollar basis is expressed in average 1980 dollars as measured by the 
Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
This index is used for both U.S. and non-U.S. operations, and may not be indicative of the rate of 
inflation the Company has experienced in either the U.S. or its non-U.S. subsidiaries.
Current Costs:
The current costs of property, plant, and equipment, and the related depreciation expense, and of 
inventory are based upon estimates of what the Company's existing assets would cost at December 31, 
1980. Several methods were used in estimating these amounts including indexation and direct pricing. 
The estimated current cost of existing property, plant, and equipment does not consider technological 
improvements and efficiencies associated with the normal replacement of productive capacity.
Management has determined that the inventory costing methods used in historical financial 
statements are acceptable for use in determining cost of revenue since inventory turnover is suffi­
ciently high to minimize the impact of cost changes during the year and because a portion of the 
inventory is costed by the last-in, first-out method.
Utilities
ENSERCH CORPORATION
Notes to Financial Statements
15. Supplemental Information on Inflation and Changing Prices (Unaudited)
Historical dollar accounting (as reflected in the financial statements) during times of significant 
and continued inflation does not reflect the cumulative effects of increasing prices and changes in the 
purchasing power of the dollar.
Investments in property, plant and equipment, for example, made over an extended period of 
time are treated as though the dollars from these periods were stated in common units of measure­
ment. Since the purchasing power of the dollar has declined significantly from the time these invest­
ments were made (the 1980 dollar, for example, is worth $.41 compared with the 1967 dollar), this 
decline must be considered for a proper assessment of economic results.
Inflation also affects monetary assets, such as cash and receivables, which lose a part of their 
purchasing power during periods of inflation since they will purchase fewer goods or services in the
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future. Conversely, those that incur and hold debt benefit during periods of inflation because less 
purchasing power will be required to satisfy these obligations in the future. This benefit is illustrated 
when a 1967 debt of one dollar can be satisfied with a payment of a 1980 dollar which has the equivalent 
purchasing power of $.41.
The accompanying supplementary information is supplied in accordance with the requirements of 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33 for the purpose of providing certain information 
about the effects of changing prices. For purposes of preparing the accompanying supplementary 
information, inventories and property, plant and equipment, and the related cost of goods sold, and 
depreciation and amortization expense appearing in the primary, historical cost financial statements 
have been restated on the two bases described below.
The Constant Dollar Basis
Constant dollar information is derived from the historical cost financial statements, which com­
bine dollars spent at various times in the past with dollars spent currently. For purposes of preparing 
constant dollar information, the historical cost amounts are restated in units of general purchasing 
power (“constant dollars”) using the average level of the Consumer Price Index—All Urban Consum­
ers (CPI-U) during the year. The underlying principles of accounting are not changed.
Constant dollar restatement only attempts to correct distortions caused by recording transactions 
in dollars of varying purchasing power. The restated amounts do not purport to be appraised value, 
replacement cost, current value, or the individual prices of particular goods and services in the current 
market. Changes in individual prices are caused in part by changes in the general purchasing power of 
the dollar and in part by other supply and demand factors, including technological changes. Changes in 
individual prices may be more or less than, and may even be counter to, changes in the general price 
level. The current cost basis (as explained below) attempts to identify the effects of changes in specific 
prices of certain items.
The Current Cost Basis
Current cost information is based on estimates of the costs to acquire or produce today assets 
identical to those owned or assets having the same service potential (that is, the ability to produce the 
same services or products at the same operating costs) as the assets owned.
Current costs are not necessarily the same as costs that would actually be incurred if existing 
assets were in fact to be replaced currently. In many circumstances, existing assets would be replaced 
by technologically superior assets; in other circumstances, the assets would not or could not be 
replaced at all. Today’s oil and gas reserves could not be duplicated utilizing the same amount of labor 
and materials. New discoveries are, for the most part, being made only at greater depths, offshore, or 
in different types of geological formations where recovery is possible only by use of more advanced 
technology.
Current costs are not equivalent to costs in the usual sense of the word. They do not represent 
money spent or obligations incurred by the Corporation; rather, they represent hypothetical transac­
tions based on estimates of what the Corporation would have to spend currently. Such estimates are 
highly subjective and imprecise. For that reason, they provide at best only a general indication of the 
cost of equivalent assets in the current market.
The current cost of property, plant and equipment has been derived mainly by indexing the 
historical cost basis of individual categories of assets using appropriate indices. Principal methods of 
determining the current cost of property, plant and equipment were the Handy-Whitman Index of 
Public Utility Construction Cost for Lone Star; an internally generated index based upon an American 
Petroleum Institute study (Joint Association Survey) for oil and gas properties; and direct costing for 
major components of oil field services equipment. This method estimates specific price increases for 
the assets, as opposed to general price level increases in constant dollars. Depreciation and amortiza­
tion have been based upon the calculated current cost of the property, plant and equipment using the 
same lives and depreciation methods used in the primary statements.
Regulatory Process
Under the rate-making process only the historical cost of gas purchases, including gas stored 
underground, and property, plant and equipment is recoverable in revenues. Gas purchases and gas 
stored underground have not been adjusted since the regulatory process limits the recovery to actual 
cost. The excess of the cost of the natural gas transmission and distribution division property stated in 
terms of constant dollars and current cost over the historical cost is not presently recoverable in rates 
as depreciation and, therefore, such constant dollar and current cost property has been reduced to net 
recoverable cost.
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Purchasing Power Gain on Net Monetary Items
The net gain in purchasing power is part of the overall impact of inflation on the Corporation’s 
operations. Most of the Corporation’s current assets, except inventories (including gas stored under­
ground), and its current liabilities and long-term debt are monetary items. Since the monetary 
liabilities, which include long-term debt, were larger than the monetary assets (which include only 
certain current items) a purchasing power gain results.
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF INCOME 




Gas purchase and royalties..............................
Operating expenses...........................................
Depreciation and amortization.........................
Taxes, other than income taxes.......................
Other income—n e t ............................................
Interest expense................................................
Income from Continuing Operations before
Income Taxes.....................................................
Income Taxes.........................................................
Income from Continuing Operations...................
Provision for Dividends on Preferred and 
Preference Stock................................................
Income from Continuing Operations Applicable 
to Common Stock (excluding reduction
to net recoverable cost).....................................
Excess of Increase in General Price Level 
Over Increase in Current Cost 
before Reduction to Net Recoverable Cost.... 
Reduction of Lone Star’s Property to
Net Recoverable Cost.......................................























$ 139,583 $ 137,659 $ 111,555
Review of Information Presented
For purposes of preparing the supplementary information, inventories held for resale (excluding 
gas stored underground) and property, plant and equipment and the related cost of goods sold 
(included in operating expenses) and depreciation and amortization expenses appearing in the histori­
cal cost financial statements have been adjusted. Revenues, all other costs and expenses, and the 
provision for dividends on preferred and preference stock are considered to reflect the average price 
levels for the year and have not been adjusted.
Income taxes were not restated in these statements, as prescribed by Statement No. 33. There­
fore, the effective tax rate increases from 41% in the historical cost statements to 51% under the 
constant dollar basis and 61% for the current cost basis. Income taxation is not restricted to true 
economic gains, and the effective tax burden is therefore greater than that indicated by legislated 
rates.
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The excess of increase in general price level over the increase in current cost is the net economic 
loss to the Corporation of holding assets that increase in value at a rate less than the general inflation 
rate. In periods where the current cost of assets increases at a rate higher than the general inflation 
rate, an economic gain results.
Reduction of Lone Star’s property to net recoverable cost is an adjustment prescribed by State­
ment No. 33 to show the effect of rate regulations under which Lone Star is allowed to recover in rates 
charged to its customers only the historical cost of its property. The adjustment is lower for current 
cost, as compared to the adjustment for constant dollars, because the specific price increases for Lone 
Star’s property held during the year were less than the general inflation rate. The Corporation 
believes that it will ultimately recover the increased cost when replacement of facilities actually 
occurs.
Purchasing power gain on net monetary items reflects, in part, the fact that the debt of the 
Corporation will be repaid in inflated (cheaper) dollars. This gain can be viewed as an offset to interest 
expense.
The constant dollar and current cost adjustments, as shown in the statement, are economic 
indications only and do not represent any additional receipt or disbursement of cash.
Five-Year Summary
The following five-year summary is a comparative statement of historical, constant dollar and 
current cost financial information. Historical is presented as reported, while constant dollar and 
current cost information is stated in terms of average 1980 dollars. By stating financial data in terms of 
1980 dollars, comparisons can be made in terms of real growth.
The summary shows an increase in constant dollar revenues over the five year period. This 
increase is due to growth in the Corporation’s non-utility business segments as well as the increase in 
gas revenues associated with flow through of escalating gas purchase costs. Average residential- 
commercial gas sales rate per Mcf of gas stated in 1980 average dollars for the years 1980 through 1976 
were $3.03, $3.02, $3.10, $3.02, and $2.60 respectively. The weighted average cost per Mcf of gas 
purchases stated in 1980 average dollars was $2.02, $2.00, $2.05, $1.95 and $1.69 for 1980 through 
1976, respectively. Thus, the adjusted margin per Mcf on residential-commercial sales in constant 
dollars has remained at approximately $1.00 over the five year period.
The summary also shows that on a constant dollar basis the Corporation’s common shareholders’ 
equity and market price per common share have increased and cash dividends per share of common 
stock have kept pace with inflation.
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Five-Year Summary of Historical Financial Data Adjusted for Effect of Changing Prices 
(1980 Average Dollars)
Years Ended December 31
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
As Reported:
Revenues .................................. $2,694,933
(In thousands except per share amounts) 
$2,238,216 $1,684,090 $1,400,832 $1,054,645
Income from Continuing 
Operations Applicable 
to Common Stock:
Amount ............................. 139,583 84,535 56,299 61,474 47,524
Per share............................ 4.23 2.85 2.13 2.45 2.05
Constant Dollar Amounts: 
Revenues .................................. $2,694,933 $2,540,900 $2,127,090 $1,904,823 $1,526,606
Income from Continuing 
Operations Applicable 
to Common Stock 
(excluding reduction to 
net recoverable cost)........... . $ 88,600 $ 54,253 $ 34,594 $ 52,095 $ 39,599
Reduction of Lone Star’s 
Property to Net 
Recoverable Cost................. (38,419) (52,013) (34,584) (24,419) (14,394)
Purchasing Power Gain on 
Net Monetary Items........... . 87,478 99,275 71,540 52,465 37,847
N e t................................... . $ 137,659 $ 101,515 $ 71,550 $ 80,141 $ 63,052
Per Share of Common Stock: 
Income from Continuing 
Operations Applicable 
to Common Stock 
(excluding reduction 
to net recoverable 
cost) ................................... $ 2.69 $ 1.83 $ 1.30 $ 2.08 $ 1.70
Reduction of Lone Star’s 
Property to Net 
Recoverable Cost.............. (1.17) (1.75) (1.30) (.98) (.62)
Purchasing Power Gain on 
Net Monetary Items........ 2.65 3.35 2.69 2.10 1.63
N e t.................................. $ 4.17 $ 3.43 $ 2.69 $ 3.20 $ 2.71
Current Cost Amounts:
Income from Continuing 
Operations Applicable 
to Common Stock 
(excluding reduction to
net recoverable cost)...........  $ 56,952
Current Cost Increase 
Greater than (Less than)
General Price Level 
Increase before 
Reduction to Net
Recoverable Cost.................  (20,030)
Reduction of Lone Star’s 
Property to Net
Recoverable Cost.................. (12,845)
Purchasing Power Gain on
Net Monetary Items............  87,478







Per Share of Common Stock: 
Income from Continuing 
Operations Applicable 




Current Cost Increase $
1.73 $ .50
Greater than (Less 
than) General Price 
Level Increase before 
Reduction to Net 
Recoverable Cost.............. (.61) .08
Reduction of Lone Star’s
Property to Net 
Recoverable Cost.............. (.39) (.07)
Purchasing Power Gain on
Net Monetary Items......... 2.65 3.35
N e t................................. $ 3.38 $ 3.86
Average Common Shares
Outstanding ............................. 32,985 29,632 26,649 25,042 23,250
Common Shareholders’ Equity
at Year End:
As reported.............................. $ 733,093 $ 540,166 $ 474,970 $ 398,354 $ 360,181In constant dollars................... 913,511 770,048 713,383 600,380 568,635
In current cost dollars............ 1,079,137 921,139
Cash Dividends Declared per
Share of Common Stock:
As reported.............................. $ 1.68 $ 1.41 $ 1.32 $ 1.19 $ 1.11In constant dollars................... 1.68 1.60 1.67 1.61 1.60
Market Price per Common share
at Year End:
As reported..............................
In end of year constant $
50.13 $ 29.13 $ 17.25 $ 19.67 $ 19.67
dollars................................... 50.13 32.74 21.97 27.31 29.16
Consumer Price Index (CPI-U):
Average for the Y ear.............. 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
At Year End............................. 258.4 229.9 202.9 186.1 174.3
Inflation Rate Based on CPI-U .. 13.5% 11.3% 7.7% 6.5% 5.8%
TRANSCO COMPANIES, INC.
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
R. Effect of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
The accompanying supplementary information has been prepared in accordance with the guide­
lines provided in Statement Nos. 33 and 39 of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (SFAS Nos. 
33 and 39). Such statements were issued in an attempt to provide information concerning the effects of 
both general inflation and changes in specific prices on a company’s operations and financial position. 
The methods used to calculate the effect of changing prices involve numerous assumptions, approxi­
mations and estimates; therefore, the resulting information should be viewed as a highly subjective 
estimate of the approximate effect of inflation, rather than as a precise measurement.
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Constant dollar amounts represent historical costs stated in terms of dollars of equal purchasing 
power, as measured by the Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U). Current cost 
amounts reflect changes in specific prices of Transco’s property, plant and equipment (plant) from date 
of acquisition to the present, and differ from constant dollar amounts to the extent that specific prices 
have increased more or less rapidly than the rate of general inflation. These amounts do not necessar­
ily represent costs which will be incurred in future periods, or the manner in which actual replacement 
of assets will occur.
Transco believes that comparisons of price level adjusted data are most meaningful when inter­
preted in terms of trends and relationships among the periods and that the absolute dollar amounts 
have little meaning; comparisons of adjusted to unadjusted data can be significantly impacted through 
the choice of alternative base periods. Accordingly, caution should be employed whenever such com­
parisons are made.
Transco’s major segments, Interstate Gas Pipeline Operations and Oil and Gas Exploration and 
Development, have been disclosed separately for illustrative purposes. The Consolidated amounts 
after intercompany eliminations and reclassifications, also include various other segments of the 
business which are not material.
Constant Dollar
The historical cost of plant used in interstate gas pipeline operations and oil and gas properties 
was adjusted to average 1980 dollars by application of the CPI-U as of the date the plant was placed in 
service. Pipe Line’s historical depreciation rate was applied to such adjusted amount to arrive at 
depreciation expense stated in terms of average 1980 dollars. Depreciation, depletion and amortiza­
tion of oil and gas properties has been computed by applying the historical rate to the historical cost of 
the properties, adjusted to average 1980 dollars by applying the CPI-U as of the date of acquisition of 
the property.
Current Cost
In calculating the current cost of plant used in interstate gas pipeline operations, Transco relied 
primarily on an index which has wide use and acceptance in the industry. These calculations do not 
include efficiencies that could be derived by replacing existing assets with technologically improved 
assets, but rather are an approximation of the current cost of existing assets.
Unprocessed natural resources such as oil and gas reserves present special problems for the 
measurement of the current cost of these assets because of the limitation on their replacement. 
Transco calculated the current cost of oil and gas properties by applying an industry index as of the 
date of acquisition of the property. The computed current cost of such properties could differ signifi­
cantly from actual current costs of finding and developing oil and gas reserves or the amount for which 
the properties could be sold. In 1979 Transco used the constant dollar value for measuring the current 
cost of these properties as suggested by the Financial Accounting Standards Board since they had not 
reached a decision concerning the appropriate methods for measuring the current costs of such assets. 
Accordingly, the current cost information for 1979 has been restated to reflect the method of calculat­
ing those values for oil and gas exploration and development activities as prescribed by SFAS No. 39.
Current cost depreciation, depletion and amortization has been computed by applying the same 
rates used in the historical cost and constant dollar statements to the current cost of the assets being 
depreciated or depleted.
During 1980 the specific prices of plant used in interstate gas pipeline operations and oil and gas 
properties increased at a greater rate than the rate of general inflation as measured by the CPI-U.
Since only historical costs are deductible for income tax purposes, the computations under both 
methods exclude any adjustments to or allocations of the amount of income tax expense reported in 
the historical cost financial statements.
The convertible preferred stock of Transco and the preferred stock of Pipe Line have been 
considered as liabilities for the purpose of computing the gain from decline in purchasing power of net 
monetary liabilities, and net assets at year-end.
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Effects of Rate Regulation
Under rate making practices of the FERC to which the Interstate Gas Pipeline Operations 
segment is subject, only the historical cost of plant used in such operations is recoverable as deprecia­
tion in the rates Pipe Line is permitted to charge its customers. Therefore, the pipeline plant is 
effectively a monetary asset for the purpose of computing net assets at year-end and net purchasing 
power gain or loss on monetary items. However, as required by SFAS No. 33, depreciation expense 
was based on constant dollar or current cost amounts which exceeded the amount recoverable through 
rates. For this reason, a portion of the holding loss attributable to rate regulated plant is reflected in 
the constant dollar income as additional depreciation expense. The remainder is reflected as an 
“adjustment to net recoverable amount under rate regulated conditions” to arrive at the loss from 
decline in purchasing power in excess of non-recoverable depreciation. The additional depreciation 
expense reflected in the current cost income exceeds the holding loss attributable to the rate regulated 
plant. Accordingly, the “increase in specific prices in excess of general inflation” is increased by the 
“adjustment to net recoverable amount under rate regulated conditions”. The resulting total is the 
amount that the additional depreciation expense exceeds the holding loss. The total holding loss of the 
rate regulated plant will be the same for constant dollar and current cost. Since the rate regulated 
plant is effectively a monetary asset, the loss from the decline in purchasing power of this asset is 
netted against the gain from decline in purchasing power of net monetary liabilities. The total loss 
from holding the rate regulated plant exceeds the gain from decline in purchasing power of net 
monetary liabilities of the Interstate Gas Pipeline segment, the majority of which is debt financing 
incurred to construct the plant. The following is an illustration of the total effect of holding the rate 
regulated plant.





Additional provision for depreciation (non-recoverable) reflected 
in the income statements






Holding loss on rate regulated plant





Net purchasing power loss from holding rate regulated property, 
plant and equipment $ (44,614) $ (44,614)
Rate regulation also limits the recovery of the cost of gas purchased for resale through the 
operation of adjustments in basic rate schedules to actual cost. Consequently, gas inventories are 
effectively monetary assets and gas purchased for resale has not been adjusted to constant dollar or 
current cost amounts. At December 31, 1980, the recoverable cost of inventory was $13,195,000. The 
current cost of property, plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, depletion and amorti­






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for
Effect of Changing Prices
In thousands* of average 
1980 dollars 1976 1977 1978 1979** 1980
Operating revenues $982,182 $1,064,208 $1,204,657 $1,734,762 $2,627,787
Historical cost information 
adjusted for general 
inflation:
Common stock equity in net
income (loss) $ (43,692) $ (41,455)
Loss per share of common
stock $ (1.89) $ (1.78)
Net assets at year end 
(including rate regulated 
property, plant and 
equipment only to the
extent recoverable)__________________________________________$ 689,787 $ 789,611
Current cost information:
Common stock equity in net
income (loss)
Loss per share of common $
(136,385) $ (137,299)
stock $ (5.90) $ (5.89)Increases in specific 
prices in excess of 
(less than) general
inflation $ (42,748) $ 91,508
Net assets at year end 
(including rate regulated 
property, plant and 
equipment only to the
extent recoverable)______________ ___________________________ $ 856,729 $ 980,871
Gain from decline in purchasing 
power of net monetary 
liabilities $ 191,081 $ 178,133
Cash dividends declared per 
common share $ 1.23 $ 1.43 $ 1.39 $ 1.41 $ 1.08
Market price per common share 
at year end $ 27.43 $ 28.18 $ 25.24 $ 46.56 $ 55.28
Average consumer price index 170.5 181.5 195.4 217.4 246.8
* Except for “per share” amounts.
**Certain amounts have been reclassified and restated to conform to the presentation utilized for 
1980.
THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 18—Supplementary Information Concerning the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited):
The following supplementary information is supplied in accordance with the requirements of FAS 
No. 33, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices”. FAS No. 33 deals with two different aspects of an 
inflationary environment: (1) the effects of general inflation, i.e., the decline in the purchasing power 
of the dollar (the “constant dollar” method) and (2) the effects of changes in the specific prices of 
certain assets used by the Company (the “current cost” method). The Financial Accounting Standards 
Board has taken this dual approach because there is presently no consensus on which method of 
reporting better portrays the effects of changing prices on the operations of business enterprises.
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The Company believes it is important for financial statement users to develop an understanding of 
the more significant impacts of inflation. However, the Company advises readers that the data 
adjusted for changing prices have been determined in accordance with experimental techniques pre­
scribed by FAS No. 33. It is an attempt to display the approximate economic effects of inflation and 
should be considered an estimate of those effects rather than as a precise measure. The supplementary 
information should therefore be viewed with caution as should any other hypothetical data.
Consolidated Statement of Income Adjusted for Changing Prices
Year Ended December 31, 1980
As Reported 







Operating Revenues................................................ ..... $1,812
(Millions)
$1,812 $1,812
Operating Expenses (Excluding Depreciation)..... 1,354 1,354 1,354
Provision for Depreciation (Note B )...................... 142 298 361
Total Operating Expenses.............................. 1,496 1,652 1,715
Operating Income............................................ 316 160 97
Other Income and Deductions................................. 39 39 39
Income Before Interest Charges.................... 355 199 136
Interest Charges...................................................... 166 166 166
Net Income............................................................... 189 33** (30)
Preferred and Preference Stock Dividend
Requirements ...................................................... 51 51 51
Earnings for Common Stock.................................. ...... $ 138 $ (18) $ (81)
Increase in Specific Prices of Net 
Utility Plant***.................................................... $ 763
Adjustment of Net Utility Plant to Net 
Recoverable Amount (Note C )............................ $ (407) 87
Effect of Increase in the General Price Level..... . (1,194)
Excess of Increase in the General Price Level 
over the Increase in Specific Prices of 
Net Utility Plant after Adjustment to 
Net Recoverable Amount................................... (344)
Reduction of Purchasing Power Loss through 
Debt Financing (Note D).................................... 394 394
Net Effect on Common Shareholders’ Equity....... $ (13) $ 50
* Average 1980 dollars.
**If the adjustment of net utility plant to net recoverable amount of $407 million were reflected, and 
no recognition was given to the $394 million reduction of purchasing power loss through debt 
financing, net income adjusted for general inflation would have been a loss of $374 million.
***At December 31, 1980, the current cost of utility plant, net of accumulated depreciation, was 
$9,816 million, while historical cost or net amount recoverable through depreciation was $5.026 
million.
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data*
1980
Operating Revenues:
As Reported.............................  $1,812
Adjusted for General
Inflation ...............................  1,812
Net Income:
As Reported............................. $ 189
Adjusted for General
Inflation ...............................  33
Adjusted for Changes in
Specific Prices....................... (30)
Earnings for Common Stock:
As Reported.............................  $ 138
Adjusted for General
Inflation ................................ (18)
Adjusted for Changes in
Specific Prices....................... (81)
Earnings Per Common Share:
As Reported............................. $ 1.75
Adjusted for General
Inflation ...............................  (0.23)
Adjusted for Changes in 
Specific Prices....................... (1.03)
Excess of Increase in the 
General Price Level over 
the Increase in Specific 
Prices of Net Utility 
Plant after Adjustment to
Net Recoverable Amount.......  $ (344)
Reduction of Purchasing Power 





Adjusted for either General
Inflation or Changes in 
Specific Prices after 
Adjustment to
Recoverable Amount...........  1,458
Cash Dividends Declared Per 
Common Share:
As Reported.............................  $ 1.60
Adjusted for General
Inflation ...............................  1.60
Market Price Per Common 
Share at Year-End:
As Reported............................. $ 10⅞
Adjusted for General
Inflation ...............................  10%
Consumer Price Index 
(1967 = 100):
Average .......................................  246.8
Year-End .....................................  258.4 *
Year Ended December 31,
1979 1978 1977 1976
(Millions)
$1,698 $1,590 $1,451 $1,266
1,928 2,008 1,973 1,832
$ 176 $ 147 $ 145 $ 120
61 NA NA NA
(16) NA NA  NA
$ 133 $ 109 $ no $ 85
12 NA NA NA
(66) NA NA NA
$ 1.90 $ 1.76 $ 2.00 $ 1.66
0.17 NA NA NA
(0.94) NA NA NA
$ (402) NA NA NA
$ 428 NA NA NA
$1,400 $1,254 $1,131 $1,017
1,504 $1,524 1,499 1,439
$ 1.60 $ 1.52 $1,4675 $ 1.45
1.82 1.92 2.00 2.10
$ 12⅜ $ 13½ $ 16½ $ 15⅛









*All data adjusted for changing prices are stated in average 1980 dollars except for market price per 
common share at year-end which is stated in December 1980 dollars.
NA—Not Available. These data are not required to be presented by FAS No. 33 and would have been 




The data adjusted for general inflation represent historical costs stated in term s of dollars of the 
same general purchasing power (constant dollars), as measured by the average level of the Consumer 
Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U) for 1980. This method is intended to measure income 
after giving recognition to the cost of maintaining the purchasing power of the dollars invested in 
utility plant.
The current cost data reflect changes in the specific prices of utility plant from the date such plant 
was acquired to the present, as measured by the Handy-Whitman Index of Public Utility Construction 
Costs. This method is intended to measure income after giving recognition to the cost of maintaining 
the capability of the Company’s system to provide electric service at current price levels.
The difference between current cost data and the data adjusted for general inflation results from 
specific prices of utility plant increasing more or less rapidly than prices in general.
Note B—Net Income Adjusted for Changing Prices:
Adjustment of items in the historical cost income statem ent to arrive at net income adjusted for 
general inflation and changes in specific prices was limited to depreciation expense. In accordance 
with procedures specified in FAS No. 33, revenues and all expenses other than depreciation were 
considered to reflect the current average price level for the year and accordingly remain unchanged 
from those amounts shown in the Company’s primary financial statements.
Estimated utility plant was determined under both methods by applying the indexes specified 
above to the historical cost of utility plant by vintage year. Depreciation expense was then determined 
for the adjusted amounts of utility plant by applying the same composite depreciation rate used to 
compute the historical amount of depreciation expense shown in the Company’s primary financial 
statements.
Fuel inventories and the cost of fuel used in the generation of electricity were not restated from 
their historical costs. Regulation limits the recovery of fuel expense through adjustments in basic rate 
schedules or through the operation of fuel adjustm ent billing clauses, which include 90% of the changes 
in fuel inventory costs. For this reason, fuel inventories are effectively monetary assets. Materials and 
supplies inventories were not restated since they are not a cost of generating electricity and the 
amounts involved are insignificant. As with fuel inventories, materials and supplies inventories have 
been treated as monetary assets. See Note D.
Note C—Adjustment of Net Utility Plant to Net Recoverable Amount:
Under current ratemaking policies prescribed by the MPSC and the FERC, only the historical 
cost of utility plant is recoverable through depreciation charges as part of the cost of service billed to 
customers. Therefore, the excess of the cost of utility plant adjusted for both general inflation and 
changes in specific prices is not presently recoverable in rates as depreciation. In accordance with the 
requirements of FAS No. 33, the amount of this excess tha t accrued as a result of changing prices 
during 1980 is reflected as an adjustment to net recoverable amount.
Note D—Reduction of Purchasing Power Loss through Debt Financing:
During periods of inflation, the holding of monetary assets such as cash and accounts receivable 
results in a loss of general purchasing power because such items will purchase less at a future date. 
Alternatively, the holding of monetary liabilities such as long-term debt results in a gain of general 
purchasing power because the amount of money required to ultimately settle the liabilities represents 
dollars of diminished purchasing power.
Since the Company owed net monetary liabilities during a period in which the general purchasing 
power of the dollar declined (i.e., during a period of inflation), the Company experienced an economic 
gain in purchasing power. All assets and liabilities other than utility plant, as well as amounts 
applicable to preferred and preference stock, were treated as monetary items. Preferred and prefer­
ence stock were treated in the same manner as long-term debt since they are treated as such for 
ratemaking purposes and because these shareholders have invested in the Company primarily for the 
dividends which are paid at a fixed rate and not primarily in order to maintain the purchasing power of 
their original investment.
Note E—Discussion and Analysis of Financial Data Adjusted for Changing Prices:
The accompanying statement of income adjusted for changing prices reveals a significant de­
crease in reported net income when depreciation expense is adjusted for either general inflation or 
changes in specific prices. Theoretically, these decreases indicate that current revenues are not 
sufficient to either maintain the purchasing power of the Company’s invested capital or to replace, at 
the assumed price levels, the portion of its existing productive capacity used up during the year. The 
decrease in net income of 116% under the current cost method compared to the 83% decrease under 
the constant dollar method points out the fact that the cost of the Company’s investment in utility
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plant has increased at a rate greater than the rate of general inflation.
The gain in purchasing power discussed previously which results from the Company’s substantial 
use of debt financing is strictly an economic concept. The Company cautions readers that such gains 
will never be realized and therefore do not contribute to cash flow or distributable income. The 
regulatory process limits the Company to recovery of only the actual embedded interest cost of capital 
provided through debt financing. Thus, any gain in purchasing power resulting from the use of debt 
financing is passed on to customers through reduced rates.
Since a substantial portion of the Company’s investment in utility plant was financed through 
debt, any purchasing power gain resulting from the use of debt can only be realized if depreciation on 
that portion of the inflation adjusted cost of utility plant financed with debt were recoverable as part of 
the cost of service billed to customers. Therefore, to properly reflect the economics of rate regulation, 
the Company believes that the economic gain in purchasing power related to debt should be consid­
ered an offset to the economic loss experienced as a result of regulatory restrictions related to the 
recovery of depreciation on the historical cost of utility plant.
Since the higher depreciation expenses under constant dollar or current cost accounting are not 
tax deductible, income taxes included in the accompanying data adjusted for changing prices were not 
adjusted from those amounts shown in the Company’s primary financial statements. Thus, the Com­
pany’s effective tax rate under both the constant dollar and current cost methods exceeds the statu­
tory rate of 46%. Such a tax policy effectively results in a tax on shareholders’ investment in the 
Company.
The constant dollar data, because they are developed using the broad based CPI-U, are not 
necessarily representative of the effects of inflation on the Company. However, a primary value of 
constant dollar data is that they provide a common basis for comparison that can be particularly useful 
in trend analysis. The accompanying summary of selected financial data, for example, shows that 
operating revenues for the five-year period 1976 through 1980 increased 43%. If each year were 
restated in average 1980 constant dollars, operating revenues for the same period would decrease 1%, 
which indicates that the growth in operating revenues is the result of inflation rather than increased 
volume, since total kilowatthour sales in 1980 were actually 3% lower than in 1976 due to the severe 
recession.
In summary, the regulatory process limits the amount of depreciation expense recoverable 
through revenues to the historical cost of the Company’s investment in utility plant. Such amount 
produces cash flows which are inadequate to replace such property in future years or to preserve the 
purchasing power of common equity capital invested. As a result the Company must increasingly rely 
on the capital markets to provide necessary financial resources, thus further exposing the Company to 
the effects of inflation in the form of increased financing costs. The Company, therefore, incurs a 
significant purchasing power loss which is experienced by the common shareholder and can be over­
come only as a result of adequate rate relief in the regulatory process.
Wholesale and Retail Trade
GENUINE PARTS COMPANY
Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices 
Basis of Preparation
As required by Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 33, “Financial 
Reporting and Changing Prices,” the Company must provide supplemental information concerning 
the effects of changing prices in its annual report. These disclosures are intended to address two 
different aspects of an inflationary environment: (1) the effect of a rise in the general price level on the 
exchange value or purchasing power of the dollar (called “general inflation”) and (2) the specific price 
changes in the individual resources used by the Company. Because there is presently no consensus on 
which aspect of inflation (if any) should be reported, the FASB has devised an experiment requiring 
certain large, publicly held companies to present supplemental information reflecting both types of 
inflation measurements.
It is important that financial statement users understand what the inflation-adjusted data is 
intended to represent, and also recognize its inherent limitations. The Company believes that the 
following information is essential for a proper understanding and assessment of the data presented.
Partial Application
The supplemental information on changing prices does not reflect a comprehensive application of 
either type of inflation accounting. During the experimental period, the FASB decided to focus on 
those items most affected by changing prices, that is: (1) the effect of both general inflation and
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specific price changes on inventories and properties and related cost of goods sold and depreciation 
expenses, and (2) the effect of general inflation on monetary assets and liabilities.
Statement of Income
The accompanying supplemental statement of income presents income data under three mea­
surement methods. These are:
a. As Reported in the Primary Statements—This amount is net income as reported in the pri­
mary financial statements on the historical cost basis of accounting.
b. Adjusted for General Inflation—This represents the historical amounts of revenues and ex­
penses stated in dollars of the same (constant) general purchasing power, as measured by the 
average level of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for 1980. Under this measurement method, 
historical amounts of depreciation expense and cost of goods sold are adjusted to reflect the 
change in the level of CPI that has occurred since the date the related properties and inven­
tories were acquired. The amounts of revenues and other costs and expenses, already approxi­
mate average 1980 constant dollars and remain unchanged from those amounts presented in 
the primary financial statements.
c. Adjusted for Changes in Specific Prices (Current Costs)—Income under current cost account­
ing attempts to deal with a different issue than income adjusted for general inflation. The 
specific prices of the Company’s goods and services have risen at a different rate than the 
general inflation rate as measured by the CPI. Current cost accounting measures inventories 
and properties at their current cost (rather than their historical cost) at the balance sheet date; 
cost of goods sold is based on current cost at the date of sale and depreciation is computed on 
average current cost for the year.
Income Taxes
The provision for income taxes included in the supplemental statement of income is the same as 
reported in the primary financial statements. Present tax laws do not allow deductions for higher 
depreciation adjustments for the effects of inflation. Thus, taxes are levied on the Company at rates 
which, in real terms, exceed established statutory rates. During periods of persistent inflation and 
rapidly increasing prices, such a tax policy effectively results in a tax on shareholders’ investment in 
the Company.
Purchasing Power Loss From Holding Net Monetary Assets During the Year
When prices are increasing, the holding of monetary assets (e.g., cash and receivables) results in 
a loss of general purchasing power. Similarly, liabilities are associated with a gain of general purchas­
ing power because the amount of money required to settle the liabilities represents dollars of di­
minished purchasing power. The net loss (gain in 1979) in purchasing power is shown separately in the 
accompanying supplemental data. The amount has been calculated based on the Company’s average 
net monetary assets for the year multiplied by the change in the CPI for the year. Such amounts do 
not represent funds available for distribution to shareholders.
Increases in Current Cost of Inventories and Properties
Under current cost accounting, increases in specific prices (current cost) of inventories and 
properties held during the year (including realized gains and losses on those sold or used) are not 
included in income but are presented separately. The current cost increase is reduced by the effect of 
general inflation measured by applying the annual rate of change in the CPI to the average current 





(in millions of dollars) 
$ 3 $ 24
Unrealized......................................................... — 9 9
21 12 33
Less General Inflation........................................... 32 14 46
Current Cost Increase Net of General 
Inflation (negative)........................................ $(11) $ (2) $(13)
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Under the FASB standard, the current cost increase is not reduced by any income taxes that will 
become payable if unrealized current cost increases are realized. Based on present tax rates, approxi­
mately $26,000,000 of income taxes would be applicable to the accumulated unrealized increases in 
current cost ($54,000,000 at December 31, 1980), of which $4,000,000 relates to 1980.
Current Cost Measurements
Current cost amounts for inventories and cost of goods sold were approximated using a FIFO 
inventory valuation, adjusted by an internal index for price changes experienced through the end of 
the year.
The current costs of most properties were determined by applying U.S. Department of Labor and 
Factory Mutual Building cost indexes to the historical costs of appropriate narrow classes of assets. 
The current cost of properties relates to the assets presently owned by the Company rather than to 
technologically superior assets which may be available.
Current cost depreciation is based on the average current cost of properties during the year. The 
depreciation methods (primarily straight-line), salvage values and useful lives are the same as those 
used in preparing the primary financial statements.
Adjustments to depreciation expense do not include amounts applicable to current year increases 
in current cost attributable to service potential expired in previous years (often called “backlog 
depreciation”). Such amounts are included in the increase in current cost of properties for the year. 
Therefore, aggregate current cost depreciation charges over the life of the assets often may not equal 
the amounts needed to replace existing assets with similar assets. Also, the cost of technologically 
superior replacement assets may require significantly greater capital outlays than reflected by the 
current cost of the assets presently owned by the Company. These higher replacement costs would be 
offset to a certain extent by the operating cost savings that would often result from the use of 
technologically superior assets.
Current cost calculations involve a substantial number of judgments as well as use of various 
estimating techniques that have been employed to limit the cost of accumulating the data. The data 
reported should not be thought of as precise measurements of the assets and expenses involved, but 
instead represent reasonable approximations of the price changes that have occurred in the business 
environment in which the Company operates.
Current cost does not purport to represent the amount at which the assets could be sold.
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Financial Data
All amounts in the five-year comparison are stated in average 1980 constant dollars.
As described above, the determination of net assets reflects a partial application of the inflation 
accounting methods. Other assets of $4,734,000 consisting primarily of prepaid expenses and sundry 
other current and non-current amounts and minority interests in subsidiaries of $10,993,000, have not 
been adjusted for general inflation, nor specific price changes.
Management Comments on Data Adjusted for Inflation
The Company has maintained a relatively constant percentage of gross profit on sales for several 
years. Increases in sales prices have generally been timed to coincide with increases in the cost of 
merchandise purchased. Accordingly, the effect of inflation on the gross profit of the Company has not 
been significant. Although management presently anticipates its continued ability to compensate for 
cost increases by passing through such increases to its customers in amounts sufficient to maintain a 
relatively constant gross profit on sales, there can be no assurance that competitive or other factors 
will not adversely affect continuation of this practice.
The data presented, which has been adjusted for changes in the consumer price index, is of little 
value because changes in the general price level do not directly relate to the business of the Company. 
Although the Company has also included additional supplemental information concerning the effect of 
specific price changes in the individual resources used by the Company, management believes that 
historical cost basis financial statements provide the most meaningful information about the Company.
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Statement of Income Adjusted for Changing Prices 
Year Ended December 31, 1980 




in the Adjusted for Prices
Primary General (Current
Statements Inflation Costs)
Net sales...................................................... ............. ...........
Cost of goods sold (excluding depreciation and
.... $1,432 $ 1,432 $1,432
amortization included below)........................................... 1,004 $1,036 1,025
428 396 407
Depreciation and amortization............................................ 9 12 12
Selling, administrative and other expenses....................... 285 285 285
294 297 297
Income before income taxes and income applicable
to minority interests......................................................... 134 99 110
Income taxes......................................................................... 65 65 65
Income before income applicable to minority interests.... 69 34 45
Income applicable to minority interests............................. 1 1 1
Net income............................................................................ .... $ 68 $ 33 $ 44
Effective income tax rate—See page 23............................ 48.2% 65.0% 58.6%
Purchasing power loss from holding net monetary
items during the year...................................................... $ * $ *
Increases in specific prices (current costs) of
inventories and property, plant and equipment 
held during the year......................................................... $ 33
Less effect of increase in general price level.................... 46
Excess of increase in the general price level over 
increase in specific prices.....................................................  $ (13)
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplemental Financial Data Adjusted for 
Effects of Changing Prices 
In Average 1980 Dollars (except as
reported amounts) Year Ended December 31
____________________________________________ 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
(in millions of dollars, except per share 
data and price index)Net sales
As reported......................................................
Adjusted for general inflation........................
Net income
As reported......................................................
Adjusted for general inflation........................
Adjusted for specific price changes...............
Net income per share
As reported.....................................................
Adjusted for general inflation........................
Adjusted for specific price changes.............. .
Excess of increase in the general price level 
over increases in specific prices of
inventories and properties............................. .
Purchasing power gain (loss) from holding net
monetary items during the year....................
Net assets at year-end
As reported..................................................... .
Adjusted for general inflation.......................
Adjusted for specific price changes..............
Cash dividends declared per common share
As reported.....................................................
Adjusted for general inflation.......................
Market price per common share at year-end
Historical amount...........................................
Adjusted for general inflation........................
Average consumer price index.........................
$1,432 $1,337 $1,179 $1,034 $ 928












1.04 .88 .73 .60 .51
1.04 1.00 .92 .82 .74
26.25 23.63 25.91 23.75 25.00
25.07 25.37 31.52 31.50 35.40
246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
*Purchasing power gain (loss) from holding net monetary items during the years 1980 and 1979 
amounted to approximately $(6,000) and $43,000, respectively.
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ASSOCIATED DRY GOODS CORPORATION
I n f la t io n  a n d  C h a n g in g  P r ic e s
In accordance with the provisions of Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 33, 
“Financial Reporting and Changing Prices”, selected financial information reflecting the impact of 
inflation is shown on the facing page.
The statem ent prescribes two supplementary income computations; one dealing with the effects 
of general inflation (constant dollars) and the other dealing with the effects of changes in specific prices 
of resources used by an enterprise (current cost).
Basically, the constant dollar method adjusts the historical financial information to dollars hav­
ing the same purchasing power as determined by using the Consumer Price Index (C.P.I.). For 
example, $110 will be required to purchase the same merchandise in 1980 that could have been 
purchased for $100 in 1979 assuming the C .P.I. has risen by 10% in the 1980 period.
The current cost method, required for the first time in 1980, mandates that historical financial 
information be adjusted to dollars reflecting the current cost (assuming complete replacement) of the 
inventory and property and equipment required to produce acceptable sales volumes in each location.
Under the guidelines specified in Statement No. 33, cost of sales and depreciation expense are 
required to be adjusted in the determination of net earnings. In addition, Statement No. 33 specifi­
cally prohibits the restatem ent of income taxes on the adjusted earnings since no relief is available 
from either the federal or state taxing authorities. The result is to increase the effective tax rate from 
46.9% to 84.7% and 54.0%, on an constant dollar and current cost basis, respectively.
The gain in purchasing power of net monetary items (i.e. claims on cash in fixed dollar amounts) is 
derived from the concept that monetary assets and liabilities change in value with inflation. Since the 
Company was in a net monetary liability position on a consolidated basis during a period of inflation or 
declining purchasing power, the Company enjoyed a gain of $26.4 million in purchasing power during 
the current year.
In determining the adjusted net earnings which amounted to $8.3 million, or $.62 per share, for the 
constant dollar method and $39.3 million, or $2.91 per share, for the current cost method, both the cost 
of sales and the depreciation expense have been adjusted.
For both the constant dollar and the current cost methods, the adjustments have attempted to 
remove the effect on the financial statem ents of having purchased assets at different time periods. 
This gives rise to a large increase in depreciation expense for those assets which were purchased many 
years ago, because although the depreciation is computed using the same methods and lives as found 
in the historical financial statements, the cost or basis of the assets will be increased to adjust the 
assets to 1980 dollars.
However, it should be noted that the estimated current costs used, although reasonable, are 
subjective, and do not necessarily represent amounts for which the assets could be sold or costs which 
will be incurred in future periods. The actual replacement of all assets is not considered to be a 
realistic possibility.
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Consolidated Statement of Earnings Adjusted for Changing Prices















Net sales and miscellaneous revenue—net $1,957,086 $1,957,086 $1,957,086
Cost of sales (including occupancy and buying 
costs) 1,422,274 1,448,339 1,422,274
Depreciation and amortization expense 41,599 59,426 54,485
Selling, general, and administrative expense 370,263 370,263 370,263
Interest expense 24,653 24,653 24,653
Earnings before income taxes 98,297 54,405 85,411
Income taxes 46,086 46,086 46,086
Net earnings $ 52,211 $ 8,319 $ 39,325
Net earnings per share $ 3.86 $ .62 $ 2.91
Gain from decline in purchasing power of net 
amounts owed $ 26,422 $ 26,422
Effect of increase in general price level $ 94,630
Increase in specific prices during the year ___________________________________ 80,388
Excess of increase in general price level over
increase in specific prices__________________________ _________ ______________ $ 14,242
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for Changing Prices
(In thousands of average Fiscal Years
1980 dollars) 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Net sales and miscellaneous
revenue—net $1,957,086 $2,025,616 $2,035,643 $2,008,357 $2,243,709
Historical cost information
adjusted for general 
inflation:
Net earnings 8,319 9,248
Net earnings per common share .62 .68
Net assets at year-end
Historical cost information
886,074 899,694
adjusted for changes in 
specific prices:
Net earnings 39,325 40,415
Net earnings per common share 2.91 2.99
Net assets at year-end 
Excess of increase in general
688,024 700,838
price level over increase 
in specific prices 14,242 27,615
Other information adjusted 
for general inflation: 
Gain from decline in
purchasing power of net 
amounts owed 26,422 32,102
Cash dividends declared per 
common share
Market price per common share
1.575 1.70 1.90 2.05 2.18
at year-end 25¼ 24¼ 21¼ 32⅛ 42¼
Average consumer price index 249.1 219.8 196.9 182.5 171.2
Note: The current cost for inventory and property and equipment net of accumulated depreciation was 
$316.2 million and $543.1 million at January 31, 1981.
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THE STOP & SHOP COMPANIES, INC.
Supplementary Information on Inflation and Changing Prices
Background
The significant impact of inflation in recent years has caused concern about the adequacy of 
historical dollar accounting (as reflected in the financial statements) to account for the effects of 
increased prices and decreased purchasing power of money.
The Company’s extensive investments in retail, distribution and manufacturing facilities, for 
instance, were made over an extended time period. Since most of these investments were made the 
purchasing power of the dollar has significantly declined. Conversely, obligations incurred against 
these same investments will be satisfied in the future with less purchasing power of a dollar required.
In response to the urgent need to address the evaluation of the decline of the dollar on the 
economic results of operations, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued its State­
ment No. 33 “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices.” The Statement requires experimental mea­
surements of inflation under two general methods: the Constant Dollar method and the Current Cost 
method. These methods and their applications and limitations will be further described under separate 
captions that follow.
In the retail business most investments are made in inventories, buildings and equipment for 
retail stores and their support facilities. Therefore, The Company has elected to present inflation data 
only for inventories, costs of sales, fixed assets, property under capital leases, depreciation and 
amortization. These are the areas of the Company most affected by the inflation, and exclusion of the 
other accounts does not materially affect the results. The accompanying Table A—Consolidated 
Statement of Earnings Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices reflects the results of inflation on 
those areas most affected. Other comparative data is presented in Table B—Five Year Comparison of 
Selected Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices.
Adjusted Data for General Inflation—Constant Dollar Method
The Constant Dollar method is an experimental attempt to measure the declines of money, and in 
accordance with the FASB Statement No. 33 certain historical data has been adjusted by application 
of the U.S. Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI/U).
Table A states the effect on earnings for the past year after adjusting the historical costs of 
inventories, building facilities and equipment to average 1980 dollars by application of the CPI/U 
index for the year. Also included in the table is the unrealized gain resulting from satisfying the 
Company’s obligations with lower valued dollars than when the obligations were incurred. Table B 
restates sales, per share dividends and per share market prices in terms of average 1980 dollars.
The CPI/U index which is required by FASB for the Constant Dollar conversions of historical 
costs has certain inherent limitations, particularly when applied within the retail industry. Our cus­
tomers are final consumers and their purchasing powers have been drastically reduced by the infla­
tion. They have fought inflation by resisting the purchase, often with the Company’s urging, of those 
items with major price increases. The results of this resistance is reflected in our statistics of product 
movements. Consumer resistance is also reflected in the Company’s internally generated indices 
which show lower inflation rates on merchandise sold than the general inflation indices indicate, thus 
adversely affecting the cost of sales and retail sales adjusted for general inflation as presented in Table 
B.
The Company has been an industry leader in maintaining attractive and efficient retail stores and 
support facilities in order to maintain its strong position in its market area. Substantial investments in 
assets to attain this position have been made in recent years at rates exceeding the CPI/U index.
Adjusted for Changes in Specific Prices—Current Cost Method
The Current Cost method as prescribed by FASB requires that historical values be converted to 
current costs at the balance sheet dates. Experimentation is allowed in determining current costs, and 
the Company believes that the values presented are reasonable after consideration of various alterna­
tive computations.
Engineering estimates are constantly updated for insurance and capital expenditure purposes, 
and they have proven reliable when compared to actual expenditures for new or remodeled locations. 
The latest estimates were reduced to a square footage basis for the various sizes and types of facilities 
operated, and then applied to the square footages of the existing facilities in determining the current 
costs of buildings and retail store equipment. Land values are management’s estimates of the fair
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market value of each site based upon its recent experiences in its efforts to acquire additional favor­
able sites. Current costs of motor vehicles, handling equipment and data processing equipment were 
based upon recent vendor quotations or comparable purchases. Insurance carrier cost indices were 
applied only where recent equipment costs could not be determined or where equipment was custom 
built. Depreciation and amortization have been computed by the same straight line method and useful 
life assumptions as were performed under the historical cost basis.
Those inventories under the FIFO method have been converted to current costs by consideration 
of inflation factors during turnover periods applied to the historical values and the costs of sales were 
recalculated accordingly. For those inventories under the LIFO method no adjustment was made to 
costs of sales as it fairly represents current costs after consideration of the Company’s short turnover 
periods.
The Current Cost method reflects replacement costs of properties and equipment at a higher cost 
than the Company would expect to experience. Few new retail facilities are being erected in our 
trading areas due to the almost prohibitively high construction costs. The method also assumes that 
old and inefficient facilities would be replaced exactly, but the Company replaces older units with 
more modern and efficient buildings that require less floor area than currently exists in order to 
maintain or improve current sales volumes.
General Comments on Inflation Data
Federal income taxes have not been adjusted from the historical cost provisions because the 
United States Government at this time prohibits adjusting tax deductions, particularly for deprecia­
tion, from the deductions determined on a historical cost basis. Table A reflects an effective tax rate 
for 1980 of 34.4% under the historical cost basis, of 92.5% when adjusted for specific prices, and a tax 
on an operating loss when adjusted for general inflation. These results emphasize that the current tax 
policies erode the ability of a business to provide for replacements of prior capital investments during 
prolonged periods of price increases.
While the need to measure the effects of inflation are recognized, the methods used here as well as 
other such measures are still experimental and subject to refinements and evaluations over time. 
Before accepting the effects of inflation measurements on corporate earnings, more understanding is 
required by both the preparers and users of the data. More important, as a retailer with a fast 
turnover of merchandise, the Company is well aware of the rapid effects of inflation and will continue 
to react to these effects in its policies and decisions.
Table A—Consolidated Statement of Earnings Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices
Adjusted for
As reported Adjusted for Changes in
in Financial General Inflation Specific Prices
Statements (Constant Dollars) (Current Costs)
(In Thousands)
For Year Ended January 31, 1981 
Retail sales $2,059,183 $2,059,183 $2,059,183
Cost of goods sold, buying and 
warehousing costs
Depreciation and amortization including
1,581,516 1,594,402 1,583,673
capital leases 27,580 42,733 40,994
All other expenses 425,296 425,296 425,296
2,034,392 2,062,431 2,049,963
Earnings (loss) before federal income
taxes 24,791 (3,248) 9,220
Federal income taxes 8,525 8,525 8,525
Earnings (loss) from continuing operations 16,266 $ (11,773) $ 695
Gain from decline in purchasing power of
net amounts owed $ 32,997 $ 32,997
At January 31, 1981 the current cost of inventory was $213,955,000 and the current cost of fixed assets 
and property under capital leases, net of accumulated depreciation, was $353,361,000.___________
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Table B—Five Year Comparison of Selected Financial Data Adjusted for 
Effects of Changing Prices
(Dollar figures in thousands except those stated on a per share basis)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Retail sales' $2,059,183 $2,129,317 $2,229,288 $2,200,920 $2,145,938
Historical cost information 
adjusted to constant dollars: 
Earnings (loss) from continuing 
operations
Earnings (loss) from continuing 
operations per share 
Net assets at year end
$ (11,773) $





Historical cost information 
adjusted to current dollars:
Earnings (loss) from continuing 
operations
Earnings (loss) from continuing 
operations per share 
Increase in general price level (CPI) in 
excess of increase in current costs 
Net assets at year end
$ 695 $
$ .17 $






Gain from decline in purchasing 
power of net amounts owed $ 32,997 $ 36,971
Cash dividends declared per share $ 1.20 $ 1.33 $ 1.33 $ 1.37 $ 1.46
Market price per share at year end* $ 16.38 $ 17.42 $ 20.40 $ 17.92 $ 22.92
Average Consumer Price Index for all 
Urban Consumers (1967 = 100) 249.1 219.8 196.9 182.4 171.2
*The actual closing market prices at year end for the 
$16.13, $13.13 and $15.75, respectively.




Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices
The following is information on the effects of changing prices:
Statement of Income from Continuing Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices
For the Year Ended December 31, 1980
(Dollars in Thousands)
Income from continuing operations, as reported in the income statement $13,111
Adjustment to restate costs for the effect of general inflation:
Amortization and provision for depreciation (1,442)
Income from continuing operations, adjusted for general inflation 11,669
Adjustment to restate depreciation to reflect the difference between 
general inflation and changes in specific prices (current costs) _____46_
Income from continuing operations, adjusted for changes in 
specific prices $11,715
OTHER INFORMATION
Purchasing power loss from holding net monetary assets during the year $ (6,182)
Increase in specific prices (current costs) of properties held during 
the year* $ 4,864
Less effect of increase in general price level 3,569
Excess of increase in specific prices over increase in general price level $ 1,295
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*At December 31 current cost of properties, net of accumulated depreciation, was $55,859 (historical 
amount—$30,185).
Five-year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for 
Effects of Changing Prices
In Average 1980 Dollars (except as reported amounts)
_________ For the Year Ended December 31_______
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
(Dollars in Thousands Except Per Share Data)
Net interest income, after provision 
for loan losses:
As reported $ 57,757 $ 52,921 $ 44,304 $ 38,403 $ 33,088
Adjusted for general inflation 
Income from continuing operations:
57,757 60,078 55,958 52,220 47,895
As reported 13,111 10,977
Adjusted for general inflation 
Adjusted for specific price
11,669 9,222
changes 11,715 9,443
Per share data (restated):
As reported 4.58 3.83
Adjusted for general inflation 
Adjusted for specific price
4.08 3.22
changes 4.09 3.30
Excess of increase in specific prices
of properties over increase 
in the general price level 1,295 3,713
Purchasing power loss from holding
net monetary assets during 
the year (6,182) (5,606)
Net assets at year-end:
As reported 109,182 98,935
Adjusted for general inflation 
Adjusted for specific price
129,963 121,302
changes 134,856 126,171
Cash dividends declared per
common share (restated): 
As reported 1.00 .83 .83 .83 .83
Adjusted for general inflation 
Market price per common share
1.00 .94 1.05 1.13 1.20
at year-end (restated): 
Historical amount 18.54 16.95 17.54 19.00 22.37
Adjusted for general inflation 18.54 19.24 22.15 25.84 32.38
Average consumer price index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
In 1979, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Statement No. 33, “Financial Report­
ing and Changing Prices”, which requires certain enterprises to supplement their annual reports with 
data showing the impact of inflation on reported figures. Two methods exist for restating the reported 
figures. The constant dollar method is derived from the historical cost financial statements, which 
combine dollars spent at various times in the past. It is important to note that the constant dollar 
method does not reflect individual prices or costs of particular assets, goods or services in the current 
market. Instead, this method restates the historical dollars to reflect the purchasing power they 
would have in the current year so they will be comparable with current year dollars. This is accom­
plished through using the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI), issued by the U. S. 
Department of Labor, which reflects the average level of general inflation each year. The current cost 
method reflects the changes in specific prices of the company’s individual assets from the dates they 
were originally acquired to the present. This is accomplished through using Producer Prices and Price 
Indexes, issued by the U. S. Department of Labor. The Producer Price Indexes measure changes in 
the prices of specific commodities that are sold in primary markets. The current cost method gives 
different results from the constant dollar method since specific prices may increase more or less 
rapidly than the general rate of inflation due to other economic factors.
To understand the impact of inflation on banks and bank holding companies, it is necessary to 
understand the distinction between monetary and nonmonetary assets and liabilities. Monetary items 
are those assets and liabilities which are or will be converted into a fixed number of dollars regardless 
of changes in the general price level. Examples of monetary items include cash, accounts receivable,
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accounts payable and long-term debt. Nonmonetary items are those assets and liabilities which do not 
represent a fixed number of dollars but are assumed to retain their original purchasing power as price 
levels change. Examples of nonmonetary items include property, plant, equipment and inventory. As 
noted from the examples given, banks and bank holding companies deal almost exclusively with 
monetary assets and liabilities and have few nonmonetary items.
When prices are increasing during inflationary periods, the holding of monetary assets results in a 
loss of general purchasing power. Similarly, amounts owed produce a gain in general purchasing 
power because the amount of money required to settle the liabilities represents dollars of diminished 
purchasing power. Since consumers and producers require additional funds to maintain a fixed level of 
assets, inventory or consumption, inflation has the effect of increasing the level of loan demand on 
financial institutions. This demand is accelerated when companies borrow funds to purchase currently 
in expectation of increased future prices. This demand for loans increases the financial institution’s 
monetary assets, therefore decreasing its purchasing power. Thus, the indirect results of inflation on 
financial institutions can be considerable.
Possibly a more significant indicator of inflationary periods in financial institutions is the interest 
rate. Although interest rates are viewed as the “price” of borrowing funds, the behavior of interest 
rates differs significantly from the behavior of the prices of goods and services. The “price” of 
borrowing relates more closely to the rate of change in the prices of goods and services than to their 
absolute level. Accordingly, when the rate of inflation slows, interest rates tend to decline while 
absolute prices for goods and services remain at their high levels.
Income tax expense as shown on the primary financial statements has not been restated. We 
believe these supplementary schedules and the related information provide an insight into the mea­
surement and reporting of the effects of inflation on Third National Corporation.
REPUBLIC OF TEXAS CORPORATION
Effects of Changing Prices
The unaudited information that follows provides certain measurements of the effects of changing 
prices on the consolidated operations and financial position of RPT. The schedules present selected 
financial data adjusted for the effects of changing prices, as required by the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board. In evaluating this information, one should remember that a commercial bank’s asset 
and liability structure is substantially different from that of an industrial company for which the 
changing price reporting guidelines were primarily established. For example, there is little difference 
between constant dollar information and current cost information for RPT; therefore, only constant 
dollar information is presented. Reference to the various other schedules presented in this annual 
report will assist in the understanding of how well RPT is positioned to react to changing interest 
rates and inflationary trends. In particular, attention is directed to the performance review section of 
the annual report and the tables which support that discussion of performance.
Constant Dollar
The objective of the following schedules is to provide financial information in dollars of equivalent 
purchasing power (constant dollars) by adjusting the historical cost data by the end-of-year Consumer 
Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI). The resulting amounts, referred to as constant dollars, 
reflect changes in the general purchasing power of the dollar.
The historical cost balances of the estimated residual value of property leased, premises and 
equipment and goodwill have been indexed to adjust the original acquisition costs by the effect of 
general inflation. Constant dollar depreciation and amortization expense, therefore, exceed the re­
lated historical cost amounts. Income taxes have not been provided on the adjustments relating to 
depreciation and amortization.
Summary
The purchasing power loss on net monetary assets is based upon a theoretical concept. Under this 
concept, all monetary assets and monetary liabilities decrease in value as the CPI increases. In banks, 
monetary assets generally exceed monetary liabilities; consequently, when the CPI is increasing, 
banks will show a decline in the purchasing power of net monetary assets. We believe the amount 
resulting from this concept is not meaningful in understanding the operations of RPT.
The accompanying tables present a required comparison of selected financial data adjusted for the 
effects of changing prices. RPT believes that comparisons of price level adjusted data are most 
meaningful when interpreted in terms of trends and relationships among the periods.
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Net interest income and income from continuing operations before securities transactions repre­
sent the consolidated earnings of RPT. The constant dollar amounts and related per share amounts 
show a real growth for each of the past four years in earnings after consideration of inflation.
Summary Statement of Income for 1980 Adjusted for the Effects of Inflation 
($ in millions, except per share amounts) ____________________________
Historical Constant
Cost Dollar
Net interest income $269.2 $281.9
Provision for loan losses 28.9 30.2
Non-interest income 78.3 81.9
Non-interest expense 208.8 223.6
Income before taxes and securities transactions 109.8 110.0
Provision for income taxes 21.7 22.7
Income before securities transactions 88.1 87.3
Investment securities losses (1.2) (1.3)
Net income $ 86.9 $ 86.0
Per common share:
Income before securities transactions $ 4.88 $ 4.83
Net income 4.81 4.76
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices 
In December 1980 Dollars
($ in millions, except per share amounts)_______________________________________________
________ Years Ended December 31_______
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Amounts:
Net interest income
Income from continuing operations before 
securities transactions and extraordinary item 
Per common share:
Income from continuing operations before 
securities transactions and extraordinary item 
Cash dividends paid 
Year-end market price 
Consumer price index—end-of-year 
Purchasing power loss on net monetary assets 
Stockholders’ equity at year-end
$194.4 $211.4 $246.0 $265.4 $281.9
58.5 62.5 76.4 82.5 87.3
$ 3.28 $ 3.48 $ 4.25 $ 4.59 $ 4.83
1.10 1.15 1.16 1.21 1.18
32.86 28.69 29.61 30.63 34.00
174.3 186.1 202.9 229.9 258.4
— — — 48.7 44.3






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The constant dollar presentation, illustrated as supplemental information above, is designed to 
measure the general impact of inflationary increases on operating results of the Corporation over the 
past five years. These results, which have been traditionally reported using historical dollars, are 
converted to common purchasing power (constant dollar) by establishing their relationship to the 
Consumer Price Index.
In addition, the data in the above table shows the effect of restating prior years’ premises and 
equipment acquisitions in 1980 constant dollars and the resulting income impact of depreciating these 
higher amounts. Current cost data required by Financial Accounting Standards does not vary materi­
ally from 1980 constant dollar information and has therefore been omitted from the presentation.
Except for banking premises and equipment, which are generally a small percent of total assets in 
financial institutions, assets and liabilities are monetary in nature. Because banks are net lenders of 
funds, monetary assets exceed monetary liabilities and a loss of purchasing power will be experienced 
during inflationary periods. Banks typically finance monetary asset growth by borrowing funds at a 
rate appropriate to ensure an acceptable interest rate spread commensurate with the risk associated 
with the assets acquired. These transactions represent claims for fixed dollar amounts at some future 
time and when risks are evaluated properly will result in an increase to shareholders’ equity. Con­
sequently, it is misleading to view purchasing power by itself without considering the impact on a 
financial institution of changing interest rates.
Historically dividends to shareholders have increased from $1.09 per share in 1976 to $1.40 per 
share in 1980, representing a 6 percent compound growth rate over this period. However, as noted on 
the accompanying table, when restated to constant 1980 dollars, using the CPI, cash dividends paid 
reflect a gradual decline consistent with what has occurred to the value of the U.S. dollar.
It is BancOhio’s opinion that inflation adjusted data is most meaningful when interpreted in terms 
of trends and relationships over a prolonged period of time.
Insurance
THE ST. PAUL COMPANIES, INC.
Notes to Supplemental Information on the Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
Introduction
The financial statements and notes as well as the other sections of this annual report have been 
prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles which require the measurement 
of financial position and operating results in terms of historical dollars without regard to changes in 
the relative purchasing power of the dollar over time.
In recent years, the accounting profession has researched alternative reporting methods which 
are intended to allow users of financial data to make comparisons among different accounting periods. 
The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has determined that companies must provide 
supplemental information concerning the effects of changing prices on their financial statements. The 
information in this section is presented in an experimental fashion to help overcome the shortcomings 
of historical dollar accounting. The adjustments are made in accordance with the principles of infla­
tion accounting as specified in FASB Statement No. 33, Financial Reporting and Changing Prices. The 
supplemental data prescribed by Statement No. 33 is intended to show two different aspects of 
inflation. The first adjustment to the primary financial statements would show the effect of a rise in 
the general price level on the exchange value or purchasing power of the dollar, called “general 
inflation.” The second adjustment would reflect “changes in specific prices” and would primarily relate 
to inventories and assets used in production.
Partial Application
The supplemental information on changing prices does not reflect a complete restatement of the 
historical dollar amounts reported in the primary financial statements. During the experimental 
period, the FASB, in Statement No. 33, decided to focus on those items most often affected by 
changing prices, that is:
1) The effect of both general inflation and specific price changes on inventories and property, 
plant and equipment and related depreciation expense. Since financial institutions generally 
have no inventory and relatively minor amounts of property, plant and equipment, use of the
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methods prescribed will have little effect on operating earnings. For our Company, the calcu­
lation of depreciation expense for changes in specific prices is not materially different from 
depreciation expense adjusted for the effects of general inflation. Accordingly, no adjustment 
for changes in specific prices is presented.
2) The effect of general inflation on holding monetary assets and liabilities. Since the predomi­
nant part of a financial institution’s assets and liabilities are monetary, the methods prescribed 
will result in a major impact in this area.
Operating Earnings
The accompanying supplemental statement of operating earnings from continuing operations 
presents income under two measurement methods. These are as follows:
a. As Reported in the Primary Statements—This amount represents operating earnings on the 
historical cost basis of accounting. Under generally accepted accounting principles, the effects 
of changing prices are not recognized.
b. Adjusted for General Inflation—Under this approach, the historical income statement is 
adjusted to dollars of the same general purchasing power. This adjustment is accomplished by 
using the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI), which is prescribed by the 
FASB. Under this measurement method depreciation expense, as reflected in the historical 
income statement, is adjusted to reflect the change in the CPI since the date the related 
properties were acquired. Revenues, insurance losses, benefits and other expenses, are as­
sumed to have been earned or incurred ratably throughout the year and remain unchanged 
from those amounts presented in the primary financial statements.
Purchasing Power Loss From Holding Net Monetary Assets
The financial data presented in this section has been adjusted to recognize the impact of changes 
in the relative purchasing power on our net monetary assets. The distinction between monetary and 
nonmonetary items is essential to an understanding of the data. Monetary items are those assets and 
liabilities which are or will be converted into a fixed number of dollars regardless of changes in prices. 
Examples of monetary items include cash, bonds, loans, and receivables. Nonmonetary items are 
those assets and liabilities which do not gain or lose general purchasing power solely as a result of 
general price level changes, but are affected by the relationships between specific prices for the item 
as well as price level changes. Examples of nonmonetary items include building and equipment and 
investments in common stocks.
When prices are increasing, the holding of net monetary assets during any given period results in 
a loss of general purchasing power. Conversely, holders of liabilities benefit during periods of inflation 
because less purchasing power will be required to satisfy these obligations in the future. The nature of 
the Company’s operations requires that we maintain monetary assets in excess of monetary liabilities. 
Consequently, during periods of inflation, the Company will show losses with regard to the purchasing 
power of its net monetary assets. The loss from decline in purchasing power is determined by calculat­
ing net monetary assets at the beginning and end of the year, adjusted for the change in those assets 
during the year, in terms of average 1980 dollars.
The classification of net monetary assets was determined in accordance with the provisions of 
Statement No. 33. That Statement classifies property-liability unearned premiums and deferred 
acquisition costs as nonmonetary items. However, there is considerable debate within the insurance 
industry regarding the FASB’s classification of property-liability unearned premiums and deferred 
acquisition costs. Accordingly, the loss has been calculated showing the unearned premiums and 
deferred acquisition costs both as nonmonetary, in accordance with Statement No. 33, and as mone­
tary items. The latter treatment is the more correct in management’s opinion.
Income Taxes
The provision for income taxes included in the supplemental statement of income from continuing 
operations is the same as that reported in the primary financial statements. Present tax laws do not 
allow deductions for higher depreciation adjustments for the effects of inflation.
Five-Year Comparison
All dollar amounts, except “As Reported” amounts, in the five-year comparison are stated in 
average 1980 dollars. The technique used to report constant dollar information is to restate certain
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financial amounts in terms of current year dollars. Therefore, the amounts shown for any one year will 
automatically change in the subsequent year’s report. Accordingly, the most useful purpose of this 
information is considered to be for trend analysis which can best be used when several years are 
reviewed in succession.
Significance of Supplemental Data
Management believes that it is important for financial statement users to develop an understand­
ing of the more significant impacts of inflation. As the purchasing power of the dollar declines, the 
dollar becomes less meaningful as a measurement of operating results. Thus, the FASB’s effort to 
develop a reporting system which measures the effects of inflation is an important step forward in 
financial reporting. However, because of its experimental nature, the information in this section 
should be considered of limited value and should not be viewed without reference to the audited 
financial statements.
The inflation information contained in this section is presented in compliance with FASB re­
quirements and attempts to display the economic effects of inflation. In addition to the adverse effects 
of inflation which are generally experienced, the Company is affected during inflationary periods in 
certain ways unique to the insurance industry. The impact of changing prices depends on whether or 
not a company is able to pass rising costs on to its customers. Inflation has driven claim costs and 
expenses up while regulatory restraints and industry-wide price competition has limited the extent to 
which rates can be adjusted to offset these higher costs.
In summary, we believe that the preceding commentary and the following schedules provide the 
user with an introduction to the evaluation of the effects of changing prices on our Company. We 
further believe that it is essential that the accounting rule making bodies continue the experimenta­
tion process to devise improved measurement techniques. Hopefully, the experimentation process will 
clarify the standard for classification of an item as monetary or nonmonetary, since this can have a 
significant impact on both income from continuing operations in constant dollars and the purchasing 
power gain or loss on net monetary items.
Statement of Income Adjusted for Changing Prices (Unaudited)
Year Ended December 31, 1980 (In thousands of dollars)




Total revenues from continuing operations $1,868,314 $1,868,314
Insurance losses and policyholders’ benefits 1,176,426 1,176,426
Amortization of deferred policy 
acquisition expenses 403,084 403,084
Operating and administrative expense 138,556 138,556
Depreciation expense 5,773 7,915
1,723,839 1,725,981
Operating earnings from continuing operations 
before income taxes 144,475 142,333
Income tax expense (credit) (6,426) (6,426)
Operating earnings from continuing operations* $ 150,901 $ 148,759
Other Information:
Loss from decline in purchasing power of net
monetary assets:
As defined by Statement of Financial Accounting 
Standards No. 33 $ 106,633
Adjusted to include unearned premiums and deferred 
policy acquisition costs as monetary items $ 52,307
Excluding realized gains from sales of investments, net of tax and extraordinary item of $13,222.
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplemental Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing 
Prices (Unaudited)
(In thousands of dollars except per share amounts)
(In Average 1980 Dollars Except “As Reported” Amounts)
____ _________ ______________________________ Year Ended December 31_______________
1980 1979 1978** 1977** 1976**




$1,868,314 $1,664,978 $1,444,505 $1,298,383 $1,132,947












Loss from decline in purchasing 
power of net monetary assets:
As defined by Statement 
of Financial Accounting
Standards No. 33 106,633 118,695
Adjusted to include 
unearned premiums 
and deferred policy 
acquisition costs
as monetary items 52,307 60,310
Net assets at year end:
As reported 1,042,950 935,715
Adjusted for general
inflation 1,026,925 1,029,353
Cash dividends declared per 
common share:
As reported 2.08 1.85 1.50 .90 .76
Adjusted for general 
inflation 2.08 2.10 1.90 1.22 1.10
Market price per common share 
at year end:
Historical amount 38.88 40.75 33.25 31.50 36.00
Adjusted for general 
inflation 37.13 43.80 40.44 41.77 50.97
Average consumer price index 
(1967 = 100.0) 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
*Excluding realized gains from sales of investments, net of tax and extraordinary item of $13,222 
($.63 per share) in 1980, and $9,986 ($.47 per share) in 1979.
**The information not presented for these years is not required by Statement No. 33.
GENERAL RE CORPORATION
Supplementary Information Regarding the Effects of Inflation
In recent years, considerable attention has focused on inflation and how its effect is reflected in 
financial statements. General Re Corporation’s financial statements, prepared in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles, are based upon historical costs and report financial transac­
tions in dollars valued at the date they occur. The consolidated financial statements presented on 
pages 29 through 32 do not include dollars of similar purchasing power because they do not reflect 
price fluctuations over time.212
In conformity with the guidelines specified in the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s State­
ment No. 33, these supplemental statements are adjusted for general inflation to show the effect of 
changing prices on the Corporation. By applying the Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers 
(CPI-U) to historical dollars, the adjustment allows dollars spent during varying periods of inflation to 
represent the same general purchasing power.
In accordance with the guidelines specified in Statement 33, assets and liabilities have been 
divided into two groups, monetary and nonmonetary. The economic significance of monetary items 
depends on the general purchasing power of money, whereas the economic significance of nonmone­
tary items depends on the value of money. Nonmonetary items on the Consolidated Balance Sheet 
include those accounts captioned Common stock at market, Land and buildings (net of accumulated 
depreciation), Property-casualty policy acquisition costs, and Other assets (furniture, equipment, and 
leasehold improvements net of accumulated depreciation and amortization), and Unearned premium 
reserves (property-casualty). The remaining items represent monetary assets and liabilities.
The Statement of Income from Continuing Operations Adjusted for General Inflation is derived 
by restating the historical dollars shown as the change in Unearned premiums, Amortization of policy 
acquisition costs, Depreciation and amortization expense, to dollars whose purchasing power is equiva­
lent to average 1980 dollars. All other revenue and expense items are assumed to have occurred 
proportionately in relation to the changing CPI-U over the course of the year and require no adjust­
ment in the constant dollar statement. The result of these adjustments shows an increase in net 
income from $155.1 million on a historical cost basis to $186.1 million after adjusting for inflation, or 
$7.11 per share and $8.54 per share respectively. Thus earnings for 1980 are real and are not merely a 
reflection of inflationary trends.
No adjustment or reallocation of Federal and foreign income taxes has been made in the constant 
dollar supplementary statements as is directed in the guidelines set forth in Statement 33.
The loss from the decline in purchasing power of net monetary assets is determined by calculating 
net monetary assets at the beginning and end of the year after adjusting for the change in those assets 
during the year in terms of average 1980 dollars.
Since the largest portion of items classified as monetary are assets, the Corporation’s balance 
sheet reflects a net monetary asset position. As a result of holding net monetary assets in a period in 
which the purchasing power of the dollar declined due to inflation, the Corporation suffered a loss in 
purchasing power.
The Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for The Effects 
of Changing Prices shows an approximation of the Corporation’s income and financial position in 
average 1980 dollars for the current year and for the previous four years for selected data.
The second approach for disclosing the effects of inflation, as prescribed by Statement 33, con­
cerns current cost information which matches today’s costs against current revenues. The procedures 
for deriving current cost information are similar to constant dollar reporting but focus on changes in 
specific costs of assets rather than constant costs. Since the Corporation does not have significant 
holdings of inventory, or property, plant, and equipment, adjustments for current costs have no 
material effect on income from continuing operations.
In conformity with the guidelines specified in the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s State­
ment No. 33, these supplemental statements are adjusted for general inflation to show the effect of 
changing prices on the Corporation. By applying the Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers 
(CPI-U) to historical dollars, the adjustment allows dollars spent during varying periods of inflation to 
represent the same general purchasing power.
Statement of Income from Continuing Operations Adjusted for General Inflation
For the Year Ended
(in millions of average 1980 dollars) _____________________________December 31, 1980
Income from continuing operations as reported in the Consolidated 
Statement of Income $155.1
Adjustments to restate costs for the effects of general inflation:
Unearned premiums $ 42.5
Policy acquisition costs (10.6)
Depreciation and amortization expense* (.9) 31.0
Income from continuing operations adjusted for inflation $186.1
Loss from decline in purchasing power of net monetary assets $73.9
*This figure is part of Other operating costs and expenses.
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data 
Adjusted for the Effects of Changing Prices
Years Ended December 31
(in millions of average 1980 
dollars, except per share data) 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Net premiums earned and other
operating income $970.7 $1,046.9 $1,174.9 $1,115.7 $1,146.7
Historical cost data adjusted 
for general inflation 
Income (loss) from continuing 
operations
Income (loss) from continuing
199.8 186.1
operations per share(1) $9.17 $8.54
Net assets at year-end 
Gain (loss) in purchasing
669.1 822.2
power of net monetary 
assets (76.0) (73.9)
Cash dividends declared per 
shared)
Market price per share at
$.14 $.41 $.82 $1.12 $1.40
year-endd) (2) $70.20 ■ $58.47 $56.52 $55.63 $53.63
Average Consumer Price Index 170.5 181.5 195.4 217.4 246.8
(1) Adjusted for two-for-one stock splits in 1979 and in 1980.
(2) Market prices for 1976 through 1979 are averages of bid and asked prices in over-the-counter 
trading. The 1980 price is at the close on the New York Stock Exchange.
THE CHUBB CORPORATION
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices
Introduction
The rapid inflation experienced in the United States has focused considerable attention on how its 
impact might be reflected in traditional financial statements. Chubb’s consolidated financial 
statements presented on pages 20 to 30 have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles and, as such, are based upon a historical cost accounting system which reports 
transactions in dollars valued at the date they occur. Such financial statements do not include dollars 
of similar purchasing power because they do not reflect the impact of inflation.
In 1979, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Statement No. 33, Financial Reporting 
and Changing Prices (FAS 33). The Statement requires that large public companies report certain 
supplemental information to assist readers in understanding inflation’s impact. Because of its experi­
mental nature, the information in this section should be considered of limited value and should not be 
viewed without reference to the audited financial statements or other financial indications of our 
changing economic environment. The information presented is not necessarily comparable with that of 
other companies, especially those in different industries.
Methodology
Two separate methods for calculating inflation’s impact are described in FAS 33. The “Constant 
Dollar” method converts traditional financial statement information into dollars of the same purchas­
ing power using the Consumer Price Index. The product of this method, which is the method used in 
this section, is an indication of general price level changes. The “Current Cost” method measures 
specific price level changes on defined assets. Since real estate and equipment are relatively insignifi­
cant assets for Chubb, there is not a material difference between the two methods; accordingly, current 
cost data is not presented.
1980 Inflation
The table below reports 1980 operating income adjusted for the effect of restating cost of sales of 
our real estate subsidiary (Bellemead) and consolidated depreciation expense into average 1980 con­
stant dollars. The table also reports the loss from decline in purchasing power of net monetary assets.
The loss from decline in purchasing power of net monetary assets is the single largest amount 
reported in this section. The calculation of the loss first classifies each asset and liability as monetary
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or non-monetary, then uses monetary items only to obtain a net position. (Insurance companies and 
other financial institutions normally will be in a net monetary asset position.) The opening and closing 
net positions are then converted to dollars of the same value, average 1980 dollars, to determine the 
loss.
The management of Chubb, and that of most other insurance companies, does not agree with the 
FAS 33 classification of property and casualty unearned premiums and related deferred policy acquisi­
tion costs as non-monetary. Accordingly, the loss from decline in purchasing power is presented both 
ways. The amount of the loss based on the FAS 33 classification is not consistent with the other 
amounts presented in the table and therefore is not meaningful for analysis purposes.
Statement of Operating Income Adjusted for General Inflation 
Year Ended December 31, 1980
(in thousands)
Operating income, as reported in the statement of income........................  $105,447
Adjustments to restate costs for the effect of general inflation:
Cost of sales................................................................................................... $2,739
Depreciation expense...................................................................................  1,568 4,307
Operating income adjusted for general inflation...........................................  $101,140
Loss from decline in purchasing power of net monetary assets: 
When unearned premiums and deferred policy acquisition costs
of property and casualty insurance segment are
considered as monetary item s............................. ................................... $ 30,919
As defined by FAS 33..................................................................................  $ 67,300
Five Year Summary
The following table converts certain prior year traditional financial information into average 1980 
constant dollars using the Consumer Price Index.
Five Year Comparison of Selected 
Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for 
Effects of Changing Prices
(In Millions of Average 1980 Dollars except for per share figures)
Years Ended December 31,
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Total revenues..............................
Historical cost information
$1,291.8 $1,357.2 $1,375.5 $1,372.7 $1,321.9





share ................................. 8.17 8.56
Net assets at year-end.........
Loss from decline in purchasing
656.2 636.9
power of net monetary assets:
When unearned premiums
and deferred policy 
acquisition costs of 
property and casualty 
insurance segment are 
considered as 
monetary items.................. 30.9 31.6
As defined by FAS 33.......... 67.3 71.0
Cash dividends declared per
share ..........................................
Market price per share at
2.45 2.53 2.47 2.17 2.08
year-end ................................... 37.68 40.87 39.53 46.42 56.64Average Consumer Price Index.. 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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Comments
The financial data presented is considered to be useful for the purposes of understanding growth 
of the Company and trends in its operating performance. As with any partial information, care must 
be exercised in drawing any conclusions.
Clearly, the impact of inflation on insurance companies differs from that exerted on manufactur­
ers. Chubb’s assets and liabilities are predominantly monetary both as a result of our business and its 
regulatory requirements; accordingly, inflation’s primary impact is on the purchasing power of such 
assets rather than income from operations. The net monetary asset position is basically the equity 
position. The loss in purchasing power of net monetary assets represents the gradual erosion in equity 
due to inflation’s impact; however, since interest rates are intended, in part, to compensate for lost 
purchasing power during inflation, that loss should not be evaluated without consideration of the 
investment income derived from the monetary assets. Further, it should be noted that investment 
strategies developed for insurance companies consider regulatory restrictions and tax ramifications, 
neither of which is incorporated in FAS 33.
Since real estate and equipment are relatively insignificant for the Company, the impact of FAS 
33 on operating income is small. While operating income is reduced slightly by FAS 33, the related tax 
provision is not changed since inflation losses are non-deductible; this is in accordance with the 
requirements of FAS 33. The result is a slight increase in the effective tax rate as a result of inflation.
As expected, the converted information indicates that real growth, relative to nominal growth, is 
reduced in periods of inflation. The Consumer Price Index is a general index based on changes in the 
costs to consumers of a wide range of products and services and is therefore not necessarily repre­
sentative of the impact of inflation on an insurance company. For example, where the average Con­
sumer Price Index increased by 13.5% in 1980, the increase in insurance premiums was significantly 
less due to a lack of rate increases and intense price competition in the industry.
Inflation also affects the profitability of an insurance company through its impact on repair and 
replacement costs, on medical costs and on expenses incurred in adjusting claims and underwriting 
policies.
As noted in Chubb's 1979 Annual Report, FAS 33 analyzes the impact of inflation on past costs. In 
doing so it does not respond to the uniqueness of the insurance industry, a business in which current 
revenues are applied to settle future costs. Chubb’s policy has been not to discount its estimated 
property and casualty loss obligations. To do so would substantially increase traditional equity. Such 




Impact of Changing Prices
Under Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33, “Financial Reporting and Changing 
Prices”, as supplemented by Statement No. 41, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: 
Specialized Assets—Income-Producing Real Estate,” the Company is required to disclose the impact 
of changing prices on certain tangible assets and related charges to operations. The goals of Statement 
No. 33 are based on the objectives set forth in the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s (the Board) 
Concepts Statement No. 1, “Objectives of Financial Reporting by Business Enterprises” which con­
cludes that financial reporting should provide:
• information to help investors, creditors and others assess the amounts, timing and uncertain­
ties of prospective net cash inflows to the enterprise; and
• information about the economic resources of an enterprise in a manner that provides direct and 
indirect evidence of cash flow potential.
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Statement No. 33, which was issued in September 1979, required the disclosure of the impact of 
specific price changes as well as the impact of changes in the general purchasing power of the dollar on 
certain tangible assets and related charges to operations. The presumption is that measuring certain 
assets and expenses in constant dollars and at current costs will provide better information to assess 
prospective cash flows and current economic resources of an enterprise.
The Company participated in the Board’s Real Estate Task Group’s evaluation of the impact of 
applying the requirements of Statement No. 33 on reporting the financial position and operating 
results of income producing properties. The Task Group concluded that applying the requirements of 
the Statement to income producing real estate would not provide more meaningful financial informa­
tion to investors and lenders. The Board concluded that the Task Group’s report and comments from 
the Company and other interested parties established the need for further consideration of the special 
features of real estate enterprises.
During 1980, the Board reconsidered the appropriateness of applying constant dollar, current 
cost and current value measurements to income producing real estate assets and operating results. 
Based on this reconsideration, which also included an exposure draft of tentative conclusions and a 
public hearing, the Board issued Statement No. 41 which required that only constant dollar measure­
ments be applied to income producing real estate. Current cost or value measurements are not 
required to be presented, although the Board encourages experimentation with both of these mea­
surements.
The economic characteristics of income producing real estate provide an opportunity for the 
Company to achieve the objectives of financial reporting identified above. Based on stable, long-term 
rents which generate a high quality cash flow stream for the Company’s income producing properties 
and the ability to identify this cash flow stream with specific properties, the objectives of financial 
reporting can be achieved by reporting net cash generated by properties and the value of properties 
measured by the present value of prospective net cash flows. Lenders and investors in income 
producing properties are generally not concerned with “income” measurements which include a deduc­
tion for recovery of cost (depreciation and amortization). Lenders and investors are concerned with 
cash flow generated by income producing real estate and the present value of future cash flows. 
Because of the primary relevance of value basis and cash flow reporting, Management believes that 
supplemental disclosures should include operating results in terms of cash flow, the impact of inflation 
and changes in the value of income producing properties.
A primary concern of the Board regarding inflation accounting deals with the ability of an 
enterprise to maintain operating capacity. The Board has concluded that adjusting original cost to an 
inflation adjusted basis gives users of financial statements an indication of whether or not current 
revenues, net of current operating expenses, are adequate to cover the current cost of the operating 
capacity used during the period—measured by depreciation of the inflation adjusted cost of such 
operating capacity. Because large portions (often in excess of 90%) of the original costs of income 
producing properties are funded by nonrecourse mortgage debt, a more relevant capital charge to 
operations is the principal payments on such debt. Because of this highly leveraged capital structure, 
the economics of income producing properties are measured in terms of an owner’s equity in the 
property. Operating results are measured in terms of net cash flow to the owner after deducting 
mortgage principal payments and property values are measured in terms of the value of the equity 
interest therein plus the mortgage financing.
On such basis, the Company’s operations for 1980 provided funds of $7,886,000 after mortgage 
principal payments on operating property debt. Schedule 1 which follows presents the Company’s 
results of operations and changes in shareholders’ equity on a current value basis. The Schedule is 
presented to further the process of developing more relevant reporting formats for the real estate 
industry and should be read in the context of the current value basis financial statements and related 
notes presented elsewhere herein. Schedules 2 and 3 which follow provide the additional supplemen­
tary information as to the impact of inflation as required by Statement No. 33 as supplemented by 
Statement No. 41.
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Condensed Statement of Operating Results and Other Relevant Data Schedule 1 
Pertaining to Changing Prices
________________Year Ended December 31, 1980______________
(in thousands) As Reported
in the Adjusted 
Financial for General 
Statements Inflation
Operating results
Revenues............................. ......................................................................... $119,466 $119,466
Operating expenses, excluding depreciation and amortization................... (74,829) (75,396)
Interest expense..............................................................................................  (31,179) (31,179)
Taxes currently payable..............................................................................  (431) (431)
Funds provided by operations before gain on sales of assets..................  13,027 12,460
Less mortgage principal payments on operating property debt.................. 5,141 5,141
Funds provided by operations before gain on sales of 
assets after deducting mortgage principal payments............................  7,886 7,319
Other changes in shareholders’ equity
Increase (decrease) in net current value of:
Operating properties, including related debt............................................  46,260 10,019
Debt, excluding operating property debt...................................................  (1,259) 8,875
Deferred income taxes.................................................................................  (6,833) (2,503)
Other, net.......................................................................................................  2,726 (6,801)
40,894 9,590
Dividends .............................................................................................................. (5,475) (5,475)
Net changes in common stock and additional paid-in-capital...................... 892 892
36,311 5,007
Current value basis shareholders’ equity
Balance at beginning of year......................................................................  235,670 267,541
Balance at end of year................................................................................. $279,867 $279,867
Notes:
(1) While this statement is not specifically required by Statement No. 33, management believes the 
information presented is relevant to lenders, investors and other financial statement users.
(2) The effects of general inflation are based on the change in the Consumer Price Index for All Urban 
Consumers for 1980.
Statement of Operating Results Adjusted for General Inflation Schedule 2






Revenues.........................................................................................................  $119,466 $119,466
Operating expenses.........................................................................................  (74,829) (75,396)
Interest expense..............................................................................................  (31,179) (31,179)
Depreciation and amortization........................................................................ (8,498) (12,577)
Gain (loss) on sales of assets..........................................................................  1,337 (5,053)
Earnings (loss) before income taxes.............................................................. 6,297 (4,739)
Income taxes, (note 1)....................................................................................  (2,248) (2,248)
Net earnings (loss)..........................................................................................  $ 4,049 $ (6,987)
Gain from decline in purchasing power net of amounts owed....................  $ 48,076
Notes:
(1) Statement No. 33 requires that income tax expense not be adjusted for the effects of general 
inflation. Consequently, the provision does not reflect the customary relationship to earnings 
before income tax.
(2) The effects of general inflation are based on the change in the Consumer Price Index for All Urban 
Consumers for 1980.
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Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Schedule 3 
__________ Adjusted for Effects of General Inflation________________________
(Dollar amounts in thousands, except per share data.)
Year ended December 31








—as reported........................ $119,466 $105,108 $ 97,305 $ 84,441 $ 46,672
—in constant 1980 
dollars............................... 119,466 119,322 122,901 114,821 66,814
Funds provided by operations 
before gain on sales 
of assets:
—as reported........................ $ 13,027 $ 12,566 $ 10,582 $ 8,205 $ 3,764
—adjusted for general 
inflation in constant 
1980 dollars........................ 12,460 13,607 12,873 11,100 5,388
Net earnings (loss):
—as reported........................ $ 4,049 $ 3,332 $ 5,890 $ 5,649 $ 1,337
—adjusted for general 
inflation in constant 
1980 dollars........................ (6,987) (296) (12,422) (2,582) (2,667)
Net earnings (loss) per 
share of common stock:
—as reported........................ $ .29 $ .24 $ .44 $ .42 $ .10
—adjusted for general 
inflation in constant 
1980 dollars........................ (.53) (.03) (.95) (.21) (.21)
Total Assets (note):
—as reported........................ $528,238 $479,270 $444,556 $445,607 $416,389
Debt, capital lease and 
Preferred stock (note):
—as reported........................ $442,727 $406,536 $376,597 $400,971 $378,674
Gain from decline in purchasing 
power of net amounts owed:
—in constant 1980 dollars ... $ 48,076 $ 52,749 $ 39,577 $ 31,458 $ 14,397
Shareholders’ equity:
Historical cost basis:
—as reported........................ $ 24,575 $ 25,109 $ 25,081 $ 21,521 $ 15,526
—adjusted for general 
inflation in constant 
1980 dollars........................ 301,076 272,001 231,090 262,065 243,768
Current value basis:
—as reported........................ $279,867 $235,670 $190,414 $159,022 $119,027
—in constant 1980 dollars ... 279,867 267,541 240,502 216,235 170,393Cash dividends per share of 
common stock:
—as reported........................ $ .40 $ .28 $ .20 $ - $ -—in constant 1980 
dollars............................... .40 .32 .25
Market price per share of 
common stock at year-end:
—unadjusted ........................ $ 18.50 $ 20.38 $ 8.00 $ 7.75 $ 4.75—in constant 1980 dollars ... 17.67 23.14 10.10 10.54 6.80Average consumer price index 
(1967= 100).............................. 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 172.4
Note—The effects of general inflation on total assets and debt, capital lease and preferred stock have 
______been reflected in shareholders’ equity adjusted for general inflation in constant 1980 dollars.
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SHAPELL INDUSTRIES, INC.
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 12—Unaudited Supplementary Information on Inflation and Changing Prices
The following supplementary information is presented in accordance with the requirements of 
FASB Statement No. 33, “Financial Reporting and Changing Prices,” for the purpose of providing 
certain information about the effects on the Company of changing prices. It should be viewed as an 
estimate of the approximate effect of inflation, rather than as a precise measure.
Inflation has become an increasingly significant factor in the economic life of the United States 
during the last decade. Customary financial reporting generally has not attempted to specifically 
reflect inflation. All values in financial reports have been stated at their historical or actual cost. After 
extensive study, the FASB has determined that two aspects of inflation should be computed and 
reported on an experimental basis. One aspect deals with the effects of general inflation (constant 
dollars) and the other deals with the effects of changes in the specific prices of resources used by the 
Company (current costs).
Table A compares the Company’s results as reported in the primary financial statements (which 
are expressed in historical dollars) with the results adjusted for general inflation (which are expressed 
in average 1980 constant dollars) and for specific price increases. No adjustments have been made to 
depreciation expense as the amount expressed in historical dollars is not material.
Table B presents a comparison of selected supplementary financial data adjusted for general 
inflation and for specific price increases. Total revenues, income from continuing operations and net 
income per share were restated. Net assets at December 31, 1980 and 1979 as reflected in the primary 
financial statements have been adjusted to reflect the excess of the constant dollar amounts and the 
current cost amounts for real estate inventory over the respective historical dollar amounts. These 
amounts do not purport to represent appraised values or any other measure of current value.
The gain in purchasing power of net amounts owed is derived from the concept that monetary 
assets and monetary liabilities change in value with inflation. The gain is calculated by measuring the 
increase in purchasing power for the year attributable to general inflation, having taken into account 
net monetary balances at the beginning and end of the year and transactions for the year.
Computation Method—Constant Dollars
Cost of single-family residences and other costs (primarily related to land sales) have been 
restated into average 1980 constant dollars by applying the Consumer Price Index for All Urban 
Consumers (CPI-U). No adjustments have been made for income taxes in accordance with FASB 
Statement No. 33. Failure to adjust such amounts results in a net overstatement of income taxes in 
relation to adjusted net income.
Computation Method—Current Costs
The current cost of land parcels are determined primarily by factors such as location, zoning, 
planned usage, and the impact of economic, social, and political conditions. As these factors change, 
land costs may change without regard to the effects of inflation on the economy. Management has 
considered these factors in acquiring land parcels and believes that historical carrying costs approxi­
mate current land costs before any adjustment for the impact of inflation. The Company’s policy of 
capitalizing interest on land parcels which have entered the development process reasonably provides 
for increases in land costs. Therefore, the historical cost of such land, which reflects capitalized 
interest incurred subsequent to January 1, 1980, plus an adjustment for an interest factor associated 
with the holding of such land prior to January 1, 1980, approximates its current cost. The current cost 
of land held for future development and investment is composed of its historical cost plus an adjust-
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ment for an assumed interest factor while the land is in an undeveloped condition.
The historical cost of single-family residential housing inventories has been adjusted to reflect the 
current cost of: (1) land released for construction, estimated as described in the preceding paragraph; 
and (2) land improvement costs and onsite construction costs determined based upon a presumed 
inflation rate for the average period from completion of offsites and onsites to the point of sale.
The Company's rental and operating properties, equipment, and related depreciation charges 
reflected in the consolidated financial statements are not significant and accordingly, no adjustments 
have been made to the historical cost amounts associated with these assets.
In the opinion of management, the current cost information presented in Table A and B does not 
recognize the customary relationships between cost changes and changes in selling prices. The Com­
pany will endeavor to adjust its selling prices to recover the cost increases reflected in historical 
results of operations adjusted for changes in current costs. Accordingly, no inferences as to the impact 
of incremental cost of sales on a current cost basis on the Company’s historical results of operations 
should be made.
Table A
Consolidated Statement of Income Adjusted for Changing Prices 

















Sales of single-family residences $278,513 $ 278,513 $ 278,513
Other revenues 21,880 21,880 21,880
Interest income 7,700 7,700 7,700
Loss of unconsolidated partnerships (7,072) (7,072) (7,072)
301,021 301,021 301,021
Costs and Expenses
Single-family residences 221,895 249,329 262,190
Other costs 12,257 14,119 16,792
General and administrative expenses 13,749 13,749 13,749
Interest incurred 36,225 36,225 36,225
Interest capitalized (18,198) (18,198) (18,198)
Market valuation allowance 7,465 7,465 7,465
Minority partners’ interest (1,286) (2,750) (3,527)
Provision for income taxes 14,779 14,779 14,779
286,886 314,718 329,475
Net Income (Loss) $ 14,135 $ (13,697) $ (28,454)
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Table B
Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted For The Effects of Changing Prices 
(Presented in Average 1980 Dollars)
(In thousands except per share amounts)
For The Year Ended
December 31, 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Total Revenues 
Historical cost $ 301,021 $ 302,833 $246,223 $225,677 $133,079
In average 1980 dollars $ 301,021 $343,786 $310,992 $306,871 $192,633
Historical Cost Information 
Adjusted for General 
Inflation
Income (loss) from 
continuing operations $ (13,697) $ (3,625)
Net income (loss) 
per share $ (6.87) $ (1.48)
Net assets at year-end $ 146,498 $ 131,044
Current Cost Information 
Income (loss) from 
continuing operations $ (28,454) $ (23,164)
Net income (loss) 
per share $ (14.26) $ (9.44)
Increase in specific prices 
(current cost) of real 
estate inventories 






Excess of increase in 
specific prices over 
increase in general 
price level $ 23,431 $ 23,600
Net assets at year-end $ 169,929 $ 154,644
Other Data 
Gain from decline in 
purchasing power of net 
amounts owed $ 24,165 $ 21,417
Cash dividends declared per 
share adjusted for 
general inflation $ .10 $ .17 $ .17 $ .14 $ .18
Market price per common 
share at year-end 
adjusted for general 
inflation $ 49.00 $ 46.12 $ 28.73 $ 24.48 $ 27.50
Average consumer price index 




Information about the Effects of Changing Prices
In 1979 the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Statement No. 33, “Financial Report­
ing and Changing Prices.” The statement requires presentation of supplementary information in­
tended to measure the impact on public enterprises of general inflation (“Constant Dollar”) and 
specific price changes (“Current Cost”). Statement No. 33 establishes limited disclosure require­
ments, emphasizes flexibility and encourages experimentation. Consequently, Constant Dollar and 
Current Cost data presented here are not necessarily comparable with data of other companies—even 
those operating in the same industries as Deltona.
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Constant Dollar Information
Constant Dollar accounting adjusts historical financial statement information in an attempt to 
reflect dollars of equal purchasing power. To adjust the historical costs reported in the financial 
statements, Inventories and related Cost of Sales, and Property, Plant and Equipment and related 
Depreciation Expense are all converted to current-year-average-dollars by using the Consumer Price 
Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U). The CPI-U is a composite index reflecting all segments of 
the economy, and may not necessarily reflect the manner in which inflation affects the Company’s 
operations.
Current Cost Information
Current Cost accounting is an attempt to measure and report—at today’s prices—the cost to the 
Company of purchasing or producing assets having the same service potential as the Company’s 
present assets.It is important to note that Current Cost is not the same as market value. Market value is the 
price which the Company can obtain for its assets in the normal course of business. The market value 
of the Company’s assets, in management’s opinion, far exceeds Current Cost.
The Company determined its Current Cost and Constant Dollar information in the following 
manner:
Property, Plant and Equipment
Current Cost of “Property, Plant and Equipment” was determined by the use of appraisals, 
market values and internal estimates applied to a statistical sample of the Company’s assets. For 
Constant Dollar, the historical cost of “Property, Plant and Equipment” was multiplied by CPI-U 
indices.
For the Year Ended December 31, 1980 (In thousands of dollars)









Income (Loss from continuing operations 
before income taxes 
Deferred tax provision
Income (Loss) from continuing operations
Purchasing power gain on net monetary 
items held during the year 
Increase in current cost of inventories, property, 
plant & equipment held during the year 
(based on specific price changes)*
Effect of increase in general price level 
Excess of increase in current cost of inventory, 
property, plant & equipment held during the 
year (based on specific price changes) 
over changes in the general price level
Adjusted For Adjusted For
As Stated in General Changes in
Financial Inflation Specific Prices









$ 4,604 $ (22,336) $ (5,865)




*At December 31, 1980, current cost of inventory and land held for investment bulk sale or future 
development was $134,702,000, and current cost of property, plant and equipment, net of accumu­
lated depreciation was $67,821,000.
For both Current Cost and Constant Dollar, the assets of the Company’s utility systems and most 
golf course operations have been stated at historical cost. The value-in-use of these operations was 
estimated to be approximately equal to their historical cost—in the case of the utility operations 
because their regulating bodies allow only historical cost depreciation to be included in their rates; and 
golf course operations based on an estimate of the net present value of their future cash flow.
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Inventories
The Current Cost of the Company’s retail land inventory and land underlying buildings under 
construction was determined based on (1) estimates of what it would cost the Company to acquire 
comparable parcels of raw land today (in the same manner as tracts were acquired for existing 
communities) and (2) on engineering estimates of what it would cost, at today’s prices, to bring such 
land to the same stage of development as the existing inventory.
For Current Cost and Constant Dollar, the inventory of unpermitted areas of Marco Island-Marco 
Shores was assumed, for purposes of this reporting only, to equal historical cost because of the 
permitting uncertainties surrounding these areas.
Construction costs in the inventory of “Houses and Apartments Completed or Under Construc­
tion” were not adjusted for Current Cost and Constant Dollar because these costs were incurred 
within a relatively short period of time and, consequently, already reflect average-current-year- 
dollars.
The Current Cost of “Inventories—Other” approximates historical cost due to the high rate of 
turnover.
For Constant Dollar, all inventories, except as noted above, were multiplied by CPI-U indices. 
Cost of Sales
“Cost of Sales” for Current Cost and Constant Dollar was computed using the methods applied to 
inventory valuations previously described.
Depreciation Expense
“Depreciation Expense” for Current Cost and Constant Dollar was computed under the straight- 
line method using the same useful lives and salvage values used for historical cost purposes.
Income Taxes
Current Cost and Constant Dollar data do not include any adjustment of income tax expense 
(benefit) included in the historical cost financial statements.
Comparison of Selected Financial Data Adjusted For the Effects of Changing Prices 
(In thousands of average 1980 dollars, except per share amounts)
Years Ended December 31 1980 1979
Historical cost information adjusted for general inflation 
Total revenues $207,321 $138,269
Loss from continuing operations $ 22,336 $ 17,137
Loss from continuing operations per common share $ 5.61 $ 4.38
Net assets at year-end $126,846 $127,454
Current cost information 
Loss from continuing operations $ 5,865 $ 21,932
Loss from continuing operations per common share $ 1.47 $ 5.61
Excess (deficiency) of the increase in current cost of inventory 
and equipment held during the year (based on specific 
price changes) over changes in the general price level $ 510 $ (2,887)
Net assets at year-end $127,278 $121,955
Purchasing power gain on net monetary items 
held during the year $ 5,896 $ 9,713
Other information
Market price per common share at year-end $ 12.77 $ 11.67
Average Consumer Price Index 246.8 217.4
Total revenues from continuing operations stated in average 1980 dollars were $147,803,000 in 1978, 
$126,943,000 in 1977, and $121,606,000 in 1976. The market price of the Company’s common stock in 
average 1980 dollars at year-end was $11.86 in 1978, $7.63 in 1977, and $7.08 in 1976. The average 
Consumer Price Index for 1978, 1977 and 1976 was 195.4, 181.5 and 170.5, respectively. No dividends 
have been paid.
Impact on Net Assets and Purchasing Power
Even after adjusting for the effects of changing prices in 1980 and 1979—unprecedented back-to- 
back years of double-digit inflation—the value of the Company’s net assets, its stockholders’ equity, 
was maintained. Also, in both years the Company showed gains in the purchasing power of its net 
monetary items.
The positive impact of inflation on the Company is the fact that debt will be repaid with dollars 
having declining purchasing power and relatively fewer of the Company's resources will be required in 
future years to retire such debt. The primary negative effect of inflation is the increases it may cause
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in future development and construction costs; however, the Company attempts to anticipate such cost 
increases and continuously adjusts its selling prices to offset the effect of inflation.
HILTON HOTELS CORPORATION
Effects of Inflation—Supplementary Information
General Background
The Company’s financial statements have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles, which include the concept of historical cost. Accordingly, properties and other 
assets are generally stated at the amounts originally paid and do not reflect subsequent changes in (1) 
the general purchasing power of the dollar, (2) the current cost of replacing properties, or (3) the 
amount for which the properties could be sold—their fair market value. In an attempt to address those 
shortcomings, the Financial Accounting Standards Board in 1979 instituted the requirement that 
major companies provide additional supplementary information with respect to the effect of general 
inflation (constant dollar) and specific cost changes (current cost). Such required information is pro­
vided in the Constant Dollar and Current Cost section of this supplement to the general financial 
statements, pages 41 through 43.
In issuing the Statement, the Board recognized that there was no general concensus on the 
general, practical usefulness of the constant dollar or current cost information, and encouraged flexi­
bility. The reader, therefore, is cautioned against any simplistic use of such data.
The information required by the FASB deals exclusively with the impact of inflation on the 
replacement cost of assets, and does not represent any measure of current value. It is obvious, 
however, that changes in the values of assets are brought about by forces other than inflation— 
operating performance, property maintenance practices, and competition also have a very direct 
bearing on property values and capital growth. While inflation affects directly the cost of new assets 
acquired each year, neither the timing nor the magnitude of changes in inflation indices satisfactorily 
coincide with changes in total hotel property values. For example, the Company has been reporting 
market values of its wholly-owned properties and its proportionate interest in its 22% to 50% owned 
properties since 1976. During the subsequent four-year period, these reported values have increased 
at a compound annual growth rate of 25.2 percent, as compared to a 9.7 percent increase in the 
average consumer price index.
The only medium which duly reflects all changes occurring in asset values is market value. 
Additionally, because hotels are generally held for investment as well as operating purposes, market 
values are critical factors in measuring economic performance. For those reasons, the Company is 
again this year reporting market values in addition to the required FASB information. It is manage­
ment’s opinion that presentation of current values of Company assets, using methods most commonly 
followed in the industry and in accordance with sound economic theory as described in the accompany­
ing footnotes, is the most significant information which can be presented. Accordingly, presented on 
the following page is an audited consolidated statement of assets on the current value basis, accompa­
nied by notes thereto.
Condensed Consolidated Statements of Assets—Current Value Basis 
(In thousands of dollars)
December 31, 1980 1979
Assets Current assets $ 207,217 189,755
Investments
Investments in and notes from 22% 
to 50% owned companies 452,000 376,071
Marketable securities and other 
investments 20,500 20,500
Operating properties 1,239,607 1,028,902
Other property 43,318 27,868
Management and franchise agreements 211,000 180,000
Other assets 5,767 6,261
Total current value of assets $2,179,409 1,829,357
Liabilities and Liabilities $ 237,946 249,761
Stockholders’ Equity Stockholders’ equity 
Historical cost basis 458,878 386,315
Revaluation equity 1,482,585 1,193,281
Total stockholders’ equity 1,941,463 1,579,596
Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity $2,179,409 1,829,357
The presentation of current value information does not imply management’s intent to dispose of any 
assets.
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Notes to Condensed Consolidated Statement of Assets
Assets
□  Current assets are stated on the same basis as used in the historical cost financial statements 
which approximates current value.
□  Investments in 22% to 50% owned hotel companies have been increased from the historical cost 
basis by $336,679,000 and $266,229,000 at December 31, 1980 and 1979, respectively, to reflect the 
Company’s equity interest in those entities’ net current values—current valued assets minus debt. 
The methods adopted for measuring current values of properties are more fully described under 
“Operating Properties” below.
□  Marketable securities and other investments have been increased by $13,979,000 to reflect the 
investment in Avco stock at market value as of December 31, 1980 and 1979.
□  Operating properties (hotels primarily) are stated at current value which is frequently referred to 
as the price at which a willing seller would sell and a willing buyer would buy, neither being compelled 
to sell or buy. Current value was arrived at by calculating the present worth of estimated future 
income streams accruing to the owner utilizing rates of return ranging from 9 to 14 percent, and 
various terms of financing, and conditions of sale and profitability factors with respect to individual 
properties. It was assumed that the buyers of the hotel properties would retain management com­
panies to operate the properties and therefore $7,373,000 of 1980 and $6,909,000 of 1979 annual pro 
forma management fees were deducted from the estimated future earnings stream used to value the 
hotel properties. No management fee was assumed for the Las Vegas properties since it is not 
customary for owners of hotel-casinos to employ third party management firms.
Outside appraisal companies, Joseph J. Blake and Associates, Inc., Valuation Counselors, Inc., 
and Real Estate Research Corporation, were retained to perform fair market appraisals of the Com­
pany’s major wholly-owned and 22% to 50% owned properties.
□  Other property consists of property held for future development, construction in progress, and 
some vacant land. The first two items are stated at historical cost which is estimated to approximate 
current value. Vacant land is stated at management’s estimate of current value which exceeds histori­
cal cost by $5,000,000 at December 31, 1980 and 1979.
□  Management and franchise agreements. The Company managed 29 hotels at December 31, 1980 
in 14 of which it has an ownership interest of 22% to 50%. Terms of contracts to manage these hotels 
run from 7 years to 39 years. In addition, the Company franchised 163 inns to others under franchise 
agreements with terms up to 20 years. Estimates of the current value of these agreements are based 
upon the present value (using an interest rate of 15 percent) of the estimated cash flow from recurring 
fees together with the aforementioned estimated management fees deducted from property valuations 
under agreements existing at December 31, 1980 and 1979. Expenses deducted in arriving at the 
estimated cash flow were based on current management and franchise department costs.
□  Other assets are stated on the same basis as used in historical cost financial statements which 
approximates current value.
Liabilities
□  Long-term debt, at the present value of future cash flows based on existing interest rates, 
represents an economic savings when compared to current rates for conventional debt as used by 
appraisers in property valuations. Such differences were included in the Company’s equity interests in 
the operating properties. Consequently, long-term debt is carried at the same amount as in the 
historical cost financial statements.
□  Income taxes have not been imputed on the differences between current value and income tax 
basis of assets as the differences may be realized under various circumstances, such as future opera­
tions which would effect a permanent difference or dispositions which would be accomplished in 
numerous ways with varying tax ramifications.
□  Other liabilities are stated on the same basis as used in historical cost financial statements which 
approximates current value.
Revaluation Equity
□  Revaluation equity is the aggregate difference between the current value and historical account­




Balance—January 1 $1,193,281,000 894,600,000
Increase
22% to 50% owned companies 70,450,000 56,921,000
Marketable securities — 2,651,000
Operating properties and others 187,854,000 211,109,000
Management and franchise agreements 31,000,000 28,000,000
Total 289,304,000 298,681,000
Balance—December 31 $1,482,585,000 1,193,281,000
Summary
The foregoing valuations are based on measurement methods which management believes rea­
sonable. The valuations require judgements respecting the economy, the money market, and many 
other factors in a very imperfect market. The resulting information therefore may vary significantly 
from future values due to changing conditions.
Constant Dollar and Current Cost Information
The FASB prescribes two different methods for measuring the effects of changing prices on 
assets and income.
The first method provides data adjusted for “general inflation” using the 1980 Consumer Price 
Index for all Urban Consumers as the broad-based measure of the general inflation rate. The objective 
of this approach is to provide financial information in dollars of equivalent value or purchasing power 
(constant dollars), so that revenues for each year are matched with expenses expressed in correspond­
ing units. In addition, financial data presented for a series of years are made more comparable by 
reporting the amounts for each year in terms of a common unit of measure of purchasing power.
The second method of measurement adjusts for “changes in specific prices”. The objective of this 
method is to reflect the effects of changes in the specific prices (also referred to as “current costs”) of 
the resources actually used in the Company’s operations, so that measures of these resources and their 
consumption reflect the current cost of replacing these resources, rather than the historical cost 
amounts actually expended to acquire them. Current costs of property and equipment were based on 
replacement cost appraisals made by the appraisal companies named in the notes to the condensed 
consolidated statement of assets—current value basis.
The replacement cost represents estimates of the cost to be incurred at December 31, 1980 and 
1979, if such assets were replaced at that time in average 1980 dollars. The replacement cost of 
buildings, leaseholds and improvements was developed by estimating construction costs to obtain 
comparable facilities; replacement cost for furniture and equipment, representing all personal prop­
erty, was arrived at by applying current furnishing costs per room to the existing number of rooms. 
Replacement cost was developed by the use of indices, units of capacity and component costing 
techniques.
In the development of the information on replacement cost, various critical estimates and as­
sumptions were made. Although these estimates and assumptions are believed to be reasonable in the 
circumstances, they nevertheless are subjective judgements of management and the appraisers rele­
vant only to the time as of which the information is furnished. The resulting estimated replacement 
cost may vary therefore from actual future replacement cost because of changed conditions.
The amounts reported in the historical cost financial statements have been changed only for 
depreciation expense on Company-owned property and equipment and for the Company’s propor­
tionate share of revised depreciation expense on 22% to 50% owned companies. No adjustment was 
required for inventories because the high turnover already reflects current costs in the historical cost 
financial statements. No adjustments have been made to the provision for income taxes.
The inflationary cost data presented does not take into consideration any operating cost savings 
or additional revenues which may result from the replacement of existing properties with properties 
having improved technology and facilities. If the Company’s income producing properties were to be 
replaced in the manner assumed in the calculation of replacement cost of existing properties, many 
costs other than depreciation, such as labor costs, repairs and maintenance and heat, light and power, 
would be affected. The current level of operating costs other than depreciation and possibly property 
taxes would be reduced as a result of the technological improvements assumed in the hypothetical 
replacement.
Current cost depreciation is based on the average current cost of properties during the year. The 
depreciation method (straight-line) and useful lives are the same as those used in preparing the 
historical cost financial statements.
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The historical net income and other selected financial data adjusted in accordance with the 
methods described above are presented in the following statements:
Consolidated Statement of Income Adjusted for Changing Prices 
(In thousands of dollars)
Income as Adjusted for





Net income as presented in the income statement $106,132 106,132
Adjustments to restate costs for the effect of general inflation 
and changes in specific prices (current costs)
Depreciation—owned properties (11,631) (10,113)
—proportionate share of 22% to 50% 
owned companies (8,339) (3,399)
Net income as adjusted $ 86,162 92,620
Other information
Purchasing power gain from decline in purchasing 
power of net amount owed $ 13,939
Increase in specific prices (current costs) of property and 
equipment held during the year. Such increase was 
less than the general price level increase experienced 
in 1980* $ 8,660
*At December 31, 1980, current cost of property and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation was 
$598,392. (Historical amount—$323,680.)
Five Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices 
(In thousands of average 1980 dollars. Per share amounts in average 1980 dollars.)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Revenues As reported $ 575,593 527,630 451,128 376,118 350,302
Adjusted for general inflation 575,593 598,983 567,797 511,437 507,065
Net income As reported 106,132 99,283
Adjusted for general inflation 
Adjusted for specific price
86,162 84,754
changes 92,620 84,769
Per share data As reported 4.00 3.76
Adjusted for general inflation 
Adjusted for specific price
3.25 3.20
changes 3.49 3.21
Net assets at year-end As reported 458,878 386,315
Current value basis 1,941,463 1,793,212
Adjusted for general inflation 894,022 856,942
Adjusted for specific prices 848,336 808,127
Gain on net monetary 
liabilities due to decline 
of purchasing power of 
the dollar 13,939 24,254
Cash dividends declared As reported 1.42 1.09 .74 .48 .38
per common share Adjusted for general inflation 1.42 1.24 .93 .65 .55
Market price per common Historical amount 42.56 31.62 22.69 12.84 11.38
share at year-end Adjusted for general inflation 42.56 35.54 28.90 17.83 16.86
Average consumer price 
index 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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THE SPERRY AND HUTCHINSON COMPANY
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
14. Supplementary Information on the Effects of Inflation and Changing Prices (Unaudited)
The following information is presented in accordance with the requirements of Statement of 
Financial Accounting Standard No. 33 issued by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). 
The information is intended to provide measurements of the estimated effects of general inflation and 
changing prices on the enterprise’s operations and financial position.
SFAS No. 33 has been adopted despite considerable differences of opinion on the usefulness, 
understandability and reliability of the data required to be presented. Although these data have been 
prepared with utmost care, the methods used to arrive at these data inherently involve estimates, 
approximations and assumptions. For these reasons, the amounts presented in the accompanying 
supplemental statements should not be viewed as precise calculations of the effects of inflation and of 
changes in specific prices. Furthermore, the prescribed Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consum­
ers (CPI-U) used to calculate the estimated effect of inflation may not be indicative of the company’s 
own inflation rate.
The company, likewise, cautions the reader that the current cost data set forth herein are not 
necessarily indicative of the price at which the assets could be sold, nor are they necessarily repre­
sentative of costs that might be incurred in the future.
In Average 1980 Dollars
Statement of Earnings As Reported in Adjusted for Adjusted for
from Continuing the Primary General Changes
Operations Adjusted Statements Inflation in Specific Prices
for Changing Prices (Historical) (Constant Dollars) (Current Cost)
1980 1979 1980 1979 1980 1979
Net sales $786,216 $821,007 $786,216 $932,036 $786,216 $932,036
Costs and expenses 511,765 544,940 514,344 622,724 514,274 622,681
Depreciation
Market and administrative
14,514 14,006 21,244 22,723 20,283 22,072
expenses 223,032 209,568 223,032 237,909 223,032 237,909
Interest expense 5,360 4,746 5,360 5,388 5,360 5,388
Provision for income taxes 10,527 20,411 10,527 23,171 10,527 23,171
765,198 793,671 774,507 911,915 773,476 911,221
Earnings from continuing operations $ 21,018 $ 27,336 $ 11,709 $ 20,121 $ 12,740 $ 20,815
Earnings per share from continuing
operations:
Primary $ 2.15 $ 2.85 $ 1.13 $ 2.03 $ 1.24 $ 2.11
Fully diluted $ 2.11 $ 2.75 $ 1.13 $ 2.03 $ 1.24 $ 2.10
Gain from lower value of the dollars
needed to pay off the net
monetary liabilities $ 12,693 $ 15,880 $ 12,693 $ 15,880
Stockholders’ equity (net assets)
at year end $258,462 $248,099 $365,192 $387,785 $359,755 $374,733
Annual increase in the value of
inventories and property, 
improvements and equipment:
Due to general inflation 
Due to increase in estimated
$ 38,634 $ 43,618
current cost 26,492 39,856
Excess of increase due to
general inflation over increase 
in estimated current cost $ 12,142 $ 3,762
At January 3, 1981 current cost of inventory was $132,548 and current cost of property, im­
provements and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation was $202,100.
Constant Dollar Method
In contrast with historical cost financial statements which portray actual dollars spent and re­
ceived, inflation adjusted financial statements attempt to display the component parts in terms of 229
dollars having the same general purchasing power. The adjustment of the historical cost financial 
statement elements to a common unit of measurement—1980 constant dollars—is accomplished by the 
use of the CPI-U to measure inflation.
Current Cost Method
This method of reporting is designed to show the estimated effect on the company’s operation and 
financial position of the difference between the reported historical cost of the specific inventories and 
depreciable assets, and the estimated current cost of producing those inventories or replacing those 
depreciable assets.
In determining the 1980 and 1979 current cost information, the company used both internal 
estimates and externally generated price indices. The current cost of inventories was estimated by 
adjusting the historical cost of the inventory components during both years. The current cost of 
property, improvements and equipment was estimated by applying to the historical amounts, cost 
indices published by private organizations.
The majority of the company’s inventory is accounted for in the historical financial statements 
using the LIFO method. Under this method, cost of goods sold requires little or no adjustment for 
inflation or price changes since current costs are being used in the historical financial statements. This 
and the existing average cost method of accounting for stamp inventories are the reasons for the 
minimal adjustments to the costs of sales under both the constant dollar and current cost methods.
Depreciation and amortization expenses were adjusted, both under the constant dollar and cur­
rent cost method, based on the restated value of the assets using the company’s established deprecia­
tion policies.
The increases in costs calculated under the constant dollar and current cost methods are not 
deductible for tax purposes. Had these increased costs been deductible for tax purposes, earnings 
from continuing operations and earnings per primary share would have been as follows:
Constant Dollar Current Cost
1980 1979 1980 1979
Earnings from continuing operations $15,023 $24,980 $15,687 $25,365
Earnings per primary share $ 1.49 $ 2.57 $ 1.56 $ 2.61
For both fiscal years 1980 and 1979, the company experienced a purchasing power gain on net 
monetary amounts owed principally because of the liability for stamp redemptions. Although not 
included in earnings from continuing operations, such purchasing power gains more than offset the 
effect upon income of general inflation and changing prices.
The historical stockholders’ equity (net assets) at the end of 1980 and 1979 for both methods was 
adjusted by the excess of the estimated constant dollar values and by the estimated current cost of 
inventories and property, improvements and equipment over the respective historical cost amounts.
The net annual increases in amounts ($12,142 in 1980; $3,762 in 1979) of inventories and property, 
improvements and equipment also indicate that, in total, the general rate of inflation as measured by 
the CPI-U, was greater than the increase in estimated current costs at which these assets could be 
replaced.
Five Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Data Adjusted for General Inflation (Constant 
Dollars)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Sales and revenues 
Historical cost $ 786,216 $ 821,007 $ 807,140 $ 700,719 $ 631,822
Average 1980 dollars 786,216 932,036 1,019,458 952,823 914,567
Cash dividends per common share 
Historical cost $ 1.00 $ 1.00 $ 1.00 $ 1.00 $ 1.00
Average 1980 dollars 1.00 1.13 1.26 1.36 1.45
Market price per common share 
at year end 
Historical cost $ 26¼ $ 14⅞  $ 15⅜  $ 16½ $ 16¼
Average 1980 dollars 25 16 18¾ 21⅞ 23
Average consumer price index- 
urban 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
The constant dollar information was prepared by applying to the historical amounts for each item 
the rate of change in the average CPI-U from the year in question to 1980. For example, the cash 
dividend of $1.00 paid in 1976 was worth $1.45 expressed in average 1980 dollars.
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VCOMPANIES VOLUNTARILY DISCLOSING INFLATION 
ACCOUNTING INFORMATION
Statement 33 applies only to those enterprises that meet certain size tests but it encourages 
other enterprises to provide the information voluntarily. Through a limited review of annual 
reports for companies that did not meet the size test and through conversations with people in the 
major accounting firms, eleven enterprises that voluntarily made the Statement 33 disclosures 
were identified. Excerpts from those companies’ annual reports follow.
BOARD OF TRADE OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO
Supplementary Information—Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
For the Years Ended December 31, 1980 and 1979
The Impact of Changing Prices on Accounting Data (Unaudited)
The current inflationary spiral has continued to focus attention on the inadequacies of traditional 
accounting measures of income and value. Financial statements prepared under generally accepted 
accounting principles report financial results without regard to price increases and changes in the 
purchasing power of the dollar. Expenditures made over periods of time are added together as though 
the dollars involved were common units of measurement. Amortization of prior years’ costs is de­
ducted from current period revenues in calculations of net income even though these specific dollars 
represent varying degrees of purchasing power and the dollars do not reflect the current costs of the 
assets consumed.
In 1979, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued its Statement No. 33—Financial Re­
porting and Changing Prices. This statement represents an attempt to deal with the weakness of the 
traditional historical cost basis financial statements in an era of rapidly increasing prices. Though the 
Chicago Board of Trade is not required to include the data specified in Statement No. 33 with the 
financial statements, the Board has determined that voluntary compliance may be beneficial to the 
readers of these statements.
The following explanations may assist the reader in understanding the amounts presented in the 
data which follow:
Data as Reported—Historical Cost Basis
Amounts described “as reported” or “cost basis” reflect the traditional accounting information as 
contained in the audited financial statements. The amounts represent historical costs and prices and 
provide a measure of income and value in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles 
and can be independently verified.
Data Adjusted to Constant (Average 1980) Dollars
Application of the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) is utilized to adjust 
certain key financial data. Using the CPI-U, years prior to 1980 have been restated into equivalent
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1980-value dollars, thus providing a comparison of several years in current-year dollar values.
Because of the nature of the Board’s operations, the constant dollar information as computed 
using the CPI-U may not exactly reflect the actual changes which have occurred in the Board’s 
revenues, costs and asset values. However, it will provide an indication of those values in terms of 
equivalent units of purchasing power.
Data Adjusted for Changes in Specific Prices (Current Cost)
The constant dollar method as previously described attempts to measure the effect of general 
inflation on financial statements. The current cost method attempts to illustrate the effects as if 
specific current costs had been incurred by the reporting entity. In the Board’s case, this restatement 
estimates the impact of specific price increases on the replacement of its property and the correspond­
ing effects on depreciation expense.
The current cost of the Board’s property was derived from several sources. In the case of the 
occupied building and related assets, a recent appraisal which contained estimates of the replacement 
cost of the facilities was used. For other assets, vendor quotations and specific indices were utilized. 
Depreciation on the estimated current cost of these assets was calculated using the same useful lives 
as used for the Board’s historical cost-based financial statements.
Summary of Operating Results Adjusted for Changing Prices (Unaudited) 










for Changes in 
Specific Prices 
(Current Cost)
Exchange Revenues $20,720 $20,720 $20,720
Expenses (excluding 
depreciation) 16,835 16,835 16,835
3,885 3,885 3,885
Depreciation 758 1,033 1,135
Exchange income 3,127 2,852 2,750
Building Revenues 8,872 8,872 8,872
Expenses (excluding 
depreciation) 6,460 6,460 6,460
2,412 2,412 2,412
Depreciation 828 1,829 2,286
Building income 1,584 583 126
Combined Income before interest 
and taxes 4,711 3,435 2,876
Interest 1,072 1,072 1,072
3,639 2,363 1,804
Income taxes 1,900 1,900 1,900
Net income (loss) 1,739 463 (96)
Gain from decline in purchasing power of 
net amounts owed 2,032
Current cost of property and equipment 92,900
Increase in current cost of property and 
equipment, net of general price 
level changes. 19,459
Current Year Statement
This statement summarizes the financial information contained in the Statement of Consolidated 
Income for 1980 in the first column. The second and third columns restate the depreciation expenses 
based upon the revaluation of depreciable assets under the previously mentioned constant dollar and
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current cost methods respectively. The disclosure rules under FASB Statement No. 33 preclude any 
adjustment in the actual provision for taxes on income because entities are not permitted for tax 
purposes to recognize any general inflation effects.
While reported income before taxes amounted to $3,639,000, the corresponding amounts com­
puted under the constant dollar and current cost methods were $2,363,000 and $1,804,000, respec­
tively. The lower income amount under the two adjusted columns is due to the relatively larger 
depreciation expense as a result of calculating depreciation on a higher cost basis during this infla­
tionary period.
When the income tax provision of $1,900,000 is applied against taxable income the remaining 
after tax income figure varies greatly depending upon methodology employed in calculating deprecia­
tion. On the historical cost basis, income taxes are 52% of pretax income, leaving net income of 
$1,739,000. Under the constant dollar method, the income tax provision is 80% of pretax income 
leaving a much smaller net income amount. The current cost adjusted figures result in a tax provision 
larger than the pretax income amount so that a net loss is obtained. These adjusted 1980 operating 
results tend to illustrate that reported profits are somewhat overstated and, as a result, real tax rates 
are higher than the published rates.
The current cost method results in larger depreciation expenses than the constant dollar method 
more for technical reasons than for economic reasons. Under FASB Statement No. 33, no depreciation 
expense is computed for a fully depreciated asset under the constant dollar method, while the identical 
asset is depreciated under the current cost method.
Five Year Comparison
The majority of the five year information which is presented on an adjusted basis results from 
data computed on the constant dollar method. Statement No. 33 takes into consideration the extra 
degree of difficulty involved in computing certain information for past years on the current cost basis 
and does not require that a complete five year presentation be included on that basis.
The comparison of revenues for the five year period indicates that on an inflation adjusted basis, 
revenues have not increased as significantly as reported figures indicate. In fact, in the case of 
building operations, revenues have actually experienced a steady decline on a constant dollar basis. 
While exchange revenues have reported a 112% increase for the period from 1976 through 1980 on a 
constant dollar basis the increase has amounted to only 46%.
The reported net income for 1980 of $1,739,000 is the largest net income reported for the five year 
period. However, on a constant dollar basis the 1980 amount is considerably under net income 
amounts in 1976, 1977 and 1978. The current cost computation results in an even lower net income 
amount for the years it is included.
Five Year Comparison of Selected Data Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
(in 000’s)
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Exchange revenues as reported $20,720 $15,541 $12,922 $10,993 $ 9,782
in constant (average 
1980) dollars 20,720 17,643 16,321 14,948 14,160
Building revenues as reported 8,872 7,914 7,602 7,222 6,892
in constant (average 
1980) dollars 8,872 8,984 9,602 9,820 9,976
Total revenues as reported 29,592 23,455 20,523 18,215 16,674
in constant (average 
1980) dollars 29,592 26,627 25,923 24,768 24,136
Net income as reported 1,739 973 1,411 1,401 1,222
in constant (average 
1980) dollars 463 177 1,062 1,297 1,450
in current cost (96) (566)
Net assets at year end as reported 24,013
in constant (average 
1980) dollars 60,652
in current cost 64,628
Unrealized gain from decline in purchasing 
power of net amounts owed 2,032 1,274
Average consumer price index (1967 = 100.0) 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
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(9) Supplementary Information on the Estimated Effects of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
The financial statements on pages 7 through 11 set forth the consolidated financial position and 
results of operations of the Company in terms of historical dollars. The following supplementary 
financial data illustrates the estimated impact of changing prices in accordance with guidelines pre­
scribed in Statement No. 33 of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).
Statement No. 33 was issued in an attempt to provide information covering the effects of both 
general inflation and changes in specific prices on a company’s financial position and results of opera­
tions. The methodology used to calculate the effects of changing prices involves numerous assump­
tions and estimates; thus the resulting information should be viewed as an approximation of the effects 
of inflation rather than as a precise measure.
Net Income and Common Stockholders’ Investment Adjusted for Effects of Changing Prices 
Year Ended December 31, 1980 
(Thousands of Average 1980 Dollars)
Adjustments to Historical Cost 




Net income (as reported in the consolidated
financial statements).........................................................................  $ 2,582 $ 2,582
Decrease in income resulting from increase in
depreciation and depletion...............................................................  (3,171) (4,012)
Adjusted income (loss).........................................................................  $ (589) $ (1,430)
Other impacts of changing prices 
Loss in purchasing power—
Amounts invested in utility assets
Effect of current year’s inflation..................................  $(9,211) $(6,812)
Effect of prior year’s inflation 
accounted for in adjustment
to depreciation......................................................... 2,886 3,705
N e t..............................................................................  $(6,325) $(3,107)
General inflation increases in excess of specific
price changes of assets owned* ..............................................  — (2,399)
Gain from decline in purchasing power of net 
amounts owed............................................................................ 7,632 7,632
Adjusted income and other impacts of changing prices...................  $ 718 $ 696
Adjusted common stockholders’ investment at year-end, 
reflecting adjusted income and the effects of changing
prices on non-utility assets.............................................................. $26,480 $28,680
Per common share—
Adjusted income (loss).................................................................. $ (.30) $ (.73)
Adjusted income and other impacts of changing prices............ $ .37 $ .36
*At December 31 , 1980 the current cost of net property, plant and equipment was $189,493,000, gas in 
underground storage was $8,967,000 and materials and supplies was $1,040,000.
The effect of general inflation was determined taking into consideration changes in purchasing 
power of the dollar as measured by the Consumer Price Index. The effect of specific price changes on 
gas utility plant and oil and gas exploration and development properties was calculated using appro­
priate price indices which have wide use and acceptance. Consequently, the effect of specific price 
changes differs from the effect of general inflation to the extent that specific prices of assets owned by 
the Company have increased more or less than the general rate of inflation.
The effects of general inflation and specific price changes on the provisions for depreciation and 
depletion were calculated by applying the ratios of historical to indexed property amounts. In accor­
dance with the FASB guidelines, income tax expense has not been adjusted because under current tax 
law only historical costs are deductible for tax purposes.
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Under established regulatory practices of the Michigan Public Service Commission, only the 
historical cost of plant and facilities used to serve utility customers is allowed to be recovered through 
rates charged to customers. The Company believes that the higher costs it will incur in the future, 
upon the actual replacement of plant and facilities, will be recovered through the regulatory rate 
process. Adjustments to utility assets for the effects of changing prices, which are not recoverable in 
rates charged to customers, are reflected under the caption “Loss in purchasing power—Amounts 
invested in utility assets”. The impact of this ratemaking process on common stockholders is reduced 
to the extent that such assets are financed with debt which will be repaid with dollars of less purchas­
ing power. The effect of this reduced obligation is shown above under the caption “Gain from decline in 
purchasing power of net amounts owed”.
The following tabulation sets forth selected financial data on a historical basis, and as adjusted 
for the effects of changing prices in average 1980 dollars (thousands of dollars, except per share 
amounts):
Years Ended December 31,
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
Historical data—
Operating revenues.................. $123,828 $ 99,436 $ 82,028 $72,445 $65,128
Net income................................ 2,582 2,610 3,396 2,607 3,354
Net income per share..............
Cash dividends declared
1.32 1.34 1.74 1.34 1.73
per share................................
Long-term debt and preferred
1.30 1.29 1.14 1.13 1.00
stock at year-end.................. 37,175 39,049 40,497 32,221 33,999
Total assets at year-end..........
Historical cost information
121,008 108,350 98,504 88,589 84,142
adjusted for general 
inflation—
Operating revenues.................. 123,828 112,883 103,605 98,509 94,274
Net income (loss)..................... (589) 428
Net income (loss) per share .... 
Reduction of utility plant
(.30) .22
to net recoverable cost.........
Net assets at year-end after
7,045 8,551
reduction to net 
recoverable cost.................... 97,599 100,536
Historical cost information
adjusted for specific 
price changes—
Net income (loss)..................... (1,430) (171)
Net income (loss) per share .... 
Reduction of utility plant
(.73) (.09)
to net recoverable cost.........
Net assets at year-end after
3,827 6,231
reduction to net 
recoverable cost.................... 99,820 103,722
General information—
Gain from decline in
purchasing power of net 
amounts owed....................... 7,632 10,374
Cash dividends declared
per share...............................
Market price per share
1.30 1.46 1.44 1.54 1.45
at year-end............................
Average Consumer Price
11.94 14.76 15.95 19.72 20.27
Index ..................................... 246.8 217.4 195.4 181.5 170.5
(10) Oil and Gas Exploration and Development
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Financial Accounting Standards Board 
have adopted certain disclosure requirements designed to standardize and improve reporting of oil 
and gas operations and reserves. Set forth below is such information pertaining to the Company’s
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consolidated oil and gas operations. Information pertaining to oil and gas reserves and future net 
revenues is set forth in Note 11.
MGU Development Co. and Kenergy Petroleum Corporation, the Company’s oil and gas explora­
tion and development subsidiaries, utilize the full cost method of accounting, as described in Note 2. 




























Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Note 15—Supplemental Financial Data Adjusted for the Effect of Changing Prices (Unaudited)
The Financial Accounting Standards Board has issued Statement No. 33 which requires historical 
cost financial statements of large companies to be supplemented by selected information that reflects 
the effects of both changes in general price levels (constant dollars) and changes in the prices of 
specific goods and services (current costs) on an enterprise’s results of operations and financial posi­
tion. Although STSC is not required, due to its size, to comply with Statement No. 33, STSC feels that 
the users of its financial statements should be aware of the estimated effects of inflation on STSC’s 
results of operations.
The Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U) was used to measure the effects of 
general inflation.
Estimates of current costs of assets were used to measure the effects of changes in specific prices.
In accordance with the partial restatement provisions of Statement No. 33, only property and 
equipment, accumulated depreciation and amortization, and depreciation and amortization expense 
have been restated. In addition, in each of the pre-1980 years, net income has been restated to its 1980 
average dollar equivalent.
Both the constant dollar and current cost methods involve the extensive use of assumptions and 
estimates; therefore, it is important that financial statement users understand what inflation-adjusted 
data is intended to represent, and also recognize its inherent limitations. STSC favors the current cost 
method of accounting for inflation rather than the constant dollar method, because a significant 
portion of STSC’s assets are represented by computing equipment, which has been decreasing in cost. 
Thus, the current cost method is a more accurate measure of STSC’s operations than the constant 
dollar method. However, an underlying assumption in using the current cost method is that STSC will 
replace its productive assets at current prices. It is more likely that STSC’s productive assets will be 
replaced over an extended period of time, rather than at one time.
The following represents estimates of the effects of inflation on STSC’s results of operations 
during the year ended May 31, 1980 and on certain other financial data during the five years ended 
May 31, 1980:
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Supplementary Statement of Operations Adjusted for the Effect of Changing Prices
(dollars in thousands, except per share data)
Year ended May 31, 1980 As reported Adjusted for Adjusted for
in the primary general changes in
statements inflation specific prices
Revenues ............................................................... $21,101 $21,101 $21,101
Cost of services..................................................... . 4,855 4,855 4,855
Depreciation and amortization expenses............. 1,796 2,280 1,287
Selling expenses 8,151 8,151 8,151
General and administrative expenses................. 3,378 3,378 3,378
Interest income, net............................................... (110) (110) (110)
Income taxes1......................................................... 1,549 1,549 1,549
19,619 20,103 19,110
Net income............................................................. $ 1,482 $ 998 $ 1,991
Net income per common and common
equivalent share................................................. $ .86 $ .58 $ 1.16
Purchasing power loss on net
monetary items..................................................
Decrease in specific prices (current cost) 
of property and equipment held during
$ (1) $ (1)
the year2............................................................
Effect of increase in general
$ (240)
price level...........................................................
Excess in increase in the general price
768
level over decrease in specific prices.............. $ 1,008
1In accordance with Statement No. 33, no adjustments were made to income tax expense.
2At May 31, 1980, current cost of property and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation was 
$6,771.
Five-Year Comparison of Selected Supplementary Financial Data Adjusted for Effect of Changing 
Prices
(dollars in thousands, except per share data) 






















Excess of increase in the general price
level over changes in specific prices.....
Purchasing power gain (loss) on net
monetary items.......................................
Average consumer price index (CPI)......
1980 1979 1978 1977 1976
$21,101 $16,628 $13,567 $10,212 $ 7,427
21,101 18,795 16,730 13,433 10,328
$ 1,482 $ 980 $ 1,180 $ 1,001 $ 855
998 827 1,407 1,313 1,190
1,991 1,535 1,880 1,512 1,270
$ .86 $ .61 $ .81 $ .72 $ .65
.58 .52 .96 .94 .90
1.16 .96 1.28 1.09 .97
$ 8,537 $ 5,793 $ 6,549 $ 6,213 $ 5,699
9,422 7,357 8,480 8,302 7,605
6,771 4,749 6,126 7,035 7,530
$ 8,240 $ 6,564 $ 3,635 $ 2,428 $ 1,402
9,125 8,128 5,566 4,517 3,308
6,516 5,590 2,667 2,220 1,693
$ 1,008 $ 1,078 $ 1,437 $ 1,357 $ 516
$ (1) $ 152 $ 291 $ 356 $ 147
229.97 203.45 186.49 174.83 165.38
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VI
THE NEED FOR RESEARCH
Statement 33 may be a key phase in the development of accounting, and it may prove to be far 
more profound than anyone could have imagined a few years ago. Prof. John C. Burton of 
Columbia University, in a presentation to the Board in September 1980, described some of the 
opportunities provided by Statement 33:
Relatively little has been learned about the role of financial reporting in the eco­
nomic, decision-making process of the company. We know financial reporting is used in 
investor and creditor decisions and in some way affects other decision-makers who 
formulate government policy. We also know that the results of financial reporting are 
communicated to the general public and that the message reaches out to many parts of 
our society.
We do not know how financial reporting and the ultimate message of the “bottom 
line” affects the decision behavior of the direct and indirect recipients of the information. 
Because Statement 33 represents a potential change of great significance in financial 
reports as they are known today—and because it deals with an issue of such broad public 
impact—it is likely that never before have we had the opportunity to observe how 
financial reports in general, and certain messages in particular, reach out and influence 
the behavior of decision-maker users. What accountants and accounting policy-makers 
learn from Statement 33—about the way financial reports affect the decision-making 
behavior of many parts of our economy—could profoundly affect the future role and 
development of financial reporting itself.
Statement 33 is the result of many years of debate among accountants, academics, and 
business managers. People have differing expectations of a changing prices accounting standard. 
Some want to measure the effects of the declining purchasing power of the dollar. Others are 
concerned about the need to measure changes in the specific prices of the assets owned by an 
enterprise and to measure the maintenance of operating capability. At the time Statement 33 was 
issued, each of those views was held by a significant number of people. As a result, Statement 33 
combines both the current cost and constant dollar methods of accounting—as an experiment.
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The Statement 33 experiment provides the FASB with a “real world” opportunity to evaluate 
the usefulness and problems of reporting changing prices information. Before the usefulness of the 
Statement 33 information can be assessed, it will have to be used and because analysts and 
decision-makers are accustomed to using the historical cost information, the Board realizes that it 
will first be necessary to educate people to use the new information—a process that may take 
some time.
To get things started, the FASB has issued an Invitation to Comment on the need for 
research on financial reporting and changing prices1. That publication encourages accounting 
practitioners, researchers, and others to do research and seek answers to certain questions. Those 
questions focus on the use of the financial information. They include questions such as: Are 
decision-makers using the disclosures? Are the disclosures useful? If not, why not? How do 
decision-makers use them? Does the information affect their decisions, their behavior, their 
techniques of analysis, and their evaluation of performance?
The experiment also involves consideration of other related accounting problems. Statement 
33 focuses only on certain aspects of the effects of changing prices on business. However, continu­
ing high rates of changing prices significantly affects the reporting of other aspects of business 
operations and financial position, e.g., the accounting for foreign currency translation and pen­
sions. In addition, as management has sought to take advantage of, or to mitigate, the effects of 
changing prices, a new generation of business activities and transactions, such as shared apprecia­
tion mortgages and interest rate futures, have emerged and will require new accounting solutions.
FACILITATING RESEARCH
Research is needed to provide answers to the questions about financial reporting in a chang­
ing business environment. The FASB intends to sponsor some of that research. But, it has limited 
funds and cannot hope to sponsor all of the research that is necessary. Therefore it is encouraging 
research by its constituents: practitioners, academics, analysts, the users, and the preparers. To 
facilitate the research the Board will:
1. Ensure that reliable data on Statement 33 is available in a form that can be used easily by 
researchers (the FASB 33 data bank)
2. Monitor and coordinate research projects and results
3. Encourage and participate in meetings and conferences to stimulate the research process
4. Publish the results of selected research that would be of interest to the Board and its 
constituency
THE TIMETABLE FOR RESEARCH ACTIVITY
The FASB is committed to reviewing the results of the experiment by 1984. However, the 
evidence provided by research will have its most useful effect if it comes in a continuous flow 
throughout the next few years. The results of one research study may initiate another project or a 
prompt change in the direction of another. For these reasons, the Board encourages researchers 
to begin their work immediately. *
1FASB Invitation to Comment, On The Need For Research On F inancial Reporting and Changing 
Prices. (June 15, 1981)
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APPENDIX A
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS NO. 33 
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices
SEPTEMBER 1979
SUMMARY
This Statement applies to public enterprises that have either (1) 
inventories and property, plant, and equipment (before deducting 
accumulated depreciation) amounting to more than $125 million 
or (2) total assets amounting to more than $ 1 billion (after deduct­
ing accumulated depreciation).
No changes are to be made in the primary financial statements; 
the information required by the Statement is to be presented as 
supplementary information in published annual reports.
For fiscal years ended on or after December 25, 1979, enterprises 
are required to report:
a. Income from continuing operations adjusted for the effects 
of general inflation
b. The purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items.
For fiscal years ended on or after December 25, 1979, enterprises 
are also required to report:
a. Income from continuing operations on a current cost basis
b. The current cost amounts of inventory and property, plant, 
and equipment at the end of the fiscal year
c. Increases or decreases in current cost amounts of inventory 
and property, plant, and equipment, net of inflation.
However, information on a current cost basis for fiscal years 
ended before December 25, 1980 may be presented in the first 
annual report for a fiscal year ended on or after December 25, 
1980.
Enterprises are required to present a five-year summary of selected 
financial data, including information on income, sales and other 
operating revenues, net assets, dividends per common share, and 
market price per share. In the computation of net assets, only
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inventory and property, plant, and equipment need be adjusted 
for the effects of changing prices.
Illustrative formats for disclosure of the required information are 
included in this Summary as Schedules A, B, and C (pages 32-34 
of the Statement).
To present the supplementary information required by this State­
ment, an enterprise needs to measure the effects of changing 
prices on inventory, property, plant, and equipment, cost of goods 
sold, and depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense. No 
adjustments are required to other revenues, expenses, gains, and 
losses.
In computations of current cost income, expenses are to be 
measured at current cost or lower recoverable amount. Current 
cost measures relate to the assets owned and used by the enter­
prise and not to other assets that might be acquired to replace 
the assets owned. This Statement allows considerable flexibility 
in choice of sources of information about current costs: An enter­
prise may use specific price indexes or other evidence of a more 
direct nature. This Statement also encourages simplifications in 
computations and other aspects of implementation: In particular 
“recoverable amounts” need be measured only if they are judged 
to be significantly and permanently lower than current cost; that 
situation is unlikely to occur very often.
The Board believes that this Statement meets an urgent need for 
information about the effects of changing prices. If that informa­
tion is not provided: Resources may be allocated inefficiently; in­
vestors’ and creditors’ understanding of the past performance 
of an enterprise and their ability to assess future cash flows may 
be severely limited; and people in government who participate in 
decisions on economic policy may lack important information about 
the implications of their decisions. The requirements of the State­
ment are expected to promote a better understanding by the 
general public of the problems caused by inflation: Statements 
by business managers about those problems are unlikely to have 
sufficient credibility until financial reports provide quantitative 
information about the effects of inflation.
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Special problems arise in the application of the current cost re­
quirements of this Statement to certain types of assets, notably 
natural resources and income-producing real estate property. The 
Board will consider those problems further and address them in 
an Exposure Draft with a view to publishing a Statement in 1980. 
This Statement gives guidance on the treatment of those assets and 
related expenses for enterprises that present current cost informa­
tion for fiscal years ending before December 25, 1980.
This Statement calls for two supplementary income computations, 
one dealing with the effects of general inflation, the other dealing 
with the effects of changes in the prices of resources used by the 
enterprise. The Board believes that both types of information are 
likely to be useful. Comment letters on the Exposure Draft re­
vealed differences of opinion on the relative usefulness of the two 
approaches. Many preparers and public accounting firms em­
phasized the need to deal with the effects of general inflation; 
users generally preferred information dealing with the effects of 
specific price changes. The Board believes that further experi­
mentation is required on the usefulness of the two types of in­
formation and that experimentation is possible only if both are 
provided by large public enterprises. The Board intends to as­
sess the usefulness of the information called for by this Statement. 
That assessment will provide a basis for ongoing decisions on 
whether or not provision of both types of information should be 
continued and on whether other requirements in this Statement 
should be reviewed. The Board will undertake a comprehensive 
review of this Statement no later than five years after its publica­
tion.
The measurement and use of information on changing prices will 
require a substantial learning process on the part of all concerned. 
In view of the importance of clear explanations to users of financial 
reports of the significance of the information, the Board is organiz­
ing an advisory group to develop and publish illustrative dis­




1. This Statement establishes standards for reporting certain 
effects of price changes on business enterprises. It deals with 
both general inflation and changes in the prices of certain specific 
types of assets. It requires no changes in the basic financial 
statements; the required information is to be presented in supple­
mentary statements, schedules, or supplementary notes in financial 
reports. This Statement applies only to certain large, publicly held 
enterprises.
The Objectives of This Statement
2. This Statement is based on the objectives set out in FASB 
Concepts Statement No. 1, O b je c t i v e s  o f  F in a n c ia l  R e p o r t in g  b y  
B u s in e s s  E n te r p r is e s . That Statement concludes that financial 
reporting should provide information to help investors, creditors, 
and others assess the amounts, timing, and uncertainty of pro­
spective net cash inflows to the enterprise (paragraph 37). It also 
calls for the provision of information about the economic re­
sources of an enterprise in a manner that provides direct and in­
direct evidence of cash flow potential (paragraphs 40 and 41) 
and it concludes that management is accountable to the owners 
for “protecting them to the extent possible from unfavorable eco­
nomic impacts of factors in the economy such as inflation or 
deflation” (paragraph 50).
3. The users of financial reports need to have an understanding 
of the effects of changing prices on a business enterprise to help 
their decisions on investment, lending, and other matters. This 
Statement is intended to help users in the following specific 
ways:
a. Assessment of future cash flows. Present financial statements 
include measurements of expenses and assets at historical
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prices. When prices are changing, measurements that reflect 
current prices are likely to provide useful information for the 
assessment of future cash flows.
b. Assessment of enterprise performance. The worth of an 
enterprise can be increased as a result of prudent timing of 
asset purchases when prices are changing. That increase is one 
aspect of performance even though it may be distinguished 
from operating performance. Measurements that reflect cur­
rent prices can provide a basis for assessing the extent to 
which past decisions on the acquisition of assets have created 
opportunities for earning future cash flows.
c. Assessment of the erosion of operating capability. An enter­
prise typically must hold minimum quantities of inventory, 
property, plant, and equipment and other assets to maintain 
its ability to provide goods and services. When the prices of 
those assets are increasing, larger amounts of money invest­
ment are needed to maintain the previous levels of output. 
Information on the current prices of resources that are used 
to generate revenues can help users to assess the extent to 
which and the manner in which operating capability has been 
maintained.
d. Assessment of the erosion of general purchasing power. When 
general price levels are increasing, larger amounts of money 
are required to maintain a fixed amount of purchasing power. 
Investors typically are concerned with assessing whether an 
enterprise has maintained the purchasing power of its capital. 
Financial information that reflects changes in general purchas­
ing power can help with that assessment.
4. The needs described in paragraph 3 are important to investors, 
creditors, and also to other users. If information about the effects 
of changing prices is not available, the cost of capital may be 
excessive for enterprises that can use capital most effectively. 
Resources may be allocated inefficiently and all members of 
society may suffer. Furthermore, people in government who 
participate in decisions on economic policy may not obtain 
the most relevant information on which to base their decisions.
5. Many people recognize that the effects of changing prices 
should be taken into account in the interpretation of information 
in the financial reports of business enterprises. However, there
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are several reasons for believing that those effects cannot be 
understood adequately until they are measured and disclosed in 
financial reports:
a. The effects depend on the transactions and circumstances of 
an enterprise and users do not have detailed information about 
those factors;
b. Effective financial decisions can take place only in an environ­
ment in which there is an understanding by the general public 
of the problems caused by changing prices; that understanding 
is unlikely to develop until business performance is discussed 
in terms of measures that allow for the impact of changing 
prices;
c. Statements by business managers about the problems caused 
by changing prices will not have credibility until specific 
quantitative information is published about those problems.
The Usefulness of Present Financial Statements
6. Most people believe that the primary financial statements 
should continue to incorporate measurements based mainly on 
historical prices. Those financial statements rely to a great extent 
on prices in transactions to which the enterprise was a party. 
Among the most common and important transactions are sales 
in which the historical selling prices are used to measure receivables 
and purchases in which the historical buying prices are used to 
measure the inventories and property, plant, and equipment ac­
quired. In present financial statements, those historical prices 
are measured in terms of the number of units of money agreed 
upon by the buyer and seller at the time of the transaction.
7. There are at least four important reasons for supporting the 
dominant focus of present financial statements on historical prices. 
First, it is fitting that the financial statements depend on actual 
transactions of the enterprise because those transactions determine 
the changes in owners’ equity in the long run. Business enter­
prises invest cash in assets in order to earn more cash. Historical 
prices provide the elementary measures of both the amounts 
invested and the amounts received in return. Second, because 
historical prices generally are the result of arms-length bargaining,
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they provide a basis for reliable measures of the results of trans­
actions. Accordingly, financial statements prepared on the basis 
of historical prices tend to be capable of independent verification 
and can be prepared and used with confidence that the informa­
tion presented is reliable. Third, users’ understanding of the 
effect of changing prices may be enhanced if they are able to 
compare the measurements in the primary financial statements 
with measurements that reflect changing prices. Fourth, users 
are accustomed to the present financial statements.
The Need for Supplementary Information
8. The term “general inflation” means a rise in the general level 
of prices or a decline in the general purchasing power of the 
monetary unit. It is widely perceived to be an unfortunate but 
persistent current feature of the economies of most countries, in­
cluding the United States. However, measurements in conven­
tional statements are made in nominal dollars, with no direct 
allowance for the variability of their purchasing power. Many 
people believe that the users of financial reports need information 
about measurements that are made in units having the same (i.e., 
constant) general purchasing power. This Statement requires dis­
closure of certain supplementary information measured in units 
having the same general purchasing power. The method used to 
compute that information is known as constant dollar accounting.
9. Changes in the relative prices of specific goods and services 
are an integral feature of all modern economies. Many people 
believe that financial statements based on historical cost fail to 
provide sufficient information for users because those statements 
normally do not identify separately changes in prices of assets 
while they are held by an enterprise. This Statement requires 
disclosure of certain supplementary information based on measure­
ment of the current cost of inventories and property, plant, and 
equipment. The method used to compute that information is 
known as current cost accounting.
10. The Board has concluded that there is an urgent need for 
enterprises to provide information about the effects on their 
activities of general inflation and other price changes. It believes
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that users’ understanding of the past performance of an enter­
prise and their ability to assess future cash flows will be severely 
limited until such information is included in financial reports.
The Need for Experim entation
11. Both constant dollar accounting and current cost accounting 
have been subjects of intensive study for many years. Various 
methodologies similar to constant dollar accounting have been 
employed to some extent in several countries. In the United States, 
101 enterprises participated in the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board field test experiment with constant dollar accounting by 
preparing experimental financial statements for one or more of 
the years 1972-1974. A few U.S. companies have published 
constant dollar financial statements for several years; others say 
that they have prepared similar statements for internal use.
12. Preparers and users of financial reports have had wide experi­
ence with measurements similar to current cost. The last-in, 
first-out inventory method typically produces cost of goods sold 
(but not inventory) measurements that are similar to those 
obtained from the use of current cost. Starting with 1976, 
reports filed by certain companies with the Securities and Ex­
change Commission (SEC) have included measurements of cost 
of goods sold, depreciation, inventory and property, plant, and 
equipment on the basis of replacement cost, an attribute that 
frequently is similar to current cost. Income statements and sup­
plementary schedules based on current cost accounting recently 
have been presented by several enterprises in the United Kingdom, 
Canada, and Australia.
13. Preparers and users of financial reports have not yet reached 
a consensus on the general, practical usefulness of constant 
dollar information and current cost information. It seems unlikely 
that a consensus can be reached until further experience has been 
gained with the use of both types of information in systematic 
practical applications. This Statement therefore requires certain 
enterprises to present information both on a constant dollar basis 
and on a current cost basis.
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14. The measurement and use of information on changing prices 
will require a substantial learning process on the part of all con­
cerned. The Board makes no pretense of having solved all of the 
implementation problems. Rather, it encourages experimentation 
within the guidelines of this Statement and the development of 
new techniques that fit the particular circumstances of the enter­
prise. This Statement has been written to provide more flexibility 
than is customary in Board Statements in the belief that those 
involved will help to develop techniques that further the under­
standing of the effects of price changes on the enterprise. In view 
of the importance of clear explanations of the significance of infor­
mation on the effects of changing prices, to assist users’ under­
standing of the information, the Board is organizing an advisory 
group to develop illustrative disclosures that might be appropri­
ate for particular industries.
15. The requirement to present information on both a constant 
dollar basis and a current cost basis provides a basis for studying 
the usefulness of the two types of information. The Board intends 
to study the extent to which the information is used, the types of 
people to whom it is useful, and the purpose for which it is used. 
The requirements of this Statement will be reviewed on an ongoing 
basis and the Board will amend or withdraw requirements when­
ever that course is justified by the evidence. This Statement will 
be reviewed comprehensively after a period of not more than five 
years.
Accounting Series Release No. 190
16. As noted in paragraph 12, the Securities and Exchange Com­
mission has required the filing of information having some 
similarities to the current cost accounting information called for 
in this Statement. That requirement is included in Accounting 
Series Release No. 190, N o t i c e  o f  A d o p t i o n  o f  A m e n d m e n t s  to  
R e g u la t io n  S - X  R e q u ir in g  D is c lo s u r e  o f  C e r ta in  R e p la c e m e n t  C o s t  
D a ta . However, it is important that the differences between the 
two sets of information be recognized. This Statement requires 
presentation of a computation of income from continuing oper­
ations using current cost information. ASR 190, however, calls 
for information that is not suitable for integration into a computa­
tion of income. It requires the disclosure of cost of goods sold
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at current replacement cost and of depreciation on the basis 
of the current cost of replacing productive capacity; and the 
current cost of replacing productive capacity may not be com­
mensurate with labor costs and other operating costs reflected 
in the income statement. Consequently, ASR 190 emphasizes 
information that would assist in understanding the “current eco­
nomics of the business” and it specifically states that the SEC 
“determined not to require the disclosure of the effect on net 
income” and that it “did not believe that users should be en­
couraged to convert the data into a single revised net income 
figure” (page 7). Some users have nevertheless made that con­
version.
17. This Statement emphasizes measurement of the assets owned 
by the enterprise, whereas ASR 190 focuses attention on the 
assets that would replace those owned if replacement were to occur 
currently. Furthermore, this Statement provides for use of current 
cost or lower recoverable amount as the measure of the asset and 
of its consumption, rather than requiring use of only one measure 
—replacement cost—with separate disclosure of net realizable 
value when it is lower. This Statement calls for disclosure of 
increases or decreases in the current cost amounts of inventory 
and property, plant, and equipment as well as calling for measure­
ment of expenses and assets at current cost; and unlike ASR 190, 
it also requires specific disclosures of the effects of changes in the 
general price level.
18. The Board is aware of and agrees with the belief that the 
continuation of requirements to measure both replacement cost 
data as required by ASR 190 and current cost data as required 
by this Statement will involve excessive costs for business enter­
prises. If the Securities and Exchange Commission does not 
rescind ASR 190 when this Statement becomes effective, the 
Board will take that factor into account in its decisions about 
the timing of its review of this Statement and the nature of any 
revisions to this Statement.
Special Industry Problems
19. Special problems arise in the application of the provisions of 
this Statement to several particular industries. Special industry 
task groups have assisted the Board in its study of those problems.
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In the case of financial institutions such as commercial banks, 
thrift institutions, and insurance companies, the Board has con­
cluded that the general provisions of this Statement are useful and 
applicable. In other cases, such as forest products, mining, oil 
and gas, and real estate, the Board has concluded that further 
studies are required to provide a basis for decisions on the appli­
cability to certain types of assets and expenses, of the requirement 
to present information on a current cost basis. The Board intends 
to undertake those studies with the help of its advisory task groups, 
and it aims to publish one or more Exposure Drafts followed in 
1980 by Statements dealing with the assets concerned. In the 
meantime, enterprises are not required to disclose information 
about the current costs of unprocessed natural resources and 
income-producing real estate properties. There are no special 
exemptions from requirements to disclose information on a his­
torical cost/constant dollar basis.
Organization of This Statement
20. Paragraph 22 defines certain terms used in this Statement.
Paragraphs 23-28 specify the applicability and scope of this 
Statement; and paragraphs 29-38 summarize the requirements for 
the disclosure of supplementary information. Paragraphs 39-50 
contain provisions for the measurement of historical cost/constant 
dollar information in annual reports for fiscal years ended on 
or after December 25, 1979. Paragraphs 51-60 contain
provisions for the measurement of current cost information by 
those enterprises. The current cost information is required for 
fiscal years ended on or after December 25, 1979 but first dis­
closure of the information may be postponed to annual reports 
for fiscal years ended on or after December 25, 1980. Paragraphs 
61-64 contain provisions applicable to both historical cost/con­
stant dollar measurements and current cost measurements. Para­
graphs 65 and 66 contain provisions for the presentation of a 
five-year summary of selected data; and paragraphs 67-69 state 
the transitional provisions and effective dates of this Statement.
21. Illustrations of schedules that display the information re­
quired by this Statement are presented in Appendix A. Appendix 
B provides background information. The bases for the Board’s
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conclusions are set out in Appendix C. Illustrative materials are 
presented in Appendix D and Appendix E. Appendix F provides 
information about the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Con­
sumers.
STANDARDS OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING 
Definitions
22. For purposes of this Statement, certain terms are defined as 
follows:
a. C o n s ta n t  d o l la r  a c c o u n tin g . A method of reporting financial 
statement elements in dollars each of which has the same (i.e., 
constant) general purchasing power. This method of account­
ing is often described as accounting in units of general pur­
chasing power or as accounting in units of current purchasing 
power.
b. C u r r e n t  c o s t  a c c o u n tin g . A method of measuring and reporting 
assets and expenses associated with the use or sale of assets, 
at their current cost or lower recoverable amount at the balance 
sheet date or at the date of use or sale.
c. C u r r e n t  c o s t / c o n s t a n t  d o l la r  a c c o u n tin g . A method of account­
ing based on measures of current cost or lower recoverable 
amount in terms of dollars, each of which has the same gen­
eral purchasing power.
d. C u r r e n t  c o s t /n o m in a l  d o l la r  a c c o u n tin g . A method of account­
ing based on measures of current cost or lower recoverable 
amount without restatement into units, each of which has the 
same general purchasing power.
e. H is to r ic a l  c o s t / c o n s ta n t  d o l la r  a c c o u n tin g . A method of ac­
counting based on measures of historical prices in dollars, each 
of which has the same general purchasing power.
f. H is to r ic a l  c o s t /n o m in a l  d o l la r  a c c o u n tin g . The generally ac­
cepted method of accounting, used in the primary financial 
statements, based on measures of historical prices in dollars 
without restatement into units, each of which has the same 
general purchasing power.
g. I n c o m e  f r o m  c o n t in u in g  o p e r a t io n s . Income after applicable 
income taxes but excluding the results of discontinued opera­
tions, extraordinary items, and the cumulative effect of account­
ing changes.
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h. P ublic  enterprise. A business enterprise (a) whose debt or 
equity securities are traded in a public market on a domestic 
stock exchange or in the domestic over-the-counter market (in­
cluding securities quoted only locally or regionally) or (b) that 
is required to file financial statements with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. An enterprise is considered to be a 
public enterprise as soon as its financial statements are issued 
in preparation for the sale of any class of securities in a 
domestic market.
Applicability and Scope
23. The requirements of this Statement apply to public enterprises 
that prepare their primary financial statements in U.S. dollars and 
in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles 
and that have, at the beginning of the fiscal year for which financial 
statements are being presented either:
a. Inventories and property, plant, and equipment1 (before de­
ducting accumulated depreciation, depletion, and amortization) 
amounting in aggregate to more than $125 million; or
b. Total assets amounting to more than $1 billion (after deduct­
ing accumulated depreciation).
Both amounts shall be measured in accordance with generally ac­
cepted accounting principles as reported in the primary financial 
statements (consolidated if applicable) of the enterprise.
24. The requirements of this Statement do not apply, during the 
year of a business combination accounted for as a pooling of inter­
ests, to an enterprise created by the pooling of two or more enter­
prises, none of which individually satisfies the size test described 
in paragraph 23.
25. The Board encourages nonpublic enterprises and enterprises 
that do not meet the size test in paragraph 23 to present the infor­mation called for by this Statement.
1 For the purposes o f  this Statem ent, except where otherwise provided, 
inventory and property, plant, and equipment shall include land and other 
natural resources and capitalized leasehold interests but not goodw ill or 
other intangible assets.
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26. This Statement does not change the standards of financial 
accounting and reporting used for the preparation of the primary 
financial statements of the enterprise.
27. The information required by this Statement shall be presented 
as supplementary information in any published annual report that 
contains the primary financial statements of the enterprise except 
that the information need not be presented in an interim financial 
report. The information required by this Statement need not be 
presented for segments of a business enterprise although such pre­
sentations are encouraged.
28. An enterprise that presents consolidated financial statements 
shall present the information required by this Statement on the 
same consolidated basis. The information required by this State­
ment need not be presented separately for a parent company, an 
investee company, or other enterprise in any financial report that 
includes the results for that enterprise in consolidated financial 
statements.
Requirement for Supplementary Information
29. An enterprise is required to disclose:
a. Information on income from continuing operations for the 
current fiscal year on a historical cost/constant dollar basis 
(paragraphs 39-46)
b. The purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items for 
the current fiscal year (paragraphs 47-50).
The purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items shall n o t
be included in income from continuing operations.
30. An enterprise is required to disclose:
a. Information on income from continuing operations for the 
current fiscal year on a current cost basis (paragraphs 51-64)
b. The current cost amounts of inventory and property, plant, and 
equipment at the end of the current fiscal year (paragraph 51)
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c. Increases or decreases for the current fiscal year in the current 
cost amounts of inventory and property, plant, and equipment, 
net of inflation (paragraphs 55 and 56).
The increases or decreases in current cost amounts shall n o t be 
included in income from continuing operations.
31. In some circumstances, there may be no material difference 
between the amount of income from continuing operations on a 
historical cost/constant dollar basis and the amount of income 
from continuing operations on a current cost basis. In those cir­
cumstances, the current cost information listed in paragraph 30 
need not be disclosed for the fiscal year concerned, but the enter­
prise is required to state, in a note to the supplementary disclosures, 
the reason for the omission of the information.
32. Information on income from continuing operations (on a 
historical cost/constant dollar basis or on a current cost basis) 
may be presented either in a “statement format” (disclosing rev­
enues, expenses, gains, and losses) or in a “reconciliation format” 
(disclosing adjustments to the income from continuing operations 
that is shown in the primary income statement). Whichever format 
is used, such information should disclose, unless they are immate­
rial, the amounts of or adjustments to cost of goods sold, depre­
ciation, depletion, and amortization expense and (in the case of 
historical cost/constant dollar income from continuing operations) 
reductions of the historical cost amounts of inventory, property, 
plant, and equipment to lower recoverable amounts as required by 
paragraph 44. Formats for the presentation of the supplementary 
information are illustrated in Appendix A.
33. If depreciation expense has been allocated among various 
expense categories in the supplementary computations of income 
from continuing operations (for example, among cost of goods sold 
and other functional expenses), the aggregate amount of deprecia­
tion expense, on both a historical cost/constant dollar basis and a 
current cost basis, shall be disclosed in a note to the supplementary 
information.
34. An enterprise shall disclose, in notes to the supplementary 
information:
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a. The principal types of information used to calculate the current 
cost of inventory, property, plant, and equipment, cost of goods 
sold, and depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense 
(paragraph 60)
b. Any differences between (1) the depreciation methods, estimates 
of useful lives, and salvage values of assets used for calcula­
tions of historical cost/constant dollar depreciation and cur­
rent cost depreciation and (2) the methods and estimates used 
for calculations of depreciation in the primary financial state­
ments (paragraph 61)
c. The exclusion from the computations of supplementary infor­
mation of any adjustments to or allocations of the amount 
of income tax expense in the primary financial statements 
(paragraph 54).
35. An enterprise is required to disclose the following information 
for each of its five most recent fiscal years (paragraphs 65 and 66):
a. N e t  S a le s  a n d  O th e r  O p e r a t in g  R e v e n u e s
b. H is to r ic a l  C o s t / C o n s t a n t  D o l la r  I n fo r m a tio n
(1) Income from continuing operations
(2) Income per common share from continuing operations
(3) Net assets at fiscal year-end
c. C u r r e n t  C o s t  I n f o r m a tio n  (except for individual years in which 
the information was excluded from the current year dis­
closures in accordance with paragraph 31)
(1) Income from continuing operations
(2) Income per common share from continuing operations
(3) Net assets at fiscal year-end
(4) Increases or decreases in the current cost amounts of in­
ventory and property, plant, and equipment, net of inflation
d. O th e r  I n fo r m a tio n
(1) Purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items
(2) Cash dividends declared per common share
(3) Market price per common share at fiscal year-end.
All enterprises shall report, in a note to the five-year summary, 
the average level or the end-of-year level (whichever is used for 
the measurement of income from continuing operations) of the 
Consumer Price Index for each year included in the summary 
(paragraphs 40 and 41).
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36. If an enterprise chooses to state net assets, in the five-year 
summary, at amounts computed from comprehensive financial 
statements prepared on a historical cost/constant dollar basis or 
on a current cost/constant dollar basis, that fact shall be disclosed 
in a note to the five-year summary (paragraph 66).
37. Enterprises shall provide, in their financial reports, explana­
tions of the information disclosed in accordance with this State­
ment and discussions of its significance in the circumstances of 
the enterprise.
38. The disclosures summarized in paragraphs 29-37 are re­
quired by this Statement. Enterprises are encouraged to pro­
vide additional information to help users of financial reports 
understand the effects of changing prices on the activities of 
the enterprise.
Historical Cost/Constant Dollar Measurements
39. The index used to compute information on a constant dollar 
basis shall be the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Con­
sumers, published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. 
Department of Labor.2
40. An enterprise that presents the minimum historical cost/ 
constant dollar information required by this Statement shall re­
state inventory, property, plant, and equipment, cost of goods 
sold, depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense and any 
reductions of the historical cost amounts of inventory, property, 
plant, and equipment to lower recoverable amounts (paragraph 44) 
in constant dollars represented by the average level over the fiscal 
year of the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers. 
Other financial statement elements need not be restated. An en­
terprise that chooses to present comprehensive financial statements 
on a historical cost/constant dollar basis may measure the com­
ponents of those statements either in average-for-the-year constant 
dollars or in end-of-year constant dollars.
2 The index is published in M o n th ly  L a b o r  R e v ie w . Those desiring prompt 
and direct information may subscribe to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
press release mailing list of the Department of Labor.
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41. If the level of the Consumer Price Index at the end of the 
year and the data required to compute the average level of the 
index over the year have not been published in time for prepara­
tion of the annual report, they may be estimated by referring to 
published forecasts based on economic statistics or by extrapola­
tion based on recently reported changes in the index.
42. Inventory and property, plant, and equipment (for computa­
tion of the amount of net assets at the end of the current fiscal year 
for inclusion in the five-year summary of selected financial data 
paragraph 35(b)(3)), cost of goods sold and depreciation, depletion, 
and amortization expense shall be measured at their historical cost/ 
constant dollar amounts or lower recoverable amounts. Inventories 
may need to be reclassified as monetary assets at the date of the use 
on or commitment to a contract (Appendix D).
43. Measurements of historical cost/constant dollar amounts shall 
be computed by multiplying the components of the historical cost/ 
nominal dollar measurements by the average level of the Con­
sumer Price Index for the current fiscal year (or the level of the 
index at the end of the year if comprehensive financial state­
ments are presented) and dividing by the level of the index at 
the date on which the measurement of the associated asset was 
established (i.e., the date of acquisition or the date of any measure­
ment not based on historical cost). Those measurements may be 
restated in base-year dollars for inclusion in the five-year summary 
(paragraph 65,).
44. If it is necessary to reduce the measurements of inventory 
and property, plant, and equipment, during the current fiscal year 
from historical cost/constant dollar amounts to lower recoverable 
amounts, the reduction shall be deducted in the computation of 
income from continuing operations.
45. Except as provided in paragraphs 42-44 and paragraph 61, 
the accounting principles used in computing historical cost/con­
stant dollar income shall be the same as those used in computing 
historical cost/nominal dollar income. Only the measuring unit is 
changed.
46. Inventory, property, plant, and equipment, and related cost 
of goods sold and depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense
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that are originally measured in units of a foreign currency shall 
first be translated into U.S. dollars in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles and then restated in constant 
dollars in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 43.
Purchasing Power Gain or Loss on Net Monetary Items
47. A monetary asset is money or a claim to receive a sum of 
money the amount of which is fixed or determinable without 
reference to future prices of specific goods or services. A monetary 
liability is an obligation to pay a sum of money the amount of 
which is fixed or determinable without reference to future prices 
of specific goods or services. The economic significance of mone­
tary assets and liabilities (monetary items) depends heavily on the 
general purchasing power of money, although other factors, such 
as the credit worthiness of debtors, may affect their significance.
48. All assets and liabilities that are not monetary are non­
monetary. The economic significance of nonmonetary items de­
pends heavily on the value of specific goods and services. Non­
monetary assets include (a) goods held primarily for resale or 
assets held primarily for direct use in providing services for the 
business of the enterprise, (b) claims to cash in amounts dependent 
on future prices of specific goods or services, and (c) residual 
rights such as goodwill or equity interests. Nonmonetary liabilities 
include (a) obligations to furnish goods or services in quantities 
that are fixed or determinable without reference to changes in 
prices or (b) obligations to pay cash in amounts dependent on 
future prices of specific goods or services.
49. Guidance on the classification of balance sheet items as 
monetary or nonmonetary is set forth in Appendix D to this State­
ment.
50. The purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items 
shall be equal to the net gain or loss found by restating in con­
stant dollars the opening and closing balances of, and transactions 
in, monetary assets and liabilities. An enterprise that presents 
comprehensive supplementary financial statements on a historical 
cost/constant dollar basis may measure the purchasing power
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gain or loss in average-for-the-year constant dollars or in end-of- 
year constant dollars; other enterprises shall measure the pur­
chasing power gain or loss in average-for-the-year dollars. An 
acceptable approximate method of calculating the purchasing 
power gain or loss on net monetary items is illustrated in Appen­
dix E.
Current Cost Measurements
51. The current cost amounts of inventory and property, plant, 
and equipment shall be measured as follows:
a. Inventories at current cost or lower recoverable amount (para­
graphs 57-64) at the measurement date. (This provision is 
qualified by paragraph 53 in respect of any depletion expense 
included in the measurement of inventories.)
b. Property, plant, and equipment (excluding income-producing 
real estate properties and unprocessed natural resources) at 
the current cost or lower recoverable amount (paragraphs 
57-64) of the assets’ remaining service potential at the meas­
urement date.
c. Resources used on partly completed contracts shall be measured 
at current cost or lower recoverable amount at the date of use 
on or commitment to the contracts.
52. An enterprise that presents the minimum information re­
quired by this Statement on current cost income from continuing 
operations shall measure the amounts of cost of goods sold and 
depreciation and amortization expense as follows:
a. Cost of goods sold shall be measured at current cost or lower 
recoverable amount (paragraphs 57-64) at the date of sale or 
at the date on which resources are used on or committed to a 
specific contract. (This provision is qualified by pararaph 53 
in respect of any depletion expense included in cost of goods 
sold.)
b. Depreciation and amortization expense of property, plant, and 
equipment (excluding income-producing real estate properties 
and unprocessed natural resources) shall be measured on the 
basis of the average current cost or lower recoverable amount
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(paragraphs 57-64) of the assets’ service potential during the 
period of use.
Other revenues, expenses, gains, and losses may be measured 
by such an enterprise at the amounts included in the primary 
income statement. An enterprise that chooses to present compre­
hensive financial statements on a current cost/constant dollar basis 
may measure the components of those statements either in aver­
age-for-the-year constant dollars or in end-of-year constant dol­
lars. (This paragraph is qualified by paragraph 64 for enterprises 
that are subject to rate regulation or other form of price control.)
53. This Statement does not contain provisions for the measure­
ment, on a current cost basis, of income-producing real estate 
properties, unprocessed natural resources, and related deprecia­
tion, depletion, and amortization expense (paragraph 19). If an 
enterprise presents information on a current cost basis in an annual 
report for a fiscal year ended before December 25, 1980, it may 
measure the assets and the related expenses, described in this 
paragraph, at their historical cost/constant dollar amounts or 
by reference to an appropriate index of specific price changes.
54. The amount of income tax expense in computations of cur­
rent cost income from continuing operations shall be the same 
as the amount of income tax expense charged against income 
from continuing operations in the primary financial statements. 
No adjustments shall be made to income tax expense for any 
timing differences that might be deemed to arise as a result of 
the use of current cost accounting methods. Income tax expense 
shall not be allocated between income from continuing operations 
and the increases or decreases in current cost amounts of in­
ventory and property, plant, and equipment.
Increases or Decreases in the Current Cost Amounts of 
Inventory and Property, Plant, and Equipment
55. The increases or decreases in the current cost amounts of 
inventory and property, plant, and equipment represent the 
differences between the measures of the assets at their “entry 
dates” for the year and the measures of the assets at their “exit
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dates” for the year. “Entry dates” means the beginning of the 
year or the dates of acquisition, whichever is applicable; “exit 
dates” means the end of the year or the dates of use, sale, or 
commitment to a specific contract whichever is applicable. For 
the purposes of this paragraph, assets are measured in accordance 
with the provisions of paragraph 51.
56. The increases or decreases in current cost amounts of inven­
tory and property, plant, and equipment shall be reported both 
before and after eliminating the effects of general inflation. An 
enterprise that presents comprehensive supplementary statements 
on a current cost/constant dollar basis may measure increases or 
decreases in current cost amounts in average-for-the-year constant 
dollars or in end-of-year constant dollars; other enterprises shall 
measure those increases or decreases in average-for-the-year 
constant dollars. An acceptable approximate method of calcu­
lating the increases or decreases in current cost amounts and 
the inflation adjustment is illustrated in Appendix E.
Information about Current Costs
57. The current cost of inventory owned by an enterprise is the 
current cost of purchasing the goods concerned or the current cost 
of the resources required to produce the goods concerned (includ­
ing an allowance for the current overhead costs according to the 
allocation bases used under generally accepted accounting princi­
ples), whichever would be applicable in the circumstances of the 
enterprise.
58. The current cost of property, plant, and equipment owned by 
an enterprise is the current cost of acquiring the same service 
potential (indicated by operating costs and physical output capa­
city) as embodied by the asset owned; the sources of information 
used to measure current cost should reflect whatever method of 
acquisition would currently be appropriate in the circumstances of 
the enterprise. The current cost of a used asset may be measured:
a. By measuring the current cost of a new asset that has the 
same service potential as the used asset had when it was new
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(the current cost of the asset as if it were new) and deducting 
an allowance for depreciation;
b. By measuring the current cost of a used asset of the same age 
and in the same condition as the asset owned;
c. By measuring the current cost of a new asset with a different 
service potential and adjusting that cost for the value of the 
differences in service potential due to differences in life, output 
capacity, nature of service, and operating costs.
Current cost may be measured by direct reference to current prices 
of comparable assets or methods such as functional pricing or 
unit pricing under which the current cost of a unit of service 
embodied in the asset owned is measured and the current cost per 
unit is multiplied by the appropriate number of service units.
59. If current cost is measured in a foreign currency, the amount 
shall be translated into dollars at the current exchange rate, 
that is, the rate at the date of use, sale, or commitment to a specific 
contract (in the cases of depreciation expense and cost of goods 
sold) or the rate at the balance sheet date (in the cases of inventory 
and property, plant, and equipment).
60. Enterprises may use various types of information to deter­
mine the current cost of inventory, property, plant, and equipment, 
cost of goods sold, and depreciation, depletion, and amortization 
expense.3 The information may be gathered and applied inter­
nally or externally and may be applied to single items or broad 
categories, as appropriate in the circumstances. The following 
types of information are listed as examples of the information that 
may be used, but they are n o t  listed in any order of preferability. 
Enterprises are expected to select types of information appropri­
ate to their particular circumstances, giving due consideration to 
their availability, reliability, and cost:
a. Indexation
(1) Externally generated price indexes for the class of goods 
or services being measured
3 Cost of goods sold measured on a LIFO basis may provide an acceptable 
approximation of cost of goods sold, measured at current cost, provided 
that the effect of any decreases in inventory layers is excluded.
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b.
(2) Internally generated price indexes for the class of goods 
or services being measured 
Direct pricing
(1) Current invoice prices
(2) Vendors’ price lists or other quotations or estimates
(3) Standard manufacturing costs that reflect current costs.
Depreciation Expense
61. There is a presumption that depreciation methods, estimates 
of useful lives, and salvage values of assets should be the same 
for purposes of current cost, historical cost/constant dollar, and 
historical cost/nominal dollar depreciation calculations. However, 
if the methods and estimates used for calculations in the primary 
financial statements have been chosen partly to allow for expected 
price changes, different methods and estimates may be used for pur­
poses of current cost and historical cost/constant dollar calcula­
tions.
Recoverable Amounts
62. The term “recoverable amount” means the current worth of 
the net amount of cash expected to be recoverable from the use 
or sale of an asset. If the recoverable amount for a group of 
assets is judged to be materially and permanently lower than his­
torical cost in constant dollars or current cost, the recoverable 
amount shall be used as a measure of the assets and of the 
expense associated with the use or sale of the assets. Decisions 
on the measurement of assets at their recoverable amounts need 
not be made by considering assets individually unless they are 
used independently of other assets.
63. Recoverable amounts may be measured by considering the 
net realizable values or the values in use of the assets concerned:
a. Net realizable value is the amount of cash, or its equivalent, 
expected to be derived from sale of an asset net of costs 
required to be incurred as a result of the sale. It shall be 
considered as a measurement of an asset only when the asset 
concerned is about to be sold.
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b. Value in use is the net present value of future cash flows 
(including the ultimate proceeds of disposal) expected to be 
derived from the use of an asset by the enterprise. It shall 
be considered as a measurement of an asset only when im­
mediate sale of the asset concerned is not intended. Value 
in use shall be estimated by discounting expected future 
cash flows at an appropriate discount rate that allows for the 
risk of the activities concerned.
64. An enterprise that is subject to rate regulation or other form 
of price control may be limited to a maximum recovery through 
its selling prices, based on the nominal dollar amount of the 
historical cost of its assets. In that situation, nominal dollar/ 
historical costs may represent an appropriate basis for the 
measurement of the recoverable amounts associated with the 
assets at the end of the fiscal year. Recoverable amounts may 
also be lower than historical costs. However, cost of goods sold 
and depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense shall be 
measured at historical cost/constant dollar amounts (in measure­
ments of historical cost/constant dollar income from continuing 
operations) or at current cost (in measurements of current cost 
income from continuing operations) provided that replacement 
of the service potential provided by the related assets would 
be undertaken, if necessary, in current economic conditions; if 
replacement would not be undertaken, expenses shall be measured 
at recoverable amounts.
Five-Year Summary of Selected Financial Data
65. The information presented in the five-year summary shall be
stated either:
a. In average-for-the-year constant dollars or end-of-year con­
stant dollars (whichever is used for the measurement of income 
from continuing operations) as measured by the Consumer 
Price Index for All Urban Consumers for the current fiscal 
year; or
b. In dollars having a purchasing power equal to that of dollars 
of the base period used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 
calculating the Consumer Price Index (currently 1967).
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66. If an enterprise presents the minimum information required 
by this Statement, it shall measure net assets (i.e., shareholders’ 
equity) for the purposes of the five-year summary:
a. On a historical cost/constant dollar basis at the amount re­
ported in its primary financial statements adjusted for the 
difference between the historical cost/nominal dollar amounts 
and the historical cost/constant dollar amounts or lower 
recoverable amounts of inventory and property, plant, and 
equipment
b. On a current cost basis at the amount reported in its primary 
financial statements, adjusted for the difference between the 
historical cost/nominal dollar amounts and the current cost 
or lower recoverable amounts of inventory and property, plant, 
and equipment and restated in constant dollars in accordance 
with paragraph 65.
If an enterprise elects to present comprehensive supplementary 
financial statements on a current cost/constant dollar basis, or on 
a historical cost/constant dollar basis, it may report the amount 
of net assets in the five-year summary in accordance with the com­
prehensive statements.
Effective Date and Transition
67. The provisions of this Statement shall be effective for fiscal 
years ended on or after December 25, 1979. However, informa­
tion on a current cost basis for fiscal years ended before Decem­
ber 25, 1980 may be presented in the first annual report for a 
fiscal year ended on or after December 25, 1980.
68. An enterprise is required to state, in the five-year summary 
of selected financial data, only the following amounts for fiscal 
years ended before December 25, 1979: net sales and other 
operating revenues, cash dividends declared per common share, 
and market price per common share at fiscal year-end (para­
graph 35(a), (d)(2), and (d)(3)). Disclosure of the other items 
listed in paragraph 35, for fiscal years ended before December 25, 
1979 is encouraged. Disclosure of current cost information in 
the five-year summary (paragraph 35(c)) for fiscal years ending
2 6 7
before December 25, 1980 may be postponed to the first annual 
report for a fiscal year ending on or after December 25, 1980.
69. An enterprise that first applies the requirements of this 
Statement for a fiscal year ended on or after December 25, 1980 
is required to state for earlier years, in its five-year summary, 
only the following items listed in paragraph 35: net sales and 
other operating revenues (item (a)), cash dividends declared per 
common share (item (d)(2)), and market price per common 
share at fiscal year-end (item (d)(3)). Disclosure of the other 
items listed in paragraph 35 for earlier years is encouraged.
The provisions of this Statement need 
not be applied to immaterial items.
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T h is  S ta te m e n t  w a s  a d o p t e d  b y  th e  a f f ir m a tiv e  v o te s  o f  f iv e  m e m ­
b e r s  o f  th e  F in a n c ia l  A c c o u n t in g  S ta n d a r d s  B o a r d .  M e s s r s .  M o s s o  
a n d  W a lte r s  d is s e n te d .
Mr. Mosso dissents because he believes that the Statement 
does not bring the basic problem it addresses—measuring the 
effect of inflation on business operations—into focus. Because 
of that he doubts that it will effectively communicate the erosive 
impact of inflation on profits and capital and the significance of 
that erosion on all who have an investment stake in business 
enterprises. The Statement seems to him to fail the cost-benefit 
test because potential benefits are diminished by diffusion and 
some costs are unnecessary regardless of benefits.
The lack of focus stems from the dual reporting requirements 
imposed by this Statement, reporting on both historical cost/con- 
stant dollar and current cost bases, and is compounded by the 
ambivalence of the income concepts in both approaches. The 
Statement offers at least four income numbers—historical cost/ 
constant dollar or current cost, each with or without adjustments 
for purchasing power gains or losses on monetary items. Other 
income combinations are invited in the current cost approach 
because of the juxtaposition of the increase or decrease in current 
cost amounts of assets. This array of income numbers is a good 
reflection of the range of views existing among the Board’s 
respondents; but a good mirror does not make a good standard.
Mr. Mosso does not share the widely-held view that the his­
torical cost/constant dollar and current cost models have different 
objectives. The objective is the same: To measure the effect of 
inflation on a business enterprise. But there are two types of in­
flation effect. The Board’s historical cost/constant dollar model 
captures one type, the effect of inflation on the purchasing power 
of money invested in a particular business. The Board’s current 
cost model captures both types. It incorporates some features of 
the constant dollar model and also the effect on the prices of 
goods and services that a particular business deals in. Inflation 
affects different specific prices in different ways. Consequently, 
information about changes in an index of general inflation does 
not provide sufficient information about the effect of inflation 
on a specific business enterprise. The current cost model is a 
more comprehensive inflation measurement approach and it makes 
a free standing historical cost/constant dollar model superflous.
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The constant dollar approach has two uses that he would 
support: One, as a method of computing simple one-line adjust­
ments of net income and owners’ equity in the primary historical 
cost financial statements, in conjunction with current cost supple­
mental statements (a proposal that deserves more support than 
it has received so far); or two, as an integral part of a supple­
mental current cost model, essentially as in the current cost 
approach required by this Statement. As a complete model, how­
ever, the historical cost/constant dollar approach has little to 
recommend it except seniority.
A major criterion that the Board has established for choos­
ing among alternative disclosures is usefulness of the information 
for predicting earnings and cash flows. The evidence presented 
to the Board on usefulness in this sense was sketchy, but virtually 
all of it favored the current cost approach. In fact, usefulness 
for predicting earnings and cash flows was rarely associated with 
the historical cost/constant dollar approach, even by its supporters.
Beyond the investor-oriented usefulness criterion, the current 
cost model bears directly on an urgent national economic policy 
issue, that of capital formation and its corollary, productivity. The 
current cost model is built around the notion of maintaining 
operating capacity, and the distributable income concept that 
goes with it is designed to trigger attention at the point where 
reduction of capacity sets in. The whole system pivots on the 
point where capital investment begins to rise or fall. In the his­
torical cost/constant dollar model, reduction of operating capacity 
can occur without showing up in the financial statements. This is 
not to suggest that it is a function of the Board to design account­
ing standards to promote economic policy objectives. But it is a 
function of the Board to design standards that measure business 
income and investment and to be aware, in doing so, of the broad­
er economic consequences of standards. The current cost model 
has the potential for measuring and communicating many effects 
of inflation in ways that will be useful both to investors, to policy 
makers, and to the business community.
Much of the resistance to current cost accounting derives from 
two interrelated misconceptions: First that it is a major step 
toward current value accounting and second that its measure­
ments are subjective and open to income manipulation. These 
are valid concerns. They should not be dismissed or lulled. But 
neither is an inherent concomitant of current cost accounting.
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The essence of current value accounting is revenue recognition 
on some prerealization basis. The increases in current cost 
amounts of assets (so-called “holding gains”) arising in a current 
cost model can be viewed as income equivalents, but that view 
is not necessary. The model can classify those items as capital 
maintenance adjustments—necessary to keep the business on a 
level output trendline.
Subjectivity of measurement is also associated with the current 
cost model because in theory it breaks the link to historical 
transaction prices. In practice, this need not be a problem. 
Indexing can maintain a linkage to historical prices and preserve 
objectivity and reliability. Many other current costing techniques 
compare favorably, in terms of objectivity, with historical cost 
allocation techniques.
In Mr. Mosso’s view, conventional accounting measurements 
fail to capture the erosion of business profits and invested capi­
tal caused by inflation. The urgent need is to focus attention 
on that basic problem. To do that effectively, it is essential to 
settle on a single inflation-adjusted bottom line within a frame­
work that captures the price experience of individual firms. The 
door should be closed quickly and firmly on the dual approach 
with multiple income numbers.
Mr. Walters dissents because he believes that the dual approach 
in this Statement unfortunately attempts to deal with two very 
important but fundamentally different issues in combination. The 
result is most confusing.
The first issue is the need to measure and report the impact on 
the enterprise of the change in the exchange value of money. 
This need is urgent. Paton said: “A summation of unlike mone­
tary units, even of the same name, is a misrepresentation.” The 
integrity of the historical cost/nominal dollar system relies on a 
stable monetary system. We have experienced several decades 
of continuing debasement of the currency. It is essential to the 
credibility of financial reporting to recognize that the recovery 
of the real cost of investment is not earnings—that there can be 
no earnings unless and until the purchasing power of capital is 
maintained. The constant dollar information required by this 
Statement, provided one takes the monetary adjustment into 
consideration, will generally accomplish this within a reasonable 
order of magnitude. It is not experimental. It is ready to go.
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The second issue is the need to introduce current costs or values 
into the financial reporting model. The record built in the Board’s 
due process indicates that the Securities and Exchange Commis­
sion, some educators, and some financial analysts perceive such 
a need. Issuers of financial statements and auditors, in the main, 
either do not perceive a need at this time, or believe the proposed 
model needs further development and testing or that the costs 
exceed the benefits.
The current cost information introduced in this Statement has 
significant limitations. It is neither a comprehensive current cost 
nor a value system. It identifies as income from continuing 
operations an amount that is sometimes referred to as “dis­
tributable income.’’ This amount may have use in funds flow 
analysis, but it is neither distributable nor income. In most 
cases, it is a result of subtracting the estimated cost of the next 
purchase from the revenue from the last sale. It is neither 
transaction-based income nor real economic income. It has no 
“bottom line.” It is best an intermediate step, easily mis­
interpreted.
To reduce complexity, the Board elected to defer action or 
deal inconclusively with such significant matters as backlog de­
preciation, holding gains, tax allocation, gearing adjustments, and 
liability measurement. The sacrifice of completeness for under­
standability leaves us with a model that falls short of the mark 
on both counts.
This Statement reflects diverse views on the best way to report 
the effects of changing prices. The resulting product has some­
thing for everybody, but by requiring a number of supplemental 
income amounts which can be used in various combinations, it 
does not focus on a concept of real income. It offers a smorgas­
bord of data that fail to meet the tests of simplicity, understand- 
ability, and therefore cost-effectiveness.
The weight of evidence suggests that the Board is promulgat­
ing a current cost model that is not ready, for a constituency that 
is not ready for it. Experimentation with current cost and value 
information is sorely needed to establish their feasibility, relia­
bility, cost, and usefulness. Mr. Walters believes that this ex­
perimentation should be conducted with volunteer companies 
working through professional organizations of business executives, 
accountants, and financial analysts. Regulators mandate experi­
ments in financial reports; standard setters should not.
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70. This appendix gives illustrations of formats that may be used 
to disclose the information required by this Statement. The illus­
trations relate to a manufacturing enterprise. The Board has 
formed an advisory group to develop additional illustrations of 
formats for presenting the information required by this Statement. 
It intends to publish those illustrations as soon as possible. The 
illustrations will cover various types of manufacturing and other 
enterprises. The Board recognizes that clear presentations and 
explanations are important if information on the effects of chang­
ing prices is to be as useful as possible. It encourages enterprises 
to experiment with the use of different forms of presentation.
SCHEDULE A
STATEMENT OF INCOME FROM CONTINUING 
OPERATIONS ADJUSTED FOR CHANGING PRICES
For the Year Ended December 31 , 1980
(In (000s) of Average 1980 Dollars)
Income from continuing operations, as 
reported in the income statement 
Adjustments to restate costs for the effect
$ 9,000
of general inflation




Loss from continuing operations adjusted 
for general inflation
Adjustments to reflect the difference
( 2,514)
between general inflation and changes in 
specific prices (current costs)
Cost of goods sold 
Depreciation and amortization
(1,024)
expense (5,370) ( 6,394)
Loss from continuing operations adjusted 
for changes in specific prices
Gain from decline in purchasing power of
$( 8,908)
net amounts owed $ 7,729
Increase in specific prices (current cost)
of inventories and property, plant, and 
equipment held during the year* $ 24,608
Effect of increase in general price level 
Excess of increase in specific prices over
18,959
increase in the general price level $ 5,649
* A t D ecem ber 31, 1980 current cost o f inventory was $65,700 and current 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































71. Accounting literature has long recognized that price changes 
cause difficulties in measuring and comparing financial statement 
elements. As Professor William Paton noted in 1922, “the value 
of the dollar—its general purchasing power—is subject to serious 
change over a period of years . . . Accountants . . . deal with an 
unstable, variable unit; and comparisons of unadjusted accounting 
statements prepared at intervals are accordingly always more or 
less unsatisfactory and are often positively misleading.”4 The sub­
ject of changes in general prices has been discussed widely in 
accounting literature and was extensively studied by the Account­
ing Principles Board (APB) of the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants (AICPA) and its predecessor, the Committee 
on Accounting Procedure. In 1947,5 1948,6 and 19537 the Com­
mittee, and in 1965 the APB (in APB Opinion No. 6, S ta tu s  
o f  A c c o u n t in g  R e s e a r c h  B u lle t in s), considered accounting prob­
lems related to sharp increases in the general level of prices. 
Several of these pronouncements were particularly concerned with 
the amount of depreciation to be charged against current income 
for facilities acquired at lower prices. The Committee concluded 
that depreciation charges should be based on historical cost, but 
gave full support to the use of supplementary financial schedules, 
explanations, or footnotes by which company management might 
explain the need for retention of earnings because of the effects 
of inflation.
4 William A. Paton, A cco u n tin g  T h eo ry  (Houston, TX.: Reprinted by
Scholars Book Co., 1973), p. 427.
5 American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Committee on A c­
counting Procedure, ARB No. 33, D ep re c ia tio n  and  H igh C o sts  (N ew  York: 
AICPA, December 1947).
6 — , Committee on Accounting Procedure, letter to AICPA members re­
affirming the recommendations of A R B  N o . 33 , October 1948.
7 — , Committee on Accounting Procedure, ARB No. 43, R esta te m e n t and  
R evision  o f  A ccou n tin g  R esearch  B u lle tins, Chap. 9, Section A, “Depreci­
ation and High Costs” (N ew  York: AICPA, June 1953).
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72. The AICPA published ARS No. 6, R e p o r t in g  th e  F in a n c ia l  
E ffe c ts  o f  P r ic e - L e v e l  C h a n g e s , in 1963; and in June 1969, the 
APB issued APB Statement No. 3, F in a n c ia l S ta te m e n ts  R e s ta t e d  
f o r  G e n e r a l  P r ic e - L e v e l  C h a n g e s . The Statement recommended 
that “historical-dollar” financial statements be supplemented by 
general price-level information. But the APB stopped short of 
requiring general price-level information for fair presentation of 
financial position and results of operations in conformity with gen­
erally accepted accounting principles. Very few companies have 
followed the APB’s recommendation.
73. The FASB added the subject of reporting the effects of gen­
eral price-level changes in financial statements to its agenda in 
January 1974, issued an FASB Discussion Memorandum, R e p o r t ­
in g  th e  E f f e c ts  o f  G e n e r a l  P r ic e - L e v e l  C h a n g e s  in  F in a n c ia l S ta te ­
m e n ts , on February 15, 1974, held a public hearing in April 1974, 
and on December 31, 1974 issued an FASB Exposure Draft, 
F in a n c ia l  R e p o r t in g  in  U n its  o f  G e n e r a l  P u r c h a s in g  P o w e r . That 
Exposure Draft proposed to require supplementary disclosure of 
specified financial information, stated in units of general purchas­
ing power, in addition to financial statements presented in units 
of money. The Board received 476 letters of comment on the 
Exposure Draft. In November 1975, the Board announced that 
a final Statement on general purchasing power accounting would 
not be issued that year, pending additional analysis of the results 
of a field test of the Exposure Draft provisions conducted by a 
large number of companies.
74. In March 1976, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
issued ASR 190 requiring certain publicly held companies to dis­
close replacement cost information about inventories, cost of sales, 
productive capacity, and depreciation. The Commission announced 
at that time that its requirements were not competitive with the 
Board’s proposal for general price-level accounting information, and 
did not prejudge the Board’s conceptual framework studies.
75. In June 1976, the Board deferred action on its Exposure Draft 
on general purchasing power accounting pending further progress 
on its project on a conceptual framework for accounting and report­
ing. The Board concluded that general purchasing power informa­
tion was not sufficiently understood by preparers and users, and
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the need for it was not sufficiently demonstrated to justify impos­
ing the cost of implementation upon all preparers of financial 
statements at that time. Another consideration was the effort 
required at that time of many of the largest corporations in provid­
ing the current replacement cost data required by the SEC.
76. On December 2, 1976, the Board published, as part of its 
conceptual framework project, an FASB Discussion Memorandum, 
C onceptual F ram ew ork for Financial A ccoun ting  and R eporting: 
E lem en ts o f  F inancial S ta tem ents an d  T heir M easurem ent. Public 
hearings were conducted on the measurement issues in that Dis­
cussion Memorandum in January 1978. The Board received 270 
letters of comment on measurement issues in response to the 
Discussion Memorandum and 27 presentations were made at the 
public hearing.
77. In May 1977, the Board published an FASB Research Report, 
Field T ests o f Financial R eporting  in Units o f G eneral Purchasing  
Power. The Report summarized the results of field tests by 101 
companies of the restatement techniques proposed in the December 
1974 Exposure Draft.
78. On December 28, 1978, the Board issued an FASB Exposure 
Draft, Financial R epo rtin g  and  C hanging Prices, and on March 2, 
1979, published an Exposure Draft, Supplement to the 1974 
proposed Statement on general purchasing power adjustments. 
That Exposure Draft was entitled C onstant D ollar A ccounting .
79. Those Exposure Drafts were general in nature and did not 
address possible problems of measurement or disclosure that might 
be faced by different industries or for specialized assets. The 
Board recognized that those problems needed further attention and 
therefore appointed six special industry task groups for banking 
and thrift institutions, forest products, insurance, mining, oil and 
gas, and real estate. Those task groups were composed of industry 
executives, public accountants, financial analysts, and academi­
cians. Their objectives were to identify the problems of measure­
ment related to specialized assets and industries and to 
propose solutions that were consistent with the objectives and 
conceptual conclusions in the Exposure Drafts on changing prices 
and constant dollar accounting. An additional objective of the
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Oil and Gas Task Group was to maintain a close, direct liaison 
with the SEC and its staff as the Commission considered its pro­
posed Reserve Recognition Accounting (RRA). To help assure 
this close contact, three of the members of the SEC’s Advisory 
Committee on RRA also served on the Board’s Oil and Gas 
Task Group.
80. The six industry task groups each held open meetings in 
January through May 1979, issued Preliminary Reports in April 
1979, and held public hearings in May 1979 at which 30 organ­
izations and individuals commented on the Preliminary Reports.
81. The Board received letters of comment on the Exposure Drafts 
and on the task groups’ Preliminary Reports from 450 respondents. 
Copies of the letters commenting on the Preliminary Reports were 
sent to all members of the related task groups.
82. The Board sponsored a Conference on Financial Reporting 
and Changing Prices in New York City on May 31, 1979 to call 
attention to the urgent need for better disclosure of the effects 
of inflation on business operations. More than 400 financial execu­
tives, analysts, accountants, professors, and public sector policy­
makers heard the comments of 14 speakers representing all seg­
ments of the Board’s constituency. At the Conference, and subse­
quently in written Interim Reports issued after considering com­
ments on their Preliminary Reports, the six industry task groups 
presented their recommendations to the Board. The Board received 
comments from 50 individuals and organizations in response to the 
task groups’ Interim Reports.
83. In June 1979, the Board conducted a public hearing on the 
Exposure Drafts. Thirty-one organizations and individuals pre­
sented their views at the three-day hearing.
84. After issuance of the Exposure Drafts, the Board and its staff 
maintained close contact with representatives of the SEC to keep 
them fully informed of the Board’s and task groups’ activities, par­
ticularly as they affected the SEC’s reconsideration of its ASR 
190 replacement cost disclosure requirements and its development 
of RRA for oil and gas producing activities. Members of the 
SEC’s staff attended the meeting of the Board’s Oil and Gas Task
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Group, and representatives of the Board attended all of the 
meetings of the SEC’s RRA Advisory Committee.
85. In March 1978, the Board reorganized its Conceptual Frame­
work Task Force and appointed 23 members to advise the Board 
and its staff on certain issues related to preparing the Exposure 
Drafts and this Statement. Members of the task force came from 
various industries, public accounting, the securities industry, and 
academe. The task force met four times in 1978 and 1979 and 
were consulted on several specific measurement and disclosure 
issues that are addressed in this Statement. Drafts of various 
sections of this Statement were sent to the task force members 
for comment.
86. The worldwide nature of the problem of disclosing effects of 
changing prices has led to active development of general price 
level and “current value accounting” proposals in other countries. 
Some of these proposals have been tested and have been withdrawn 
temporarily for further development before being implemented. 
Some of the countries in which proposals have been developed are 
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Ireland, Japan, Mex­
ico, Netherlands, New Zealand, South Africa, the United Kingdom, 
and West Germany. The European Economic Community (EEC) 
has issued a directive allowing member states to permit valuation 
methods that reflect inflation, and the International Accounting 
Standards Committee (IASC) is expected to issue an Exposure 
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Appendix C
BASIS FOR CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction
87. This appendix reviews considerations that were deemed sig­
nificant by members of the Board in reaching the conclusions in 
this Statement; it includes reasons for accepting certain views and 
rejecting others. Each consideration that was important to an 
individual Board member is discussed in this appendix. However 
the Board members who assented to this Statement did so on the 
basis of overall considerations and they do not attach equal weight 
to each consideration discussed.
88. This appendix first reviews the objectives of this Statement 
(paragraphs 92-96). In broad terms, the objectives are to provide 
information on the most significant effects on business enterprises 
of changing prices. This Statement calls for supplementary infor­
mation about those effects in financial reports of large public en­
terprises. Alternative bases for the preparation of supplementary 
information are described in paragraphs 97-101. Paragraphs 102 
-115 explain two fundamental conclusions, on which all the other 
conclusions depend: (a) historical cost/nominal dollar accounting 
should continue to be used in the primary financial statements and 
(b) all enterprises affected by this Statement should present two 
types of supplementary information—historical cost/constant dol­
lar information and current cost information. During the next 
several years, the Board intends to examine additional evidence 
on the usefulness of the supplementary information. There are 
strong reasons for expecting that the information will be useful; 
however, the evidence will provide a basis for future decisions on 
the continuation or modification of the requirements of this State­
ment and possibly on extending them to a larger group of enter­
prises.
89. Paragraphs 116-155 explain the reasons for believing that 
each of the requirements of this Statement will be useful in provid­
ing information that is relevant to the objectives of this Statement.
90. The preparation of information on the effects of changing 
prices may present special difficulty in certain industries because of
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the nature of the resources that they use or because of other aspects 
of their operations. Some of those special difficulties are discussed 
in paragraphs 156-178.
91. The remainder of this appendix gives the bases for the 
Board’s conclusions at a more detailed level. Issues that arise in 
current cost accounting are discussed in paragraphs 179-186; 
issues that arise in constant dollar accounting are discussed in 
paragraphs 187-192; issues that arise under both methods are 
discussed in paragraphs 193-198. Decisions on the applicability 
of this Statement and on the display of information are explained 
in paragraphs 199-207.
O bjectives of This Statem ent
92. Changing prices have significant effects on business enter­
prises. If those effects are not recognized, poor decisions may be 
made in all sectors of society. Investors may lack important in­
formation for decisions on how much to invest, in which enterprises 
to invest, and on what terms; creditors may have a weak basis for 
decisions on the granting and pricing of credit. Consequently, the 
cost of capital may be too high or too low for individual enterprises: 
resources may be allocated inefficiently. Furthermore, people in 
government who participate in decisions on economic policy may 
not obtain the most relevant information on which to base their 
decisions.
93. Many people have a general understanding of the need to take 
account of changing prices in the interpretation of financial state­
ments. However, there are several reasons for believing that the 
effects of changing prices cannot be understood adequately until 
they are directly reflected in financial reports:
a. The effects of changing prices depend partially on the transac­
tions and circumstances of an enterprise and users do not have 
detailed information about those factors.
b. Alleviation of the problems caused by changing prices depends 
on a widespread understanding of those problems; a widespread 
understanding is unlikely to develop until business performance 
is discussed in terms of measures that explicitly allow for the 
effects of changing prices.
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c. Statements by managers about the problems caused by chang­
ing prices will have greater credibility when enterprises publish 
financial information that addresses those problems.
94. This Statement calls for information that will be useful for 
users’ assessments of the effects of changing prices in the following 
ways:
a. A s s e s s m e n t  o f  fu tu r e  c a sh  f lo w s . In present financial statements, 
assets and expenses are generally measured on the basis of 
historical costs; changes in the prices of assets during the period 
between their acquisition and use or sale often are not reported. 
Supplementary information about those price changes will 
provide an up-to-date basis for users’ assessments of future 
cash flows.
b. A s s e s s m e n t  o f  e r o s io n  o f  o p e r a t in g  c a p a b i l i ty . In assessing the 
future prospects of an enterprise, the users of financial reports 
are typically interested in whether or not an enterprise has main­
tained its operating capability. The maintenance of operating 
capability (the ability to supply a fixed quantity of goods and 
services) requires the holding of minimum quantities of inven­
tory and property, plant, and equipment (and perhaps other 
assets). When the prices of those assets are increasing, larger 
amounts of money investment are needed to maintain the 
previous levels of output. For example, an enterprise may buy 
an item of inventory for $100 and sell it for $140. The trans­
actions would contribute $40 to income determined on a his­
torical cost/nominal dollar basis (i.e., under generally accepted 
accounting principles). However, the enterprise may need to re­
place the inventory at a cost of $115. The sale produces only 
$25 ($140 less $115), available for distribution without impair­
ment of operating capability. A larger distribution, in payment 
of taxes or dividends, could result in an erosion of the capital 
required to maintain operating capability. Information on the 
current prices of resources that are used to generate revenues 
can help users to assess the extent to which and the manner in 
which operating capability has been maintained.
c. A s s e s s m e n t  o f  f in a n c ia l p e r f o r m a n c e . An enterprise may be­
come better off as a result of holding assets while their prices 
increase. For example, an enterprise may decide to increase 
its inventory beyond the minimum required level in order to
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avoid expected future increases in prices. If the price increases 
do take place, the decision will have increased the worth of 
resources. Moreover, if contribution margins (selling prices 
less buying prices) increase with buying prices, an enterprise 
may be able to sustain a given level of net cash inflows with 
a smaller physical investment: increases in buying prices may 
leave the enterprise better off in the sense of being able to earn 
higher nominal cash inflows. Disclosure of the effects of price 
changes may provide an improved basis for assessing the worth 
of the resources of an enterprise and hence for assessing its 
financial performance.
d. A s s e s s m e n t  o f  th e  e r o s io n  o f  g e n e r a l  p u r c h a s in g  p o w e r .  Cash 
distributions by an enterprise to investors are used partly for 
consumption, that is for expenditures that will determine in­
vestors’ standard of living. For most people, the ultimate 
objective of investing is to maintain or improve their standard 
of living or to increase their estate. When prices in general 
are increasing, larger sums of money are needed to maintain a 
fixed standard of living. If rates of return are (approximately) 
fixed, larger cash distributions may be obtained only as a result 
of increases in the amount of money invested: The amount of 
additional investment required depends on the rate of inflation 
and the extent to which it is compensated by changes in rates 
of return. For example, the investment of $ 1,000 at 10 percent 
will yield $100 per year. If the general price level increases 
by 15 percent, $115 will be needed to maintain the purchasing 
power of the yield. If the rate of return remains equal to 10 
percent, the investment would need to be increased to $1,150 
to maintain purchasing power. Financial information that re­
flects changes in general purchasing power can provide an 
improved basis for assessing whether an enterprise has main­
tained the purchasing power of its capital.
95. The objectives described in paragraph 94 are derived from
the objectives of financial reporting set out in Concepts Statement
1. In particular that Statement calls for:
a. Information to help present and potential investors, creditors, 
and other users in assessing the amounts, timing, and uncertainty 
of prospective cash receipts from dividends or interest and the 
proceeds from the sale, redemption, or maturity of securities
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or loans. Since investors’ and creditors’ cash flows are related to 
enterprise cash flows, financial reporting should provide in­
formation to help investors, creditors, and others assess the 
amounts, timing, and uncertainty of prospective net cash inflows 
to the related enterprise (paragraph 37).
b. Information about the economic resources of an enterprise, 
claims to those resources, and transactions, events, and circum­
stances that change its resources and claims to those resources 
(paragraph 40).
c. Information about an enterprise’s performance provided by 
measures of earnings and its components. Investors, creditors, 
and others who are concerned with assessing the prospects for 
enterprise net cash inflows are especially interested in that in­
formation (paragraph 43).
96. In fulfilling the objectives summarized in paragraph 94, this 
Statement requires information only about the effects of changes 
in the specific prices of resources used by an enterprise and the 
effects of changes in the general purchasing power of money. It 
is beyond the scope of this Statement to consider other matters 
that are relevant to the assessment of future cash flows. The 
Board believes that problems associated with changing prices are 
urgent and require immediate attention.
Alternative Accounting Systems
97. The alternatives considered by the Board may be grouped 
under three headings:
a. Measurements of inventory and property, plant, and equipment
(1) Historical cost
(2) Current reproduction cost
(3) Current replacement cost
(4) Net realizable value




(8) Value to the business (current cost or lower recoverable 
amount)
b. Concepts of capital maintenance
(1) Financial capital maintenance
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(2 ) Physical capital maintenance (the maintenance of operat­
ing capability)
c. Measuring units
(1 ) Measurements in nominal dollars
(2) Measurements in constant dollars.
It is possible to combine any method of asset measurement with 
either concept of capital maintenance and with either measuring unit 
even though some combinations have greater coherence than others.
98. Paragraph 97 identifies alternatives for the measurement of 
certain nonmonetary assets but makes no reference to alternatives 
for the measurement of nonmonetary liabilities. Various alterna­
tives are available for the measurement of liabilities. However, 
the Board decided to focus on alternatives available for asset 
measurement because it believes that those alternatives have the 
greatest immediate importance for the urgent needs described in 
paragraph 94.
99. The asset measurements listed in paragraph 97 may be 
described as follows:
a. H is to r ic a l  c o s t . Assets are measured initially at the amount 
of cash (or its equivalent) paid to acquire them. Subsequently, 
the historical cost may be adjusted for depreciation or amort­
ization.
b. C u r r e n t  r e p r o d u c t io n  c o s t . The amount of cash (or its equiv­
alent) that would have to be paid to acquire an identical 
asset currently. If the reproduction cost of a used asset is 
measured by referring to the cost of a new asset it may need 
to be adjusted for depreciation or amortization.
c. C u r r e n t  r e p la c e m e n t  c o s t . The amount of cash (or its 
equivalent) that would have to be paid to acquire currently the 
best asset available to undertake the function of the asset owned 
(less depreciation or amortization if appropriate). This con­
cept of replacement cost should be distinguished from the cost 
of replacing the service potential of the asset owned, called 
“current cost” in this Statement.
d. N e t  r e a l i z a b le  v a lu e . Assets are measured at the amount of 
cash (or its equivalent) expected to be derived from sale of 
an asset, net of costs required to be incurred as a result of the 
sale.
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e. N e t  p r e s e n t  v a lu e  o f  e x p e c t e d  f u tu r e  c a s h  f lo w s . Assets are 
measured at the present value of expected future cash inflows 
into which the asset is expected to be converted in due course of 
business less the present value of expected future cash outflows 
necessary to obtain those inflows. This measurement of an 
asset is often described as value in use.
f. C u r r e n t  c o s t . Current cost is equal to the current replacement 
cost of the asset owned, adjusted for the value of any operating 
advantages or disadvantages of the asset owned. Current cost 
differs from current replacement cost in that current cost 
measurement focuses on the cost of the service potential em­
bodied in the asset owned by the enterprise whereas current 
replacement cost may be a measurement of a different asset, 
available for use in place of the asset owned. Current cost will 
be less than current replacement cost if the service potential 
of the asset owned is less than the service potential of the 
asset that would replace it. That may be the case, for example, 
when the asset owned has a higher operating cost or produces 
an output of lower quality. Similarly, current cost may be less 
than current reproduction cost if identical used assets are not 
available for purchase and if acquisition of a new, but otherwise 
identical, asset would not be worthwhile because that asset is 
obsolete for the purposes of the enterprise concerned.
g. R e c o v e r a b le  a m o u n t . The net realizable value of an asset that 
is about to be sold or the net present value of expected cash 
flows (value in use) of an asset that is not about to be sold.
h. V a lu e  to  th e  b u s in e s s . Value to the business may be defined as 
the lower of (1) current cost and (2) recoverable amount, where 
recoverable amount is measured at the higher of net realizable 
value and net present value of future cash flows. The 
rationale for measurement at value to the business is that 
the measurement of an asset should depend on the circum­
stances of the enterprise. Current cost is the appropriate 
measure if purchase of the asset would be worthwhile in current 
circumstances, i.e., if the value of the earning power of the 
asset is at least equal to current cost. In some cases, however, 
current purchase of the asset would not be worthwhile and 
current cost would then overstate the worth of the asset. If 
the asset is about to be sold, its worth to the business is limited 
to net realizable value. If the asset is not about to be sold (but 
would not be replaced), value in use would be an appropriate
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measure of the asset. Value to the business is often called 
“deprival value” because it can be assessed by assuming that 
the enterprise has been deprived of the use of an asset and 
asking how much the enterprise would need to be paid to com­
pensate it for the loss. Current cost sets the upper limit for 
measurement of the asset. The maximum loss incurred by the 
enterprise, following deprival, would be limited to the current 
cost of the asset as long as replacement was possible. The 
assumption of deprival should not be interpreted literally; it 
is no more than a helpful analytical device. (As the above 
discussion indicates, the terms “value to the business,” “de­
prival value,” and “current cost or lower recoverable amount” 
all have the same meaning.)
100. Capital is maintained when revenues are at least equal to all 
costs and expenses. The appropriate measurement of costs and 
expenses depends on the concept of capital maintenance adopted. 
The capital maintenance concepts listed in paragraph 97 may be 
described as follows:
a. Financial capital maintenance. If capital is regarded as a quan­
tity of financial resources, costs and expenses should be 
measured in terms of the financial resources (usually historical 
costs) used up in earning the revenues. Suppose, for example, 
that an enterprise is established with a capital of $1,000 in 
cash; that sum is used immediately to purchase inventory; 
the inventory is sold a year later for $1,500. Cost of goods 
sold would be measured at $1,000, the amount required to 
maintain the original money amount of capital invested in the 
inventory, and income would be measured at $500. Suppose, 
as an alternative, that the inventory is held and measured at its 
current cost ($1,200) at the end of the year. Those who believe 
in financial capital maintenance would recognize the increase 
in current cost ($200) as part of income: $1,000 is deducted 
from the current cost of $1,200 at the end of the year to 
maintain the amount of financial capital invested.
b. Physical capital maintenance (the maintenance of physical 
operating capability). According to this view, costs and ex­
penses are measured at an amount sufficient to preserve the 
capacity of the enterprise to maintain previous levels of output 
of goods and services. Consider again the numerical example
2 9 4
given in subparagraph (a) above. If the inventory is sold for 
$1,500, and if the current cost of the inventory is $1,200 at 
the date of sale, income would be measured at $300 ($1,500 
less $1,200); $1,200 must be retained to maintain the physical 
operating capability of the enterprise. Similarly, if the inventory 
is held and measured at $1,200 at the end of the year, no 
income would be recognized.
101. The units of measurement listed in paragraph 97 may be
described as follows:
a. Nominal dollars. All events, transactions, and other circum­
stances affecting the financial statements are measured and 
reported in actual money amounts without adjustment for the 
fact that one dollar represents a different amount of purchasing 
power at different times. Measurements are expressed in 
nominal dollars in the primary financial statements under gen­
erally accepted accounting principles.
b. Constant dollars (units of general purchasing power). All 
events, transactions, and other circumstances affecting the 
enterprise are measured in units of constant general purchasing 
power represented by the dollar at some specified base date. 
Advocates of this method of measurement often regard its 
main advantage as the use of homogeneous units whereas the 
nominal dollar method involves units having a variable worth. 
Consider again the simplified numerical example given in 
paragraph 100 and suppose that the general price level in­
creases by 10 percent during the year under consideration. 
Suppose, also, that the purchasing power of the dollar at the 
end of the year is used as the unit of measure. The amount 
of capital to be maintained under the financial capital mainte­
nance concept will be $1,100 because that amount in end-of- 
period dollars has the same purchasing power as $1,000 at 
the start of the period. If the inventory was sold at the end 
of the period for $1,500, income would be measured at $400 
($1,500 less $1,100). If the inventory was held and measured 
at a current cost of $1,200 at the end of the period, and the 
financial capital maintenance concept was again used, income 
would be measured at only $100 ($1,200 less $1,100). Con­
stant dollars may be used as a measuring unit regardless of 
which attribute of assets is measured and regardless of whether
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the financial capital maintenance concept or the physical 
capital maintenance concept is used.
Selection of Supplementary Disclosures
102. In choosing among the alternatives described in paragraphs 
97-101, the Board considered the benefits of each system in terms 
of usefulness in meeting the needs listed in paragraph 94 and it 
weighed those benefits against the costs of implementing the sys­
tems. Usefulness was assessed in terms of the relevance of the 
measurements to the objectives and in terms of the reliability of 
the measurements as indicated by representational faithfulness and 
verifiability. The Board recognized the desirability of limiting 
the costs of preparing information about the effects of changing 
prices by allowing an enterprise the flexibility to choose any one of 
several alternative sources of information to obtain the required 
measurements and by encouraging approximate methods of com­
putation.
103. No accounting computation can represent perfectly all the
complex considerations that are relevant to the assessment of future 
cash flows to an enterprise or to the evaluation of enterprise per­
formance. It will always be necessary for users of financial reports 
to exercise independent judgment, taking account of their knowl­
edge of the general economic environment and the structure of the 
industry in which an enterprise operates. Decisions on the desir­
ability of new accounting requirements should be based on answers 
to questions such as: Would the new information provide an
improved basis for users’ judgment? Does the new information 
represent an improvement over existing information, an improve­
ment that is sufficient to justify the extra costs?
104. The Board concluded that information in the primary finan­
cial statements should continue to be measured on a historical 
cost/nominal dollar basis and that enterprises should present 
certain supplementary information according to two main bases:
a. Historical cost/constant dollar accounting. Inventory and 
property, plant, and equipment, cost of goods sold, and depre­
ciation expense would be measured at historical cost/constant
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dollar amounts or lower recoverable amounts. Constant dollar 
adjustments need not be applied comprehensively to the re­
maining nonmonetary items in the financial statements but 
would be applied to computation of the purchasing power gain 
or loss on net monetary items.
b. Current cost accounting. Inventory and property, plant, and 
equipment, cost of goods sold, and depreciation expense would 
be measured at current cost or lower recoverable amounts. 
Current cost adjustments would not be applied to other items 
in the financial statements. Constant dollar adjustments would 
not be applied comprehensively to the current cost information 
but would be applied to computations of the increase or de­
crease in current cost amounts of inventory, property, plant, 
and equipment and to the purchasing power gain or loss on 
net monetary items.
In the Exposure Draft, the Board expressed its conclusion that the 
financial capital maintenance concept is more useful than the 
physical capital maintenance concept. It has subsequently con­
cluded that it should express no preference for either concept 
at this time and that enterprises should present information that 
would enable users to assess the amount of income under both 
concepts.
105. The Board believes that further experimentation is required 
on the usefulness of the two types of supplementary information 
described in paragraph 104. The basis for that belief is set out in 
paragraphs 109-115. However, the Board has concluded that 
there are strong reasons to expect that both types of supplementary 
information will be useful. Those reasons are reviewed in para­
graphs 116-155 in terms of the objectives described in paragraph 
94. Special considerations are applicable to certain types of 
enterprises and those considerations are discussed in paragraphs 
156-178.
Continued Reliance on Historical Cost/Nominal Dollar Accounting
106. Most financial statements prepared in the United States 
measure nonmonetary assets at historical costs. For example, 
under present practice, inventory and property, plant, and equip­
ment are normally measured at historical cost or depreciated his­
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torical cost in the balance sheet; when an asset is wholly or 
partly used in revenue-producing activities, the related expense is 
also measured at historical cost. The measuring unit in financial 
statements is the nominal dollar; changes in the purchasing power 
of the dollar are ignored.
107. Historical cost/nominal dollar accounting is widely believed 
to provide useful information. Historical cost is accepted as a 
satisfactory measure of asset value at the date of acquisition. It 
can be measured with acceptable reliability in the vast majority of 
cases. The tradition of measuring profit on the sale of an asset as 
the excess of selling price over historical cost is simple to under­
stand, as is the meaning of acquisition cost as the measure of 
an asset.
The Advantages of Requirements of Supplementary Information
108. Many observers concerned with financial reports have had 
little experience with the preparation and use of financial reports 
based on systems other than historical cost/nominal dollar account­
ing. A change in the measures of assets and expenses in the primary 
financial statements would be confusing to some. An approach 
based on supplementary information has several advantages over 
requirements for changes in the primary financial statements: 
Familiar types of information would continue to be available to 
users and would provide a basis for evaluation of the supplementary 
information; experience with supplementary information on the 
effects of changing prices would permit better assessment of the 
usefulness of alternative methods; possible disruption of the pro­
cedures involved in accounting, auditing, and financial analysis 
would be minimized; and the exemption of small and closely held 
enterprises from the requirements of a Statement on supplementary 
disclosure would be preferable to exemptions from requirements 
related to the primary financial statements. Moreover, the reten­
tion of historical cost as the basic measure for most enterprises 
makes it possible to justify the allowance of more flexibility in the 
preparation of information on the impact of changing prices. 
Experience with supplementary information based on different 
measurement concepts may or may not eventually lead to changes 
in measurements in the primary financial statements. The Board 
concluded that no change should be made to the primary financial
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statements at this time. That decision was widely supported by 
those who commented on the Exposure Draft.
The Need for Experimentation
109. The Exposure Draft proposed that enterprises should be 
permitted to choose between the provision of supplementary in­
formation on a historical cost/constant dollar basis and on a 
current cost basis. Guidelines were provided for the choice. The 
Board had tentatively concluded that a choice should be permitted 
because it believed that both methods would provide useful in­
formation but it had insufficient evidence to select one and reject 
the other. Moreover, the Board concluded that both methods could 
be implemented with acceptable reliability. Extensive field tests of 
historical cost/constant dollar accounting had been carried out 
by the Board in 1975 and enterprises had obtained extensive ex­
perience, in complying with the SEC’s replacement cost require­
ments in ASR 190, with the measurement of data having many 
similarities to current cost data.
110. Constant dollar accounting and current cost accounting may 
be regarded as methods for dealing with two different problems. 
In times of general inflation, the nominal dollar has a variable pur­
chasing power. Nominal dollar accounting therefore involves the 
aggregation of measures expressed in a variable unit. Constant dol­
lar accounting overcomes that problem. However, historical 
cost/constant dollar accounting simply restates the primary finan­
cial statements in units of constant purchasing power. Current 
cost accounting deals with changes in the specific prices of re­
sources used by the enterprise. Many comment letters on the 
Exposure Draft argued that the differences of purpose made it 
inappropriate to allow a choice between the two methods.
111. Many people have also argued that the provision of choice 
would make it difficult to gather valid evidence on the usefulness 
of the two methods. If similar enterprises chose different methods, 
the information in their reports would not be comparable. More­
over, choices might be biased in favor of one method with the 
result that insufficient evidence would be available for a com­
parative evaluation of the two methods. The Board accepted the
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arguments against the provision of choice between current cost 
information and historical cost/constant dollar information.
112. The comment letters and public hearings indicated sharp 
divisions of opinion on the relative usefulness of historical cost/ 
constant dollar accounting and current cost accounting. Com­
ments from the users of financial reports strongly supported a 
system that measured assets at current cost. Those comments 
appear to reflect the belief that current cost measures are more 
relevant than historical cost measures for the assessment of future 
cash flows. Many preparers of financial reports and public ac­
counting firms favored historical cost/constant dollar accounting. 
Their comments typically emphasized the lower cost and the higher 
verifiability and representational faithfulness of historical cost/con­
stant dollar accounting.
113. The arguments against permitting choice and the absence of 
a clear preference for one method suggest the need to call for supple­
mentary information according to both methods. The Board con­
sidered whether such a requirement could be met within acceptable 
cost limits. It concluded that the incremental costs of implementa­
tion would not be excessive if it provided for simplifications in the 
methods of measurement and computation. Moreover, the incre­
mental cost would be further limited if, as expected, the SEC 
rescinds its requirement for the disclosure of replacement cost data 
under ASR 190. The Board further noted that some of the pre­
paratory work would be common to both methods. For example, 
if an enterprise determined current cost by using indexes of specific 
prices, the same “aging” of assets would be required for both 
historical cost/constant dollar measurements and current cost 
measurements. Moreover, most of the enterprises covered by 
this Statement would already have undertaken that “aging” in 
preparing data on replacement costs to comply with ASR 190.
114. Some people believe that the presentation of supplementary 
information about two different measures of income will be confus­
ing to some users. The Board believes that confusion can be sub­
stantially avoided if enterprises include sufficient explanatory mate­
rial in the financial reports to help users understand the supple­
mentary information; this Statement requires presentation of that 
explanatory material. The Board also believes that the presenta­
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tion of alternative measurements may be desirable in itself. A 
single measure may be insufficient to convey all the effects of 
changing prices on a business enterprise.
115. The Board intends to assess the usefulness of the information 
called for by this Statement. It proposes to carry out research to 
answer questions such as the following: Which supplementary in­
formation is used? By whom is it used? How is it used? The 
Board will review the requirements of the Statement comprehen­
sively when it has obtained sufficient evidence on usefulness. It 
anticipates that a period of up to five years may be required to 
gather satisfactory evidence. However, the Board will also reassess 
the costs and benefits of providing the information required by 
this Statement on an ongoing basis and will amend or withdraw 
requirements whenever that course is justified by the evidence.
The Usefulness of Supplementary Information on Changing Prices 
The Assessment of Future Cash Flows
116. Concepts Statement 1 expresses the Board’s conclusion that 
financial reports should provide information to help users assess 
the amounts, timing, and uncertainty of future cash flows. 
That conclusion provides the primary basis for believing that the 
information required by this Statement will be useful.
117. Current cost income reflects current cost margins—sales 
revenues less the current cost of inputs. Information on current 
cost margins may be useful for assessing future cash flows par­
ticularly if the selling price of a product is closely related to its 
current cost at the date of sale. However, the Board recognizes 
that selling prices are not determined by costs alone and that assess­
ments of future cash flows must take account of changes in eco­
nomic conditions as they affect the industry in which the enterprise 
operates.
118. The increase or decrease in current cost amounts of assets 
held by the enterprise may also provide a useful basis for the 
assessment of future cash flows. The results of holding activities 
and continuing operations will be affected differently by economic
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forces and the two measures may therefore be useful in different 
ways for the assessment of future cash flows. It is easier to take 
account of the various forces shaping the time patterns of operating 
income and changes in current cost amounts if the two items are 
separated as they are in the current cost information provided for 
by this Statement.
119. Some people have pointed out that the holding of assets is 
normally necessary to the continuation of business activities. They 
have argued that the results of holding and the income from con­
tinuing operations are joint effects, and they take the view that 
separation is therefore invalid. However, the Board believes that 
this argument is outweighed by the counterarguments: separation 
may well improve the basis for assessments of future cash flows. 
Moreover, the holding period is not absolutely fixed. It may be 
varied to take advantage of favorable buying opportunities that 
may not recur, and it is useful to disclose separately the results of 
such opportunities.
120. The measurement of the current costs or lower recoverable 
amounts of assets may be regarded as partial recognition of the 
net present values of future cash flows from the use of the assets. 
Current cost represents a conservative measure of the net present 
value of future cash flows because net present value represents 
the maximum price at which purchase of an asset would be worth­
while. Competitive market forces normally cause current costs to 
have a closer and more stable relationship than historical costs to 
net present values. Moreover, recoverable amounts will be ap­
proximately equal to the net present values of future cash flows. 
Consequently, current costs or lower recoverable amounts may be 
regarded as providing a useful supplement to historical cost in­
formation for the purposes of assessing future cash flows.
121. The measurement of income from continuing operations on 
a current cost basis may be regarded as a guide to assessments of 
whether an enterprise has maintained its operating capability, i.e., 
its capacity to supply a fixed quantity of goods and services. Current 
cost income from continuing operations does not measure the 
maintenance of operating capability exactly because it rests on 
certain simplifying assumptions. For example, an enterprise may 
need to increase its net monetary working capital to maintain
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operating capability and that factor is ignored in the measurement 
of current cost income. Moreover, an enterprise may be able to 
obtain some of the capital required to maintain operating capa­
bility by borrowing or by raising new equity capital from external 
sources: That possibility also is ignored in the measurement of 
current cost income. Subject to those factors, however, the differ­
ence between dividends paid by an enterprise and current cost 
income from continuing operations provides an indication of 
changes in operating capability: An excess of dividends over cur­
rent cost income indicates that operating capability has decreased; 
an excess of current cost income over dividends indicates that 
operating capability has increased. An enterprise will not normally 
wish to maintain its operating capability at a constant level over 
time. Decisions on the desired level of operating capability de­
pend on rates of increase in the costs of resources used by the 
enterprise, the strength of demand for its products, the oppor­
tunities for commencing new lines of business and other factors. 
However, users who wish to assess future cash flows may find 
it helpful to have information from which they can assess whether 
operating capability has changed during a fiscal year. The relation­
ship between current cost income and operating capability is dis­
cussed more fully in paragraphs 124-130.
122. In paragraphs 118 and 119, it was noted that separation of 
current cost income and increases or decreases in current cost 
amounts of assets held may be useful for assessments of future 
cash flows because the two measures have different patterns over 
time. The usefulness of information on changes in current cost 
amounts may be explained in a different way. An increase in current 
costs of assets held by an enterprise represents an increase in its 
financial investment. Presumably, an enterprise can expect to earn 
a rate of return on that additional investment. Hence, information 
on changes in current cost amounts represents a basis for assess­
ing changes in future cash flows and related returns on investment. 
That use of current cost information is discussed further in para­
graphs 131-136.
123. The measurement of current cost amounts may be useful 
for the assessment of future cash flows in another, more general, 
manner. When users wish to assess future cash flows, they will 
often examine the components of financial statements in detail
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rather than focusing on summary measures such as income from 
continuing operations. Cost of goods sold at current cost, deprecia­
tion expense at current cost, and the current cost amounts of inven­
tory and property, plant, and equipment will incorporate more up- 
to-date information about the prices of resources used by an enter­
prise than the corresponding historical cost amounts. Information 
based on current prices may provide a more useful basis than 
historical cost amounts for assessing future prices of the resources 
concerned and hence for assessing future cash flows.
Information on the Erosion of Physical Capital
124. Some members of the Board attach particular importance to 
the use of information on current cost income from continuing 
operations for assessments of whether an enterprise has maintained 
its operating capability. Erosion of physical capital (or erosion of 
operating capability) may be regarded as the failure to retain 
sufficient financial resources to acquire the assets needed to main­
tain the capacity of the enterprise to provide a constant supply 
of goods and services. The concept of physical capital erosion 
may be linked to a concept of distributable income where dis­
tributable income is defined as the amount of cash that may be 
distributed without reducing the operating capability of an enter­
prise. The information on current cost income from continuing 
operations required by this Statement provides a basis for users’ 
assessments of distributable income.
125. In computations of current cost income from continuing 
operations, cost of goods sold, and depreciation expense are meas­
ured at current cost or lower recoverable amounts. The relevance 
of those measures to the assessment of the operating capability 
of an enterprise may be demonstrated by considering various 
circumstances in which the measurements may need to be made. 
First, suppose that current cost is equal to replacement cost (there 
have been no changes in technology or fashion since the asset 
owned was purchased) and that recoverable amounts exceed current 
cost: replacement of the asset is worthwhile. In that situation, 
costs must be measured at current cost in order to provide for 
the maintenance of operating capability. Assume, for example, 
that inventory is purchased for $1,000 and sold for $1,500 at a
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time when current cost is $1,200. Although historical cost/nominal 
dollar income is $500 ($1,500 less $1,000), distributions may be 
limited to $300 ($1,500 less $1,200) to maintain operating cap­
ability. Costs are measured at $1,200 in order to provide for the 
replacement of the inventory out of revenues. An increase of 
$200 ($1,200 less $1,000) in current costs would be recognized 
but would not be regarded as part of income under concepts that 
address the maintenance of physical operating capability.
126. In other circumstances, current cost may be less than replace­
ment cost for various reasons. The service potential of the asset 
owned may be less than the service potential of new assets that are 
available. That situation would be important if purchase of a new 
asset would be worthwhile. Alternatively, the replacement of the 
asset owned may not be worthwhile because the type of inventory 
or output of the asset is no longer marketable at a satisfactory 
price; in other words, the recoverable amounts are lower than 
current cost. In those circumstances, measurement of costs may 
reflect (1) replacement costs or (2) current costs or lower recov­
erable amounts. The nature of the alternatives may be illustrated 
by a simplified example. Suppose that inventory was purchased 
for $1,000 but that the item goes out of fashion and is sold 
for $900 when replacement cost is $1,200. The results of the 
transaction may be measured in the following two ways:
Measurement at
Current Cost orReplacement Cost Lower Recoverable
Sales revenues $ 900 $ 900Cost of goods sold 1,200 900
Loss from continuing operations $ (300) $ 0
Cost at date of sale $1,200 $ 900Cost at date of acquisition 1,000 1,000
Increase (decrease) in current cost amounts $ 200 $(100)
Measurement at current cost or lower recoverable amount pro­
duces an income from continuing operations of zero. That con­
cept may be justified by the argument that $100 has been lost 
while the asset was held and should be reported as a “decrease in
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current cost amounts”; operating capability can be maintained 
at the date of sale if revenues are at least equal to costs meas­
ured at $900. The alternative approach is to measure cost of 
goods sold at replacement cost, so that income would be measured 
at negative $300 and an increase in current cost amounts of $200 
would be reported. That approach reflects the view that in order 
to continue with similar operations, an enterprise should maintain 
net assets at $1,200. The enterprise may not wish to replace the 
inventory but it would be assumed to wish to have capital of $1,200 
available for purchase of other assets. The Board concluded that 
expenses should be measured at current cost or lower recoverable 
amount in the measurement of income on a current cost basis. 
It believes that replacement cost is not relevant to the measure­
ment of income from continuing operations when replacement 
would not be worthwhile.
127. The discussion in paragraphs 125 and 126, illustrated by 
reference to the holding of inventory and the measurement of cost 
of goods sold, is applicable also to the measurement of depreciation 
expense. However, the concept is more complicated in the case of 
depreciation expense because the replacement of property, plant, 
and equipment may take place several years after the measure­
ment date. Suppose, for example, that an enterprise buys a fixed 
asset for $1,000 and that the asset has a life of only two years. 
If the current cost of the asset increases by 10 percent per year, 
depreciation expense measured at the midpoint of each year would 
be $525 in year 1 and $577 in year 2, a total of $1,102 and less 
than the current cost of $1,210 at the replacement date. The gap 
between the total depreciation expense during the life of the asset 
and its current cost at the end of its life is often referred to as 
“backlog depreciation.” However, the omission of backlog depre­
ciation from expense does not prevent the maintenance of operating 
capability when assets are acquired at regular intervals. Suppose, 
for example, that an enterprise has 10 similar assets, each having 
a maximum life of 10 years, and present ages range evenly from 1 
to 10 years. The aggregate depreciation expense on the 10 
assets, at current cost, would represent the current cost of the 
one asset that needs to be purchased currently. If the pattern 
of asset acquisition is uneven to a significant extent, backlog 
depreciation may need to be considered in users’ assessment of 
the maintenance of physical capital.
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128. The discussion in paragraphs 125-127 has ignored two 
other influences on distributable income: The effect of chang­
ing prices on monetary working capital and the opportunity to in­
crease the amount of debt in times of rising prices. The adjust­
ments to cost of goods sold and depreciation expense, discussed 
above, recognize increases in costs that need to be recovered to 
provide for increases in capital invested in inventory and property, 
plant, and equipment. However, they do not provide for the 
increase in monetary working capital (for example, cash plus 
receivables less payables) that is commonly required as a result 
of increasing prices. It is also possible that the borrowing capacity 
of an enterprise may be related to the current costs of its assets so 
that part of the increase in assets required to maintain operating 
capability may be provided by increasing the amount of debt 
rather than by retention of earnings. Some people have argued 
that it would be desirable to include approximate adjustments 
for these factors in a supplementary measure of income.
129. The Board has concluded that no adjustments should be
required at this time for the factors described in paragraph 128 
because: (a) the adjustments would significantly increase the
complexity of the requirements and (b) the amount of debt that is 
actually raised will depend on discretionary decisions of the enter­
prise. Moreover, the Board has a separate project on funds flows 
and liquidity and it believes that special aspects of the effects of 
changing prices on funds flows should be studied as part of that 
project. The Board believes that, pending completion of the 
project on funds flows and liquidity, assessments of changes in 
monetary working capital and of changes in borrowing capacity 
should be based on other information in the financial reports. 
It encourages enterprises to comment on these factors in explana­
tions of the supplementary financial information. Some Board 
members regard the purchasing power gain or loss on net mone­
tary items (paragraphs 150-155) as mitigating the need for 
adjustments of monetary working capital and for changes in 
borrowing capacity. That view is based on the observation that 
increases in the general price level produce a purchasing power 
loss on monetary assets, such as receivables (the loss may be 
seen as a provision for extra monetary working capital require­
ments) and a purchasing power gain on debt and payables 
(the gain may be regarded as a recognition of an increase in distri­
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butable income resulting from the use of additional debt or pay­
ables to provide financial resources for some of the additional 
investment required to maintain operating capability). However, 
those Board members recognize the deficiency of the purchasing 
power gain or loss for these purposes, resulting from the fact that 
it reflects changes in general price levels rather than changes in 
specific prices that affect the enterprise.
130. On the basis of the arguments set forth in paragraphs 125— 
129, some Board members believe that distributable income can 
represent a useful basis for certain aspects of users’ assessments 
of future cash flows. The actual distribution made by an enter­
prise will normally differ from current cost income from continu­
ing operations for various reasons. However, investors who wish 
to assess future cash flows are likely to find it useful to have some 
basis for assessing whether increases or reductions in operating 
capacity have taken place; and creditors and other users of finan­
cial reports may wish to assess whether an enterprise has been 
able to maintain operating capability without raising additional 
capital from external sources. Other Board members believe 
that consideration of the concept of distributable income and the 
related concerns with the needs for additional monetary working 
capital and changes in borrowing capacity is not appropriate in 
this Statement dealing as it does with measurements of earnings. 
In their view, those matters relate to dividend policy and other 
aspects of financing policies and are more properly considered 
in the Board’s project on funds flows and liquidity. Those Board 
members agree, however, that for the additional reasons discussed 
in paragraphs 131-136, information about income from continu­
ing operations measured on a current cost basis is likely to be 
helpful to users in their assessments of future cash flows.
The Comprehensive Measurement of Enterprise Performance
131. Some Board members believe that an important use of 
current cost accounting is in providing an improved basis for the 
comprehensive assessment of enterprise performance; that basis 
is represented by the sum of current cost income from continuing 
operations and the increase or decrease in the current cost 
amounts of assets (referred to in the Exposure Draft as holding 
gains and losses). Those Board members believe that investors
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and creditors are primarily concerned with the performance of an 
enterprise in terms of its ability to generate cash flows and returns 
on financial investment rather than with its physical operating 
capability. Although potential cash flows are not independent of 
operating capability, an enterprise may be able to increase its 
cash flows and returns on investment without increasing its 
operating capability. According to this view, an enterprise invests 
financial resources with the expectation that the investment will 
generate acceptable levels of cash inflow. Recovery of the amount 
of financial resources invested is a return o f  capital; cash flows 
in excess of the amount invested are returns o n  invested capital. 
From that point of view, increased investments of financial re­
sources to maintain physical operating capability are indistinguish­
able from increased investments of financial resources to expand 
physical operating capability. Both kinds of investments will be 
made only if expected cash flows provide an acceptable return 
on the investment.
132. The ideal measure of the worth of the resources of an enter­
prise might be obtained by measuring assets at the net present 
value of future cash flows. An asset is valuable to the extent that 
it can generate future cash flows and only to that extent. More­
over, if net present values would be ideal measures of worth, 
changes in net present value over a period would be ideal meas­
ures of enterprise performance. However, the Board has con­
cluded that the general use of net present values is not practicable 
and it does not expect their use to become practicable. The use 
of net present value calculations required by this Statement is 
limited to some special situations in which they may be needed 
for measurements of recoverable amounts. There are at least 
two overriding objections to the general use of net present values. 
The measurements cannot be made with acceptable reliability. 
Furthermore, the jointness of cash flows to the enterprise means 
that net present values for individual assets cannot be obtained 
without using arbitrary allocations that lack economic significance. 
In general, net present values are better suited to measurement 
of the value of the whole enterprise than to measurements of in­
dividual assets. However, assessment of the value of the whole 
enterprise is the essence of the process of financial analysis; it is 
not properly a part of the information that should be provided 
directly in financial reports.
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133. Having rejected the general use of net present values, the 
Board considered whether another system of measurement would 
provide a useful basis for users’ assessment of the worth of the 
enterprise. Historical cost (less depreciation, if appropriate) may 
provide a useful basis for such assessments when prices are stable. 
However, when prices are increasing, historical cost measures 
tend to lose their significance as bases for assessment of the worth 
of an asset. Some Board members concluded that the measure­
ment of assets at current cost or lower recoverable amount could 
provide a useful basis for assessing future cash flows to the enter­
prise because those measurements can be regarded as surrogates 
for the net present value of cash flows expected to be earned from 
the use of assets. Current costs may presumably be expected 
to have some relationship to net present values (and hence future 
cash flows) because estimated net present value will represent 
the maximum sum that an enterprise would be willing to pay 
for an asset. The exact nature of the relationship will depend 
on conditions in the markets in which the assets are bought and 
sold. Measurements of assets at their recoverable amounts rep­
resent direct estimates of the net present values of future cash 
flows (in the case of values in use) or approximations to net pres­
ent values (in the case of net realizable values).
134. If measurements of assets at current cost or lower recover­
able amounts are regarded as surrogates for measurements of the 
net present value of future cash flows, it follows that a basis for 
assessments of enterprise performance during a period may be 
provided by an income measure that reflects changes in current 
costs or lower recoverable amounts. Income from continuing 
operations on a current cost basis does not fully reflect those 
changes. It omits the difference between the measure of the 
asset at its acquisition date (i.e., acquisition cost) and the measure 
of the asset at the date of use or sale.
135. The increases or decreases in current cost or lower recover­
able amounts are often known as holding gains or losses and 
they were so described in the Exposure Draft. However, several 
comment letters argued that the terms “gain” and “loss” should 
not be applied to these items because they are not part of the 
income that is available for distribution without impairing the 
operating capability of the enterprise. That view reflects the
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physical capital maintenance concept described in paragraphs 
124-130. However, those who favor the financial capital main­
tenance concept believe that capital is maintained when revenues 
are sufficient to recover the financial reserves invested; under that 
concept, holding gains or losses are regarded as part of income. 
After considering those alternative points of view, the Board 
concluded that it is preferable to use the neutral description 
“increase or decrease in current cost amounts” to describe differ­
ences between acquisition cost and current costs or lower recov­
erable amounts at the date of use or sale.
136. The Board concluded that enterprises should be required 
to report the increase or decrease in current cost amounts separ­
ately from income from continuing operations. Users may find 
it useful to add the two numbers together to obtain a basis for 
assessing the overall performance of an enterprise during the fiscal 
year. However, separate reporting of the two amounts may be 
helpful for the assessment of future cash flows for the reasons 
discussed in paragraph 118. It is easier to take account of the 
various forces shaping the time patterns of operating income and 
changes in current cost amounts if the two items are separated 
as they are in the current cost information provided for by this 
Statement. In assessing overall performance, users should take into 
account changes in market conditions governing the prices of 
assets held by the enterprise since those changes may affect the 
extent to which changes in current cost are associated with 
changes in expected future cash flows. Current cost measure­
ments do not reflect all the factors that influence the value of 
an enterprise.
Maintenance of Purchasing Power
137. Paragraphs 138-144 explain the reasons for believing that 
current cost/constant dollar accounting can provide a useful basis 
for users’ assessments of whether an enterprise has maintained 
the purchasing power of their investments. The focus is on two 
measures derived from current cost accounting: (a) income from 
continuing operations on a current cost basis and (b) the increase 
or decrease in current cost amounts, net of inflation.
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138. The main purpose of investment by shareholders and others 
is to earn a return that is available, sooner or later, in cash to 
meet personal expenditures. Investors will hope to receive cash 
(in the form of dividends, interest payments and so on) in amounts 
that have a convenient pattern over time, particularly if they rely 
on the cash to meet fixed commitments. Investors are also con­
cerned with the purchasing power of the cash that they receive. 
If they receive a fixed amount of money each year, in times of 
inflation, their purchasing power will decline year by year. In 
that situation, investors may wish to save money in order to pro­
vide a fund that can be used as needed to compensate for the de­
cline in purchasing power. They may be interested in an estimate 
of the maximum amount they can spend in a given year without 
expecting a decline in future purchasing power, even if they de­
cide, for personal reasons, to spend a different amount.
139. Investors’ need for information about the purchasing power 
associated with their investments can be met by the use of a 
“constant dollar” measuring unit. The potential usefulness of 
such a system can be illustrated by a simplified numerical ex­
ample. Suppose that an investor holds a fixed interest security 
having a very long life. Suppose also, to simplify the calculations, 
that effective interest rates for such securities have been 14 per­
cent per year for several years; and that the rate of general in­
flation has been 10 percent per year for several years. In those 
circumstances, it may be reasonable to assume that the market 
value of the security will be constant over time. It is assumed 
that the market value of the security is $1,000, interest receipts 
are $140 per year and that all economic conditions are expected 
to remain constant for several years. If the investor spends $140 
each year, purchasing power will steadily decline. In the second 
year, the interest receipt will provide enough to purchase only 
$140/1.1, i.e., $127 worth of goods and services measured in 
terms of the purchasing power of the dollar in year one. If the 
investor wishes to enjoy a constant amount of purchasing power 
in each year, the purchasing power of his investment must be 
maintained. That means that expenditures must be restricted 
in each year to produce savings equal to the rate of inflation 
multiplied by the value of the investments at the start of the year; 
the saving would have to be invested in securities that were similar 
to the original holding. The transactions would then run as follows:
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Value o f Value o f
Investments Investments
at Start Interest Saving Personal at End
of Year Receipts Reinvested Expenditure of Year
Year 1 $1,000 $140 $100 $40 $1,100Year 2 $1,100 $154 $110 $44 $1,210Year 3 $1,210 $169 $121 $48 $1,331
Personal expenditures increase by 10 percent each year, in step 
with inflation.
140. If the methods of constant dollar accounting are applied to 
the illustration in paragraph 139, and the unit of measurement is 
the purchasing power of the dollar at the end of the year con­
cerned, income will be measured at the amounts shown above as 
personal expenditure. Thus, constant dollar accounting may help 
to answer the question: How much can be spent this year if the 
investor wishes to maintain the purchasing power of expenditures 
from year to year? The computations, would run as follows in 
year one:
Interest Income $140Change in value of security:Value at end of year $1,000Value at beginning of year, restated in end-of-year dollars($1,000 X 110/100) 1,100 (100)
Net income $ 40
The computations involve, in effect, deducting a capital main­
tenance adjustment equal to the rate of inflation multiplied by the 
amount of net assets at the beginning of the year. Furthermore, 
if the computations for each year are restated in constant dollars 
of a fixed base year, each row in the table in paragraph 139 would 
contain the same numbers. For example, if all measurements were 
made in constant dollars as of the end of year one, income would 
be measured at $40 in each year, thus providing another way of 
illustrating that the investor can enjoy a fixed amount of pur­
chasing power from year to year. The above illustration has been 
highly simplified particularly in its assumption that interest rates 
and rates of inflation are constant. In practice, an assessment of 
the future purchasing power available as a result of past activities 
would have to take account of possible changes in rates of return
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and in rates of inflation. However, constant dollar accounting 
may provide a useful basis for users’ assessments of such factors.
141. The illustration in paragraph 140 of the usefulness of con­
stant dollar accounting dealt with transactions undertaken by an 
investor. Some people believe that computations of performance 
in constant dollars should be regarded as useful for investors but 
that they should not be applied directly to information in the 
financial reports of an enterprise. Others believe that it can be 
useful to have information about the performance of an enterprise, 
measured in constant dollars. The reasons for that belief are 
examined next.
142. In paragraphs 131-136, it was argued that a useful in­
dication of overall enterprise performance could be obtained by 
considering income from continuing operations on a current cost 
basis together with a computation of the increase or decrease in 
the current cost amounts of assets held by the enterprise. Users’ 
assessments based on that information will need to take account 
of various external factors, including the extent to which assets 
held by the enterprise are traded in competitive markets and the 
implications for the extent to which current cost measures indicate 
potential future cash flows. The application of constant dollar 
accounting to information prepared on a current cost basis can 
be regarded as an adjustment for changes in the general purchas­
ing power represented by the worth of the enterprise insofar as 
that worth is recognized under current cost accounting.
143. Income from continuing operations on a current cost basis 
may be regarded as a number measured, approximately, in con­
stant dollars having the average purchasing power of dollars dur­
ing the year concerned. Revenues are measured in average dollars 
if they are spread evenly over the year and expenses are measured 
at current costs at the dates of use or sale. The increase or de­
crease in current cost amounts over the year reflects the differ­
ences between measures of assets in end-of-year dollars and in 
beginning-of-year dollars. Those differences must be adjusted for 
the general inflation component to obtain a measure of changes 
in current costs in constant dollars (the adjustment is analagous 
to the adjustment of the changes in the value of the security, 
illustrated in paragraph 140).
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144. On the basis of the discussion in paragraphs 138-143, the 
Board concluded that information disclosed by an enterprise on 
the increase or decrease in current cost amounts of assets should 
be reported net of inflation.
The Usefulness of Historical Cost/Constant Dollar Accounting
145. One way of expressing the arguments for using a system of 
constant dollar accounting is to say that the measuring unit should 
serve as a common denominator for the adding, subtracting, and 
comparing of revenues and expenses, assets and liabilities, owners’ 
equity, and earnings. Some observers question whether a nominal 
monetary unit such as the nominal dollar can serve that function. 
Conversion of nominal dollars to constant dollars is recommended 
by them as a means of obtaining the benefits of a common de­
nominator. That process is considered analogous to the process 
under which measurements made in one currency are translated 
into another currency for comparative purposes. Constant dollar 
measurements may be added, subtracted, compared, and used 
without the need to make subjective allowances for inflation in 
a manner that would otherwise be necessary for valid compari­
sons. That, according to its advocates, is a pervasive advantage 
of using constant dollar information as a supplement to nominal 
dollar information.
146. The rate of return on investment is commonly used as a 
measure of investment performance. Investors who are concerned 
with purchasing power may want to compute their rate of return 
by dividing constant dollar income by constant dollar investment. 
A computation of a constant dollar return on investment may be 
useful for an individual who invests in securities, one who invests 
in his own business, or one who joins with others in a partnership 
or corporation. A shareholder cannot expect to obtain a net in­
crease in purchasing power in the long run if the corporation does 
not increase the purchasing power equivalent of its net assets. If 
shareholders take an interest in the corporation’s constant dollar 
return on investment, it follows that managers may be evaluated 
partly on that basis and may concern themselves with that meas­
ure of performance. Top managers may also appraise and com­
pare divisional management and divisional activities on the same
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basis. Regulatory authorities and other governmental agencies 
may also be concerned with the preservation of the equity interest 
in the enterprise. Finally, the widely recognized desire of investors 
to compare the performance of different enterprises suggests the 
need for uniform computations of constant dollar returns on 
investment.
147. Constant dollar accounting and current cost accounting 
have been developed as solutions to fundamentally different prob­
lems: Constant dollar accounting deals with general inflation by 
adopting an appropriate measuring unit; current cost accounting 
deals with specific price changes by measuring an appropriate 
attribute of resources held and used by an enterprise.
148. However, some people believe that it is useful to regard 
measurements of assets and expenses at their historical cost/ 
constant dollar amounts as rough approximations to the measure­
ments obtained under current cost accounting. If the constant 
dollar selected as the measuring unit is the average purchasing 
power of the dollar over the fiscal year, certain revenues and 
expenses that are spread evenly over the year will be measured 
at approximately the same amount in the primary financial State­
ments and under historical cost/constant dollar accounting and 
current cost accounting. This Statement provides that those items 
may be reported at the same amounts in the supplementary infor­
mation and in the primary financial statements. The principal dif­
ferences between income in the primary financial statements and 
income under current cost accounting and historical cost/constant 
dollar accounting will be in the measurements of cost of goods 
sold and depreciation expense. In both cases, the numbers repre­
sent original cost of the related asset adjusted for changes in price 
levels between the date of acquisition and the date of use or sale. 
In the case of historical cost/constant dollar accounting, the ad­
justment is based on an index of general prices; in the case of 
current cost accounting, the adjustment reflects specific price 
changes. Similar differences characterize the balance sheet meas­
urements of inventory and property, plant, and equipment under 
the two systems. It follows that historical cost/constant dollar 
measurements will approximate current cost measurements only to 
the extent that general price changes are approximately the same 
as changes in the specific prices of resources used by the enterprise.
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149. The view that historical cost/constant dollar measurements 
represent an approximation to current cost measurements may be 
helpful because it focuses attention on differences in the relevance 
and reliability of information produced under the two systems. 
The measurement of current cost may be a matter of practical 
difficulty. If the measurement is based on a specific price index, 
it will be necessary to choose an appropriate index and accept that 
the index may fail to reflect the effect of changing technology and 
the mix of assets used by the enterprise. If the measurement is 
based on a direct pricing method, it may be difficult to obtain 
evidence that is unambiguously relevant to the circumstances of 
the enterprise. Those problems of judgment are avoided in his­
torical cost/constant dollar accounting. Even opponents of his­
torical cost/constant dollar accounting agree that it is verifiable 
and represents accurately what it purports to represent. Many 
believe that current cost measurements have greater relevance to 
the assessment of future cash flows but historical cost/constant 
dollar measurements have greater reliability. The Board con­
cluded that it should call for the disclosure of income from con­
tinuing operations under both historical cost/constant dollar 
accounting and current cost accounting partly in order to obtain 
evidence of users’ trade-off between relevance and reliability.
The Purchasing Power Gain or Loss on Net Monetary Items
150. An enterprise often needs to hold cash and the effect of 
doing so may be analyzed according to the concepts of constant 
dollar accounting. The value of cash is fixed in nominal dollars. 
If an enterprise holds $100 in cash, it will still have $100 at any 
later time. Holding cash does not in itself produce a nominal 
dollar profit or loss; however, during a period of inflation there 
is a loss of purchasing power. For example, the holding of $100 
for one year, when the inflation rate is 8 percent, involves a loss 
of $8 of purchasing power (measured in end-of-year dollars): 
one would need 108 end-of-year dollars to have the purchasing 
power equivalent of 100 beginning-of-year dollars.
151. The loss of purchasing power from holding cash is one 
component of the purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary 
items. Furthermore, if cash loses value, so does a claim to cash
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(a receivable)—and a payable is associated with a gain of pur­
chasing power: Losses on monetary assets such as receivables, 
and gains on monetary liabilities such as payables, must be 
counted in the same way as the loss on holding cash. The report­
ing of purchasing power gains or losses on net monetary items 
may provide an improved understanding of some of the implica­
tions, in periods of inflation, of the monetary components of 
working capital and of the amount of debt included in the capital 
structure of the enterprise.
152. The foregoing discussion has explained the reasons for be­
lieving that constant dollar accounting provides a useful basis for 
assessment of the performance of an enterprise in maintaining the 
purchasing power of investors. The purchasing power gain or 
loss on net monetary items is another part of the information that 
may be useful for that assessment. Suppose, for example, that an 
enterprise is established with capital of $2,000. It invests $1,500 
in inventory and holds $500 in cash. Inventory is sold for $1,950 
at the end of the year; general inflation is 10 percent during the 
year. Cash (and total assets) at the end of the year amount to 
$2,450 ($1,950 plus $500) and the nominal dollar increase in 
owners’ equity is $450 ($2,450 less $2,000). The adjustment for 
changes in the purchasing power of owners’ equity is $200 
($2,000 times 0.1) and the increase in the purchasing power of the 
investment in the enterprise is $250 ($450 less $200), measured 
in “end-of-year dollars.” The enterprise will report income from 
continuing operations, on a historical cost/constant dollar basis, 
of $300 (sales $1,950 less cost of sales measured at $1,500 times 
110/100). However, income overstates the increase in purchasing 
power because it excludes the loss of purchasing power resulting 
from the holding of cash. The purchasing power loss on net 
monetary items will be $50 (cash at the end of the year, $500, 
less cash at the beginning of the year, in end-of-year dollars, $500 
times 110/100). Total increase in purchasing power ($250) is 
equal to income from continuing operations ($300) less the loss 
of purchasing power on net monetary assets ($50). Similar results 
would be obtained under current cost accounting except that his­
torical cost/constant dollar income from continuing operations 
would be divided betwen current cost income from continuing 
operations and the increase or decrease in current cost amounts, 
net of inflation. Generalization of this kind of reasoning indicates
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that the total increase or decrease in purchasing power resulting 
from the activities of an enterprise may be assessed on the basis 
of the sum of current cost income from continuing operations, 
the change in current cost amounts of assets net of inflation and 
the purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items.
153. Several commentators on the Exposure Draft argued that it 
was inappropriate to describe the purchasing power adjustment as 
a gain or loss. They were particularly critical of the implicit sug­
gestion that an enterprise could gain by borrowing. The Board 
believes that a gain in purchasing power associated with a prudent 
amount of debt may be a sign of successful management when 
the funds have been invested in assets that maintain their purchas­
ing power or lose purchasing power less rapidly than monetary 
items. The full significance of gains or losses of purchasing power 
on monetary items can be understood only in the context of a 
study of all components of income.
154. Suppose that Enterprise A has $1,000 of equity capital; 
Enterprise B borrows $1,000 at 15 percent per year. Both enter­
prises buy inventory at a cost of $ 1,000 and sell it a year later for 
$1,500; general inflation is 10 percent per year. Computations of 
income from continuing operations on a historical cost/constant 
dollar basis and of the purchasing power gain on debt, in end-of- 






Cost of goods sold($1,000 times 110/100) (1,100) (1,100)
Gross margin 400 400Interest expense - (150)
Income fromcontinuing operations $ 400 $ 250
Purchasing power gain on debt $ 0 $ 100
A comparison of the performance of the two enterprises should 
take into account the purchasing power gain on debt. Both enter­
prises need to measure cost of goods sold at $1,100 in order to 
reflect the amount of general purchasing power invested in the 
inventory. Both enterprises obtain a gross margin of $400, meas­
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ured in end-of-year dollars. Enterprise B must pay $150 in inter­
est. However, Enterprise B’s income from continuing operations, 
$250, understates the increase in purchasing power earned for 
equity investors. Enterprise B has earned a real cash surplus of 
$350 because it has received $1,500 and needs only $1,150 to repay 
the borrowing with interest. Another way of looking at the effect 
of the purchasing power gain on debt would be to regard it as 
a reduction in the interest expense incorporated in the computa­
tion of income. Similar arguments would be applicable when 
current cost accounting methods are used.
155. The arguments in paragraphs 150-154 suggest that there 
is a case for including the purchasing power gain or loss on net 
monetary items in the computation of income from continuing 
operations. That treatment would have the advantage that the 
purchasing power gain on debt could be set against the associated 
interest expense to produce a measure of interest expense, net of 
inflation, consistently with the general principles of constant dollar 
accounting. However, in view of some comments on the Exposure 
Draft, expressing doubt about the usefulness of the item, the Board 
concluded that it would be preferable for it to be displayed separ­
ately, pending further experience with its use in practice.
Special Industry Problems
156. Special considerations arise in the choice of a system for 
measuring the effects of changing prices on enterprises that own 
particular categories of assets. Discussions about which attribute 
of an asset should be measured involve weighing the relevance 
and reliability of various alternatives, taking account of the costs 
of preparing the information. Consideration of those factors may 
suggest the desirability of measuring different attributes of different 
assets. The Board has concluded that current cost is a useful 
measurement for inventory and property, plant, and equipment. 
However, measurements of the current costs of some assets may 
have relatively low relevance and reliability while other measures, 
for example net present value of future cash flows, may have more 
relevance and an acceptable level of reliability. In such cases, it 
may be desirable to call for measurement of a different attribute 
from the one that is required for other assets, provided that infor­
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mation about the measurements can be presented in a format that 
enables users to understand its significance.
157. Many different categories of assets could be regarded as 
suitable subjects for special study and the identification of cate­
gories that merit special treatment involves subjective judgment. 
Various types of natural resources, assets committed to long-term 
contracts, works of art (books, paintings, film libraries, and so on), 
and other assets all may merit special consideration. The Board 
selected six industries, in which special types of assets were 
judged to be particularly important and formed task groups to 
advise it on the applicability of the proposals in the Exposure 
Draft to the industries concerned. Those task groups dealt with 
banking and thrift institutions, forest products, insurance, mining, 
oil and gas, and real estate. The Board’s conclusions for assets 
held in those industries and for certain other special classes of 
assets are summarized in paragraphs 158-178. The Board will 
monitor the experience of all enterprises in preparing the informa­
tion required by this Statement and attempt to identify any other 
categories of assets that require special consideration.
Natural Resources
158. Natural resources, given special consideration by the Board, 
comprise mainly oil and gas reserves and resources held by min­
ing enterprises (nonrenewable resources) and timberlands, includ­
ing growing timber (renewable over a long time period). Those 
resources have a number of special characteristics that are relevant 
for this Statement. The primary special characteristic of natural 
resources may be described as a limitation on replacement. The 
supply of oil and gas reserves and mineral ore bodies, for ex­
ample, is limited. An individual enterprise may expand its hold­
ings of nonrenewable resources by exploration to discover pre­
viously unknown supplies. However, the process will be subject 
to a high level of uncertainty and is likely to involve operations 
needing progressively higher levels of expenditure. The worth­
whileness of further exploration at increasing levels of expenditure 
will depend on economic conditions in the industry concerned. 
The time may come, or may have come already in some cases,
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when increasing expenditures cause an enterprise to abandon the 
attempt to obtain additional supplies of existing types of resources.
159. The “replacement problem” described in paragraph 158 is 
important because it indicates unusual difficulties in measuring 
the current costs of nonrenewable resources. The measurement 
of current costs could be undertaken in at least three ways:
a. A restatement, in terms of current prices, of the actual historical 
costs incurred to obtain the resources; the result would be a 
measurement of the cost that would be incurred today to carry 
out the past process of exploration and development.
b. An estimate of the current cost of finding and developing an 
equivalent source of supply; the result would normally be a 
higher cost than that obtained under (a) because new sources of 
supply would normally be less accessible than previous sources 
and because costs may be affected by changes in other factors 
such as environmental and safety requirements.
c. An estimate of the current buying price of resources already 
found by another enterprise; the result would presumably reflect 
the net present value of future cash flows.
Method (b) would be most relevant in providing a basis for users’ 
assessment of whether or not an enterprise had maintained its 
operating capability. Enterprises normally intend to seek new 
supplies by exploration and development; and current finding cost 
would represent an estimate of the cost of that process. However, 
any estimate of current finding cost would be subject to consider­
able uncertainty and, in some cases, might even be inapplicable 
because new supplies do not exist. Consequently, it may be nec­
essary to consider methods (a) and (c) as surrogates for the 
measurement of current finding cost.
160. There are some special difficulties in measuring the actual 
historical cost of acquiring natural resource assets. In general, 
the balance sheet value of natural resources will reflect only some 
of the actual costs of acquisition. Many of the costs are commonly 
treated as expenses when they are incurred. The difficulty is note­
worthy in the case of growing timber but it also applies to the 
assets of enterprises in the oil and gas industry and the mining 
industry. This factor may limit the relevance of the measurements 
obtained from method (a) in paragraph 159.
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161. It may be desirable to consider the possibility of measuring 
certain natural resources on a net present value basis. The meas­
urement of net present value depends on estimates of levels of 
demand, future selling prices, future operating costs, and discount 
rates. For most assets, such measurements cannot be made with 
a high standard of reliability at the present time (paragraph 132). 
Consequently, their use must be limited to special situations, where 
current cost measures are likely to be lacking in relevance and 
reliability.
162. Several problems of implementation remain to be considered 
before requirements can be introduced for the measurement and 
reporting of net present values for most natural resources. How­
ever, the quantity of some natural resources owned by an enter­
prise can be measured with sufficient reliability to provide useful 
information. For example, acceptable measurements can be made   
of the quantity of proved oil and gas reserves, of the quantity of 
mineral ore bodies, and the quantity of growing timber. A degree 
of objectivity can also be obtained by assuming the continuance of 
price levels prevailing at the date of the measurement. Such meas­
urements of net present values may not be free from bias: They 
may tend to underestimate net present values if procedures for 
estimating quantities count only resources that are reasonably 
certain. Moreover, price fluctuations may cause difficulties in cer­
tain industries. However, the measurements can be regarded as 
partial recognition of the worth created by the enterprises in acquir­
ing natural resources; and the information content of the measure­
ments may be high because the worth of the enterprises depends 
heavily on their holdings of natural resources. Such measurements 
may be useful as a basis for the assessment of future cash flows and 
of enterprise performance during a period.
163. The Board concluded that it should consider further the use­
fulness of alternative measurements of natural resource assets and 
the problems of implementing those measurements before finalizing 
requirements for their treatment under current cost accounting. It 
plans to publish an Exposure Draft dealing with natural resource 
assets and to publish a final Statement in 1980. Enterprises are 
not required to disclose information on a current cost basis in 
annual reports for fiscal years ending before December 25, 1980. 
The Statement on the measurement of natural resources is expected
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to be published in time to provide a basis for the preparation of 
annual reports for fiscal years ending on or after December 25, 
1980. If an enterprise publishes consolidated information on in­
come from continuing operations on a current cost basis, in an­
nual reports for years ended before December 25, 1980, it may 
use historical cost/constant dollar measures or current cost meas­
ures based on appropriate special indexes of natural resources used 
and held.
164. The problems of implementation of current cost measures of 
natural resources do not apply to the measurement of historical 
cost/constant dollar income. Therefore the Board concluded that 
it should not exempt natural resources from the requirements to 
disclose information on income on a historical cost/constant dollar 
basis (or from the related requirement to report purchasing power 
gains and losses on net monetary items); the information would 
be important in the context of the Board’s wish to obtain experi­
mental evidence of usefulness and would provide a basis for the 
comparison of enterprises in all industries.
The Real Estate Industry
165. Income-producing property is an important asset of many 
real estate enterprises. It would be possible to measure such assets 
and the related depreciation expense on a current cost basis. How­
ever, the Real Estate Task Group recommended that income- 
producing properties should be measured either at net present 
value of future cash flows or at net realizable value in due course 
of business. The Task Group argued that those measurements 
would be most relevant in helping users to assess the worth of an 
enterprise and that they could be measured with acceptable relia­
bility because the properties were typically leased under long-term 
contracts. The Task Group further argued that changes in the 
worth of income-producing property should be reflected directly in 
the income of real estate enterprises, thus obviating the need for 
a separate measurement of depreciation expense.
166. Many real estate enterprises have other important business 
activities, in particular, the development of real estate. The Board 
considered the desirability of establishing separate requirements
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for those activities. However, it concluded that it should deal with 
all the main activities of real estate enterprises at one time because 
of the interdependencies between the different activities. Such 
interdependencies arise, for example, when an enterprise develops 
a property that it subsequently holds to produce income.
167. The Board concluded that the arguments of the Real Estate 
Task Group established the need for further consideration of the 
special features of real estate enterprises. The Board believes that 
there may be net benefits in the disclosure of measurements of net 
present values of income-producing properties but that further 
study is required of the implementation problems before a decision 
is made on that issue. The Board plans to publish in 1980 a 
Statement dealing with the special characteristics of the real estate 
industry. It concluded that real estate enterprises should disclose 
information on a historical cost/constant dollar basis in the 
meantime.
The Banking Industry
168. A task group was established to advise the Board on the 
application of this Statement to commercial banks and thrift insti­
tutions. The Banking Task Group pointed out that the effects of 
inflation on banks are, in some respects, highly specialized. A 
critical factor is the impact of inflation on interest income and 
interest expense; information on a bank’s asset-liability posture 
provides a basis for assessing the extent to which a bank is exposed 
to risk with respect to changing interest rates. This Statement does 
not call for any information that directly addresses those factors. 
However, many banks do provide supplementary information on 
rates of interest income and expense in relation to an analysis of 
assets and liabilities. The Board believes that such information is 
useful.
169. The Banking Task Group believes that property, plant, and 
equipment, and the associated depreciation expense are generally 
immaterial in the banking industry. Accordingly, it suggested that 
information on the current costs and on historical costs in constant 
dollars of those items would not be useful. It recommended that 
the requirements to present information on a current cost basis
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should not apply to banks and that banks should be permitted to 
treat all assets as monetary assets for the purposes of historical 
cost/constant dollar computations.
170. The Board accepted the assertion that current cost adjust­
ments and constant dollar adjustments to depreciation expense 
might be immaterial for many banks. However, it concluded 
that no special exemptions or provisions were needed to deal with 
that situation. This Statement provides that current cost informa­
tion need be presented only if current cost income from continuing 
operations is materially different from historical cost/constant dol­
lar income from continuing operations; and the requirements of 
this Statement are qualified by the more general provision that they 
need not be applied to immaterial items. Those provisions appear 
to be adequate to meet the points raised by the task group. How­
ever, the Board believes that the adjustments discussed in paragraph 
169 may be material for some banks and that there are no argu­
ments of principle to justify exemptions in those cases.
The Insurance Industry
171. A task group was established to advise the Board on 
the application of this Statement to the insurance industry. In 
some respects, the special characteristics of insurance enterprises are 
similar to those of banking enterprises. In particular, inventories 
and property, plant, and equipment are often small in relation to 
other balance sheet items. The Insurance Task Group recom­
mended that insurance enterprises should be exempt from the 
requirement to present information on a current cost basis and 
that they should be permitted to treat all assets and liabilities as 
monetary for the purposes of constant dollar measurements. The 
Board agreed that current cost adjustments would often be im­
material for insurance enterprises. However, it concluded that 
no special provisions or exemptions were needed to deal with 
that situation. This Statement provides that current cost informa­
tion need be presented only if current cost income from continuing 
operations is materially different from historical cost/constant 
dollar income from continuing operations.
172. The Insurance Task Group pointed out difficulties in classi­
fying certain assets and liabilities as monetary or nonmonetary—
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for example, loss reserves for claims, deferred policy acquisition 
costs and unearned premium reserves. The task group was 
particularly concerned that this Statement should not call for a 
costly analysis of particular balance sheet categories (for example, 
an analysis of loss reserves between monetary and nonmonetary 
items) and that related assets and liabilities should be treated 
consistently (for example, deferred policy acquisition costs should 
be treated in the same manner as unearned premium reserves). 
The Board concluded that the general definitions of monetary and 
nonmonetary items should be applicable to insurance enterprises. 
It believes that those definitions meet the main concerns of the 
task group (Appendix D).
Regulated Businesses
173. The Board did not establish a task group to advise on the 
application of this Statement to utilities and other regulated busi­
nesses. However, meetings were arranged with representatives of 
the industry and several comment letters were received from utili­
ties. The main problem arising in the application of this State­
ment to utilities concerns the measurement of assets and related 
expenses. Some people argue that inventory, property, plant, and 
equipment, and the associated expenses of a rate regulated enter­
prise should not be measured at an amount in excess of the 
historical cost/nominal dollar amount in the computations of in­
come from continuing operations and related disclosures. That 
argument is based on the observation that utilities may not be 
permitted to recover more than historical cost/nominal dollar 
amounts in their selling prices; the provision that assets should be 
measured at cost or lower recoverable amount leads to measure­
ment on a historical cost/nominal dollar basis. Other arguments 
point to a different conclusion. Utilities have the same problem 
as other enterprises in maintaining their operating capability and 
in avoiding erosion of general purchasing power. Historical cost/ 
constant dollar measures and current cost measures may provide 
a useful basis for assessments of those factors. Furthermore, the 
presentation of information on a historical cost/constant dollar 
basis and on a current cost basis may be important to a general 
public understanding of the operations of utilities.
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1 7 4 . The Board believes that it is important to distinguish the 
measurement of expenses in the computation of income from con­
tinuing operations from the measurement of assets held at the end 
of the fiscal year. Choice of a measurement for assets (inventory 
and property, plant, and equipment) requires consideration of the 
worth to the business of the service potential provided by the 
assets. The Board concluded that assets should be measured at 
cost (historical cost in constant dollars or current cost) or lower 
recoverable amount. It believes that the special characteristics of 
utilities provide no justification for departure from the general 
requirement: Failure to consider recoverable amounts (which may 
be measured by historical cost in nominal dollars or by lower 
amounts) could give a misleading impression of the worth of re­
sources owned by the enterprise.
1 7 5 . Choice of a measurement for expenses involves different 
considerations. The Board focused on two main alternatives:
a. Measure expenses at cost (historical cost in constant dollars or 
current cost) or lower recoverable amount in all situations
b. Measure expenses at cost or lower recoverable amount unless 
replacement of the related asset would be undertaken under 
current economic conditions, in which case measure expenses 
at cost and ignore lower recoverable amount.
The effect of the choice can be illustrated by a simplified numerical 
example. An enterprise has property, plant, and equipment meas­
ured at $10,000 at historical cost in nominal dollars at the beginning 
of the year (and no other assets and no liabilities). It is permitted 
to set its prices at a level that will result in income, on a historical 
cost/nominal dollar basis, equal to 15  percent of net assets, i.e. 
$ 1 ,5 0 0 .  Assets were purchased at various past dates and have 
varying lives. Depreciation for the year and asset values at the 
beginning and end of the year are as follows:
Assets at Assets at
Beginning End
Depreciation of Year of Year
Historical cost in nominal dollars $ 2 ,0 0 0 $ 1 0 ,0 0 0 $  8 ,0 0 0
Historical cost in constant dollars 2 ,8 0 0 1 3 ,0 0 0 1 1 ,5 0 0Current cost 4 ,0 0 0 1 8 ,0 0 0 1 6 ,7 0 0Recoverable amount 3 ,5 0 0 1 0 ,0 0 0 8 ,0 0 0
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It is assumed that recoverable amounts of assets are equal to his­
torical costs in nominal dollars although that equality does not 
always hold because, for example, the allowed rate of return may 
be higher or lower than the appropriate discount rate. It is also 
assumed for simplicity that all sales are made and expenses in­
curred at the end of the year. The rate of inflation is 10 percent 
per year. Computations of income from continuing operations 
based on the alternative measures of expenses and of related 
changes in current cost amounts of assets would run as follows, in 
end-of-year dollars:
Alternative (a)
(cost or lower Alternative (b)
recoverable amount) (cost)
Historical Historical Historical
Cost in Cost in Cost in
Nominal Constant Current Constant Current
Dollars Dollars Cost Dollars Cost
Sales revenuesless expenses Depreciation $3,500 $3,500 $3,500 $3,500 $3,500(4,000)expense Reduction of (2,000) (2,800) (3,500) (2,800)historical cost to lower recoverableamount Income from continuing
(200) (200)
$1,500 $ 500 $ 0 $ 500 $ (500)operations
Increase in currentcost amounts, net of inflation $ 500 $1,000
The increase in shareholders’ equity, measured in constant dollars, 
is $500 (assets at the end of the year $11,500 = cash $3,500 plus 
plant $8,000—less assets at the beginning of the year $10,000 x 
110/100). The current cost computations divide this amount be­
tween income from continuing operations and the increase in 
current cost amounts of assets. Current cost income is lower under 
method (b) (a loss of $500) than under method (a) because of 
the restriction of depreciation expense under method (a) to the 
recoverable amount. That restriction does not apply to the histori­
cal cost/constant dollar depreciation expense in this illustration.
176. Alternative (b) has the advantage that it provides a basis for 
the assessment of the extent to which income from continuing
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operations provides for maintenance of operating capability; cur­
rent cost measures are relevant for that assessment. It can also be 
argued that the sacrifice involved in using up the service potential 
of assets is represented by current cost when that service potential 
would be replaced. An enterprise that is affected by rate regula­
tion differs from other enterprises in that it is likely to wish to 
replace its assets even when the recoverable amount is lower than 
current cost. Recoverable amounts will normally be lower than 
current cost only because of the effect of rate regulation; replace­
ment will be worthwhile provided that the enterprise expects to be 
able to recover an appropriate return on the expenditure involved 
in replacement when it is incurred. Similar arguments apply to 
historical cost/constant dollar computations. Consequently, the 
Board concluded that method (b) was preferable for rate regulated 
enterprises.
Sale under Contracts
177. The Board considered whether special procedures were 
required for measuring the costs (either historical costs in con­
stant dollars or current costs) of goods and services used to carry 
out contracts. Two bases for measurement were considered:
a. Measure expenses at the date of use on or commitment to the 
contract and measure assets (partly completed contracts) at the 
dates when the resources were used on or committed to the 
contract
b. Measure expenses at the date of use on or commitment to the 
contract and measure assets (partly completed contracts) at the 
balance sheet date.
178. The choice between option (a) and option (b) rests essen­
tially on a decision as to whether changes in current cost amounts 
should be recognized after resources have been used on or com­
mitted to a contract. (In many cases, the date of use on a contract 
will be the same as the date of commitment; however, reference 
is made to the date of commitment to allow for the possibility that 
materials are ordered specially or earmarked for a contract and 
held for some time before they are used.) The Board believes that 
there would be little significance in measures of changes in the
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cost of resources after their use on or commitment to a contract; 
their worth then cannot be measured independently of the reve­
nues earned from the contract as a whole. Use of a resource on a 
contract may be regarded as similar to conversion to a receivable. 
Having regard also to the desirability of simplification, the Board 
concluded that option (a) was preferable.
Current Cost Measurement Issues 
The Measurement of Current Cost
179. Paragraph 60 lists various sources of information to which 
reference may be made for the measurement of current costs. 
Those sources of information may be divided into two categories: 
direct pricing methods and methods based on the use of indexes. 
The Exposure Draft expressed a preference for direct pricing 
methods while recognizing the need to give due consideration to 
availability, reliability, and cost. Several comment letters on the 
Exposure Draft argued that the expression of preference for 
direct pricing methods would increase considerably the cost and 
complexity of the requirements. They stated that the use of 
indexes would be the only practicable method for measuring 
current cost in many cases. The Board recognizes that the choice 
of the best source of information about current cost, taking account 
of relevance, reliability, and cost, will vary according to the 
circumstances of the enterprise. It also recognizes the desirability 
of simplifications in the computations required by this Statement. 
Consequently, the Board concluded that it should n o t  express a 
preference as between the use of direct pricing methods and 
methods based on the use of indexes.
Used Assets
180. In measurements of the current cost of property, plant, and 
equipment, the focus normally will be on used assets rather than 
new assets. The current cost of used assets may be estimated 
by three alternative methods:
a. A direct estimate of the buying price of an asset of the same 
age and in the same condition as the asset owned.
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b. An estimate of the buying price of a similar new asset less an 
allowance for depreciation calculated according to an accept­
able accounting method.
c. An estimate of the buying price of a new improved asset less 
an allowance for the operating disadvantages of the asset 
owned (higher operating costs or lower output potential) and 
an allowance for depreciation calculated according to an 
acceptable accounting method. This approach yields what 
may be described as a measurement of the current cost of 
the service potential of the asset owned.
Alternative (a) provides the more direct measurement of the 
current cost of a used asset than alternatives (b) and (c); how­
ever, alternative (a) will produce reliable results only if there is 
an active market in used assets. The choice between alternatives
(b) and (c) should reflect the method of acquisition that would be 
appropriate in the circumstances of the case. If the enterprise 
would purchase a similar new asset, because the asset owned is 
not functionally obsolescent, alternative (b) would be apropriate. 
If the enterprise would purchase an improved asset, alternative
(c) would be appropriate. The Board concluded that the choice 
of method should be made according to the circumstances of the 
case, taking account of the availability and reliability of the 
evidence.
Assets Outside the United States
181. Many enterprises will need to measure the current cost of 
inventory and property, plant, and equipment located outside of 
the United States. The Board recognizes that such cases may 
present particular difficulty depending upon the availability of 
economic information in the country concerned. Experimentation 
in methods of measurement will be particularly necessary in such 
cases and approximate methods are acceptable in cases of diffi­
culty. The concepts underlying current cost indicate that measure­
ments should be based on production or purchase of the asset 
in whatever location or market would minimize total cost includ­
ing transportation cost. In some cases, the purchase would be 
made in the United States and current cost would be estimated 
directly in dollars. In other cases, current cost would have to be
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estimated first in an external market, and that cost would have 
to be translated into dollars at the current exchange rate in order 
to obtain the current cost of the asset in dollars.
Income Tax Expense
182. A number of questions arise in relation to the calculation 
of income tax expense in measuring current cost income from 
continuing operations. Over the lifetime of an item of property, 
plant, and equipment, current cost depreciation expense will be 
higher than historical cost depreciation expense (provided that 
current costs are increasing). The difference will be exactly equal 
in the aggregate to changes in current cost amounts (before 
elimination of the inflation component). However, the equality 
between “excess depreciation expense” and changes in current 
cost amounts applies only to aggregates over the lifetime of an 
asset; it does not normally hold for a single year in isolation. 
Consequently, current cost methods may be seen as causing 
timing differences that should be recognized in the provision for 
deferred taxes.
183. An additional argument for adjusting the provision for 
deferred taxes would apply to supplementary information on 
income from continuing operations both on a historical cost/ 
constant dollar basis and a current cost basis. It would be relevant 
if depeciation in the supplementary disclosures and depreciation 
in the primary financial statements were based on different esti­
mates of length of asset life, amount of salvage value, or on the 
use of a different depreciation method: Such circumstances would 
indicate additional timing differences not recognized in the pri­
mary financial statements. The Board recognizes that all these 
circumstances give rise to arguments in favor of adjustments to 
deferred taxes. However, the Board believes that there are strong 
arguments for restricting the complexity of the requirements of 
this Statement at a time when users are inexperienced in the 
analysis of supplementary disclosures, and in order to limit the 
costs of preparing supplementary information. The Board has 
concluded therefore that no adjustments to the amount of the 
provision for income taxes in the primary financial statements 
should be made for the purposes of calculating supplementary 
information on income from continuing operations.
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184. This Statement requires that changes in current cost 
amounts of assets should be disclosed separately from current 
cost income from continuing operations. Income tax expense 
will include tax attributable to those changes in current cost 
amounts that are realized during the year, and the question arises 
as to whether income tax expense should be divided into two 
parts: one to be deducted in computing income from continuing 
operations, the other to be deducted from changes in current 
cost amounts. The Exposure Draft called for such a division of 
income tax expense.
185. The Board has reviewed the treatment of income taxes 
proposed in the Exposure Draft, partly as a result of comments 
that the requirement obscured the effective burden of taxation. 
Those comments seem to be based partly on the view that current 
cost income from continuing operations should represent a basis 
for assessment of the extent to which provision has been made 
to maintain operating capability. Users who wish to assess the 
overall performance of the enterprise may wish to consider both 
current cost income from continuing operations and changes in the 
current cost amounts of assets. In that context, it may be preferable 
to assess income tax expense as a separate item rather than focus­
ing on summary indicators obtained by allocating the expense. Allo­
cations of income taxes between current cost income and changes 
in current cost amounts may also obscure the relationship be­
tween specific price changes and general inflation, reflected in 
changes in current cost amounts, net of inflation—an important 
factor in assessments of the effect of changing prices on the 
enterprise.
186. Some people believe that strong arguments exist in favor of 
the allocation of income tax expense between current cost income 
from continuing operations and changes in current cost amounts. 
In their view, taxes should be attributed to the gain to which they 
relate. They point out that income taxes would be less if 
changes in current cost had not occurred (and current cost income 
from continuing operations was as reported). They also point 
out that the principle of tax allocation is described in APB 
Opinion No. 11, A c c o u n t in g  f o r  I n c o m e  T a x e s  (paragraph 52) 
and is generally applied, for example, to the reporting of extra­
ordinary items in the basic financial statements. After considering
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the alternative points of view, and having regard to the desir­
ability of restricting the complexity of the requirements of this 
Statement, the Board concluded that no such allocations of in­
come tax expense should be made for the purposes of the supple­
mentary disclosures required by this Statement.
Constant Dollar Measurements
187. The Board considered various bases for the measuring unit 
used in the computation of information required to be presented 
in constant dollars:
a. Dollars having a purchasing power equal to that of dollars 
of the base period used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 
calculating the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers
b. Dollars having a purchasing power equal to that represented 
by the average level over the current fiscal year of the Con­
sumer Price Index
c. Dollars having a purchasing power equal to that represented 
by the level of the Consumer Price Index at the end of the 
current fiscal year.
188. Computations in “average-for-the-year dollars” may be 
made either directly or by using computations in “end-of-year 
dollars” as an intermediate step. Suppose, for example, that an 
enterprise holds a cash balance of $1,100 throughout its fiscal 
year. The Consumer Price Index stands at 100 at the start of the 
year and at 110 at the end of the year; the average level over 
the year is 106. The purchasing power loss on holding cash 
may be computed directly in average-for-the-year dollars by 
expressing beginning and ending balances in average dollars: 
$1,100 x 106/100 less $1,100 x 106/110 = $106. The com­
putation in end-of-year dollars would run: $1,100 x  110/100 
less $1,100 = $110 and that sum may be converted to average 
dollars: $110 X 106/110 = $106.
189. The Board concluded that option (b)—use of average-for- 
the-year dollars—should normally be used for computations re­
lating to the current year. It has significant computational ad­
vantages in that context: Several revenues and expenses that
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are spread evenly throughout the period may be assumed to be 
the same in historical cost/nominal dollars and historical cost/ 
constant dollars. Current cost measures of cost of goods sold 
and depreciation expense also approximate measures in average- 
for-the-year constant dollars without further adjustment. Com­
parisons of amounts in the primary financial statements with 
components of historical cost/constant dollar income and cur­
rent cost income may be less confusing to users if many of the 
components are measured similarly. However, enterprises are 
encouraged to present comprehensive supplementary financial 
statements on a constant dollar basis. Use of the average-for- 
the-year dollar in comprehensive statements may be confusing 
to users because it results in balance sheet amounts that differ 
from the historical cost/nominal dollar equivalents for monetary 
assets and liabilities. Consequently, the Board concluded that 
enterprises that present comprehensive constant dollar statements 
should be permitted to use the end-of-year dollar as a measuring 
unit.
190. Somewhat different considerations apply to the presentation 
of the five-year summary. If information is presented in current 
dollars (options (b) or (c)), the information relating to previous 
years must be restated. If information is presented in “base- 
period” dollars (option (a)), information on income for the 
current year will be measured in different units in the supple­
mentary income statement and in the five-year summary. Either 
possibility may be confusing to some users. The importance of 
the five-year summary is in presenting information about trends 
over time and each option seems equally useful for that purpose. 
The Board consequently concluded that enterprises should be 
permitted to present the five-year summary either in current dol­
lars (average-for-the-year or end-of-year dollars whichever is used 
in the measurement of income for the current year) or in base 
period dollars.
191. The Board considered whether it would be appropriate to 
permit the use of different accounting principles in the computa­
tion of historical cost/constant dollar income from those used 
in the computation of historical cost/nominal dollar income. It 
concluded that the same accounting principles should be used 
under both measurement systems (except as provided in the special
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circumstances described in paragraphs 193-198). Thus, for 
example, the same principles should be used to determine the costs 
attributed to assets in the supplementary information as in the 
primary statements. The main advantage of historical cost/con­
stant dollar accounting is that it provides a basis for comparing the 
measurements and estimates in the basic financial statements with 
measurements that reflect changes in general prices. That com­
parability would be lost if different accounting principles were 
generally to be used.
192. The Board considered whether transactions in foreign cur­
rency should be:
a. First translated into U.S. currency and then restated for U.S. 
inflation; or
b. First restated for local inflation and then translated into U.S. 
currency.
It concluded that option (a) was preferable because the usefulness 
of constant dollar measurements is partly to provide information 
about the erosion of investors’ purchasing power and the relevant 
measure of purchasing power for most investors in U.S. enter­
prises is the purchasing power of the U.S. dollar. That conclusion 
is consistent with the requirements of FASB Statement No. 8, 
A c c o u n t in g  f o r  th e  T r a n s la t io n  o f  F o r e ig n  C u r r e n c y  T r a n s ­
a c t io n s  a n d  F o r e ig n  C u r r e n c y  F in a n c ia l  S ta te m e n ts . However, 
further consideration may need to be given to this issue as a result 
of the current review of that Statement.
Methods for Current Cost Measurements and Constant 
Dollar Measurements
Recoverable Amount
193. The value to the business of an asset cannot exceed the 
maximum sum that an enterprise would be willing to pay to 
acquire the asset. In some circumstances, the amount of cash 
recoverable from the use of an asset may be so small that the 
enterprise would not wish to buy the asset at its current cost 
if the asset were not already owned. The maximum sum that an 
enterprise would be willing to pay for an asset is given by net 
realizable value or by the net present value of cash flows expected 
to be derived from its use, i.e., value in use. Accordingly, the Ex­
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posure Draft provided that an asset should be measured at its value 
in use if that amount is lower than current cost and immediate sale 
is not intended.
194. Several comment letters expressed concern about the need 
to measure value in use. They argued that the Exposure Draft 
implied the need to measure value in use for all assets to deter­
mine whether value in use is lower than current cost—a very 
expensive procedure. They emphasized the low reliability of 
measurements of value in use. They indicated that it is often 
difficult to determine value in use for individual assets because 
cash flows may be jointly attributable to several assets. They 
also suggested that the results of applying measurements of value 
in use might be confusing in cases of volatile prices, because 
the appropriate measurement might change from value in use 
to current cost and vice versa from year to year.
195. The Board concluded that the concept of limiting asset 
measurements to recoverable amounts should be retained. It also 
concluded that the limitation should be applied to historical cost/ 
constant dollar measurements of assets as well as to current cost 
measurements. It believes that such a limitation is needed to 
avoid significant overstatements of the worth of assets. However, 
the Board also believes that it is desirable to avoid excessive 
complexity in applications of the provisions of this Statement and 
that the need to measure value in use should arise relatively rarely. 
Consequently, it concluded that value in use need be considered 
as a measurement of an asset only when it is judged to be mate­
rially and permanently lower than historical cost in constant 
dollars or current cost.
Depreciaton Expense
196. Calculations of depreciation must be based on various esti­
mates and assumptions, and if enterprises with similar circum­
stances make different estimates or select different assumptions, 
the comparability of their calculations of income from continuing 
operations will be impaired. Moreover, the usefulness of the 
supplementary disclosures might be impaired if an enterprise were 
to adopt different assumptions and estimates for calculations of 
depreciation in the primary financial statements on the one hand,
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and for calculations of depreciation in the supplementary infor­
mation on the other hand. The estimates and assumptions in ques­
tion are length of asset life, salvage value of the asset, and depre­
ciation method (straight-line, declining-balance, sum-of-the-years- 
digits, and so on).
197. The Board considered the following possible requirements 
in relation to the measurement of depreciation:
a. A requirement that all enterprises should use the same assump­
tions and estimates in calculations of depreciation in both 
supplementary information and in the primary financial state­
ments,
b. A requirement that all enterprises should use a particular 
specified depreciation method in calculations of depreciation 
for presentations of supplementary information, and
c. Recognition that an enterprise should be permitted to select 
different assumptions and estimates for calculations of depre­
ciation in supplementary information from those used in the 
primary financial statements.
A disadvantage of alternative (a) is that some enterprises may 
have selected an accelerated method of depreciation for use in the 
primary financial statements in order to make some allowance for 
the impact of inflation: Accelerated methods of depreciation have 
the effect of increasing aggregate depreciation charges during 
periods in which the amount of property, plant, and equipment 
in use is growing. Similarly, an enterprise may have made con­
servative estimates of asset lives and salvage values for financial 
statement purposes in order to accelerate depreciation charges and 
thereby make some allowance for inflation. If the same methods 
and estimates were to be used for calculations of supplementary 
information, the effect might be to build in a double allowance for 
inflation and make an excessive depreciation charge. Alternative 
(b) has the disadvantage that it ignores the possible existence of 
valid reasons for differences in depreciation methods associated 
with the existence of various patterns of maintenance costs, usage, 
or output capacity over the asset life.
198. The Board concluded that, in the calculation of deprecia­
tion for presentations of supplementary information, an enterprise 
should be permitted to use different estimates and methods from
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those used in the primary financial statements, provided that al­
lowance for inflation was a factor in choices made for the financial 
statements. However, it would be undesirable for an enterprise 
to adopt different estimates and methods in order to avoid dis­
closure of the full impact of changing prices, and there normally 
should be a presumption that estimated asset lives and salvage 
values will be the same for purposes of the primary financial state­
ments and the supplementary disclosures. The Board believes 
that it will be a sufficient safeguard to require footnote disclosure of 
any differences in depreciation methods and estimates. The Ex­
posure Draft provided that changes in estimates and methods 
used in calculations of depreciation should be permitted only in 
the case of measurements of current cost information. However, 
the Board has subsequently concluded that the arguments are 
equally applicable to measurements on a historical cost/constant 
dollar basis.
The Foreign Exchange Gain or Loss
199. The Exposure Draft called for separate disclosure of the 
foreign exchange gain or loss. Several comment letters argued 
against that requirement, partly because of uncertainties regarding 
the outcome of the Board’s review of Statement 8. Having 
regard to the desirability of simplifying the requirements of this 
Statement, the Board concluded that separate disclosure of the 
foreign exchange gain or loss should not be required as part of 
the supplementary information.
Scope of Supplementary Disclosure
200. In considering which enterprises should be required to 
comply with this Statement, the Board put considerable weight on 
the need to avoid the imposition of excessive costs on the pre­
parers of financial reports. It believes that there are potential net 
benefits to users to be derived from the disclosure of current cost 
information and historical cost/constant dollar information by 
all enterprises. The Board concluded that all enterprises should 
be encouraged to comply with this Statement, but that compliance 
should be required initially only for large, publicly held corpora­
tions. Financial reporting by such corporations may be presumed
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to be of importance to a relatively large group of users and those 
corporations may benefit from economies of scale in preparing the 
information, partly because they have established sophisticated 
accounting systems. Moreover, many of them are already pro­
viding information similar to that required by this Statement in 
complying with ASR 190 of the Securities and Exchange Com­
mission. The size test in paragraph 23 has been expressed partly 
in terms of amounts of inventories and property, plant, and equip­
ment, rather than some alternative such as sales and other operat­
ing revenues, or stockholders’ equity, because the differences 
between historical cost/nominal dollar income from continuing 
operations on the one hand and historical cost/constant dollar or 
current cost income from continuing operations on the other hand, 
are likely to be most affected by the amounts of those assets.
201. The Board considered the implications of the scope of this 
Statement in relation to enterprises that have merged during the 
year and are using the pooling of interests method for preparing 
basic financial statements. Two situations are particularly im­
portant:
a. Two or more enterprises merge during the year; none of them 
meets the size test individually at the start of the year although 
the combined assets of the enterprises would meet the size 
test. The Board concluded that this Statement should n o t  
apply to the enterprises during the year of the merger. Hence, 
no special provision is required for this situation.
b. Two or more enterprises merge during the year and one of 
them does meet the size test at the start of the year. The 
Board concluded that this Statement should apply during the 
year of the merger to the whole of the new enterprise created 
by the merger. It recognized that there might be some difficul­
ties in developing the required data for the enterprises to which 
this Statement had not previously applied. However, the Board 
believes that it will be feasible for such enterprises to meet the 
requirements, given the permitted level of flexibility in the 
measurements; and it believes that the application of the re­
quirements to the enterprise as a whole is preferable to the 
alternative of exempting part of the enterprise.
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Partial Reporting
202. This Statement does not require an enterprise to present a 
statement of financial position and a complete statement of earn­
ings on a historical cost/constant dollar basis or on a current cost 
basis. Required supplementary disclosures are limited to a five- 
year summary of important data, supplementary information on 
income from continuing operations, and certain other supplemen­
tary data. The Board considered and rejected a requirement that 
the amount of net assets presented in the five-year summary of 
selected financial data should be calculated by a comprehensive 
application of historical cost/constant dollar methods or of cur­
rent cost methods. The Board hopes that enterprises will experi­
ment with the preparation of more than the minimum required 
amount of supplementary information. However, it believes that 
experience should be gained in the preparation and use of partial 
information before consideration is given to the requirement of 
more comprehensive information. The disclosures required under 
this Statement have been chosen on the grounds that they are 
believed to be particularly important to users—they include items 
for which differences between historical cost/nominal dollar 
amounts and historical cost/constant dollar or current cost 
amounts are likely to be particularly great.
Choice of Format
203. The Board considered whether it should call for supplemen­
tary disclosures to be presented in a fixed format. It has decided 
that it is appropriate to allow flexibility in the choice of format so 
that enterprises may experiment to find methods of presentation 
which they believe to be most effective in their particular circum­
stances. Some illustrations of possible formats are given in Ap­
pendix A. Similarly, some flexibility is thought to be desirable in 
the choice of line items to be disclosed in the supplementary 
statement of income from continuing operations. It is presumed 
that it will normally be appropriate to disclose the same line items 
in the supplementary statement as are disclosed in the basic finan­
cial statements. However, only cost of goods sold, depreciation, 
depletion, and amortization expense, and any reductions from
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historical cost/constant dollar amounts to lower recoverable 
amounts are specifically required to be disclosed separately be­
cause only those items would normally be material to an under­
standing of the supplementary information on income from con­
tinuing operations.
The Five-Year Summary of Selected Data
204. The use of constant dollar accounting may be particularly 
helpful in the comparison of a series of measurements relating to 
sequential periods. It has long been thought that such a com­
parison may be facilitated by restating the measurements in terms 
of a common price level. For example, many policymakers em­
phasize the importance of “real growth” in the economy as 
measured by gross national product data restated in dollars of a 
specified base year. That same practice is viewed by some as 
helpful in comparing data relating to several periods in the life of 
one enterprise. Sales revenues, net assets, stockholders’ equity, 
earnings, and dividends are obvious candidates for that treatment. 
Some observers think that “unsophisticated investors” may be 
misled if a company whose sales and earnings in nominal dollars 
have doubled in the last 10 years is described as a growth com­
pany. During that period, the general price level in the United 
States has roughly doubled. Restatement of the nominal dollar 
measurements of such a company would show that current sales 
and earnings represent approximately the same purchasing power 
as those of 10 years earlier.
205. The Board has selected certain data to be displayed in a 
five-year tabulation. The data required to be included in the 
tabulation were selected because of their importance to users; 
users may be directly interested in the trend of the series or they 
may be interested in using the data for the calculation of ratios.
206. Users are likely to be interested in the constant dollar trend 
of sales as a basis for assessing the success of the sales effort of the 
enterprise in the face of changing economic conditions and com­
petitive pressures. The constant dollar series of income from 
continuing operations, purchasing power gain or loss on net mone­
tary items, and increase or decrease in the current cost amounts
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of assets are all important in providing bases for the assessment 
of various aspects of future cash flows. Income from continuing 
operations in conjunction with net assets may be used to estimate 
rates of return earned by the enterprise. Earnings per common 
share, dividends per common share, and market price per common 
share are all directly important t o  investors. Their inclusion also 
permits users to compute “constant dollar price-earnings ratios” 
and “constant dollar market rates of return” (taking account of 
dividends and changes in stock prices). However, calculation of 
income from continuing operations, purchasing power gain or loss 
on net monetary items, increases or decreases in current cost 
amounts of assets, net assets, and earnings per common share all 
require a significant computational effort. Consequently, an enter­
prise is not required to report these data for years prior to the 
effective date of this Statement or prior to the year in which this 
Statement first applies to the enterprise, if later, although such 
reporting is encouraged.
Effective Date
207. The Exposure Draft provided that this Statement should 
apply to fiscal years ending on or after December 25, 1979. The 
feasibility of that provision has been generally acceptable to pre­
parers in so far as the historical cost/constant dollar requirements 
are concerned. However, several comment letters as well as the 
special industry task groups have emphasized the difficulty in pre­
paring information on a current cost basis for publication in 1979 
annual reports. The Board recognizes that difficulty although it 
believes that there is an urgent need for information on a current 
cost basis and that the difficulty will be limited by experience 
gained in meeting the requirements of ASR 190. The Board con­
sidered the possibility of permitting late publication of the data 
for 1979, possibly in an interim report in 1980. However, that 
possibility would have the disadvantage of disrupting the normal 
pattern of reporting. The Board concluded that the requirements 
of this Statement should apply for fiscal years ended on or after 
December 25, 1979, but that enterprises should be permitted to 
delay first disclosure of information on a current cost basis to the 




MONETARY AND NONMONETARY ITEMS
208. This appendix provides guidance on the interpretation of 
paragraphs 40 and 48 for the classification of certain asset and 
liability items as monetary or nonmonetary. The following table 
is not intended to provide answers that should be followed regard­
less of the circumstances of the case. Rather, the intent is to illus­
trate the application of the definitions to common cases under 
typical circumstances. In other circumstances the classification 
should be resolved by reference to the definitions.
ASSETS
Cash on hand and demand bank deposits (U.S. dollars)
Time deposits (U.S. dollars)
Foreign currency on hand and claims to foreign currency† 
Securities:
Common stocks (not accounted for on the equity method)
Common stocks represent residual interests in the underlying net assets and earnings of the issuer. 
Preferred stock (convertible or partici­pating)
Circumstances may indicate that such stock is either monetary or nonmonetary. See convertible bonds.
Preferred stock (nonconvertible, non­participating)
Future cash receipts are likely to be substan tia lly  unaffected by changes in specific prices. 
Convertible bonds.
If the market values the security pri­marily as a bond, it is monetary; if it values the security primarily as a stock, it is nonmonetary. 












Accounts and notes receivable X
Allowance for doubtful accounts and notes receivable
Variable rate mortgage loans
The terms of such loans do not link them directly to the rate of inflation. Also, there are practical reasons for classifying all loans as monetary. 
Inventories used on contracts
X
X
They are, in substance, rights to receive sums of money if the future cash re­ceipts on the contracts will not vary due to future changes in specific prices. (Goods used on contracts to be priced at market upon delivery are nonmonetary.)




Prepaid insurance, advertising, rent, and other prepayments.
X
X








Equity investment in unconsolidated sub­sidiaries or other investees* X
Pension, sinking, and other funds under an enterprise’s control 
The specific assets in the fund should be classified as monetary or non­monetary. (See listings under securi­ties above).
(seediscussion)
Property, plant, and equipment X
Accumulated depreciation of property, plant, and equipment 





Purchase commitments—portion paid on fixed price contracts X
An advance on a fixed price contract is the portion of the purchaser’s claim to nonmonetary goods or services that is recognized in the accounts; it is not a right to receive money.
Advances to supplier—not on a fixed price contract X
A right to receive credit for a sum of money; not a claim to a specified quantity of goods or services.
Deferred income tax charges† XOffsets to prospective monetary liabili­ties.
Patents, trademarks, licenses and formulas X
Goodwill X
Deferred life insurance policy acquisition costs† X
The portion of future cash receipts for premiums that is recognized in the accounts. Alternatively, viewed as an offset to the policy reserve.
Deferred property and casualty insurance policy acquisition costs XRelated to unearned premiums.
Other intangible assets and deferred charges X
LIABILITIES
Monetary  Nonmonetary
Accounts and notes payable X
Accrued expenses payable (wages, etc.) X
Accrued vacation pay.Nonmonetary if it is paid at the wage (seerates as of the vacation dates and if discussion)those rates may vary. 
Cash dividends payable X
Obligations payable in foreign currency X
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Monetary Nonmonetary
Sales commitments—portion collected on fixed price contracts An advance received on a fixed price contract is the portion of the seller’s obligation to deliver goods or ser­vices that is recognized in the ac­counts; it is not an obligation to pay money.
Advance from customers—not on a fixed price contract.Equivalent of a loan from the customer; not an obligation to furnish a speci­
fied quantity of goods or services.Accrued losses on firm purchase commit­ments.In essence, these are accounts payable.
Deferred revenueNonmonetary if an obligation to furnish goods or services is involved. Certain “deferred income” items of savings and loan associations are monetary.
Refundable deposits
Bonds payable and other long-term debt
Unamortized premium or discount and prepaid interest on bonds or notes pay­ableInseparable from the debt to which it relates—a monetary item.
Convertible bonds payableUntil converted these are obligations to pay sums of money.
Accrued pension obligations
Fixed amounts payable to a fund are monetary; all other amounts are non­monetary.
Obligations under warrantiesThese are nonmonetary because they oblige the enterprise to furnish goods or services or their future price.
Deferred income tax credits†Cash requirements will not vary mate­rially due to changes in specific prices.




















* If an investment is accounted for on the equity method, and if the in­
vestor is preparing comprehensive constant dollar financial statements, the 
financial statements of the investee theoretically should be restated in con­
stant dollars and the equity method should then be applied. However, if 
restated financial statements cannot be obtained from the investee, the 
investor may be able to prepare such statements using nominal dollar in­
formation that is available, such as nominal dollar financial statements for 
a series o f years. As a simpler alternative, an investor that prepares com­
prehensive constant dollar statements merely could restate the entries in 
the investment account as recorded in accordance with the equity method, 
t  Although classification of this item as nonmonetary may be technically 
preferable, the monetary classification provides a more practical solution for 
the purposes of constant dollar accounting.
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Appendix E
ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS TO COMPUTE 
HISTORICAL COST/CONSTANT DOLLAR INFORMATION AND 
CURRENT COST INFORMATION
INTRODUCTION
209. This appendix gives an example of the methodology that 
might be used in calculating the disclosures illustrated in Appen­
dix A (Schedules A and B).
210. Computation of historical cost/constant dollar information 
and of current cost information could be based on a detailed 
analysis of all transactions and an updating of all revenues, ex­
penses, gains and losses to reflect changes in purchasing power. 
However, the Board believes that the costs of preparing the 
information can be reduced with little loss of usefulness by 
simplifying the methods of calculation. The Board has therefore 
concluded that revenues, expenses, gains and losses except 
cost of sales and depreciation expense need not be adjusted 
from the amounts shown in the primary income statement and 
that approximate methods of computation are acceptable for 
adjusting cost of sales and depreciation expense (and the related 
asset measurements). The m e a s u r e m e n t of current cost is not 
illustrated in this appendix. However, enterprises may find it 
convenient to follow the methods of measurement illustrated for 
historical cost/constant dollar measurements, using specific price 
indexes in place of general price indexes.
211. The objective in making these calculations is to obtain a 
r e a s o n a b le  d e g r e e  of accuracy—complete precision is not re­
quired. Preparers are encouraged to devise short-cut methods 
of calculation, appropriate to their individual circumstances. Some 
useful simplifications are described in the FASB Research Report, 
F ie ld  T e s ts  o f  F in a n c ia l  R e p o r t in g  in  U n its  o f  G e n e r a l  P u r c h a s in g  
P o w e r , published in May 1977.
212. Where inventories and cost of sales are accounted for 
under the LIFO method in the primary financial statements the
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only adjustment normally required in computing income from 
continuing operations would be to eliminate the effect of chang­
ing prices on any prior period LIFO layer liquidation.
213. The following sample calculations illustrate the minimum 
required calculations (in paragraphs 223-237). A method of check­
ing the arithmetic accuracy of the calculations is included in 
paragraphs 238 and 239.
214. Throughout this illustration $ indicates nominal dollars 
and C$ indicates average 1980 constant dollars.
215. The results of these calculations, summarized in paragraph 
248, are reflected in the illustrative disclosures in Appendix A.
STEPS TO RESTATE FINANCIAL INFORMATION
216. Seven basic steps to restate nominal dollar information
(either on a historical cost basis or a current cost basis) into con­
stant dollars are illustrated in this appendix:
1. Analyze inventory (at the beginning and end of the year) and 
cost of goods sold to determine when the costs were incurred.
2. Restate inventory and cost of goods sold into constant dollars 
and current cost.
3. Analyze property, plant, and equipment, and related depreci­
ation, depletion, and amortization expense to determine when 
the related assets were acquired.
4. Restate property, plant, and equipment and depreciation, de­
pletion, and amortization expense into constant dollars and 
current cost.
5. Identify amount of net monetary items at the beginning and 
end of the period and changes during the period (Appendix D).
6. Compute the purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary 
items.
7. Compute change in current cost of inventory and property, 
plant, and equipment and the related effect of the increase in 








































































































































































































































































































































Statement of Earnings and Shareholders’ Equity




Cost of goods sold,
exclusive of depreciation 197,000 170,600
Selling, general, and 




Earnings before taxes 18,000 12,000
Income taxes 9,000 6,000
Net income 9,000 6,000
Shareholders’ equity at 
beginning of the year 40,000 37,000
49,000 43,000
Dividends 3,000 3,000
Shareholders’ equity at end of the year $ 46,000 $ 40,000
Net income per share $ 6.00 $ 4.00
218. Inventory and Production
a. Inventory is accounted for on a FIFO basis and turns over 
four times per year. There is no significant amount of work 
in progress or raw material.
b. At December 31, 1980 and 1979 inventory consisted of
900,000 units and 1,000,000 units respectively—representing 
production of the immediately preceding quarter. Manage­
ment has measured the current cost of inventory at $73 per 
unit at December 31, 1980 ($65,700,000) and $58 per unit 
at December 31, 1979 ($58,000,000).
c. Costs were incurred and goods produced as follows:
354
Historical Costs (000s) 





___ 2nd 3rd 4th Tota[
$56 ,000 $39 ,560 $59,400 $42 ,040 $63 ,000 $204,000
1,000 618 900 618 900  3,036
1,000 618 900 618 3,136
d. At December 31, 1980 the selling price per unit was $85.
219. Property, Plant, and Equipment









1 9 7 3 8 0 $ 5 0 ,0 0 0 $ 4 0 ,0 0 0
1 9 7 4 7 0 5 ,0 0 0 3 ,5 0 0
1 9 7 5 6 0 5 ,0 0 0 3 ,0 0 0
1 9 7 6 5 0 5 ,0 0 0 2 ,5 0 0
1 9 7 7 4 0 5 ,0 0 0 2 ,0 0 0
1 9 7 8 3 0 5 ,0 0 0 1 ,5 0 0
1 9 7 9 2 0 1 0 ,0 0 0 2 ,0 0 0
1 9 8 0 1 0 1 5 ,0 0 0 1 ,5 0 0
$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 $ 5 6 ,0 0 0
b. Depreciation is calculated at 10% per annum, straight line. 
A full year’s depreciation is charged in the year of acquisition.
c. There were no disposals.
d. Management has measured the current cost of property, plant, 
and equipment at December 31, 1980 and 1979 as follows:
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(000s)









1 9 7 3 $ 1 2 0 ,0 0 0 $ 9 6 ,0 0 0 $ 1 1 0 ,0 0 0 $ 7 7 , 0 0 0
1 9 7 4 1 0 ,0 0 0 7 ,0 0 0 6 ,0 0 0 3 ,6 0 0
1 9 7 5 1 5 ,0 0 0 9 ,0 0 0 7 ,0 0 0 3 ,5 0 0
1 9 7 6 1 8 ,0 0 0 9 ,0 0 0 1 2 ,0 0 0 4 ,8 0 0
1 9 7 7 1 2 ,0 0 0 4 ,8 0 0 1 0 ,0 0 0 3 ,0 0 0
1 9 7 8 1 7 ,0 0 0 5 ,1 0 0 1 5 ,0 0 0 3 ,0 0 0
1 9 7 9 1 2 ,0 0 0 2 ,4 0 0 1 0 ,0 0 0 1 ,0 0 0
1 9 8 0 1 6 ,0 0 0 1 ,6 0 0 - -






9 5 ,9 0 0  
$ 7 4 , 1 0 0
e. The “net recoverable amount” has been determined by man­
agement to be in excess of net current cost.
220. Dividends
Dividends were paid at the rate of $750,000 per quarter.
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221. Consumer Price Index (All Urban Consumers)
Average 1973 133.1 Average 4th Qtr. 1979 † 210.0" 1974 147.7 Average 4th Qtr. 1980 † 237.8" 1975 161.2 December 1979 212.9*" 1976 170.5 December 1980 243.5*" 1977 181.5" 1978 195.4" 1979 205.0*" 1980 220.9‡
* Estimated for illustrative purposes.
† Calculated by averaging the estimated monthly indexes for each quarter. 
‡ Calculated by averaging the estimated monthly indexes for 1980. The 
index for the last month of the year may not be available at the time of 
preparing the supplemental disclosures and may be estimated by extra­
polating the rate of change for the previous month.
OBJECTIVE
222. The objective is to express the supplementary information 
in average 1980 dollars. As indicated in paragraph 210, nominal 
dollar measurements are to be used for all elements other than 
inventory, property, plant, and equipment, cost of sales, deprecia­
tion, and increases in current cost amounts of inventory and 
property, plant, and equipment.
Inventory and Cost of Goods Sold
Step 1: Analyze inventory and cost of goods sold.
223. Inventory is assumed to turn over four times per year (para­
graph 218). Therefore inventory with an historical cost of $63,000 
at December 31, 1980 is assumed to have been acquired during the 
fourth quarter of 1980 and inventory with an historical cost of 
$56,000 at December 31, 1979 is assumed to have been acquired 
in the fourth quarter of 1979.
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Step 2: Restate historical cost of inventory and cost of goods 
sold into average 1980 dollars and at current cost.
224. Inventory:
$63,000† x 220.9 (average 1980) 








† From paragraph 218c. 
‡ From paragraph 218b.
225. Cost of goods sold, historical cost/constant dollar:
(000s)
Nominal Conversion Average 1980
Dollars Factor Dollars
Balance, January 1,
1980 $ 56,000 x 220.9 (avg. 1980) C$ 58,907





31, 1980 (63,000) x
Cost of goods sold $197,000
* 204,000
220.9 (avg. 1980) (58,523)
237.8 (4th qtr. 1980)_______
C$204,384
226. Cost of goods sold, current cost:
Current cost at the beginning of the year $ 58/unit
Current cost at the end of the year __ 73/unit
$ 131/unit
Average current cost ($131 X  ½ ) $65.5/unit
Units sold during the year (000s) 3,136
Average current cost of goods sold (000s) $205,408
Assum ed to  be in  average 1980 dollars.
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227. In applying the standard the historical cost/constant dollar 
and current cost amounts should be compared to the “recoverable 
amount.” This is illustrated below:
Market price/unit at year end (fromparagraph 218d): $85Restated to average 1980 dollars:$85 x 220.9 (average 1980) C$ 77.11
243.5 (Dec. 1980)Historical cost/constant dollar: (000s)
Market value of inventory on hand at endof the year (77.11 X 900,000) C$ 69,399Restated historical cost (paragraph 225) 58,523
Excess—no write down required. C$ 10,876
Current cost:Market value per unit at end of year $85Current cost per unit of inventory on hand atend of year (paragraph 218b) 73
Excess—no write down required $12
Property, Plant, and Equipment and Depreciation, Depletion, and 
Amortization Expense
Step 3: Analyze property, plant, and equipment and depreciation, 
depletion, and amortization.
228. An analysis of property, plant, and equipment was given in 
paragraph 219. It normally will not be necessary to restate the 
cost and accumulated depreciation for each asset individually in 
order to obtain an acceptable level of accuracy. Satisfactory re­
sults can normally be obtained by using annual totals of acquisi­
tions and dispositions and the average index for the year of 
acquisition and disposal. Moreover, assets acquired many years 
before the balance sheet date might be combined into convenient 
groups where there is some doubt about the specific years of 
acquisition or where changes in the index for several years can be 
considered on an average basis. For example, the cost of all 
assets acquired between 1945 and 1950 could be measured by 
reference to an index representing an average of those years.
Step 4: Restate property, plant, and equipment and depreciation, 
depletion, and amortization expense into constant 

















































































































































































































































































































































Historical cost/constant dollar depreciation expense for 1980 is 
calculated as follows:
C$ 141,304 (column (3) x 10% straight line = C$ 14,130
Property, Plant, and Equipment at Current Cost
230. It will usually be appropriate to calculate current cost de­
preciation, depletion, and amortization expense by reference to 
average current cost of the related assets (current cost of assets 
at beginning of year and current cost of assets at end of year ÷ 2).
Current 
Cost (000s)
Current cost, Dec. 31, 1979 (paragraph 219d) $170,000
Current cost, Dec. 31, 1980 (paragraph 219d) 220,000
$390,000
÷ 2
Average current cost $195,000
Current cost depreciation:
10% straight line $ 19,500
In this example, management has determined that the “recoverable 
amount” is greater than net current cost of property, plant, and 
equipment and there is no write down required.
Purchasing Power Gain on Net Monetary Items
Step 5: Identify monetary items at the beginning and end of 





Dec. 1980 Dec. 1979
Cash $ 1,000 $ 2,000
Accounts receivable 36,000 30,000
Bank indebtedness (35,000) (22,000)
Accounts payable and accrued expenses (12,000) (10,000)
Income taxes payable (6,000) (6,000)
Current portion of long-term debt (5,000) (5,000)
Deferred income taxes (6,000) (5,000)
Long-term debt (34,000) (39,000)
Net monetary liabilities 
* Paragraph 217
($61,000) ($55,000)
Step 6: Compute the purchasing power gain or loss on net 
monetary items.
232. The amount of net monetary items at the beginning of the 
year, changes in the net monetary items and the amount at the 
end of the year are restated into average 1980 dollars. The pur­
chasing power gain or loss on net monetary items is then the 








Balance, January 1, 
1980
Increase in net 
monetary liabilities
$55,000 x  220.9 (avg. 1980) 
212.9 (Dec. 1979)
55,338




31, 1980 61,000 X 220.9 (avg. 1980) 243.5 (Dec. 1980)
C$57,067
Purchasing power gain on net monetary items C$ 7,729
* Assumed to be in average 1980 dollars.
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Increase in current cost of inventories and property, plant, and
equipment
Step 7: Compute change in current cost of inventory and prop­
erty, plant, and equipment and effect of the increase in 
the general price level.





























(65,700)x 220.9 (avg. 1980) (59,602)
243.5 (Dec. 1980)
$ 9,108 C$ 831
234. The “inflation component” of the increase in current cost 
amount is the difference between the nominal dollar and constant 
dollar measures. Using the numbers from paragraph 233:
Increase in current cost (nominal dollars) 






*Assumed to be in average 1980 dollars.
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235. Increase in current cost of property, plant, and equipment
(000s)
Current cost/ Current cost/
Nominal Conversion Average 1980
Dollars Factor Dollars
Balance, January 1, $ 74,100 x 220.9 (avg. 1980) C$ 76,884 
1980 (paragraph 219d) 212.9 (Dec. 1979)
Additions 15,000 * 15,000(paragraph 219d)
Depreciation expense (19,500) * (19,500)(paragraph 230)
Balance, December 31 (85,100) X 220.9 (avg. 1980) (77,202)
1980 (paragraph 243.5 (Dec. 1980)219d) _______  _______
Increase in current cost of property, plant, and equipment $ 15,500 C$ 4,818
236. The “inflation component” of the increase in current cost amount is the difference between the nominal dollar and constant 
dollars measures. Using the numbers from paragraph 235:
Increase in current cost (nominal dollars) 





Summary of increase in current cost amounts




Current Cost Component of Inflation
Inventory $ 9,108 8,277 C$ 831
Property, plant, and equipment 15,500 10,682 4,818
Totals $24,608 18,959 C$5,649
* Assumed to be in average 1980 dollars.
3 6 4
Check of Calculations
238. A reconciliation of shareholders’ equity, with changes in 
the amounts of net assets on a historical cost/constant dollar 
basis, and current cost/constant dollar basis although not required 
by this Statement, acts as a check on the arithmetical accuracy 
of the calculations.
Changes in shareholders’ equity during 1980 in average 1980 
dollars.
(000s)
Historical C ost/ Current Cost/
Source Average 1980 Source Average 1980
Paragraph Dollars Paragraph Dollars
Equity at Jan. 1, 1980Inventory
Property, plant, and
(225) C$ 58,907 (233) C$ 60,179
equipment-net (239) 53,678 (235) 76,884
Net monetary items (232) (57,067) (232) (57,067)
55,518 79,996Loss from continuing
operations (App. A) (2,514)(App. A) (8,908)
Dividends
Gain from decline in
(220) (3,000) (220) (3,000)
purchasing power of net monetary liabilities (232) 7,729 (232) 7,729
Excess of increase inspecific prices over increase in the general price level (237) 5,649
C$ 57,733 C$ 81,466
Equity at December 31,1980
Inventory
Property, plant, and
(224) C$ 58,523 (233) C$ 59,602
equipment-net (229) 54,548 (235) 77,202Net monetary items (232) (55,338) (232) (55,338)
C$ 57,733 C$ 81,466
365
(000s)
Historical Cost/ Percent Accumulated
Date of Acquisition Constant Dollars* Depreciated Depreciation
1973 C$ 82,983 70 C$58,0881974 7,478 60 4,4871975 6,852 50 3,4261976 6,478 40 2,5911977 6,085 30 1,8261978 5,652 20 1,1301979 10,776 10 1,078
Totals C$126,304 C$72,626
Accumulateddepreciation 72,626
Net property, plant, and equipment at Dec. 31,1979, carried toparagraph 238 C$ 53,678 
* Paragraph 229
240. Restated amounts
Summary of Amounts Restated in Average 1980 Dollars
(000s)
Source Historical C ost/ Source Current Cost/
Paragraph Constant Dollars Paragraph Information
Cost of goods sold (225) C$204,384 (226) C$205,408Depreciation expense Purchasing power (229) C$ 14,130 (230) C$ 19,500gain on net monetary items (232) C$ 7,729 (232) c$ 7,729Increase in current cost of inventories Increase in current (234) c$ 831cost amount ofproperty, plant, and equipment (236) c$ 4,818InventoryProperty, plant, and (224) C$ 58,523 (233) c$ 59,602equipment-net (229) C$ 54,548 (235) c$ 77,202
239. Historical cost/constant dollar property, plant, and equip­
ment at December 31, 1979 in average 1980 dollars.
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Appendix F
THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
241. The table included in this appendix is the official Depart­
ment of Labor Consumer Price Index—CPI (U), US City Average, 
All Items (1967 = 100). This table includes monthly indexes 
and the average index for the year from 1913.
Monthly updates to the table are published in the United States 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS NO. 39
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices:
Specialized Assets—Mining and Oil and Gas
A Supplement to FASB Statement No. 33
OCTOBER 1980
Summary
FASB Statement No. 33, F in a n c ia l R e p o r tin g  a n d  C hanging  
Prices, requires companies that meet specified size tests to dis­
close certain supplementary information on both a historical 
cost/constant dollar basis and a current cost basis. This State­
ment:
•  Applies the provisions of Statement 33 for measuring cur­
rent costs to the mineral resource assets of mining and oil 
and gas enterprises
•  Requires the disclosure of information about quantities, 
production, and selling prices of mineral resources other 
than oil and gas reserves.
The information required by this Statement, like the infor­
mation required by Statement 33, is experimental. This State­
ment will be reviewed comprehensively, at the same time as 
Statement 33, after a period of not more than four years.
In recent years, extensive new disclosure requirements have 
been imposed on the oil and gas industry. The Board intends to 
study further the usefulness of those requirements in provid­
ing information about the effects of changing prices. It intends 
to work with the oil and gas industry and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission to refine the requirements and to 
develop improved methods of presentation.
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INTRODUCTION
1. FASB Statement No. 33, F in a n c ia l R ep o r tin g  a n d  C hanging  
P rices, establishes standards for reporting certain effects of 
price changes on business enterprises. Statement 33 requires 
that large public enterprises disclose information on both 
historical cost/constant dollar and current cost bases. 
However, that Statement does not contain provisions for 
measuring income-producing real estate or unprocessed 
natural resources and related depreciation, depletion, and 
amortization expense on a current cost basis for fiscal years 
ended on or after December 25, 1980. The Board decided to 
undertake further studies of the usefulness of current cost 
information for those types of assets and expenses. This State­
ment supplements Statement 33 by requiring measurement of 
mineral resource assets and related expenses at current cost or 
lower recoverable amount.
2. The current cost of mineral resource assets is given by cur­
rent market buying prices or by the current cost of finding and 
developing mineral reserves. The Board recognizes that no 
generally accepted approach exists for measuring the current 
finding cost of mineral reserves. To indicate the effects of 
changes in current costs, it may be impracticable to do more 
than adjust historical cost by an index of the changes in 
specific prices of the inputs concerned. That approach may fail 
to yield a close approximation of the current cost of finding 
and developing new reserves. In recognition of this difficulty, 
the requirements of this Statement are flexible regarding the 
approach used to measure current cost. The approach may 
include use of specific price indexes, direct information about
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market buying prices, and other statistical evidence of the cost 
of acquisitions; enterprises are required to disclose the types 
of information that have been used. The Board believes that 
historical costs adjusted by specific price indexes can be useful 
for the assessment of certain effects of changing prices on an 
enterprise. For the purposes of aggregate measurements on a 
current cost basis, that information is preferable to the alter­
natives of making no adjustment to historical cost or of using 
historical cost adjusted for changes in the general price level.
3. Statement 33 refers to the need for experimentation on 
the usefulness of alternative types of information about the 
effects of changing prices on business enterprises. It also pro­
vides, within certain guidelines, flexibility to encourage the 
development of new techniques that fit the circumstances of 
particular enterprises. Those considerations are equally 
applicable to the provisions of this Statement. The Board 
intends to review the requirements of this Statement on an 
ongoing basis and to add, amend, or withdraw requirements 
whenever that course is justified by the evidence. This State­
ment will be reviewed comprehensively at the same time as 
Statement 33.
4. The oil and gas industry is the subject of a large number of 
disclosure requirem ents (including reserve recognition 
accounting) introduced by the Board and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC). The Board has decided not to 
call for the disclosure of any new information, apart from 
information on a current cost basis, until it has studied 
further the usefulness of all requirements for assessing the 
effects of changing prices. The Board intends to work with the 
industry and with the SEC during 1981 to attempt to refine 
disclosure requirements. As part of that process, it will con­
sider the usefulness of additional disclosures supported by 
commentators on the FASB Exposure Draft, F in a n c ia l  R e p o r t ­
in g  a n d  C h a n g in g  P r ic e s :  S p e c i a l i z e d  A s s e t s ,  including separate 
inform ation about income from oil and gas producing 
activities and information that is useful for assessing the fair 
value of mineral resource assets; for example, current prices, 
planned rates of production, and current lifting costs.
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STANDARDS OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING
Definitions and Scope
5. For the purposes of this Statement, certain terms are
defined as follows:
a. Mineral resource assets are assets that are directly associ­
ated with and derive value from all minerals that are 
extracted from the earth. Such minerals include oil and 
gas, ores containing ferrous and nonferrous metals, coal, 
shale, geothermal steam, sulphur, salt, stone, phosphate, 
sand, and gravel. Mineral resource assets include mineral 
interests in properties, completed and uncompleted wells, 
and related equipment and facilities, and other facilities 
required for purposes of extraction (FASB Statement No. 
19, Financial Accounting and Reporting by Oil and Gas Pro­
ducing Companies, paragraph 11). The definition does not 
cover support equipment because that equipment is 
included in the property, plant, and equipment for which 
current cost measurements are required by Statement 33.
b. Proved mineral reserves in extractive industries other than 
oil and gas1 are the estimated quantities of commercially 
recoverable reserves that, on the basis of geological, 
geophysical, and engineering data, can be demonstrated 
with a reasonably high degree of certainty to be recovera­
ble in the future from known mineral deposits by either 
primary or improved recovery methods.
c. Probable mineral reserves in extractive industries other than 
oil and gas2 are the estimated quantities of commercially 
recoverable reserves that are less well defined than proved
1FASB Discussion Memorandum, Financial Accounting and Reporting in the 
Extractive Industries, December 1976. The various classes of oil and gas 
reserves are defined in FASB Statement No. 25, Suspension o f Certain Account­
ing Requirements for Oil and Gas Producing Companies, February 1979.  2Discussion Memorandum on financial accounting and reporting in the 
extractive industries.
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reserves and that may be estimated or indicated to exist on 
the basis of geological, geophysical, and engineering data.
d. U nprocessed  n a tu r a l resources encompass mineral resource 
assets, timberlands, and growing timber.
6. The requirements of this Statement apply to the 
enterprises identified in paragraphs 23 and 24 of Statement 33 
and in the manner specified in paragraphs 26-28 of that State­
ment. The Board encourages nonpublic enterprises and 
enterprises that do not meet the size tests in paragraph 23 of 
Statement 33 to present the information called for by this 
Statement.
7. An enterprise shall disclose the principal types of informa­
tion used to measure the current cost of mineral resource 
assets.
8. The disclosures described in paragraphs 9-14 are required 
by this Statement. Enterprises are encouraged to provide addi­
tional information to help users of financial reports under­
stand the effects of changing prices on the activities of the 
enterprise. Formats that may be used for the presentation of 
the supplementary information are illustrated in Appendix A 
of both Statement 33 and this Statement.
Current Cost Information
9. Statement 33, paragraphs 30(a)-(c) and 35(c)(1)-(4), 
requires the disclosure of supplementary information on a cur­
rent cost basis. This Statement applies those provisions to 
mineral resource assets. Accordingly, an enterprise shall 
measure the current cost or lower recoverable amount3 of 
mineral resource assets and related depreciation, depletion, 
and amortization expense in computations of:
a. Income from continuing operations on a current cost basis;
3Statement 33, paragraph 62.
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b. The current cost amounts of inventory and property, plant, 
and equipment;4
c. Increases or decreases in the current cost amounts of 
inventory and property, plant, and equipment, net of infla­
tion;
d. Current cost information in the five-year summary of 
selected financial data.
10. Paragraph 51 of Statement 33 deals with the measure­
ment of the current cost amounts of inventory and property, 
plant, and equipment. Subparagraph 51(b) excludes income- 
producing real estate and unprocessed natural resources from 
provisions applicable to property, plant, and equipment. That 
subparagraph is superseded by the following:
Property, plant, and equipment at the current cost or 
lower recoverable amount (paragraphs 57-64) of the 
assets’ remaining service potential at the measurement 
date. (This provision is qualified by paragraph 53 as 
amended by FASB Statem ent No. 39, F in a n c ia l R e p o r tin g  
a n d  C hang ing  Prices: S p ec ia lized  A s s e ts — M in in g  a n d  Oil 
a n d  Gas, in respect of income-producing real estate and 
unprocessed natural resources.)
11. Paragraph 52 of Statement 33 deals with the measure­
ment of cost of goods sold and depreciation and amortization 
expense. Line 4 of paragraph 52 shall be amended by the inser­
tion of the word “depletion” after “depreciation.” Sub- 
paragraph 52(b) excludes income-producing real estate and 
unprocessed natural resources from provisions applicable to 
property, plant, and equipment. Subparagraph 52(b) is super­
seded by the following:
Depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense of 
property, plant, and equipment shall be measured on the 
basis of the average current cost or lower recoverable 
amount (paragraphs 57-64) of the assets’ service poten-
4Statement 33, paragraph 23, footnote 1, provides that “for the purposes of 
this Statement, except where otherwise provided, inventory and property, 
plant, and equipment shall include land and other natural resources... ”
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tial during the period of use. (This provision is qualified 
by paragraph 53 in respect of income-producing real 
estate and unprocessed natural resources.)
12. Paragraph 53 of Statement 33 contains interim provi­
sions for the measurement of income-producing real estate 
and unprocessed natural resources. It is superseded by the 
following:
This Statement does not contain provisions for the 
measurement, on a current cost basis, of income-produc­
ing real estate and unprocessed natural resources and 
related expenses for fiscal years ended before December 
25, 1980 (paragraph 19). If an enterprise presents infor­
mation on a current cost basis for a fiscal year ended 
before December 25, 1980, it may measure those assets 
and related expenses at their historical cost/constant dol­
lar amounts or by reference to an appropriate index of 
specific price changes. When an enterprise presents 
information on a current cost basis for fiscal years ended 
on or after December 25, 1980, it shall measure mineral 
resource assets and related depreciation, depletion, and 
amortization expense in accordance with the provisions 
in this Statement for the measurement of property, 
plant, and equipment and related expenses.
Quantity and Price Information
13. Enterprises that own mineral reserves other than oil and 
gas5 shall disclose the following information for each of their 
five most recent fiscal years:
a. Estimates of significant quantities of proved, or proved 
and probable (whichever is used for cost amortization pur­
poses) mineral reserves, other than oil and gas, at the end 
of the year or at the most recent date during the year for 
which estimates can be made. If estimates are not made as 
of the end of the year, the disclosures shall indicate the 
dates for which they apply.
5Q uantity disclosures for oil and gas reserves are required by Statement 19.
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b. The estimated quantity, expressed in physical units or in 
percentages of reserves, of each mineral product that is 
recoverable in significant commercial quantities if the 
mineral reserves included under section (a) include 
deposits containing one or more significant mineral prod­
ucts.c. The quantities of each significant mineral produced dur­
ing the year. If the mineral reserves included under sec­
tion (a) are ores that are milled or similarly processed, the 
quantity of each significant mineral product produced by 
the milling or similar process shall also be disclosed.
d. The quantity of significant proved, or proved and probable, 
mineral reserves purchased or sold in place during the 
year.
e. For each significant mineral product, the average market 
price, or for mineral products transferred within an 
enterprise, the equivalent market price prior to use in a 
manufacturing process.
14. In determining the quantities to be reported in confor­
mity with paragraph 13:
a. If the enterprise issues consolidated financial statements, 
100 percent of the quantities attributable to the parent 
company and 100 percent of the quantities attributable to 
its consolidated subsidiaries (whether or not wholly 
owned) shall be included.
b. If the enterprise’s financial statements include invest­
ments that are proportionately consolidated, the 
enterprise’s quantities shall include its proportionate 
share of the investee’s quantities.
c. If the enterprise’s financial statements include invest­
ments that are accounted for by the equity method, the 
investee’s quantities shall not be included in the dis­
closures of the enterprise’s quantities. However, the 
enterprise’s (investor’s) share of the investee’s quantities 
of reserves shall be reported separately, if significant.
Effective Date and Transition
15. The provisions of this Statement shall be effective for fis-
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cal years ended on or after December 25, 1980. Disclosure of 
information incorporating current cost measurements of 
mineral resource assets and information about quantities and 
prices for fiscal years ended before December 25, 1980 is 
encouraged but not required.
16. An enterprise that is first required to apply the provi­
sions of this Statement for fiscal years ended on or after 
December 25, 1981 is not required to disclose the information 
for earlier years, although disclosure for earlier years is 
encouraged.
The provisions of this Statement need 
not be applied to immaterial items.
T h is  S ta te m e n t w a s a d o p te d  by the  a ffirm a tiv e  votes o f  five  
m e m b e rs  o f  th e  F in a n c ia l A c c o u n tin g  S ta n d a r d s  B o a rd . M essrs. 
S p ro u se  a n d  W a lters d issen ted .
Messrs. Sprouse and Walters dissent primarily because they 
believe that requiring enterprises to attempt to estimate the 
current cost of finding oil and gas reserves is a futile exercise 
that tends to detract significantly from the usefulness and 
credibility of disclosures of current cost information about 
other assets and by other enterprises for which provision of 
that information is reasonably feasible and meaningful.
This Statement provides some flexibility for determining 
current cost information, but basically it provides that current 
cost should reflect the method of acquisition that would cur­
rently be appropriate in the circumstances of the enterprise. 
That approach may be reasonable for assets that can be 
purchased or manufactured within a reasonable period of 
time, but estimating the current costs of finding oil and gas 
reserves by applying specific price indexes to historical costs 
or by substituting current costs for the amount of labor, 
materials, and activities used to discover oil and gas reserves 
in the past is seriously defective. Because that aspect of
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reliability referred to as representational faithfulness is total­
ly lacking in that approach, the credibility of supplementary 
information about changing prices generally is likely to be 
diminished. The defects are accentuated in the case of oil and 
gas reserves because two significantly different methods of 
accounting for the historical costs of finding those reserves are 
presently in use.
Determining the current cost of finding oil and gas reserves 
in existing quantities is simply not feasible. Indeed, it may not 
be possible to find existing quantities at any cost and it is 
impossible to estimate the quantity that might be found at any 
particular cost. Therefore, attempts to estimate the current 
cost of finding oil and gas reserves are unlikely to provide rele­
vant and reliable information for users’ assessments of future 
cash flows, maintenance of operating capability, or financial 
performance. Unfortunately, requiring that such estimates be 
inextricably intermingled with other current cost information 
that could be relevant and reasonably reliable detracts 
seriously from the usefulness of that other information as 
well.
Messrs. Sprouse and Walters believe that estimates of fair 
value of mineral reserves would be highly relevant, but they 
agree that such estimates are not sufficiently reliable at pres­
ent to serve as a basis for a supplementary calculation of 
income from continuing operations or to be presented 
separately as supplementary information. Instead, they would 
favor requiring presentation of supplementary information 
about oil and gas reserves that is similar to that required by 
this Statement for other mineral reserves: estimated reserve 
quantities by major geographical areas, current unit prices 
and current unit production (lifting) costs for those areas, and 
current production and near-term production plans (e.g., two 
to three years) for those areas. To enhance comparability and 
retain the usefulness of current cost information about other 
assets and downstream activities (e.g., the refining and 
marketing activities of an integrated oil and gas enterprise), 
current cost information should be limited to those other 
assets and activities. It also should be disclosed separately 
from information about oil and gas producing activities, as 
proposed in the April 21, 1980 Exposure Draft of this State­
ment.
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In their view, that information would (a) provide an accept­
ably reliable basis for users’ assessments of future cash flows, 
maintenance of operating capability, and financial perfor­
mance; (b) provide comparable information regardless of the 
accounting method used by an enterprise; and (c) hopefully, 
provide an equally relevant and more reliable substitute for 
the reserve recognition accounting presently required by the 
SEC. It has been observed that much of the information that 
Messrs. Sprouse and Walters would favor is presently required 
in filings with the SEC, but tha t observation does not relieve 
the Board of its responsibility to identify and require informa­
tion that it concludes is sufficient and necessary.
M e m b e r s  o f  th e  F in a n c ia l  A c c o u n t i n g  S t a n d a r d s  B o a r d :
Donald J. Kirk, C h a i r m a n  
Frank E. Block 
John W. March 
Robert A. Morgan 
David Mosso 





17. This appendix illustrates a format for presenting quan­
tity and price information relating to an enterprise’s mineral 
reserves other than oil and gas. The format given here is only 
an illustration and is not intended to constrain enterprises 
from experimenting with the use of different forms of presen­
tation. Illustrations of formats for presenting information on a 
current cost basis are given in Statement 33, Appendix A.
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ILLUSTRATION OF SUPPLEMENTARY OPERATING STATISTICS 
FOR A MINING ENTERPRISE 
FOR THE FIVE YEARS ENDED 19XS
Proven and probable ore 
reserves a t  beginning  





Tons o f ore m illed  
(thousands)





A verage m arket price 
-copper (cents per pound) 
-lead (cents per pound) 
-silver (cents per ounce)
19X5 19X4 19X3 19X2 19X1
21,000 21,500 22,000 23,000 24,000
1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10
5.99 5.98 5.98 5.98 5.98
3.79 3.80 3.80 3.75 3.75
1,025 1,000 890 900 850
17,250 18,480 16,880 10,980 11,220
92,700 92,400 75,450 53,910 45,750
2,800 2,803 2,270 1,850 1,540
85 75 68 72 61
44 40 36 36 32
510 400 350 368 325
Proved reserves—The estim ated  q u an tities o f com m ercially recoverable 
reserves that, on the basis o f geological, geophysical, and engineering data, 
can be dem onstrated w ith  a reasonably h igh  degree of certainty  to be 
recoverable in  the future from known m ineral deposits by either primary or 
im proved recovery m ethods.
Probable reserves—The estim ated  q u an tities o f com m ercially recoverable  
reserves th a t are less w ell defined than  proved reserves and th at m ay be e s t i­
m ated or indicated  to ex ist on th e b asis o f geological, geophysical, and 
engineering data.
This form illu stra tes one m ethod o f disclosing inform ation about q u an tities o f  
m inerals owned, m arketable products produced, and average m arket prices 
for those products. Other form ats are acceptable. Inform ation about ore 
grades and d ifferentia tion  betw een th e production of ores and of m arketable  
product m ay not be appropriate for som e m inerals. The classification  and 
degree of d eta il should follow norm al industry practice. B eginning-of-year  
reserves are used for illu stra tive  purposes. The requirem ent is for end-of-year  
or th e m ost recent d ate during th e year. R anges o f prices during th e year m ay  




18. Statement 33, issued in September 1979, does not contain 
provisions for the measurement, on a current cost basis, of 
income-producing real estate or unprocessed natural resources 
and related expenses, for periods ending after December 25, 
1980 (paragraph 53, Statement 33). The Board concluded in 
Statement 33 that further studies were required to provide a 
basis for decisions on the applicability to those assets of the 
requirement to present information on a current cost basis.
19. Many different categories of assets could have been 
chosen as suitable subjects for special study, and the iden­
tification of categories that merited special treatment 
involved subjective judgment. The Board began its studies of 
the measurement of specialized assets on a current cost basis 
by selecting six industries in which special types of assets 
were judged to be particularly important, and by forming task 
groups to advise it on the applicability to the industries con­
cerned of the proposals in the FASB Exposure Draft, F in a n c ia l 
R ep o r tin g  a n d  C hang ing  Prices, issued December 28, 1978. 
Those task groups dealt with banking, forest products, 
insurance, mining, oil and gas, and real estate. All six task 
groups held meetings that were open to the public, issued 
preliminary and interim reports that were widely distributed, 
and made presentations at a conference on financial reporting 
and changing prices. The Board concluded in Statement 33 
that the general provisions of that Statement were useful and 
applicable to banking and insurance.
20. With respect to oil and gas, the Board adopted a form of 
successful efforts accounting in FASB Statement No. 19, 
F in a n c ia l A c c o u n tin g  a n d  R e p o r tin g  by O il a n d  G as P ro d u c in g  
C om panies, issued in December 1977. Before that Statement 
became effective, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
issued ASR No. 253, A d o p tio n  o f  R e q u ire m e n ts  fo r  F in a n c ia l 
A c c o u n tin g  a n d  R ep o r tin g  P ractices fo r  O il a n d  G as P ro d u c in g  
A ctiv itie s . That release (a) adopted the form of successful
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efforts accounting called for in Statement 19, (b) indicated an 
intention to adopt a form of full cost accounting (which was 
subsequently done), (c) permitted the use of either (a) or (b) 
for SEC reporting purposes, and (d) concluded that both forms 
of historical cost accounting fail to provide sufficient informa­
tion on the financial position and operating results of oil and 
gas producing companies. Therefore, the release indicated that 
steps should be taken to develop an accounting method based 
on valuation of proved oil and gas reserves (reserve recogni­
tion accounting). In order to avoid conflicting requirements, 
the Board suspended the effective date of that part of State­
ment 19 pertaining to the successful efforts method. After 
forming the Oil and Gas Advisory Committee and following its 
due process procedures, the SEC issued ASR No. 269, Oil and 
Gas Producers—Supplemental Disclosures on the Basis of 
Reserve Recognition Accounting (RRA).
21. Although RRA information, as promulgated by the SEC, 
is based on a discounted cash flow or a present value 
methodology, it is not intended to result in a fair value basis of 
presentation where fair value is the price that would be 
accepted as reasonable in a transaction between a willing 
buyer and a willing seller. The valuations under RRA do not 
represent an estimate of fair value because the methodology 
does not permit full consideration of expected future economic 
conditions, varying discount rates, or quantities of probable 
reserves.
22. The Board and its staff have followed closely the develop­
ment of RRA. Representatives have attended all meetings of 
the SEC Advisory Committee and its working committee on 
measurement. All public comment letters to the SEC have 
been reviewed by the FASB staff and summarized for the 
Board’s information.
23. Since Statement 33 was issued, the Oil and Gas, Mining, 
Real Estate, and Forest Products Task Groups have each met 
one or more times with the FASB staff.
24. On April 21, 1980, the Board issued an FASB Exposure Draft, Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: Specialized
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A sse ts . The Board received 124 letters of comment on the 
Exposure Draft.
25. In July 1980, the Board conducted a public hearing on the 
Exposure Draft. Twenty-one organizations and individuals 
presented their views at the two-day hearing.
26. After issuing the Exposure Draft, the Board held five 
open meetings at which it considered the issues dealt with in 
the Exposure Draft.
27. This Statement differs from the Exposure Draft prin­
cipally in that it deals with only the mining and oil and gas 
industries and that it contains no provision for the separa te  
disclosure of current cost information for mineral resource 
assets nor any requirement to disclose information about the 
fair values of oil and gas reserves. The Board will issue sepa­
rate Statements dealing with financial reporting and chang­




BASIS FOR CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction
28. This appendix reviews considerations that members of 
the Board deemed significant in reaching the conclusions in 
this Statement; it includes reasons for accepting certain views 
and rejecting others. Individual Board members gave greater 
weight to some factors than to others.
29. Statement 33 calls for the presentation of supplementary 
information about the effects of changing prices on certain 
large public enterprises according to a historical cost/constant 
dollar basis and a current cost basis. It requires the presenta­
tion of information on a historical cost/constant dollar basis 
for all those enterprises. However, it contains only interim 
provisions, applicable to years ended before December 25, 
1980, for the presentation of supplementary information on a 
current cost basis for mineral resource assets. The purpose of 
this Statement is to set forth provisions for the measurement 
of mineral resource assets and related expenses in information 
prepared on a current cost basis.
30. The general objectives of reporting the effects of chang­
ing prices are discussed in Statement 33 (paragraphs 92-96). 
That discussion provides a starting point for the conclusions in 
this Statement. In summary, the objectives call for the provi­
sion of information that would help users to:
a. Assess future cash flows,b. Assess the maintenance of operating capability,
c. Assess financial performance, and
d. Assess the maintenance of general purchasing power.
Those objectives are derived from the objectives of financial 
reporting set out in FASB Concepts Statement No. 1, O bjec­
tives o f  F in a n c ia l R e p o r tin g  by B u s in e ss  E n terprises .
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The Accounting Alternatives
31. The reasons for the Board’s decision that special con­
sideration should be given to the measurement of mineral 
resource assets are set out in paragraph 156 of Statement 33:
Special considerations arise in the choice of a 
system for measuring the effects of changing prices 
on enterprises that own particular categories of 
assets. Discussions about which attribute of an 
asset should be measured involve weighing the rele­
vance and reliability of various alternatives, taking 
account of the costs of preparing the information. 
Consideration of those factors may suggest the 
desirability of measuring different attributes of 
different assets. The Board has concluded that cur­
rent cost is a useful measurement for inventory and 
property, plant, and equipment. However, measure­
ments of the current costs of some assets may have 
relatively low relevance and reliability while other 
measures, for example net present value of future 
cash flows, may have more relevance and an accept­
able level of reliability. In such cases, it may be 
desirable to call for measurement of a different 
attribute from the one that is required for other 
assets, provided that information about the 
measurements can be presented in a format that 
enables users to understand its significance.
32. The Board considered the following alternatives for the 
measurement of expenses related to the use and sale of 
mineral resource assets in the computation of income from 
continuing operations on a current cost basis:
a. Use measures based on fair values or present values,
b. Use measures based on current cost or lower recoverable 
amount,
c. Use measures based on historical cost/constant dollar 
amounts,
d. Use measures based on historical cost/nominal dollar 
amounts, and
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e. Exclude activities that involve the use of mineral resource 
assets from current cost income measurements.
33. Statement 33 calls for information about the current cost 
amounts of inventory and property, plant, and equipment and 
about changes in current cost amounts, net of inflation. The 
Board considered the following main alternatives relating to 
the application of those requirements to mineral resource 
assets:
a. Exclude mineral resource assets from any such require­
ment;
b. Include mineral resource assets on the same basis as 
inventory and property, plant, and equipment;
c. Measure mineral resource assets on a current cost basis 
and disclose the information separately;
d. Measure mineral resource assets on a fair value basis and 
disclose the information separately; or
e. Measure mineral resource assets on a fair value basis and 
aggregate those measures with current cost measures for 
other assets,
34. The Board also considered what sources of information 
would provide useful bases for alternative measurements of 
mineral resource assets and related expenses. If those assets 
and expenses are to be measured at current cost, it is neces­
sary to consider whether an enterprise should be able to use 
both direct pricing methods and methods depending on specific 
price indexes (paragraph 60, Statement 33). If assets and 
expenses are to be measured at fair value, similar kinds of 
questions arise regarding the admissibility of alternative 
sources of information.
35. If the current costs of assets and related expenses are to 
be measured, the procedures used to estimate those costs may 
become critical. Current cost measures can vary significantly 
according to which costs are to be capitalized and which are to 
be treated as expenses when they arise. Particular difficulties 
arise in determining the cost of mineral resource assets, and 
the Board consequently considered whether special provisions 
were required to identify the costs that should be capitalized 
in the measurements of those assets.
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36. The Board also has assessed the usefulness of informa­
tion about the quantities of resources available to the 
enterprise and the selling prices of those resources.
Current Cost
37. Paragraph 58 of Statement 33 states that for inventory 
and property, plant, and equipment “. . . the sources of infor­
mation used to measure current cost should reflect whatever 
method of acquisition would currently be appropriate in the 
circumstances of the enterprise.” Application of that provision 
to the assets covered by this Statement indicates that the cur­
rent cost of an asset may be measured by (a) the estimated 
buying price for an asset having the same characteristics as 
the asset owned or (b) the estimated cost of some other method 
of acquisition; for example, exploration and development.
38. The provision in paragraph 58 of Statement 33, given in 
the preceding paragraph, identifies information that may be 
helpful in assessing whether an enterprise is capable of main­
taining its operating capability. The provision is applicable to 
mineral resource assets as well as other assets. Consider, for 
example, a case in which the enterprise intends to maintain 
operating capability by acquiring resources that are similar to 
those used or sold. Current cost is equal to replacement cost. If 
depletion, depreciation, and amortization expense, measured 
at current cost, is deducted from revenues, a basis is provided 
for assessing the maintenance of operating capability. If 
revenues exceed expenses, measured at current costs where 
appropriate, and it has not been necessary to invest the excess 
in other assets, such as receivables, the enterprise may be 
expected to be able to finance the replacement of resources 
without borrowing. However, for that argument to hold, cur­
rent cost must reflect the actual cash needed to acquire the 
new resources. The cost of buying the asset may exceed the 
cost of other methods of acquisition. In that case, assuming 
that the other methods of acquisition are possible, the 
purchase price would overstate the measure of cost required to 
assess the maintenance of operating capability. Another 
possibility is that the purchase price may be less than the cost 
of other methods of acquisition. In that case, purchase must be
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assumed to be the usual method of acquisition, and the 
purchase price is the appropriate basis for measurement of 
current cost. It also is possible that the costs of replacement by 
alternative methods are approximately equal. In that case, all 
methods may be acceptable as bases for the estimation of cur­
rent cost, and the choice may depend on the reliability of alter­
native sources of information.
39. It is important to consider the implications of the timing 
of new acquisitions. If an enterprise were to attempt to replace 
its mineral resource assets immediately after their use, with­
out advance planning, it probably would find that the only way 
to avoid a substantial waiting period would be to purchase 
assets developed by another enterprise. Such a purchase might 
be the best course of action because waiting would involve a 
significant loss of income. A similar situation can arise with 
inventory and property, plant, and equipment. An asset nor­
mally cannot be obtained with negligible lead time. Those con­
siderations do not in themselves establish the case for measur­
ing the current cost of mineral resource assets on the basis of 
purchase prices. An enterprise normally will plan its acquisi­
tion of new resources in sufficient time; measurement of cur­
rent cost at current purchase price may misstate the basis for 
assessing the maintenance of operating capability if new sup­
plies of the resources can be obtained by less costly methods.
40. One special feature of mineral resource assets is the 
possibility that replacement, except by purchase, may be 
impracticable or uneconomic or may require an indeterminate 
period of time or be of indeterminate feasibility. Additional 
supplies may be limited or the risks of failure to obtain new 
supplies by exploration may be great. In such cases, measures 
of current cost, based on methods of acquisition other than 
purchase, may be quite uncertain and possibly higher than 
purchase price; and application of concepts may suggest that 
current cost or lower recoverable amount should be measured 
by reference to the purchase price of a comparable existing 
asset or value in use (the present value of future cash flows).
41. As noted above, the definition of the current cost of 
mineral resource assets may call for a measurement of the cur­
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rent cost of acquiring, by means other than purchase, 
resources that are similar to those owned or used and sold; it 
also may call for measurement at current buying price. 
However, the Board recognizes that no generally accepted 
methods exist for those measurements in the cases of mineral 
resource assets. Moreover, many people believe tha t such 
methods are unlikely to be developed in the foreseeable future. 
The current cost of depletion of oil and gas reserves, for exam­
ple, depends on the cost of finding new reserves in currently 
unknown locations and quantities and on the cost of providing 
facilities to extract the oil and gas from those locations, which 
may pose new technological problems. In such circumstances, 
it may be impracticable to obtain a better estimate of current 
cost than that found from adjustment of historical cost by an 
index of specific price changes. Some Board members believe 
that it may be useful to define operating capability in terms of 
the ability to repeat today the activities that originally were 
undertaken to find and develop the nonrenewable natural 
resources of the enterprise. That belief supports the use of 
historical costs, adjusted for specific price changes, in the 
assessment of the maintenance of operating capability.
42. Estimates of the current cost of finding nonrenewable 
natural resources must depend partly on computations that 
are predictions rather than measurements in the normal 
sense. Uncertainty about the ability to find and, therefore, 
about the cost of finding nonrenewable natural resources 
makes it difficult to draw general conclusions about the rela­
tionship between their costs of purchase and their costs by 
other methods of acquisition. It is possible that the costs are 
similar by alternative methods of acquisition and that buying 
prices should be regarded as one important source of evidence 
about current cost of acquisition by discovery. However, the 
existence of price controls for oil and gas reserves might 
weaken greatly any relationships between cost of purchase 
and cost by other methods of acquisition. Experience with cur­
rent cost measurements may well lead to an improved under­
standing of the advantages and disadvantages of different 
measurement methods and to the development of improved 
measurement methods. In the meantime, the Board concluded 
that a choice of method should be permitted for the estimation
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of current cost. The preparers of financial reports can, accord­
ingly, use their judgment in selecting a method that provides 
the best reflection of current costs in the circumstances of the 
enterprise. The requirement to disclose the types of informa­
tion on which measurements are based will help users to 
interpret the measurements.
43. Information about the current cost or lower recoverable 
amount of assets at the end of the year and about the increase 
or decrease in current cost amounts during the year is 
intended to provide information for the assessment of 
enterprise performance, taking into account changes in the 
potential of the enterprise’s assets to produce future cash 
flows. Practical difficulties in the measurement of the current 
cost of mineral resource assets may limit the usefulness of cur­
rent cost information for the assessment of enterprise perfor­
mance. However, the Board believes that the measurements 
required by this Statement are likely to assist with the assess­
ment of cash flows to some extent; and that this belief should 
be tested by the inclusion of the assets covered by this State­
ment in the experiment with information about the effects of 
changing prices.
44. Commentators on the Exposure Draft had various opin­
ions about the usefulness of current cost measures of mineral 
resource assets. Most commentators recognized the limita­
tions of those measures for assessments of future cash flows, 
given that the current cost of finding and developing the 
reserves held may bear little relationship to the cost of finding 
and developing reserves in the future. Some of those who 
argued against a requirement for current cost measures did so 
because of doubts about the general usefulness of current cost 
accounting. Other commentators emphasized the possible 
usefulness of current cost measures as indicators of enterprise 
performance; they favored the application of the current cost 
provisions of Statement 33 to mineral resource assets in order 
to obtain experience in all industries in the experiment with 
the presentation and use of information about the effects of 
changing prices. Commentators suggested that the incremen­
tal costs of preparing current cost information for mineral 
resource assets were of minor importance.
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45. The Board concluded that information about mineral 
resource assets on a current cost basis should be required in 
the same way as information about the current cost of other 
kinds of property, plant, and equipment. That information 
may be useful for the assessment of both enterprise perfor­
mance and the maintenance of operating capability. The 
Board believes that there is an urgent need to provide informa­
tion about the effects of specific price changes on enterprises 
that use mineral resource assets. There is a serious gap in pub­
lic understanding of income levels that may appear large 
under historical cost measures and yet be inadequate to pro­
vide for the maintenance of operating capability. Current cost 
measures, even if they are subject to difficulties of estimation, 
are likely to be a useful supplement to historical cost measures 
by contributing to the development of public understanding.
46. The primary financial statements of different mining 
and oil and gas enterprises lack comparability because they 
have adopted materially different accounting policies for 
capitalizing expenditures as part of the cost of mineral 
resource assets. It follows tha t current cost measures also lack 
comparability if they are obtained by adjusting historical cost 
measures by specific price indexes. However, the Board 
believes it to be beyond the scope of this Statement to attempt 
to attain  uniformity in the supplementary information about 
changing prices for those industries.
Fair Value
47. One of the purposes of financial reporting is to provide 
information that is useful for the assessment of future cash 
flows. Such information could possibly be provided directly by 
reporting estimates of future cash flows or estimates of the 
net present value of future cash flows associated with assets. 
Information about the estimated fair values of assets, defined 
as the prices that would be accepted as reasonable in transac­
tions between a willing buyer and a willing seller, is another 
potential source of useful information. Fair values are likely 
to have a closer and more stable relationship than historical 
cost to the net present value of cash flows: The buyer of an 
asset is likely to regard the net present value of estimated
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cash flows from using an asset as the maximum acceptable 
price, and the seller is likely to regard that amount as the 
minimum acceptable price. In an active and efficient market, 
the price is likely to be approximately equal to net present 
value of future cash flows.
48. A measurement that reflects the net present value of the 
cash flows from an asset, if it has sufficient reliability, may 
provide a useful basis for the assessment of overall enterprise 
performance. As noted in paragraph 120 of Statement 33, the 
measurement of assets at current cost or lower recoverable 
amount may be regarded as partial recognition of the present 
values of future cash flows; income from continuing opera­
tions on a current cost basis and the increase or decrease in 
current cost amounts then may be regarded as two factors use­
ful for the assessment of overall performance.
49. The actual relationship between current cost and fair 
value is uncertain; the two concepts overlap to a considerable 
extent. Measurements of current cost may be based on infor­
mation about current market prices (i.e., fair value) or current 
costs of other methods of acquisition. If the current cost of 
other methods of acquisition, such as exploration and develop­
ment, is believed to be lower than fair value, it may be 
assumed that the enterprise normally will not purchase assets 
and that “other acquisition cost” will be the appropriate basis 
for estimating current cost. In other cases, fair value will be 
an appropriate basis for estimating current cost either 
because the enterprise normally buys its assets or because fair 
value is approximately equal to “other acquisition cost.” Cur­
rent buying price is a market price and is, therefore, likely to 
be indistinguishable from fair value. Consequently, current 
cost is likely to differ from fair value only when the costs of 
methods of acquisition, other than purchase, are believed to be 
lower than purchase price.
50. Some people believe that, if measurement difficulties are 
ignored, the value to the business of a specialized asset is 
represented better by fair value than by the cost of other 
methods of acquisition. Value to the business is defined in 
paragraph 99 of Statement 33, and it is the concept that leads
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normally to measurement at current cost or lower recoverable 
amount. It may be identified by assuming that an enterprise 
has been deprived of the use of an asset and asking what loss it 
then would incur. The loss may exceed normal acquisition cost 
because the normal process of acquisition may be lengthy, and 
net income would be lost during the waiting period. Fair value 
may be a better measure of the loss than “other acquisition 
cost” because it represents the cost of obtaining an asset fairly 
quickly when lengthy planning of the acquisition is not possi­
ble. The excess of fair value over “other acquisition cost” (if 
any) may then be regarded as partly attributable to the worth 
of the cash flow that would be lost during the planning period 
if purchase were not undertaken. Arguments for disclosure of 
information about the fair value of assets may be relatively 
strong when doubts exist about the relationships between 
historical cost and fair value at the date of acquisition. In that 
case, information about fair value may contribute to the 
assessment of the reliability of current cost measures.
51. Paragraphs 47-50, above, summarize the reasons for 
believing that information about fair values may be relevant 
in helping users with the assessment of future cash flows and 
with related needs. However, information also must satisfy a 
test of reliability before its disclosure is required in financial 
reports. The measurement of the fair value of oil and gas and 
other mineral reserves depends on estimates of the physical 
quantities of the reserves, the rate of extraction, future selling 
prices, future development and extraction costs, and the dis­
count rate. Recent research, described at the Board’s July pub­
lic hearing, has shown that estimates of physical quantities of 
oil and gas reserves are subject to extensive revisions as time 
passes; that research also has provided examples of material 
differences among the estimates of independent assessors.6 
Information provided by the Mining Task Group and respon­
dents to the Exposure Draft indicates that similar findings 
would be likely to apply to estimates of the quantities of other 
mineral reserves. Consideration of the other factors involved 
in estimates of fair value indicates that their overall
6S tanley P. Porter, Study of the Subjectivity of Reserve Estimates and Its Rela­
tion to Financial Reporting, 1980.
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reliability is likely to be low since they involve forecasts of 
future events, particularly price changes, of a type that pre­
viously have been subject to high variability as a result of 
economic and political changes. Comments by financial 
analysts on the Exposure Draft suggested that the users of 
financial reports prefer to make their own assessments of fair 
value rather than rely on direct assessments provided by the 
enterprise.
52. The Board also considered the relationship between the 
proposals in its Exposure Draft and the SEC’s existing require­
ments for disclosure of information about the net present 
value of proved oil and gas reserves. Respondents emphasized 
the cost of providing value information on a basis different 
from that required by the SEC, and the confusion expected to 
result from requirements for the disclosure of two different 
types of value information. The SEC’s requirements have 
avoided some of the uncertainties in the measurement of fair 
value by specifying that expected future price changes are not 
to be taken into account and by requiring the use of a specified 
discount rate. Consequently, the value number required by the 
SEC has a higher verifiability than fair value but it does not 
represent fair value; fair value depends partly on expectations 
of changing prices and changing discount rates. The Board 
intends to evaluate the usefulness of the SEC’s requirement 
and to study the use actually made of the required information 
as part of an ongoing review of the accounting and reporting 
requirements for this industry (paragraph 4).
53. After considering the measurement difficulties discussed 
in paragraphs 51 and 52, and the information provided by re­
spondents to the Exposure Draft, the Board concluded that the 
reliability of measurements of fair value of mineral resource 
assets was inadequate for disclosure to be required at the pres­
ent time. The evidence on reliability cited above relates to 
measures of the quantities of reserves as well as other factors. 
Enterprises are, nonetheless, required by this Statement 
(mineral reserves other than oil and gas) and by Statement 19 
(oil and gas reserves) to provide information about those quan­
tities. The Board believes that information about quantities 
can be useful and that the main arguments distinguishing the
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reporting of quan tities from the reporting of fa ir values are (a) 
the cum ulative effect on reliability  of all the  components of 
fair value m easures (fair values have lower reliability  than  
quantities) and (b) the  possibility of giving a misleading 
impression of reliability  in the  disclosure of a composite num ­
ber representing  fa ir value.
Other Issues
54. The Exposure D raft called for separate disclosure of 
inform ation about income from continuing operations for (a) 
oil and gas producing activities and (b) other activities of an 
oil and gas producing enterprise. The m ain purpose of th a t 
requirem ent was to facilita te  comparisons of th e  resu lts  of 
“o ther activ ities” among enterprises th a t use the  full cost 
m ethod for capitalizing expenditures on th e  one hand and the 
successful efforts m ethod on the  other hand. If cu rren t cost is 
estim ated by ad justing  historical cost for specific price 
changes, sim ilar enterprises would report d ifferent num bers 
for cu rren t cost income from continuing operations depending 
on which costing method was used. Separate reporting of 
income for oil and gas producing activities would leave income 
from other activ ities on a comparable basis. However, th a t 
course of action would not resolve the basic problem. Some re ­
spondents to the Exposure D raft argued th a t such require­
m ents am ounted to a significant extension of FASB S ta te ­
m ent No. 14, F in an cia l R ep o rtin g  fo r  S egm en ts o f  a  B usiness  
E n terprise , and th a t  they should not be adopted w ithout con­
sideration of the  im plications for S tatem ent 14. The Board 
noted th a t  some financial analysts regarded the separate dis­
closure of inform ation about income from producing activities 
as useful. However, th e  Board concluded th a t the net benefits 
from such a requirem ent had not been dem onstrated clearly 
enough to justify  the  requirem ent a t the present time. I t will 
reconsider th is requirem ent as part of the additional work 
described in paragraph 4.
55. As noted above, estim ates of the fair value of m ineral 
resource assets can be computed from estim ates of the quan­
tities  of m ineral reserves, the ra te  of production, fu tu re  selling 
prices, fu tu re  production and development costs, and the
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future cost of capital. The Board considered the usefulness of 
requirements to disclose estimates of those items or require­
ments to disclose past information that would be useful for 
forming such estimates. Disclosure of information that would 
enable users of financial reports to estimate fair values might 
be useful and it would minimize the danger, attributed to 
direct reporting of fair values, that users might develop an 
exaggerated impression of the reliability of the numbers. The 
SEC already requires some disclosures of this type of informa­
tion. In the case of the mining industry, the Exposure Draft 
proposed disclosure of information about quantities and sell­
ing prices of minerals. Respondents to the Exposure Draft 
generally supported the proposals and the Board concluded 
that they should be incorporated in this Statement. In the case 
of the oil and gas industry, the requirements of the SEC are 
already extensive. The Board concluded that it should not 
introduce any additional requirements at the present time. It 
plans to continue to work with the industry and the SEC to 
study the interrelationships of existing requirements with the 
purpose of limiting the disclosure requirements to those most 
effective in achieving the objectives of financial reporting.
56. The quantities of mineral reserves other than oil and gas, 
disclosure of which is required by this Statement, need not be 
the quantities at year-end but may be the quantities at the 
beginning of the year or some other date during the year. The 
Board weighed the advantage of mandating more current 
information provided by year-end disclosure against the cost 
and the possible delay in issuing annual reports. The Board 
understands that information about year-end reserves may 
not always be available in a timely manner and that a require­
ment for year-end disclosure might cause a delay in the 
issuance of annual reports. New discoveries are not frequent, 
but a long period of time is required for the assessment of 
quantities and grades. Current information about discoveries 
can be provided by management discussion. The Board con­
cluded that the additional value of mandating more current 
information about reserve quantities did not justify the proba­
ble cost and delay in the issuance of annual reports.
57. Several respondents to the Exposure Draft requested
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clarification of the disclosures required of reserves held by 
subsidiaries and other investees. The Board concluded that the 
reporting of those reserves should follow as closely as possible 
the methods used to incorporate the results of the investee in 
the p rim ary  fin an c ia l s ta tem en ts . Those provisions 
(paragraph 14) are similar to provisions contained in State­
ment 19 for the reporting of oil and gas reserves.
58. Several respondents to the Exposure Draft asked for 
clarification of the nature of the assets, described as “proved 
oil and gas reserves,” and by other expressions in the Exposure 
Draft. The Board decided to adopt the term “mineral resource 
assets” in this Statement. This term was previously used in 
the SEC’s SAB No. 18, A m e n d e d  I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  R e g a r d i n g  D i s ­
c lo s u r e  o f  R e p l a c e m e n t  C o s t  D a t a  f o r  M i n e r a l  R e s o u r c e  A s s e t s  
E m p l o y e d  in  M in in g  O p e r a t io n s . It includes mineral interests 
in properties, completed and uncompleted wells, and related 
equipment and facilities and other facilities used for purposes 
of extraction. It does not include movable equipment and sup­
port facilities that are covered by the provisions of Statement 
33 relating to property, plant, and equipment.
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APPENDIX C
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS NO. 40
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices:
Specialized Assets—Timberlands and Growing Timber
A Supplement to FASB Statement No. 33
NOVEMBER 1980
Summary
This Statement extends the interim provisions in FASB 
Statement No. 33, F in a n c ia l R e p o r tin g  a n d  C hanging  Prices, for 
the measurement of timberlands, growing timber, and related 
expenses, in information on a current cost basis. It requires 
enterprises that present information on a current cost basis to 
combine measures of those assets and expenses at either 
historical cost/constant dollar amounts or current cost 
amounts with current cost measures of other assets and 
expenses. Statement 33 provides that an enterprise need not 
present information on a current cost basis if there would be 
no material difference between that information and informa­
tion on a historical cost/constant dollar basis. Therefore, an 
enterprise needs to present information on a current cost basis 
only if it has significant holdings of inventory, property, plant, 
and equipment apart from timberlands and growing timber. 
This Statement applies to fiscal years ended on or after 
December 25, 1980.
The Board will continue to work with its advisory task 
group for the forest products industry to develop, as soon as 
possible, improved methods of measuring the effects of chang­
ing prices on this industry.
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INTRODUCTION
1. FASB Statement No. 33, F in a n c ia l R ep o r tin g  a n d  C hanging  
Prices, establishes standards for reporting certain effects of 
price changes on business enterprises. Statement 33 requires 
large public enterprises to disclose information on both a 
historical cost/constant dollar basis and a current cost basis. 
Current cost information is required for fiscal years ended on 
or after December 25, 1979, but first presentation of the infor­
mation can be postponed for one year.
2. If an enterprise does not postpone its first presentation of 
current cost information, it is required to follow the provisions 
of Statement 33 for the preparation of that information. 
Under those provisions inventory, most kinds of property, 
plant, and equipment and related expenses are measured at 
current cost amounts but timberlands, growing timber, timber 
harvested, and certain other specialized assets may be 
included at historical cost adjusted by either a specific price 
index or a general price index.
3. The provisions of Statement 33 for the measurement of 
timberlands and growing timber, in information on a current 
cost basis, are interim provisions applicable for fiscal years 
ended before December 25, 1980. This Statement extends 
those interim provisions. It requires enterprises that present 
information on a current cost basis to combine measures of 
timberlands, growing timber, and related expenses at either 
historical cost/constant dollar amounts or at current cost 
amounts with current cost measures of other assets and 
expenses. This Statement permits use of the same approaches
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as were permitted under the interim provisions of Statement 
33 but it also permits the use of other methods of estimating 
current costs. This Statement provides greater flexibility in 
measurement because current cost is a broader measure than 
historical cost adjusted by a specific price index.
4. Statement 33, paragraph 31, provides that an enterprise 
need not present information on a current cost basis if there 
would be no material difference between that information and 
historical cost/constant dollar information. That provision, 
together with the provisions in this Statement, means that an 
enterprise needs to present information on a current cost basis 
only if it has significant holdings of inventory, property, plant, 
and equipment apart from timberlands and growing timber.
5. This S tatem ent does not set a tim e lim it on the 
applicability of these interim provisions. However, the Board 
will work with its advisory task group for the forest products 
industry to develop improved methods of measuring the 
effects of specific price changes on timberlands and growing 
timber; it will issue a Statement to supersede the interim pro­
visions of this Statement as soon as that action is justified by 
the available evidence.
STANDARDS OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING 
Supplement to FASB Statement No. 33
6. Paragraph 53 of Statement 33, as amended by paragraph 
12 of FASB Statement No. 39, F in a n c ia l  R e p o r t i n g  a n d  C h a n g ­
in g  P r ic e s :  S p e c i a l i z e d  A s s e t s  — M in in g  a n d  O i l  a n d  G a s , is 
superseded as follows:
This Statement does not contain provisions for the 
measurement, on a current cost basis, of income-produc­
ing real estate and unprocessed natural resources and 
related depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense 
for fiscal years ended before December 25, 1980 
(paragraph 19). If an enterprise presents information on 
a current cost basis for a fiscal year ended before Decern-
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ber 25, 1980, it may measure those assets and related 
expenses, at their historical cost/constant dollar amounts 
or by reference to an appropriate index of specific price 
changes.
a. When an enterprise presents information on a cur­
rent cost basis for fiscal years ended on or after 
December 25, 1980, it shall measure: M in e r a l  
resource  a sse ts and related depreciation, depletion, 
and amortization expenses in accordance with the 
provisions of this Statement for the measurement of 
property, plant, and equipment and related expenses;
b. When an enterprise presents information on a cur­
rent cost basis for fiscal years ended on or after 
December 25, 1980, it shall measure: T im b e r la n d s  
a n d  g ro w in g  tim b e r  (including timber held under cut­
ting contracts) and related expenses at either their 
historical cost/constant dollar amounts or at current 
cost or lower recoverable amounts.
7. If an enterprise estimates the current cost of growing tim­
ber and timber harvested by adjusting historical cost for the 
changes in specific prices, those historical costs may either (a) 
be limited to the costs that are capitalized in the primary 
financial statements or (b) include all costs that are directly 
related to reforestation and forest m a n a g e m e n t, such as plant­
ing, fertilization, fire protection, property taxes, and nursery 
stock, whether or not those costs are capitalized in the primary 
financial statements.
Effective Date and Transition
8. The provisions of this Statement shall be effective for fis­
cal years ended on or after December 25, 1980.
The provisions of this Statement need 
not be applied to immaterial items.
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T h is  S t a t e m e n t  w a s  a d o p t e d  b y  th e  a f f i r m a t i v e  v o te s  o f  f i v e  m e m ­
b e r s  o f  th e  F in a n c ia l  A c c o u n t i n g  S t a n d a r d s  B o a r d .  M e s s r s .  
M a r c h  a n d  M o s s o  d i s s e n t e d .
Messrs. March and Mosso dissent because there is not ade­
quate reason to delay adoption of the current cost approach 
proposed in paragraphs 42-44 of the FASB Exposure Draft, 
F in a n c ia l  R e p o r t i n g  a n d  C h a n g in g  P r ic e s :  S p e c i a l i z e d  A s s e t s .  
There was substantial support for that approach, particularly 
for the measurement of income from continuing operations. 
The principal focus of criticism was on the issue of capitalizing 
interest on standing timber. Resolution of that issue could 
easily have been postponed without indefinitely delaying the 
adoption of current cost measures for income from continuing 
operations. There are other problems as well, but they are no 
more severe than the problems in other industries and they 
could best be resolved, as in other industries, in the context of 
on-going supplemental reporting. The urgency of getting on 
with the development of techniques for measuring the erosive 
effects of inflation on business capital does not permit the 
leisurely pace exhibited by this Statement.
M e m b e r s  o f  th e  F in a n c ia l  A c c o u n t i n g  S t a n d a r d s  B o a r d :
Donald J. Kirk, C h a i r m a n  
Frank E. Block 
John W. March 
Robert A. Morgan 
David Mosso 





9. Statement 33, issued in September 1979, does not contain 
provisions for the measurement on a current cost basis of cer­
tain assets and expenses for periods ended on or after Decem­
ber 25, 1980. The Board concluded in Statement 33 that 
further studies were required to provide a basis for decisions 
on the applicability to those assets of the requirement to pre­
sent information on a current cost basis.
10. On April 21, 1980, the Board issued an FASB Exposure 
Draft, F in a n c ia l R e p o r tin g  a n d  C h ang ing  Prices: S p ec ia lized  
A sse ts . The Board received 124 letters of comment on the 
Exposure Draft.
11. In July 1980, the Board conducted a public hearing on the 
Exposure Draft. Twenty-one organizations and individuals 
presented their views at the two-day hearing.
12. After issuing the Exposure Draft the Board held five 
open meetings at which it considered the matters dealt with in 
the Exposure Draft. In addition, the staff has held meetings 
with the Forest Products Task Group.
13. This Statement differs from the Exposure Draft prin­
cipally in that it deals only with timberlands and growing tim­
ber and that it contains no requirement for the sepa ra te  dis­
closure of current cost information for timberlands and grow­
ing timber nor any requirement to disclose information about 
the fair value of timberlands and growing timber. The Board is 
issuing separate Statements dealing with financial reporting 




BASIS FOR CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction
14. This appendix reviews considerations that members of 
the Board deemed significant in reaching the conclusions in 
this Statement; it includes reasons for accepting certain views 
and rejecting others. Individual Board members gave greater 
weight to some factors than to others.
15. Statement 33 requires large public enterprises to disclose 
supplementary information on a current cost basis. However, 
it contains only interim provisions applicable to years ended 
before December 25, 1980 for the measurement of income-pro­
ducing real estate and unprocessed natural resources. This 
Statement extends those interim provisions for the measure­
ment of timberlands and growing timber for years ended on or 
after December 25, 1980.
16. During its deliberations on this Statement, the Board 
considered the following main possibilities:
a. Require measurements on a current cost basis
b. Require information about fair values, defined as the 
prices that would be accepted as reasonable in transac­
tions between a willing buyer and a willing seller
c. Continue interim provisions similar to those contained in 
Statement 33; require measurement, in information pre­
pared on a current cost basis, at either historical cost/con- 
stant dollar amounts or at current cost amounts at the 
option of the preparer
d. Exempt activities that use timberlands and growing tim ­
ber from the requirement to present information on a cur­
rent cost basis.
Current Cost
17. Timberlands and growing timber have certain special 
features that raise doubts about the usefulness of the type of
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current cost measures required for other assets. Those special 
features are of unusual importance in the case of timber but 
they are not unique to that asset. They arise because timber 
grows while it is held and because time elapses between plant­
ing and maturity.
18. For most assets, information about current costs may be 
useful because it has a closer and more stable relationship 
than historical cost to the present value of future cash flows 
(Statement 33, paragraphs 116 — 123). Such a relationship is 
most likely to exist when current cost is measured by a buying 
price.
19. Some costs of growing timber are not capitalized in the 
primary statements at the present time. Adjustment of the 
carrying value of timberlands and growing timber by a specific 
price index to produce a current cost measurement would prob­
ably do little to improve the basis for assessing future cash 
flows. The development of new procedures for the capitaliza­
tion of costs might produce a useful measure of current cost, 
but more work is required to identify improved procedures. 
The basis for assessing future cash flows might be improved if 
forest management and similar costs were to be capitalized 
more comprehensively than at present. Timber takes a long 
time to grow. Consequently, interest costs or imputed cost of 
capital also may need to be included in the asset measurement.
20. Information about current costs also may be useful for 
assessing the ability of an enterprise to maintain its operating 
capability. For this purpose, expenses should reflect the cur­
rent cost of resources used or sold during the year. Two cases 
need to be considered. First, the enterprise may be operating 
on a sustained-yield basis, with growth approximately equal to 
the quantity of timber cut. In that case, decisions on what 
costs should be capitalized make little difference. A change in 
capitalization procedures, for example, resulting  in the 
capitalization of additional costs, would not significantly 
affect the amount of income. Expenses for the current year 
would be reduced by the amount of forest management costs 
that were to be capitalized but expenses also would be
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increased by certain forest management costs, capitalized in 
previous years, and now included at current cost in deprecia­
tion, depletion, and amortization expense: the increase would 
approximately equal the reduction.
21. The second case arises when growth is not equal to the 
quantity cut. Capitalization procedures then can make a sig­
nificant difference to income measurement. Improvements in 
capitalization procedures could give an expense measurement 
that was better related to quantities cut and, hence, might 
provide an improved basis for assessing the maintenance of 
operating capability. However, further study is required to 
develop a basis for decisions on capitalization under this 
approach.
22. Several respondents to the Exposure Draft emphasized 
the lack of significance of current cost asset measurements 
obtained under the procedures set out in the Exposure Draft. 
They favored measurement of income from continuing opera­
tions on a current cost basis but thought that information 
about the current cost of the asset was unreliable and should 
not be reported. Their comments raise the issue of whether an 
expense measure can be reliable when the corresponding asset 
measure is not. After considering the foregoing arguments, 
the Board decided not to call for measurement of timberlands 
and growing timber according to the full current cost require­
ments of Statement 33. It decided that such a requirement 
should not be imposed until additional work has been under­
taken to resolve the difficulties discussed in the preceding 
paragraphs and until further evidence is available to indicate 
that the benefits of the information are likely to exceed the 
costs.
Fair Value
23. Information about the fair value of timberlands and 
growing timber would be relevant as a basis for assessment of 
future cash flows. However, some commentators stated that 
fair values could not be measured with sufficient reliability to 
justify a requirement for disclosure at the present time. Fair 
values could be estimated either: (a) by referring to prices at
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which sales of similar assets had been made or (b) by estim at­
ing the net present value of cash flows to be derived from the 
asset. Application of the first approach would be limited but 
not excluded because of the absence of sufficient transactions 
in directly comparable assets. The second approach would 
depend on estimates of the discount rate, quantities of timber 
to be harvested in each future year, the future value of logs at 
the processing point, and future costs of cutting, transporta­
tion, and management. Even if quantities were estimable with 
acceptable reliability, future prices and costs would be highly 
uncertain, particularly since the processing facility to be used 
may not exist at the time the computation is made. According­
ly, the Board was not satisfied that fair value would meet the 
minimum standards of reliability appropriate to inclusion in 
financial reporting. In addition, some Board members believe 
that fair value involves a focus on an exit price and, according­
ly, has implications that go beyond reporting the effects of 
changing prices.
24. Some Board members believe that enterprises should be 
required to present information that would be useful for 
assessments by users of fair value. They think that the dis­
closure of information about the quantity of timber on hand, 
current market prices, and current operating costs may be use­
ful for users while avoiding the danger, in direct reporting of 
estimated fair value, of giving a misleading impression of 
reliability. The Board intends to undertake further study of 
this possibility.
Other Reporting Alternatives
25. The Board considered the exemption of the activities of 
growing and cutting timber from the current cost reporting 
requirement. The Board rejected that alternative as an 
interim provision because of the difficulties in separating the 
results of various activities in an integrated enterprise and 
because the proposal would complicate an analysis of 
differences between the operations reported on a current cost 
basis and the operations reported in the primary financial 
statements.
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26. The Board also concluded that it should not permit the 
measurement of timberlands and growing timber at historical 
cost/nominal dollars for purposes of disclosures otherwise on a 
current cost basis. Statement 33 requires current cost 
measures in constant dollars (which are equal to current dol­
lars). To ensure that all the measures involved in current cost 
income from continuing operations are in constant dollars, 
timberlands and growing timber should, at least, be measured 
in historical cost/constant dollars.
Conclusion
27. The Board concluded that either historical cost/constant 
dollar amounts or current cost measurements should be per­
mitted as they were in paragraph 53 of Statement 33. Flex­
ibility also would be allowed regarding the method of estim at­
ing current costs. In this manner, experimentation may be 
encouraged without the imposition of the costs of preparing 
particular computations before sufficient information is 
available about their usefulness.
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APPENDIX D
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS NO. 41
Financial Reporting and Changing Prices: 
Specialized Assets—Income-Producing Real Estate
A Supplement to FASB Statement No. 33
NOVEMBER 1980
Summary
This Statement supplements FASB Statement No. 33, 
F in a n c ia l  R e p o r t in g  a n d  C h a n g in g  P r ic e s . It requires 
enterprises that present information on a current cost basis to 
combine measures of income-producing real estate and related 
expenses at either historical cost/constant dollar amounts or 
at current cost amounts with current cost measures of other 
assets and expenses. Statement 33 provides that an enterprise 
need not present information on a current cost basis if there 
would be no material difference between that information and 
information on a historical cost/constant dollar basis. 
Therefore, an enterprise needs to present information on a 
current cost basis only if it has significant holdings of invento­
ry, property, plant, and equipment apart from income-produc­
ing real estate. This Statement applies to fiscal years ended on 
or after December 25, 1980.
The Board will continue to work with its advisory task 
group for the real estate industry to develop improved methods 
of measuring the effects of changing prices on this industry.
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INTRODUCTION
1. FASB Statement No. 33, F in a n c ia l  R e p o r t i n g  a n d  C h a n g in g  
P r ic e s , establishes standards for reporting certain effects of 
price changes on business enterprises. Statement 33 requires 
large public enterprises to disclose information on both a 
historical cost/constant dollar basis and a current cost basis. 
Current cost information is required for fiscal years ended on 
or after December 25, 1979, but first presentation of the infor­
mation can be postponed for one year.
2. If an enterprise does not postpone its first presentation of 
current cost information, it is required to follow the provisions 
of Statement 33 for the preparation of that information. 
Under those provisions, inventory, most kinds of property, 
plant, and equipment and related expenses are measured at 
current cost amounts but income-producing real estate and 
certain other specialized assets may be included at historical 
cost adjusted by either a specific price index or a general price 
index.
3. The provisions of Statement 33 for the measurement of 
income-producing real estate, in information on a current cost 
basis, are interim provisions applicable for fiscal years ended 
before December 25, 1980. This Statement extends those 
interim provisions. It requires enterprises that present infor­
mation on a current cost basis to combine measures of income- 
producing real estate and related expenses at either historical 
cost/constant dollar amounts or at current cost amounts with 
current cost measures of other assets and expenses. The provi­
sions of this Statement permit use of the same approaches to
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the measurement of current cost as were permitted under the 
interim provisions of Statement 33; it also permits the use of 
other approaches.
4. Statement 33, paragraph 31, provides that an enterprise 
need not present information on a current cost basis if there 
would be no material difference between that information and 
historical cost/constant dollar information. That provision, 
together with the provisions in this Statement, means that an 
enterprise needs to present information on a current cost basis 
only if it has significant holdings of inventory, property, plant, 
and equipment apart from income-producing real estate and 
certain other specialized assets.
5. This S tatem ent does not set a time lim it on the 
applicability of its interim provisions. However, the Board will 
continue to work with its advisory task group for the real 
estate industry to develop improved methods of measuring 
income-producing real estate. That work will focus on the rele­
vance, verifiability, and representational faithfulness of 
various measures, including current cost and fair value, and 
also on a comparison of the characteristics of various types of 
assets. In assigning a priority to the work, the Board will take 
account of the small number of enterprises for which income- 
producing real estate comprises a major part of their assets. 
Moreover, several of these enterprises are likely to present 
information about fair values voluntarily. However, the Board 
will issue a Statement to supersede the interim provisions of 
this Statement as soon as that action is justified by the availa­
ble evidence.
STANDARDS OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING 
Definition
6. For the purposes of this Statement, the term i n c o m e - p r o ­
d u c i n g  r e a l  e s t a t e  is defined as follows:
I n c o m e - p r o d u c in g  r e a l  e s t a t e  comprises properties that meet all 
of the following criteria:
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a. Cash flows can be directly associated with a long-term 
leasing agreement with unaffiliated parties.
b. The property is being operated. (It is not in a construction 
phase.)
c. Future cash flows from the property are reasonably 
estimable.
d. Ancillary services are not a significant part of the lease 
agreement.
Supplement to FASB Statement No. 33
7. Paragraph 53 of Statem ent 33, as amended by Statements 
39 and 40, is superseded by the following:
This Statement does not contain provisions for the 
measurement on a current cost basis of income-producing 
real estate and unprocessed natural resources and 
related depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense 
for fiscal years ended before December 25, 1980 
(paragraph 19). If an enterprise presents information on 
a current cost basis for a fiscal year ended before Decem­
ber 25, 1980, it may measure those assets and related 
expenses at their historical cost/constant dollar amounts 
or by reference to an appropriate index of specific price 
changes.
a. When an enterprise presents information on a cur­
rent cost basis for fiscal years ended on or after 
December 25, 1980, it shall measure: M i n e r a l  
r e s o u r c e  a s s e t s  and related depreciation, depletion, 
and amortization expense in accordance with the pro­
visions of this Statement for the measurement of 
property, plant, and equipment and related expenses;
b. When an enterprise presents information on a cur­
rent cost basis for fiscal years ended on or after 
December 25, 1980, it shall measure: T i m b e r l a n d s  
a n d  g r o w i n g  t i m b e r  and related expenses at either 
their historical cost/constant dollar amounts or at 
current cost or lower recoverable amounts;
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c. When an enterprise presents information on a cur­
rent cost basis for fiscal years ended on or after 
December 25, 1980, it shall measure: I n c o m e - p r o d u c ­
in g  r e a l  e s t a t e  and related expenses at either their 
historical cost/constant dollar amounts or at current 
cost or lower recoverable amounts.
Effective Date and Transition
8. The provisions of this Statement shall be effective for fis­
cal years ended on or after December 25, 1980.
The provisions of this Statement need 
not be applied to immaterial items.
T h is  S t a t e m e n t  w a s  a d o p t e d  b y  th e  a f f i r m a t i v e  v o te s  o f  f o u r  
m e m b e r s  o f  th e  F in a n c ia l  A c c o u n t i n g  S t a n d a r d s  B o a r d .  M e s s r s .  
M o s s o ,  S p r o u s e ,  a n d  W a l t e r s  d i s s e n t e d .
Messrs. Mosso, Sprouse, and Walters dissent because this 
Statement, which is part of a comprehensive standard for 
measurement of the effects of changing prices, and which con­
cerns a kind of asset that has been dramatically affected by 
specific price changes, does not deal with that issue in a posi­
tive way.
The Board received overwhelming testimony that neither 
the constant dollar nor the current cost method produces use­
ful information for assessing the impact of specific price 
changes on real estate investment properties, yet this State­
ment permits either method to be used in current cost presen­
tations. Of special concern is the relevance of deducting cur­
rent c o s t  d e p r e c i a t i o n  t o  measure income from a property that 
is being maintained to last indefinitely and that is continuing 
to appreciate in value. Because income-producing real estate is 
generally held as an investment rather than as an operating 
capability involving continuous disposals and replacements of
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components, the effect of changing specific prices on deprecia­
tion is not a significant concern. Cash flows and value changes 
are the critical factors just as they are with other kinds of 
marketable investments. The relevant accounting analogy is 
to an investment portfolio not, as implicit in this Statement, to 
property, plant, and equipment. Estimated fair values and 
changes in fair values are the most relevant information that 
can be provided about the effects of changing prices on income- 
producing real estate; those estimates are sufficiently reliable 
to be required as supplementary information. The information 
obtained during the two years’ attention given specifically to 
the effects of changing prices on income-producing real estate 
strongly suggests that further delay will not produce new 
information that might lead to a different conclusion.
M e m b e r s  o f  th e  F i n a n c i a l  A c c o u n t i n g  S t a n d a r d s  B o a r d :
Donald J. Kirk, C h a i r m a n  
Frank E. Block 
John W. March 
Robert A. Morgan 
David Mosso 





9. Statement 33, issued in September 1979, does not contain 
provisions for the measurement, on a current cost basis, of cer­
tain assets and related expenses for periods ended on or after 
December 25, 1980. The Board concluded in Statement 33 that 
further studies were required to provide a basis for decisions 
on the applicability to those assets of the requirement to pre­
sent information on a current cost basis.
10. On April 21, 1980, the Board issued an FASB Exposure 
Draft, F in a n c ia l  R e p o r t i n g  a n d  C h a n g in g  P r ic e s :  S p e c i a l i z e d  
A s s e t s .  The Board received 124 letters of comment on the 
Exposure Draft.
11. In July 1980, the Board conducted a public hearing on the 
Exposure Draft. Twenty-one organizations and individuals 
presented their views at the two-day hearing.
12. After the issuance of the Exposure Draft, the Board held 
five open meetings at which it considered the issues dealt with 
in the Exposure Draft. In addition, the staff has met with the 
Real Estate Task Group.
13. This Statement differs from the Exposure Draft in that it 
deals with only income-producing real estate, and it contains 
no requirement for the separate disclosure of current cost 
information for income-producing real estate nor any require­
ment to disclose information about the fair value of income- 
producing real estate. The Board has issued separate State­
ments dealing with financial reporting and changing prices 




BASIS FOR CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction
14. This appendix reviews considerations that members of 
the Board deemed significant in reaching the conclusions in 
this Statement; it includes reasons for accepting certain views 
and rejecting others. Individual Board members gave greater 
weight to some factors than to others.
15. Statement 33 requires certain large public enterprises to 
disclose supplementary information on a current cost basis. 
However, it contains only interim provisions, applicable to 
years ended before December 25, 1980, for the measurement of 
income-producing real estate  and unprocessed n atu ra l 
resources in information prepared on a current cost basis. This 
S tatem ent contains fu rth er interim  provisions for the 
measurement of income-producing real estate and related 
expenses for years ended on or after December 25, 1980.
16. During its deliberations on this Statement, the Board 
considered the following alternatives:
a. Require measurements on a current cost basis
b. Require information about fair values, defined as the 
prices that would be accepted as reasonable in transac­
tions between a willing buyer and a willing seller
c. Continue provisions similar to those contained in S tate­
ment 33; require measurement in information prepared on 
a current cost basis at either historical cost/constant dol­
lar amounts or at current cost amounts at the option of the 
preparer
d. Exempt income-producing real estate from the require­
ment to present information on a current cost basis.
Current Cost
17. Income-producing real estate has certain special features 
that raise doubts about the usefulness of the types of current
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cost measures required for other assets. Those special features 
affect the relevance of current cost information for the assess­
ment of the maintenance of operating capability, for the 
assessment of future cash flows, and for the assessment of 
financial performance.
18. Some Board members and respondents to the Exposure 
Draft believe that the assessment of the maintenance of 
operating capability is not important in relation to income- 
producing real estate. Investors and creditors do not wish to 
focus on the ability of an enterprise to maintain its physical 
capability. Such a focus would not contribute significantly to 
the overall assessment of cash flows. Rather, income-produc­
ing real estate should be regarded as investments, much like 
marketable securities, and assessments should focus directly 
on the maintenance of the enterprise’s ability to generate 
future cash flows. This approach raises doubts about one of the 
main uses of current cost information —provision of a basis of 
assessing operating capability.
19. Some Board members and respondents to the Exposure 
Draft also believe that conventional methods of measuring 
depreciation expense (such as the straight-line method) fail to 
provide useful information about the way in which use of a 
building is associated with a reduction in expectations of 
future cash flows. They believe that conventional depreciation 
methods assume an expiration of service potential that fre­
quently does not, in fact, take place in a well-maintained 
building. This point of view raises doubts about the usefulness 
of information about depreciation on a current cost basis for 
the assessment of enterprise performance.
20. Other Board members believe that a measure of current 
cost depreciation is needed for income-producing real estate. 
They believe that income-producing real estate is more similar 
to other kinds of property, plant, and equipment than to 
marketable securities and that current cost measures are use­
ful for assessments of enterprise performance. They believe 
that a conventional measure of depreciation expense can pro­
vide information th a t is useful for the evaluation of 
managerial performance in operating and leasing real estate,
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taking account of the expiration of the service potential of the 
facilities being leased. They also believe that a conventional 
measure of depreciation expense is needed to distinguish 
return on capital from return of capital.
21. The Board concluded tha t some measure of depreciation 
expense for income-producing real estate is needed in com­
putations of income from continuing operations on a current 
cost basis. However, it believes tha t the arguments in favor of 
requiring current cost information are less strong for income- 
producing real estate than for other types of property, plant, 
and equipment. Accordingly, the Board concluded that it 
should not require enterprises to incur the cost of undertaking 
current cost measurements of income-producing real estate 
without further evidence to indicate that the benefits of the 
information are likely to exceed the costs. Therefore, it decided 
to permit the use of either historical cost/constant dollar 
measures or current cost measures of those properties in infor­
mation on a current cost basis. Accordingly, an enterprise 
needs to present information on a current cost basis only if it 
has significant holdings of inventory, property, plant, and 
equipment apart from income-producing real estate and cer­
tain other specialized assets.
Fair Value
22. Information about the fair value of income-producing 
real estate would be relevant as a basis for assessment of 
future cash flows if it could be measured with sufficient 
reliability. Some Board members and respondents to the 
Exposure Draft favor disclosure of fair value information. 
They believe that disclosure of estimated fair value informa­
tion would be more relevant than disclosure of current cost. In 
addition, some enterprises that own income-producing real 
estate are likely to disclose information about fair value even 
if it is not required. These Board members believe it is prefera­
ble to provide authoritative guidance about measurement and 
disclosure rather than allow diverse practices to develop.
23. Other Board members are opposed to the introduction of 
a requirement for disclosure of fair value information at the
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present time. They believe that disclosure of fair value 
involves a focus on an exit price and, accordingly, has implica­
tions that go beyond reporting the effects of changing prices. 
In addition, they are not satisfied that fair value measure­
ments would meet minimum standards of reliability appropri­
ate to inclusion in financial reports. Some of these Board mem­
bers believe that disclosure of fair value measurements should 
not be considered until further progress has been made with 
the conceptual framework at which time it should be possible 
to have a better understanding of the broad implications of the 
uses of such measurements in the real estate industry as well 
as others. Others believe that low reliability will remain a 
decisive argument against a requirement to disclose fair 
values for real estate even after the conceptual framework has 
been further developed. The Board concluded that no require­
ments for disclosure of fair value measures should be 
introduced at the present time.
Definition
24. The Exposure Draft reflected the Board’s conclusion that 
income-producing real estate should include only properties 
that are leased or are ready for leasing, and real estate for 
which cash flows are reasonably estimable. Those qualifica­
tions were intended to ensure that disclosures of fair value be 
required only for assets for which the measurements would be 
reasonably reliable. Comments received on the Exposure Draft 
indicate tha t only a small number of companies would have 
significant amounts of income-producing real estate assets. 
Hotels, for example, which have occupancy rates and related 
cash flows that may fluctuate to a relatively large extent, do 
not meet the criteria for income-producing real estate. While 
this Statement does not require disclosure of information 
about fair value, the Board concluded that the definition 
remains useful. Properties that are not rented for long periods 
are often used in conjunction with the provision of other ser­
vices. For the purposes of Statement 33, those properties are 
included in property, plant, and equipment and are not covered 
by the special provisions of income-producing real estate. In 
those cases, the maintenance of operating capability, and, 




25. The Board concluded that either historical cost/constant 
dollar amounts or current cost measurements should be per­
mitted as they are in paragraph 53 of Statement 33. In this 
manner, experimentation may be encouraged without the 
imposition of the costs of preparing particular computations 




FASB STATEMENT 33 DATA BANK
The purpose of creating the FASB Statement 33 Data Bank was to make all of the Statement 
33 disclosures available to users and researchers.
All the numerical information required to be disclosed by Statement 33 has been collected. 
Exhibit 1 provides more detail about the data elements that have been included in the data bank.
One important adjustment to the Statement 33 numerical information has been made to assist 
researchers and users. All items of data, including the 1979 data, have been converted into 
average 1980 dollars, thereby making the information comparable between companies. The tape 
includes the original data as well as the adjusted data.
Interested parties can currently obtain access to the data bank from Value Line Data Services 
in two ways. Certain key inflation accounting data has been integrated into the “Value Line Data 
Base Tape”—a step that immediately makes both the changing prices information and the histori­
cal cost data available to Value Line’s subscribers. Among those subscribers are a number of 
computer time-sharing houses that, at nominal cost, will make the data available to those who 
have limited computer facilities.
The complete FASB data bank on computer tape and a users manual containing the specifica­
tions of the data bank can also be obtained from Value Line. The tape can be used by itself, in 
conjunction with the Value Line Data Base Tape, or with other commercially-produced financial 
information-retrieval systems,
A “hard-copy” of the pertinent pages of the annual reports containing the Statement 33 data 
are available at the FASB’s Public Reference Room, at Columbia University Business School’s 
Accounting Research Center, and at Stanford University. Copies of the pages are also available 
in 24X microfiche format through the Order Entry Department of the FASB.
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Exhibit 1
Statement 33* 1980 & 1979
Constant Dollar Current Cost
Sales X X
Cost of sales X X
Depreciation X X
Income from continuing operations X X
Minority interest** X X
Provision for plant closing** X X
Equity in earnings of subsidiaries** X X
Selling, General, and Administrative Expense** X X
Other income/expense** X X
Purchasing power gain or loss X
Increase in specific prices of Property, Plant and 
Equipment, and Inventory X
Increase in general prices of Property, Plant and 
Equipment, and Inventory X
Difference in general and specific prices of Property, 
Plant and Equipment, and Inventory X
Inventories X
Property, Plant and Equipment X
Net assets X X
Lower recoverable amount X X
*All data is coded as by measuring unit (i.e., year-end or average dollars).




COMPANIES INCLUDED IN CHAPTER II
ACF Industries
Abbott Laboratories
Aluminum Company of America
American Stores Company
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Ampco-Pittsburg Corporation
Armco Inc.
Bethlehem Steel Corporation 
Boise Cascade Corporation 
Borg-Warner Corporation 
CLC of America, Inc.
Campbell Taggart, Inc.
Coastal Corporation (The)










Great Western Financial Corporation 
Hammermill Paper Company 
Hercules Incorporated
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Hilton Hotels Corporation 
Inland Steel Company 
Leaseway Transportation Corp.




Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company (3M) 
Norfolk and Western Railway Company 




Reynolds (R.J.) Industries 
Rohm and Haas Company 
Saunders Leasing System, Inc.
Sharon Steel Corporation
Smith (A.O.) Corporation












COMPANIES INCLUDED IN CHAPTER IV
Allied Products Corporation 
American Standard Inc.
Associated Dry Goods Corporation 
BancOhio Corporation 
Bemis Company, Inc.









Fisher Scientific Company 
Gannett Co., Inc.
General Motors Corporation 
General Re Corporation 
Genuine Part Company 
Grace (W.R.) & Co.
Gulf Resources and Chemical Corporation
Hilton Hotels Corporation
Inland Steel Company





Norfolk and Western Railway Company 
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company 
Phillips Petroleum Company 
Pope & Talbot, Inc.
Republic of Texas Corporation 





Searle (G.D.) & Co.
Shapell Industries, Inc.
Shell Oil Company
Sperry and Hutchinson Company, (The)
Stewart-Warner Corporation
Stop & Shop Companies, Inc., (The)
St. Joe Minerals Corporation 
St. Paul Companies, Inc., (The)
Superior Oil Company, (The)
Tecumseh Products Company 
Texaco Inc.
Third National Corporation 
Thomas & Betts Corporation 
Transco Companies, Inc.
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